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POLICE MISCONDUCT

THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1983

HOUSE oi REPRESENTATiVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JuSTcE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room 2226 Rayburn House
Office Building, Hon. John Conyers (chairman o? the subcommit-
tee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Conyers and Gekas.
Staff present: Thomas W. Hutchison counsel; Raymond V. Smie-

tanka, minority associate counsel; Gail Bowman, assistant counsel."Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee will come to order. Good morn-
inl$oday the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice receives testimony

on a subject that has come before us many times, police use of
deadly force.

Statistics demonstrate that blacks and Hispanics are dispropor-
tionately the victims of police shootings. While the last 10 years
haven't seen 10 executions in this country through the court proc-
ess, there have been 4,000 fatal shootings of civilians by police.
More than half of those killed were members of minority groups.

In New York during 1971 through 1975 blacks and Hispan c
comprised 86 percent of the population but were 82 percent of
those killed by the police. In Philadelphia from 1960 to 1970 blacks
constituted 22 percent of the population, 87 percent of those arrest-
ed and 90 percent of those killed by police.

Indiscriminate use of deadly force undermines real security and
respect for the law and hampers police work. Unfortunately, many
Americans do not perceive police misuse of deadly force as a seri-
ous problem. And so we have a very difficult time in courts and
before juries, because juries have been extraordinarily reluctant to
convict police.

Recent events demonstrate that the problems associated with the
police use of deadly force and police abuse have not diminished or
been resolved. Just since the first of the year the following events
have made their way into the news:

In December 1982 in Miami, Fla., the shooting of Neville John-
son and Alonzo Singleton touched off several days of rioting in
Overtown. In Miami, Fla., this year police have shot and killed five
men during this period alone.

In Richmond, Calif., two families were each awarded $1 % million
after fatal shootings of two black men by the Richmond police. The
plaintiffs contended, and apparently proved, that the shootings

(1)
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were done by Cowboys, a violence-prone group of police officers
within that city's police department, which had a pattern and prac-
tice of using great force against minorities, and whoe attitudes
and practices were known by the chief of police.

In Milwaukee, Wis., five white officers were found guilty of using
excessive force and breaking department rules by forcibly subduing
and then refusing aid to 22-year-old Ernie Lacy, who subsequently
died, and was found not involved in the rape case for which they
had arrested him.

At a minimum, indiscriminate use of deadly force must be per-
ceived as a threat to all of our society. Those at the top, the city
government, must be held more directly responsible for the actions
of their law enforcers, and police must be far more carefully select-
ed and trained than they are.

There must be enforcement laws available which can be used to
bring those who misuse deadly force to justice.

I'm very pleased to have our committee hearings include our Na-
tional Urban League officers and friends- Patrick Murphy of the
Police Foundation; the city manager of Milami, Mr. Howard Gary
from SCLC in Miami, Raymond Fauntroy; and other distinguished
witnesses.

I have asked Eileen Luna-Gordinier of the Berkeley Police
Review Commission to testify out of order before the Urban
League's very important testimony is commenced. She is an attor-
ney who has been working as the director of the Berkeley Police
Review Commission established by voter initiative in 1978, and has
had wide experience. Ms. Luna-Gordinier brings to us something
that seems to me to be an appropriate starting point for this hear-
in fve noticed in your testimony, Attorney Gordinier, that you have

raised a very important threshold concern, and that is that many
attitudes in the community and across the country, both public and
individual, sanction police violence. It's a regrettable fact of life.
But I think that your discussion is very important in kicking this
off.

Too often this kind of violence is implicitly sanctioned by many
people in the public and private sectors.

I was thinking, as the person who speaks to this subject with the
Congressional Black Caucus-and I'm saying this in front of all of
our witnesses so they can include any observations they may have:
What should we in the Congressional Black Caucus and our friends
in the Congress, first of all, be telling the Department of Justice,
the Civil Rights Division in particular? What should we be telling
our municipal leaders in our congressional districts? How can we
make this'subject far more meaningful and important to all of
those who are just beginning to become aware of It. It's frequently
read as a sensational headline concerning a particular city that
lasts for a day or two, and then it is frequently ignored.

I'd like you to keep some of those thoughts in mind.
When any hearing or meeting is conducted by this committee or

subcommittee we request that permission be granted to cover the
hearing, in whole or in part, by television broadcast, radio broad-
cast, still photography, and without objection this coverage will be
permitted.
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Welcome to our subcommittee, and I would ask you to summa-
rize your statement, which will be included in the record, so we can
get directly to the themes that you have raised before the subcom-
mittee. Welcome.

TESTIMONY OF EILEEN LUNA-GORDINIER, BERKELEY POLICE
REVIEW COMMISSION

Ms. LuNA-GORDINIER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to thank you for inviting me to come and speak to this

committee regarding the problem of police use of deadly force, be-
cause it's something that aces people and police day-by-day.

We believe that in order to deal with the police use of deadly
force there must be a theory of what constitutes excessive force, be-
cause deadly force may or may not be an appropriate response to
an actual situation. If it's an inappropriate response it becomes
police misconduct. That's what concerns us particularly in Berke-
ley. Therefore we have to have a theory of why such misconduct
exists, why it is allowed to exist and what can be done to minimize
it.

I worked as a labor attorney before coming to the Berkeley
Police Review Commission in 1981. I also represented deputy sher-
iffs in Napa County in California for a few years. I know the police
are public employees just like any other, they have the same or
similar rights and responsibilities as any other public employee.
However, as citizen employers, we give them an arsenal of weapons
and extraordinary powers. Consequently, we have the right and the
obligation to expect from them more patience, more tolerance, and
more discretion than we ask from other public employees.

As a teenager growing up in the Mexican-American section of
San Diego, I saw repeated infringement of citizens' civil rights by
police. I witnessed and experienced these infringements as well
during the tumultuous days of the sixties. This practice of street
justice jeopardizes our rule of law and erodes the Constitution.

Street justice can be stopped by community control of police. The
Berkeley, Police Review Commission is at this time the foremost ex-
ample of this concept of citizen control. Largely through the efforts
of Peter Hagberg, who was the director from the formative days of
the commission from 1975 until May of this year, the Berkeley
Commission has become the acknowledged leader in the field.

Police misconduct we believe exists because good men and good
women believe it is necessary. It is allowed to exist because other
good men and women accept its necessity or feel powerless to
change it. Therefore it can only be changed when other good men
and women have the position, the strength and the understanding
to speak out when the force used is not necessary, desirable, or ac-
ceptable.

A corollary to this is that the ability and the willingness of a
community to seriously consider citizen complaints of discourtesy,
racism, bad judgment, and improper investigations is an important
precondition to control of unnecessary use of force by police.

As an example, a citizen is alleged to have made some derogato-
ry remarks to which the officer responded in kind, The citizen then
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challenged the asserted authority, upon which the officer arrested
the citizen for disturbing the peace.

Most departments will have regulations which require officer
courtesy and respect to citizens. In many departments, however,
these rules may not be enforced where there is verbal provocation.
Indeed, in many departments unwritten policy would preclude sus-
taining a discourtesy complaint even if the officer's remarks were
unprovoked, unless the citizen's allegations were verified by an in-
dependent credible third party witness. This criteria, in many de-
partments' parlance, automatically excludes friends and family of
the complainant.

While the testimony of a single perceptual witness may be
enough to send a person to jail or to win a large damage claim, in
this situation many police departments refuse to allow an officer to
be disciplined, even so much as an admonishment, from the testi-
mony of a single witness. As a result, problematic police officers
soon learn that they can act with near inpunity as long as they
allow no witnesses. The issue, then, of the right to witness a police
action becomes, in itself, an important issue to both police and citi-
zens.

Why, then, do many good police chiefs refuse to sustain a citizen,
no matter how credible, who complains of police misconduct unless
there is independent witness corroboration? Why is this true even
though the chief does not believe the officer's denial for a minute?

The reason is clear, although slightly complex. The accused offi-
cer who denies his guilt knows the proper story to influence other
officers, who know nothing of the incident, in case the charges are
sustained. His or her fellow officers then fall into line behind their
colleague. The police chief is treated to various threats and cudgels
from his troops for taking the word of a citizen over an officer. If
he does this at all often, the chief is pinned with a jacket that he
does not support his troops, and threatened with internal insubor-
dination which takes the form of slowdowns in response time and
ticket-writing, or the blue flu.

In some cases police associations give votes of no-confidence in
their chief, which often results in the chief's dismissal. Police
chiefs generally have no strong constituency other than the officers
they lead, and, therefore, he is required to represent them.

The chief then holds a lonely position with few natural allies and
many potential enemies. Therefore it is no wonder that he walks
softly and fears the wrath of officers whom he is supposed to lead.
Discipline by the police chief isn't feared because it is seldom forth-
coming.

We then have a situation where we really can't rely on police
chiefs to enforce the kind of citizen participation in community
control and police officer appropriate response.

Internal affairs of citizen allegations of police misconduct involve
reams of paper and no evidentiary, much less an adversary hear-
ing. Because of the way that internal affairs operates it becomes
very difficult for the police chief and the administrators of the
police department to rely on that kind of a process to really get at
the truth. The summarized statements by internal affairs very
seldom are complete, very often are sketchy at best, and,- therefore,
the allegations are not sustained.
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This failure to sustain allegations was a major factor in the cre-
ation of San Francisco's civilian Police Review Commission this
year. Last year in San Francisco alone it was widely reported that
there were over 800 citizen complaints of excessive force. Most of
these allegations occurred as a result of widely publicized, and even
televised mass incidents. According to news reports, one of these
800 complaints was sustained by the San Francisco Police Depart-
ment.

Similar experience with inadequate internal police review of citi-
zens' complaints led to the establishment of the Berkeley Police
Review Commission.

Civilian review as it is practiced in Berkeley has several advan-
tages over the typical internal investigative process. First, it holds
evidentiary hearings with all parties present. These are open
public meetings which are well publicized. Members of the mt555L
and interested citizens are encouraged to attend. Unlike internal
police hearings, witnesses are heard first-hand by the decision-
makers and are subject to cross-examination by all parties. This
cross-examination maximizes the possibility of getting at the truth.

Second, unlike the chief of police, citizen judges are not in a hos-
tage position vis-a-vis the officers within the department, and they
are, in general, not subject to reprisals from inside or outside thedepartment.Third, the commissioners and the civilian investigators tend to

be concerned, open-minded people who understand the positions of
both the citizens and the officers involved. They also are not overly
familiar with the situation which either party has found them-
selves in. This leads to a high degree of neutrality on their part.

Fourth, the public nature of the process, the independence of the
commissioners, the civilian status of the investigators, as well as
the participation of the police department in the process, provides
balance, credibility, and objectivity in its decisionmaking and a de-
terrent effect on officers. Problem officers know that questionable
conduct will not be condoned, ignored, or allowed to continue un-
challenged because of generally accepted attitudes.of the police de-
partment. Thus, officers tend to alter faulty conduct in order to
avoid scrutiny by an independent agency.

Fifth, and perhaps the most important element of Berkeley's ci-
vilian review process, is its jurisdiction over police policy, practices,
and regulations. The Berkeley Commission reviews police officer
training, oversees implementation of various practices and estab-
lishes guidelines. Most recently, the commission recommended that
the use of the carotid choke hold be characterized as deadly force.
The proper use of this hold will now be limited to certain very spe-
cific situations where the use of deadly force is authorized. Use of
this hold in nonlife threatening situations has resulted in numer-
ous citizen deaths and huge lawsuits in California. There has been
no such problem in Berkeley.

It is apparent to those of us who are part of the Berkeley Police
Review Commission that civilian review works.

You mentioned Richmond. There has been a $3 million lawsuit
just recently reached. Other lawsuits are still pending, including
those result in death by the use of the carotid choke hold.
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In the city of Oakland there were 10 apparently unarmed minor-
ity males fatally shot by police in 1979. This precipitated wide-
spread citizen demand for civilian review, which resulted in the
formation of a citizen complaint board to investigate and hear com-
plaints of police use of excessive force including deadly force.
There has been only one fatal shooting by police since that date.

Berkeley's Review Commission was formed as a result of similar
situations. As a result of demonstrations in Berkeley that were
fairly widespread in terms of free speech, civil rights, and opposi-
tion to the Vietnam war, many middle class white students and
older people basically lost their faith in law enforcement. What
happened then was, although the Berkeley police officers had origi-
nally been viewed as friends of the demonstrators, that changed as
the police response escalated the demonstrations.

Mr. CONYERS. How do you think blacks feel having dealt with
over 100 years of police violence?

Ms. LUNA-GORDINIER. That's right.
Mr. CONYERS. Reverend Nettles from Alabama called me, wanted

to get here. We're going to have to hold an extra hearing, because
In Alabama there's apparently a police shooting epidemic going on.

Ms. LUNA-GORDINJER. Unfortunately, what happens with civilian
review, at least to date, is that it has taken such a crisis to develop
it. It's our feeling In Berkeley that it shouldn't take that kind of a
crisis to develop it. Because we feel that in Berkeley, for example,
over 10 years our statistics show that it works, and that in fact you
can have the very situation that you want, where police sup port it,
where the citizens support it, where the police chief himself helps
to write the testimony to come here, and that everyone feels that it
works.

Our statistics have shown, with regard to excessive force, that it
has gone way, way down. That comes from a position of police offi-
cers who basically support the concept.

Mr. CONYERS. You have a different kind of review procedure. I
began to lose faith in citizen review boards because, as they were
originally written during the sixties and seventies, they had such
limited power, and the internal investigations in the police depart-
ment were always controlling anyway, so they ended up getting the
tip of the iceberg, and whatever disposition was going to be arrived
at had been taken and had been determined elsewhere.

What you're doing is fundamentally altering the citizen review
board so that it actually takes away the internal investigations and
frequent secret decisions that are made in these matters.

Let me just summarize, because I've got members on the Urban
League panel who are not going to be able to stay with-me-I'm
very, very impressed with the Berkeley Police Review Commission.
But I want to deal with the theme that also characterizes your re-
marks.

You said that police are public employees. But they're really
much more than that. They're hero figures in our society young
people grow up with deep admiration and respect for police offi-
cers. The mystique of carrying a gun in our society legally, with
the ability to kill anybody in the name of the government, is a
powerful responsibility.
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So there's this mythical atmosphere that surrounds cope in our

society. And, in my View, it's being very, very vastly abused.
In the south we're now having minority police come into the

force. But in many of our civil rights cases it's the racism that the
police not only sanction in the communities they serve, but the
racism internal to the department that makes police depart-
ments-and, coincidentally-fire departments-one of the big
public entities that are constantly in court over how do you hire a
fair amount of blacks and Hispanics and women to protect the
people that they're presumed to be giving support to. So that you
have at least a double, maybe a triple, problem coming out of the
racism that's endemic to law enforcement.

Two other little comments and then I'll let you respond to any
part of this you want.

One of the big secrets about police, in my view, police organiza-
tions, is their political power. It isn't just by accident that every-
body is willing to go along with a great deal of police attitudes and
activity that would never be tolerated in the water department or
by anybody working for the city clerk or the registrar, and that's
because the police have powerful political organizations that not
only sanction candidates, frequently the most conservative and seg-
regationist oriented candidates that they can find, but frequently
the police chiefs and the police officers become the candidates
themselves.

My experience in Detroit can't be excluded in this matter where,
when the first serious black candidate for mayor was offered in
1972 the candidate that ran against him was none other than the
chief of the Detroit police department, who had to be fired because
he would not desist from his campaign full time on the Job. And we
have very similar episodes of this incredible political power that
police organizations are wielding across the country.

Finally, you've touched on this fraternity of police, This works
both ways: it not only inhibits decent police chiefs but it also in-
timidates new policemen coming on the force. The first thing a
rookie cop is told-I've been told this many times-is: forget all
that stuff you learned in school, forget all the training crap that
the ministers and the civil rights groups made you take. This is the
real world: you're at the 10th precinct now, you've got to survive,
brother, and here's the way we play the game. So It doesn't just
involve the chief, the new fellows coming on have to have some
comrade have to have some acquaintances, have to build some new
friendships.

So this intimidation is something that this committee %k going to
look at very carefully. I deeply appreciate your testimony, and-I'd
like you to respond to anything In my testimony that you would
like to tell me.

Ms. LUNA-GORDINIER. OK. I think what has to be realized is that
when the Berkeley Police Review Commission was formed 10 years
ago, there was very vehement opposition by the police association
and by the department against the concept of civilian review.

What has happened over 10 years has been a very basic change
in that approach because of the fact that we oversee training, be-
cause of the fact that we are part of policy in many ways. There
has been a real movement primarily from the Third World Police
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Officers Association, the Chicano Police Officers Association, and
the Black Police Officers Association, which are very vocal in
terms of their support of the PRC.

As a matter of fact, we have a black chief, we have a number of
black captains, we have a number of people in very responsible po-
sitions inside the police department who are third world who are
black, and chicano. In addition the training officer is an Asian offi-
cer. And their support of the concept of civilian review is very ex-
citing and encouraging for all of us who are part of that.

An interesting thing that you were mentioning was the political
power. In 1982, when we still had a white chief, there was an elec-
tion in Berkeley. For the first time in the history of the Berkeley
Police Department, the Police Officers Association became very
active in that election. And so in April 1982 there was very signifi-
cant police action, walking precincts, et cetera, for certain forces
within the community.

In fact, in that election they did tip the balance on the city coun-
cil, and the more conservative forces in Berkeley became a majori-
ty-were a majority on the city council.

What then happened, interestingly enough, was a very signifi-
cant increase in the number of discourtesy and excessive-force com-
plaints that we had. So where in Berkeley we had had three exces-
sive-force complaints sustained against the department in 1979 and
1980, we then had a whole raft of excessive-force complaints and
discourtesy complaints.

Now what happens in Berkeley is we have jurisdiction over the
whole range of police action, and it is as important to us to serious-
ly consider and get a sustaining if warranted, on a discourtesy com-
plaint as it is on an excessive force, because our belief is, if you can
change officers' behavior at the level of discourtesy you may never
get to excessive force. And so a discourtesy complaint is very im-
portant to us.

To see this increase in discourtesy complaints and excessive-force
complaints was horrendous for us, and it was widely discussed in
the press that in fact this was because of the fact that police offi-
cers had basically flexed their muscles and had managed to tip the
balance on the city council.

What happened then was the search for a new police chief con-
tinued, and there was an acting white police chief who had been
part of the old command staff, had been in the department for a
long, long time.

We have a new police chief as of January. He is very much based
in community policing. His name is Ron Nelson. He's listed in the
back of the written testimony. And in fact, he is very supportive of
the concept of police review in Berkeley.

What has happened now has been a change back from what was
going on in 1982. Our excessive-force complaints and our discourte-
sy complaints are again way down. The process is working. We are
getting the parts-the pieces of information from the police depart-
ment that we need to be able to function.

Mr. CoNymw. Is police violence under control?
Ms. LUNA-GORDINIER. Basically police violence is under control

in Berkeley, and we feel very good about that.
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Discourtesy is still a problem. We still have many, many com-

plaints from people in all parts of our city.
Mr. CONYERS. I want to congratulate you for even having a proce-

dure for discourtesy complaints. Let me tell you something:
In most cities, if all you got was discourtesy from the policeman,

there would be no thought about going somewhere to complain
about discourtesy because you probably were told in that discourte-
ous conduct that you were probably one inch from getting your
brains beat out, as well as being treated abusively by profanity or
other kinds of threats.

But I think that is a very good theory. I think you've taken an
exciting strategy and implemented it. I want to commend you, andI'd like to have you follow our hearing and advise this subcommit-
tee and, by extension, the Congressional Black Caucus Braintrust
which comprises many of our friends across the country that are
working on this problem.

I thank you very much for joining us today.
Ms. LUNA-GORDINIER. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Eileen Luna-Gordinier, with attachments,

follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF EILEEN LUNA-GORDINIER OF THE
BERKELEY POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION BEFORE
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIME OF THE HOUSE
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE ON POLICE-COMMUNITY
RELATIONS ON JUNE 16, 1983

Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for inviting me to

come and speak to this Committee regarding the problem of Police

Use of Deadly Force. This problem is faced day after day by

both police and citizens.

INTRODUCTION:

To deal with police use of deadly force, we must have a

theory of what constitutes excessive force. Deadly force may or

may not be an appropriate response to an actual situation. If it

is an inappropriate response, it becomes police misconduct. There-

fore, it is essential to have a theory of why such misconduct exists

why it is allowed to exist, and what can be done to minimize its

existence.

I worked as a Labor Attorney before coming to the Berkeley

Police Review Commission in March 1981. I also represented the

Deputy Sheriffs in Napa County for 2 years. I know that police

officers are public employees much like any other. They have the

same or similar rights and responsibilities as other employees.

However, as citizen-employers, we give them an arsenal of

weapons and extraordinary powers. Consequently, we have the right

and indeed the obligation to expect from them, more patience,

discretion and tolerance than we expect from other public employees.

-1-
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As a teenager growing up in a Mexican-American section of

San Diego, I saw repeated infringements of citizens' civil rights

by police. I witnessed and experienced these infringements as

well during the tumultuous days of the 60's. This practice of

"street justice" jeopardizes our rule of law and erodes the

constitution.

Street Justice can be stopped by community control of police.

The Berkeley Police Review Commission is at this time the foremost

example of this concept of community control.

Largely through the efforts of Peter Hagberg, who was the

Director from the formative days of the commission in 1975 until

May of this year, the Berkeley Commission has become the acknow-

ledged leader in this field. We are pleased with this opportunity

to share information and experiences.

Police misconduct exists because "good men" and yes, some

"good women" believe it is necessary. It is allowed to exist

because other "good men and women" accept its necessity or feel

powerless to change it. Therefore, it can be changed only when

other "good men and women" have the position, strength and under-

standing to speak out when the force used is neither necessary,

desirable or acceptable.

There is a corollary to this proposition which is extremely

important because findings of excessive force in the police world

bring such dramatic and high pressure responses from police associ-

-2-
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ationa and from those officers in the field who like to use force

to resolve disputes. The corollary is that: the ability and the

willingness to seriously consider citizen complaints of discourtesy,

racism, bad judgement and improper investigations is an important

precondition to control the unnecessary use of force by police.

The reason for this, upon analysis, boils down to a.single

human motive (or to the simple physics of causal relationships):

A minimum infraction tends to generate a minimum response. In

turn a major infraction tends to generate a major response.

A minor infraction generates a smaller counter-response, and a

major response generates a far greater counter-response, as opposing

groups line up to fortify their positions.

As an example:

A citizen is alleged to have made some derogatory

remarks to which the officer responded in kind.

The citizen then challenged the asserted authority

upon which the officer arrested the citizen for

disturbing the peace.

Most departments will have regulations which require officer

courtesy and respect to citizens. In many departments however,

these rules may not be enforced where there is verbal "provocation".

Indeed, in many departments, unwritten policy would preclude

sustaining a discourtesy complaint, even if the officer's remarks

were unprovoked, unless the citizen's allegations were verified by

an independent, credible third party witness. This criteria in

many departments' parlance automatically excludes friends and
-

-3-
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family of the complainant.

While the testimony of a single perceptual witness may be

enough to send a person to jail or to win a large damage claim,

in this situation many police departments refuse to allow an

officer to be disciplined, even so much as an admonishment, from

the testimony of a single witness. As a result, problematic

police officers soon learn that they can act with near impunity

as long as they allow no witnesses. The issue then of the right

to witness a police action becomes, in itself, an important issue

to both police and citizens.

Why then, do even many good police administrators refuse to

sustain a citizen (no matter how credible) who complains of police

misconduct, unless there is "independent witness corroboration?"

Why also is this true even though the Administrator does not

believe the officer's denial for a minute?

The reason is clear although slightly complex. The accused

officer, who denies his guilt, knows the proper story to influence

other officers (who know nothing of the incident) in case the

charges are sustained. His or her fellow officers then fall into

line behind their colleague. The police administrator is treated

to various "cudgels" from his "troops" for taking the word of a

citizen over an officer. If the administrator does this at all

often, the Chief is pinned with a "jacket" that he does not support

his troops and threatened with internal insubordination which take

the form of slowdowns in response time and ticket writing or the

"Blue Flu".

-4-
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In some cases, police associations give votes of "no confi-

dence" in their Chief which often result in the Chief's dismissal.

Police administrators generally have no strong constituency, other

than the officers they lead, and therefore the Chief is required

to represent them. Since the Chief is also the only visible repre-

sentative of the Department to City Managers, City Councils and

local citizens, he is saddled with responsibility for any perceived

wrongdoing within his department. Thus, the Chief holds a lonely

position with few natural allies and many potential enemies. It

is no wonder that he walks softly and fears the wrath of the officers

whom he is supposed to lead. Discipline by the Police Chief isn't

feared because it is seldom forthcoming.

Added to the Chief's problems is the fact that he has no

process under which he can justify a decision against an officer

in all but the most flagrant cases.

Internal review procedures of citizen allegations of police

misconduct involve reams of paper and no evidentiary hearing, much

less an adversary hearing. Internal Affairs Bureaus compile a

raft of statements which are reduced to writing via either summary,

transcriptions or signed statements. The police administrator

and his advisors then review the papers to determine whether or not

a clear violation of regulations occurred. Without hearing and

questioning the individual witnesses and parties, how can this

panel possibly decide among the discrepancies, variations and gaps

which recorded statements inevitably leave? Most often it cannot,

and therefore it votes not to sustain. Such a ruling means the

alleged impropriety may have happened but that there is not enough

evidence to prove it.
-5-
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This failure to sustain complaints was a major factor in

the creation of San Francisco's Civilian Police Review Commission

this year. Last year in San Francisco alone it was widely reported

there were over 300 citizen complaints of excessive force. Most

of these allegations occurred as a result of widely publicized and

even televised mass incidents. According to news reports, only one

of these 300 complaints was sustained by the San Francisco Police

Department. Similar experience with inadequate Internal Police

Review of Citizen Complaints led to the establishment of the Police

Review Commission in Berkeley.

Civilian Review (as it is practiced in Berkeley) has several

advantages over the typical internal investigative process. First,

it holds evidentiary hearings with all parties present. These are

open public meetings which are well publicized. Members of the

press and interested citizens are encouraged to attend. Unlike

internal police hearings, witnesses are heard firsthand by the

decision-makers and are subject to cross-examination by the decision-

makers, the parties (the complainant and the officer) or their

attorneys. This cross-examination maximizes the possibility of

getting at the truth.

Secondly, unlike the Chief of Police, the citizen judges are

not in a hostage position vis-a-vis the officers within the

Department and they are, in general, not subject to reprisal from

inside or outside the Department.

Thirdly, the Commissioners and the civilian investigators

tend to be concerned, open-minded people who understand the

- 6-
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positions of both the citizens and the officers involved. They

also are not overly familiar with the situations which either party

has found him or herself in. This leads to a high degree of

neutrality on their parts.

Fourth, the public nature of the process and the independence

of the Commissioners as well as the participation of the Police

Department in the process provides balance, credibility and objecti-

vity in its decision-making and a deterrent effect on officers.

Problem officers know that questionable conduct will not be condoned,

ignored or allowed to continue unchallenged because of generally

accepted attitudes of the Police Department. Thus, officers tend

to alter faulty conduct in order to avoid scrutiny by an independent

agency which is watch-dogging conduct on a daily basis.

Fifth, perhaps the most important element of Berkeley's

civilian review process is its jurisdiction over police policy,

practices and regulations. The Berkeley Commission reviews police

officer training, oversees implementation of various practices and

establishes guidelines. Most recently the Commission recommended

that the use of the carotid "choke" hold be characterized as

deadly force. The proper use of this hold will now be limited to

certain very specific situations where the use of deadly force is

authorized. The use of this hold in non-life threatening situations

has resulted in numerous citizen deaths and huge lawsuits in

California. There has been no such problem in Berkeley.

It is apparent to those of us who are a part of the Berkeley

Police Review Commission that civilian review works.

-7-
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In recent years other cities have developed citizen police

review processes in response to crisis situations.

In the City of Oakland there were ten unarmed minority males

fatally shot by police in 1979. This precipitated widespread

citizen demand for civilian review which culminated in the formation

of a citizen complaint board to investigate and hear complaints of

police use of excessive force, including deadly force. In those

years since, there has been only one fatal shooting by police.

In the City of Richmond, California, similar circumstances

have led to a City task force which has recommended a civilian

review board there. A $3,000,000 jury decision was just reached

on behalf of the families of two unarmed black men who were fatally

shot by police this year. Other lawsuits for other deaths, includ-

ing deaths by use of carotid chokeholds are still pending.

Berkeley's Police Review Commission was formed as a result

of similar situations. The demonstrations of the 60's in Berkeley

around such issues as free speech, civil rights and opposition to

the Vietnam War changed the views and experiences of many white

middle-class students and older citizens toward their local and

regional law enforcement. The Berkeley police officers who were

seen initially as friends of the demonstrators were viewed

differently as the demonstrations and the police response escalated.

Minority groups had a similar experience of complaints of police

mistreatment, excessive force, harassment and demeaning behavior

in Berkeley as in other communities. At the same time, the Berkeley

Police Department was experiencing internal conflicts as many

officers, supervisors and command staff personnel attempted to

-8-
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resist affirmative action and the inclusion of minorities and

women in significant numbers in the Department and in positions

of authority within the Department. In turn, these minority

officers often had a sense of the interrelationship between the

traditional problems of treatment of minority citizens on the

street and the treatment within the Department. It was in the

context of increased allegations of police brutality and inadequate

response from the Department that the Berkeley Police Review

Commission was created by voter initiative.

In 1973, the Department was opposed to civilian review in

any form. The Police Association campaigned against its passage.

Lawsuits were brought against the Commission's right to exist or

to investigate complaints. There was resistance and fear from

individual officers who were told by their Police Association

leaders that the Commissioners' backers wanted to eliminate the

Police Department, take their jobs and obstruct the enforcement of

certain laws.

Ten years later, the majority of officers accept the function

of the Police Review Commission. They have come to realize, and

in many cases to express the belief, that the Commission does not

wish to eliminate the Police Department nor to destroy police work

but rather to improve it. For example, the Commission has been

hearing witness officer testimony for over six years. When witness

officer testimony was first required, the effort was met with law-

suits and recalcitrance. Once a single officer was disciplined

for refusing to testify, witness police officers began testifying

-9-
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as a matter of course. Cooperation is now the rule, rather than

the exception. In other words, firm action brings results and

experience dispels irrational fears. In one instance, a young

white officer stated to me, "Eileen, I wouldn't want to work in a

city without a civilian police review commission." On July 1,

1983, the Berkeley Police Review Commission will become the first

in the country to compel Accused Officer Testimony in addition to

witness officer testimony.

The proof of the effectiveness of civilian review is not

merely in its emulation, its theoretical justifications, and

reduced death rates; its greatest claim to effectiveness, at least

in Berkeley, is in the great reduction of excessive force complaints

which resulted from the implementation of civilian review.

From 1974 to 1977, complaints of excessive force dropped 67%.

Discourtesy complaints had a similar drop. The crime rate decreased,

arrest and conviction rates were not affected. The resulting

increased police-community dialogue and support began to address

and ameliorate certain crime situations. An escalating rape prob-

lem was significantly reduced as was a problem of street prostitution

in low income areas. Special police task forces were set up at

the urging of the PRC. The proliferation of massage parlors which

were allowing prostitution and hard drug trafficking was stopped

and many licenses revoked as a result of community pressure through

the Police Review Commission for increased enforcement to address

these issues. Complaints of inadequate police response to situations

of domestic violence or street violence between low income citizens

-10-
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disappeared under PRC insistence that these cases be handled

with the same professionalism and enforcement techniques as were

used in other incidences of assault, i.e. professional investiga-

tion and arrest of responsibles.

These, and other incidences of community-civilian review

support for increased law enforcement served to ameliorate police

concerns about civilian review; to improve the citizen's view,

particularly the low income citizen's view of police service; and

to create an atmosphere of police-community cooperation, rather

than police-community opposition. This change signified to both

police and community that they had less to fear in terms of

violence from the other in the day to day conduct of police

activities. The de-escalation of confrontation and paranoia

increased both officer and citizen safety and increased citizen

cooperation in the mutually supported task of the reduction and

solution of crime.

Such results are not accomplished without disagreement and

verbal conflict. Almost every major complaint sustained by the

Commission in its early days was greeted with opposition from the

Police Department and outrage from the Police Association. That

conflict is indicated by the comparative statistics of the Police

Department and the Police Review Commission during its early

activities. In 1976, the first full year in which complaint hear-

ings were regularly held, the Police Review Commission sustained

one or more allegations in 70% of the cases it heard. Of those

same cases, the Berkeley Police Department sustained only 4%.

-11-
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Berkeley has a dual system in which the BPD investigates and hears

all cases which the PRC hears. Therefore, conditions exist for

absolute comparison. While the City Manager, who as the final

decision-maker resolves discrepancies between the two agencies'

findings, supported the Police Department more often than the PRC,

he followed the PRC recommendation in several important cases and

questioned, upon occasion, the credibility and objectivity of some

Department findings. In the following years, statistics indicate

that the Commission has consistently sustained allegations in

between 30% and 40% of the cases it hears. The Police Department's

rate of sustaining citizen complaints increased dramatically to a

high of 28% of those same cases in 1979. Through the years,

various City Managers have mentioned a similar record of resolving

disagreements. More often the Manager resolves disagreements in

favor of the Department's version but in many significant (and less

significant) cases the Manager agrees with the Commission's findings

and analysis. At this point, the Department and the Commission

agree in their findings 80% to 90% of the time. And most often

the disagreements occur where the Commission sustains complaints

which are not sustained by the Department. But the now well-

coordinated interchange of information and views between the PRC

and the BPD has led to a significant improvement in both processes.

The deterrent effect of more credible complaint processes

has meant that complaints of excessive force decreased, that the

level of alleged excessive force decreased and that such complaints

were sustained less often. In 1976, six excessive force complaints

were sustained. By 1978, not a single allegation of excessive
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force was sustained and in the next two years (1979 and i980) only

three excessive force allegations were sustained.

The marked decrease in the inappropriate police use of force

(deadly and otherwise) and concomitant improvement in police service

and police-community relations is accomplished at a minimum cost

to the taxpayers. The Berkeley PRC's yearly budget is less than

$100,000. That contrasts favorably with the $3,000,000 adverse

settlement in Richmond, California. It is also cheaper than the

death of any citizen as the result of the improper use of deadly

force by police officers.
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ADDENDUM

I wish to thank several people for their assistance in

preparation of any testimony here today: Ron Nelson, Chief of

Police in Berkeley; Police Review Commissioners Bruce Haldane

(gardener and reporter for a local newspaper GRASSROOTS) and

Professor Sandy Muir, who is chairperson of the Political Science

Department at U.C. Berkeley; Jon Read, architect and community

activist; and most especially to Peter Hagberg, whose knowledge

and understanding qf the history, effects and meaning of civilian

review in Berkeley have been essential.

While these friends and associates may not agree with every-

.--thing I have said, it is a sign of our success that we can all

work together for a common ends the best possible police service,

that deserves and enjoys widespread community support, with the

least possible conflict and unnecessary use of force.
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ORDI\ANCE ,,O. 4644 -N.S.

ESTABLISHING A POLICE REVIEW CO, :SS:cN

Adopted by

PEOPLE of BERK-LE'Y

April 17, 1973

(referenced for Court decieon April 12, 1976)

Amended To: April 15, 1975

Annotated: June'9, 1976

kmended To: December 3, 1962
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Index to Text Changes

Section Action Ordinance No. Eff. Date

2 Am tended 4779-N.S. 4-15-75
(Vote of the people)

3 Amended 4779-N.S. 4-15-75
(Vote of the people)

Attached 3 Amended 5503-N.S. 12-3-82
(Vote of the people)
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ORDINANCE NO. 4644 -N.'S.

ESTABLISHING A POLICE REVIEW COMISSION, PRIDING FOR THE APOIN'T. ENT AN
REIOVAL OF M..1BERS THEREOF, AND DEFINING THE OBJECTIVES, FUNCTIONS, DL'IE
AND ACTIVITIES OF SAID COMMISSION.

The people of the City of Berkeley do ordain as follows:

Section 1. The general purpose of this ordinance is to provide for cc:,nunity
participation in setting and reviewing police department policies, practices, and
procedures and to provide a means for prompt, impartial and fair investigation of
complaints brought by individuals against the Berkeley Police Department.

Section 1. There is hereby established a Police Review Commission of the
City of Berkeley. Said Commission shall consist of nine (9) members. Each
Councilmember shall appoint (1) member to the Commission. All members shall be
residents of the City of Berkeley. No officer or employee of the City shall be
appointed to the Commission.

October 4 or dd numbered year and ending on October 3 of each succeeding
odd numbered year. ancy occurring during the term of any member shall
be filled by 'the Councilmember pointee has ceased to serve, or, if such
Councilmember is no longer a member of t ncl, by the Councilmember who has
no appointee then serving on the Commission, or, -fthere be more than one,
by such of said Councilmembers as shall be determined b y r, (ii) if there
be none, by the Council. No member shall serve more than two (2 .. utive

Section 4. Vacancies on said Commission, from whatever cause, except tempo-
rary vacancies as hereinafter provided, shall be filled for the unexpired term by
the City Council member whose appointee has ceased to serve. The appointment of
any member of the Commission who has been absent and not excused from three (3)
consecutive regular or special meetings shall automatically expire effective on
the date the fact of such absence is reported by the Commission to the City Clerk.
The City Clerk .shall notify any member whose appointment has automatically termi-
nated and report to the City Council that a vacancy exists on said Commission
and that an appointment should be made for the length of the unexpired term. A
member of the Commission may be granted a leave of absence not to exceed three (3)
months by the City Council, and a temporary vacancy shall thereupon exist for the

1.

Revised to: 4-15-75 *Section 3 Amended 12/3/82; see attachment.
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period of such leave of absence. During the period of such temporary vacancy, the
Council may fill such vacancy by a temporary appointment to said Commission;
provided, however, that the period of such temporary appointment shall not exceed
the period of the temporary vacancy. At the expiratin of a leave of absence so
granted, the member shall automatically re-ume full and permanent membership on
said Commission.

Section 5. The Commission shall .Aect one of its members as Chairperson and
one as Vice-Chairperson, who shall each hold office for one (1) year and ur'til
their successors are elected. No officer shall be eligible to succeed himself
or herself in the same office. Officers shall be elected no later than the
second meeting of the Commission following its appointment.

Section 6. The Police Review Commission shall be a working Commissioit. In
order to compensate Commissioners for their time and woik in investigating com-
plaints, reviewing policies and practices, and attending meetings, Commissioners
shall receive $3.00 (three dollars) per hour, but in no case shall compensation
for any one Commissioner exceed $200 (two hundred dollars) per month. Procedures
and regulations for accounting for hours worked and compensation shall be de-
veloped and adopted by the Commission and filed with the office of city clerk.

0JU~ dUid did d~ddUUi dddd~d Adi di' 4dddd vi U~4 dd
duf lid qzd4fddd gy a idagd ai da duiv' N4 gtd~w Iddd U ia
d~id 1Udd id ddidid Nd Wd~ Miii 41U~ a d"4, iA U4d AdAlii diddUdA
'jug{ gaa.idu 4 dd a w Id) dda w,{dddd'iy a diujuda.

Section 7. The Commission shall establish a regular time and place of meet-
ing and shall meet regularly at least once every two weeks or more frequently as
workload requires. The regular place of meeting shall be in an appropriate cen-
tral location in the City capable of accomodating at least 75 people, but shall
not be held in the building in which the Police Department is located. At
least once every three months, or more frequently if the Commission desires,
the Commission may meet in other places and locations throughout the City for
the purpose of encouraging interest and facilitating attendance by people in
the various neighborhoods in the City at the meetings.

Special meetings may be called by the Chairperson or by three (3) members
of the Commission, upon personal notice being given to all members or written
notice being mailed to each member and received at least thirty-six (36) hours
prior to such meetings, unless such notice is waived in writing.

All Commission meetings, and agendas for such meetings shall be publicized
in advance by written notice given t newspapers, radio and television stations
serving the City at least three (3) days prior to regular meetings, and at the
same time as members are notified of special meetings. In addition, notice of
meetings shall be posted regularly on such bulletin boards and at such locations
throughout the City as are designated by the Commission.

2.

Note: Language shown in W 6 i was declared invalid by the California Court
of Appeals on April 12, 1976.
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All meetings shall be open to the public, unless the Commission, in order to

protect the rights and privacy of individuals, decides otherwise and if such

closed meeting is not waived by the individual concerned. The Commission shal

cause to be kept a proper record of its proceedings. 'he records and files of

the Commission and its officers shall include, hut not be limited to, all offi-
cial correspondence, or copies thereof, to and from the Commissionmd its me.-bers,
gathered in their official capacities, and shall be kept and open for inspection
by the public at reasonable times in the office of the Secretary to the Commission.

A majority of the appointed Com.issioners shall constitute a quorum for the

transaction of business, and the affirmative vote of a majority of those present

is required to take any action.

The Comission may appoint such subcommittees as are deemed necessary or
desirable for the purposes of this ordinance, provided that, membership on such

subcommittees shall not be limited to the Commission members but may include mem-

bers of the public who express an interest in the business of the subcommittees,
The members of such subcommittees shall serve without compensation.

Section 8. On the petition of fifty (50) or more citizens in the City of

Berkeley filed in the office of the Secretary of the Commission, the Commission
shall hold a special meeting in an appropriate and convenient location for the

individuals so petitioning for the purpose of responding to the petition and

hearing and inquiring into matters identified therein as the concern of the pe-

titioners. Copies of the petition shall be filed by the Commission with the City

Clerk and the City Council. Notice of such meeting shall be given in the same

manner as notice is given for other meetings of the Commission. In no case shall

the Commission meet later than five (5) working days following the date the peti-

tion is filed.

o6o iJ "Ite d i iAd it" All dies :fA
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-sectcn . :he Cc~rission established by this crdirance shall have the

following powers and duties:

a) to advise and make recommendations to the public, the City Council,

and the City Manager;

b) to review and make recommendations concerning all written and 
unvrit-

ten policies, practices and procedures of whatever kind and without 
limitation,

in relation to the Berkeley ?olice Departnent, other law enforcement agencies and

intelligence and military agencies operating within the City of Berkeley, and law

3.

Note: The language shorn in A! W 641 ejoi was declared invalid by the Californii
. . .. A-.1- - -1'4 12. 1976
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enforcement generally, such review and recon.ncndation to extend to, but not be
limited to, the following:

i) Treatment of rape ict!ms;
ii) Police relationship 'vith ninority communities;

iii) Use of weapons and equipment;
iv) Hiring'and training;
v) Priorities for policing And patrolling;
vi) Budget development;

vii) Other concerns as specified from time to time by the
City Council;
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d) to receive complaints directed against the Police Department and
any of its officers and employees, and fully and completely investigate said
complaints and make such recommendations and give such advice shal / be

a d t d .- sso relating to departmental policies and
procedures) to the City Council and the City Manager in connection therewith as
the Commission in its discretion deems advisable; provided as follows:

i) that investigation of all complaints filed with the
Commission shall begin immediately after complaints
are filed ard proceed as expeditiously As possible;

ii) that all such complaints filed with other offices,
boards, bureaus, and departments of the City, in-
cluding the Police Department, shall b referred to
the Commissinn for investigation 141~ 9hit i 6 Y61

ii che e146ii Of Wst CHatdIW6l, dii;
iii) that reuucr quarter!-. reports relatin; to the num-

ber, kind. and status of all such complaints shall be
made by the C.-.-nssion to the City Council and the
City Xanager;

a) consistent wfth provisions of the Berkeley City Charter and to the
extent permissible by law, to exercise the power of subpoena;

N~ot e: The language slinwn in HLliM ew' Wi~ ,as cecclare.' ir-.nlid "; the r.41 i'r.
Court of Appea ls! nor 4 ! 9 7 0,
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f) to adopt. rules and resulatiens And de.*'clip such procedures for its
own activities and investigations as may be necessary and to publish and file same
with the office of the City Clark, and to do such othe rings not forbidden by
law which are consistent with a broad inte-.pretation of this ordinance and its
general purposes.

Section 11. That Ordinance No. 4061-N.5. and Ordinances Ho. 4149-N.S. and
No. 4887-N.S. in amendment thorof are each And all repialed by this 7Ill. To
assist in an orderly transition betweoon the Citizons CommLttee on Public Safety,
herein abolished, and the Police Review Cc.-ission established by this Bill, all
files, records, books, publications, and documents of whatever kind ot the former
Committee shall be promptly deposited irn the Offici of theCity NaraSer for the
use and benefit of the newly created Police Review Comiminsion.

Section 12. I any provision of this ordinance or its application is held
invalid by a coirt of competent jurisdiction, such invalidity sh&ll not affect
other provisions, sections, or applications of the ordinance which can be given
effect without the invalid pro.isions or applications, and to this end any phrase,
section, sentence, or word is decarod to be sevorable.

In effect: AprLl 17, 1973

5.
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ORDINANCE NO. 5503-N.S.

AMENDING SECTION 3 OF INITIATIVE ORDINANCE NO. 4644-N.S. ENTITLED "ESTABLISHING
A POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION, PROVIDING FOR THE APPOINTMENT AND RMOVAL OF
MEMBERS THEREOF, AND DEFINING THE OBJECTIVES, FUNCTIONS, DUTIES AND ACTIVITIES
OF SAID COMMISSION."

BE IT ORDAINED by the People of the City of Berkeley as follows :

That Section 3 of Initiative Ordinance No. 4644-N.S., as above entitled, in

hereby amended to read as follows:

Section 3. The term of each member shall be two (2) years commencing
on December 1 of each even numbered year and ending on November 30 of each
succeeding even numbered year. Any vacancy occurring during the term of any
member shall be filled by the Councilmamber whose appointee has ceased to serve,
or, if such Councilmember is no longer a member of the Council, by the Council-
member who has no appointee then serving on the Commission, or, (i) if there be
more than one, by such of said Councilmembers as shall be determined by lot, or,
(ii) if there be none, by the Council.

This ordinance was approved by the electors of the City of Berkeley at the
General Municipal Election held in the City of Berkeley on November 2, 1982.

In effects December 3, 1982
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CITY OF B E R K E L EY

POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (415) 644-6716
1844 ADDISON STREET BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

REPORT OF FINDINGS
OF POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION BOARD OF INQUIRY HEARING

HELD 6/29/76

BOARD OF INQUIRY MEMBERS: Commissioners Walker

COMPLAINT NO. 166

Complainant: Ron Brown

Accused BPD Employee: Officer G. B. Dvorak

ALLEGATIONS:

1. Improper Display and/or Negligent
Handling of Firearm

2. Negligent Investigation--Overreaction

Fuller, Chanin

Finding Vote

Sustained 3-0

Sustained 3-0

JIM CHANIN, member
Police Review Commission Board

of Inquiry
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REPORT OF FINDINGS
OF POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION BOARD OF INQUIRY HEARING

HELD 6/29/76
Complaint No. 166

Complainant: Ron Brown

Accused BPD Employee: Officer G. B. Dvorak

On June 29, 1976, the Police Review Commission Board of Inquiry
unanimously voted to sustain both allegations raised by complainant
Ron Brown in Complaint No. 166. An unusual amount of legal work
has prevented our forwarding findings on this matter before this
date. However, this delay should in no way be interpreted as indi-
cating any reluctance on our part in seeing this very serious matter
resolved. The Board of Inquiry for Complaint No. 166 hopes that
the City Manager will carefully review our deliberations and will
support our findings toward this end. We offer our further assistance
if such help is needed. A tape of our proceeding can also be made
available.

Allegation No. 1, Improper Display and/or Negligent Handling
of Firearm: Sustained.

The basic facts of the incident can be gotten from the resume
of the complaint which is enclosed with this report.

There are two distinct issues involved in this allegation:
(1) whether Officer Dvorak was justified in initially drawing his
weapon on Mr. Brown and in pointing the weapon at him,(2) whether
Officer Dvorak acted properly in running across the child care
center with his weapon pointed towards the ground where children
of one to three years of age were playing.

Initial DrawLng of the weapon

Both the police version of the incident and the Investigator's
report agree that Officer Dvorak knew only that the suspect in the
robbery at Foley's Drug Store was a black man, 20 to 30 years old,
wearing a dark blue sweatshirt. The Police Department, however,
concludes that it was "reasonable" for Officer Dvorak to control
Mr. Brown at gunpoint because Mr. Brown's description approximated
that given to Officer Dvorak. The Board of Inquiry believed other-
wise. First, Mr. Brown was wearing a purple football Jersey with
the Number 82 in large white numerals on both sides. He was also
wearing a very distinct white panama hat. But far more importantly,
Officer Dvorak had no right to draw his gun on any subject given
the dearth of information concerning the victim's identity that was
available to him without significant further proof of guilt or
evidence of identity.
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Board of Inquiry Findings
PRC Complaint No. 166
Page Two

The Board of Inquiry heard from five adult witnesses,
Mitchell Gordon, Del Appleby, Jill Meader, Janet Robinson, and
Michael Hughes, all of whom were working in the child care center
at the time of this accident. None of these witnesses observed
any provocative gestures or acts of flight on the part of the
complainant.

Janet Robinson was by the sandbox. near the complainant, Ron
Brown, when she heard Officer Dvorak approaching. She testified
that she turned and could see the complainant pivoting toward the
gate and then heard Officer Dvorak's order to freeze and saw his
gun pointed at the complainant.

Michael Hughes, who testified that he looked toward the com-
plainant because Hughes' infant son was near Brown, observed Ron
turn slowly toward Officer Dvorak.

Mitchell Gordon testified that he was talking to the complain-
ant when the incident began. They both walked.from their position
by the brick wall in a generally north direction toward the gate,
west of the sandbox, after hearing screeching tires in the parking
lot, in an attempt to observe what was happening beyond the south
fence of the child care center. The complainant, Ron Brown, was
ahead of Gordon and proceeded to a spot northeast of Gordon. Both
the complainant and Gordon testified to stopping and observing
Officer Kish arrest the suspect near a church door, just beyond
the southeast corner of the play yard. Within seconds, Gordon
heard Officer Dvorak running through the bushes toward the gate
at the northwest corner of the play yard. He turned and observed
Officer Dvorak approach the gate, point the gun, and order someone
to stop. He turned and saw the gun pointed at the complainant.

Del Appleby heard Officer Dvorak's order to get on the ground
and turned to observe the gun pointed at the complainant on the
ground. She did not observe the complainant just previous to
Officer Dvorak's order, as her attention was drawn to the arrest
of the suspect by Officer Kish.

Jill Meader observed the suspect's arrest and then walked to
a crying child. She then heard Officer Dvorak's voice ordering the
complainant to freeze and get down. She saw the complainant get down
on the ground.

In general, the testimony indicated that Officer Dvorak drew
his gun and pointed it almost immediately after reaching the fence;
that the complainant was pivoting slowly to face the officer at the
time he was ordered to freeze and get on the ground and that the
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Board of Inquiry Findings
PRC Complaint No. 166
Page Three

complainant was not fleeing, moving quickly, or otherwise acting
in a manner which would create a physical difficulty in complying
with the officer's order, or which might reasonably arouse the sus-
picion of Officer Dvorak.

Based upon the paucity of information, with the exception of the
fact that the suspect was black, the timing of the events indicates
that Officer Dvorak took little or no time to evaluate the situation
inside the play yard before taking action and that he did not take
adequate time to observe or evaluate the complainant's actions before
acting. According to the testimony and facts received by the Police
Review Commission, the complainant had neither motive nor opportunity
to flee; nor did anyone in the play yard observe any precipitous
motion on the complainant's part. This, coupled with the fact that
the complainant was wearing a white hat and a purple football jersey
with a large "82" on both front and back, led the Board of Inquiry
to the conclusion that the officer had no reasonable grounds to
believe that the complainant was the suspect or was an immediate
danger to the officer or to others.

Even if the complainant were moving away from the officer at
the moment he arrived, which the evidence the Board of Inquiry heard
would strongly tend to deny, the Board could find no facts or
inferences which would reasonably justify the officer's conclusion
that the complainant "started to flee."

The Board has no quarrel with the fact that the officer reached
the conclusion that the complainant was the suspect and for that
reason the officer drew his gun. The Board is saying that Officer
Dvorak acted precipitously and unreasonably under the circumstances
then reported and known to him and that even a little more observa-
tion and investigation, prior to brandishing his weapon, would have
clarified the situation and avoided this incident.

The inescapable conclusion from the Department's version is
that Officer Dvorak had a right to draw his gun on any black man
with a dark shirt whom he happened to see in the course of his
pursuit of the shoplifter at Foley's Drugs. The Board of Inquiry
categorically rejects this assumption. In the absence of a direct
threat to his safety, Officer Dvorak had a responsibility to observe
further and press for further information and proof of guilt before
subjecting any citizen to the horror of having a loaded gun pointed
at him. His failure to do this is a patent violation of Police
Regulation 322 (see Investigator's Report, Page Four) and good police
procedures.

The Police Department's version suggests that Mr. Brown indi-
cated on May 18, 1976 to Officers Bone, Guinn, Pittman, and Casimere
that he was moving away from Officer Dvorak and that Officer Dvorak
was therefore justified in taking. the action that he did. This
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Board of Inquiry Findings
PRC Complaint No. 166
Page Four

account is admitted to be a departure from both Mr. Brown's
written statement to the Police Department and from Mr. Brown's
statements to the PRC Investigator and the PRC Board of Inquiry.
It is also a departure from the testimony of witnesses before
the PRC Board of Inquiry.

The Board of Inquiry believes that the evidence supports a
finding that Mr. Brown made no hostile move toward Officer Dvorak,
no flight away from the officer, and that in fact he may well have
made no move at all, except to pivot towards the sound of the
approaching officer.

Running Across the Yard with Gun Drawn

It is important to note at the outset that Officer Dvorak re-
leased the complainant after both Mitchell Gordon and Del Appleby
advised him that the suspect had been captured by another officer
beyond the far side of the play yard.

Gordon said that he told the officer: "Hold it. He's a teacher
here. They caught the suspect over there." Gordon repeated the
statement and pointed to the location where Officer Kish was stand-
ing with his gun.

Del Appleby heard Gordon and also spoke when it appeared to
her that the officer was still unclear as to the true situation.
She said, "He works here. Your man is over there."

"Where?" asked Officer Dvorak.

"Over there," Mrs. Appleby said, pointing to the location across
the courtyard.

These statements were confirmed by other witnesses. According.
to the testimony, Officer Dvorak, after considering this information
and looking across the play yard, told the complainant that he could
get up. The testimony was that Officer Kish was visible, as he
pointed the gun at the suspect who was now on the ground out of
sight from where Officer Dvorak was standing. Officer Dvorak then
jumped over the brick wall to the right of the gate and trotted
briskly across the play yard.

The police version of the incident said that it was not certain
that Officer Dvorak had his gun out when he ran across the child
care center. Moreover, the Department maintained it was unnecessary
to resolve this point, since Officer Dvorak was well-trained in
weapons use and had performed his job with skill in the past.

The PRC Board of Inquiry heard from three witnesses who posi-
tively stated that Officer Dvorak had his gun out when he ran across
the child care center. Two witnesses, Del Appleby and Jill Meader,
only saw the gun displayed during part of Dvorak's run. (Their
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vision was obscured at certain points or their attention was
drawn to the area where the right suspect was being held.) One
witness, Janet Robinson, had an uninhibited view of Officer
Dvorak with-the gun in his hand running the whole way across the
yard. Ms. Robinson also noted that the yard was littered with
toys and that Officer Dvorak might have tripped at any time.
The teachers testified that there were 20 to 25 small children
standing or crawling on the ground in the area. She said that
children were as close as three feet from Officer Dvorak's gun.

It is important to note here that this was not a situation
where the pointing of a gun to the ground was a safe act. Children,
some not old enough to walk and others standing no higher than two
to three feet tall,were all around Officer Dvorak. His gun was
pointed toward the ground ahead of him as he proceeded; but this
did not provide adequate protection against accidental injury to
small children who were also close to the ground.

Officer Dvorak's extensive training in firearms does not mean
that his actions on May 18 were presumptively correct. Were this
true, an officer could never be disciplined for a firearms viola-
tion once he or she received the requisite degree of training.

Moreover, Officer Dvorak's courage and tact are in no way
relevant to whether he acted correctly on May 18, 1976. The
PRC has consistently refused to allow prior commendations or com-
plaints to determine its findings on a specific incident. Towards
that end, the PRC refused to consider a prior complaint it had
sustained against Officer Dvorak, including his stopping a black
man even though he had an insufficient description at the time
of the stop (PRC Complaint No. 124). It also refused to consider
a number of letters both praising and condemning Officer Dvorak and
his actions on May 18, 1976.

Allegation No. 2, Negligent Investigation

Much of our findings on this matter has already been discussed.
Officer Dvorak clearly had insufficient identification and cause
to pull his weapon on Mr. Brown and tell him, "Freeze, or you're
dead." More investigation needs to be done before Berkeley citizens
can be subject to this type of activity. Officer Dvorak could have
made a mistake and still not have this charge sustained against
him; however, given the facts as they happened on May 18, a charge
of negligent investigation is certainly warranted.
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PRC Complaint No. 166
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Conclusion

The PRC has received an increasing number of complaints from
black citizens who have been subject to police stops based solely
on information that some black person is a suspect in some recent
crime. Often, the description of the purported criminal is in-
conclusive save for the fact that he is a black man with certain
very general identifying characteristics. The citizens who have
been subject to these stops, and who were not in fact criminals,
have become understandably indignant about the manner in which
they were treated. Their anger is often supplemented by BPD per-
sonnel's failure to apologize concerning the incident.

The PRC Board of Inquiry believes that this problem can only
be exacerbated by the failure of City officials to sustain com-
plaints against officers who engage in this kind of activity.
Policy changes and additional training may also be appropriate,
but the fact remains that not all BPD officers have been guilty
in this matter. As long as individual officers can engage in the
type of activity which Officer Dvorak did with City approval,these
incidents will not be discouraged and can only continue with in-
creased frequency and attendant dangers to black citizens and police
officers.

JIM CHANIN

WILLIAM WALKER

MARGURITE FULLER

Board of Inquiry Members
PRC Complaint No. 166
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CITY OF BERKELEY

CITY MANAGER'S OFFICE

2134 GROVE STREET BERKELEY, CALIFORNI

(415) 644-6580
A 94704

October 12, 1976.

To: Police Review Commission

From: A-ijah B. Rogers, City Manager

Subject: POLICE REVIEW COMPLAINT #166 - RON

The following allegations were considered by

Board of Inquiry.

Allegations:

1. Improper display and/or negligent handling
of firearm.

2. Negligent investigation; over reaction.

OCT.! 2 1976
&C RLVILW COMMISSION

BROWN, COMPLAINANT

the Police Review Commission's

Findings Votes

Sustained 3-0

Sustained 3-0

After reviewing the records and findings of the Police Review Commission, the
Police Department, a hearing between Officer Dvorak and his attorney, a letter
from Officer Dvorak's attorney, and letters of support of Officer Dvorak's
actions from citizens of Berkeley, I have arrived at the following conclusions:

1. Officer Dvorak was initially justified in drawing his weapon on
complainant Ron Brown.

2. Officer Dvorak was negligent in running across the play yard
with his gun drawn.

3. Officer Dvorak was not negligent with regard to his "investiga-
tion" immediately prior to confronting complainant.

My reasons and rationale for the conclusions reached above are as follows:

1. Drawing of WJeapon. The facts as I see them are that a crime had
been committed in which a weapon was used and that the suspect,
a black male between 20 and 30, wearing a dark blue sweatshirt,
was identified. Given this limited set of facts, the question
of what constituted a reasonable arrest and the degree of force
necessary must be answered In terms of the exigent circumstances
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POLICE REVIEW COMPLAINT #166 - October 12, 976
RON BROWN. COMPLAINANT Page 2

prevailing at the time of the arrest. These exigent circumstances
as I see them were (1) the subject officer was in "hot pursuit"
of the suspect, and (2) the suspect was determined to be in the
immediate area of the subject child care facility. Complainant
Brown was a black male, between 20 and 30 years of age and was
hearing a purple football Jersey. Obviously, it could be argued
that this. limited description would fit many young black males.
However,'the existing facts and circumstances isolate only two
men as fitting this description - complainant Brown and the dctual
suspect. These were the only two black men in the subject area.
Officer Dvorak's behavior should then be viewed in this context.
The standard to determine whether Officer Dvorak was justi ied in
drawing his weapon should not be that of the various witnesses'
perception, but rather in terms of what would an otherwise reason-
able and prudent officer have done under the same circumstances.
Thus, I find that Officer Dvorak's conduct was justified under
these circumstances.

There is one additional fact which both reports ignore, but requires
some consideration. The radio call indicated that the suspect was
being pursued by the shopkeeper and others. I would surmise from
this that the suspect was either not armed or if armed, the deadli-
ness of the weapon was questionable. This leads me to the conclu-
sion that perhaps Officer Dvorak's belief that complainant Brown
posed an immediate threat to life was not wholly justified.. None-
theless, I think the totality of the facts and circumstances support
my position in sustaining the department's position.

2. Running Across the Yard With Gun Drawn. It is important to remember
several factors as they relate to this allegation. Officer Dvorak
was informed by several employees of the child care facility that
the actual suspect had been apprehended by Officer Kish. Based on
these representations, Officer Dvorak released complainant and
proceeded to the location indicated by the witnesses. These wit-
nesses did not say that the actual suspect was fleeing, resisting
or otherwise not in custody. These same witnesses who Officer Dvorak
believed as to where the actual suspect was,further testified that
Officer Dvorak ran through the yard, leaping walls and fences with
his gun drawn while children were in the area. There are no provi-
sions in Police Regulatio6 322 or 323 which support Officer Dvorak's
behavior in this instance. I therefore conclude that his conduct
was negligent and in reckless disregard for the safety of those
children in the play yard.

It is worth mentioning here that I find the department's response
somewhat insensitive and raises serious questions of credibility
in what appears to be an attempt to defend this officer at any cost.
Clearly, a drawn weapon is more dangerous than a holstered one. A
running and jumping officer with a drawn weapon in the midst of young
children is a dangerous situation, particularly in view of the fact
that the only information which Officer Dvorak had to act upon suggested
that the suspect was already in custody.
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POLICE REVIEW CO%(PLAINT #166 - October 12, 1976
RON BROWN, COMPLAINANT Page 3

3. Negligent Investigation. In retrospect, I would agree that the
officer could have made a closer examination of the facts and
circumstances before moving in with his gun drawn. However, I
think it would be unfair to substitute my judgment for his, being
far removed from the stress and urgency which prevails in street
arrest situations. -Errors of judgment do not necessarily consti-
tute negligence.. The degree to which the error violates reason-
able standards of conduct, given the same or similar stresses an
officer experiences on the street, is the.degree to which hii or
her conduct' ought to be perceived as negligent. I do not find
that Officer Dvorak's conduct was so gross as to constitute negli-
gence.

I would also caution the department with respect to its apparent
inclination to support any officer irrespective of the facts.
Corrective measures can only be instituted if transgressions or
violations are faced. Finally, I am extremely concerned about the
seemingly inability of the department to provide adequate training
as it relates to handling of fire arms. The department has come
under severe criticism from the public over the last-two years for
not providing adequate staff training in this area. Therefore,
I am directing the Acting Chief of Police to submit a training plan
for all police officers relative to the use of fire arms to me no
later than 15 days from this date.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated above, it is my intention to suspend Officer Dvorak
without pay for three (3) days. This three-day suspension is equivalent to
a $206 fine. There will be some arguments that this suspension is not enough.
Others will argue that Officer Dvorak should not have been suspended at all.
However, it is the job of the City Manager-to weigh all the facts and come
to some reasonable conclusion. I am absolutely convinced that a drawn weapon
is more dangerous than a holstered one. However, recognizing that Officer
Dvorak has been commended for some of his work in the past, and consistent
with my philosophy of progressive disciplinary action, I have decided that
a three-day suspension without pay is justified.-

I intend to see that police officers' Individual rights are protected
just as we.try to protect the rights of all other citizens. However, at the
same time, police officers will not receive special consideration simply
because they are police officers.

cc: Acting Chief of Police
City Attorney
Director of Personnel
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CITY OF B E R KELE A

POLiCE REvIEw COMMISSION (415) 644-6716
1844 ADDISON STREET BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

Hay 28, 1976,

To: PRC Secretary Lynn Boardman

From: Peter Hagberg, Investigator
Police Review Commission

Re: Report of Investigation. PRC Complaint No. 166.

I. Allegations: 1) Improper Display and/or Negligent Handling of
Firearm

2) Negligent Investigation--Overreaction

Complainant: Ron Brown
1203 Allston Way, Apt. 1
Berkeley, California 642-1123

Berkeley Police Department Employee: Officer G. B. Dvorak

Date of Initial Incident: 5/18/76

Date Complaint Filed: 5/18/76
II. Resume of Complaint..

The complainant, Ron Brown, teacher at the University Child CariProgram's Infant Care Center, was tendiuig some preschool childreninside a fenced-in, outdoor play area behind the First Congregational
Church at 2340 Durant Avenue on Iesday morning, Hay 8, 1976.

Several teachers heard the squealing of tires in the parking lotof the church, as they had many times before. They assumed it was thepolice, chasing someone. Looking up, they saw a black youth on theraised walk above the southeast corner of the play yard attempt to
open a church door. It was locked. The youth turned, whereupon hesaw a Berkeley Police officer with a gun drawn who ordered him to tie
on the ground..

Ron Brown and other teachers then heard someone running throughthe bushes toward the northeast corner of the playground. They turned
and saw Officer Dvorak reach the fence, point his pistol at Ron Brownand order him to the ground. Other teachers started telling Officer

35-408 0 - 84 - 4
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Dvorak that Ron worked there and that the ma he was looking for vat le
the other end of the play yard. .

The teachers reported that Officer Dvorak climbed over the brick wall
and ran across the yard with his gun out. Several children were in the.
middle of the yard as he ran across to join other officers around the
captured suspect.

111. Report of Investigstion:

A. Initial Incident, Chase and Arrest

At approximately 10:30 a.m. on Tuesday, Hay 18, 1976, Margie
Wilkerson was standing in the doorway of Foley's Drug Store, 2312
Telegraph Avenue, after making a purchase, when she observed a white
male in a striped T-shirt tackle a young black man and bring him back
into the store as an apparent shoplifting suspect. As everything
appeared calm, Ma. Wilkerson left the store and began to walk down
Telegraph toward Durant.

Doug Parker, an employee of Foley's, walked the suspect to the
back of the store where store manager Marshall Storz called the police
it 10:39:30 a.m. The suspect was reported to have a knapsack filled
with merchandise from the store. When Parker asked the suspect to sit
down while the police were called, the suspect drew a"knife"and threat-
ened to stab Mr. Parker if they did not let him go. Parker backed up
and the suspect fled the store.

Store manager Marshall Store was on the telephone to the
Berkeley Police Department dispatcher when the escape attempt was made.
Sounds of a struggle can be heard on the background of that telephone
conversation as Mr. Storz reports having a shoplifting suspect. Mr.
Storz states, "It's dangerous, it's dangerous." Store then reports to
the dispatcher that the suspect had a knife and was going out on Telegraph
toward Durant. Store describes the suspect as black, 20, with a dark
navy blue sweatshirt and a knapsack. Storz then hung up.,

The BFD Coumunications Center Control then reported to Berkeley
cars that a theft (a misdemeanor if under $200 in merchandise is taken,
a felony if more) and illegal brandishing of a deadly weapon (misdemeanor)
had just occurred at Foley Drug by a black male, about twenty, in a dark
sweatshirt, with store employees in pursuit.

Three Berkeley officers immediately responded over the radio.
And then a fourth officer, Officer Dvorak, responded and asked the direc-
tion of flight.

Margie Wilkerson, who was by then crossing Telegraph at Durant,
sew the suspect running down Telegraph and saw him turn west on Durant
with the store employee in the T-shirt, Doug Parker, in pursuit. She
saw the three officers appear from around the donut shop further east
on Durant who ran up to Mr. Parker. The men talked briefly.
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Parker reports that he saw the officers and signalled them.
He reports that he described the suspect as a black male in a blue
sweatshirt and that two of the officers saw the suspect and gave chase
through the dorm complex toward Channing Way. Over the police radio,
the suspect's movements were described quickly, first as fleeing west
on Durant and then through the block south to Channing. The suspect
was described as a black male in a dark blue sweatshirt. Channing Street
was covered by police and within a very short time Officer Kish, Badge
No. 76, reports capturing the suspect at 10:42:15, lesa than three1
minutes after the initial telephone call was received by the BPD.

B. Arrival and Conduct of Officer Dvorak

Several teachers at the Infant Care Center report hearing
Officer Dvorak approach the play yard shortly after the suspect had been
apprehended and ordered to the ground by another police officer. Del
Appleby, a teacher at the Center, reported escorting two small children
away from the area of the arrest before she heard a police officer on
the other side of the fence ordering someone to the ground. She turned
and saw Officer Dvorak pointing his gun at Ron Brown, another teacher at
the Infant Center. Hs. Appleby estimates that Officer Dvorak's arrival
occurred 30 to 45 seconds after the apprehension of the suspect. Other
teachers had similar estimates.

Ron Brown reported that Officer Dvorak initially told him to
"stop or you're dead." Janet Robinson thought the officer said, "Freeze
or I'll blow your head off," and later told Ron to "get down on the
ground and if you move you're dead." Other teachers, Mitchell Gordon,
Del Appleby and Jill Header heard orders to "stop" and to "get down on
the ground"; but they did not hear any verbal threats.

All confirm, however that the officer's gun was pointed directly
at Ron Brown; that Brown moved slowly to the ground; that Mitchell Gordon
and Del Appleby then started telling the officer that "Ron works here" and
that the man had been arrested on the other side of the play yard.

All the witnesses confirmed that it took the officer another
approximately 30 seconds to absorb this information, check out the scene,
and locate the other officers. Officer Dvorak then Jumped from the wall
with his gun out and ran across the play yard where small children were
standing.

1
The report of capture was repeated over the air 15 seconds later. A

minute and 20 seconds after the initial capture report, Officer Michler
requested the location of capture so that he could bring the victim by
for identification. The location was reported at Durant west of Dana by
Badge #13 ten seconds later. Three minutes after the capture is first
broadcast, Badge #T48, Officer Dvorak makes his first report to control
since copying the initial crime report: 'O.K. It's my case. I have the
guy in custody here. Are they bringing a witness by?" Control: "That's
affirmative."
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The description broadcast over the police radio was a black male
about 20 in a dark blue sweatshirt. Ron Brown, who was standing inside
the Infant Center with other teachers, was wearing a purple football
Jersey with the Number 82 in large white numerals on both sides. He
was wearing a straw hat with a blue band and sun glasses. Hr. Brown is
26 and black. Teachers report that Brown was neither breathing heavily
nor moving quickly as he stood in the play area. Mr. Brown indicates
that he started to move to open the gate for Officer Dvorak at the point
the officer drew his gun.

Officer Dvorak in his police report indicates that when he ran
to the fence where the Infant Center was located he observed a black male
(Ron Brown ) in the yard who started "to flee in the opposite direction,"
at which time the officer brandished his weapon. Other witnesses did not
report such flight on the part of Hr. Brown.

Officer Dvorak's report states that he and Officer Kish were
proceeding westbound on Channing from Dana in a police car in an attempt
to locate the suspect when Officer Kish spotted him running along the
rear portion of the church. Officer Dvorak reports dropping Officer Kish
off at the parking lot entrance and proceeding to the opposite end of the
parking lot in an attempt to apprehend the suspect if he ran through to
Durant Street.

The police report indicates that the suspect stole approximately
$25.00 worth of merchandise and was not armed with a knife or any weapon.
The suspect had brandished a black marking tube, which he called a knife,
in effecting his escape from store employees.

The suspect was 31 years old, 5'6", 150 lbs. and was wearing
Levi's and a blue sweatshirt. However, the physical description of height
and weight was not available to pursuing officers.

IV. Analysis

The Berkeley Police Department has the following regulations on
the display and use of firearms:

PR 322 Firearms--Use of--By Officers.

1. The term "display" shall be used to describe the unholstering
or brandishing of a lethal firearm during the conduct of
police business.

2. The term "lethal firearm" shall be used to describe a firea=
that is loaded with ammunition designed to kill.

3. Lethal weapons shall he displayed only in a defensive manner.
4. A lethal firearm may be displayed only if the officer feels

such action is, or may become, necessary in the defense of
his or another's life.

5. Lethal firearms shall not be discharged as a warning.
6. Lethal firearms shall not be pointed at a person in an attempt

at apprehension unless the officer has reasonable cause to be-
lieve the person falls within the purview of PR 323.
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7. Officers shall not unnecessarily display any firea, in
any public place or carelessly handle a firearm at any
time.

8. '"ry snapping" of weapons in the Hall of Justice shall be
confined to the range. (Revised September 27, 1972)

1

PR 323 Firearms--Discharae of--When Permitted. Officers shall not
discharge firearms in connection with police duty except
under the following circumstances:

I. At an approved range.
2. Killing animals seriously wounded or dangerous, when other

disposition is impractical.

Or, when all other reasonable means have failed:

3. In the necessary defense of the officer's life.
4. In the necessary defense of the life of another person.
5. To apprehend a KNOWN felon, when the officer has reasonable

cause to believe he may be armed and may be an immediate
threat to life. (Revised February 1, 1971)

Under the above quoted police regulations, an officer may not
point a gun in an attempt to apprehend an individual unless the officer
has "reasonable cause to believe" that the individual is a "known felon"
who "may be armed and an immediate threat to life."

In the case at hand, the radio broadcast indicated that the
reported criminal activity was possibly a felony shoplifting and that
the suspect was armed.

The question for the Trial Board to determine is whether or not
Officer' Dvorak used reasonable judgment and had reasonable cause to
believe, under the circumstances then known to him, that the complainant.
Ron Brown, was a felon who might be armed and dangerous.

A second issue raised by the complaint is whether Officer Dvorak
improperly handled his firearm by failing to holster it before dropping
over the wall and running across the play yard.

BPD Regulation 322 (07) provides that an officer "shall not un-
necessarily display any firearm in any public place or carelessly handle
a firearm at any time."

The allegation of negligent investigation is intimately tied to
the question of the officer's brandishing of his gun. For the issue,
here, is whether the officer could have taken further steps to determine
the situation and Mr. Brown's identity and function before pointing a
loaded gun at him.
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V., Further Stateents.

A: Officer Kish, the arresting"officer, stated that he was riding
with Officer Dvorak up Durant to his assignment as a foot patrolman on
Telegraph when the radio call concerning th fleeing suspect from
Foley's was broadcast';. . ,. .

Officer Kish states that Officer Dvorak continued driving up
Durant and turned south on Dana. Officer %ish states he saw a black
male with a dark shirt running. Officer Kish states that the police
car turned west on Channing. He observed the suspect run into the
block between Chenning and Durant. Officer fish got out of the car at
a parking lot and pursued the suspect, arresting him shortly thereafter.
Re states that Officer Dvorak drove through the parking lot. Officer
Kish stated that he did not observe Officer Dvorak again until after
the arrest had been made and Officer Kish was leaving the area. Officer
Kish could not recall any further details as to where he next saw Offi-
cer Dvorak. He did not observe Officer Dvorak in the Infant Care
Center nor did he observe Officer Dvorak's handling of his gun. Offi-
cer Kish could not state whether Officer Dvorak observed the suspect
while they were both in the police car.

VI. Police Courtesy: A Policy Issue

While there is no regulation that Berkeley officers explain to
unwitting victims why a police officer has pointed a gun at them, and
although Chief Pomeroy had indicated that Berkeley citizens may just
be unduly "picky" in complaining about "discourtesy" of Berkeley offi-
cers, the complainant and other teachers at the school indicated that
there might not have been a complaint if the officer had offered an
explanation for his conduct or had apologized for any Inconvenience and
apprehension which his sudden appearance with a gun had caused. Appar-
ently, no such effort was made. Rather, the officer is reported to have
departed with his prisoner, and the Infant Center personnel were left
with no alternative but anger and extreme concern about the armed intru-
sion into an area filled with little children. Citizens are every bit
as concerned with having guns pointed at them as policemen are; and
examples of citizens accidentally, mistakenly, or wrongfully shot by
police are legion.

This is not the first instance of a complaint alleging that
neither an explanation nor apology was given to an innocent person stopped
at gun point.

At the very least, an explanation and apology could be given at
the scene of such incidents, as an elementary part of good community
relations. A recommendation for instruction to officers in that regard
night be appropriate.

Submitted.
cc: Officer Dvorak

Complainant Ron Brown
Chief of Police
City Manager
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City of Berkeley

2180 MILVIA STREETBERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704 RECEIVERECEIVED

April 22, 1982 POUCE REVIEW mMMIsi,,

To: Police Review Commission

From: Daniel Boggan, Jr., City Manager

Subject: POLICE REVIEW CO1ISSION COMPLAINT NO. 557

On January 20 and January 29, 1982 the Police Review Commission's
Board of Inquiry considered the above complaint and made the follow-
ing findings:

Allegation Finding Vote

As to Officer D. A. Simmons:

1. Improper search Sustained 3-0

2. Excessive force -- brutality Sustained 3-0

3. Discourtesy -- aggressive manner Sustained 3-0
threatening language, derogatory
racial remarks

The Police Department's Board of Review considered the above complaint
on January 15, 1982. There is agreement between the two boards regard-
ing the above allegations.

As a result of these findings appropriate disciplinary action against
Officer Simmons has been taken for his misconduct.

I have reviewed this complaint and concur with the findings of both
Boards.

cc: Acting Chief of Police
City Attorney
Contract Compliance Officer

644-6580
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CITY OF BERKELEY

POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (415) 644-6716
2121 McKINLEY AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

REPORT OF FINDINGS

OF POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION BOARD OF INQUIRY HEARING

HELD JANUARY 20 AND JANUARY 29, 1982

BOARD OF INQUIRY MEMBERS: Commissioners Abascal, Fink, Muir

COMPLAINT NO. 557

Complainant: Kevin Cox

Subject of the Complaint: Officer D. A. Simmons

ALLEGATIONS: Vote

1. Improper search Sustained 3-0

2. Excessive force -- brutality Sustained 3-0

3. Discourtesy -- aggressive manner, Sustained 3-0
threatening language,
derogatory racial remarks

ROBERT A. FINK, M.D., Member
Police Review Commission

Board of Inquiry
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REPORT OF FINDINGS OF POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION
BOARD OF INQUIRY HEARING

Held January 20, 1982 and Completed
January 29 1982

Complaint f557

Complainant: Kevin Cox

Subject of the Complaint: Officer D. A. Simmons

Allegation 01: Improper search; sustained 3-0.

This complaint was sustained based upon findings by the Board
which suggested that, although the first search of the complain-
ant may have been consented to (although apparently quite
grudgingly), the subsequent searches made by Officer Simmons,
especially involving the complainant's wallet and other
personal effects, were not consented to; and, under the
circumstances (no arrest was made), these subsequent searches
were considered to be improper. There was testimony presented
that the complainant did not consent to the subsequent
searches; and there is also evidence in the testimony that
whatever consent was implied at the time of the first search
(when the complainant was originally stopped), was subsequently
withdrawn by the complainant.

Allegation #2: Excessive force - brutality; sustained 3-0.

The Board found that there were several instances of
excessive force involved. There was testimony corroborated
by 2 witnesses, that Officer Simmons bodily picked up the
complainant and placed him on the hood of the police car;
this reportedly because Officer Simmons felt that the
complainant "wasn't acting right", and was "fidgety". It was
felt by the Board that a feeling of some anxiety and nervousness
was justified on the part of the complainant, since he had
been stopped by a police officer. There was no evidence
presented to suggest that the complainant in any way physically
resisted the stop or failed to comply with Officer Simmons'
orders even though the complainant protested verbally through-
out the stop (which, it was felt by the Board was his right).
It was further found by the Board that Officer Simmons did,
in fact, strike the complainant in the mouth; and, although
no apparent serious injury was inflicted, it was felt that
such an act did, in fact, represent brutality under these
circumstances.
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Allegation #3: Discourtesy - aggressive manner, threatening

language, derogatory racial remarks; sustained
3-0.

It was found by the Board, based upon testimony from a

witness officer and others, that Officer Simmons did call

the complainant a "Nigger", and made reference to the
complainant's "Nigger mouth".

COMMENTS:
This case is a most unfortunate one. It was the opinion of

the Board members that Officer Simmons severely overreacted
to this situation, and gave evidence of loss of personal
control of the situation. The circumstances of the original
stop were felt to be legitimate, since the complainant was

seen at an unusual hour in an area where burglaries had

apparently been reported on previous nights, and the Board

felt that Officer Simmons was justified in making the stop

to ascertain the identity and activities of the complainant.

The initial "pat search" that was made was also felt to be
legitimate; but the subsequent and repeated searches were

felt to be excessive. The use of physical force by the
officer (putting the complainant up on the hood of the car
and the subsequent blow to the mouth) were felt to be
unjustified; and the racial slurs were felt to be totally
unacceptable as behavior on the part of a Berkeley police

officer.

A further problem which seems to have been present was the

fact that the complainant, a temporary employee hired by

Alta Bates Hospital, did not have Alta Bates identification
on his person) although he provided the officer with his

California identification), and verification of employment

could only be made after checking with the complainant's

supervisor at Alta Bates. It was suggested by the Board that

communication be had with Alta Bates regarding the
possibility of supplying some sort of temporary identification
to its temporary employees so that this type of occurrence

might be prevented in the future. One of the Commissioners
hearing this case (Fink) is a medical staff member at Alta Bates;

and has informally contacted the administration of Alta Bates

with the recommendation.

RALPH S. ABASCAL
ROBERT A. FINK, M.D.
WILLIAM K. MUIR

Board of Inquiry Members
for PRC Complaint No. 557
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CITY OF BERKELEY

POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (415) 644-6716

2121 McKINLEY AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

December 21, 1981

To: Dorothy F. Morris, PRC Secretary

Attention: Commission Board of Inquiry

From: Peter N. Hagberg, Invggtigator
Eileen Luna-GordinIer-,Associate investigator
Police Review Commission

Re: Report of Investigation, PRC Complaint Nc.. 557

I. Allegations:

1. Improper search
2. Excessive force--brutality
3. Discourtesy--aggressive manner, threatening language,

derogative racial remarks

Complainant: Kevin Cox

Subject Officer: Officer D. Simmons

Date and Time of Initial Incident: Nov. 13, 1981, at 4:10 am

Location of Initial Incident: Alta Bates Hospital

Date Complaint Filed: Nov. 13, 1981

II. Resume of Complaint

The complainant states as follows:

He is employed at Alta Bates Hospital in the Business
Office. He was sent to the hospital kitchen by his supervisor
to have two sugar containers filled. As he was on his way
from the business office building, across the street from
the main hospital, to the kitchen, he was stopped by Officer
Simmons.

Officer Simmons began searching Mr. Cox without asking
him for I.D. or telling him what he was suspected of having
done. Mr. Cox had an empty sugar container in each hand.
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Mr. Cox asked Officer Simmons why he was doing this,
and simultaneously produced his identification. Officer
Simmons asked him what he was doing at the hospital and
Mr. Cox told him. Officer Simmons repeatedly stated that
Mr. Cox was "up to no good" even though Mr. Cox kept trying
to tell him that he worked there.

Officer Simmons called Hospital Security to check out
his story. A black female BPD officer accompanied the
hospital security officer to Mr. Cox's worksite. Mr. Cox
was left alone with Officer Simmons.

Mr. Cox states that he again asked what the problem
was. At that point Officer Simmons grabbed him by the coat
and hit him on his mouth, which made his lip swell up.
Officer Simmons told him, "Shut up nigger, I'm tired of
your nigger mouth." Mr. Cox was very upset by this but didn't
say anything until the other officers came back. When they
arrived Mr. Cox began to cry and asked the woman officer
not to leave him alone with Officer Simmons again. Officer
Simmons let Mr. Cox leave and go back to his job as his
story had checked out.

III. Report of Investigation

A. Statement of Sergeant Charles Scott

Sergeant Scott is in charge of security on the
night shift at Alta Bates Hospital.

Mr. Scott states as follows:

He was in the hospital cafeteria assisting with a
"money drop". It was approximately 4:30 AM and the
cafeteria was about to close.

He got a phone call from the hospital operator saying
that BPD was on the line. They wanted him to come to the
south parking lot. He went to the lot and saw Officer
Simmons pat searching a young black man. The young man
was holding two empty sugar containers. He was verbally
protesting being stopped and was asserting his innocence.

The young man, Mr. Cox, asked Sergeant Scott to
identify him but he was unable to do so. Mr. Cox explained
where he worked but didn't know the name of the building
nor the department. He told Sgt. Scott his supervisor's
name but Sgt. Scott didn't recognize it.

Officer Simmons asked Mr. Cox for his I.D. Mr. Cox
stated "I already showed you my driver's license, isn't
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that enough?" Officer Simons told him that he was
supposed to have a hospital I.D. card if he worked
there. Mr. Cox responded that he didn't have the
card with him but that he had the hospital keys which
his supervisor had given him. Officer Simmons told
Mr. Cox that anyone could have keys and that there were
"lots floating around".

Officer Simmons had Mr. Cox's wallet and keys in
his hand. He then began going through Mr. Cox's pockets.
Mr. Cox was becoming very agitated and upset. He was
not resisting Officer Simmons in any way however. He
never called Officer Simmons any names and was not
abusive.

Officer Simmons was not being loud or abusive in his
language. Sgt. Scott states however, "you could just look
at him and you just knew he was upset." Sgt.*Scott states
that Officer Simmons was being very mAtter of fact. He
states that Officer Simmons' voice wasn't hostile or
threatening, but that "there was no warmth there." Sgt.
Scott states "It was kind of obvious that he (Officer
Simmons) was on his way to having his button pushed, it
was obvious."

Sgt. Scott and a BPD female officer, who was Officer
Simmons' cover, left to verify Mr. Cox's story. It took
them approximately four to five minutes to go to the
building and verify Mr. Cox's employment with his co-workers
and supervisor. Sgt. Scott states that once he saw the
employees he recognized them, he just hadn't known their
names when Mr. Cox referred to them.

Sgt. Scott and the female officer, whose name he does
not know, returned to where Mr. Cox and Officer Simmons
were. When they arrived the two men were standing on
either side of the front of the car. Officer Simmons
was going through Mr. Cox's wallet and writing on a
scratch pad. Sgt. Scott never heard Officer Simmons
ask permission to search Mr. Cox's wallet while he
was present.

When Mr. Cox saw the two approach he began saying
that Officer Simmons had hit him and asking them not
to leave him alone with them again. Mr. Cox said,
"Don't leave me here with this cop cause he beat me
up. He hit me in the mouth. He threw me on the car. He's
trying to kill me." Mr. Cox also said, "as soon as you
left, he beat me up."

Mr. Cox was crying the whole time he was saying
these things and was very upset. He approached the
woman officer and said to her ."Don't leave me alone
with this man cause he's beating me up. As soon as
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you left he beat me up, as soon as you leave, he'll
beat me up again."

Mr. Cox then asked the woman officer to be a
witness that he had not been resisting Officer Simmons
nor been abusive. He stated that Officer Simmons had
stopped him because he was black. He further stated
that he hadn't done anything to deserve being treated
like he was.

Officer Simmons began denying that he hcd done
anything. Mr. Cox stated, "yes you did, you hit me
in the mouth and in the chest. Go ahead and deny it,
go ahead and deny it."

Officer Simmons began explaining that he had good
cause to stop him because he had not recognized him
as an employee and he hadn't had any hospital I.D. Officer
Simmons stated that he could have arrested him for suspicion.

Mr. Cox was crying and saying that Officer Simmons
had "busted" his lip. Sgt. Scott didn't notice Mr. Cox's
lip being swollen but states "I had no cause to doubt him."

Mr. Cox then said that Officer Simmons had called him
a nigger. Officer Simmons said, "Yes, I called you that,
but you just kept on and kept on and that's why I put
you up against the car." Sgt. Scott states that when
Officer Simmons said this he (Sgt. Scott) looked at the
female officer, who was black. Sgt. Scott states that
she looked shocked. Sgt. Scott said Officer Simmons
said "I apologize but you kept asking for it, I told
you to stop and you just wouldn't."

Mr. Cox kept repeating that Officer Simmons had
hit him in the mouth. Officer Simmons gave him back his
wallet, the keys and the sugar containers. Sgt. Scott
states that Mr. Cox kept going on about being hit and
that "Simmons was stewing". Officer Simmons said, "Get
out of here, go on and do what you have to do."

Mr. Cox continued to be verbal about being hit.
Officer Simmons then said loudly, "I told you to get
out of here now." Mr. Cox then said, "What are you
going to do, beat me up again?" Officer Simmons then
said very loudly, "Get out of here."

Mr. Cox then left and walked towards the hospital.
Officer Simmons told Sgt. Scott and the other officer,
"He just kept running off at the mouth." Sgt. Scott
told Officer Simmons "You've got to understand." Officer
Simmons replied, "Yeah, I understand, but he doesn't
understand."
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Sgt. Scott then left and went back toward the
hospital. At the Emergency entrance he found Mr. Cox
attempting to enter the hospital in order to go to the
hospital kitchen where he could have the sugar containers
filled. Hospital Security Officer Flennary had stopped
him. Sgt. Scott vouched for Mr. Cox and accompanied
him to the kitchen. Sgt. Scott states that he counseled
Mr. Cox that he should have been quiet when Officer
Simmons dealt with him and just let Officer Simmons do
his thing. Sgt. Scott told Mr. Cox that if he hadn't
been verbal at first Officer Simmons would have just
let him go on his way. Mr. Cox kept referring to
having been hit and Sgt. Scott agreed theit there was no
cause to hit him.

Sgt. Scott states that later that morning, as he
was doing his rounds, Officer Flennary spoke with him.
They discussed the incident. Officer Flennary told
Sgt. Scott that he had been out on the ramp the whole
time and saw everything. Officer Flennary told Sgt.
Scott what he had seen, as Sgt. Scott is his supervisor.
In referring to Officer Simmons he said "Yeah, he hit
him. He whipped his butt." Officer Flennary did not
tell Sgt. Scott how many times Officer Simmons hit
Mr. Cox.

Sgt. Scott later spoke with Officer Simmons. Sgt.
Scott states that Officer Simmons admitted "he blew it,
he lost his cool and that's when he called him a nigger."
Officer Simmons further said that he had to talk to the
female officer and apologize to her also. Officer
Simmons did not make any mention of having hit Mr. Cox
however.

B. Statement of Chester Flennary

Mr. Flennary states as follows:

He is a security guard at Alta Bat~s Hospital.
He was on duty the night that Kevin Cox was stopped
and detained by Officer Simmons.

The first knowledge which he had of the incident
was seeing Sgt. Scott coming through the Emergency
Ward where Mr. Flennary's duty station was. Mr. Flennary
followed Sgt. Scott outside and watched the scene from
just outside the hospital. The police car was parked
approximately one and one-half blocks away. The blocks
are very short there however, and the officer was
standing under a street light, so Mr. Flennary could
see well.

Mr. Flennary states that he saw all the people
talking and then Sgt. Scott got into the second police
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officer's car and left. Officer Simmons and Mr. Cox
were left there together. Mr. Flennary stood outside
and smoked a-cigarette and watched the incident.

He states that Officer Simmons and Mr. Cox just
stood there talking. They were facing each other at
about arm's length. They were standing sideways to
Mr. Flennary, and he was able to see each of their
faces. He could see they were talking but he couldn't
hear what they were saying. Mr. Flennary states that
after a couple of minutes he saw Officer Simmons "grab
him and put him up on the hood of the car and hit him
in the mouth." When Mr. Flennary was asked to explain
more clearly, he stated that Officer Simmons "threw
a punch." Mr. Flennary stated that Officer Simmons
"grabbed him by the coat collars and pushed him up on
the car." He states that Mr. Cox was pushed backwards
against the front of the car. Mr. Flennary States
"when he pushed him up there, you know, grabbed him
by the collar there, he let go of one collar and hit
him like that."

Mr. Flennary could not tell how hard the blow was
from where he was standing. Officer Simmons then let
Mr. Cox go and stepped back. Mr. Cox moved away from the
car and began to talk loudly. Mr. Flennary could hear
what Mr. Cox was saying at this time. Mr. Cox said,
"I'm going to report you. You shouldn't have done
that. I work here, I'm an employee of Alta Bates and
you had no business stopping me."

Mr. Flennary states that he never heard Mr. Cox
insult Officer Simmons nor call him any names. He
further states that at no time did he see Mr. Cox
touch or attempt to hit Officer Simmons. Mr. Cox threw
up his hands and said "that's all right, you're a
policeman." He said, "I'm going to get you cause
I'm going to report you." He also stated "I'm going to
file charges."

For the next couple of minutes Mr. Cox kept
talking loudly about the incident. He could not hear
any of Officer Simmons' responses. Then Sgt. Scott
and the second BPD officer returned. After a short
period Mr. Cox left the group and walked toward the
hospital.

Mr. Cox came through the entrance where Mr. Flennary
was stationed and spoke to him. Mr. Cox told Mr. Flennary
"I'm going to get him for hitting me." Mr. Flennary did no
notice any injury to Mr. Cox's face at that time. Mr. Cox
also told Mr. Flennary that Officer Simmons had "called
him a nigger and hit him."
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Mr. Flennary states that he knows Officer Simmons
and has had frequent conversations with him over the
six months he has worked at Alta Bates Hospital. He
had never met Mr. Cox before the night of the incident.
Mr. Flennary has been off on disability since the week
after the incident and has not seen Officer Simmons
nor Mr. Cox since then.

C. Statement of Officer Cooper

She was assigned as a cover officer to the pedestrian
stop of Kevin Cox. She arrived at the scene within two
minutes of her assignment by Dispatch.

When she arrived Officer Simmons had Mr. Cox
stopped. Officer Cooper remained in her car observing
what was happening. Officer Cooper remained in the
car for approximately five minutes. During that time
Mr. Cox was asking why he had been stopped and what was
going on. Officer Cooper states "hie did get a little
loud but not to the point of abusiveness. You know
but like his main concern was why are you stopping me,
what have I done?" Officer Cooper cannot remember
exactly what Officer Simmons was saying to Mr. Cox.
She states however "More or less it seems like I remember
him telling something that it was his right to stop,
you know, someone if he thought something wasn't quite
right, something that looked suspicious."

Officer Cooper states that she saw Officer Simmons
search Mr. Cox. She remembers that Mr. Cox said, "You've
already searched me one time, why are you searching me
again?" Officer Cooper states that she had not seen'
Officer Simmons search Mr. Cox before this. Officer
Cooper states that Mr. Cox objected "verbally" to being
searched but "he didn't physically."

The security guard arrived and Officer Cooper drove
him over to another building in order to verify Mr. Cox's
story. At this other building they spoke with a woman
who confirmed that she had sent Mr. Cox over to fill
some sugar containers. They then returned directly to
the stop. Officer Cooper believes that they had been gone
"ten minutes at the most."

When they dr6ve up and stopped, Officer Cooper
states, "My eyes kind of bugged, because the young man
sort of ran over toward my car and begged me not to leave
him alone with the other'officer, so I was kind of
bewildered, I didn't know what was going on." Mr. Cox
told Officer Cooper "As soon as we left the other officer
had hit him in the mouth and called him a nigger.'

Officer Cooper states that she can't say for sure
that Mr. Cox's mouth was injured. When she first arrived
at the scene she had remained in her car and had not

35-408 0 - 84 - 5
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been able to see Mr. Cox's face closely. She states
that when she returned from speaking with his supervisor
"his bottom lip, to me, appeared to be a little,
somewhat swollen, but I don't know if it was like that
from word go or not." Mr. Cox was more upset than he
had been when they left and he was crying.

Officer Simmons denied having hit Mr. Cox in the
mouth but admitted that he had called Mr. Cox a nigger.
Officer Simmons said he had done it because Mr. Cox had
upset him.

The stop lasted for approximately another ten or
fifteen minutes. During that time Mr. Cox asked Officer
Cooper what he could do against Officer Simmons. Officer
Cooper told Mr. Cox "that if, in fact, Simmons had hit
him and called him out of his name, and he felt that
Officer Simmons was wrong, that he could file a personnel
complaint, but, you know, other than that, you know,
that was about the only suggestion I could give him."

Officer Cooper states that at no time did she see
Mr. Cox make any aggressive or threatening movements
toward Officer Simmons. She doesn't remember hearing
Mr. Cox call Officer Simmons any names. She states that
Mr. Cox was upset but not hostile.

Officer Cooper did not speak to Officer Simmons
about the incident until later that night. At that
time Officer Simmons told her "that Cpx was apparently
getting out of hand, or something, and that he (Officer
Simmons) pushed him against the car because he kept moving
around and wouldn't stay still,.but that he didn't hit
him. And he also said that he did call him a nigger
because he was upsetting him, or something to that effect,
and he was explaining, you know, trying to explain to
me you know, what happened."

Submitted.

cc: Complainant
Subject Officer
Chief of Police
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January 18, 1982

To: Board of Inquiry, PRC Complaint No. 557

From: Eileen Luna-Gordinier, Associate Investigator
Police Review Commission

Re: Supplementary Report of Investigation, PRC Complaint No. 557

Police Reports:and Records

There were no police reports generated by Officer Simmons as a
result of this stop. The only record supplied to us by the BPD is
a copy of the Telecommunications log for that day.

The Telecommunications log for November 13, 1981 shows a call in
by Officer #98 (Simmons). The entry shows Kevin Cox's name and
birth date. There is no indication of what checks were run on
Mr. Cox. There is no time listed for this call. The next call on
the list is at 5:27 a.m.

Communication Center Tape Summary

The clock on the tape machine was out of sync on this day. The
stop of Kevin Cox was made at approximately 4:00 a.m. Sgt. Scott
remembers being contacted by BPD at approximately 4:15 a.m. The time
of the initial contact by Officer Simmons is recorded on the tape as
20:05. Both approximate real time and clock time will be listed.

20:05 Officer Simmons (#98) contacts Dispatch and requests
4:15 a.m. that they call Alta Bates and have a hospital security
(approx) guard sent to the scene of-his pedestrian's*top. "

20:05 Dispatch calls Alta Bates Hospital. She speaks with
4:15 a.m. Sgt. Scott and asks him to meet Officer Simmons in the

South Parking Lot. Sgt. Scott agrees to do so.

20:06 Dispatch contacts Officer Simmons and tells him that
4:16 a.m. Sgt. Scott is "en route." Officer Simmons then tells

Dispatch that he's made an "11-94 (Pedestrian Stop) at
South Hospital and Colby, an employee of the hospital
here, it might be a 484 (Theft) suspect or something.
I'll check with the Security Guard on it.

20:07 Officer Cooper (22) is assigned to cover Officer Simmons.
4:17 a.m.

20:09
4:19 a.m.

Officer Cooper radios that she's arrived at the scene.
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20:15 Officer Cooper calls and asks Officer Simmons to talk
4:25 a.m. to her on Channel 2. She then cancels the request.

20:23 Officer Simmons calls in and says he's "clean" of the
4:32 a.m. stop.

cc: Complainant
Subject Officer
Chief of Police
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To: Board of Inquiry, PRC Complaint No. 557

From: Peter N. Hagberg, Investigator
Police Review Commission

Re: Partial Transcript of Interview with Mr. Flennary

ELG Now, can you tell me -- I know it's going to be hard
because it was a while ago, but can you tell me in
terms of, you know, what happened: What did you -- what
did they first do when Mr. Scott and the other officer
left? I mean were they --

FLENNARY They were just standing there talking. He was facing
him, you know, he was

ELG -- he was facing him?

F Mr. Cox had his back to the front of the car -- the police
car.

ELG O.K.

F O.K., and the officer was standing in front of him.

ELG Uh-huh.

F They was talking -- I guess they was talking.

ELG Now, which -- which of them was facing you?

F Neither one. They were to the side. I had a side view of
them -- between them. That's why I said he was talking to
him. I could see their lips moving.

ELG O.K.

F He put his hand up and the other put his hand up and
whatever.

ELG Uh-huh.

F And, I guess about a couple minutes there, I seen Officer
Cox grab him and put him up on the
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ELG Officer Simmons?

F Offiuer Simmons, rather, put him up on the hood of the
car and hit him in the mouth -- that was it.

ELG He put him up on the hood of the and hit him on the mouth?

F Yeah. Well, he threw a punch -- I don't know whether --

ELG O.K. Can you tell me -- before that happened, did they
seem angry?

F Yeah.

ELG Which of them seemed angry?

F Both.

ELG O.K. Was -- so it seemed to be like a mutual kind of --

F Right. Both of them were hassling each other.

ELG Were they close at that point? Or were they -- ?

F Close.

ELG Within a couple of feet?

F He was closer than that. He was about ars length when
they were talking in the first place.

ELG Did you see Mr. Cox at any point touch or attempt to hit
at Officer Simmons before Officer Simmons acted?

F Not to my eyesight.

ELG O.K. When Officer Simmons put him up on the car -- what
do you mean by that?

F He grabbed him in the __ (gesture)

ELG Grabbed him by the -- ?

F By the coat, by the collar, and pushed him up on the car
like that.

ELG Pushed him up backwards against the front of the car?

F Yeah.

ELG O.K. And then was it a split second later that he hit him?
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F Well, when he pushed him up there, you know, grabbed him
on the collar there, and let go of one collar and hit
him like that. I don't know whether he hit him on the
mouth, or whatever.

ELG Did he still have hold of him with the other hand?

F One, yeah.

ELG He did?

F Yes.

ELG How hard did the blow look? Could you tell?

F No, I couldn't.

ELG What was -- what happened immediately after the officer
hit Mr. Cox?

F He let him go.

ELG He let the other hand go?

F Yeah. He let Cox go and stepped back.

ELG And stepped back. And what happened then? What did
Mr. Cox do?

F He cot off the car and went to talking loud. And then I
could hear him.

ELG You could hear him saying something -- what was he saying?

F He says: I'm going to report you. And You shouldn't have
done that. I work here. Iam an employee at Alta Bates.
You had no business stopping me.

ELG Did he at any time -- did you hear him insulting Officer
Simmons or calling him -- Officer Simmons -- names? When
he was talking loud?

F No. He didn't call him any names.

ELG Did you hear anything Officer Simmons said after that?

F (apparently nods)

ELG No. He was fairly -- ?

F He was calm.
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REPORT OF FINDINGS

OF POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION BOARD OF INQUIRY HEARING

HELD MARCH 28, 1983

BOARD OF INQUIRY MEMBERS: Commissioners Allan, Alsop, Haldane

COMPLAINT NO. 657

Complainant: Brian Lamont Guinn

Subject of the Complaint: Officer D. L. Anderson

ALLEGATIONS: Vote

1. Excessive force - improper display of
weapon Sustained 3-0

2. Discourtesy Sustained 3-0

BRUCE HALDANE, Member
Police Review Commission

Board of Inquiry
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HELD MARCH 28, 1983

Complaint No. 657

Complainant: Brian Lamont Guinn

Subject of the Complaint: Officer D. L. Anderson

Incident Summary

Date of incident: November 29, 1982
Location of incident: Telegraph Avenue and Webster Street

After studying with two friends (Frank Mattox and Gregory McClain),
at about 1:00 a.m., Mr. Guinn decided to accompany them out to
get something to eat. He went to his car while the other two
went to the car Mr. McClain was driving; that car belonged to a
friend of Mr. McClain's. It was in McClain's possession for the
weekend while his friend was out of town. When McClain and Mattox
went to get into the borrowed car, they had some trouble making
the key work in the door so that it took them a few minutes to
enter the vehicle. Following that, they had a problem getting
the car into reverse gear. It took some eight minutes for them
to get into the car and underway. While that was going on, a
neighbor observed them and concluded that they were trying to
steal the car. That person called the BPD and reported a possible
car theft in progress, described the car and gave a general
description of Mattox and McClain.

As a result, Officer Thornton (backed up by Officers Anderson,
Diaz, Lee and Nenneman) stopped the car driven by McClain. He
described the situation to the other officers as a "high-risk
vehicle stop." Guinn, who was driving behind McClain and Mattox,
stopped also, behind a police car which was directly behind the
car driven by McClain.

Thornton, using a bullhorn, directed McClain and Mattox as to
what they should do. Mattox had gotten out of the car on the
passenger side: Thornton ordered him to re-enter the car. He
complied. Thornton told the two men to put their hands on the
dashboard. They complied. He instructed McClain to drop the
car keys out of the window. McClain complied. He told McClain
to leave the car. McClain complied. He had McClain walk toward
the rear of the car, then lie face down on the wet street.
McClain complied. Thornton then directed Mattox to slide across
the seat and exit on the driver's side. Mattox complied. He
then had Mattox lie down on the street also. Mattox complied.
Both men were handcuffed while in that position. Officers then
assisted them to their feet and placed them in different squad
cars. During all of this activity the officers had their guns
drawn. One officer stood off to the side with a shotgun pointed
at Mattox and McClain.
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Guinn, in his stopped car, glanced over at Officer Diaz and
smiled. He did not note Diaz' response as he then directed his
attention to what was going on with Mattox and McClain. About
then, Officer Anderson noticed Guinn who, he reported, was
"crouching" behind the open door of his car. (Guinn testified
that he opened his car door and, about 15 seconds later, got
directly out and stood up. He denied that he was "crouching.")
Anderson asked Guinn what he was doing there. Guinn replied
that he had stopped because he was with Mattox and McClain. At
that point, Anderson approached him, gun drawn, and told him to
turn around. Guinn complied and was handcuffed. He attempted
to speak to Anderson two times but was told to "shut up" both
times. A short time later he managed to tell Anderson his name
and volunteered the information that he had ID in his pocket.
He also pointed out that his father is a Berkeley police sergeant.
Anderson took the ID and went over to converse with one of the
other officers. A short time later he returned and released
Guinn. Mattox and McClain were being released at about the same
time. Guinn stated that he was never told why he was detained
and handcuffed until after the incident was over.

Summary of Testimony

In general, the testimony of Guinn, Mattox. Thornton and Lee
described the incident about as set forth above. In addition,
Thornton described at length his previous experiences in similar
situations and the concerns he had for the safety of other
officers, bystanders and himself: it was those concerns, he testified,
along with "who the suspects were" that motivated him to treat
the stop as a high-risk vehicle stop requiring the display by
officers of their weapons. In response to a question, he stated
that nothing the suspects had done contributed to that decision.

Sgt. Mulligan testified that he arrived after the three men were
handcuffed. He spoke separately to McClain and Mattox, then to
Guinn. On the basis of the fact that their stories corresponded
exactly, he concluded that the vehicle was not, in fact, stolen
and directed that the three men be released. In addition, he
spoke to the various officers at the scene. He stated that on
the next day Diaz told him that he had seen Guinn get out of his
car and that he had not been crouching behind the door.

Additional Information

According to the BPD High-risk Car Stop Training Outline, such
procedure should be used in "termination of a hot chase, the
brandishing of a firearm or other recognized dangerous weapon, or
the discharge of a firearm within the city limits."

All witnesses testified that none of the persons detained made
any suspicious, unusual or sudden moves which might be considered
threatening in any way.
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£Fndlins

Allegation 1. Excessive force - Improper display
of weapon. Sustained by a vote of 3-0.

The panel felt that Guinn at no time represented a threat to the
officers. The fact that he stopped voluntarily, nodded at Diaz,
who did not respond to him as if he were a threat, volunteered
the information that Mattox and McClain were his friends led the
Board to conclude that the gun display was unnecessary. That
conclusion was strengthened by the testimony that the only witness,
Diaz, did not observe Guinn to be crouching behind the door of
his vehicle.

Allegation 2. Discourtesy. Sustained by a vote
of 3-0.

Twice, Guinn attempted to explain to Anderson who he was and what
he and his friends were doing. Twice, Anderson told him to shut
up. The Board felt that, if Anderson had simply listened to
what Guinn was saying, the whole matter might have been cleared
up more quickly and the guns could have been put away.

Comments

The panel suspects that many of the problem aspects of this incident
as in many similar incidents, spring from officer stereotypes of
of the people they are dealing with. While the desire to maximize
officer and bystander safety are understandable, the Board felt
that the broadcast description of the "suspects" as "black males"
may have had an effect on the decision to bring the guns into
play. Officer Thornton's comments did nothing to dispel that
suspicion.

Mattox testified that, as he was lying on the street, arms out-
stretched, he looked up and saw a shotgun pointed at his head.
The panel questions the necessity of such a life-threatening
action in a situation where suspects, while not under "control,"
as police officers understand the word -- i.e., not completely
in custody after searches of their person and their vehicle --
are, nonetheless, essentially helpless and representing no threat
to officers or anybody else. The consequences of the firing of a
weapon, accidentally or otherwise, are so great that to continue
to aim weapons at individuals when it isn't necessary represents
an unnecessarily high risk. Officers can have their weapons at
the ready without actually pointing them in such a way that a
mistake could be fatal.

STEPHANIE ALLAN
JOAN ALSOP
BRUCE HALDANE

Board of Inquiry Members
for Complaint No. 657
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March 14, 1983

TO: Dorothy Morris, Se etary PRC

FROM: Peter N. Hagberg, In tigator PRC
Eileen Luna-Gordinier'Assoclate Investigator PRC

RE: Police Review Commission Complaint No. 657

I. Allegations: Excessive Force - Improper Display of Weapon

Discourtesy

Complainant: Brian Lamont Guinn

Subject of the Complaint: Officer Anderson -

Date and Time of Initial Incident: November 29, 1982

Location of Initial Incident: Telegraph Avenue and Webster

Date Complaint Filed: December 13, 1982

II. Resume of Complaint

The complaint states as follows:

He and two friends were studying in the friend's apartment on
Dwight Way. They finished at approximately 1:00 a.m. and decided
to drive down Telegraph Avenue to get something to eat. He drove
his car around the corner to meet them where their car, a W, was
parked. They were having trouble getting the car in reverse, but
finally did so and they left with Mr. Guinn following in his car.

He noticed a police car In his rear view mirror which passed
him and began to follow the VW. After following the VW for 3 or
4. blocks, the police car pulled his friends over to the side of
the road. At this point, they were between Webster and Prince on
Telegraph. Two or more police cars arrived as the V'W was being
stopped, cutting Mr. Guinn's car off at Webster.
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Mr. Guinn states that he was curious about what was happening to his
friends. He pulled his car over to the side "to wait for the outcome".
He states that he saw an officer to his left and smiled at him. He then
noticed the police officers in front of him had their guns pointed at the
W and got out of his car, standing In the open door. An officer, later
Identified as Officer Anderson, looked at him and then backed towards a
perking lot to Mr. Guinn's right.

Mr. Guinn states that as soon as Officer Anderson was straight
across from him, he pointed his gun at Mr. Guinn and told him to put his
hands up. Mr. Guinn complied and Officer Anderson approached him. When
Officer Anderson was approximately 10 to 15 feet away, he asked Mr. Guinn
what he was doing. Mr. Guinn states that he told Officer Anderson that
he was following his friends and that they were all members of the
University of California Basketball team. Mr. Guinn states that he started
to say something else, but Officer Anderson told him to "shut up" which he
did.

Mr. Guinn states that he was then checked for weapons, handcuffed
and then leaned against his car. He states that he attempted to speak to
Officer Anderson again, but was told again to "shut up" which he did.
Finally, he again tried to speak and was allowed to. He states that he
told Officer Anderson that his father was a Berkeley Police Officer, and
asked him to verify his Identification. Officer Anderson took his Identi-
fication out of his pocket and then spoke to the other officers. Mr. Guinn
states that one of the officers recognized him.

Mr. Guinn states that Officer Anderson took the handcuffs off of him
and then spoke with him about the situation. A few minutes later, Mr.
Guinn and his friends were released. He states that the police, officers
told him that "they were sorry for the trouble" and let them leave.

Report of Investigation

A. Police Reports and Records

The face card in this case shows a call was received by Berkeley
Police Department on November 28, 1982 at 1:27 a.m., no victim is listed.
The reporting party Is listed as Yossef Nieman. The location of the
occurrence Is noted as Parker, West of Telegraph. The card notes a "Poss
10851" (Theft and Unlawful Driving or Taking of a Vehicle). The car is
identified as a Blue VW Bug with two NM's (negro males) In their mid
twenties. One is noted as wearing a baseball cap with a white visor and
a light jacket. The second is noted as wearing a flannel Jacket. The
call was broadcast at 1:28 a.m., with Officer 1108 (Thornton) assigned.
No cover officer Is listed.

The Offense Report was completed by Officer Thornton on November 28,
1982 at :30 a.m. In It, he reports the stop of Gregory McClain for
suspicious circumstances. The victim is listed as Yossef Niemano No
reporting party Is listed.
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In the report, It Is noted that the suspect used "stealth; poss
use of keys to steal vehicle". Additional suspects are listed as
Frank Lawrence Mattox and Brian Lamont Guinn. The scene is described as
as "quiet residential street, Just west of the busy Telegraph Avenue
commercial district".

Officer Thornton reports that a call came Into Berkeley Police
Department reporting a possible vehicle theft of a Blue VW Sedan In
progress. The suspects were described and said to be driving west on
Blake. He states that he responded to the call and observed a matching
vehicle in front of him on Telegraph. The driver reportedly also matched
the description given.

Officer Thornton reports that he broadcast his position and began to
follow the vehicle. After cover officers arrived and moved into position,
they made a felony car stop on the VW. Officer Thornton reports that the
men were taken out of the VW "in the prescribed manner for such a stop".
He reports that Mr. Guinn pulled his car up behind "the primary police
vehicle", then "stepped from his vehicle and crouched behind the driver's
door."

Officer Thornton reports that a perimeter cover officer "made contact"
with Mr. Guinn as his presence and actions appeared to compromise the
safety of the officers. Officer Thornton states what when Mr. Guinn announced
that he was a friend of the other two men, he was placed in handcuffs and
taken away.

Officer Thornton states that after the two men were taken out of the
car, he contacted the reporting party who told him that he had seen two
NM's approach the car and attempt to open it with some keys. He reportedly
stated that they took 3-4 minutes to open the door and then took several
minutes longer to locate the Ignition and get the car operating. The
reporting party reportedly stated the passenger stood on the sidewalk while
the driver was attempting to start the car and "appeared nervous and also
uncomfortable". Officer Thornton reports that the reporting party stated
"the above observations and the suspicious behavior of the suspects had
convinced him the vehicle was likely being stolen".

Officer Thornton reports that Mr. McClain told him that his girlfriend
had loaned her car to him while she was visiting her family. The DMV
records were checked and found to correlate with the Information given by
Mr. McClain. Mr. McClain, Mr. Mattox and Mr. Guinn were all cleared through
corpus and NCIC (Non-Criminal Information Cards). They were then released.

We received copies of two Non-Criminal Information Cards. One was
completed on Gregory McClain and one on Frank Mattox. There is no record
of a card having been completed on Mr. Guinn. On each card the circum-
stances indicated a possible 10851 Vehicle Stolen Just prior "proves okay".
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The Telecommunications Log for November 28, 1982 Indicates that
checks were run on Gregory McClain by Officer Nenneman and on Frank
Nattox by Officer D. Lee. Two checks were run on the vehicle license
plate, one by Officer Anderson and one by Officer Thornton.

C. Statement of Gregory McClain

Hr. McClain states as follows:

He and Mr. Nattox first noticed the police were behind them when
they noticed lights shining through the back window of the car Mr.
McClain was driving. He pulled the car over and then heard a loudspeaker
telling him, the driver, to step out of the car first. He did, keeping
his hands in the air as instructed. He states that he was told to walk
forward and was met by a police officer who told him to lie down on the
ground with his arms and legs spread. He was searched while in this
position. He was then handcuffed and placed in a police car.

Hr. McClain states that Mr. Mattox was then taken out of the car In
a similar fashion. He was placed in a police car behind the one Mr.
McClain had been put Into. After a few minutes an officer came to the
police car and took some Information from Mr. McClain including the name
of the owner of the car. After a few minutes more, he and Mr. Mattox
were released.

He states that he noticed that Brian Guinn's car was parked behind
the police cars when he first got out of his car, but was unable to see
Mr. Guinn. He did not see Mr. Guinn until after he and Mr. Hattox had
been released from the handcuffs.

He states that he first noticed that the officers were holding them
at gunpoint when he got out of the Volkswagon. He states 'when I stepped
out of the car and I turned back to face the police officers that were
behind us, there was a bright light shining directly at me. Just to the
right of the light, I could see an officer behind his door and he had a
gun pointed at me. Then as I walked forward, after they told me to walk
forward, I noticed that the officer coming towards me also had a gun out
and pointed at me".

He states that he asked the officers what was going on. He states
"He told me .o shut up, not to say any thing". He states that when ha
was lying on the ground, he asked an Asian Officer what was happening.
He states "he was very polite. He said 'okay, don't worry about it, we
have to do this, but we'll give you time to explain later, but I found
you know, that when I was in the car handcuffed, that the officer wouldn't
listen to me. That all he was Interested in was taking down my name and
some other, I guess, pertinent Information."

After he and Mr. Hattox were released, they stood talking with Mr.
Guinn. Mr. Guinn asked why they had been stopped, but they didn't know.
An officer then approached them and explained what had happened, which
was the first explanation he or Mr. Hattox had.
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D. Statement of Frank Mattox

Mr. Mattox states as follows:

He and Mr. McClain were driving Mr. McClain's friend's Volkswagon
down Telegraph Avenue followed by Brian Guinn. All of a sudden, they
noticed flashing lights and Mr. McClain pulled the car over. Mr. Mattox
states that he opened the passenger door and put one foot out. He was
then told by an officer on a loudspeaker to get back Into the car and
put his hands on the dashboard. He followed these Instructions. Mr.
McClatn was then told to open the car door, drop out the car keys and
get out of the car slowly. Mr. Mattox states that as Mr. McClain was
getting out he leaned over to watch but was told to face forward so he
did. He was then told to slide out also and leave the car via the driver's
door.

Mr. Mattox was told to lie down on the ground with his face down.
He "peered up and states 'there was a guy with a shotgun, he was open,
the door was open and he had his shotgun laying on the border of the
window, aimed at my head'. And he said 'keep your head down' and some-
one else yelled 'people in the back get your heads, get out of the line
of fire'.

Mr. Mattox states that he was taken handcuffed and placed in a
police car. He asked why they were being held and was told "suspicion
of a stolen car". He states that he was astonished at this point. The
officer then went and questioned Mr. McClain. Later the officer came
back and asked Mr. Mattox if he knew the friend's name who had loaned
Mr. McClain the car. He told the officer the woman's name.

After approximately fifteen minutes, they were released. Mr.
Mattox walked to where Mr. McClain and Mr. Guinn were standing. He states
that he had not seen Mr. Guinn at any point once the police stopped the
Volkswagon.

Mr. Mattox states that he asked why the police acted like they had
during the stop. He states that he was angry as every time he had asked
what was happening, he had been told "shut up, just shut up". He states
that the officers yelled this at him. He further states that the officer
who took him to the police car "was pretty rough with me". He states that
he was "shoved" into the car when it wasn't necessary.

While he, Mr. McClain and Mr. Guinn were talking, Mr. Guinn told
them that he also had been handcuffed. Mr. Mattox states that he didn't
want to talk to Mr. McClain and Mr. Guinn about it as he was still upset
about what had occurred.
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E. Statement of Officer Nenneman

Officer Nenneman said he was the first officer to cover Officer
Thornton on a car stop regarding a possible auto theft in progress.
He refused on the advise of his attorney, William Sorter to answer any
questions In regard to the stop of that vehicle (the Hattox vehicle).
His attorney advised him not to respond because other complaints had
been made to lAB In regard to the stop of that vehicle. The attorney
did not consider Information about the stop of the suspect vehicle to
be relevant to the complaint of Mr. Guinn who was in the second vehicle
which stopped behind the Hattox vehicle to find out what was happening
In regard to his friends.

Officer Nenneman followed his attorney's advice and declined to
answer questions in regard to events, observations and occurrences at
the first stop. The PRC investigator made it clear he felt such
observations were relevant to the Issue of whether or not It was reasonable
for Officer Anderson to draw his weapon by setting forth the context of
the situation in which Officer Anderson found himself. Officer Nenneman
was advised that his refusal to answer could be sent to the City Manager
for possible order to testify and/or disciplinary action.

Officer Nenneman said he observed Officer Anderson's vehicle behind
his as he arrived. Officer Nenneman was not aware of a second vehicle
being stopped. He did not see Officer Anderson talking with anyone and
he was not aware of Brian Guinn's presence or of the fact that he was
stopped and questioned.

Officer Nenneman said that he never had to look behind him because
he knew Officer Anderson was behind him from prior observation and
because Officer Anderson reported it over the radio. Officer Nenneman
passed Officer Anderson's vehicle as they approached the stop. Officer
Nenneman did not see Officer Anderson until Officer Nenneman was leaving
the area. Officer Anderson was on the sidewalk talking so some people,
one of whom could have been Sgt. Mulligan. Officer Nenneman heard no
conversat Ion.

Officer Nenneman recalled a burgundy colored Toyota CelIca near
Officer Anderson's car. He could not recall whether the Celica was
parked behind or in front of Officer Anderson's car. Officer Nenneman
estimated that his vehicle was approximately 35 feet behind the suspect
vehicle and that Officer Anderson's vehicle might have been roughly 50
feet behind his. Officer Nenneman Indicated that he could not be sure
of the distance, but It was not a block or half of a block.

F. Statement of Officer Thornton

Officer Thornton made tht stop of the vehicle containing the auto
theft suspects. Cover officers arrived shortly after the stop; but he
did not see Officer Anderson during the stop. He was unaware that

35-408 0 - 84 - 6
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Officer Anderson was Involved in a connected stop until later. Officer
Thornton had no indication from the radio broadcast that Mr. Guinn
was covered. Officer Thornton, on advice of counsel, would not answer
any questions regarding whether these were any observed facts during
the course of the stop, which Indicated that it was proper for weapons
to be drawn. Officer Thornton stated that he drew his weapon but would
not state the reasons on advice of counsel that this information was
Irrelevant.

Officer Thornton does not know Brian Guinn, althogh he learned his
name subsequent to the stop. He did not see Officer Anderson stop anyone.
Officer Thornton's report was not based upon his first hand observations.
They were based upon statements made to Officer Thornton by Officer
Anderson, after Officer Thornton had left to Interview the reporting party
and then returned to the scene of the stop. The suspects and their vehicle
were still there when Officer Thornton returned. Officer Nenneman had
gone. Officer Anderson's vehicle was still there as was Mr. Guinn's
vehicle. Mr. Guinn's vehicle was In the parking lane. Officer Thornton
talked to the supervising officer, (Sgt. Mulligan) and then to Officer
Anderson. Officer Anderson said that while Officer Thornton was in the
process of extracting the two primary suspects from their vehicle, he
observed a vehicle to the rear of the stop and the suspect crouching behind
his door. Officer Anderson thought this looked suspicious and threatened
the integrity of the stop. Officer Anderson said he Intercepted the
Individual and asked what he was doing in such close proximity to the stop,
The Individual said he was with the two Individuals In the other car. Officer
Anderson said he took the person into custody and to the rear of his vehicle.
Officer Anderson did not indicate whether the individual had left his
vehicle. Officer Anderson did not indicate to Officer Thornton whether he
had drawn his weapon. Officer Anderson did Indicate he handcuffed Mr. Guinn.
Officer Thornton said Officer Anderson did not have to indicate the reasons
because It was normal procedure under the circumstances. Officer Thornton
learned of Mr. Guinn's presence when he returned to the scene of the stop
and was told by Sgt. Mulligan that the Individual was Sgt. J.J. Guinn's
son and that he had been stopped in relation to the incident.

Officer Thornton had gone to the reporting party in order to check
out what he knew in regard to the suspect's version. In talking to the
reporting party, he learned facts which substantially changed the
Impression of the case given by the radio broadcast. The broadcast came
out as a stolen auto in progress, but Investigation showed circumstances
were substantially different.
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COMMUNICATION CENTER TAPE

At 1:28 a.m. on November 28, 1982 a call comes in regarding
someone stealing a car on the corner of Parker and Telegraph Avenue.

Dispatch: BERKELEY POLICE EMERGENCY.

Caller: "Yes, somebody Is stealing a car right now, at the corner of
Parker and Telegraph Avenue".

Dispatch: "WHAT DO YOU SEE THEM DOING?"

Caller: "My husband Is out there, he sees them".

Dispatch: "OKAY, IS THIS ON PARKER STREET OR TELEGRAPH AVENUE?"

Caller: "On Parker Street."

Dispatch: "OKAY, IS IT EAST OR WEST OF TELEGRAPH?"

Caller: "It's west, near the corner of Tilton."

Dispatch: "PARKER WEST OF TELEGRAPH, OR BETWEEN TELEGRAPH AND CHILTON?"

Caller: "Yeah."

Dispatch: "DO YOU KNOW WHAT KIND OF CAR IT IS?"

Caller: "Volkswagon."

Dispatch: "IS IT A BUG OR BUS?"

Caller: "I believe it's a bug, but I'm not sure."

Dispatch: "DO YOU ANOW WHAT COLOR THE CAR IS?"

Caller: "Hold on just a second."

Dispatch: "MA, CAN YOU . . .

Caller: "Just a second."

Dispatch: "A DESCRIPTION OF THE PERSON DOING THIS?"

Caller: "Just a second, two negroes."

Dispatch: "OKAY, HOW OLD DO THEY LOOK?"

Caller: "Just a minute. It's a blue bug."

Dispatch: "CAN YOU GET ANY DESCRIPTION AT ALL OF THE PEOPLE? HOW OLD THE
OR HOW . ."

Y ARE,
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Iler: "Just a second".

Dispatch: (Dispatch talking on radio): "ANY CARS SOUTH CAMPUS A REPORTED
POSSIBLE 10851 IN PROGRESS ON PARKER BETWEEN TELEGRAPH AND CHILTON,V.W.
BUG WITH TWO BLACK MALES MORE TO FOLLOW." "OKAY, MAM, I CAN'T HEAR YOU,
I WAS ON THE RADIO, THEY HAVE GONE WHERE?"

Caller: "In the direction of Shattuck."

Dispatch: "DID YOU SEE THEM?"

Caller: "My husband is standing outside, he saw them."

Dispatch: "CAN YOU GET HIM IN TO GIVE ME SOME KIND OF DESCRIPTION? DID THEY
GO ON FOOT OR IN ANOTHER CAR?"

Caller: "They went in the car that they took."

Dispatch: (Dispatch is now on the radio): "CARS RESPONDING, SUPPOSEDLY THEY
HAVE TAKEN A VW BUG WESTBOUND ON PARKER STREET, TWO BLACK MALES."

Caller: "Just a second, my husband said that they seemed young men."

Dispatch: "OKAY, HOW OLD? COULD I SPEAK TO YOUR HUSBAND?"

!ler: "Sure, Just a second. Okay, here he is. Hello?"

Dispatch: "HI, THE TWO MALES YOU SAW, HOW OLD DID THEY LOOK?"

Caller: "Well, It's kind of dark, It's hard to say, they look like well-
behaved guys."

Dispatch: "SIR, HOW OLD DID THEY LOOK?"

Caller: "How old? Hard to say, let's say about medium of the twenties".

Dispatch: "COULD YOU TELL WHAT EITHER PERSON WAS WEARING?"

Caller: "One of them was wearing a colorful baseball hat."

Dispatch: "OKAY, WHAT COLOR WAS THAT?"

Caller: "It was hard to see, It was dark."

Dispatch: "OKAY, WAS IT A DARK OR LIGHT COLORED CAP?"

iler: "How do you call, the part that, the visor, I think It was white."

Dispatch: "OKAY, DID YOU SEE THE LICENSE NUMBER ON THE CAR?"

4'ller: "No, because I didn't have time to, . . . "

Dispatch: "OKAY, DID YOU SEE WHAT ELSE THE PERSON WAS WEARING? THE FIRST
ONE? DO YOU HAVE ANY FURTHER DESCRIPTION ON HIM?"
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Caller: "One of them a light color Jacket, one of them a heavy, kind of

a heavy flannel . . ."

Dispatch; "WAS IT DARK OR LIGHT COLORED?"

Caller: "Not black, not brown, not dark."

Dispatch: "OKAY, WHAT ELSE WAS HE WEARING? DARK OR LIGHT PANTS?"

Caller: "Both of them had kind of dark colored pants."

Dispatch: "OKAY, JUST A MOMENT. HOLD ON JUST A SECOND OKAY?"

Caller: "Okay".

Dispatch: (Dispatcher talking on the radio): "ANY CAR MADE THAT STOP YET?
l0/4 ARE YOU CLEAR FOR A CLOTHING, PARTIAL CLOTHING DESCRIPTION ON EITHER?

WE HAVE A #I IN A BASEBALL CAP UNKNOWN COLOR WITH A WHITE VISOR AND WHITE
JACKET. 12 UNKNOWN COLOR FLANNEL JACKET BOTH DESCRIBED AS BLACK MALES
MID TWENTIES, NO FURTHER. SIR, MAY I HAVE YOUR NAME?"

Caller: "My name is Yossef Nieman."

Dispatch: "OKAY, COULD YOU SPELL IT FOR ME?"

Caller: "Y-o-s-s-e-f last name N-i-e-m-a-n."

Dispatch: "MAY I HAVE YOUR ADDRESS?"

Caller: "2521 Ch I Iton Way".

Dispatch: "OKAY, IS THIS A HOUSE OR AN APARTMENT?"

Caller: "This is a part of the house, a duplex house (UnIntelligible)."

Dispatch: "YOU ARE NOT SURE WHAT?"

Caller: "I'm not sure, I'm not completely sure that they stole the car.
I have a suspicion about it because they both, one of them was kind
of, he pretended he was writing a note or something, but other things
indicated he was watching."

Dispatch: "OKAY, SIR OUR OFFICERS HAVE STOPPED THE CAR OKAY? THEY DO HAVE
THE CAR."

Caller: "Okay, everything Is okay?"

Dispatch: "OKAY, IS THERE AN APARTMENT # WHERE YOU ARE?"

Caller: "This is the house number, the house number is #B that's all."

Dispatch:,' "B AS IN BOY?"

Caller: "Yes."
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"THANK YOU FOR CALLING, WE WILL HAVE AN OFFICER CONTACT YOU SHORTLY."

"Okay, thank you."

"OKAY".

"Bye."

"GOOD BYE".

At 1:29 while the previous phone call was going on the Desk Officer
Is In contact with officers on the street.

Dispatch: "ALL CARS SOUTH CAMPUS REPORTED A POSSIBLE 10851 IN PROGRESS ON
PARKER BETWEEN TELEGRAPH AND TILTON, PARKER BETWEEN TELEGRAPH AND
CHILTON, IT'S A BLUE VW BUG WITH TWO BLACK MALES, MORE TO FOLLOW."

Off. Lee: "101 from Parker and Regent".

Desk Off. "101 check".

Off. Anderson: "56 I copied also."

Dispatch: "CARS RESPONDING SUPPOSEDLY THEY'VE TAKEN A VW BUG WESTBOUND ON
PARKER, TWO BLACK WHALES "

uff. "108 breaking stop".
Thornton:

Desk Off.:

Off. Diaz:

Off. Lee:

Off.
Thornton:

Desk Off.:

Off.
Thornton:

"ff. Anderson

Desk. Off.:

Off.
( ;nneman:

"108 CHECK, 94 (DIAZ) WHY DON'T YOU SORT OF HOVE INTO THAT AREA?"

"Check, moving that way".

"Parker looks clear."

"108, I just had, what's the color of the VW?"

"BLUE".

"I've got a light blue W crossing Derby southbound on Telegraph
and they may have gone around. Two NM occupants, I'm behind it now
on Ward Street."

"56, I'm at Telegraph and Ashby".

"BERKELEY CARS, CODE 33 EMERGENCY".

"I'll wait at Telegraph and Ashby also..."

Dispatch:

Caller:

"Ispatch:

Caller:

Dispatch:
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Off. Thornton: "108, the California plate is HEIDO. Wait to cross Ashby before

I pull the stop".

1:31 a.m. Officer Thornton calls in.

Off. Thornton: "We'll be just south of Webster. Officer 56 (Anderson) is with me".

1:31 a.m.

Desk Officer: "20 (H. MEREDITH) STAND BY CODE 33 (EMERGENCY)

1:32 a.m.

Dispatch: "108 (THORNTON)" (No response),

Dispatch: "ANY CAR?"

Sgt. Mulligan: "Go ahead, we've got a felony stop in process".

Dispatch: "10/4 YOU CLEAR FOR A CLOTHING, A PARTIAL CLOTHING DESCRIPTION ON
EITHER".

Sgt. Mulligan: "Go ahead".

Dispatch: "NUMBER ONE IN A BASEBALL CAP UNKNOWN COLOR WITH A WHITE VISOR AND
A LIGHT JACKET. NUMBER TWO IN AN UNKNOWN COLOR FLANNEL JACKET BOTH
DESCRIBED AS BLACK MALES MID 20's NO FURTHER."

Sgt. Mulligan:

Officer Thornton:

Desk Officer:

Sgt. Mulligan:

Desk Officer:

Off.

Desk

Off.

Thornton:

Officer:

Thornton:

Desk Officer:

"10/4, I think we've got them".

1:36 a.m.

"Code 4 (No further assistance) two In custody."

"10/4, DO YOU WANT A CODE 34? (

"Yeah you can lift the code 33."

"THANK YOU S-3, CODE 34, 01:35 HOURS KSL359 01:36 HOURS."

1:40 a.m.

"Could I have an RP please, name and number?"

"YOU'RE 10/36? (CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION)"

"That's affirmative, go ahead."

"YOSSEF, Y-0-S-S-E-F NIEMAN, IS THAT FIRST NANE N-I-E-H-A-N, AT
2529 CHILTON WAY NUMBER B, BOY."
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1:45 a.m. Sgt. Mulligan calls Off. Thornton

IL. Mulligan: "Car 108, S-3, Have you made contact with the reporting party
up there yet?"

Thornton: "Yeah, check, a little language problem, I'm Just getting the
story now, I'll get back to you."

It. Mulligan: "10/14".

1:47 a.m.

Ff. Nenneman: "51, I'll be 10/8 (back In service) from the stop."

ssk Officer: "51 CHECK".

Ff. Nenneman: "101 (Off. D. Lee) give me your 10/20 (Location) and I'll give
you your cuffs back".

1:51 a.m. Sgt. Mulligan calls Off. Thornton.

gt. Mulligan: "108, S-3, what's the story, what are you going to do?"

ff. Thornton: "S-3, 108, I'll be right there".

gt. Mulligan: "108, that's what they make radios for, let's go to channel 2".

They switch to channel 2.

gt. Mulligan: "OKAY, 108, we can't stay on this stop much longer, what's going
on?"

ff. Thornton: "10/14 why don't you cut them loose and we'll do the stop cards
there?"

1:57 a.m.

.ff. 0. Lee: "101, I'm 10/8 (back in service).

isk Officer: "101 CHECK"

1:59 a.m.

Iff. Anderson: "56 at Telegraph and Webster ring."

lesk Officer: "56 10/4".

2:01 a.m.

)ff. Nenneman: "51, 108"

)ff Thornton: "Channel 2, 51, 108 you've got a stop card for t1Is matter, could
you roll by Webster and Telegraph and give them to me?"
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Desk Officer: "108 Case 60845 at 01:27 hours".

Off. Thornton: "10/4 i0/8 (back in service) 10/19 briefly to pick up a printout

(returning to station)."

Off. Nenneman: "108 51 Channel 2".

Off. Thornton: "51 go ahead."

Off. Nenneman: "Yeah, well I got a sus circ call at 2165 Ashby Avenue. You want
to meet me there and I'll give you the Information?"

Off. Thornton: "10/4."

Submit tted:
cc: Complainant

Subject Officers
Chief of Police
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CITY OF BERKELEY

POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (415) 644-6716
2121 McKINLEY AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

March 14, 1983

TO: Dorothy Morris,RSecretary

FROM: Peter N. Hagber. Invotigator Police Review Commission
Eileen Luna-Gordinler Associate Investigator Police Review Commission

RE: Supplemental Report of Investigation PRC Complaint #657

A copy of the lesson plan used In Instructing officers In "high
risk car stop" situations was provided to the PRC by the Department.
The materials provided are attached. The section in which the
criteria for determining if a high risk felony stop procedure should
be used is entitled "High Risk Vehicle Stop" and Is on page 9 of the
attachment. The pertinent information reads as follows:

"High Risk Vehicle Stop."

The term "felony vehicle stop" Is a misnomer because the procedure
which follows may be employed for an offense not recessarily Involved
in a felony, such as the termination of a hot chase, the brandishing
of a firearm or other recognized dangerous weapon, or the discharge of
a firearm within the city limits; all of these examples of non-felony
offenses where the procedure should be used. Conversely, the following
procedure would not be used for such felony offenses as grand theft,
purse snatch; pickpocket; or a forgery, for Instance, unless there were
factors present which would lead the officers to believe that the sus-
pect(s) might be armed and pose a threat to their lives or the lives of
Innocent citizens.

Among the criteria that should be used to determine the use of this
procedure, are to evaluate the seriousness and potential danger of the
reported offense, to evaluate how closely the vehicle to be stopped and
its occupants fit the description of the suspect auto which we seek, and
to evaluate what other factors might be present which lead the officers
to believe that the vehicle to be stopped is potentially a threat to
their safety. Such factors, for instance, could include a suspect ducking
down in the seat after he has been seen and after the stop has been made,
his failure to reappear."

Attachment
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COURSE OUTLINE

ot rz.- HIGH RISK CAR STOPS
LE'NGTH: Four hours:' i-hour videotape presentation: CHP Vewhall Report (45

minutes, LtSO Officer Survival I (15 minutes)

1-.hour instruction and discUssion

2-hours initial practical f eld exercise

within thirty days of the i ial field exercise an additional
:) two-hour field exercise shal"be conducted; thereafter, for

-review and update-of the procedure a two-hour field exercise
should be held every four to six months.

OBJECTfVE OF COURSE: To instruct officers in the safe resolution of a
high risk car stop situation through an understanding of the basic mi-
nimum tactical concepts involved and by detailing a procedure to be
used as a guideline for those situations. This will be accomplished
through the use of a videotape presentation to make the officers fully
aware of the possible fatal consequences of such a stop,coupled with
a oral presentation and written material. Finally, application of
those principles and procedures learned by the officers, in a practi-
cal field exercise. I

SCOPE: .

1i Videotape presentation to make officers aware of the hazardous nature
of a high risk car stop.

2. km oral presentation assisted by visual aids and written handout ma-
terial instructing officers in the basic concepts of safely resolv-
ing such a situation and offering a detailed procedure for use as a

3. Via the initial and follow-up practical field exercises the officers
demonstrate their understanding of the basit concepts and guidelines
presented to them.

.4. Periodically (every fcur to six months), a minimum of two 'hours ad-
ditional practical fie'd'. exercise to serve as a review and update
of the concepts and procedure learned.

MTERIALS:

1. Ful duty uniform for participating officers.

2. -Course Outline and accompanying handouts lor participants

3. Easel bpard and flipchart.

.4. (3) marked patrol units, fully equipped.

5.(I) unmarked patrol unit (preferably four-door without screen.)

6. As PROPS; (2) full size handguns, (2) hideaway si'ze handguns, and
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b1'2% ,artrldges ( preferably, lo-., ordar. PRDl. 6APPF2 casings).

7. Instructor' critique for is / portable tape recorder and tape.

8. Time credit, slips / class attendance cards.

S.A. Engler, Sergeant
Berkeley Police Departme

S.K' Nakamura, Officer
Berkeley Police Departme

-'First Platoon
Safety & Training Conmit
Berkeley Police" Departme
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INSTRUCTOR'S NOTES

R:EME-ECE .1ta.VRIA: The previously cited videotapes; pi'ocedurcs taught*
::0 jej0oL- ic'ers in regional basic academies since 3/73; 'instructionAt
manual, San Luis Obispo. Officers Survival Course, dated 8/74.

The ixitent.of the CUP Newhall tape is to acquaint the student officer )

with that entire particulaV, event, from the background of the suspects

involved, through the actual stop on the suspect vehicle, to the conclu
sion of that inve.-tigation. The intein"of the LASCP reenactment is to

grape cal y portray the fatal consequences of- the tactical errors made
by the officers who were killed. These errors are:

1. The sto*o was actually initiated by the suspects who had made a plan

to kill the officers in the first police unit. The officers aided
this plan bWattempting to confront known armed subjects, prior to

the arrival of a backup unit.

2. Once the officers made that decision they left what little cover their

patrol unit offerred them to approach the suspect auto.

These critical errors should be pointed out to the officers attending ,
•the class. Because of these errors the first two officers were killed

innediately and their backup officers were fired upon by the.suspects

prior to coming to a complete halt in their unit. )

Once these points are made the instructor should proceed with the

oral presentation assisted by the visual aids and handout material.

This material should consist of a short outline which identifies the
basic tactical requirements and highlights the recommended procedure.

The instructor should also emphasize that the majority of live "street"
sit7uatiorns will not be as clean as the accompanying diagrams and pro-,

cedure might make them seem; actual situations will be much more str is-
ful than the stress factors introduced dul'ing the field exercise.

FTIL E CISES: Optimum efficiency in the basic and follow-up exercises
is achiarved with a class of six officers who ride as three two-man units

In the exercise the officers should function as a one officer unit, e: )
. cept in the case of reserve officers who are required to ride with a

re~mular sworn officer. The second officer rides solely as an observer.

A minimum of three exercises can be conducted in two hours, with each )
of the three units participating as an initiating officer. Once the
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e::reize is conoleted, the dr'lver and p ,3ngor officers .n each Unit

change places for-the succeeding exercise. For the third exercise the

units change part"ebs.

The exercises should encompass various positions: a right or left

curb pullover," pri:'ary or alternate plan forms, to- test the'understand

of'-the 'procedure by the student officers. In addition there are vari-

ous stress factors which should 'be added to simulate actual street

conditions and to gauge-the stop team'' members reaction to such stres.

The initial field exercise's objective is to test understanding of

vehicle positioning and responsibilities within the stop .team. These

initial exercise's. should have relatively mild stress factors. The follc

up field-exercises should-include not'only the understanding of basic

concepts but recognitiSn of and performance in situations with high

stress factors. . .

Mild stress: involving one or more suspects visible and at least one

hidden in the -vehicle, or at least one "uninvolved citizen" coming into

the stop scene; shots "fired" during pursuit of the suspect vehicle,

or with an armed suspect firing from inside the car while still hidden;

active and "aggressive" resistance by the suspect(s) by attempting to

draw and / or fire a accessable weapon, or successfully eliminating

apar-iGIpating officer who has made a fatal ex-ror.

High Stress: Multiple "shots fired"; one or more suspects abandoning

their auto and fleeing on foot; "hostage" situation or apparently one

-in the suspect vehicle once it is stopped; active.passive resistance

(verbal or non-injurious physical resistance), as refusing to take

or arising from a *earch position.' "" - "

PrI"or to starting the basic field exercise the instructor must arrange

for thre- patroll vehicles to be positioned on a "suspect" vehicle in

both .the primary and alternate plan forms, that the officers may "dry-

run" the stop and have a brief look at vehicle positioning. The respon-

sibilities of each position should be reviewed by either the instructor

or by the officers identifying them. This "dry run" will also allow

.or any last minute questions to be asked. . - -i . . -
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during the course of th. instructors' presentation. 'q.. tons should be'answered
as they arise. .

To make the field exercise sessions effective; some ground rules must be
established. These are:

1. The students will be-expected to handle each field exercise scenario
independent from the scenario which preceded or followed it. or pne which
they way previously have heard of.. ' - .

2. The student will be expected-to handle each scenario as he would in an actual
.stop situation and he will be responsible for such field performance from
acquisition of the suspect vehicle and radio traffic'following that event,.I

through the searching, cufftng; and removal of the "suspects" from their
search positions. "'.

3. Students' weapons to be used during the course of the field exercise portion

vill be unloaded and inspected in the 'presence of the instructor conducting

the exercise.

4. The field exercise problem will remain in progress but for a shot pause
which night be required for the instructor to make a judgement on the actions
com -itted either by the members of the stop team or the "responsibles".
The-student should be told that he has the option to call for a supervisor
or ary other support personnel which he feel; might be nPcessary if tnis
were an actual "street" situation and that support will be the role of the
instructor. This should not, however, be used by the student as a crutch
in any given field exercise scenario.

At the conclusion of each field exercise scenario, a critique session by the
"responslbles", the instructor(s), and members of the stop team is essential.

The emphasis should be on positive criticism, with the theme being better to
have committed errors and personal safety violations in a non-lethal environment
of a field exercise than to carry such errors i'to an actual high risk situation.
The critique should be structured with the "responsibles" giving their input,

followedjhy the instructor(s)' input, and finally that of the stop team members.
The instructor should, for convenience, either tape record his coryents or
utilize appropriate critique forms; and both of these methods should identify
the initiating officer, the in-board officer and the out-board officer, as well

2S bea'r I uicY hotatto ,*trtn_5 Olne ke of S-b. In ad ition, the

35-408 0 - 84 - 7
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inst-ijctor's attent n and co -en .ry should focus n radio traffic, patrol
V:'lile ipo~itiun. (if ac 'iih~t'illujnMtion. coo'-'nds and directions given
by the Initi;%ting offic,)r, oservation and/or attention to respunsibilities
by the meirbers of the stop team, control and cover of the suspects in a
search position, the vehicle search, and searching and cuffing procedures.
Problems in any of these areas should be brought out to the members of the
stop team and their rn* Acdi discussed. The iritructor should avoid duplicatin
problems previously brought out by the responsibles.

It should be pointed out. that some of thq scenarios presented in the field
exercise are based on actual o~currences on the street. In light of this, as
an additional training,aid, officers Who are members of a stop team in actual
"street" situations should be encouraged Xo document and critique the stop in
which they ;iere involved. Should they or their supervisor have reconmiendattons
regarding the. high risk car stop procedure, these should be forarded for
inclusion in this article.

COP'MOI ERRORS ENCOUNTERED 1Il ACTUAL AND FIELD EXERCIS E STOPS

RPaio traffic-descriptive information about the suspect auto; its direction, co'
cars answering up once behind the initiating officer's vehicle; unnecessarily
breaking code 33.

The !,op -- OistAVCr .i -

Not enough distance means less time for reaction on the part of the officer and
implies that he is either following too closely or is still in the patrol
vehicle When the suspect vehicle comes to a stop.

Too long a distance makes it hard for the car, and especially its trunk, to be
effectively covered during the car search; the suspects are not placed near
enough to the stop team for then to be effectively covered; lengthens the
&pproach for the officer who must make the vehicle search.

Insuffic'tent illumination at night -- spot lights br high beans not used or; thu
outboaQ officer vehicle is not properly positioned;
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CThe timo laptt oelween the tTxOment the
suspect and patrol vehicles cnie to a stop and the initiating officer

establishes verbal conmand ad control of the suspects in the o;'to; failure
to get the. suspects hands in sight, the car's engine turned off, and at
night, to detnand the turning on of the suspect vehicle's Interior lights;
suspects are conimended out of the car on different sides, thus splitting
coverage responsibilities; the suspect's are placed close'to the suspect
vehicle and thus create a potential -foq an officer's crossfire when the
vehicle is being searched; failure too'ovir or conandand control the
suspects in a search position by the officer designated by procedure or
by the initiating officer.-

Auto Seavch: An approach.!%hich .is too high; an approach which Is "tipped
* off' by shadows or the )ak of command and control of the suspects fn

their search positionby the designated officer; improper trunk search.

Cuffing and Searching the sAoorti: The-officer designated to search the
suspect vehicle fails to cover the suspects in the search position 'once

.- the car search is completed; initiating officer fails In his responsibility
to cuff, search, and remove; through whatever circumstances, a bad search
resulting ina suspect leaving the scene with a weapon still hidden on him.

Cornunications: Failure of the Initiating officer to inform the other stop
team merbers of a decision to modify the hnown procedure; fail-ire ef stop
tedm members to inform the others of a particular observation which thery
tade or, once making that information known, failure to ask for an acknowledgeme
from the other stop team members that the information has been received.
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HIGH RISK/FELOY VEHICLE STOI

Intrdut ,m 

The following concepts and procedures tiere identified and developed subsequen
to a 'study conducted among officers of the First Platoon whose experience lev
included officers sworn in as early as 1971. This informal study showed that
of the tienty-odd'officers on the watch throug$ various basic academies, thert
had been nine methods taught fo.' dealing with felony vehicle stops. Because
no two of these plans were the same, and initial training may have left such
procedure as yet unclear in the officers' minds, and because most of the
officers had.never received'any review or update' training qn whatever method
they were taught,'man3'problems arose when dealiing with actual situations.
The most con'on of these were: far too many officers responding to.the scene
of such a stop, surrounding a suspect vehicle and thus' contributing to a
messve potential for officers crossfire; more than one officer attempting to
take charge of the stop, which led to a lot of confusion, uncertainty as to
the procedure or responsibilities involved; and uncertainty as'to the best
method of resolving the situation while simultaneously safeguarding officers
lives, uninvolved citizens lives, and those of the suspects'. All of those
factors were looked upon as having a significant impact on officer'safety,
and hence a decision was made to develop a standardized procedure within the
Platoon which would minimize the potential danger to everyone involved.

Subsequent to that decision, First Platoon officer., weru requested to diagram
and briefly explain the method which they were taught to use in a felony
veiEN-tsW Nine various plans were submitted with diagrams and discussed.
Plans which were felt not to fulfill minimizing the potential danger to
everyone involved were discarded after review of the diagrams. The remaining
plans were "dry run" and from these remaining, two plans were evolved. They
were designated the primary plan and the alternate plan, the distinguishiqg
factor being conditions at the curbside at the time of the stop. Once the
plans were identified, basic tactical concepts involving such a Stop were
identified and these were combined with the cormon eletrents of the various
procedures which had been taught up to that time.

Hence, the plans, tactical concepts, cornon elements of various procedures
were then combined with the observations and experience'of members of the
platoon. Other sources, cited in the preceding pages, were also consulted
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and changes and addition s in the high I1IS d . .

into it. These chang . ad additions camre froin actual eld
by officers of the Platoon trained in.th: :yst .

High Rtsk' Vehicle Stoo

- The term" felony vehicle stop" is a misnomer because the proce.,, hLe

follows may be employed for an offense not necessarily invol.,d n , ('luiny,
such as the temInation of a hot chase the brandishing of a ,
recognized dangerous weapon, or the disi"lrge of a firearm witini tl, city
limits; all of these examples of no-felo'ny offenses where tht sn.1 ,,, should
be used. Conversely, the following procedure would not be u%,di for .gig felony
offenses as grand theft, prse snatch; pickpocket; or a forgery, fo* instance.
unless there were factor present which would lead the offices to tnl Ieve
that- the suspectss. migit be armed and pose a threat to their 1Ives )j. the lives
of innocent citizens. /

Among the criteria that should be used to' determine the use nr th 1 iwtncedure.
are to evaluate the seriousness and potential danger of the '",'O)rt',i 'rfonse.
to evaluate huw closely (he vehicle to be stopped and its oe, fit the
descrip tlon of the suspect auto which we seek, dnd to evalu;i,. O tiher
factors might be present which lead the officers to believe ihl,it 1i, V'llicle
to be stopped is potentially a threat to their safety. Sucil ,1cto for
instance, cold include a suspect ducking down in the seat itrita r p th. been
spen 8nd after the stop had been made, his failure to reapp.1..

In dealing with a known felon in a vehicle, it is a statisiia1 l't that
most officers killed as a result of a vehicle stop were kill.(i by "'ons with
prior felony arrests. Because many felonies are planned by Ih? r"I'llutrators,
and in that plan the felon(s) has probably given some though, to wl,lt to do itf
stopped, a functional plan to deal with such a situation is Indis'1"able'to
law enforcement officers.

Tact"ical Concepts

1. Tin%'+ Planning + Teamork - OFFICER SAFETY

2. Tearrork - Knowing and Performing Responsibilities + L,.lierehll, ."
Communication + Improvisation
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3. The suspect '..,Icle is cont!.6ned by 07ISERVAT jsI and FIRE.

4. The suspects'n ovenents are controlled, channeled, and limited.' This mean
thot all occupants of the car exit trom the same side, and that in most
situations they shiould be bought out of the car on the building line sid

t-
S. "The potential for danger to innocent civilians and for officers' crossfir

is reduced.

6. General Rules

a. When the suspect vehicle stops, the patrol vehicles stop.

b. Always stay alert.

c Always keep jthe suspects' 'hinds in sight.

d. The following procedure is a precise' guideline which is not meant to
"lock in" the officers to each suceeding step, This procedure is not
meant to limit the judgemental or physical improvisations or modificat
which the officers of the stop team may choose to make.

What is essential is that, in order to safety resolve a high risk vehic
stop situation, offices must understand the above basic tactical conc
and especially the conceptsof officer safety and teamwork.

Making the Stop: Time + Planning

Tie 'dtil stop shoud be tonductec! with four r-11ic units; three units funct.z,a
as the stop team and a fourth unit functioning as a traffic post to clear foll(
traffic. The plans are flexible enough so the stop can be effected with only
units, however, if at all possible, a stop should not be made until the office,
making the stop has at least two cover units behind him. The stop plans are
also flexible enough to be used in any given situation; a left curb pullovere
right curb pullover' a'stop in a parking lot, or in an underground garage. All
of these scenarios require some slight modification and in thelattercase the
patrol units should not follow a suspect vehicle into an underground garage
unless there is sufficient room for the first two units to be able-to position
themselves side by side. Ifconditions prevent this. then the first two units
should-stop at the entrance to the underground garage and attempt to direct the
occu ;nts of the suspect vehicle out so that they are in the officers' field of
observation and fire.'
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Should a solo beat 'ficer rind him/herself confr ":ed with thesuspect
vehicle stopping for no cause, the most that officer should do is to coirnand
everyone in the suspect vehicle to put their hands in plain sight, and next
to immobilize the suspect vehicle by.aving the driver reich down, take the
keys out'of the ignition, and throw them out of the car. A lone patrol
officer should nut initiate any further activity until the arrival of the
two cover officers. Once the car has stopped, its occupants have their
hands In plain sight, and the vehicle is immobilized, there is no need to
rush to resolve the situation ur'.I.4hero are exigent circumstances.

Once an officer makes visual contact with a vehicle wanted in connection with
high risk circumstances, as detailed above, the desk should be immediately De,
notified, 'cover requested, the direction'of the suspect auto given, and
a full description of the suspect vehicle, including Its license plates and
the number of occupants which can be seen at that time, should be relayed
to the Communications Center. At that point the Comunications Center should
put out a code 33, giving that officer, known as the initiating officer, and
identified as "P I" in the accompanying diagrams, will have priority on the-
air. When possible, the initiating officer should hang back until cover
units are behind or'ir'edlately available; unless forced to by the suspect
auto pulling over, there is no need to immediately initiate a stop.

Cover cars responding to trail the initiating officer should use their
emergency lights to get into the vicinity, but once they make visual contart
with the suspect auto and irftiatin2 officer, thoir cmnrgenzy lights should
be shut down so the suspects will not react to the lights of the arriving
backup units. The first, second, and third backup units arriving behind the
initiating officer (identified as "P 2", "P 3", and "P 4") should be THE
ONLY UNITS TO BREAK THE CODE 33, AND ONLY TO IDENTIFY THEMSELVES AS THE
SECOND, THIRD OR FOURTH COVER CAR BEHIND THE INITIATING OFFICER. This
procedure serves a dual purpose, in that it informs the initiating officer
without him having to take his attention off the suspect vehicle that he
hcs cover units behind him, and it also informs the Communications Center
of the same fact. A

PLAt111fflG involves not only having a tactical plan, as detailed in this
procedure, but picking your time and your place. The initiating officer
must consider block position; the best place to have the suspect vehicle
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pull to the c,' is between 'sand 3/4 way in , the block. Stopping in or
near an inter-ection may .involve innocent ci'illan crcss-traftic, an eril r
field of mov e;nt for'the suspects, and the potential for thy suspects cnr

the ot'ficers in gunfire fron l-hld sijhitantial cover po.ints. The officer

also consider curbside back round: the primary plan, which is the "perfec
situation" and which thv initiating officer should always be striving for,
requires that there be no curbside obstructions, i.e., parked cars, dempse
dumpsters. otcetera. lhen considering the curbside background, the office
must also take into account civilian traffic, possible cover points for th
suspects, and the type of building frontage.

For Instance, examples of poor locations to initiate the stop would be:
12:30 p.m., on a weekday on Shattuck Avenue at Kittri dge Avenue; at 9:30 p.(
on a weeknight on Tele4raph Av'enue it Durant Avenue; at 11 p.m. on a Frida)
or Saturday night on/San Patlo Avenue at UniversityAvenue. Similar poor
locations might b,an occupied school yard during the daytime, in front of
a theater at night time, or in front of a factory in the early morning hour
when people are arriving for work.

'Once-the decision has .been made to initiate the stop, the officers should

ase all the equipment available to them: the light bar, the PA,' and at n9
their spot light and high beam headlights. The stop team should be prepare
for the unexpected: a hot chase, a 'slow chase, a sudden stop and gunfight,
or a sudden stop and abandonment. In this last case, fleeing occupants shot
note ftut ct.Laio east the smpuct auto until that auto is covered off by
observation and fire. The potential exists in that situation for an armed
subject to be hiding in the vehicle waiting to ambush an officer who passes
by.

Making the Stop: Planning ,,..., .

The primary stop plan is made possible by time and planning. In the primary
plan, the position of "P 1" remains virtually the same, that is, behind and
Jffset to the left of the suspect vehicle, similar to the standard car stop
position, but with an increased distance between the suspect auto and the
patfil vehicle. In addition, in the primary plan, the initiating officer
must allow room to his vehicle's right for "P 2".
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The optimunm distant for such a stup is 25 feet b," . tir. i, litiating officlrj
anr the suspect vehicle. A ready Indic tor to appluxi.,te tiis ("stance is.
th hood line and center line of the patrol vehicle. Iri tie Initiating
officer's field of vision' perspective, if he is able t'o iee the rear tires
of the suspect vehicle on the roadway, additional road.iy space, anid his
hood.line, there is an approxinate distance of 22.feet. Wit h suspect vehicles
built closer to the ground, the distance is longer, ith , uSpect vehicles built
higher off of the ground, the distance is shorter. In addition, if,.the '
initiating officer places the center oine of his hoodofiI of the left rear
corner of the suspect vehicle, again in his field of view perception, then
there will be sufficient room to his right to allow "P 2" to take tile inboard
position. Initiating officers, however, should take special heed to the general
rule which says when the suspect vehicle 'stops, the patrol vehicles stop. This
is because an officer iA,srless able to defend himself fin the suspects while
driving the patrol-veuicle.

In both the primary and alternate plans,. "P 2" is known iss the decision-maker,
in that he determines the shape of the stop, which form that it will take.
If that officer sees that there are no curbside obstructions, then' he has no ,.

decision to make, but automatically takes the cIurbside of the suspect vehicle.
In the primary plan, "P 2" drives up to the right of, parallel to, and
slightly behind "P 1". At that point, the suspect vehicle Is intrediately
contained to the left,, rear, and right sides, and by being slightly behind
toP )';,'the Inboard officer increases his field of observation. . If taking
this position means that the "P 2" has lo Grive up onto the sidewalK, thEL
that is what is done.

In the alternate plan, where curbside obstructions are pr,.sent, officer "P 2"
should irmmediately recognize that the quickest way to bring the suspect, vehi le
under. full observation and cover by fire is to take the citboard position.
Therefore, toP 2" now takes a position to the'left of and -,lightly behind 'P 1",
with his patrol vehicle angled in toward the suspect autc,. Ai night, the
essential element of the outboard position is to focus tt,,: patrol vehicle
high beam headlights and spotlight into the passenger half of the suspect
vehicle.. With "P 2" thus in place, the rear and outboard sides of the suspect
vehfcli'are covered off.
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in thn priiary plin, "P 3" t011 s the outboard position as outll ncd abuve. In
the prinudry plan, this idds to the field of observation Into the suspect auto,
and enforces channelIng and I i:nims thuir nw vt:unts. In the alternate plan,
with the rear and outboard sid~p of tha suspect auto covered off, "P 3"
reognizes that only the inboard side of the suspect auto remains to be
brought under a field of observation and fire. 'Because of the curbside
obstructions, this was not Immediately practrcal for "P 2". Therefore, "P 3"
rollsin approximately 15 feet behind and as far to the right as possible of
"P 1". Af night itis- important that 'IO 3' turns off all his lights so as not
to backlight "P 1" or"P 2"., Once'stopped, that officer should take his
shotgun, turn off his vehicle's engine, and takp the keys with him,.and'take
a cover position'on the inboard si4'e of the suspect auto which will allow him
to carry out the inside officer's responsibilities. This cover position may
beat the building line, at a'sidewalk position behind a telephone pole or
low wall, at the right rear corner of the curbside obstruction, or at the
worst, at the right rear corner of "P l's" vehicle. If' it is known to the
officer of "P 3" that"P.1" keeps.the right door of'his patrol vehicle
unlocked, then that would bean appropriate cover point. If that fact is not
known, however, then "P.3" should seek one of the previously identified I
alternatives.

With the three vehicles of the stop team in place, the suspect vehicle now
is contained by observation and fire. Officers in the stop team who find
themselves improperly positioned within police vehicles should not take the
time required to properly position them. Again, an officer is less able
to defend himself while driving, therefore, improperly positioned vehicles
must be dealt with as they are (improvisation).

Once the officerV' patrol vehiclescomes to a stop, the officers should be .
"" immediately ot 'of thei'ir'vehlcles-and down behind the open d river's side

door with that door window down. Lethal firearms shall be exhibited and
utilized per General Orders Mos. 322 and 323. The initiating officer need
draw only his handgun, and should have the patrol vehicle's PA system
readily available. An officer manning the inboard position should bring
withi' tm his shotgun to fulfill the inboard position's role, An officer
manning the outboard position should draw his handgun for, possible use.
The patrol vehicle's open door offers minimal protection, however, it allows
more'freedom of movement should a fire fight ensue, than would sitting in the
patrol vehicle's seats. The initiating officer should remember to stay down
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low to his door a the patrol vehicle's publiC a: .ess system will'not funct
properly with the officer standing fully.

In both the primary and alternate plans, "P 4's" vehicle position remains th,
same. The officer is to intercept and halt following traffic 50 feet to V
rear of or at the intersection nearest the rear of the stop. Thi* will

eliminate potential for civilian ross-traffic. This traffic post officer
should keep his emergency lights Ackvated, take the keys from hii vehicle )
and with his handgun take cover outide of"and behind his patrol vehicle.
The officer must remairi constantly aware of the status of the stop, as his
assistance may be immediately necessary.

Making the Stop: Planning + Teamwork

Now that the stop has been effected, the responsibilities of each member of t
stop team are as follows:

11P 1', the Initiating Officer

7. Plans and makes the stop. . 4

2. Directs the occupants out of the suspect vehicle, one at a ti me, and Into
a search position. During that time, his cover responsibility is the
subject whom he is directing.

I lovers the rJspect auto during its search by the outbnard officer or t'L.

officer designated by "P 1".

4. Handcuffs, searches,and removes the occupants from a search position once
a

the car has been search and secured, and neutralized as'potential threat b)
the searching officer.

"P 2", the Inboard Officer (Armed with a shotgun)

1. Contains and covers the curbside of the juspect auto. This responsibility
.Includes keeping, uninvolved citizens clear of the Ir-,ediate danger zone.

2. 'ce the suspect auto's occupants are directed out andplaced into a
search position, unless otherwise modified by "P I", "P 2" is responsible
for command, control and cover of the occupants In a search position.
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3. onckS the suspect vehicle has been secured, "P 21' covers "P 1" during the
cuffing and searching of each of the suspect veiclo's occupants, one at
a timo. Vihen officer "P 1" ro.ove's, a cuffed and searched subject from
the search position, "P 2" Lbverr the remaining occupants with "P 3".

"P 3" Outboard Offiter (Armed with a handgun)

1. Contains the street side of the suspect auto, and is responsible for
covering by observation and fire the suspects while they are still in-
the suspect auto, awaiting removal.

2. Searches and secures the suspect.auto when it is'thought to be vacant.

3. After the suspect vehicle has been'searched' and secured, covers the
suspectsitn their search positions while "P I" and ."P 2" prepare and
next effect the cuffing and searching of each of the suspects.

"P 4'!, Traffic Post (Ilith a handgun) ",'

1. Jrafftccontrol for following traffic.

2. PriSoner security.

3. To assist 'P 1" with the stop as necessary; and' to assist the Officer
.designated.to do the vehicle search and securing of a camper or van.

ADOITIO:1AL COVER OFFICERS have the following responsibilities:

1. Traffic control for the opposite lane of traffic.

2. Posted as block cover units.

3. Prisoner security.. ,
•. _ - ., - . . , ... 4J,.*. ... . . " " " "" i

Comrand/Control/Cover of the Suspects

OncV the suspect vehicle has been stopped and the stop team and traffic posts
. are ip place, there is no need to rush this situation's resolution unless

there-ore exigent circumstances. The initiating. officer should remember that
the directions he gives should be clear and simple to offset'the possibility
of a misunderstanding in view of the stress involved. When possible, the
initiating officer should utilize the patrol vehicle's public address system
to give his comands.
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The first cor'rianu gjovv~e iii~u ub . v - ..

hjnds Iii the air 4he' hey cdir be seen. They should" iext be directed to
place their hands behind; their heads and interlace tneir fingers. Thi
increases the likelihood that any moveents by the suspects' hands will be
detected. Once that is done, a "social contract" should be verbally
established with the occupants of the suspect vehicle ("Everyone in the car
do ovetything I tell you to do, exactly as I t11 you" to do it. when I tell
you to do it, or 'you risk biting shotl) This in effect lays the ground rules

*t and the possible consequences for fai'ling to adhere to them. The driver shove'
next be directed to turn the car's en"e off, take the keys out of the ignition
and then throw them o.ut of the left window of the car. The initiating officer
will have to pay attention to make sure that the vehicle is, In fact, turned
off and that the suspect vehicle's window is down so that the disposal of the
keys can 61 accomplished. At night, the driver should also be direbted to
turn on the suspect vehicle's interior lights, which will assist the designated
vehicle's search officer when that phase of the operation conmences. Once
these things have been .done, the driver should be directed toMurn his hands
to the back of his head and to Interlace his fingers,

At this point, it should be noted that any hand movements required of the
suspects while they are in the car should be conducted as follows: activity
on the left hand side of the car should be done with the left hand 'and
activity on the right hand side of the car should be conducted with the
rishb.-and of the suspect under direction. This procedure makms It more -

likely to detect the suspect reaching for a weapon and trying to get a shot
off from Inside, the suspect vehicle. These moveents should be carried out
slowly, and close attention paid to them by the initiating officer and the
outboard officer.

When It is decided to remove the occupants of the suspect auto from it. they'
should be taken out one at a time, from the same side of the suspect auto,
and where circumstances permit, on'the building line side of the suspect auto.
This is to ensure that their movements are channeled either toward the stop
team or away from It and toward officers posted at the opposite end for
traffiC'or' in a block cover position. When ta ling suspects out of the street
sida.of the suspect auto, the problem arises that should a dun fight ensure.
members of the stop team will have to fire in the direction of an open area,
Increasing the likelihood of innocent casualties, aswll as the likelihood
of officers on the opposite traffic post coming under friendly fire.
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If the driver ni Lhe s,specj arto is the only u,:n that can be seon at the
time of the stop, then it mioht be expedient to hive him exit via his left.
front door. however, a factor to cons diis, oJld he Ji sliding the driver
out of the right front door rraj afford the stop team the opportunity to
dat-ect a subject hidden dowftin the right front seat of the suspect auto.
-If that situation is detected, the driver should be told to stop and then
th.2 passenger , ho was hiding directed to sit up with his hands in plain
view.

If the driver is the sole seen ociuptnt, and It is decided to exit him from
the left side, he should be con'anded to: open the door with 'his left hand,
push it open very slowly, and then step out. Once the subject steps out,
his natural reaction mi4ht be to turh and face the stop team. if not, he
should be'comiianded to'!'do this. At no time should any suspect be allowed
to turn his'back on, the stop team officers. Once the suspect does this,
the potential exists for him bringing to bear a weapon, which cannot be
trmediately seen until the suspect opens fire. With his hands in sight,
or Interlaced behind his head, the suspect should then be con'anded to:
"Kick the door closed, walk back toward me!" When the driver reaches a
poi t approximately six feet in front of the initiating officer's vehicle,
he should be told to stop, and then corranded to sidestep to the left to
place him in a search position which will be "in the gunfight" of the inboat
officer.

1

During this phase of the procedure, when occupants are being directed one
by one out of the suspect auto, cormunication and teamwork become critical.
The inboard officer (or other officer designated to cover the occupants whi"
they are in a search position) must anticipate where the occupants of the
suspect auto will be placed in the search position. If they are placed sucl
that the inboard officer is not able to constantly keep their hands in sigh'
then he is unable to fulfill his responsibilities. He must, therefore,
coirnunicate this in clear and s imle terms to the initiating officer, and
tten assist "P 1" in placing the occupants in a position more advantageous
to the inboard officer.

urIng this phase of the operation, too, the stop team off'Icers must mainta
the responsibilIties that are inherent to their positions onthe team. The
initiating officer must direct and cover the single subject to whom he is
speaking; the inboard officer must keep his attention focused on the
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inboard side of the until occupants are pla-zd - search position-, and
once that is done, ho must then focus specifically on the occupants; the

outboard officer.should not be paying attention to the subject under direction
nnr the subject already in the search position, unless emergency circunsta.ices
arise. The outboard officers sole responsibility up to this point is to
maintain a field of observation and fire into the suspect auto. If there is

movement'or activity within the suspect vehicle, this should be corrunicated

to the'lnltiating officer. ,

When the initiating officer is " aware of activity either in the vehicle

or on the curbside with the occupants in their search positions. he should

immediately stop the subjectt he is directing, keep him under cover, and give

verbal cor."ands to freeze any other activity that may be occurring.. Conrmand
and control of the occupants in a search position is the responsibility of
the inboard officer. If the officer'detectS movement or talking, he should

cormand the suspect to cease the activity. The responsibilities of each

member of the stop team are specific and an officer who fails to properly
carry out his responsibilities endangers the members of the stop team and
creates a potential danger for innocent citizens.

In the case of multiple occupants of the vehicle, they should all be taken
out the same side of the suspect auto and on the building line side, so tha,

their movement can be limited and-channeled. Their alternatives, once
exiting the car, will be to advance toward the stop team, retreat from it.
into the cordon formed by opposite trtfflc arid block cover units, or if

physical barriers do not prevent it, to flee into a block which'has already

been cordoned off by additional cover units.

Once the initiating officer has had the driver dispose of his keys, turn on
the dome light, and return his hands interlaced behind his head, the initiation

officer should next focus his attention on the right front passenger. That
subject should be directed to, with his right hand, reach down, open the door

and push it open slowly, return his hands and interlace his fingers behind his
head. He should then be commanded to step out, face the stop team, walk
toward the team, and at a point eight to ten feet in front of the inboard

officer, he should be comanded to stop. He should next be directed into
location within the field of observation and fire of the inboard officer for
placement in a search position. Once that occurs, he becomes the responsi li

of the inboard officer, and the initiating officer then returns his attent~un
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tili car and directs the driver 0ftha vehicle to li;de ouit across the front
seat and to exit the open door. Once placed in alsearch position, the
initiating officer then directs the right rear passenger, and after his
placeinent, the left rear passenger ot of the suspect vehicle.

In'cases of multiple occupancy, the first subject exiting the vehicle should
be placed farthest away, with additional occupants filling in behind him
when placed into search position. At rn time should any of the occupants

be directed to pass in front of an occupant already in a'search position-

because for that'instant the subject i . the search position may not be able
to-be seen by the inboard officer.,

Search Positions I;'

There are 'three possible search positions in which occupants from a high
risk vehicle stop nay be placed. Generally, the criteria used to effect

this type. of stop should govern the decision as to.which search position

should be used. Other factors, such as physical conditions of the'roadway,,

physical condition of.the occupants, etcetera, might also be gauged:

Felony Prone (Mlodified) is probably the safest search position to use. It

is easy to e.- observation and control over the subjects and generally
the p blic-expects that procedure to be used. The disadvantages to the

procedure are that it requires a lot of room to put eow.i r.aulViple siu'ject!

and public relations could become a factor. If this position 's utilized, the
following modifications should be made: the subject should be placed with

his face down on the surface, ankles crossed, and the initiating officer an(
inboard officer must ensure that multiple subjects hands do not touch each
others hands, waistbands, or ankles. One technique would be to have the

subjects lie face down with their hands interlaced behind their heads and
elbows touching the sidewalk surface. This latter modification.' however,
might lead to some difficulty when preparing to cuff and search the subject

- Kneeling Position (Modified: Hands on head, facing the stop team.) uses le
rp-om and is more public relations inclined. Lts disadvantages are that

generally the subjects are hardeV- to control , for they might have a weapon

secreted behind their neck and it would be an easy task to slip their hand!
from the top of their head down onto their necks. Other disadvantages are

that the position allows the subject relative freedom to look around and
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ta'e in possible es ie routes, possible uninvolv,' *:itizeWis who might be
as hostages, and to observe the approach of the officer responsible for

searching the suspect, vehicle. Another critical dlsidvantije occurs durir

the cuff and search of the suspects In this position. If the subjects are
placed too close together, since they Must be searched and.cuffed frnm iii
this'places additional occupants at' the back of the initiating officer and
cover officer. Therefore, the officer who has completed the car search
pay closer attention to the activities of any additional subjects in th I
position who are behind the cuff/searph team. "

Walk Back, Hands Up, To Standing Modified Search Behind "P l's" Vehicle:

This is the last search a)ternative which should be considered. It's chief

advantages are that it is more public relations inclined, and it might be

-effective in dealing w'th a uncooperative subject. In'Order to utilize
this, position, hoviever it requires that the traffic control officer ("P 4"
assist at the stop scene. Its major flaws are that it may detract

from the full attention which must be paid in containing the suspect vehicle
and any other occupants already in a search position, it places a hostile ar
possibly armed subject in the middle of the sto? team and should he neutrali

7 the officers assigned to'cover him, the subject could destroy the stop te
piece meal. In addition, this tactic may unnecessarily expose the initiat)t

officer and his cover officers to the uncertainty of a "rushed" search.
.2

If this last alternativep is to be used, the initiating officer should first
try to convince the uncooperative subject of the reason why he should

cooperate, i.e., for his own personal safety. If that fails, the initiating
officer should have "P 4" come to the stop on foot. and once he is behind
"P l's" vehicle, the initiating officer should close his vehicle's door. ard
backup along its side, with his weapon trained on the subject. The subject

should then be directed to slowly walk back toward the rear of the vehicle

of "P 1", and once there under the gun of the initiating officer, the subject
is,,searched, cuffed, and removed by officer "P 4".

Generally, unless there are extigent circumstances, all of the occupants fro)
the suspect auto should be placed in the same search position.

35-408 0 - 84 - 8
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S'.Aoect ',.hicle Search

Once all of the seen occupants of the'suspect auto have been directed out a
placed inco the search posiiun, th.: czar now nust be searched and secured a

a potential threat. This phase of.the operation comnences with a bluff by

officer "P I". vho should call.into the veolicle at least twice: "You in th(

car, sit up where we can see you and put your hands in the air!". The comrm
should be repeated, and if there is no response, the initiating officer shot

signal with his X unit or via hand, signal for the outboard officer (or dther
designated officer) to conmmence th, approach and search. If a hidden subject

in the car. falls for the bluff, sits up, and places his ands on his head,

he should then be directed out the same side which the other occupants exile

and then placed in a search position within the inboard officer's field of

observation and fire, and behind occupants already taken out.

If there is not response to the bluff, once "P 1" gives his signal it will bi

up to officer "P 3" to evaluate the circumstances of the stop to that point.
before making an approach. If the outboard officer feels something is amiss,

he-should cormunicate' that to the officer "P 1", and perhaps have the initiate
officer call into, the suspect vehicle once more. Also, if officer "P 1"

forgets to call in, officer 'P 3" should remind him."'

The vehicle search is the most hazardous phase of the higS risk stop operator

Again, it becomes critical that each of the officers be aware of their

responsibilities, especially the initiating officer, who will be charged with

covering the suspect vehicle while officer "P 3" approaches and makes the

complete search. Officer "P " has no other responsibility but to cover the
suspect vehicle by fire and'observation. His total attention should be focused

upon that. .. .' '" .

In deciding how to approach the suspect.vehicle, officer "P 3" might take into

account whether he is able to work his way up to the car utilizing some form

of available cover; another option might be to locate a point of cover from
which he-can look into the suspect auto to detect any further activity. If

there are any factors which are present which iight lead the stop team

officers to believe that a subject is still hidden in the suspect auto,,

these factors should be discussed between the initiating officer and the

officer designated to do the vehicle search, and perhaps the request for a

supervisor or additional support personnel or equipment be made. 'In the end,
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there is Valternative to an eventual search of the suspect auto for additional
subjects.

Once the officer "P 3" has decided to 'make the search, the approach should be
via-the shortest route: from his left front door to the left rear corner of
the 'suspect vehicle. At night, because this officer may have to cross In front-

of his patrol vehicle's lights to m ake the approach, he might elect to 'approach
from tietween his vehicle and patrol, vehicle "P I". :The approach may be made

* quickly or' slowly, but the officer s, would ha'e his weapon drawn.

If. during the approach, suspects in their search position call out. command
.and control' should be instituted by the inboard officer, and at the same time

officer "P 1" and the approach officer "P 3" should 'be aware that those calls
might be alerting a subject hidden inside the car. During the night, the key
to approaching the suspect vehicle is to keepvapproac ling officer's s-idow

from appearing in the rear windshield of the suspect auto. Again, at night.
if the leftidoor has been left standing open, the closer the officer "P 3"
gets to the suspect auto, his shadow may show up on the inside surface of
that door and tip off e' hidden subject of his approach.

Once the search officer arrives at the left corner of the suspect vehicle.
two intr.ediate tasks must be carried out. First, to push down on the rear
trunk. lid to see that it is locked in place and no one is holding it closed,

waiting to spring an ambush. Approaching officers should bE aware that ther&-

are vehicles which can be opened from inside the trunk. The second task is

to conduct a preliminary trunk check.

This second task can be done in two ways: !first, a light touch on the rear

bumper should be able-to detect any movement within the car. However, if

there is'no movement, it will. not be felt. The second method is to push
down on the rear bumper of the car to check for substantial .weight.-

However, once this is done, it tips off any hidden occupants of the officer's
presence at the car.

Once.'_tose preliminary tasks are done, the potential danger 'in this phase

increases significantly because the passenger cab must now be checked. At
night, it becomes important that the dome light was left on by the suspect

leaving the- auto because in checking the passenger cab, with even the

illumination provided by street lights and the stop teams' vehicles lights,
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the back seat and back floor.of-fhe suspect vehicle roain verv dark. Added
to that is the fact that the officer must'divide his attention. between
activity in the back seat and the pote;)tial for daht-er from the front seat.

The searching officer should then take a position at the left rear quarter
panel of the suspect vehicle and listen for a moment to detect movement or
sounds from within. Once thatroccurs. he must now ready himself for the

-- actual search and choose a position from which to come up. There are only

two likely which'afford what'minroal protection there might be. The first
is at the left rear quarter panel, Just behind the lower left corner of the
rear windshield. The second position is below the lower rear corner-of the

left rear window of the suspect vehicle. Again. it is the. initiating

officer's responsibility 'to'provide cover fire for the searching officer

should It become necessary.

Once the approaching officer has selected his site', he then should utilize

*a diversion in the form of his keys or'handcuffs. One of these items should

be thrown over the car to hit at the exact opposite point on the car from the
" one at-which he intends to rise up at. Once the diversion strikes and causes

the7 noise, the searching officer must be quick to rise at his site, gun first,
followed by him. Another possible diversion, if the vehicle interior is
extrer.ely dark, would be to use a flashlight, however a flashlight can only
serve to identify the location at which you intend to rise, or very near it.

The intent of the diversion is to distract the suspect's attention from the

site which the search officer has chosen. If there is a subject hidden

inside the'car, or armed and under stress, when he hears the noise caused by

diversion,for a split second-his attention will turn from what he is doing

to focus on where he had heard the noise. Or. he could conceivably.

accidentally discharge around. In the former case, the suspect's attention
is d'istractthfor but a moment, which the search officer must use to look into
the car. In the latter case, by exposing himself to as minimal danger as
pofJible, the search officer and his initiating officer now know that a subject
is present in the vehicle and is armed. At that point, it would become a
judgprtital matter as to how to deal with that suspect. Because the effects

of a diversion are momentary, it must be used for its irnediate effect.
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When the se.arch off.,er rises at his site, his.shaoow will then be cast inside
the car. If this officer finds someone inside the car, it sill be a Judge,:.enta
rnitter whether to drop back down, retreat and inform his coyer" officer of the
suspect; or to courand the suspect to freeze, put his hands in plain view,

and sit upriUht, at which point the officer "P 1" would direct the subject
out;'or other appropriate action by'the search officer. Once the passenger
cab of the suspect. vehicle is "clear and secure", the trunk must next be
checked. Officer "P 3" should avo 4 shouting out that the passenger cab is(
clear, lest he tip off a suspect possible still in'the'vehicle's trunk.

Due to several known instances where criminals have hidden themselves armed
or unarmed'within the trunk of a vehicle; it is necessary to check the trunk.
The searching officer should obtain the discarded keys, go to the left rear
corner of the suspect auto to get an idea of the location of the trunk's
keyhole and whether there is a key lock in it, and the officer also might
take a moment to listen into the trunk to detect any movement.

The safest method to search a trunk is for the search officer to holster his
weapon, crawl under the rear end of the car on his back, reach up with his
left hand, and insert the key or opening tool ito the trunk lock, and then
open the trunk and push its lid up. Once he has done this, the officer shoi
roll forward toward the rear wheels. It then becomes officer "P l's"

responsibility to visually check the trunk and that officer is responsible for
challenging anyone who might be hidden in it. If the initiating oficer is
unable to clearly see inside the trunk, he should communicate this via X unit
to the searching officer, who must then back out, roll forward, and check the
trunk visually himself. Once the entire vehicle has been secured in the
above manner, its occupants can then be approached for cuffing, searching and
removal ..

Cuffing, Searching, and Removal of the Occupants

Onco a suspect vehicle is secure, the searching officer then takes a position
at the rear of it, which will allow him to cover all of the occupants who are
in a search position. This will allow officers"P 1" and "P 2" to leave tht
cover safely, to approach the suspects and take them into physical custody.
If. during the course of his search of the suspect vehicle, officer "P 3"
finds weapons or contraband inside or on the roadway next to it, he should
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hJtve these i tc-r.s alone, howe;-r post himself 11 3 position in whiCh he woill
be able to keep the suspects under cover and also keep visual surviellance
of hatevier evidence tx miuht hau -found. Additisnally, officer "P 2" might

decide to discard his shotgun. in which case it should be loci.ed in the
shotgun lock of his patrol vehicle. A shotgun is unwieldy when dealing with
a close quarters cover.

K

>Officers "P.1" and "P 2".then approach the suspects, and one by one, starting
with the suspect closest to them' each is cuffed and thoroughly searched.- It
is officer "P l's" responsibility to cuff and search and recover any weapons

or contriband. It is.officer "P 2's' responsibility to simply cover-the
suspect who is being cuffed and searched, and if necessary, take over
weapons or-contriband found by officer "P 1".

Once edch subject has been cuffed and thoroughly searched, officer "P I"

should remove that subject from the mediate scene of the stop and place
him in the custody of a prisoner security officer, either officer "P 4" or
additional cover officers on the scene. While this is being done, officer
"P 2' assists officer "P-3" in covering the rem,-ining suspects. Upon officer

'P l's" return, the. process is started again, until each of the suspects has
been searched, cuffed and removed. The responsibility of officers receiving

prisoners in the prisoner security role is to irnediately search the suspect

ca n,.then remove him from the scene of the stop, i.e.., the'orner behinO
the stop team or + a vehicle very close by.

Pole of the Two-Officer Patrol Unit

Once officers are trained in the basic concepts and procedures associated
with the above guidelines, a two-officer unit can easily fulfill the
responsibilities of whatever position they draw. It should be the decision
of the driver officer what role he will assign to his passenger officer.

Once their patrol unit takes a position, then the two officers can determine
how to best divide the responsibilities of that position.

Hinh Risk Vehicle Stops Involving Vans and Canpirs

The large number of these types of recreational vehicles, their accessibility

to criminals, and their large physical size require modifications of the
above procedure. Those modifications are as follows:
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When the vehici is.inc; obilized, the driver si,.,lid not be instructed to

throw the keys out of the vehicle.

2. The first subjects to.be commanded to exit, whether they can he seen
or not, should be passengers in the camper shell or rear cabin of thz
recreational vehicle. They should be directed to very slowly open a
access door into thdt rear area, and to step out with their hands in
plain sight, one at a time. Once an occupant is out, he should be
directed into one of the searcti,qsitions. After the last known rear
cabin passenger Is crnmanded out,' then the "bluff" call-in to that
area should be made.

After that, the right front passenger should be directed out, and the
last subject out of,the van or camper should be the driver. He should

be told to bring his keys, which should be held high in his left hand.

3. Once the driver has exited, it becomes a necessity to open the remaining
access door into the recreational 'vehicle. In a van, this might be the

back doors if they are not already open, as well as the back door to a
camper shell. Ther are two methods of handling this situation, and
they are:

First, to direct the driver to the rear of his vehicle or to the access,
door which must be opened and to have him, with his left hand, insert
the key into tie lock and to push the door open very sloOy. Caution

must be taken in that when the door opens, the suspect driver' is not
afforded a position of cover or concealment.

The second method of dealing with access doors is to have the driver
directed back to the initiating officer's position, where the driver is
handled similar to an unruly subject as discussed. earlier. He is brought

to the rear of patrol vehicle "P 1", where he is thoroughly searched and

then his strong hand is handcuffed to his pants belt, a modification of
his pants, or some method to ensure that the hand is inrmobilized. He is
then directed back to the access door, which must be'opened. with his key:
iIf'hand. Once there, he is directed to open the access doors) with hl
off hand, and once that is done, he is placed into a search position.
Again, in using this method, extreme caution should be exercised, as a
possibly hostile and armed element is being brought into the center o'
the stop team. Officers utilizing this method might also find that once
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.litiocnally. "nrote ta returning to the
altho-iqh he will be seriously hatrpared by

into the block, we can be certain that he

Vehicle. he ,a ecCde to flee

being cuffed ad if he escapes
left without being armed.

t.The .'inal modification involves the use of a two-officer search team. for
the vehicle*. the outboard officer "P 3" joined by the traffic- officer

"P.4".
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CITY OF BERKELEY

POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (415) 644-6716
2121 McKINLEY AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

March 15, 1983

TO: Board of Inquiry P LIce Review Comission

PROM: Peter N. Hagberg, InvetiaPtor Police Review Commiselon

RE: .UPPLD(ZMTAL REPORT 0 INVESTIGATION PRC COMPLAIT NO. 657

Sugary of Statement of Officer Lee
Officer Lee was a cover officer at the stop. When he arrived at the

stop, Officers Thornton end Anderson were already there. Officer Anderson
was somewhat to the rear of Officer Thornton.

Officer Anerson was outside his car, as Officer Thornton recalled.
Willam Sorter objected to Officer Lee answering whether or not officers
other than Officer Anderson had their guns drawn when Officer Lee arrived.
Officer Lee declined to answer the question on his attorney's advice.

Officer Lee observed a brown or maroon Toyota, as he arrived. The
Toyota wee behind the suspect vehicle. There was no one inside the Toyota
but there was someone beside the vehicle.

Officer Lee could not describe the person but he assmd it was the
person who was later identified as Brian Quinn. This person "was standing
somewhere outside the vehicle". Officer Lee could not be sure exactly
where, as his attention focused on Officer Thornton. Officer Lee could not
say whether there was anything suspicious about Mr. Guinn's conduct or
appearance as Officer Lee only glanced briefly at him before focusing his
attention on Officer Thornton and his stop.

Officer Anderson was "standing somewhere close to" Brian Quinn. They
were in close proximity. Officer Lee didn't observe whether Officer Anderson
had his gun out. Hr. Quinn was standing straight at the time Officer Leewent by. Officer Lee arrived, he estimated, within "a few seconds" of Officer
Thornton's stop.

Officer Lee stopped his vehicle approximately "one to two car lengths"
past Officer Anderson and the individual he was with. Officer Lee refused
to answer whether he drew his weapon. He stated that he believed the
occupants of the suspect vehicle were still inside their car when Officer
Lee got out of his car.
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Officer Lee va not sure how long he vw involved with covering
the stop of the occupants of the suspect vehicle. During that time, he
did not see or hear Officer Anderson or Hr. Guinn. Officer Lee was not
avars that r. Guinn had been taken into custody.

After the suspect stop no longer demanded Officer Las's attention,
Officer Lee yes standing by a patrol car and saw Brian Guinn standing a
little to the rear of Officer ie's car. r. Guinn did not appear to be
in custody then.

Officer Lee subsequently talked to Officer Anderson. Officer
Anderson indicated to Officer Lee at that time that he had drawn his
weapon on Hr. Guinn and that he had done so because he felt it was "a high
risk stop situation" and "he thought that the second car, the Toyota, was
involved With the first one". His weapon yes drawn "for his own safety
and the safety of the other officers". Officer Anderson also said that he
observed "the person crouched beside his car" or something to that effect.
Officer Lee had not observed this in his brief glimpse in that direction.
Officer Lee first learned that a third person who was Sgt. J.J. Guinn's
son, had been stopped after the first two suspects yore in custody.

Subitted3
cc: Complainant

Subject Officer
Chief of Police

PNH:jm
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CITY OF BERKELEY

POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (415) 644-6716
2121 McKINLEY AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

March 28, 1983

To: Board of Inquiry

From Peter N. Hagberg, Invostigator
Eileen Luna-Gordinier, Associate Investigator

Re: PRC Complaint No. 657

Attached is correspondence regarding the scope
of: witness officer testimony on this complaint. This
correspondence includes

Memorandum from Peter Hagberg to the Chief
of Police dated February 16, 1983

Memorandum from the Chief of Police to
Peter Hagberg dated March 9, 1983

Letter from William H. Sortor (attorney for
the Witness Officers) to Peter Hagberg dated
March 24, 1983

Attachments

1 4
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CITY OF BERKELEY 

POLICE REVIEW COMMISSION (415) 644-6716

2121 McKINLEY AVENUE BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94704

February 16, 1983

TO: RonaZd D. NeZson, Chief of PoZioe

FROM: Peter N. Hogberg, Investigator PRC

RE: BRAGUIAR jN PRC COMPLAINT #657

As you know, we were unabZe to interview Officer

Diaz from the Berkeley Police Department in regard to this

oase. (By the way, no one here remembers receiving your

memo in regard to him). Also, we are sending you a memo in

regard to our problem scheduZing a time to speak with Sgt.

MuZigan.

We have now interviewed Officers Nennemen, Thornton

and Lee. Each of them has declined on the advice of counseZ

William Sorter, to provide information in regard to the stop

(of auto theft suspects), which was the genesis of the incident

about which Mr. Guinn compZaints. The "suspects" were friends

of Mr. Guinn and he was foZZowing them in a second oar, when he

stopped to find out what was going on. Officer Anderson alZegedZy

drew his weapon, pointed it at Guinn and handcuffed him. Guinn

was released when it was determined that there was no auto theft.

It is my beZief that aZ information as to the first stop, incZu-

ding offioer-cuspect actions during the stop, the reasons for any

dispZay of weapons, and the cooperative or non-cooperative nature
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of the "suspects" is relevant to an inquiry as to whether

Officer Anderson could reasonably believe, under the ciroumstanct )
that a display of his weapon was appropriate. For comparative

purposes, I am sure if you review the JAB materials in the case,

you will be able to determine if the Berkeley Polioe Department

felt this information was relevant.

I am requesting that you give a specific instruction

to those officers that they are to answer questions of the PRC

Investigator and at the Board of Inquiry regarding their obser-

vations and actions during the initial stop of "suspects". If

not, I would request a specific finding from you that the actions

of the officers and suspects during this initial stop are irrele-

vant to the issue of whether or not Officer Anderson acted reason-

ably in drawing his weapon on Yr. Guinn covering the officers wh¢

were involved in that stop.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

c: City Manager

PNH:jm
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City Of Berkeley
POLICE DEPARTMENT

2171 McKinley Avenue, Berkeley, California 94703 * Telephone: (415) 644.6743

March 9, 1983
RECEIVED

MAR ICII ,3/
POLICE REVIEW COMMISSlC

TO: P. N. HAGBERG, PRC

FROM: RONALD D. NELSON, Chief of Police

SUBJECT: BRIAN GUINN, PRC COMPLAINT NO. 657

Upon receipt of notification of times and dates of interviews, Officers
Lee, Nenneman, and Thornton will be re-directed to respond as witness
officers in this matter.

These officers will, of course, be immune from any adverse finding by
any Police Review Commission Trial Board as to the propriety of their
actions herein.

7 A;Chief M'fPoic

cc: Assistant City Manager, Public Safety
City Manager
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CARROLL. BLIRDICK & MCDONOUGH
COUNSeLOPS AND ATTOSNCIS A, LAW

ONE CCKC SUILDING. SUITE 400

ECKER & STEVENSON SRSCTS

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94105 P C E V ED
7COE(10 495-0500 M AR 2g9 9, ok5

March 24, 1983 POLICE REVIVI CO-4jiSS,

Peter N. Hagberg, Investigator
Police Review Commission
City of Berkeley
2121 McKinley Avenue
Berkeley, CA. 94704

Re: PRC Complaint No. 657; Brian Guinn v.
Officer David L. Anderson.

Dear 14r. Hagberg:

It is my understanding that my clients, Officers Daniel
Lee, Eric Nenneman, and William Thornton, all of whom are "witness"
oFficers in connection with the above complaint, have been advised
by the Chief of Police that they should respond to any additional
interview requests made by you concerning the above complaint.

You will recall that in each of their interviews my clients
responded fully and completely to all questions asked of them con-
cerning what, if anything, they observed with regard to the alleged
transaction involving Officer Anderson and Mr. Guinn. You will also
recall that they declined to answer other questions not related to
or otherwise beyond the scope of Mr. Guinn's complaint.

If you or any other representatives of the Police Review
Commission wish to question my clients further about Mr. Guinn's
cc.1plaint my clients will, given adequate notice and no other insur-
mountable conflicts, attend such interviews as are scheduled. However,
It Is not their intention to answer any questions previously ob-
jected to unless said questions are set forth with clarity and spe-
cificity and they are ordered to answer the questions by the Chief
of Police, City Manager or other competent superior officer.

It is my present understanding that you have not as yet
secured from the Chief of Police or City Manager anything in the
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CARROLL. BURDICK & MCDONOUGH

Peter N. Hagberg
March 24, 1983
Page 2

way of a directive to my clients to respond to specific questions
which they previously declined to answer. If you intend to secure
such an order I would suggest you not wait until the last minute.
According to my lunar calendar you have had seven weeks to obtain
authorization from the Chief of Police and/or City Manager to
compel my clients to answer the questions in dispute.

Please let me know if you wish to re-interview my clients
in order that we might schedule such an interview at a mutually
acceptable time.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,

CARROLL, BURDICK & McDONOUGH

William H. Sortor

WHS/ss
cc: Daniel Lee

Eric Nenneman
William Thornton
Ronald D. Nelson, Chief of Police
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Peter N. Hagberg, Investigator
Police Review Commission
City of Berkeley
2121 McKinley Avenue
Berkeley, CA. 94704

Re: PRC Complaint No. 657; Brian Guinn v.
Officer David L. Anderson.

Dear Mr. Hagberg:

It is my understanding that my clients, Officers Daniel
Lee, Eric Nenneman, and William Thornton, all of whom are "witness",
officers in connection with the above complaint, have been advised
by the Chief of Police that they should respond to any additional
interview requests made by you concerning the above complaint.

You will recall that in each of their interviews my clients
responded fully and completely to all questions asked of them con-
cerning what, if anything, they observed with regard to the alleged
transaction involving Officer Anderson and Mr. Guinn. You will also
recall that they declined to answer other questions not related to
or otherwise beyond the scope of Mr. Guinn's complaint.

If you or any other representatives of the Police Review
Commission wish to question my clients further about Mr. Guinn's
complaint my clients will, given adequate notice and no other insur-
mountable conflicts, attend such interviews as are scheduled. However,
it is not their intention to answer any questions previously ob-
jected to unless said questions are set forth with clarity and spe-
cificity and they are ordered to answer the questions by the Chief
of Police, City Manager or other competent superior officer.

It is my present understanding that you have not as yet
secured from the Chief of Police or City Manager anything in the
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way of a directive to my clients to respond to specific questions
which they previously declined to answer. If you intend to secure
such an order I would suggest you not wait until the last minute.
According to my lunar calendar you have had seven weeks to obtain
authorization from the Chief of Police and/or City Manager to
compel my clients to answer the questions in dispute.

Please let me know if you wish to re-interview my clients
in order that we might schedule such an interview at a mutually
acceptable time.

Thank you.

Very truly yours,

CARROLL, BURDICK & McDONOUGH

William H. Sortor

WMS/ss
cc: Daniel Lee

Eric Nenneman
William Thornton
Ronald D. Nelson, Chief of Police
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Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is an Urban League panel led by
the vice president of the Washington Operations, Ms. Maudine
Cooper.

Welcome, Ms. Cooper and our friends from Urban League. We're
delighted to see Dr. Garry Mendez, Jerome Page, the executive di-
rector of the Chattanooga Area Urban League. Dr. Mendez has
been handling several criminal justice areas including minority of-
ficer recruitment, prison conditions, and examining the root causes
of crime.

You bring here individually and collectively a very, very impor-
tant segment of the black experience, and also some very impor-
tant findings from your work collectively with the Urban League,
and I'm very delighted that you're here and have given this matter
the kind of attention over the years that it deserves.

We will incorporate your testimony, and you may begin.

TESTIMONY OF MAUDINE COOPER, VICE PRESIDENT FOR WASH-
INGTON OPERATIONS, NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY DR. GARRY A. MENDEZ, JR., NATIONAL URBAN
LEAGUE, NEW YORK CITY; AND JEROME PAGE, EXECUTIVE DI-
RECTOR OF THE CHATTANOOGA AREA URBAN LEAGUE
Ms. COOPER. I will try to be brief so that there will be ample time

for questions and response.
I think it's important to note that throughout our Urban League

network of over 100 Urban League affiliates that the issue of not
only police use of deadly force but indeed black-on-black crime is
something that we are attending to on a daily matter as part of our
survival.

Over the course of the past 20 years, there has been a growing
interest and concern about the-"line of duty"-homicides commit-
ted by police officers. I believe our testimony will be far harsher
than the previous witness because it is based on our own interac-
tion with these concerns.

We very much share your concerns, and the study that Dr. Garry
Mendez will speak to later on will show where the data support
our concern.

We share again, and commend you for holding these hearings as
a sole and almost lone voice on the issue, because this is not a very
POular issue in many of our communities.

i the discussion, you mentioned earlier in your statement about
the problems in Philadelphia in terms of the numbers. Our testi-
mony includes additional information about other major metropoli-
tan centers: New York, Chicago, and Memphis. The issues, the con-
cerns, the problems are all the same: How many blacks are being
killed by police, and are they in fact representative of the overall
police use of deadly force within those communities?

Before proceeding, let me say for the record that the National
Urban League views crime as a very, very serious problem, and
we're not about to shunt it under the rug. In fact, the National
Urban League president John Jacob last year declared that crime
is one of the four problem areas that we in the black community
will be focusing upon. We will use all of our energies and all of our
resources to help ameliorate and indeed address these concerns.
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The bottom line of all of this is that blacks are much more likely
than whites to be victims of violent crime. The leading cause of
death for young black males between the ages of 18 and 34 remains
homicide, not medical causes but homicide; yet we do not believe
that the police in doing their jobs must use inordinate deadly force.

In saying this we talk not merely from the research of others but
again from the study that Dr. Mendez did back in 1980. That was
indeed a study on police use of deadly force. The study, adminis-
tered under a contract with the Department of Justice, focused
upon the issue of race in an effort to contribute to the understand-
ingof the role that race plays in police use of deadly force.

Dr. Mendez's study, which is almost complete, looked at 54 of the
Nation's 59 cities with populations over 250,000. Highlights of those
preliminary findings are as follows:

No; 1, there is a real diversity in the rates of deadly force uses
against black citizens and the rates of uses against white citizeris.

No. 2, examination of the reported crime rates for each of the
seven index crimes studied indicated that they are not related to
the deadly force rate nor the differences between races.

No. 3, the assault rate upon police and the line-of-duty death rate
of police officers is not related to the deadly force rate of either
black or white police use of deadly force victims.

Overall, the most important thing that these findings say is that
the best predictor of deadly force usage is race. That is something
that we have to focus in on realistically in the hearings.

The implications of this fact are far-reaching when you realize
that police use of deadly force not only affects the person who is
the target but may have resounding repercussions for the entire
community. The use of deadly force b' a police officer, when
viewed as excessive, can weaken the police department's credibil-
ity, standing, and general relationships with the community. Often
in the black community the relationship may already have been
tenuous at best because of negative stereotypes held by both par-
ties, the police and those community residents.

Documentation shows that police use of deadly force incidents
have focused concern, resentment and suspicion of racial bias in
police practices generally and perhaps beyond that, in society at
large.For the police, the racial patterns of police use of deadly force

have come to be a major issue. These patterns, and the arguments
and analyses they provoke, have forced the police to defend them-
selves against charges of pervasive racism.

Deadly force incidents have become the sparks for major disturb-
ances as well as occasion for sharp deterioration in the relationship
between police departments and the minority communities they
serve.

In view of the concerns I have outlined, the National Urban
League is particularly disappointed that to date much of the work
directed toward clarifying the role of racial dynamics in the fre-
quency of police use of deadly force has generated more heat than
light, more charges than insights, and more arguments than reso-
lution.

Toward improving this situation, we offer the following recom-
mendations in the hope that they will contribute to concerted ef-
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forts to address the problem. In addition, we hope that these rec-
ommendations will respond to the question, Mr. Chairman, that
you raised, and that is, What is it that this subcommittee and par-
ticularly the CBC can do in response to this concern?

The first recommendation is:
A national uniform shooting policy should be established, requir-

ing that police officers only use deadly force when the officer's life
or someone else's life is in imminent danger.

No. 2, the national uniform shooting policy should be rigidly en-
forced in all parts of the country and at every level of law enforce-
ment.

No. 3, police departments should structure police activities so
that black communities benefit from a fair proportion of police
community services.

We might add that right now that police generally are more visi-
ble in the black community as apprehenders and almost never as
helpers in the black community.

No. ,all political jurisdictions should carry out affirmative
action in the field of criminal justice. And, of course, at a time
when affirmative action is under assault, this is particularly criti-
cal.

Mr. CONYERS. That's a very important point. Until we have fair
hiring and promotion policies in the law enforcement agencies
themselves, it is almost simplistic to believe that they are going to
be fair in anything else they do.

If they can't come together and organize with at least the mini-
mum requirements of racial fairness, which is all we ask through
our affirmative action law, there is no way that we can then ask a
group that has perpetuated the segregation of the past to now go
out and operate fairly among the black and Hispanic and other mi-
nority elements in the community.

What, it seems to me, Maudine, happens is that they then
become caught in trying to perpetuate the racism of the past;
they're the perpetrators not only in their conduct but in the way
they are inherently organized. I

So it seems to me that the civil rights organizations have to con-
tinue to focus on the hiring and promotion practices within police
departments because that's one of the threshold questions.

MS. COOPER. I think that is why most of the civil rights communi-
ty has-We've been very adamant about the Detroit, Boston, and,
indeed, New Orleans cases and hope that--

Mr. CONYERS. Which all involve police departments.
Ms. COOPER. Right.
We are very concerned about that at a time when fiscal necessity

mandates that there are indeed layoffs. We are concerned about
the last-hired and first-fired concepts which once again we believe
will make these police departments, fire departments, and other
municipal entities bastions of white males.

If I might, the last recommendation in the conclusion of my testi-
mony suggests that police officers should be trained to function in
and cooperate with the total community. That is really what you
are talking about in terms of police participation and police access
to, and the role that they are perceived in by those that live in
those communities.
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If I might, Jerome Page, the president of the Chattanooga Urban
League, had some experiences when he was the president of the Se-
attle Urban League that I'd like for him to relate to you in refer-
ence to police use of deadly force and subsequent community
action.

Mr. CONYERS. Welcome, Mr. Page. Glad to have you here.
Mr. PAGE. Thank you very much.
My experience in Seattle spanned the years from the late 1960's,

about 1967, into 1979. I must say candidly that my understanding
is that since I left Seattle in 1979 there have been no instances of
dramatic, excessive police use of deadly force. And I hope it isn't
because I'm no longer there, but because some other things oc-
curred as a result of the actions of the Urban League and other
groups.

We felt that periodically, every 11/2 to 2 years, there was some-
one getting shot by a policeman, and there were always question-
able circumstances. In one instance, a young man had robbed a
store, he was legitimately doing something wrong, he had a hand-
gun; so in all accounts of use of deadly force at that time he should
have been killed because he was fleeing with the deadly weapon.

But he fled across the street into a blackberry bush. And if you
know anything about blackberry bushes, once you get in, in fright,
it's very hard to get out when you calm down.

So they had him totally surrounded. They had police helicopters,
the whole bit. And finally after waiting a while and tr ing to
decide what to do, they cut their way into the blackberry gush to
get him out and he ended up dead. They found out they weren't
sure whether he spoke English or not. He was of Latin American
or Spanish descent. He was obviously very scared. To my knowl-
edge, there was no indication that he was at that time threatening
to shoot them with the weapon.

We felt there were all sorts of alternatives they could used, even
waiting. Anything. They had time and everything on their side.
The man did not need to be killed at that time. The law justified
that because he was a fleeing felon.

The point is that the community, the black community and
Spanish-American community, were up in arms and there was a
tremendous upheaval in the community over this issue. And this is
just an example of several.

The last one was a young man who was proven to be having
some mental difficulties. It was questionable just whether he really
knew what he was doing. He was in a community he shouldn't
have been in, going into homes, wasn't dressed like a worker, and
several people saw him and called the police. One person confront-
ed him in the house, and he said, "I'm here to cut your lawn," ob-
viously not where he was supposed to be, but they questioned just
how dangerous he was, because they told him to get out and he
left. The police surrounded the area. They were trying to run after
him, chasing him. And finally he climbed a fence and a policeman
who was overweight, too heavy to climb the fence and go after him,
then leveled his revolver in the pickets of the fence and shot the
man in the back and blew him away. If he would have rounded the
corner he would have been picked up because the police were all
over the place.
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Again, the community got very upset. And the point is that the
policeman then was relieved of responsibility, for the shooting be-
cause the young man was a fleeing suspect.

So in most cases the person is doing something wrong: there's no
argument about that. But do the circumstances justify taking a
life?

I think as a result of what occurred in the 1970's-some dramatic
things followed.

One, I'm pleased to see September and Associates, who are here
and going to testify. They were based in Seattle and they took the
whole police department through a training series of shoot/no-
shoot, a tremendous training opportunity for the police.
. Two, the political elections. A mayor was elected and he was

elected on the basis of a variety of dissident groups: the Gray Pan-
thers, the gay community, the black community, the Latino com-
munity, all sorts of groups who were tired of this kind of activity.

On that same ballot was an issue-we had worked through the
city council to get a very strong police use of deadly force on a flee-
ing felon where a life is in danger. That passed the city council, but
the police guild then organized and put something on the ballot to
have that city council resolution eliminated. So we were back to
the issue of a broad open policy because of a very good political
effort on the part of the guild, the police guild.

But then the mayor, in selecting his police chief, did a very un-
usual thing. For the last 10 years they always had a blue ribbon
committee to select the police chief. It was the, if you will, white
male club of the business establishment.

This mayor put together a blue ribbon committee but they were
people of all walks of life, people of all of the groups that I men-
tioned, gays, Gray Panthers, blacks, Latinos, Asian-Americans,
people with specific vested interests. And this was his blue ribbon
committee.

He said we would present three candidates to him, and he would
select one. He made a very strong statement to us about you don't
have to be that concerned about the fleeing felon issue because I
want a police chief, and I will demand that the police chief be very
strong and very strict in policy internal to the police system on the
fleeing felon and use of deadly force.

We interviewed all the candidates, and I must admit that it was
a fantastic experience seeing the kinds of candidates that came
before us and the background, the training they had. But we insist-
ed that in that group, the final 10 that we interviewed-the staff
had to do the preliminary work-we wanted to see both female
candidates and minority candidates, and to make sure that what-
ever the best of the female and the best of the minorities came to
the view of the panel.

We ended up selecting Police Chief FitzSimmons, who came out
of the New York Police Department; a tremendous training back-
ground, a tremendous background in involvement in the black com-
munity in New York, and having respect from the black communi-
ty. And part of our process was going-all of our unique groups
went to our fellow organizations in the cities where these candi-
dates came from and got their opinion of the person.
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He started in late 1978, early 1979, and since that time there has
been-there is one instance that I know of in which two policemen,
drunk, driving down the street in the black community were shoot-
ing in the air at random. Those two police officers went through
the process-and I checked this out with Mr. Sperrill White, who is
the current executive director of the Seattle Urban League, and
Mr. Roger Soder, who is the staff research person for the Urban
League-and then the police chief fired them. And his position is a
very strong position on justice and right and use of deadly force.

I m not sure where the guild is, that powerful political group
that was against everything we were trying to promote. But we
were concerned about the safety of the police officers, the commu-
nity relations between police and the community, particularly the
black community. And I think that the record in Seattle will show
that since 1978, when he took office, he has held a strong position,
and to my knowledge there have been no instances of this kind.

Last year he received the Municipal League award as the city
government employee of the year, and I think that was a dramatic
statement of a total reversal of what had happened 15 or 20 years
prior to his coming.

Mr. CONYERS. How important are the increasing numbers of law-
suits against policemen for which the cities are now becoming
liable? You know, some citizens are beginning to add up these mul-
timillion dollar figures that careless cops are costing taxpayers,
and that's beginning to create another area of sensitivity, because
in many of these suits, the facts are almost indefensible. And so it
is just a matter of, in a civil case, the defense attorney getting as
large a damage award as he can.

It seems to me that that may be a new dimension in this area.
Ms. COOPER. Part of it is probably based on the fact that those in

charge, the police review commissions, the police chiefs themselves,
and others are viewed as coconspirators in this whole action. They
know-should have known, did nothing about it, were in fact
hiding or helping to hide the evidence, and so on. So that individ-
uals are beginning to say, "Well, I cannot get justice through the
process that is here in my community; therefore, the only recourse
that I have now is the court system."

Mr. CONYERS. Yes.
Dr. Garry Mendez, welcome to our hearings. We would like to

hear from you now.
Dr. MENDEZ. OK. Let me tell you a little about what we've been

doing, and let me preface it with a remark that says we have never
questioned the police right to use force; that has not been our
issue, "our" being the National Urban League and other black
folks. Our issue has been how they use it, and when they use it.

We undertook a study to take a look at the race issue because we
had been told all along, there is no race issue here. The studies you
can look at. One study after another says certainly blacks are shot
more often, but you must understand that they commit crimes,
therefore they need to be shot.

The research technically that's been done is more or less compar-
ing arrest rates and shooting rates, and if you can get them pretty
close to each other you say that's it, that explains the race issue;
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you don't have a race issue. We said that maybe there is a race
issue, and we should take a look at it.

What we did is look at the arrest rate issue. But first, before we
did that we established the fact, something that has been assumed,
that there's a different shooting rate of black and white citizens.
People just think there's a shooting rate and it kind of affects ev-
erybody, but it doesn't. And there's a wide difference between the
rate of shootings of blacks and the rate of shootings of whites.

Now many other researchers will tell you well, we knew that all
along. You don't see that in the literature, if they knew it all
along, and they haven't been operating with recommendations that
deal with that either, if they knew that all along.

Once we established that, what we did was take shooting rates
and run those against total arrest rates. They say total arrests is
the issue. We did a statistical analysis of that, a statistical test, as
opposed to just eyeballing it like it has been done in the past, and
we found that there was no relationship between the arrest rate
and the shooting rate of black or white citizens.

So we said, Well, that's probably because we've got them all to-
gether. Let's start to split them out, let's take the violent arrest
rate and let's take the property arrest rate. Well, if you take them
in total like that and do violent against shooting rates, there is no
relationship. If you take property and do it against shooting rates,
there is no relationship. And none of them explain anything that's
going on between the difference between black and white citizens
being shot.

Then what we said, Well, maybe it's a specific crime. When you
do it that way, we went within the index rates and started looking
at each specific crime, and then running that against shooting
rates. We do get a relationship'there between robbery and shooting
rates of blacks, so that does explain some of the difference between
black and white, not all of it, but it does explain some of the differ-
ence, robbery.

We did a relationship between larceny, but that comes out nega-
tive and we don't know what that means, because if you follow that
through, that means if you can reduce your larceny rate you'll up
your shooting rate of black citizens. And we don't know why that
would work, so we're not suggesting we do that.

The other crime that seems somehow related is the burglary
rate, not so much the arrests, the burglary rate in your communi-
ty.

Now the interesting thing about the whole thing is that you have
all these different crimes that are committed, and we're only able
to come up with maybe some relationship between robbery and
police shootings of citizens, and it doesn't really explain the differ-
ences between the two.

So we say even after you get finished with that, which we've
been told is fact, we don't get the kind of relationships people were
talking about.

Then we said, Well, maybe-it'lt a matter of the arrest rates don't
tell the true story because everybody doesn't get arrested who com-
mits a crime. So we say let's look at just the crime rates in the
communities. And we did this, incidentally, in 54 cities over a 10-
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year period, so we had every year for 10 years for 54 cities, which
means we have a lot of data on this.

And no one else, incidentally, has done this. Most studies that
have been done on police use of deadly force in the past would take
a city, maybe a couple of cities, 1 year, 2 years, 3 years, but none
has been a 10-year period, 54 cities. And we did the 54 largest.

We said perhaps the crime rates, clearance rates, those things,
we ran them against our shooting rates. None of those proved that
they're related.

Finally we got down to how about assaults on police officers,
whether they're hurt or not, and whether they're killed or not.
None of those things are predictive of the shooting rate of black or
white citizens, incidentally. Death of police officers comes the clos-
est, but it is not statistically significant.

Now why this is all important is, in the end we find the most-
the best predictor of police shooting is race. Now that leads us to-
some people say, well, you mean the police are racist, and I don't
like to say that. What I like to say is that there's a decisionmaking
process that people go through, and one of the things that is in the
equation is the race of the individual.

Mr. CONYERS. Have you ever done a study of why, when we come
up with these questions involving race, the media interrogator
always wants to ask you "Then does it follow that this person is a
racist?" [Laughter.]

I was just doing an interview last night and we were talking
about the head of the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Depart-
ment and the incredible reversals going on. So the first question
that Reverend Fauntroy and I had to handle was "Is it true that
the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights is a racist?"

Everybody always wants you to define a person as being a racist.
That, in itself, should be a subject of study if you ever get around
to it, Dr. Mendez.

Dr. MENDEZ. No; we haven't studied that. But we do-that's how
we try to look at it, because one of the things we've found is that
people say, well, black police officers will shoot black citizens, and I
would argue, that doesn't eliminate the race issue, that shows you
how deep the race issue is in this country.

I don't know; those are the kinds of things we found out. Do you
have some questions about them?

Mr. CONYERS. Yes; I do have some general questions.
Now where do we go from here? I mean I'm glad that you are

scientifically attacking this theory because it only came to my at-
tention rather recently that there are now criminal justice theo-
rists who are saying that you can explain away, on a nonracial
basis, why there are so many more blacks in prison, why so many
more blacks get shot, why so many more blacks get subjected to
police abuse, why so many more blacks get convicted for crimes.
The theorists' position boils down to:

Well, they're doing more criminal activity, they're in more confrontational events
with police, so therefore, it turns out-Congressman, don't get excited-that more of
them end up in jail, more of them get shot, more of them get arrested, more of them
get convicted.
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I perceive this as a very pernicious effort to deny what the main-
stream of blacks in America know to be their experience in the
criminal justice system.

I want to thank you and the league for dealing with this. If we
aren't careful we'll end up with a whole field of study in which
these approaches that we're trying to take in the real world will be
dismissed because scientific studies find otherwise. The civil rights
groups will be in total conflict with the academic world.

So we need to be working in the libraries as well as out in the
street.

Ms. COOPER. I just want to add as a kind of a final comment, I
remember in a course in criminal law that I took some years ago,
we had a young black police officer come in and conduct a symposi-
um for us. And we asked him this very serious question about, you
know, your shooting of blacks. In the District, the issue of racism is
still an issue that we've got to deal with.

His comment, however, was one that I think still permeates the
thinking of many police officers. He said that he would rather be
tried by 12 than carried by 9. And I think that as long as that men-
tality is out there--

Mr. CONYERS. What did he mean? What was the--
*Ms. COOPER. He would rather be tried by 12 individuals for

having shot someone, the use of deadly force, than carried by 9 in-
dividuals as a corpse, the pallbearers.

Mr. CONYERS. Than to get shot himself. In other words, shoot
first, ask questions later.

Ms. COOPER. That's right. And that was his comment to us. I
think that that mentality probably permeates a lot of police offi-
cers today, and that's unfortunate.

Mr. CONYERS. I just got a call yesterday from Rev. Calvin Butts
at Abyssinian Church in Harlem, who is asking us to bring the
hearings there. Reverend Nettles called from Alabama. I get the
impression that this problem is far from being-moving toward res-
olution, that it almost seems to flare up, or that police violence
sometimes seems to incite other police violence.

Do you have any comments on that?
Mr. PAGE. Not in general, since I've moved to Chattanooga, I've

only been there 2 months now, and we're looking at this issue in
Chattanooga.

An attorney came to our office just a month ago, right after I
came, and had a client who was a janitor or a maintenance person
in an apartment next to a grocery store. And in Chattanooga, the
unemployment is very high; things are very tight in terms of the
blue-collar workers.

A young man came out of the grocery store with two big pieces
of meat under his arm that he had stolen. There was a policeman
there and they started chasing the man. The man went right by
the maintenance man and into the bushes. The policeman came,
and at that time he was leveling his pistol, ready to shoot.

The maintenance man said, "Stop, don't do it."
Then the policeman ran after the man, caught him, brought him

back, and it was a very easy chase to catch him, brought him back,
and then chastized the maintenance man for interfering with jus-
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tice. And the maintenance man came to his attorney for fear of
what could occur for his interfering with justice.

But he feels very strongly that had he not been there witnessing
that, that another black man could have been another fatality.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, we're very glad to have you all here, and
your testimony will be carefully examined. And I hope that you
will follow our activity in the subcommittee.

Thank you all for coming.
[Prepared statement of Maudine R. Copper follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I am Maudine R. Cooper,

Vice President for Washington Operations of the National Urban League, Inc.

The National Urban League is a nonprofit community service organization

with over 100 affiliates in 36 states and the District of Colunbia.

Throughout our 73-year history, we have sought for minorities and

the poor full participation in all sectors of American life and equal

treatment under the law.

Over the course of the past 20 years, there has been a growing

interest in and concern about "line of duty" honicides committed by

police officers. We very much share that concern because study after

study shows that there is an overrepresentation of blacks among the

fatalities from police use of deadly force. We share that concern

because we cannot accept solely the most common reason given for this
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pl -mem-that reason being that the black cammLmity has a higher crime

rate and therefore the police have to use force more often.

For in all the discussion, the point we cannot get around is that

racial disparities exist in the number of blacks who die at the hands

of the police. The facts speak for themselves in city after city, bver

the years.

Philadelphia: In a study of 32 fatal shootings by police from 1950

to 1960, 28 or 88 percent were black.

New York: From 1971 to 1975, opponents in shooting incidents (in-

cluding nonfatalities) were black in about 60 percent of the cases.

Chicago: Between 1974 and 1978, 70 percent of the civilians shot

at by the Chicago Police Department were blacks as were 64 percent of

those fatally shot.

Mesphis: Data fran shootings from 1969-71 and 1973-76 reveal

that blacks were about five and one-half times as likely as whites to

be killed in Memphis, and about 10 times as likely to be shot at, on

a population basis.

These statistics are documented in a following section of this

testimony.

one of the worst case scenarios of police use of deadly force

happened back in March when a Stanton, CA police officer fatally shot

a 5-year-old black boy when he mistook the child's toy gun for a real

one.
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Before proceeding, let me say for the record that the National

Urban League views crime as a serious problem. In fact, National Urban

League President John E. Jacob last year designated crime as one of

four problem areas in the black community to which the League will

address its resources and energy. Blacks are much more likely

than whites to be victims of violent crime. The leading cause of

death for young black males between the ages of 18 and 34 is homicide.

Yet, we do not believe that the police in doing their jobs must

use inordinate deadly force. In saying this, we talk not merely fron

the research of others, but from our own experiences in this area. In

1980, our Administration of Justice Cluster under the direction of

Dr. Garry Mendez, who is here with me today, began a study on police

use of deadly force. The study, administered under a contract from

the Justice Department, focused upon the issue of race in an effort to

contribute to the understanding of the role that race plays in police

use of deadly force.

Our study, which is almost completed, looks at 54 of the nation's

59 cities 'with populations of 250,000 or more. Highlights of its pre-

liminary findings show:

* There is a real disparity in the rates of deadly force usage

against black citizens and the rates of usage against white

citizens.

* The examination of the reported crime rates for each of the

seven index crimes studied indicated that they are not related to

the deadly force rate nor the difference between races.
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* The assault rate upon police and the line-of-duty death rate

of police officers is not related to the deadly force rate of

either black or white police use of deadly force victims.

Overall, the most important thing that these findings say is that

the best predictor of deadly force usage is race.

The implications of this fact are far reaching when you realize

that police use of deadly force not only affects the person who is its

target but may have resounding repercussions for the entire ccmunity.

Deadly force by a police officer, when viewed as excessive, can weaken the

police department's credibility, standing and general relationships

with the ominity. Often in the black czmnity, the relationship may

have already been tenuous because of negative sterotypes held by both

parties.

Dcumentation shows that police use of deadly force incidents have

focused concern, resentment, and suspicion of racial bias in police

practices generally, and perhaps, beyond that, in the society at large.

For the police, the racial patterns of police use of deadly force

have come to be a major issue also. These patterns, and the arguments

and analyses they provoke, have forced the police to defend themselves

against charges of pervasive racism. Deadly force incidents have be-

oame the sparks for major disturbances, as well as occasion for sharp

deterioration in the relationship between police departments and the

minority cammmnities they serve.

35-408 0 - 84 - 10
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Mr. Page, President of the Chattanooga Area (TN) Urban League, will

talk more about the implications of police use of deadly force for the

community, based on his experiences in Seattle, WA.

In view of the concerns I have outlined, the National Urban League

is particularly disappointed that, to date, much of the work directed to

clarifying the role of racial dynamics in the frequency of police use

of deadly force has generated more heat than light, more charges than

insights, and more argument than resolution.

Toward improving this situation, we offer the following recam-

meations in the hope that they will contribute to concerted efforts

to address the problem. Foremost, we seek a climate in which the

minority community and the police can develop mutual efforts to address

and resolve the controversy around the role of race in police use

of deadly force.

FMt4E2 TIONS

1. A national uniform shooting policy should be established, requiring

that police officers only use deadly force when the officer's life or

scene else's life is in imminent danger. This would eliminate the

use of deadly force against fleeing felons which affords police officers

too much discretion; virtually giving the officer the authority to

sentence suspects to be shot without a trial. This life-death responsi-

bility, in the absence of a threat of inminent mortal danger, should not

be placed with police officers.
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2. The national uniform shooting policy should be rigidly enforced in

all parts of the country and at every level of law enforcement. Because

weak or lax enforcement can be quantified in terms of unnecessary deaths

and serious bodily injuries, strict and effective enforcement must be the

key element of any uniform policy.

3. Police departments should structure police activities so that

black communities benefit from a fair proportion of police comrunity

services. We know that in general police spend about 80% of their time

in cmnmuity service work, i.e. directing traffic, volunteer youth pro-

grams, and 20% of their time apprehending criminals. In black commu-

nities the proportion of time spent on these police activities is viewed

to be almost the reverse. Police are almost always visible as the

apprehenders and almost never as the helpers. A different approach to

police activities in the black community would significantly reduce the

strained relationship that traditionally accompanies the black community's

perception of law enforcement.

4. All political jurisdictions should carry out affirmative action

in the field of criminal justice. The programs should be two-fold

in nature. First, a sincere effort should be made to recruit minorities

at entry level positions in law enforcement, corrections, and the courts.

If law enforcement officers are more representative of the communities

they serve, there will be more trust and cooperation from that ccxnnity.

Second, methods should be developed that will assure the involvement of

minorities in all the decision-making processes of the criminal justice

system.
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5. Police officers should be trained to function in and cooperate with

the total catmmity. Training policies should be rethought in order to

praote knowledge and appreciation of race issues. An examination of

problems that affect minority cammunities in particular is the first

step toward eliciting cooperation from the aimnunity to be served; it

is an effort to put crime prevention on par with apprPAhending criminals.
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DISCUSSION AM FINDI1NS OF UL DEALY FORM S=

The NUL in 1980 began conducting a study on the police use of

deadly force that focused upon the issue of race, in an effort to

contribute to the understanding of the role race plays in police

killings.

Samples

In the study, 54 of the nation's 59 cities with a population of

250,000 or more ware included in the samples. This represented a

reasonable sample for our data needs, because Police Use of Deadly Force

(PUDF) appears to be concentrated in urban mass areas, as the larger

cities have such larger numbers of minority citizens. Furthermore,

our special interest is the applicability for our results to the

minority communities of Urban America.

* Dependent Variable - The dependent variable for this study

was the shooting rate in each of the cities for each of the

ten years. Separate shooting rates were established for

both the black and white population.

* Independent Variables - Two different types of data were

collected which served as independent variables. 11*re are

as follows:

a. Traditional Predictors

1. Arrests

2. Violent Crime Arrests

3. Property Crime Arrests

4. Reported Crime

5. Clearance Rates

6. Police Experience
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Those variables constitute factors which many have

argued are related to deadly force usage, hence the

traditional predictor label.

b. Non-Traditional Predictors

1. Black Elected Officials

2. Minority Owned Businesses

3. Black, Social, Economic, Political

Participation

4. Black Participation

5. Catmunity Attitudes ibuwards Police.

These variables constitute the broad category of black participation

variables which we believe might be related to the shooting rate of

black citizens in specific cities.

We were interested in both sets of variables and the predictive

powers of each in obtaining the police use of deadly force rates

and the differences by race.

Findings

1. Our data indicate that there is a real disparity in the

rates of deadly force usage against black citizens and the rates

of usage against white citizens. Furthermore, they suggest that

although the gap remains wide it may be lessening. It should be

noted that this appears to be as a result of a reduced usage

against black citizens as opposed to an increase in usage against

whites.

2. Our analysis did not indicate a relationship between the

non-traditional (black participation) and the shooting rates of

either race group or the differences between the twio. However,
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it should be explained that our analysis was very limited

due to the excessive amount of missing data. We were

unable, due to resource and time limitations, to Collect

the black participation data that we expected; therefore

the true effects of these variables on shooting rates are

still open to question. Ie would suggest that this line

of inquiry not be abandoned at this point. Hver, to

pursue this will require adequate time and resources.

3. Neither the total arrest rate, nor its categorization

into Index and other arrests, contributes to our understanding

of deadly force, to the racial disparities over time.

By analyzing each crime separately there is a relationship

between robbery and laroency arrest and PUDF. Robbery has a

positive relationship and larcency has a negative relationship.

4. The examination of the reported crime rates for each of

the seven Index crimes indicated that they are not related to

the deadly force rate nor the difference between races. The

burglarly rate had the most nearly reliable effects.

5. The aggregate clearance rates for reported crime is not

related to the rate of deadly force usage against either black

or white victims of PtDF.

6. The assault rate upon police and the line-of-duty death

rate of police officers is not related to the deadly force rate

of either black or white PUDF victims. Nor are the assault and

death rates of police officers related to the differential in

deadly force rates between blacks and whites.
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In mn then, of all the traditional predictors, ouer study indicated

that a positive statistical relationship existed between only robbery

and burglary and a negative statistical relationship between larcency

and the police use of deadly force. These serve to help us to some

degree in our understanding of deadly force usage, but they do not help

us to understand the differential use of deadly force against black and

white citizens.

Furthermore, our study indicates that the best predictor of deadly

force usage is race.
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POLIrE USE CF DEDLY FOIRE: DATA AND LITERA'RE

This review of literature will describe the patterns of dis-

parity in the incidence of police use of deadly force against various

racial and ethnic groups. our major focus is to evaluate what factors

or circumstances might account for observed racial disparities.

The police use of deadly force is a cxomplex phenaTeno, and can

be (and has been) fruitfully examined fram a variety of specific

perspectives reflecting a broad range of concerns. These examinations

have produced substantial literature including empirical studies,

philosophical debates, policy analyses, and polemical arguments.

Because of the breadth of this literature and our specific concern,

we have focused our review upon two specific issues in the literature.

First, what evidence do we have on the disparity in the incidence of

police use of deadly force against citizens of various racial and

ethnic groups? Second, what factors or circumstances are offered to

explain or to acoount for such disparities, if they exist?

A. Racial Disprities in Police Use of Deadly Force

At this point in time, probably no one who has even partially

reviewed the literature on police use of deadly force has any doubt

that there are variations in the rates of usage of deadly force against

members of different racial/ethnic groups in our society. The agree-

ment of the empirical results in this area is quite impressive in its

basic consistency. As one would expect, minorities suffer higher

rates of deadly force then do whites, or are overrepresented among
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decedents due to police use of force copared to the proportion of

the population they constitute. However, upon closer examination,

this broad generalization covers wide variations in the reported

extent of the disparities by race or ethnicity, as well as variation

in exactly what the patterns may be.

0 Pattern by Race

Wat, then, is the evidence that the black and white populations

experience differing incidence rates of police use of deadly force?

Here the evidence is overwhelning, although the possibility or erro-

neous race coding still exists, and the data bases and samples utilized

in prior research reveal considerable variation in the estimated

degree of difference.

Robin (1963) studies 32 fatal shootings by police in

Philadelphia from 1950 to 1960. Twenty-eight, or 87.5% of these

involved blacks, in a population estimated to be about 22% black. The

proportion of those killed who were black, then, exceeded population-

based expectation by 65.5%. Robin also reports that the population-

based rate of deadly force for blacks in Philadelphia was about 22 times

that of whites. Results of a mail survey for seven other cities

indicate a range fran six to nearly thirty times the white rate for

blacks.

Takagi (1974) draws upon data from the VITAL STATISTICS, and

reports that 48.7% of the decedents due to police use of deadly force

nationwide were black in 1960 through 1968. He estimates that 10% of

the population at that time was black, yielding a higher than expected

black representation among deadly force decedents of 38.7%. He

further describes these data as revealing that while deadly force rates
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for both blacks and whites increased over these years, the rate for

blacks was always at least nine times as high for blacks as it was

for whites.

Kobler (1975) drew upon newspaper reports collected by a

clipping service to describe 911 cases of citizens killed by police

in the line of duty. Of the 600 cases for which racial identification

was possible, 42% involved blacks. If the black population was 10-12%

of the nation, the blacks are over represented arng deadly force

deaths by 30-32%. This is probably conservative, since Nobler

reports a sampling bias in his data such that the Pacific area is

overrepresented while the South Atlantic area is underrepresented.

The Police Foundation published a report on police use of deadly

force based upon departmental reports from seven cities. With regard

to race, this study found that in 1973-1974, 79% of shooting victims,

and 78% of fatalities were black. The 1973 estimated population of

these seven cities was 39% black, yielding a black overrepresentation

among fatalities of 39%. (Milton, 1977).

Fyfe (1978) reports that opponents in shooting incidents

(including nonfatalities) of the New York Police Deparbiient from

1971-1975 were black in about 60% of the cases, although the

population was about 21% black, yielding an overrepresentation of 39%.

Fyfe furAher examined rate, and found that blacks were about six times

as likely to be shot at as whites and Hispanics on a population basis

(about 24 per 10,000 vs about 4 per 10,000).

Harding and Fahey (1973) report that 75% of the civilians killed

by the Chicago Police Department in 1969 and 1970 were black. The -

black population of Chicago was estimated to be 33% of the total, yield-

ing an overrepresentation by 42% of blacks among fatalities.
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Meyer (1980) reports that prior to 1974-1978, blacks comprised 55%

of the civilians shot at by the Los Angeles Police, 53 of those hit,

and 50% of those who died as a result of the shooting. The 1977

population of Ins Angeles is estimated to be 18% black, yielding an

overrepresentation of 32% of blacks among fatalities compared to the

population.

Geller and Karales (1981) report that 70% of civilians shot at by

the Chicago Police Department in 1974-1978 were black as were 64% of

those fatally shot. In 1970, the city population was reported to be

33% black, and this is estimated to have risen to 41% by 1980. If we

take the mid-point (37%) as our population estimate, then blacks are

overrepresented by 27% among fatalities due to police use of deadly

force. If we take the mid-point of their population estimate,

their table 12 indicates that blacks are about five times as likely to

be shot (not necessarily fatally) as whites. On a population basis -

a rate of about 6 per 100,000 population compared to about 1.2 per

100,000 population.

Finally, Fyfe (1982) draws upon data fran the Memphis Police

Department covering same shootings fran 1969-1971, and 1973-1976. These

data ware originally secured as part of a lawsuit, and data for all but

two weeks of 1972 ware absent. Whether we consider all persons killed

(Table 5) or only those killed in connection with property crimes

(Table 4), blacks constitute 76.5% of those who die due to deadly force.

The population of Memphis appears to have been 38.9% black (recovered

fran rates and numbers of shootings in Table 5), so overrepresentation

of blacks among decedents due to deadly force was 37.6%. Black over-

representation among those property crime suspects shot at was even
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higher-47.5%. For all deaths due to deadly force, blacks experienced

a rate same five and one-half times the white rate (10.7% or 2.1 per

100,000).

* Sumary

The studies which have examined black and white incidences of

deadly force do reveal a clear pattern; blacks experience a larger

proportion of police use of deadly force incidents (or incidents of

being shot, or shot at) than we would expect based upon the proportion

of the total population they represent. Where specific oxzparisons

are, or can be made, they are reported to be at least nine times as likely

to be killed as whites nationally (Takagi, 1974), about five times as

likely to be shot at as whites and Hispanics in New York City (Fyfe,

1978), and fran about six to 30 times as likely across eight cities

studied by Robin (1963). Fyfe (1982) further found that blacks were

about five and one-half times as likely as whites to be killed in Memphis,

and about ten times as likely to be shot at, on a population basis.

By whatever measure we choose to focus upon, these studies reveal

wide variation in the extent to which blacks and whites have different

experiences of deadly force. The overrepresentation measure varies

from 27% to 65.5% more of these deaths experienced by blacks than would

be expected if these deaths were allocated proportionally to population.

The ratio of the two rates shows blacks experiencing deadly force at a

rate of anywhere fram about four to thirty times the white rate. The

difference of the two rates indicates that blacks experience fran three

to twenty-two excess deaths due to deadly force per million population,

compared to white deaths. So, while all studies indicate sare substant-

ial level of greater black experience of deadly force, the extent of
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the difference between blacks and whites is highly variable.

These reports are quite different in a number of dimensions.

ITere are differences in the time period covered, in the sources of

data, geographical sampling bases, and in the actual police behavior

examined. The many differences among these studies make it difficult

to come to any firm conclusion about the magnitude of racial differences

in the incidence of police use of deadly force. hiile the evidence

consistently suggests that such differences exist, the measures relied

upon do not permit precise cxxarisons of their magnitude. The varying

sample bases, especially the understandable focus of many of these

reports upon one or a few larger cities, make it difficult to assess

the generality of the differences observed.

The evidence all suggests, however, that blacks are a greater

proportion of those killed through police use of deadly force than one

would expect front their proportion of this population. Mille the extent

of this overrepresentation of blacks (or underrepresentation of whites)

varies over the studies, all indicate that it is not trivial. Similarily,

the studies which report rates indicate that the rate at which blacks

die fron police use of deadly force, or are shot at by police, is consid-

erably higher than the rate for whites (or the white rate is considerably

lower than the black rate).

B. Factors Accounting for Racial Disparities in Police Use of Deadly
Force

* General Hypotheses

TWo general hypotheses have been advanced to account for the

greater than expected frequency with which black citizens have experienced

deadly force. We shall first review each of these broad hypotheses, and
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sane of their major variants, and then focus more specifically upon

the particular form, arguments, and data of the various reports we have

considered.

The first broad hypothesis suggests that racial disparity in deadly

force rates reflects differences in the behavior of police officers

towards citizens of different races. For any of variety of reasons,

police are more likely to resort to deadly force when the citizen involved

in an encounter is black than when the citizen is white. The key point

for this hypothesis is that the police officer varies his or her behavior

depending upon the race of the citizen.

A number of reasons why this might occur have been suggested.

Takagi (1974) seems to suggest two possible sources. He directly

addresses and discusses the arguTent that police are an agency of

social control, relied upon by elites to monitor and oppress class

opponents, a category into which a disproportionate number of blacks in

our society fall. This argument attributes racial disproportionate

representation of blacks among the lower socio-econnic groups of our

society. Earlier in his paper, however, his use of terms such as

racingn," "bias," and "genocide" suggest a direct racial component

beyond simply its class related distribution. He seems to suggest, and

(has often been so interpreted,) that racial prejudice on the part of the

police officers is also a critical factor in the deadly force equation.

This second mechanism is certainly the one that Takagi's critics have

focused upon (see, for example, Binder and Scharf, 1982).

The basic notion that blacks are more involved in deadly force

events because of their overrepresentation among the poor, or the

lower classes, is also reflected in Blauner (1972) and Jacobs and Britt
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(1979). This follows a general tradition in social science of

attributing differential experiences by race to underlying class

differences, and is predicated on the well doc'ented differences in

social class positions of the black and white populations.

That police officers may have high levels of prejudice against

blacks is well-dociznted in other work (for example, Niederhoffer,

1967 and Alex, 1976). Fyfe (1982) appears to find this explanation

persuasive in his argument that it is in the most discretionary shoot-

ings that black-white differences in deadly force experience in Memphis

are largest.

Jacobs and Britt (1979) suggest yet a third possible source of

variation in police officer behavior in response to race. Blacks,

according to this argument have less influence than whites, and thus

may be less effective in protecting themselves from police use of deadly

force. Since influence is largely a status resource, this argument also

relates the observed racial difference to what may be an effective class

difference. This is an interesting argument, if only because it in some

sense turns the question around. The question this hypothesis stresses

is why are whites killed less often than blacks, and the posited

answer is that whites are better able to politically and socially protect

themselves.

So the broad hypothesis to account for racial differences through a

mechanism which leads the police to behave differently towards black

and white citizens has three significant variations in the identified

mechanism. The class argument views the police as acting as social

control agents oppressing the class opponents of the elite, many of

whom are black. The racial prejudice argument portrays police officers

as relying on deadly force more in encounters with black citizens
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because of the officers' negative attitudes towards, feelings about,

and perceptions of blacks. Finally, the status resource argument

views police as using deadly force sore against black citizens because

these citizens are less politically or socially able to defend them-

selves against such incidents than are white citizens.

The second broad hypothesis links the differences in deadly force

rates between black and white citizens to differences in the behavior

of the citizens, by race, rather than to any racially linked response

on the part of the police, In this argument, the police are portrayed

as responding to the specific behavior of citizens without regard to the

citizen's race. Since the behavior of citizens of different races

differs, however, the observed police response (deadly force) appears

to differ by race. Again, different specific variations in behavior

have been identified as mechanisms resulting in observed racial differences

in police use of deadly force.

7Te first such mechanism is the difference between the races in the

extent to which they are involved in arrests, either generally, or for

subsets of more violent or more serious crimes. Milton (1977), Fyfe

(1978) Geller and Karales (1981), Meyer (1980), and Binder and SchTarf

(1982) all propose this explanation, although with varying degrees of

certainty. The argument is quite straight-forward. Blacks are nore

likely to be arrested for criminal acts, and the arrest situation is one

with an elevated risk of occurrence of a deadly force encounter. Since

blacks are more often exposed to higher-risk situations, they are wore

likely to become victims of police use of deadly force, without any race

linked response difference on the part of police.

The second mechanism goes beyond the simple occurrence of an arrest

situation and suggests that the behavior of blacks in such a situation

35-408 0 - 84 - 11
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is in fact nre likely to be dangerous or threatening, and thus blacks

are more likely to become victims of deadly fore than whites. Reported

weapon possession, weapon use, and assaultive behavior are the situational

behaviors posited as accounting for observed deadly force differentials.

Viile many authors examine this possibility, Binder and Scharf (1982)

present the strongest argument for the importance of this factor.

Finally, the general level of violence in the camunity is seen as

shaping the response of police officers, due to their perceptions of what

is an appropriate and necessary level of violence in their response to a

cxammity. Since the black community is characterized by higher level of

violence (e.g. homicide rates), police officers select responses, including

deadly force, which are characterized by higher levels of violence when

responding to the black ccammity. Kania and Mackey (1977) make the

general argument linking violence in a community with level of violence

in police response, while Binder and Scharf (1982) tie it directly to

racial difference in deadly force.

We recognize that this argumt linking commity violence to police

violence could just as easily be categorized with our first broad

hypothesis that variations in police behavior are productive of difference

in police use of deadly force. This argument really says there are

variations in the behavior of citizens and police, and hence is an

intermediate case. We include it with those explanations of deadly force

which posit differential behavior by black and white citizens because

the ton of the argument is one which suggests that this is an expected

covariation of police response to citizens' behavior. That is, the emphasis

is that the difference in citizen behavior naturally elicits differentials

in police behavior; thus variations in citizen behavior are the more
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problematic, and more in need of change.

Within the broad hypothesis that differences in the behavior of

black and white citizens lead to differences in the rate at which they

experience deadly force, different mechanisms are suggested. First,

simple difference in exposure to encounters which have some possibly

of resulting in deadly force, as indicated by arrest rates, might

account for observed differentials in deadly force. Second, the

behavior of blacks and whites in situations with potential the odds

are very high that it has multiple sources or causes. Deadly force

represents a statistically rare behavior, thought to be a product of

unusual and extreme circumstances. The argument that such behavior has

only one source or cause seens more tenuous to us than the alternative

that has multiple, or even highly particularistic sources.

A second tendency among discussants of deadly force is probably

related to this preference for monocausal explanations of-racial variat-

ions in deadly force. This is the tendency for proponents of one or

another explanation to pose their preferred explanation as competing with

others, in the sense that if theirs is accurate, the other cannot be, and

vice versa. In many instances, explanations are so treated when in fact

there is no logical reason that they must be capeting. In our opinion,

many of these explanations may, in fact, be quite complementary, and each

may represent a source of racial variation in deadly force rates, and

thus a partial explanation.

The deadly force literature, probably because it does involve an

emotionally charged issue about which people hold quite different and

firm opinions and beliefs, appears to have more than its share of rhetoric

and selective reliance or evidence. At least some of the literature
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is aptly described as an argument, rather than debate or objective

inquiry. Saoe authors seem to appeal to special interest audience

(e.g., the minority canmmunity or the police), select language better

suited to inflame than inform, and present evidence supportive of

a particular position while ignoring evidence contrary to that position.

All three of these problems are reflected in at least sane discuss-

ions of our two hypotheses. These two hypotheses, for example,

are often treated as competitive, in the sense that ne and only one can

be true. The first holds that blacks are disproportionately represented

armng decedents due to police use of deadly force because of racially-

linked police treatment. The second holds that blacks are over repre-

sented because of racially-linked citizen behavior, such that the

situational and/or criminal behavior of black citizens differentially

exposes then to such enounters.

It may well be that both explanations have some truth to them; it

certainly is not the case that if one is true, the other cannot be,

unless we assume that deadly force can only have one source or cause.

Yet sane authors treat then as directly incompatible explanations.

Moreover, the treatment of these hypotheses by sate authors involves

improper inference, selective review of evidence, and rhetorical flights

which serve to muddy rather than clarify the role of these factors in

police use of deadly force.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter I

That the police use violence is of no concern to citizens
and on the other hand, it is a central concern. That is,
the central question is not whether police should be
violent, because indeed everyone, including the police,
seems unwilling to even conceive of the alternative. The
question is to whom, when, and to what degree, they should
be violent. planning , 1980, p. 13)

Over the course of the past fifteen or so years, there has been a

growing interest in and concern about "line of duty" homicides committed

by police officers. The attention directed towards "Police Use of Deadly

Force,'" as the incidents are typically labelled, reflects a variety of

perspectives, conceptualizations, issues, and proposed remedies. This

variety, in turn, reflects the differing constituencies and interest groups

which have addressed themselves to the problems of Police Use of Deadly

Force (PUDF hereafter).

Social scientists have addressed PUDF at a number of levels of analysis.

As a general problem of society, PUDF has been treated as the extreme

example of the state's exercise of its self-asserted monopoly on the use

of legitimate force or violence. In such a conceptualization, the proper

exercise of this authority is critical, and the problem on controlling

such an exercise is paramount. On the other hand, some social scientists

see the restrictive use of force as a control mechanism imposed by those

with power upon those without power. In this conceptualization, the police

are control agents for the powerful elements of society, and PUDF simply

represents the exercise of control in its most stark and brutal form.
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Policy operationalist and administrative scientists take a quite diff-

erent approach to this problem. The questions of why PUDF exists or whether

it should exist is more or less bypassed, and the question of when PUJDF

should be exercised becomes dominant. The primary concern for this group

is to ensure that PJUDF is exercised properly and appropriately. The role

of mechanisms such as laws, shooting policies, training practices, review

procedures and methods of selecting and promoting appropriate personnel

are the major issues here.

The functioning police officer probably focuses less on broader issues

of justification or proper exercises of PUDF. But these can become very

real concerns for the officer when a particular incident of PJUDF occurs.

The police department's credibility, standing, and general relationships

with the service community may well be affected.

The citizens of a particular community, or some constituent group

thereof, typically react to a specific incident of PUDF as much as to the

police themselves. The typical community reaction is probably based upon

a number of dimensions, including the characteristics of the individual

killed and the circumstances of the killing. Some general evaluation of

the necessity, reasonableness, appropriateness and, perhaps most impor-

tantly, correctness of the action probably underlies the community's

reaction to specific incident of PUDF.

During this period, there has been increasing attention paid to the

involvement and role of racial dynamics in PUDF. For some, this interest

reflects the opportunity to examine theories and hypotheses for which

racial data provides either convenient measurements or appropriate tests.

For others, this interest reflects the use of racial data as an evalua-

tion of general police adherence to appropriate standards of PUIDF.
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For the minorit, community, the racial aspects of PUDF have come to be

a very real and immediate concern. PUDF incidents have focused concern,

resentment, and suspicion of racial bias in police practices generally, and

perhaps, beyond that, in the society at large. For the minority community,

the general frequencies and racial patterns of PUDF form the general back-

ground against which specific incidents loom large.

For the police, the racial patterns of PUDF have come to be a major

issue also. These patterns, and the arguments and analyses they provoke,

have forced the police to defend themselves against charges of pervasive

racism. They have also resulted in specific incidents of PODF becoming

sparks for major disturbances, as well as occasions for sharp deterioration

in the relationship between police departments and the minority communities

they serve.

There are common threads to most of these perspectives and concerns.

There is concern with establishing some definition of what constitutes

appropriate use of deadly force by the police. There is concern that the

police act within this definition, and practical concern with how to monitor

and enforce proper ex. ercise of this function.

The National Urban League, Inc. shares these concerns, both in general,

and with specific regard to the minority and poor communities. In view of

this concern, we are particularly disappointed that, to date, much of the

work directed to clarifying the role of racial dynamics in the frequency and

patterns of PUDF has generated more heat than light, more charges than

insights, and more argument than resolution. Consequently, we were happy to

respond to LEAA's announcement of awards for research of PUDF, especially in

light of the initiative of this topic undertaken by LEAA's National Minority

Advisory Council.
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We hope our work in this area will help to clarify some issues, resolve

some questions, and contribute to concerted efforts to address this problem.

In particular, we hope to contribute to a climate in which the minority

community and the police can develop mutual efforts to address and resolve

the controversy around the role of racial dynamics in PIJDF. We hope that

ultimately a situation will develop in which the role of racial dynamics

in PUDF is eliminated in our society.
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Literature Review and Hypotheses

Chapter II:

A. Overview

The National Institute of Justice funded a number of simultaneous studies

of the police use of deadly force in 1979. These studies were conducted by a

number of different organizations, representing a variety of "interested parties."

The specific concern of the National Urban League, Inc. as part of this mul-

tiple effort is the role of race or ethnicity in the incidence of police use

of 6eadly force. Our preliminary interest is to describe the patterns of dis-

parity in the incidence of police use of deadly force against various racial

and ethnic groups. our major focus is to evaluate what factors or circum-

stances might account for observed racial disparities.

The police use of deadly force is a complex phenomenon, and can be

(and has been) fruitfully examined from a variety of specific perspectives re-

flecting a broad range of concerns. These examinations have produced a sub-

stantial literature including empirical studies, philosophical debates, policy

analyses, and polemical arguments. Because of the breadth of this literature,

our specific concern, and our limited resources, we shall focus our review

upon two specific issues in the literature. First, what evidence do we have

on the disparity in the incidence of police use of deadly force against

citizens of various racial and ethnic groups? Second, what factors or circum-

stances are offered to explain or to account for such disparities, if they

exist? This review, in turn, will yield the hypotheses which guide this study.

B. Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Police Use of Deadly Force

At this point in time, probably no one who has even partially reviewed

the literature on police use of deadly force has any doubt that there are
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variations in the rates of usage of deadly force against members of diff-

erent racial/ethnic groups in our society. The agreement of the empirical

results in this area is quite impressive in its basic consistency. As one

would expect, minorities stiffer higher rates of deadly force then do whites,

or are over-represented among decedents due to police use of force compared

to the proportion of the population they constitute. However, upon closer

examination, this broad generalization covers wide variations in the repor-

ted extent of the disparities by race or ethnicity, as well as variation in

exactly what the patterns may be.

1. Patterns by Ethnicity

The United States is a multi-racial and multi-ethnic society. There

are numerous groups of citizens who, from time to time, or in specific cir-

cumstances define themselves by their ethnicity, and consider themselves

members of an identifiable 'tninority group." In certain occupations, for

example, Polish-,Irish-, and Italian-Americans all may feel that they are

every bit as much an identified, and discriminated against group as those

we more typically label minority - for data collection purposes at any rate -

Blacks, Orientals, Hispanics, Native Americans, and, in some cases, Pacific

Islanders. Because of the vagueness, on the one hand, and generality, on the

other hand, with which the term "minority" is used in our society we need

to be precise in describing the racial and ethnic patterns of deadly force

usage by police.

The bulk of the evidence presented to date on racial/ethnic patterns

in police use of deadly force has compared the experience of "black" and

"white" citizens. The racial terms are placed in quotations because it is

simply not clear in most instances how accurately these categories are coded,

entered into the data base, and analytically treated. We suspect that in
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some cases the comparisons may be more accurately labelled "black" and "all

other," while in other cases "white" and "all other" may be more appropriate.

The situation of citizens of hispanic ancestry is particularly prob-

lematic in this regard. There are many reasons to believe that Hispanics are

undercounted in everything from the U.S. Census to deadly force incidents

(La Raza, 1982). Only three empirical studies which we have found address the

question of whether Hispanics are proportionately represented among those

who are shot at by police or die as a result of police use of deadly force.

This presents a problem, since all the arguments as to why blacks are over

represented among decedents due to police use of deadly force would seem to

apply, in greater or lesser degree, to Hispanics.

Fyfe (1978) examined data from New York City for 1971-1979, and found

that Hispanics were somewhat more likely to be opponents in incidents in

which police fired shots at civilians than would be expected from their

representation in the population (22.3% of those shot, 1S.4 of population).

Meyer, on the other hand, found that the Los Angeles police from 1974-1978

shot at Hispanics about in line with their estimated 1977 population ( 22%

of citizens shot at, and 24% of the population). Of those who were shot fatally

during this period, 16% were Hispanic. While the percentage of citizens

shot at who were Hispanic elevated to 32% in 1979, this might reflect some

population growth in simple year-to-year variation. Geller and Karales

(1981, Chapter 6) found that Hispanics were involved in 10% of the police

shootings in Chicago from 1974-1978. Similarily, Hispanics accounted for about

12% of those killed by police use of deadly force during 1974-1978. The

Census indicated that Hispanics constituted 7.5% of Chicago's 1970 popu-

lation. This may have risen to 12% by 1980, or even as high as at least

15% according to one Hispanic leader (Geller and Karales, p. 116, ftnt.2).
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Fyfe finds Hispanics somewhat more often than expected opponents of

police in shooting incidents, and Mayer and Geller and Karales find their

representation among those shot or killed by the police to be roughly in line

with their representation in the population. Many factors could account for

the discrepencies in these studies: differences in the reporting practices

of the three departments;the quality of departmental records in the three

cities; the earlier period covered by Fyfe; real differences among New York,

C2 icago, and Los Angeles; and many others. The point is that there is not

evidence that Hispanics are consistently overrepresented among those who die

by police use of deadly force.

We shall discuss in more detail in a later section some of the "coding"

problems which might account for this, and the problems it raises for making

"black" and "white" racial comparisons with existing data. For now, however,

we will turn to examining the evidence on the differential incidence of police

use of deadly force in the black and white populations, and focus upon racial

rather than ethnic differences. This does not mean we accept the lack of

evidence of disproportional Hispanic deaths due to police use of deadly force

as proof that they do not occur. Rather, we recognize the limits previous

results and our own data impose on us, and will focus upon comparisons which

previous results address and substantiate, and which our data allow us to

examine.

2. Patterns by Race

What, then, is the evidence that the black and white populations ex-

perience differing incidence rates of police use of deadly force? Here the

evidence is overwhelming, although the possibility of erroneous race coding

still exists, and the data bases and samples utilized in prior research

reveal considerable variation in the estimated degree of difference.
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Robin (1963) studied 32 fatal shootings by police in Philadelphia

from 1950 to 1960. Twenty-eight, or 87.5%, of these involved blacks, in a

population estimated to be about 22% black. The proportion of those killed

who were black, then, exceeded population-based expectation by 65.5%. Robin

also reports that the population-based rate of deadly force for blacks in

Philadelphia was about 22 times that of whites. Results of a mail survey

for seven other cities indicate a range from six to nearly thirty times the

white rate for blacks.

Takagi (1974) draws upon data from the VITAL STATISTICS, and reports

that 48.7% of the decedents due to police use of deadly force nationwide

were black in 1960 through 1968. He estimates that 10% of the population

at that time was black, yielding a higher than expected black representation

among deadly force decedents of 38.7%. He further describes these data as

revealing that while deadly force rates for both blacks and whites increased

over these years, the rate for blacks was always at least nine times as high

for blacks as it was for whites.

Kobler (1975) drew upon newspaper reports collected by a clipping

service to describe 911 cases of citizens killed by police in the line of

duty. Of the 600 cases for which racial identification was possible, 42%

involved blacks. If the black population was 10-12% of the nation, the blacks

are over represented among deadly force deaths by 30-32%. This is probably

conservative, since Kobler reports a sampling bias in his data such that the

Pacific area is over represented, while the South Atlantic area is under-

represented.

The Police Foundation published a report on police use of deadly

force based upon departmental reports from seven cities. With regard to

race, this study found that in 1973-1974, 79% of shooting victims, and 78%
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of fatalities were black. The 1973 estimated population of these seven

cities was 39% black, yielding a black over representation among fatalities

of 39%. (Milton, 1977).

Fyfe (1978) reports that opponents in shooting incidents (including

nonfatalities) of the New York Police Department from 1971-1975 were black

in about 60% of the cases, although the population was about 21% black,

yielding an overrepresentation of 39%. Fyfe further examined rates, and

found that blacks were about six times as likely to be shot at as whites

and Hispanics on a population basis (about 24 per 10,000 vs about 4 per 10,000).

Harding and Fahey (1973) report that 75% of the civilians killed by

the Chicago Police Department in 1969 and 1970 were black. The black popu-

lation of Chicago was estimated to be 33% of the total, yielding an over-

representation by 42% of blacks among fatalaties.

Meyer (1980) reports that prior to 1974 - 1978, black comprised 55% of

the civilians shot at by the Los Angeles Police, 53% of those hit, and 50%

of those who died as a result of the shooting. The 1977 population of Los

Angeles is estimated to be 18% black, yielding an overrepresentation of

32% of blacks among fatalities compared to the population.

Geller and Karales (1981) report that 70% of civilians shot at by the

Chicago Police Department in 1974-1978 were black as were 64% of those

fatally shot. In 1970, the city population was reported to be 33% black,

and this is estimated to have risen to 41% by 1980. If we take the midpoint

(37%) as our population estimate, then blacks are overrepresented by 27%

among fatalities due to police use of deadly force. If we take the midpoint

of the their population estimate, their table 12 indicates that blacks are

about five times as likely to be shot (not necessarily fatally) as whites.

On a population basis - a rate of about 6 per 100,000 population compared

35-408 0 - 84- 12
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to about 1.2 per 100,000 population.

Finally, Fyfe (1982) draws upon data from the Memphis Police Depart-

ment covering some shootings from 1969-1971, and 1973-1976. These data were

originally secured as part of a law suit, and data for all but two weeks of

1972 were absent. Whether ive consider all persons killed (Table 5) or only

those killed in connection with property crimes (Table 4), blacks consti-

tute 76.5% of those who die due to deadly force. The population of Memphis

appears to have been 38.9% black (recovered from rates and number of shoot-

ings in Table 5), so overrepresentation of blacks among decedents due to

deadly force was 37.6%. Black overrepresentation among those property crime

suspects shot at was even higher - 47.5%. For all deaths due to deadly

force, blacks experienced a rate some five and one-half times the white rate

(10.7% or 2.1 per 100,000).

3. A Nbte on Measurement of Racial Disparities in Deadly Force

The measure which is presented in each of these disparities or readily

recoverable from most of them, is one which can be labelled the comparative

representation measure. This measure simply compares the proportion of the

affected class (here, those who die as a result of police use of deadly

force) who are members of a particular group with the proportion of the

population who belong to that group. The comparison is made by subtracting

the latter from the former. The assumption is that all groups are represen-

ted among the affected class in accordance with their proportional represen-

tation in the. population, all things being equal (i.e., no difference among

groups). This would result in scores of zeroes for All groups. To the

extent that a group's score is positive, that group is overrepresented -

it has a proportionally higher representation among the affected class than

in the population. To the extent that group's score is negative, that group

/
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is underrepresented, and has proportionally lower representation in the affect-

ed class than in the population.

Since the comparative representation measure is based upon percentages,

the sium of the scores for all groups will equal zero, within rounding error.

Therefore, when we examine only two groups, one group's overrepresentation

score will exactly equal the underrepresentation score of the other group.

With more than two groups, the overrepresentation score of a group will

exactly equal the total underrepresentation score cf all other groups, even

though some of these may themselves be overrepresented. When the data com-

pare blacks and whites only, then, we use the term "the overrepresentation

of blacks" among decedents due to police use of deadly force we could equally

use the term "the underrepresentation of whites". This alternative wording

is not simply a quibble. It offers an alternative statement of the problem

of police use of deadly force which, as we shall see, has bearing upon thz

alternative explanations offered to account for racial disparities in its

incidence.

The eight studies (excluding Fyfe, 1978) reviewed reveal an average

overrepresentation (again, compared to population proportions) of blacks

among decedents due to police use of deadly force of about 39%, That is,

blacks experience an excess of about 39% of the deaths due to police use of

deadly force then the percentage we would expect based upon their proportion

of the population. For these studies, then, the sun of all other groups are

underrepresented by about 39% compared to their population proportion. This

overall average, while approximated by three of the studies (38%, 39%, 42%),

masks three studies with lower overrepresentation scores (27%, 31%, 32%) and

one study with a much higher score (about 66%). Since this exceptionally

high score (Robin, 1963) is based upon the oldest data (1950-1960), some
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might argue that it should be excluded. This still leaves an average of

about 35% overrepresentation of blacks among those who die by police use

of deadly force.

An alternative measure of disparate experience of deadly force pre-

sented in some of these studies makes use of the population-based rates of

blacks and whites, formed into a ratio. Here we compare the number of blacks

who die due to police use of force with the number of whites, standardized

to a population size - per million or per hundred thousand. /Ihe comparison

of these two rates, we feel, is more appropriately made by subtracting them,

and using the difference as the measure of disparity. This difference of

rates measure reflects the excess black deaths over white deaths, and hence

reveals the adverse impact upon the black population of police use of deadly

force. Comparing these rates as a ratio of black rate to white rate is less

desirable First, it does not reveal the actual level of adverse impact of

the varying rates upon the black population. Second, deadly force incidents

are statistically infrequent events, and hence we frequently are dealing with

very small numbers, especially in the case of white deadly force rates. Since

the ratio takes the white deadly force rate as the denominator, it is subject

to relatively large shifts due to small year to year fluctuations in the data.

Third, cities with identical differences between the black and white deadly

force rates may well have quite different ratios, and the larger ratio will

characterize the city with the lower absolute rates. This may well, we feel,

lead to an incorrect comparative assessment of the problem level of the two

cities.

Appendix I discusses the comparative representation and difference in

rates and measures and the relationship between them more fully. For now, the

important point is to recognize that the comparative representation score,
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formed by subtracting the percent of population which is black of those killed

which is black, and the ratio of the black and white deadly force rates are

not the same measure. They tell us about different aspects of the same data,

and we cannot move directly from one to the other, without taking into account

the total deadly force rate and the particular ethnic composition of the

population.

We stress the noncomparability of these two measures because there

appears to be some misunderstanding on this point. Binder and Scharf (1982),

for example, treat as inconsistent results which are not necessarily incon-

sistent at all, but simply reflect selection of the comparative representation

measure versus the ratio of the rates. After presenting the results of a

number of studies using the comparative representative measure, they summarize

the results by describing them as indicating that blacks appear to experience

deadly force at a rate two to four times what would expect based upon their

population proportion. Note that they convert the comparative representation

measure to a ratio of the proportion of those killed to the proportion of

those in the population, rather than the difference between these. The obser-

vation is then made that while this is a substantial disparity, it is not the

ratio reported by Takagi - blacks killed at a rate of nine to ten times the

white rate. (Binder and Scharf, 1982: 18-19)

They are correct; it is not the ratio reported by Takagi, but since

it is a different measure, the probative value of the observation is ques-

tionable. Consider a city of 5,000,000, with 20% black population, 12 blacks

deaths and five white deaths. This yields a comparative representation

score of 50.6% (70.6% - 20%), or in Binder and Scharf's terms, blacks' exper-

iencing about three and one-half times the deadly force proportion as their

proportion of the population. Since the rates of deadly force in this example
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are .000012 and .00000125, (or 12 and 1.25 per million) respectively, the

ratio of the black to white rates is 9.6:1.

There is no necessary inconsistency in Takagi's results and the studies

Binder and Scharf cite, just as there is no inconsistency between Fyfe's

report of 60% of shots fired at blacks, 21% black population (or about 3:1

in Binder and Scharf's terms) and Fyfe's own report of a 6:1 ratio of the

shooting at rates of blacks compared to whites and Hispanics. The measures

are different, they tell us different things, and they cannot be directly

compared and form a basis of inference as to consistency of results.

Unfortunately, we cannot construct a measure of difference of rates

(or for that matter the ratio of the rates) for all of these studies. This

is because a number of the sample report the ethnic composition of the popu-

lations studies, but not the population size. Therefore we cannot construct

rates without imposing our own estimate of the population size upon the

studies.

It is worth noting, however, that the one study which reports popu-

lation-based rates across a number of cities, Robin (1963), illustratenicely

the difference between the rates. Robin's Table 2 presents the black and

white deadly force rates for eight cities, and smnarizes them as a ratio.

The four cities with the lowest ratios of black to white deadly force rates

are the four cities with the highest differences between their rates. We

prefer the later measure because it reveals the adverse impact upon the black

population.

4. Summary

The evidence reviewed fails to clearly indicate that Hispanics generally

experience death due to police use of deadly force out of line with their

proportion of the population. This does not mean that they do not, since
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the results are mixed, but the three studies which examine this issue

do not indicate a clear pattern of differences.

The studies which have examined black and white incidence of deadly

force do reveal a clear pattern; blacks experience a larger proportion of

police use of deadly force incidents (or incidents of being shot, or shot at)

than we would expect based upon the proportion of the total population they

represent. Where specific comparisons are, or can be made, they are reported

to be at least nine times as likely to be killed as whites nationally (Takagi,

1974), about five times as likely to be shot at as whites and Hispanics in

New York City (Fyfe, 1978). and from about six to 30 times as likely across

eight cities studied by Robin (1963). Fyfe (1982) further found that blacks

were about five and one-half times as likely as whites to be killed in Memphis,

and about ten times as likely to be shot at, on a population basis.

By whatever measure we choose to focus upon, these studies reveal wide

variation in the extent to which black and whites have different experiences

of deadly force. The overrepresentation measure varies from 27% to 65.5%

more of these deaths experienced by blacks than would be expected if these

deaths were allocated proportionally to population. The ratio of the two

rates shows blacks experiencing deadly force at a rate of anywhere from about

four to thirty times the white rate. The difference of the two rates indi-

cates that blacks experience from three to twenty-two excess deaths due to

deadly force per million population, compared to white deaths. So, while

all studies indicate some substantial level of greater black experience of

deadly force, the extent of the difference between blacks and whites is

highly variable.

These reports are quite different in a number of dimensions. There

are differences in the time period covered, in the sources of data,
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geographical sampling bases, and in the actual police behavior examined.

The many differences among these studies make it difficult to come to any

firm conclusion about tht magnitude of racial differences in the incidence of

police use of deadly force. While the evidence consistently suggests that

such differences exist, the measures relied upon do not permit precise com-

parisions of their magnitude. The varying sample bases, especially the under-

standable focus of many of these reports upon one or a few larger cities,

make it difficult to assess the generality of the differences observed.

The evidence all suggests, however, that blacks are a greater pro-

portion of those killed through police use of deadly force than one would

expect from their proportion of this population. While the extent of this

overrepresentation of blacks (or underrepresentation of whites) varies over

the studies, all indicate that it is non trivial. Similarily, the studies

which report rates indicate that the rate at which blacks die from police use

of deadly force, or are shot at by police, is considerably higher than the

rate for whites (or the white rate is considerably lower than the black rate).

C. Factors Accounting for Racial Disparities in Police Use of Deadly Force

1. General Hypotheses

7wo general hypotheses have been advanced to account for the greater than

expected frequency with which black citizens have experienced deadly force.

We shall first review each of these broad hypotheses and some of their major

variants, and then focus more specifically upon the particular form, arguments,

and data of the various reports we have considered.

The fist broad hypothesis suggests that racial disparity in deadly

force rates reflects differences in the behavior of police officers towards

citizens of different races. For any of a variety of reasons, police are

more likely to resort to deadly force when the citizen involved in an encounter
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is black than when the citizen is white. The key point for this hypothesis is

that the police officer varies his or her behavior depending upon the race of

the citizen.

A number of reasons why this might occur have been suggested. Takagi

(1974) seems to suggest two possible sources. He directly addresses and

discusses the argument that police are an agency of social control, relied

upon by elites to monitor and oppress class opponents, a category into which

a disproportionate number of blacks in our society fall. This argument

attributes racial disproportionate representation of blacks among the lower

socio-economic groups of our society. Earlier in his paper, however, his

use of terms such as "racism", 'bias", and "genocide" suggest a direct racial

component beyond simply its class related distribution. He seems to suggest,

and has often been so interpreted, that racial prejudice on the part of 'e

police officers is also a critical factor in the deadly force equation. This

second mechanism is certainly the one that Takagi's critics have focused

upon (see, for example, Binder and Scharf, 1982).

The basic notion that blacks are more involved in deadly force events

because of their overrepresentation among the poor, or the lower classes, is

also reflected in Blauner (1972) and Jacobs and Britt (1979). This follows a

general tradition in social science of attibuting differential experiences

by race to underlying class differences, and is predicated on the well docu-

mented differences in social class position of the blick and white populations.

That police officers may have high levels of prejudice against blacks

is well-documented in other work (for example, Niederhoffer, 1967 and Alex,

1976). Fyfe (1982) appears to find this explanation persuasive in his

argument that it is in the most discretionary shootings that black-white

differences in deadly force experience in Memphis are largest.
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Jacobs and Britt (1979) suggest yet a third possible source of variation

in police officer behavior in response to race. Blacks, according to this

argument have less influence than whites, and thus may be less effective in

protecting themselves from police use of deadly force. Since influence is

largely a status resource, this argument also relates the observed racial

difference to what may be an effective class difference. This is an inter-

esting argument, if only because it in some sense turns the question around.

The question this hypothesis stresses is why are whites killed less often than

blacks, and the posited answer is that whites are better able to politically

and socially protect themselves.

So the broad hypothesis to account for racial differences through a

mechanism which leads the police to behave differently towards black and

white citizens has three significant variations in the identified mechanism.

The class argument views the police as acting as social control agents

oppressing the class opponents of the elite, many of whom are black. The racial

prejudice argument portrays police officers as relying on deadly force more

in encounters with black citizens because of the officers' negative attitudes

towards, feelings about, and perceptions of blacks. Finally, the status

resource argument views police as using deadly force more against black

citizens because these citizens are less politically or socially able to defend

themselves against such incidents than are white citizens.

The second broad hypothesis links the differences in deadly force rates

between black and white citizens to differences in the behavior of the citizens,

by race, rather than to any racial linked responses on the part of the police.

In this argument, the police are portrayed as responding to the specific

behavior of citizens without regard to the citizen's race. Since the behavior

of citizens of different races differs, however, the observed police response
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(deadly force) appears to differ by race. Again, different specific var-

iations in behavior have been identified as mechanisms resulting in observed

racial differences in police use of deadly force.

The first such mechnism is the difference between the races in the

extent to which they are involved in arrests, either generally, or for sub-

sets of more violent or more serious crimes. Milton (1977), Fyfe (1978)

Geller and Karales (1981), Meyer (1980), and Binder and Schmarf (1982) all

purpose this explanation, although with varying degrees of certainty. The

argument is quite straight-forward. Blacks are more likely to be arrested

for criminal acts, and the arrest situation is one with an elevated risk of

occurence of a deadly force encounter. Since blacks are more often exposed

to higher-risk situations, they are more likely to become victims of police

use of deadly force, without any race-linked response difference on the

part of police.

The second mechanism goes beyond the simple occurence of an arrest

situation and suggests that the behavior of blacks in such a situation is

in fact More likely to be dangerous or threatening, and thus blacks are more

likely to become victims of deadly force than whites. Reported weapon posse-

sion, weapon use, and assaultive behavior are the situational behaviors

posited as accounting for observed deadly force differentials. While many

authors examine this possibility, Binder and Scharf (1982) present the

strongest argument for the importance of this factor.

Finally the general level of violence in the community is seen as

shaping the response of police officers, due to their perceptions of what

is an appropriate and necessary level of violence in their response to a

community. Since the black community is characterized by higher levels of

violence (e.g. homicide rates), police officers select responses, including
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deadly force, which are characterized by higher levels of violence when res-

ponding to the black community. Kania and Mackey (1977) make the general

argument linking violence in a community with level of violence in police

response, while Binder and Scharf (1982) tie it directly to racial difference

in deadly force.

We recognize that this argument linking community violence to police

violence could just as easily be categorized with our first broad hypothesis

that variations in police behavior are productive of differences in police

use of deadly force. This argument really says there are variations in the

behavior of citizens and of police, and hence is an intermediate case. We

include it with those explanations of deadly force which posit differential

behavior by black and white citizens because the tone of the argument is one

which suggests that this is an expected covariation of police response to

citizens behavior. That is, the emphasis is that the difference in citizen

behavior naturally elicits differentials in police behavior, and thus variations

in citizen behavior are the more problematic, and more in need of change.

Within the broad hypothesis that differences in the behavior of black

and white citizens lead to differences in the rates at which they experience

deadly force, different mechanisms are suggested. First, simple differences

in exposure to encounters which have some possibility of resulting in deadly

force, as indicated by arrest rates, might account for observed differentials

in deadly force. Second, the behavior of blacks and whites in situations with

potential for deadly force may vary in ways which make deadly force a more likely

outcome for blacks than for whites. Finally, the general level of violence

in the community is linked to the violence level of police response such that

the more violent black community elicits a more violent level of police response,

including higher use of deadly force.
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Neither of these broad hypothesis, nor their specific reflections, are

necessarily independent of each other. One might choose to argue that higher

black arrest rates produce higher black deadly force rates because arrests

provide the opportunity for police to exercise their control functions for

the elite or their personal antagonism rather than because such situations

are risky and naturally productive of some level of deadly force incidents.

Nor are these hypotheses exhaustive although we feel they "cover" other

more specific hypotheses. Thus police personality, police culture, or stress

theories of force and deadly force need only add one of these racially differ-

entiating mechanisms to be incorporated into accounts of racial differences.

It should be recognized that our categorization of hypotheses about

racial differences in police use of deadly force parallels, but is not identical

to Goldkamp's two belief perspectives. He emphasizes the extent to which the

differentials are attributable to factors internal or external to police organ-

izations. Because the second category has a flavor of justification to it,

we would prefer to focus on this issue a bit differently. That is why we

have opted to categorize the hypotheses as to whether they focus on differential

police behavior to citizens of different races, or upon differential behavior

by citizens of different races. This partially reflects our interest in

emphasizing (with Geller and Karales, 1981 and Fyfe 1982) the necessity or

avoidability of deadly force incidents over issues of legal or moral justifi-

cation. To that extent, even if police use of deadly force solely reflected

factors external to police departments we would argue that police departments

need to address such factors and attempt to ameliorate their effects to the

best of their capabilities.

Before reviewing the evidence on these hypotheses, we should like to

comment on three aspects of the deadly force literature which we find some-
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what disturbing. The first is the tendency for contributors to this debate

to prefer monocausal explanations of deadly force. The second is for part-

icipants to pose as alternatives, explanations which to our way of thinking

may well be complementary. The third is the excessive rhetoric and selective

review of evidence which characterizes some of this literature, although

fortunately not all ot it.

With regard to the tendency for authors to prefer monocausal explanations,

we can conceive of no persuasive reasons why variations in a phenomenon as

complex as police use of deadly force should be assumed to have only one

source or cause. One might well argue on the contrary, that the odds are very

high that it has multiple sources or causes. Deadly force represents a

statistically rare behavior, thought to be a product of unusual and extreme

circumstances. The argument that such behavior has only one source or cause

seems more tenuous to us than the alternative that has multiple, or even highly

particularistic sources.

A second tendency among discussants of deadly force is probably re-

lated to this preference for monocausal explanations of racial variations in

deadly force. This is the tendency for proponents of one or another explanation

to pose their preferred explanation as competing with others, in the sense that

if theirs is accurate, the other cannot be, and vice versa. In many instances

explanations are so treated when in fact there is no logical reason that they

must be competing. In our opinion, many of these explanations may. in fact,

be quite complementary, and each may represent a source of racial variation

in deadly force rates, and thus a partial explanation.

The deadly force literature, probably because it does involve an

emotionally charged issue about which people hold quite different and firm

opinions and beliefs, appears to have more than its share of rhetoric and
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selective reliance on evidence. At least some of the literature is aptly

described as an argument, rather than debate or objective inquiry. Some

authors seem to appeal to special interest audiences (e.g., the minority

community or the police), select language better suited to inflame than inform,

and present evidence supportive of a particular position while ignoring

evidence contrary to that position.

All three of these problems are reflected in at least some discussions

of our first two hypotheses. These two hypotheses, for example, are often

treated as competitive, in the sense that one and only one can be true. The

first holds that blacks are disproportionately represented among decedents due

to police use of deadly force because of racially-linked police treatment.

The second holds that blacks are over represented because of racially-linked

citizen behavior, such that the situational and/or criminal behavior of black

citizens differentially exposes them to such encounters.

It may well be that both explanations have some truth to them; it

certainly is not the case that if one is true, the other cannot be, unless we

assume that deadly force can only have one source or cause. Yet some authors

treat them as directly incompatible explanations. Mbrever, the treatment of

these hypotheses by some authors involves improper inference, selective review

of evidence, and rhetorical flights which serve to muddy rather than clarify the

role of these factors in police use of deadly force.
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2. Quality of Evidence On These Hypotheses

Before reviewing specific findings relevant to the two board
hypotheses offered to account for racial differences in the incidence
of deadly force, some general comments about the quality of the
evidence available for either hypotheses are in order.

We want to test whether variations in the behavior of citizens of
different races, or variations in the response of officers to citizens
of different races, or some combination of these factors accounts for
racial disparities in deadly force. That ma:es it absolutely critical
that we have detailed data and evidence on the behavior of citizens,
the behavior of the officer, and all the attendant circumstances
which might influence the officer's perception of the behavior of the
citizen.

A major problem with the analysis of deadly force is that it is
rarely, if ever, that we have clear and unambiguous evidence on any
of these three factors, let alone all three. Kobler (1975), for
example, reports that independent witnesses were present in only 20%
of the cases he reviews. That means that we must rely on the testi-

mony of "interested" parties - the officer-shooters, their associates
or friends and associates of the decedent. Even independent witnesses
to an event as heated, calamitous and rapid as most deadly
force incidents, might understandably be unreliable. Of course, the
evidence of one key participant - the decedent - is not available to
us. Certainly witnesses with a stake in the evaluation of the
appropriateness of the event are subject to distorting biases, conscious
or unconscious, which raise questions as to their basic ability, if not
their desire, to be accurate. Kobler, for example, found that 50% of
incidents were precipitated by a misdemeanor at most, when independent
witnesses were present, but only 25% of those witnessed only by officers.

To properly assess the impact of opponents' race upon the decision to
use deadly force we need comparative information on events which are
similar in all other essential details but do not result in deadly force.
This would allow the comparison of the racial distributions of opponents
in potential deadly force events and in actual deadly force events, and
we could then assess whether the transitional probabilities from

"potential events" to "actual events" differ for black and white oppo-
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nents. For a variety of reasons, the universe of "potential deadly
force events" is difficult to define and practically, impossible to
sample.

The attempt to construct a sample of such events is reflected in
the work of authors who redefine deadly force rates with some subset
of arrests as the denominator. We have discussed elsewhere the
technical problems with using such a ratio (see pp - ). However,
this strategy represents an interesting attempt to address the problem
of the lack of comparable non-deadly force events for comparison. The
major problem that faces these analyses is that care has to be taken
to define the deadly force events and the potential deadly force
events in the same way. Thus, looking at rates of all deadly force
events per felony arrest is inappropriate because we know that many
precipitating events do not involve felony arrest (e.g. Kobler, 1975;
Milton, 1977, et. al.). The same problem, of course, faces those who
rely on comparing racial proportions of some arrest population with
racial proportions of decedents due to deadly force (most notably,
Binder and SCharf's(1982) "review" of such comparison's). Even
proper definition of these ratios runs the risk that arrests and
deadly force events reflect simultaneous biases in treatment for black

and white citizens.

Lacking data on comparable non-deadly force events, researchers
frequently fall back to a strategy of analyzing variations in the
circumstances surrounding deadly force events for black and white
opponents. That is, they conduct an internal analysis of events which
have ended in the use of deadly force. This of course, does not allow
us to examine the behavior of either opponents or police officers in
encounters which might have, but did not, result in deadly force or shots
fired. We need to be very careful in drawing inferences, based upon the
distribution of circumstances, about how variations in citizen behavior
by race or variations in officer behavior to citizens of different races
contributes to racial disparities in deadly force incidence.

Assume that a given analysis of deadly force encounters reveals that
25% of black opponents and 25% of white opponents ultimately are deter-
mined to have been unarmed, and that the black deadly force rate is three
times the white deadly force rate. What allows us to treat this as

35-408 0 - 84 - 13
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evidence that officers do not vary their behavior with regard to

unarmed opponents depending on the opponents race? We have to assume

that the percentage of unarmed opponents among those who were involved
in "identical" incidents which might have, but did not, result in deadly
force are also equal. This allows us to infer, then, that the police
did not follow different decision rules for blacks or whites in using

deadly force, and that the difference in rates between the races

reflects difference in their becoming involved in encounters which

might result in deadly force.

So the equal percentage of black and white decedents is used
simultaneously to argue that higher black rates reflects behavior
different from whites, and that differences in police behavior by race
are not a factor.

The problem is that we lack data on the armed -- unarmed status of
opponents in incidents which might have become deadly force encounters,
but didn't. Therefore we assume that the percentage and rate character-

istic of encounters which did not result in deadly force are the same as
these that did. Therefore, there is no evidence of racially linked
differences in police response. So we must assume for the absent data
what we are trying to show from the available data.

Assume, on the other hand, that we find in our analysis that 25% of
black opponents, but only 10% of white opponents are ultimately determined
to be unarmed. The "obvious" conclusion is that police do make different
decisions to use deadly force against blacks and whites. But that is only
the case if we assume that blacks and whites, among opponents in incidents
which did not result in deadly force, are equally likely to be armed, and
that the police used different rules to produce the imbalance in black and
white decedents who were armed. Again, we assume for the absent data what
we are trying to prove from the available data.

The evidence we must rely upon for these internal comparisons or
deadly force events is, in all probability subject to nmch distortion and
after-the-fact reconstruction, as discussed above. One does not have to
assume calculated dishonesty on the part of officer-shooters or witness
to deadly force events to be concerned about the quality of the data and
testimony they may provide.

A final content is in order on one other type of data investigators
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have examined in attempting to decipher the role of opponent race in
deadly force events. This is to include analyses based upon the race
of the officer-shooter, and to ask the question whether or not there
are differences in the racial distribution of opponents of officers of
different races. The assumption is that if such differences are absent
-that is, we find little or no difference in the racial distributions of
opponents for black and white officers--then we can either reject, or at
least do not need to add, racism on the part of white officers to account
for racial disparities in deadly force. Again, of course, we must assume
that the racial distribution of opponents in potential, but not actual,
deadly force events is the same as we find in the actual events, and
hence must rely on the assumption we ate trying to prove, be it no differ-

ences or differences.

There is, perhaps, a more fundamental problem with this analysis
strategy. It makes two very key assumptions about the nature of racism
in our society. The first is the apparent conceptualization of racism

as an attitude or attribute of an individual, a negative predisposition
towards people of particular races. The second is the assumption that
racism is only possible across races, that black officers are ipso facto
immune from racist attitudes towards other blacks.

We prefer to view racial disparities in our society as racist
whether they are intended or unintended, whether they result from
discrete major actions, or are the final outcome of many minor actions.
To label an outcome "racist" in our view says nothing at all about the
individual attitudes or motives of people whose actions may contribute to
such racial disparities. Such behavior may in fact be negatively motiv-
ated, but they may also be motivated without any regard to race, or, for

that matter, be motivated by a wish to lessen or ameliorate such dispar-
ities. In that sense a problem may be very much racial in nature, but its
causes may have nothing to do with the racial components of individual 's
motives, attitudes or perceptions.

It seems to us that much of the debate about the role of racism in
police use of deadly force is misdirected. It limits the role of racism
to the negative attitudes--the dislike, even hatred, the disdain--of white
officers towards black citizens. We have little doubt that such white
officers exist. We also are convinced that some black officers are
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similarly affiliated. But we firmly believe black "racial problems"

between police departments and their service comnmities reflect more

fundamental problems, and cannot be accounted for solely by the presence
of these officers. Nor do ie believe that racial disparities in deadly
force can be accounted for by assuming that these kinds of officers are
solely responsible for the higher rate Of shooting of blacks.

To the extent that individual officer's attitudes, emotions,
beliefs, and opinions are involved in racial disparities in deadly force
we believe they are a more complex than simple virulent hatred of blacks.
We think they have much more to do with fear, apprehension, and belief
about the relative danger to the officer presented by black and white
opponents. We're not at all sure that this is particularly strong in

some officers, and that officers are very aware of it. Nor are we

convinced that black officers are immune to it. They two participate in
police culture--they are black, but they are also blue, to paraphase

Alex (1969).

For us, their racial disparities in deadly force are a problem of
race. To that extent, to explain these disparities by differential

class distribution or by differential involvement in crime simply shifts
the source of, but does not alter the nature of the problem. Data on

black and white officer shooter has little probative value for us in
assessing the actual role of the police department in either its causation
or its potential amelioration. Just as shootings of black citizens by
white officers are not necessarily racist in our usage, so too shootings
of black citizens by black officers are not necessarily non-racist, in

our usage.
3. Evidence on Variation in Officer Behavior

Jacobs and Britt (1979) argue that rates of police use of deadly
force reflect levels of economic inequality because the police are contol
agents for the elite, and must rely on extreme force when economic inequal-
ity is most pronounced. Using Kania and Mackey's (1977) state--level
data, they find that a measure of economic inequality does predict deadly
force rates. They control for the Violent Index crime rate, which also
predicts deadly force, and for black percentage of the population, which
does not predict deadly force rates.

A number of investigations have examined the reported circumstances
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surrounding the use of deadly force against black and white citizens.

A circumstance of particular interest in examining variation in officer
behavior is that of the fleeing suspect. This is of interest because
the assumption that someone fleeing an officer represents little threat
to the officer, and therefore the shooting is more of an elective
decision.

Kobler (1975) does not directly use the term "fleeing," but he does
report that whites constitute a smaller percentage (39%) of those shot

in the back than they do of those shot otherwise (461). The inference
is that a higher proportion of decedent blacks were fleeing than of
decedent whites. Geller and Karales (1981) report that 19% of blacks

shot (not necessarily fatally) were fleeing while 12S of whites fell into
this category. Blacks fleeing from suspected forcible felonies were
about one and a half times as likely to be shot as whites fleeing from

the same felonies, based upon (1981) arrest rates.

Myers reports that 15% of blacks shot by Los Angeles police were
fleeing, while 9% of the shot whites were fleeing.

Another area is actual use of weapon. The issue here is whether
police shoot at armed blacks more readily than armed whites. Kobler
(1975) reports that $5 of armed white decedents actually used their

weapons, while 77% of armed blacks decedents did so. Meyer (1981)

indicates that 66% of blacks and 76 of whites shot in Los Angeles

actually used their weapons. Whether or not black and white opponents

are more or less likely to actually be armed is less clear. Meyer (1981)
finds in Los Angeles that 28S of blacks shot were unarmed, while 20% of
whites were unarmed. Fyfe (1981 a) reports that 7.81 black were unarmed
in New York, but 15.5% of whites. In Memphis, however, (Pyfe, 1982)
62.5 of whites, but 26.9% of blacks who were killed by police in connect-

ion with property crimes were armed with a gun. Geller and Karales (1981)
report that 69% of blacks and 59% of whites possessed some type of deadly
weapons; but if we examine gun use or threat, we find 55 of blacks shot

in this category, and 37% of whites. Clearly, the evidence is mixed on
whether police are more or less likely to shoot unarmed blacks than whites,
and may very-well depend on jurisdiction.

Finally, Myer (1981) presents data which indicate that the review
process for shootings may have different outcomes depending upon the race
of the opponent. Shootings of unarmed blacks resulted in an out-of-policy
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ruling or administrative sanction in 55% of the cases; such findings
occured in 841 of such cases involving whites.

The use of percent blacks in the population to assess the impact
of race, as used by Jacobs and Britt, is weak. States with higher
percentage black population are likely to have a more rural black

population, and deadly force tends to be an urban phenomenon. The
effects of percent black upon the total deadly force rate may be quite
different in aggregate analysis than variations in black and white
deadly force rates.

The reconstruction of circumstances from deadly force events,
and the internal analysis of racial disparities is problematic, as we
have discussed earlier. To take the difference in the percent of blacks
shot while fleeing and the percent of whites shot fleeing, for example,
as evidence of differences in officer behavior requires us to assume
that blacks and whites are equally likely to flee--which may or may not
be the case. The review data presented by Myers similarly requires us
to assume that the black and white incidents had no differentiating
factors, other than race, before we can infer differential evaluation

based on opponent race.
In sum, then the evidence of differential behavior of officers

to black and white opponents is at best equivocal. This reflects pri-
marily inherent weaknesses in the data.

4. Evidence on Variations in Citizen Behavior
Investigators have utilized black and white arrest data to address

the question of whether or not racial disparities in the incidence of
deadly force might simply reflect racial disparities in behavior. The
arrest data has been used in two different analytical fashions. The
first is to compare racial proportions of arrestee with racial proport-
ion's of decedent or opponents. The second is to form deadly force rates
with arrests as the denominator, and examine whether they differ by race.

If we examine the percentage of those killed who are black with the
percent of those arrested who are black we see a consistent decrease in
the difference from the earlier reported population--based overrepresent-
ation scores. This reflects the fact that black citizens are arrested
at a higher rate than white citizens, and they constitute a larger
percentage of arrestees than of population.

Robin (1963) found that blacks were 87.53% of deadly force decedents,
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and 30.6 of total arrestees. Takagi (1974) reports that in 1964 blacks
were 51% of decedents and 28% of total arrestees. Milton (1977) reports
that for seven cities, blacks averaged 79% of shooting victims and 78%
of decedents, while averaging 76% of arrestees for Index or Part I crimes.
Pyfe (1981). reports that about 60% of opponents shot at by New York
officers were black, and estimate that blacks constitute about 62% of
arrestees for felonies against the person based upon a limited consecut-
ive sample. Meyer (1981) finds that blacks were 55% of citizens shot
at, 50% of fatalities, 36% of total and 46% of Index arrests for
Los Angeles.

Geller and Karales (1981) find that whites are shot at a higher rate
than blacks, when forcible felony arrests are the denominator, although
at lower rates when total arrests are the denominator. They also report
for an earlier period, that blacks are very slightly more likely to be
shot at then whites when total arrest are the denominator. They also
report for an earlier period, that blacks are very slightly more likely
to be shot at than whites when forcible felony arrests are the denominator,
although substantially more likely to be shot at when total arrests are

the denominator.
Clearly those results suggest less overrepresentation if the "popul-

ation-at-risk" is defined by arrest experience. At the same time, they
reveal coAsiderable variation in the extent to which black-white differ-
ences appear. This may depend.upon whether decedents, citizens shot, or
shot at, are considered, as well as whether-total arrests or some subset
thereof are used as the population-at-risk. Moreover, they may reflect
variation over time or differences among cities.

In addition to the analytic objections we have discussed elsewhere
(see pp - ), there are substantive reasons to criticize these results
and the meaning attached to them. One can certainly raise questions
about the definition of the decedent population and the at risk population
in most of these studies. The basic problem is that they, are so often
defined differently. Thus, if we compare the ratio of deaths to an arrest
rate, we ought to restrict the deaths we consider to the same circumstances
as the arrests which indicate the probability of being at risk. To include
all deaths, and to use all arrests or any subset thereof as the appropriate
indicator of the at-risk population ignores the fact that many deadly force
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incidents occur in situations which might well have never involved an

arrest. Of course, the more restrictive the subset of arrests used to

indicate population at risk becomes (i.e. moving from all arrests to

Index arrests to Violent Index arrest to forcible felony arrests) the

greater the disjunction with all deaths as the denominator of a ratio

of the appropriate comparison.

It is interesting to note that the two reports which properly

restrict both the deaths and the arrests used as indicators of at risk

status to the same legal violation find discrepanies between blacks and

whites much higher than the more broadly defied analyses. Thus Geller

and Karales (1981) find that blacks are about one and a half times as

likely to be shot when fleeing a forcible felony than are whites. At

the same time, the difference in odds is dependent upon which forcible

felony one examines. Fyfe (1982) found that blacks had even more discre-

pant odds of being shot at by the police when suspected of a property

crime when compared to whites. These two reports suggest that the

interpretation of the general results of the analysis of deaths and

arrests as suggesting that black overrepresentation among the former is

accounted for by black overrepresentation among the latter (see Binder and

Scharf, 1982 for example) is questionable at best, and simply erroneous

at worst.

S. Summry of Evidence in Main Hypotheses

The evidence in the two competing explanations to account for racial

disparities in deadly force is less than compelling. It certainly is

inadequate for choosing between them if one feels such a choice must be

made.

Some of the weakness of the evidence reflects analytic decisions

by researchers as to how to define variables, or as to what the proper
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comparison statistic might be. More troublesome, and more pervasive,

is the problem that the available data simply does not allow clear and

tuambigous assessment of these hypotheses. The available data is

subject to possibly severe distortion. Data for appropriate comparison

of deadly force incidents with incidents not culminating in deadly force

is simply unavailable. The surrogate data used for such comparisons

are flawed, and these flaws are intensified in most cases by the

analytic assumptions involved. Finally, the nature of the available

data virtually always forces an analyst to assume what he is attempting

to prove.
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MEMhO

Chapter III

This section of the report discusses details of our sample, measurements,

data sources, and an overall analytic procedure.

A. Sample

The 1970 census identified 59 cities in the United States whose population

exceeded 250,000. These cities wore thus classified as "Population Category 1"

by the Uai. As such, they represent a useful "sample" for our data needs.

PUDF appears to be concentrated in urban areas. (A review of newspaper

clippings on PUDF from 1965-1969, the period immediately proceeding the initial

year of the ycars analyzed here, reports that 75 of the incidents occured in

metropolitan districts with populations in excess of 50,000; Kobler, p. 187).

We felt justified in restricting our sample to even larger population cities

for a number of reasons. First, larger cities had larger increases in minority

population from 1970 to 1980 (Kasarda, 1982).

Our special interest is in the applicability of our results to the minority

communities of Urban America; this renders this restriction on size tolerable.

Second, we assumed that this restriction would still yield well over half of the

reported incidents of deadly force in the nation each year (an assumption we will

examine shortly). Third, and most realistically, the inclusion of cities between

50,000 and 250,000 would require data collection and analysis resources far

beyond those available to us. While the NUL has affiliates in 53 of these 59

largest cities, the majority of those in the 50,000 - 250,000 population range

do not have affiliates. Hence, our Affiliate Questionnaire would have to be
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modified for use by other agencies, or data critical to our analysis ignored.

These factors, then, resulted in our selecting the 59 cities with

1970 population in excess of 250,000 as our "sample". We recognize that these

cities represent some sort of a universe, rather than a sample in any tech-

nical sense. Since, however, they do represent a very critical universe for

our purposes, we are willing to forego the buttressed assumption of gen -

alizability a scientific sample would afford.

Orginally, our intention was to collect and analyze data for the

decade spanning 1968 to 1977. This reflected an understanding that these

years were the most recent for which the FBI could provide UCR data on justi-

fiable homicides, arrests, crimes, and police department characteristics.

The FBI, however, actually provided us with data for 1970 through 1979, and

so our time "sample" became the decade of the seventies, although our

affiliate questionnaire covered 1968-1977.

The critical point is that we wished to collect data over a ton year

span, rather than any particular ten year span. For our purposes, the more

recent the data, the better.

1. Data Reduction - Sample Loss

Five cities were dropped from our analytic sample, bringing our actual

number of cities to 54. These cities were Alburquerque, Baton Rouge, Charlotte,

Indianapolis and St. Paul. All these cities had reported data on deadly force
for less than five years in the decade of the seventies. Additionally, each

of them had large amounts of missing data on arrests during this period. M4ore-

over, the years for which the data were missing was highly variable. To keep

them in the sample might introduce an unacceptable level of year-to-year

variability simply depending on the presence or absence of some of these cities.
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In view of the level and pattern of missing data, it was decided to drop them

from the sample.

2. Data Evaluation

The reports received by the FBI from local police agencies include

racial identification of victims of Justifiable homicide. Unfortunately, the

categories available do not include Hispanics. This is particularly problem-

atic because there is ample evidence that Hispanics are- victims of PUDF

(see Moyer, 1980 p. '102 and Geller and Karales, 1981)for department-based

reports on Los Angeles and Qicago. Moreover, there is reason to believe that

Hispanics are overrepresented among the victims of PUDF (Geller and Karales,

p. 121; La Raza, 1981).

It is immediately clear that Hispanics are not simply reported in the

"other" category in the FBI reports, since this category accounts for 22

deaths from 1970 to 1979. Chicago records reveal 16 Hispanic deaths from

1974-1978, while Los Angeles recorded 21 Hispanic deaths for the same period.

(Goller and Karales, p. 213; Meyer, Table 10).

We clearly cannot recover Hispanic deaths from our data source. Nor

can we be sure whether those deaths are being reported as black or white, or

simply not being reported at all. This presents us with two immediate problems.

The first problem is whether to treat race as a two-category (black-white)

or three - category (black - white - other) variable. The three category
2variable is more strongly associated with deadly force (R - .224 vs .176) but

this reflects the artifactually low rate for the "other" category. We say

artifactual because the "other" category includes an often substantial Hispanic

population, but appears to exclude many Hispanic deaths. In view of this, we

elect to fall back to the two - category treatment of race as black and white.

This still leaves a problem - should the Hispanic population be added to
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either the black or the white population, or somehow prorated between them

to balance out the effects of Hispanic deaths which may be added to these

categories? Unfortunately there are no clear guidelines as to how to resolve

this.

Meyer's department-based data for 1974-1978 shows 128 deaths. Our

data revealed 113, or about 12t missing data. Deaths in Los Angeles for

that period are reported to be 50% black by Meyer, while our data indicate

52t black. It might seem safe to conclude that Hispanics are being as-

signed to the white category, except we cannot tell the race of the 15

cases rising from our data. The similarity of percent black in the two sets

is useful for analytic purposes, but it might reflect blacks actually

missing from our data, but replaced by Hispanics coded as black.

Geller and Karales report 130 PUDF incidents in 1974-1978 by Chicago,

while our data indicate 123, or about 51 fewer. Again, there is remarkable

similarity between the two data sets in percentage black - 63.8 for Celler

and Karales, 63.41 for the FBI data. Again, however, we cannot assie

that this means that Hispanics are reported as white, because we simply do

not know the race of the cases missing from the FBI data.

Perhaps the most conservative approach is to simply analyze the FBI

data as reported, and use the reported population as the basis. If this

introduces a bias, it appears from the above that we are most likely over-

estimating the white DFR, since it may include Hispanic deaths, but excludes

the Hispanic population. This would lessen the difference between the black

and the white DFR's. In that sense, it is conservative.

For our analysis, we shall examine BDFR and WDFR, each constructed by

using the FBI reports as the numerator, and the population estimate as the

denominator. This may lead to an underestimate of the difference in the rates,
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although we cannot be certain of that.

B. Measures

1. Dependent Variables

a. Deadly Force Rates

Traditional measures of total deadly force use have simply divided

the number of police-caused deaths by the size of the relevant population, a

measure we will call the TDF (Total Deadly Force) rate. We constructed rates,

analgous to the TDF, separately for the use of deadly force against blacks

(the BDF rate), against whites, (WDF rate), and against others, (ODF). This

final category, unfortunately, includes Indians, Chinese, Japanese and "other"

but fails to specifically include those of Hispanic extraction, as we have

discussed.

The primary purpose for utilizing these rates as our dependent vari-

ables is because we are directly interested in the differing incidence of

deadly force for these various racial/ethnic groups. Because the populations

differ in size over cities and years, the comparison of absolute numbers of

incidents would reflect, to an extent, simple differences in the size of the

population. Since absolute size is not of concern here, we have chosen to

control differences on this factor by standardizing our deadly force variable

on population size.

The alternative method of controlling variation in population size

would require us to treat population size as a factor in each analysis.

This is a cumbersome approach, in view of our low interest in size itself as

a variable. Hence we elect to utilize rates.

Other denominators for these rates have been suggested - number of

police officers, and the violent crime index, for example. These alter-
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natives propose that the proper conceptual base for the rate is not the

available supply of targets (or victims) but rather some other aspect - the

available supply of users, or the frequency of situations more likely to be

productive of deadly force encounters, for example.

We have, however, not elected to pursue these alternatively con-

structed denominators. Quite simply, the differing incidence of deadly

force among the constituent groups of our society is the problem we and other

authors are attempting to explain. Our attempts to explain this problem

should preserve the measurement which best approximates the problem of interest.

This is the population based rates.

When we turn to consider the various factors which might partially

account for the differing incidence of PUDF for the different groups in our

society, we should preserve a measurement which reflects their status 4s

explanatory variables, and allows careful analytic assessment of their explan-

atory power. This means preserving their independence from the dependent

variable and examining their relationships to that dependent variable.

The use of a posited explanatory variable as the denominator in a

rate of occurence of the dependent variable involves three basic problems.

First, we have changed the very nature of the variable - through our change of

measurement we have altered the problem we are addressing. For example, we

are no longer examining the different incidences of PUDF among thesc ethnic

groups, but the different incidences of PUDF in relation to another factor's

incidence among these groups.

Second, we are unable to clearly assess statistically the impact of

the explanatory variable upon the differing incidence rates. For example,

if our new denominator is "arrests", we cannot identify the extent to which

arrest variations and differences among the groups actually account for
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PWV variations and differences among the groups.

Third, inappropriate interpretations of the moaning of the comparison

of these PUDF rates with "now denominators" across various groups are very

seductive, and judging from the literature, virtually inescapable. Fbr

example, finding similar rates of RJDF in relation to arrests across diff-

erent groups simply does not mean that arrests account for or explain the

population-based differences in the incidence of deadly force. What it means

is that, whether arrests explain much or little of the variation in deadly

force, arrests do not differ in their power to account for deadly force

depending upon which group we examine.

Technically, this is a situation of "no interaction" - the

influence of arrests upon deadly force does not depend upon which group we

are considering. This is important and valuable information and should be

pursued. However, whether differences in arrests account for differences

in deadly force is also important and needs to be asked of the data

directly, The inappropriate inferences drawn from the interaction question

have not only been misleading on this question, but have also blurred what

we might learn about the interaction effect itself.

We will explore this issue further when we compare the results of

our analyses with those of prior research. Lest we sound too harsh, we

freely admit that we also spent some time considering and pursuing the

possible use of "new denominators" for those analyses. The very straight -

forward appearance of this approach is what makes it so attractive, and

requires such caution in its utilization.

b. Population

Total population for each city was constructed by extrapolating the

intervening years from three measured points: 1970 census, 197S mid-decade
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estimate, and 1980 census. The use of the mid-year estimate allowed for a

non-linear extrapolation, although empirically this extrapolation turned out

to be quite close to linear for most cities.

The racial population estimates were developed by linear extra-

polation of the percentage of black, white, and other ethnicity from the

1970 and- 1980 censuses. These percentages were then multiplied times the

totals, as developed above, to yield year by year, city by city estimates of

the relevant population sizes.

2. Independent Variables

a. Traditional Predictors

i. Arrests

The number of persons arrested each year as reported to the FBI for

the compilation of the annual Uniform Crime Report. These data were converted

to rates by dividing the number of arrests by the appropriate racial

population.

It is acknowledged that definitions of arrests, record-keeping

practices and reporting practices vary among different law enforcement juris-

dictions and agencies. However, policies regarding serious crime, e.g.

robbery or burglary, are likely to be more consistent and uniform through-

out all jurisdictions. Furthermore, only one arrest is counted for each

individual arrested, regardless of the number of charges lodged against him.

ii. Violent Crime Arrests

The total number of arrests per year for each of the index crimes

considered violent as defined by the Uniform Crime Report: murder, forcible

rape, robbery and aggravated assault. These are treated separately

because of the seriousness with which they are viewed. These numbers were

also converted to rates for each racial group.

35-408 0 - 84 - 14
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iii. Property Crime Arrests

The total number of persons arrested per year for each of the index

crimes considered non-violent as defined by the Uniform Crime Report: burglary,

larceny-theft and motor vehicle theft. These crimes were treated separately

to preserve their distinction from the violent index crimes and to provide

analysis of the influence of such "property" offenses. These data were

also converted to rates for each racial group.

iv. Reported Crime

The total number of reported incidents for each of the seven crimes

contained in the Index. These were converted to total rates, since no

racial distinctions can be made. As with arrests, reported crimes can be

analyzed separately, or aggregated into the Violent, Property, and Total

Index.

v. Police Experience

The number of police officers exposed to differing levels of assault

and reported to the FBI. The level of assault distinguished in these data

involve first, those without injury; second, those involving an injury to

the officer; and third, those involving the death of an officer. These

distinctions were preserved in the data, and rates per 1,000 employed

officers (also drawn from FBI reports) calculated. A variety of combinations

of these rates are utilized in the analysis.

vi. Clearance Rates

Dividing the total number of arrests for each of the seven index

crimes, the various indices constructed from these, and total arrests by the

appropriate number of reported crimes in each category yields a clearance

rate. Since arrests are counted only once, these rates underestimate the

actual crime clearance rate to the extent that the average arrestee is
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charged with more than one crime. If police agencies report the arrest of a

multiple offender under the most serious charge, as we think is likely, then

these clearance rates are likely to progressively more seriously underestimate

the actual clearance rate of progressively less serious crime.

Because our interest in clearance rates is an indicator of possible

stress and pressure upon the police rather than directly in themselves, we

do not judge this problem to be too serious.

B. Nontraditional Predictors

i. Black Elected Officials

The number of black judges and city council (or its equivalent)

members, as well as whether or not the mayor was black for each city-year

,were taken from the annual report issued by the Joint Center for Political

Studies. Whether the mayor was black was coded 1 or 0, and the other two

variables were formed into rates. The bases of these rates were the census

reports of 1976 of the total number of judges and city council members.

Although there may have been changes in these numbers from 1970-1979 in

certain instances, we feel the probability of major or many changes is low,

and hence are comfortable in using the 1976 data as the rate basis.

ii. Minority-Owned Businesses

The number of black-owned businesses for 1977 and of minority-

owned businesses for 1972 were available for each sample city from the

Census Bureau. These were formed into rates by dividing by the appro-

riate black population.

These measures present two immediate problems. First, these cities

probably differ in their overall rates of business ownership. Larger cities

may have a higher average number of employees in the business sector, for

example. We do not have base-line data for white business ownerships against
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which to compare these data. Hence, we cannot tell whether these data pro-

vide a meaningful indicator of differing levels of black participation in

business ownerships levels (regardless or race) across these cities. This

is a serious handicap.

Second, the generally low participation of blacks in business-

ownership may make this a less adequate measure of general economic inte-

gration than one which addresses other institutional sectors of the economy

the professions, public employment, corporate management, etc.

We address the second problem by restricting our discussions to

business participation, recognizing its limitations. In view of the initial

stages of this research, we are comfortable proceeding with our measure

although we recognize that its interpretation is somewhat ambigous and may

require further research to resolve.

iii. Black Social, Economic, and Political Participation

In view of the difficulty we encountered in securing complete and

timely returns of our mail questionnaires, we conducted a brief phone survey

of NUL affiliate directors for these cities. We asked them to rate the par-

ticipation of blacks in their cities in the social, economic, and political

life of the city. The responses were given on a seven point scale ranging

from 1 (poor) to7 (excellent).

We recognize the inherent weakness of these measures. First, they

are likely to reflect the period immediately preceeding 1982, when the res-

ponses were collected. This is two years after the last deadly force data,

and the situation may have changed over time. Second, they understandably

reflect the individual experiences, expectations, and biases of the res-

pondents - we cannot be certain that a comparison of two cities does not re-

flect differences in the respondents rather than differences in the cities.
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Third, since we are interested in how these dimensions of participation

relate to deadly force, we must recognize that these responses may relate to

deadly force because a city's recent deadly force itself affects the res-

pondent's perception of black participation along these dimensions. That is,

rather than measuring underlying conditions which influence deadly force,

these perceptions might themselves be directly influenced by levels and patterns

of deadly force.

We proceeded to collect these data in spite of these concerns, and

will analyze them. However, again we must recognize that any results we

obtain may well raise more questions than they resolve.

iv. Black Participation

Black participation along a larger number of social/economic/

political dimensions were measured by scales in our mail out questionnaire.

Since the return rate and scattering of missing data prohibits analysis of

these data, we shall not discuss these measures. Their operationalization

and domains covered are self-evident for the questionnaire in Appendix II.

v. Community Attitudes Towards the Police Department

Our mail questionnaires contained two perceptual items which produced

sufficient data for analysis. These involved the perceived relationship

between the community and the police department, and the perceived rela-

tionship between the black community and the police department. Again, these

are perceptual,_and consequently open to many interpretations. They differ,

however, from other perceptual data reported in this area because they are

collected from blacks in defined positions of community leadership. As such,

they are of interest in themselves.
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C. Data Sources

1. PUDF

The incidents of deadly force were taker from a UCR supplementary

Homicide Report tape provided by the FBI. These tapes identify a subset

of reported homicides as justifiable, and identify whether the actor was a

police officer or civilian. All justifiable homicides identified as being

committed by a police officer were recovered for sampled cities from 1970-1979.

2. Arrest

The data on arrests were recovered from a UQC tape reporting arrests for

specific crimes by the age, sex, and race of the arrestee.

3. Crime Data

The data on crimes were added to the analysis framework after we had

secured tapes from the FBI on two separate occasions. Because of this factor,

and because of time pressure, we coded the information on crimes from pub-

lished volumes of UCR data. This enabled us to recover crimes for the

seven Index Crimes.

4. Police Bnployee Data

The FBI supplied us with a data tape containing information on police

employees. This provided us with information on the number of sworn officers

for each department, the number of male and female officers (except for 1970),

as well as the incidence of police killed, police assaulted and injured,

and police assaulted without injury.

5. Black Participation Data

The data on black participation was drawn from a variety of sources.

For our design, the major source was meant to be the Affiliate Questionnaire.

This requested information on a wide range of topics and aspects of black

participation in these cities. Items on rates and types of employment
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(including the police department) education, homeownership, public housing

residence, income, business ownership, political participation, and various

aspects of social participation were included.

A subsequently added telephone survey of NUL affiliates targeted upon

the perceptions of the Executive Directors of the general level of black

participation in the social, economic, and political arenas. In addition,

general ratings of police-community relationships were obtained for cities

in cases where these data were missing from the Affiliate Questionnaire.

6. Black Elected Officials

The Joint Center for Political Studies complies a listing of black

elected officials for every state, county, and city government through out the

United States. This source was used to determine the number of black elected

officials in each city. The officials included mayors, councilmen, aldermen,

judges, etc. The total number of such officials of all races was taken from

cards supplied by the Census Bureau which enumerated the total number of such

office holders as of 1976. This variable, unlike the political participation

variable described above is very specific and is an actual count of elected

officials.

7. Black Education

Data on minority and black (when available) enrollment in post-secondary

educational institutions located in the 59 sample cities were available for

even numbered years from 1972 through 1978. These data were secured from

tapes provided by the Department of Education, and reflect enrollment in

various types of degree programs.

8. Unemployment Data

Uneployement rates for most of these 59 cities were available for

1974-1979 from the Department of Labor. Unfortunately, the exact area
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Covered by these figures is not identical to the city boundaries of police

jurisdictions.

9. Population Data

Population data for these 59 cities were available for the 1970 and

1980 census. These provided both total populations, as well as racial and

ethnic sub-population. In addition, the 1975 census estimate of mid-decade

total population for these cities was utilized.

D. Analysis Strategy and Procedures Overview

The analysis strategy we shall follow in examining police use of

deadly force is dictated by our concern with understanding the role of race

in this phenomenon. We are not attempting an immediate full explanation of

all the variations in the use of deadly force across cities or time. Rather,

we are specifically interested in describing and delineating the role of

race in influencing these variations.

To be sure, a full explanation of the role of race in the police use

of deadly force will eventually require a complete explication of the role

of all factors. Any factors we do not consider - such as variations in

policy and procedure, or the training experiences and traditions of local

departments - might modify or alter our final conclusions about the role of

race. We recognize this. On the other hand, our initial examination of

deadly force simply cannot encompass all the factors which are likely to

influence the rate of deadly force use. In light of our concerns, we have

initially selected variables for analysis which are most likely to modify

or alter our conclusions about the role of race in the use of deadly force.

We have not followed the approach of selecting variables based upon the

likelihood that they influence overall variations in the general rate of
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deadly force usage.

Our problem, then, is not to attempt the best overall explanation of

variations in rates of deadly force usage, but rather to begin to understand

the direct and indirect influences of race upon these patterns.

Multiple regression is the statistical method chosen for evaluating

these data. This technique allows us to evaluate and compare how well

different "models" are simply different sets or combinations of explanatory

factors. our questions are first, do these factors "predict" deadly force

rates, and second, how well do they "predict" them. These "predictions"

are not predictions about future events. Rather, prediction is used here in

a statistical sense: are the variations in deadly force sufficiently assoc-

iated with variations in the factors contained in our models that knowledge

of the model factors lessens the error of our estimates of the deadly force

rate across years and cities compared to a simple estimate of the average

deadly force rate?

There are a number of reasons for the choice of multiple regression.

First, this technique allows the simultaneous evaluation and comparison of

the explanatory power of different factors which might be involved in racial

disparities in PUDF. This is a critical strength because much of the dis-

cussion of the role of race in the occurence of deadly force involves argue-

ments that race is only apparently related to deadly force due to its rela-

tionship with some other factor which is itself related to deadly force.

The argument that the overrepresentation of blacks among those arrested for

criminal violations accounts for their overrepresentation among decendents

due to deadly force takes this form. The simultaneous evaluation of factors

afforded by multiple regression permits the examination of this question.

Second, when properly utilized, multiple regression allows the execution
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of a series of analysis which provide all the information produced by a

nonorthogonal analysis of variance (see Applebaum, 1976). This is part-

icularly important for our analysis, since so many of our hypotheses require

the testing of interaction effects - asking whether the relationship between

two variables is the same for different categories of a third variable, or

whether the combined effects of two variables is in the direction and at

about the level we would expect from simply adding their separate impacts.

Because our central concern is the role of race in deadly force, we are

naturally interested in whether the role of other factors in the production

of deadly force is different, depending upon whether we are examining the use

of deadly force against whites or blacks. The very real possibility that

this is the case means that we specifically need to examine these combinatorial,

or interaction effects.

For example, we might find that robbery arrest rates are mildly re-

lated to deadly force use such that higher robbery arrests rates are assoc-

iated with higher rates of deadly force. Similarly, the police per popula-

tion rate might be positively related to the deadly force rate. It is

-possible, however, that cities with both high robbery arrest rates and

high police per population rates have much higher rates of deadly force

then we would expect - perhaps because these two factors, while separately

weak, reinforce each other to produce a powerful effect upon the deadly

force rate.

Since multiple regression is more typically used in a fashion which

ignores interaction, this presents a procedural problem.

A fairly typical solution to this problem is to perform a regression

analysis for each category of race. We might suspect, for example, that

variations in arrest rates will predict variations in the use of deadly
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force against whites much more strongly than they will the use of deadly

force against blacks. We could regress arrest rates against the white

deadly force rate, and separately against the black deadly force rate.

Unfortunately, the decision about whether or not there is a difference

in the strength of prediction tends to be made erroneously with this

procedure. Analysts look at the strengths of the effect of arrests rates

for the two deadly force rates and make judgements about whether they are

different. However, even if the effect is significant for the white deadly

force rate and non-significant for the black deadly force rate it is not

necessarily the case that the effects are significantly different from

each other.

We have opted to follow an alternative regression procedure, adopted

from Applebaum (1976). This procedure allows us to include interaction

terms in our models, and to statistically test their contribution to

prediction. Because we do not have equal numbers of observations for all

combinations of factors in our model, this procedure requires analysis of

specified components of each model in various combinations to produce a

"clear" analysis of each model. This make the procedures costly and

cumbersome. On the other hand, given the centrality of these questions to

our concerns, we feel that they are too important to treat as matters of

judgement and interpretation rather than as empirical tests.

The third reason for opting for a multiple regression analysis is that

the available multivariate analysis of variance programs do not have the

capacity to analyze a data set of this size. Since, however, those programs

operate on a multiple regression alogorithim, we were able to use regression

to duplicate the necessary aspects of multivariate analysis of variance.

Cur procedures can be described quite readily. Having established a

baseline racial effect upon PUDF rates, we proceed to add other variables
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to the basic model and analyze their effects. The questions we ask of

each variable before including it in the developing model are three in number.

The first is whether the variable adds to the overall explanatory power of

the model in regards to PUDF. The second is whether the variable decreases

the variance associated with race; that is, does the variable account for

some portion of the initially observed racial difference. The third is

whether the variable's influence upon PJDF is different in the cases of

whites and blacks - the interaction question.

In summary, we will use multiple regression analysis, and modify our

procedures to allow the examination of interaction terms. This will allow

us to assess the impact of race itself upon rates of police use of deadly

force-, as well as assess the unique effects of other factors upon deadly

force and their impact in modifying or altering the observed relationship

between race and deadly force.
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REULTS

Chapter IV

A. Basic Data

Tables I and II present information on the deadly force rates for our 54

cities over the decade of the seventies. Their presentation here serves two

purposes. First, throughout our analysis we will be using and reporting data

which have been statistically adjusted to reflect the influence of particular

explanatory factors. This is necessary and proper if we are to trace out the

complex relationship of factors which underlie and influence the rate of occur-

engeof deadly force. At the' same time, this kind of statistical procedure

may be less familiar to some important segments of our audience than it is for

those trained in social science. We hope that this presentation of "real"

data will persuade these readers that our subsequent analyses do not distort

or misrepresent the underlying reality of the data. Second, these data do

themselves reveal some interesting information about the patterns and inci-

dence of police use of deadly force over the decade of the seventies.

The data in Table I present the population-based rates of deadly force

usage for the total population, the black population, and the white population

for these cities from 1970 to 1979. The total deadly force rate averaged

just under one person per 100,000 population killed for each year of the decade

(.7 to be precise). There was, of course, year to year variation, although the

basic rate-appears to fairly stable, ranging from .5 to .9. At the same time,

there is some suggestion that the rate may have dropped a bit. The first

five years average .8, while the second five years average about .6 incidents

of deadly force per 100,000 population.
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These total death rates conceal real differences, however, in the experi-

ence of black and white citizens. For whites, the rate of police use of

deadly force is indeed reasonable stable: six of the ten years are characterized

by the same low rate of .4, the average for the decade. The first five years

average .38 and the second five, .44. For blacks, the average is substantially

higher a. 1.8 persons killed per 100,000 population. Moreover, there is higher

variability across the years, with a range from 1.0 to 2.8. The first half of

the decade averaged 2.1 incidents of deadly force per 100,000 black population,

while the second half of the decade produced a yearly average of 1.5.

The total rate, then, appears to have been fairly stable, with perhaps

some decrease over the decade. The white rate is quite stable, with perhaps

just a hint of an increase over the decade. The black rate is less stable,

with a possible decrease over the decade.

Table II si mnarizes the data from Table I with two comparative measures

frequently used in discussions of deadly force, as well as other areas of

possible ethnic differences (for example, hiring rates, promotion rates, etc).

These are simply the ratio of the population-based incidences for blacks and

whites, and difference of these population-based incidences experience.

If we examine the ratios, we find that over the decade blacks, on a

population basis, were anywhere from 2.5 times as likely to experience deadly

force as whites to seven times as likely. For the decade, blacks were just

over four times as likely to be victims of deadly force as were whites. Again

we find the intriguing pattern that the ratio of the odds that a black experi-

enced deadly force compared to a white may have decreased. The average ratio

of the odds for the first five years was just about 5.1, but drops to 3.4:1 for

the second half.

If we turn to the difference scores, we find that black citizens



TABLE I

Total and Racial Rates of Police Use of Deadly
Force Over the Decade of the Seventies for
54 Major Cities

YEAR

for
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1970's

TOTAL .7 .9 .8 .8 .8 .9 .7 .5 .S .7 .7

BLACK 1.7 2.8 1.9 2.1 2.2 2.1 1.8 1.1 1.0 1.4 1.8

WHITE .3 .4 .4 .4 .4 .6 .4 .3 .4 .5 .4

Source: 11/11/81: 1



TABLE II

Ratios of and Differences in Black and White Deadly
Force Rates Over the Decade of the Seventies

Mean
for

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1970's

5.7 7.0 3.8 4.2 4.5 3.5 4.5 3.7 2.5 2.8 4.2

1.4 2.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.S 1.4 .8 .6 .9 1.4

Source: Table 1

Ratio
(B-W)

Difference
(B-W)

to
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averaged 1.4 more deaths due to deadly force than white citizens for the years

of the seventies. The first half of the decade shows an average of about 1.8

more black deaths per 100,000 population than white deaths. This difference

fell to just about 1.0 for the second half of the decade.

The data from Table I and the summary measures from Table II suggest

that there is a real disparity in the rates of deadly force usage against black

citizens and the rates of usage against white citizens. Further, they suggest

the intriguing possibility that these differences may be lessening, however large

the remaining gap may be. If the gap is lessening, it is important to note

that it appears to be more a product of decline in the rate of deadly force

usage against black citizens, rather than an increase in the rate of usage

against white citizens. Finally, the apparent stability of the total deadly

force rate conceals the underlying dynamics and shifts in the rates of deadly

force against blacks and whites. An increase in black population for many of

these cities, and hence a higher total population rate, is compensated for by

what may be a decrease in the rate of usage of deadly force against blacks.

Thy.se data, then, dictate four crucial questions for analysis. First,

are these differences between the black and white deadly force rates simplX

chance fluctations, or do they represent real and systematic differences?

Secondi--if these differences are systematic, how do we account for them?

Third, is the apparent lessening of the difference in these rates over time

itself a real or systematic pattern, or does it simply represent chance

fluctations in the data? Fourth, if this decrease in the difference between

the black and white rate is real, how do we account for this change?

B. Basic MHdel

Our basic, or initial model, allows us to answer our questions about the

35-408 0 - 84 - 15
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systematic or random nature of the difference between the deadly force rates for

black and white citizens, as well as whether this difference in fact has declined

over the decade of the seventies.

The regression model enters three factors: race, time, and the inter-

action, or joint effect, of race and time. We are simply asking whether knowing

the race, the year, and the combination of the race and year will increase the

accuracy of our "predictions" of deadly force rates for a given year. The

statistical tests associated with the regression analysis will provide the answer

to these questions. The level of significance for these tests tells us the

likelihood that our data might still be the product of random rather than

systematic events.

Table III displays the results of this analysis. The R2 of .192 at the

bottom of the table indicates that about 19% of the total variation in deadly

force rates for these 10 years across our 54 cities can be associated with (or

explained by) variations in race, time and the joint variation of race and time.

The F statistic associated with this model, and its level of significance,

suggest that we would find this strong a result far less often than one time in

a thousand, if in fact there is no relationship between these factors and

deadly force rates in the real world. (This last assertion must be inter-

preted somewhat cautiously because in theory it rests on a sample procedure

which we in fact have not followed. Nonetheless, the robustness of the F test

in the face of violations of sampling assumptions, as well as our consistency

with generally accepted social science standards of interpretation, leave us

comfortable with our statement). In sum, our basic model provides us with

"predictions" which provide a reasonable fit to the data.

The information contained in the middle of the table provides information

about specific elements of our model. The coefficient for the "1970 mean for



TABLE III

Race and Time Effects on the Rate of Police of Deadly Force

Year

1970
1979

Variable

1970 mean for whites

Race (0-white,l-black)

Time (years)

Race x Time

Adjusted Deadly

Black

2.37
1.28

Coefficient

.376

1.994

.007

-. 129

Force Rate

White

.38
.44

per 100,000 Population

Difference

1.99
.84

T-Statistic

2.766

10.360

0.290

-3.531

Significance

.006

.000

.772

.001

R2 
for Model = .192 Degrees of Freedom - 3,878

F for Model = 69.63 N = 882

Significance Level for this Model = < .000 Source: 9/6/82: 1

t O
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whites," .376 is the adjusted mean for whites. This is the deadly force rate for

whites in 1970 we would expect to find under our model. The associated test

statistic tells us that we can tentatively reject the notion that this coef-

ficient is not different from zero. The significance level cautions us that

this large (or larger) a coefficient will be found about six times in a thousand

random samples from a universe in which the real coefficient is zero.

The coefficient for race tells us that we must add 1.994 to the white

coefficient in each year for our prediction of that year's black deadly force

rate. The associated test statistic and significance level tell us that we can

reject the hypothesis that there are only random differences is these data

between the black and white deadly force rates.

The coefficient for time tells us that we must add .007 to the white

coefficient for each year which passes after 1970. The associated tests, however,

tell us that this value is too small for us to reject the possibility that

it is really zero. The significance level tells us that chance alone would

produce this large or larger a coefficient in roughly 77% of the samples we

would draw from a universe in which the real value of the coefficient was zero.

The race by time coefficient tells us that we must subtract (add, but

the sign is negative) .129 from our estimate of the black deadly force rate

as each year passes. The associated tests suggest that-we can reject the

hypothesis that this coefficient is "really" zero. This coefficient describes

the decrease in the difference between black and white deadly force rates

from 1.99 in 1970 to .84 in 1979.

In sum, then, the analysis tells us that there is a significant difference

between black and white deadly fore rates, and that this difference decreases

from 1970 to 1979. Moreover, the decline in the black white difference is

produced by the decrease over time in the rate of deadly force usage against
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blacks, rather than an increased usage against whites.

Two basic questions are now answered, within limitations of the data

set. There is a real race effect: black citizens experience a higher rate of

deadly force than do their white fellow citizens. While the importance of

race is undeniable, there is a associated weakening of its impact over the decade

of the seventies (that is, the differences by race do diminish).

The first question - is there really a difference - has been answered in

accordance with conventional wisdom and previous research results. Few people,

if any, who have studied the problems of police use of deadly force would

have expected any other result. Nonetheless, this result is a useful addition to

the research literature because of the size and basis of our data set.

The critical issue about the difference in the rates of police use of

deadly force against black and white citizens is not whether they exist, but

what accounts for them. Demonstrating that they exist, then, is only a logically

necessary preliminary step to the more complex issue of why they exist. The

insights gained in addressing this set of issues, it is to be hoped, will provide

useful guidance to efforts to alleviate the problem of differentials in the police

use of deadly force against white and black citizens.

The second question - has the differences between black and white deadly

force rates changed over time - produces an answer which is perhaps a bit more

surprising. Not many people have raised this issue, and the conventional

wisdom probably is that the differences have likely been stable at best, or

perhaps increasing, at worst. Understanding this decrease in the difference

may provide important clues on how to approach further reduction in these

differences.

The crisis-like atmosphere surrounding deadly force discussions and

investigations itself probably has contributed to the lack of notice paid to
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the partial amelioriation of the situation. The delay in the collection,

analysis and dissimination of relevant data probably contribute to a time-lag

in our perceptions and understanding of the dynamics of this problem. The

relative recency of "official" recognition of this problem (and hence limited

funding for research) has undoubtably contributed to the proliferation of case

studies of one or a few cities, usually of limited time perspective, and usually

associated with a recognized problem situation or particularly disturbing

incident of deadly force. All of these may seriously distort our understanding

of the magnitude and dimension of the problem we wish to address.

The decrease in the difference between black and white deadly force rates

does not make us terribly optimistic that this problem is self-correcting.

Rather, we think it is important information, and people working in this area

need to be aware of it. Perhaps some case studies, or limited sample studies

of cities whose discrepancies in rates have decreased would provide useful

information in addressing and further resolving this large remaining difference

in racial rates of deadly force usage.

C. ?'dels Incorporating Arrest Data

1. Total Arrest Rate

Arrests are used as an indicator of encounters which might be productive

of deadly force incidents. Table IV presents the results of adding the total

arrest rate to our basic model. The addition of this rate does not add to

the explanatory power of our basic model, as revealed by the failure of its

coefficient to attain significance (t = 0.79, p < .430). That is, knowing the

total arrest rate does not improve our prediction of the deadly force rate,

given that we already know race and year.

At the same time, the addition of this term has little impact upon the
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coetticients ot the terms in our basic model, which suggests it has little

explanatory power for these effects. That is, we cannot account for racial

disparities in deadly force through racial disparities in total arrest rates,

even if the total arrest factor had been significant.

We emphasize that our procedures for testing the additional explanatory

power of variables added to our basic model does involve testing all the

interactions. Unfortunately, our testing procedures require us to conduct a

number of different regressions to develop a clear test of each model. This

testing procedure is necessary because the data are nonorthogonal. Space

constraints simply prohibit displaying all these interaction results. Con-

sequently, we shall display these results only when positive, or marginally

reliable but interesting. We shall however discuss them as occassion requires.

The triple interaction of race, time, and total arrest rates (t <1)

suggests that the race by time interaction does not depend upon the level of

the total arrest rate. The interaction of race and total arrest rate (t =

-1.19, p <.233) provides no support for the hypothesis that the total arrest

rate impacts upon deadly force role in different ways for blacks and whites.

The reader should be aware that the interpretation of the coefficients in

this model differs from the interpretation in our basic model. This is

because each coefficient reflects the value of the variable if all other

variables were set at zero. So, for our basic model, the "1970 mean for

whites" is the value predicted by the model for whites in 1970 (or zero year).

When we add the total arrest term to the model, this coefficient becomes

the value predicted by the model for whites in 1970 (year zero) if there were

no white arrests (arrests zero).

Since the total arrests model fails to add significantly to our basic model,

we reject it, and fall back to our basic model. When we find models which improve



TABLE IV

Impact of Addition of Arrest Rate for all Crimes to Basic Model

Year

1970
1979

Variable

1970 Adj. mean for whites

Race (O-white, 1-black)

Time (years)

Race x Time

Arrest Rate for All Crimes

Adjusted

Black

2.21
1.14

Coefficie

.309

1.899

.008

-. 126

.00001

Deadly Force Rate per

White

.31

.38

nt T-Statistic

1.92

8.36

.31

-3.45

3 .79

100,000 Population

Difference

1.90
.76

Significance

.055

.000

.759

.001

.430

R' for Model - .193 Degrees of Freedom = 4,877

F for Mxdel = 52.3S N =882

Significance Level for this Model = < .000 Source: 1/12/82: 3
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predictability, we shall need to examine closely the behavior or the consti-

tuent coefficients.

In sum, knowledge of the total arrest rate does not improve our pre-

diction of deadly force rates, nor does it alter the impact of race and the

race by time interaction upon these rates, nor help to explain them.

Total arrest rate, of course, reflects the incidence of arrests for

alleged crimes of many different kinds. It may well be that only some arrests

are related to deadly force, and that their effect is masked by the inclusion

of various irrevelant arrests. We shall explore the possibility by examing in

progressively finer detail the impacts of arrest rates for different types of

crimes.

2. Arrest Rates for "Other" and "Index" Crimes

The first categorization of Arrest Rate we shall explore is the distinction

between Index Crimes and all other Crimes. Index Crimes consist of murder, rape,

robbery, aggravated assault, burglarly, larceny, and auto theft. This composes

a set of more serious crimes, as well as a set of crimes thought to be more

uniformly reported, both definitionally and practically. As such it is a useful

subset for analysis. "Other" arrests, then, simply constitute all non-index

crimes for which arrests are reported.

Table V presents the results of the analysis of "other" arrests. Adding

the arrest rate for other crimes does not improve the predictive power of our

basic model. None of the interactions associated with this term influence

the deadly force rate, nor modify our understanding of the impacts of the race

and time terms.

For a number of reasons, this is not surprising. First, even though we

know that arrests Xor these less serious crimes do indeed produce incidents of

deadly force, we would hope and expect that these are more random than systematic



TABLE V

Impact of Addition of Arrest Rate for 'ther" Crimes to Basic Model

Year

1970
1979

Adjusted Deadly

Black

2.24
1.18

Variable

1970 mean for whites

Race (0-white, 1-black)

Time (years)

Race x Time

Arrest Rate for 'Other"
Crimes

Coefficient

.314

1.929

.008

-. 126

.000014

Force Rate per 100,000 Population

White Difference

.31 1.93

.39 .79

T-Statistic

1.91

9.00

.33

-3.45

.69

Significance

.0S6

.000

.743

.001

.492

R2 for Model = .193 Degrees of Freedom = 4,877

F for Model =52.31 N = 882

Significance Level for this Model = < .000 Source: 1/12/82: 3
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outcomes. Second, these are by far the most numerous types of arrests, and

hence they probably contribute overwhebingly to the already discussed impacts

of the arrest rate for all crimes. (The reader may note the close similarity

of these results to those in Table IV). W e conducted and report this analysis

more from a desire for completeness than for any insight it would be likely

to provide.

The results of the addition of arrests for Index crimes is displayed in

Table VI. Again we find no additional explanatory power for a model which adds

the Index arrest rate to our basic model of race and time. Moreover, as with

our previous arrest rate variable, its interaction with race, with time, and with

the race by time interaction yield test statistics which fall far short of

reliability (for these interactions all t's are less than one).

The addition of index arrest rates for blacks and whites, then, does not

help us understand the rate of deadly force usage against them, nor does it help

us understand the difference in the rates of deadly force usage against them,

nor does it help explain the declining difference in these rates over time.

While we have never expected differences in any kind of arrest rate to

account for more than a small portion of the difference between black and white

deadly force rates, we are frankly surprised that the index arrest rate so

totally fails to shed any light on this question. We are even more surprised

that variation in the Index arrest rate fails to bear any relationship to the

overall rate of deadly force against either whites or blacks. We certainly

agree that there are situations which are more likely to be productive of

deadly force than others, and we further agree that some of those situations

are likely to be arrests for, Index crimes. The particular incidents of deadly

force themselves may not be reflected in the arrest statistics, although un-

doubtedly many are reported as "cleared". But there is certainly inherent



TABLE VI

Impact of Addition of Index Arrest Rate to Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year Black Wite Difference

1970 2.25 .35 1.90
1979 1.15 .41 .74

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance

1970 Adj. mean for whites .3SO 2.48 .013

Race (0-white, 1-black) 1.897 8.04 .000

Time (years) .006 .24 .811

Race x Time -.128 -3.51 .001

Arrest Rate for Index .000035 .71 .480
Crimes

R2 for Model = .193 Degrees of Freedom - 4,877

F for Model 52.32 N = 882

Significance Level for this Model = < .000 Source: 1/9/82: 1



plausibility in the argument that these arrests are rough indicators of

differences in frequencies of events which are more or less likely to

precipitate deadly force events.

We recognize that there are statute, policy, and administrative

practices which vary over our 54 cities, and undoubtedly some variation in

these within some cities over the decade of the seventies. Nonetheless we

are surprised that variations in the Index crime arrest rate bear no

relationship to variation in deadly force usage. It is somewhat alarming

to think that variations in encounters which might necessitate the use of

deadly force are unrelated to use of deadly force, and that deadly force

variations are more a matter of "local custom".

The Index Crimes, of course, are not all the same in seriousness, nor

are they all of the same type. Few would equate rape and auto theft as to

seriousness, and clearly murder and larceny differ in whether the crime

involves a person or property "at risk". Nor, for that matter, are they all

similar in likelihood of producing encounters which might result in deadly

force usage, given differences in detection and police response. It seems

reasonable, then, to explore these Index arrests further before abandoning

them.

3. Arrest Rates for Violent and Property Index Crimes

A fairly common distinction is made among Index crimes. One set -

typically called the Violent Index - consists of murder, rape, robbery, and

aggravated assault. The other set - commonly referred to as the Property

Index Crimes - contains burglary, larceny, and auto theft. Since one might

argue that an officer is likely to be more at risk, or simply more likely

to use deadly force against a fleeing felon when the felony is a violent one

it seems worthwhile to examine whether the distinction between violent and

property arrests sheds any light on our deadly force questions.
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Table VII presents the major results of the analysis of the addition

to our basic model of the arrest rate for Violent Index Crimes. The term for

Violent Index arrest rate is reliable, the R2 for this model rises to .199,

and therefore Violent Index arrests may be aeaded to the basic model.

None of the interaction terms involving the Violent Index arrest rate

were themselves significant. One of them, however, did complicate our basic

model. Our race by time interaction term is not significant in models which

contain the interaction term for Violent Index arrest rate by time. This

Violent Index arrest rate by time interaction term itself is not significant in

models which contain the interaction term for race by time, however.

This leaves us in a bit of quandry. Technically, either interaction can

be included in the model if we ignore, or do not control, the other. If we

control for either, the other one fails to be reliable. The quandry is that the

model is improved by including one of these interactions, but not both, and the

analysis leaves the choice of which interaction term to include indeterminate.

What the data do tell us is that the decreasing difference between the

deadly force rate of blacks and whites has something to do with a decreasing

impact of Violent Index arrest rates upon the deadly force rate (t = - 2.96,

p < .004 in models ignoring the race by time interaction). These two effects

are correlated. Over time, the disparity between the black and white deadly

force rates is diminishing. Associated with this phenomenon, there is a de-

creasing impact of the violent arrest rate upon the deadly force rate for both

blacks and whites. There is no evidence that the decline in the relationship

between Violent Index arrest rate and deadly force is different for blacks and

whites - the triple interaction term has a t less than one, and its associated

probability level is .99.

We suspect that this weakening correlation between Violent Index arrests



TABLE VII

Impact of Addition of Violent Index Arrest Rate to Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population
Year Black White Difference

1970 1.97 .33 1.64
1979 .85 .35 .50

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance
1970 Adj. mean for whites .332 2.43 .015
Race (0-white,l-black) 1.640 7.11 .000

Time (years) .003 .10 .921
Race x Time -.127 -3.49 .001

Arrest Rate for Violent .00042 2.75 .006
Index Crimes

RZ for Model = .199 Deerees of Freedom = 4,877

F for Model = 54.Sl N = 882
Significance Level for this Model = • .000 Source: 1/2/82: 2, 4

1/7/82: 1A, 2
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and the deadly force rate is accounted for, in part, by some fairly substantial

revisions in policies and procedures in Some major department over the decade

of the seventies. New York and Detroit, for example, both show decreases in

the use of deadly force. If enough of these cities are high in Violent Index

arrests, then the decrease in deadly force rate over the decade would weaken

the relationship.

Throughout this analysis we sporadically encounter this problem of indeter-

minate choices between the race by time interaction and the interaction of some

other variable with time. We have adopted the model which includes the race by

time interaction because of its consistent appearance in our results. Parsimony

dictates using the same term throughout rather than introducing alternatives

which are specific to an analysis. The reader needs to be aware, however, that

this choice is based on parsimony, and not on an unabiguous statistical analysis.

In cases, such as this one, for which the statistical analysis tells us to choose

race by time or another interaction, but cannot tell us which one to choose, we

shall so inform the reader.

If we turn to examine the coefficients in this model which adds Violent

Index arrest rates to our basic model, some interesting observations can be made.

The coefficient for the race term is somewhat reduced from 1.994 in the basic

model is 1.640 in this expanded model. While it would be inappropriate to use

these figures as exact point estimates, this does indicate some reduction in

the impact of race when we introduce a term for Violent Index arrests. At the

same time, the race coefficient in the expanded model continues to be large

and highly statistically significant. The coefficient for the race by time

interaction is virtually indentical to that of the basic model (when we ignore

the Violent Index arrest by time interaction). The coefficient for whites in

1970 is lowered somewhat, about the same relative amount as the coefficient
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for the difference between blacks and whites.

In sum, then, the Violent Index arrest rate does contribute to our

understanding of deadly force variations. It also accounts for a small portion

of the difference in the rates of usage against whites and blacks, although

controlling for it leaves a much larger black/wite difference unexplained

race is still our single best predictor of deadly force variations. To the

extent that Violent Index arrests rate accounts for a portion of the black/white

difference, it does so because of the differing levels of Violent Index arrests

by race, rather than any difference by race in how they are related to deadly

force. Finally, the coefficient for white, 1970 and its associated tests tells

us that whites would experience a deadly force rate reliably different from zero

even if they experienced no Violent Index arrests.

Before we permanently add Violent Index arrests rates to our basic model,

we shall explore the addition of Property Index arrest rate to the basic model.

This is so that parallel information for both these categories of the Index is

available. Then we shall resolve issues about which variables or terms to add

to the basic model before leaving the topic of arrest rates.

Table VIII displays the results of the addition of the Property Index

arrest rate to our basic model, not the model including the Violent Index arrest

rate.

The addition of the Property Index arrests does not add any predictive

power to out basic model, nor does it alter the basic picture revealed in the

basic model as to the importance of race, time, and race by time. All of the

interaction tests involving the Property Index terms are not reliable (all t's

less than one), nor do they influence the reliability of race by time inter-

action.



TABLE VIII

Impact of Addition of Property Index Arrests to Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year Black White Difference

1970 2.41 .39 2.03
1979 1.33 .46 .87

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance

1970 Adj. mean for whites .387 2.72 .007

Race (0-white, 1-black) 2.026 8.84 .000

Time (years) .008 .31 .760

Race x Time -.129 -3.53 .000

Property Index Arrest -.000017 -.26 .796
Rate

RZ for Model = .192 Degrees of Freedom = 4,877

F for Model = 52.18 N = 882

Significance Level for this Mbdel = < .000 Source: 1/7/82: 1
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4. Arrest Rate for Component Crimes of Violent and Property Indexes

Before moving on to other variables we shall present more detailed anal-

ysis of these two components of Index arrests. As shall be seen, this further

analysis will reveal some interesting aspects of the behavior of arrest rates

with regard to deadly force.

Table IX displays the impact of adding the three component crimes of the

Property Index separately instead of summed into an index. Auto theft has

virtually no association whatsoever with deadly force rates, but both bur-

glary and larceny do influence the deadly force rate. What is perhaps most

intriguing is that they work in directly opposite fashions - the higher the

burglary rate, the higher the deadly force rate, but the higher the larceny

rate, the lower the deadly force rate.

The addition of these component arrest of the Property Index raises the

R2 to .201 from .192 for the basic model. They do not, however, have much

impact upon the race coefficient. They add to our understanding of deadly

force, but have little, if anything, to do with observed race differences in

deadly force usage.

The Property Index, then contains two useful predictors of deadly force

rates when added to the basic model, but since they operate in contradictory

fashions, the earlier summation of them into index variable masked their

effects.

Table X presents the results of adding the individual components of the

Violent Index arrest rate to the basic model. Again we see two components

of about equal strengths (although not reaching conventional standards of

reliability), but with opposite relationships to deadly force. Nbrder is

positively related to deadly force, and rape is negatively related to deadly

force. Robbery, however, is the sole reliable component of the Index, and it

is positively related to deadly force. Robbery, in view of the cancelling



Year

1970
1979

TABLE IX

The Impact of the Addition of Component Crimes of the
Property Index Arrest Rate to the Basic Mobdel

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Black White Difference

2.33 .38 1.95
1.45 .45 1.00

Variable

1970 mean for whites

Race (0-white, 1-black)

Time

Race x Time

Burglary

Larceny

Auto Theft

Coefficient

.382

1.953

.008

-.120

.000735

-.000343

-.000039

T-Statistic

2.687

8.485

.320

-3.240

2.593

-2.769

-. 090

Significance

.008

.000

.749

.002

.010

.006

.928

R2 for Model .201

F for Model = 36.73

Significance Level for this

Degrees of Freedom - 6,875

N = 882

Model = < .000 Source: 1/14/82: 1



TABLE X

The Impact of the Addition of the Component Crimes
of the Violent Index Arrest Rate to the Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year Black White Difference

1970 1.78 .33 1.45
1979 .91 .38 .53

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance

1970 mean for whites .329 2.343 .017

Race (0-white,l-black) 1.450 5.645 .000

Time .006 .236 .814

Race x Time -.103 -2.753 .000

Murder .005040 1.500 .134

Rape -.003628 -1.484 .139

Robbery .001027 2.577 .010

Aggravated Assault .000016 .045 .965

R' for Model = .205 Degrees of Freedom = 7,874

F for Mbdel = 32.27 N = 882

Significance Level for this Model = < .000 Source: 1/14/82: 1
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effect of murder and rape, and the trivial impact of gry.v,%.,Id as j-ilt,

probably drives the whole Violent Index effect we found earlier.

The addition of the arrest rates for component :rimes of the Violent

Index also influence the coefficient for whites - 1970 and the term for blacks

(race coefficent). Both of these coefficients show a decrease compared to

our basic model. The white - 1970 coefficient decreases .047, and the race

coefficient a more substantial .554. This indicates that the component arrest

rates of the Violent Index do contribute to our understanding of the black

white difference in deadly force usage. At the same time, we need to note

that the white-1970 coefficient is still reliably different from zero; that is,

if whites experienced no arrests for Violent Index crimes, they would still

experience a non-zero deadly force rate. The rate coefficient is still 1.45,

which indicates that if blacks experienced no arrests for Violent Index crimes,

they would still experience an estimated 1.45 more events of deadly force

(per 100,000 population) than the non-zero white experience.

Table XI presents the results of adding all seven component index crimes

to the basic model. We conducted this analysis because of the mixture of

positive and negative effects found within the Violent Index and the Property

Index.

This analysis suggests that robbery and larceny are the only two com-

ponent crimes of the Index whose arrest rates are associated with deadly force.

Note that burglary, which had been reliable when only the components of the

Property Index were entered, no longer is related to deadly force rate. This

reflects its high correlation with robbery (.74 for black arrests rates, .71

for white arrest rates). When robbery is entered into the model, knowing the

burglary rates provides no additional information. Robbery arrest rates, on the



TABLE XI

The Impact of the Addition of the Component Crimes of
the Total Index Arrest Rate to the Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year Black White Difference

1970 2.08 .45 1.63
1979 1.14 .51 .63

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance
1970 mean for whites .451 3.114 .002
Race (0-white,l-black) 1.634 6.142 .000
Time .007 .261 .794
Race x Time -.112 -2.953 .004 W
NFurder .004010 1.158 .247
Rape -. 002578 -1.031 .303
Robbery .001462 3.103 .002
Aggravated Assault .000122 .325 .746
Burglary .000180 .373 .710
Larceny -.000287 -2.248 .025
Auto -.000662 -1.423 .156

R
2 

for NIbdel = .213 Degrees of Freedom = 10.871
F for Model = 23.58 N = 882
Significance Level for this Nbdel .000 Source: 1/14/82
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other hand, continue to be associated with deadly force rates even when burglary

arrest rates are controlled, or their effect eliminated.

The white-1970 coefficient is marginally higher in this model than in

our basic model (.45 vs .38), while the race coefficient is 1.63, intermediate

between that coefficient in the basic model (1.99) and in the model in which

only the components of the Violent Index arrests are included (1.45). Even with

all seven component.arrest rates of the Index Arrest rate separately added, we

still find a non-zero white deadly force rate and a substantially higher black

deadly force rate if there were no arrests for any Index crimes. Clearly the

components of the Index are not adquate to fully explain deadly force rates,

nor the difference between the black and white rates. At the same time, two

component arrests, robbery and larcency do contribute to our understanding of

both of these issues. The race by time coefficient in the model (-.112) is

somewhat lower than it was in our basic model (-.129). It nevertheless reveals

a drop in the difference between the white and the black rates from 1.63 to

.63 from 1970 to 1979.

The last three models we have discussed are somewhat problematic. All

three of these component analyses (Index, Violence Index, and Property Index)

contain individual arrest terms which are not themselves reliably related to

deadly force. The inclusion of these kinds of terms can influence the exact

estimates of coefficients and hence need to be eliminated. They are necessary

intermediate steps in testing, but do not represent final models for adoption.

5. Arrest Rates for Robbery and Larceny

Tables XII and XIII present the individual analysis of the contribution

of robbery larceny, respectively, to out basic model of race, time, and the

race by time interaction.

Table XII reveals the by now familiar pattern. Zero robbery arrests



Year

1970
1979

TABLE XII

The Impact of the Addition of the Robbery
Arrest Rate to the Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force, Rate per 100,000 Population

Black White Difference

1.93 .34 1.59
.87 .38 .49

Variable

1970 mean for whites

Race (0-white,l-black)

Time (years)

Race x Time

Robbery Arrest Rate

Coefficient

.340

1.588

.005

-.122

.000934

T-Statistic

2.50

6.93

.19

-3.37

3.22

Significance

.013

.000

.849

.001

.001

R' for Model = .202

F for Model = 55.37

Significance Level for this Model = .000

Degrees of Freedom -4,877

N = 882

Source: 1/14/82: 1



TABLE XIII

The Impact of the Addition of the Larcency Arrest
Rate to the Basic Model

Year

1970
1979

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100.000 Population

Black White Difference

2.55 .42 2.13
1.50 .51 .99

Variable

1970 mean for whites

Race (0-white, 1-black)

Time

Race x Time

Larcency

Coefficient

.424

2.129

.010

-. 127

-. 000127

T-Statistic

3.01

9.72

.38

-3.49

-1.29

R2 for Mbdel = .194 Degrees of Freedom - 4,877

F for Model =52.68 N = 882

Significance Level for this Mbdel = < .000 Source: 1/16/82: 1

Significance

.003

.000

.701

.001

.198
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leaves a non-zero white deadly force rate, and a statistically significantly

higher black deadly force rate. The difference between the black and whites

rates declines from 1.59 to .49 from 1970 to 1979. Robbery arrests contri-
2bute to our understanding of deadly force (R - .202 vs .192 in basic model).

They explain part of the higher deadly force rate for blacks because of higher

black robbery arrest rates (1.59 vs 1.99 in basic model). The lack of inter-

actions (not displayed) suggest that robbery arrests rates do not have diff-

erent relationships to black and white deadly force rates. (Here again, as

we saw with the Violent Index arrests earlier, the race by rime and the time

by robbery arrests interaction are such that the choices are indeterminate as

to which one is included in the model, but one may by).

Table XIII shows that larceny arrests, considered without controlling

for other arrests, bear a non-reliable relationship to deadly force. Since

we have seen that larceny is reliably related when other arrest rates are

included in the model, its effect is suppressed by the uncontrolled variation'

in these other rates. This is not surprising, since robbery, for -example, is

positively related to deadly force, while larceny is negatively related.

Table XIV presents the analysis of the simultaneous effects of robbery

and larceny upon the deadly force rate. This model improves our overall under-

standing of deadly force (R2 = .210) compared to our basic model (RZ = .192)

2and compared to our earlier model of Violent Index arrests (R = .194). While

the R2 is slightly lower than the R2 of the model containing the seven individual
2components of the Index arrest rates (R . <.213), it attains this level with

five fewer predictor variables, and hence is much more parsimonious.

Perhaps the most noticiable aspect of this table is that one of the arrest

variables, robbery, behaves as one would expect, while the other, larceny, does

not. Robbery is a serious crime, involving violence, and is one in which the



TABLE XIV

The Impact of the Simultaneous Addition of Robbery
and Larceny Arrest Rates to the Basic Nbdel

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year Black White Difference

1970 2.19 .44 1.75
1979 1.24 .53 .71

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance

1970 mean for whites .445 3.18 .002

Race 1.7S3 7.46 .000

Time (years) .010 .39 .697

Race x Time -.116 -3.20 .001

Robbery Arrest Rate .00134 4.19 .000

Larceny Arrest Rate -.000319 -2.96 .003

R2 for Model = .210 Degrees of Freedom = 5,876

F for Model =46.44 N = 882

Significance Level for this Model = < .000 Source: 1/14/82: 1
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apprehension of the alleged offender, especially during or directly after

the commission of the crime, may involve some risk to the officer. As such,

it is an arrest situation which might well be productive of incidents of

deadly force. So the positive relationship between robbery arrest rate and

deadly force rates is not surprising, even though we recognize that many

incidents of deadly force arise from other precipitating events.

Larcency, while a serious crime, does not involve violence, nor is it

a crime for which the arrest situation is particularly dangerous. Yet it is

related to deadly force. The fact that its relationship is negative - higher

rates of larceny associated with lower rates of police use of deadly force -

only compounds the surprise.

It might be tempting to argue that the negative relationship between

larceny and deadly force reflects a reversal of the usual relationship we

have assumed to this point. One might argue, for example, that deadly force

drives the larceny rate, rather than the reverse. This argument would imply

that high deadly force rates keep larceny down and low deadly .force rates

allow larceny to flourish. However, tempting this might be to some crime

prevention theorists, it would be difficult to maintain this position without

similiarly arguing a causal reversal for robbery arrest rates. This would

leave us in the position of arguing that a higher rate of deadly force sup-

presses larceny, but promotes robberies.

We are at a loss to account for this negative relationship between

arrest rates for larceny and the deadly force rate. We can construct some

third factor arguments involving characteristics of police departments which

lead them to have high deadly force rates and low larceny arrest rates. There

may be characteristics of communities which produce this result. But we

frankly think these are too speculative to merit serious discussion without
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some empirical support. For the present, we shall simply accept th empirical

relationship; however puzzling it might be.

If we turn our attention to the differences in the black and white

deadly force rates, we again find that the black deadly force rate is sta-

tistically significantly higher than the non-zero white rate, taking the effects

of robbery and larceny arrests into account. The coefficient for the race

term here is 1.753, a bit lower than the 1.994 of our basic model. The reader

will recall that the race coefficient for the (non reliable) model with larceny

arrests only was 2.129, while for the (reliable) model with robbery arrests

only it was 1.588. This suggests that the decrease in the coefficient for the

two arrest models is primarily to robbery arrests; in fact larceny arrests

might increase the expected difference.

The interaction between race and time is again reliable, with a coefficient

of -. 116. This produces a predicted decrease in the difference between the

black and white deadly force rates from 1.75 to .71 over the decade of the

seventies.

The model containing both robbery and larceny arrests produced another

situation of indeterminate choice among interactions. The qradruple and triple

interactions for this model were not reliable, nor were any of the two way

interactions when all were entered. When the interactions of race and time

(t = -1.83, p <.07), robbery and time (t = -1.85, p (.07) and larceny by time

(t - 1.91, p <.06) were included in the model, but all other two-way inter-

actions excluded, a curious pattern emerged. The race by time interaction

continues to suggest a decrease over time in the difference between black

and white deadly force rates. The robbery by time interaction suggests a

weakening in the relationship between robbery and deadly force over time, as

we saw earlier. The larceny by time interaction, however, suggests an
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increasing relationship between larceny arrest rates and deadly force rates

as we move through the decade of the seventies.

These interactions, it must be stressed, do not survive all the appro-

priate controls, which is why the choice of which one to include in the model

is indeterminate. We could offer a model containing all three, but this would

horrendously complicate our subsequent analyses because of the multiplication

of tests it would require. Financial and time constraints did not allow the

division of the data set into two five year blocks and full replication of the

analysis on each block. We suspect, based upon the opposite effects of the

robbery by time and larceny by time interactions, that this might be a useful

inquiry. It might reveal some very real differences in the patterns of deadly

force rates and their relationship to other variables.

In line with our earlier discussion, we shall continue to present the

model containing the race by time interaction.

6. Arrest Rates for Violent and Property Crimes, Simultaneously Added

Table XV displays the results of adding both the Violent Index arrests

and Property Index arrests to our basic model. The results of this analysis

remarkably parallel the results of our just completed analysis of the effects

of robbery and larceny arrests. This is not surprising, since our earlier

detailed analysis suggested that robbery is the main force in the Violent

Index, and larceny plays the same role in the Property Index.

The coefficients shift a bit, but in general this analysis suggest that

the arrests for Violent Index and Property Index crimes add to the explanation

of deadly force. There is non-zero white deadly force rate and a signi-

ficantly higher black deadly force rate when there are zero arrests for Violent

and Property Index crimes. The difference between blacks and whites is quite

similiar to the difference in the model containing robbery and larceny arrests,



TABLE XV

The Impact of the Addition of Violent Index
and Property Index Arrests to the Basic model

Year

1970
1979

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per

Black White

2.22 .44
1.11 .48

Variable 0

1970 Adj. mean for whites

Race (0-white ,l-black)

Time (years)

Race x Time

Violent Index Arrest Rate

Peoperty Index Arrest Rate

R2 for mbdel = .205

F for mbdel = 4S.28

Significance Level for this

efficient

.439

1.783

.004

-. 128

.00074

-. 00022

T-Statistic

3.09

7.54

.17

-3.53

3.80

-2.63

Degrees of Freedom = 5,876

N = 882

model = < .000

100,000 Population

Difference

1.78
.63

Significance

.002

.000

.866

.000

.000

.009

Source: 1/12/82: 4
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and this difference similarly declines from 1970 to 1979. As with robbery

and larceny, this decline is somewhat blurred by the alternative possibil-

ities that the Violent Index's relationship to the deadly force rate

weakened over time, while the relationships of the Property Index to

deadly force strengthened over time.

Robbery arrests are highly correlated with the Violence Index. If

we examine the ten year average across cities, the correlation of the

robbery arrest rate with the Violence Index arrest rates is .91 for whites

and .92 for blacks. The same analysis yield a correlation of .95 for whites

and .93 for blacks between larceny arrests and Property Index arrests. Our

preference is to focus upon the specific crimes for which the rates of

arrest are associated with deadly force. We present the results of the

analysis using the Violent and Property Indices primarily to show the

parallelism. Readers who are more comfortable thinking of these results

in terms of the Violent and Property Indices are cautioned to keep in

mind the nonsignificant (and even opposite sign for burglary and rape)

relationships of the other component arrest of these Indices to deadly

force.

7. Sumnary of Arrest Rates

We began with a basic model predicting deadly force as a function of

race, year and the interaction between them. This model accounted for

19.2% of the variance in deadly force, indicating a substantially higher

(1.994 deaths per 100,000 population in 1970) death rate for blacks, but

with this difference declining a net of .122 a year to .84 by 1979.

We find that neither total arrest rate, nor its categorization into

Index and Other arrests contributed to our understanding of deadly force,

to the racial disparities in deadly force, nor to the decline in racial

disparities over time. The Violent Index does contribute to the explana-

35-408 0 - 84 - 17
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tion of deadly force, and accounts somewhat but by no means fully for the

racial disparities. There is at least a suggestion that the weakening corr-

elation between Violence Index arrest rates and deadly force rates is asso-

ciated with the declining racial difference over time. The Property Index

arrest rate, on the other hand, contributes nothing to out understanding of

deadly force rates.

Analysis of the components of these two Indicies shed further light on

deadly force rates. Among the crimes contained in the Violent Index, arrests

for robbery is the major actor. This accounts for the positive relationship

between the Violent Index and deadly force in spite of the negative relation-

ship between the Violent Index and deadly force in spite of the negative re-

lationship between one of its components (rape) and deadly force. The Pro-

perty Index, on closer examination, appears to have been self-suppressing,

because of the significant, but opposite signed relationship of two of its

components to deadly force burglary (positive) and larceny (negative). hen

all seven components of the Total Index are entered, robbery (positive) and

larceny (negative) emerge as the significant factors with regard to deadly

force.

Robbery arrests and larceny arrests contribute to understanding deadly

force (R2 increases to .210). They also account for some of the black-white

differences in deadly force rates (coefficient reduces from 1.99 to 1.75).

The decrease in the difference between the black and white deadly force rate

may be associated with the weakening relationship between robbery arrest and

deadly force rates over time, and the strengthening of the association between

larceny arrests rates and deadly force rates over time. There is a greater

discrepancy between black and white arrest rates for robbery than for larceny.

Finally, while models incorporating either the Violent Index and Property
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Index arrests or robbery arrests and larceny arrests produce very similar

results, we opt for the later model. This is because of the more precise

information it conveys and the likelihood that the former model will result

in erroneous understanding of the relationship of arrest rates for other

components of the Violent and Property Tndicies to deadly force.

D. Models Incorporating Reported Crime Rates

Two arguments have been made for the inclusion of reported crime

rates, as opposed to actual arrest rates, in the analysis of deadly force.

The first takes the form of the culture of violence argument, and holds

that police will reflect the level of violence of the community they serve.

A community which sanctions high levels of violence, as indicated by its

crime rate is likely to be treated with high levels of violence by the police.

The police reflect the level of violence of the community they serve.

The second argument suggests that high levels of community violence

require higher levels of violence on the part of the police in controlling

community violence. The first argument, then, stresses police violence as

reflecting the level of violence normative to the service community, while

the second suggests that police violence is a necessary response to the

level of violence in the service community.

We feel that the second arguanent is more appropriately tested with

arrest data; since these are better indicators of the frequency of police

contact with incidents with higher liklihood of violence. On the other hand,

if crime rates are related to deadly force, after arrest rates have operated,

this would seem to be persuasive evidence of the first argument.

We would add a third argument as to why crime rates might be related

to deadly force rates. We would argue that crime rates might operate through
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a more psychological mechanism. Cities, or community, characterized by high

crime rates are cities in which the police face a high level of job pressure,

regardless of the actual arrest rates. Moreover, these cities are ones in

which the police are likely to have higher levels of fear and apprehension

for their personal safety. High crime rates increase perceived pressure,

fear and apprehension. These psychological stresses in turn increase the

liklihood that an officer will resort to deadly force. If fear and appre-

hension are more often responses to black citizens, or if theyare perceived

to be less able to protect themselves from police violence, the racial diff-

erences in the impact of crime rates might well be observed.

It must be stressed that the simple explanation of whether crime rates

are related to deadly force will not allow the separation of which of these

explanations of that relationship are more or less accurate. All propose to

explain the relationship, and if the relationship exists, the reader will

be left with choosing among them based on their persuasiveness, rather than

by any emperical findings,

1. Models Adding Crime Rates to the Basic Model.

Table XVI presents the results of adding the reported rates of each of

the seven Index Crimes to the basic model (race and time effects). The R2

of this model is .207 higher than the .192 for the basic model. Of the seven

components of the Index, only the reported crime rate for burglary approaches

significance, and it just misses the conventional level of statistical signif-

icance ( t = 1.956, p< .051).

The coefficients for race, time and the race by time interaction are

little altered by the addition of the crime rate variables. The coefficient

for white, however is dramatically altered. The addition of the crime rate

variables yields a model which predicts a deadly force rate for whites which



TABLE XVI

Impact of Addition of Reported Rates of Seven
Index Crimes to Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate Per 100,000 Population
Year Black White Difference

1970 2.03 -. 01 2.041979 .82 .00 .82

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance
1970 mean for whites -.010 -.042 .963
Race (0--white, black) 2.037 10.993 .000
Time .001 .039 .969
Race x Time -.135 -3.86S .001
Homicide Rate .000820 .431 .667 tO
Rape Rate -.000609 -.191 .849
Robbery Rate -.000037 -.723 .471
Aggravated Assault Rate -.000042 -.236 .814
Burglary Rate .000199 1.956 .051
Larceny Rate -.000011 -.225 .822
Auto Theft Rate .000058 .570 .569

R2 for Model .207 Degrees of Freedom = 10,929
F for Model =24.22 N = 940
Significance Level for Model = < .000 Source 1/27/82: 4
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is not reliably different from zero, if all crime rates were zero.

Analyzing each of these crime rates, and the Property, Violence , and

Total Index added to the basic model one at a time does not alter this

picture. Only burglary (t - 2.637, p <.009) and the Property Index (t -

2.085, p <.038) are signigicant even without controlling for the effects

of other crime rates.

2. Crime Rates Added to Expanded Model

Table XVII displays the results of adding the burglary crime rate to our

expanded model of race, time, robbery arrests, and larceny arrests. The

burglary crime rate survives controls for the two arrest rates, and the R2

for the model is .218, compared to .210 for the expanded model without

burglary crime rate. This suggests that we need to add it to our model. It

does contribute to our explanation of deadly force, above and beyond that

portion accounted for by race, race by time, and the arrest rates for robbery

and larceny.

The addition of the burglary crime term to the expanded model alters

the value of some of the coefficients compared to the model without this term.

Both the coefficient for whites and the one for blacks change, and there is

some change in the coefficient for the larceny arrest term.

First, the coefficient for the burglary crime rate is itself reliable and

positive. That is, the higher the rate of reported burglaries in a city year,

the higher the deadly force rates. This is the case after controlling for

the robbery arrest rate which, we saw earlier, is highly correlated with the

burglary arrest rate. So simply knowing the reported burglary crime rate tells

us something about the deadly force rate even through we have controlled for

arrest rates which serve as an indicator of actual encounters.

Second, the model now predicts a deadly fact rate for whites which is not



TABLE XVII

Impact of Addition of Reported Burglary Crime Rate to
Expanded Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population
Year Black White Difference

1970 1.87 .02 1.8S1979 .82 .00 .82

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance
1970 mean for whites .024 .126 .900
Race (0--white, l=black) 1.853 7.855 .000
Time -. 003 -.1105 .912
Race x Time -. 115 -3.187 .002
Robbery Arrest Rate .001326 4.174 .000
Larceny Arrest Rate -. 000409 -3.684 .001
Burglary Crime Rate .000229 3.121 .002

R2 for bdel = .218 Degrees of Freedom - 6,875
F for Mdel = 40.71 N - 882
Significance Level for Model - < .000 Source: 1/27/82: 4
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reliably different from zero when the two arrest rates and the burglary crime

rate are set at zero. The coefficient for blacks increases marginally, from

1.75 to 1.85. This term, indicates the difference between the white and

black predicted rate. Since the white coefficient in this model is .024,

as compared to .445 in the expanded model without reported burglaries, however,

the predicted level of the black deadly force rate in 1970 drops from 2.19

to 1.87.

Third, the coefficient for the larcency arrest rate term is larger than

in the expanded model without the reported burglary crime rate (-.000409 vs.

-. 000319). The control for burglary crime rate, then strengthens the negative

relationship between the larceny arrest rate and the deadly force rate.

The introduction of the burglary term has little impact upon the time,

race by time, or robbery arrest rate terms. The model still indicates that

the deadly force rate for blacks declines over the decade, and more strongly

than the rate for whites. The robbery arrest rate continues to have a strong,

positive impact upon the deadly force rate.

3. A Mbdel Incorporating Interaction lIetween Crime Rate and Race.

Table XVIII presents the analysis of the expanded model with the inter-

action of the burglary crime rate and race included. That is, this model

separates the effects of the burglary crime rate upon the white deadly force rate

from its effect upon the black deadly force rate. While the interaction term

does not quite attain the conventional level of reliability (t = 1.779, F <.076),

it is close enough in our judgement to merit discussion.

The coefficients for the burglary term (i.e. its impact upon the white

deadly force rate) and for the burglary rate by race interaction term (i.e. the

difference in its impact upon black versus white deadly force rates) reveal

an interesting possibility. The data suggest that there may be a difference



TABLE XVIII

Impact of Addition of Burglary Crime Rate and Its Interaction
with Race to Expanded Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year

1970
1979

Black

1.66
.48

Variable

1970 mean for whites

Race (0-white, 1-black)
Time
Race x Time
Robbery

Larceny

Burglary Crime Rate
Burglary Crime
Rate x Race

White

.27

.225

Coefficient

.274

1.387

.005

-.131

.001310

-.000436

.000109

.000253

T-Statistic
1.148

3.937
.206

-3.525
4.126

-3.899

1.090

1.779

Difference

1.39
.256

Significance

.252

.00i

.838

.001

.001

.001

.276

.076

R2 for bdel .221 Degrees of Freedom = 7,874
F for bdel= 35.44 N = .887
Significance Level for Model = <.000 Source: 6/28/82: 1

bo
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in the impact of burglary crime rate upon the deadly force rates for whites

and blacks. While technically these tests tell us that the impact of

burglary rate upon the white deadly force rate is itself reliable (t = 1.090,

p < .276), the difference of the impact for blacks from the impact for whites

is quite close to reliability. This suggests that blacks may pay a penalty

for reported burglaries in the form of a higher deadly force rate, but there

is no suggestion that whites pay such a penalty. When we ignore race, as in

Table XVII, we see that there is a relationship between deadly force and

reported burglaries. At the very least, if there is a race difference, it is

because blacks pay a penalty whites do not.

If we trust this model as acceptable, there are some interesting obser-

vations to make. First, this model has the smallest race term (i.e. difference

between white and black rates in 1970) we have seen - 1.387. Secondly, the

predicted difference for 1979 is also the smallest produced by any of these

models - 0.256. This is because the race by burglary term is accounting

for or explaining some of the racial difference in deadly force rates.

Recall that our race term describes the difference between black and

white deadly force rates when all other components of the model have been

controlled or eliminated. It turns out that if we allow the burglary crime

rate to operate separately on black and white deadly force rates, we find

that its impact is much larger on the black deadly force rate. The burglary

crime rate by race term, which describes its impact upon black deadly force,

has a coefficient about two and one-half times that of the burglary crime

rate coefficient, which describes its impact on the white deadly force rate

( .000253 vs. .000109). Setting the burglary crime rate at zero, then,

lowers the race coefficient (the difference between black and white rates)

more than it lowers the white rate itself.
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In this sense, then, the difference in the effect of burglary crime

rate upon the black and the white deadly force rate explains or accounts for

some of the originally observed differences between these rates. If we adopt

this model then we can account for some of the racial differences in deadly

force incidence through the difference in the effect of the burglary crime

rate upon the two rates. Blacks pay a higher penalty (in terms of deadly

force rates) for increases in the rate of reported burglaries than do whites.

Why this should be,is a difficult question to answer. Some people view

burglary as a violent crime, and for those observers any of the three pro-

posed explanations may be persuasive. If we view burglary as a property

offense, without a significant violent dimension, then probably the third

explanation a variety of stresses upon the police, and fear and apprehension

attached more strongly to blacks involved in incidents than to whites - is

probably more persuasive.

We find this nearly significant interaction of race and the reported

burglary crime rate intriguing, and its potential for accounting for some of

our initially observed racial differences promising. Nevertheless, we must

recognize that this model fails to meet conventional levels of significance.

Consequently, we will tentatively adopt the model in Table XVII, which enters

the reported burglary crime rate without the interaction term. Unfortunately

time and resources do not allow us to perform all subsequent analyses on

both the models in Table XVII and the one in Table XVIII, which incorporates

the interaction term.

4. Sumary of reported crime rates

Examination of the separated crime rates for the seven Index crimes

(by which data were available) indicates that the reported crime rate for

burglary has the moshlearly reliable effect. Addition of this term to an
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expanded model reliably increases the variance explained.

The interaction of reported crime rate and race suggests that blacks
may pay a higher penalty from white for increases in the burglary crime
rate. This result, however, falls just short of conventional standards
of reliability, and so we shall pursue an expanded model which adds the
burglary crime rate, but not its interaction with race, to our model of

race, time, race by time, robbery arrests, and larceny arrests.

E. An Examination of Clearance Rates

We have found that the arrest rate for robbery is positively associated
with the deadly force rate in our sample of 54 cities over the decade of

the seventies. We have also found that larceny arrest rates are negatively
associated with deadly force rates, and that the reported burglary crime

rate is positively related to deadly force.

Earlier, we accepted the standard interpretation of the relationship

between robbery arrest rates and deadly force rates. This interpretation
treats an arrest for robbery as a situation of elevated risk of a deadly
force encounter because suspects involved in such situations are more
likely to be armed and dangerous. The negative relationship of arrests
for larceny and the deadly force rate clearly does not admit of this

interpretation and we tentatively treated it as an empirical finding with

no ready explanation. The positive relationship between the burglary

crime rate and the deadly force rate allows three possible interpretat-

ions: first, the police replicate the normative level of violence

characteristic of the service community; second, the police must neces-
sarily escalate the violence of their response to control a more violent
service community; a third the police experience high levels of
stress in communities with high crime rates, and stressed police officers

more often and more rapidly resort to force, including deadly force.

At this point we would introduce the argument that the level of
stress experienced by police officers, either generally or situationally
is likely to be related to the type of crime in question. Thus robberies

may be situationally stressful, and high nunbers of reported buglaries

generally stressful. Larcenies, on the other hand, may not be

particularly stressful in either case. We should note that ultimately
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the general stress associated with a crime is probably a reflection
of the concern and outrage it elicits from the community, whether
directly or indirectly through the mass media.

This argument suggest that general stress might well be better
indicated by the clearance rate for reported crime, rather than the
crime rate itself, or by the arrest rate for a particular crime.
Given a particular level of reported crime, the arrest rate per reported
crime may tell us something about the general hue and cry the community
directs at the police department and hence something about the general
stress experienced by the police. Hence, we would expect clearance
rates to be negatively related to deadly force rates.

1. Models Adding Clearance Rates to the Basic Nbdel and Expanded
Models

Table XIX displays the results of adding the clearance rates for the
seven index crimes to our basic model. The clearance rate is defined by
the number of reported arrests for crime, divided by the number of reported
instances of that crime.

At the broadest level, we note that none of these clearance rates
obtain conventional levels of significance. Moreover, of the four we
might most expect to elicit community concern, and hence be sources of
stress, two (homicide and robbery) are positively while two (rape and
burglary) are negatively related to deadly force. All four yield values
of t less than one.

Clearance rates for auto theft and for larceny are both in the pre-
dicted direction, and come closest to attaining conventional significance.
This f small comfort for our stress hypothesis, however, since these are
the two of the seven index crime whose clearance rates might be expected
to bear the weakest relationships to conymmity reaction, and hence to
police stress.

When we add these clearance rates to our expanded model, either as a
group or in subsets, there are no effects which approach significance. We
present the effects of clearance rates added to the basic model in
Table XIX simply for informational purposes.

2. Models Incorporating Interaction Between Clearance Rates and Race

Table XX presents the final results of a series of analyses examining



TABLE XIX

Impact of the Addition of Clearance Rate for Seven Index Crimes to the Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per
Black WhiteYear

1970
1979

2.00
1.52

Variable

1970 mean for whites
Race (0=white, l.black)
Time

Race x Time
Clearance Rate - Homici
Clearance Rate - Rape
Clearance Rate - Robber
Clearance Rate - Aggrar.

Clearance Rate
Clearance Rate
Clearance Rate

Assault
Burglary
Larceny
Auto Theft

.56
.68

Coefficient

.563
2.002

.013
-. 129

.082968
-. 023226

.17649

.26020
-. 63904

-1.3649
-14.168

100,000 Population

Difference

2.00
.84

T-Statistic

2.106
10.363

.485

-3.537
.385

-. 076
.365

1.006
-.593

-1.405
-1.749

R2 for Model= .199
F for Model = 21.49
Significance Level for Model = < .000

Degrees of Freedom = 10,865
N = 876

Source: 2/2/82: 1

Significance

.036

.000

.628

.001

.701

.940

.716

.315

.554

.161

.081

de

Y
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the effects of different models allowing for interaction between clear-
ance rate and race. The results of these analyses were quite consistent
in identifying the interaction of the larceny clearance rate and race
as the only significant predictor of deadly force when added to the basic
model. However, when the interaction of race and the larceny clearance
rate is added to the expanded model, it just falls short of conventional
significance levels (t - 1.862, p <.07, Table XX)

Since the interaction of race and the larceny clearance rate may
shed some light on the possible racial dynamics of deadly force, it merits
discussion even though we shall not add it to our expanded model. The
situation with this interaction is the same as we previously encountered
with the interaction of the burglary crime rate and race. The effect
just misses the .05 level of significance, and thus conservatively we
exclude it from our model. At the same time, it might contribute to our
understanding of racial difference in deadly force experience. Consequently,
we do not want to apply too rigidly a somewhat arbitrary statistical

standard, and ignore the possible explanatory utility of the interaction.
The effect of the larceny clearance rate upon deadly force for whites

is positive, but not reliable (t less than one). The effect for blacks,
on the other hand, is nearly reliable, and moreover is negative. That is
the higher the larceny clearance rate, the lower the deadly force rate for

blacks. Alternatively, the lower the larceny clearance rate, the higher
the deadly force rate for blacks.

The coefficient for the model presented in Table XX illustrate the
impact of the interaction of larceny crime rate and race. Recall that the
predicted rates displayed in the top portion of the table present the effects
of race and year with all other variables in the model (robbery arrests,

larceny arrests, burglary crimes, and the two components of the larceny
clearance rate) set at zero. If we compare these predicted rates with those
displayed in Table XVII, we see that the effect of adding the interaction
of race and larceny clearance rates is an increase in the predicted rates
for blacks, and a decrease in the predicted rates of whites. This results
in an increase in the difference between the rates for blacks and whites.
This is true even if we treat the empirically impossible, but statistically
predicted, negative rates for whites as zero.



TABLE XX

The Impact of the Addition of the Larceny Clearance Rate and its Interaction with Race to
the Expanded Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year Black White Difference

1970 2.24 -.24 2.48

1979 1.16 -.27 1.43

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance

1970 mean for whites -.237 -. 736 .462
Race (white = 0, black = 1) 2.474 6.119 .000
Time -.003 -.104 .917
Race x Time -.117 -3.240 .002
Robbery Arrest Rate .001292 4.015 .001
Larceny Arrest Rate -.000381 -3.258 .002
Burglary Crime Rate .000232 2.980 .003
Larceny Clearance Rate 1.245 .995 .320
Larceny Clearance Rate x Race -3.266 -1.862 .063

R2 for Model = .222
F for Model - 31.01

Significance Level for Model = < .000 N = 876
Degrees of Freedom - 8,867 Source: 6/28/82: 2
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This increase in the difference between blacks and whites occurs
because we set the larceny clearance rate at zero. Since the white rate
is positively, though weakly and unreliably, related to the larceny

clearance rate, it is predicted to be lower than we observed it to be in
Table XVII. For blacks, on the other hand, the stronger and nearly
reliable effect of the larceny clearance rate is negative. Therefore,
when we set the larceny clearance rate at zero for blacks, we see an

increase in the predicted deadly force rate compared to the model in
Table XVII, which does not include these terms.

It is wrth commenting that the values of coefficients other then
the race coefficients are little effecced by the inclusion of the larceny
clearance and race interaction. Our understanding of the impact of time,
the interaction of race and time, arrest rates for robbery and larceny

and the burglary crime rate upon deadly force are little influenced by
the addition of the interaction of the larceny clearance rate and race

to our model. The shifts in these coefficients may safely by described
as trivial.

The reader must be careful not to infer that we have detracted from
our understanding of racial differences in deadly force because the

difference in the coefficients for whites and blacks have increased. In

earlier discussions, our use of smaller differences in these coefficients
as indicative of increased understanding, was predicated upon the terms

having the sae relationship to deadly force for blacks and whites. Here,

the fact that the larceny clearance rate is positively related

for blacks forces these coefficients in opposite directions, and hence

produced a larger difference, even though our understanding of the racial
difference in deadly force is enhanced.

We earlier saw that blacks possibly pay a higher penalty in deadly
force rates than do whites when the rates of reported burglaries rises.

Here we see that blacks possibly pay a higher penalty in deadly force

rates than do whites when the larceny clearance rate is low. Coversely,

blacks might benefit more, -in terms of deadly force, than whites if the
burglary crime rate drops and the larceny clearance rate increases. Since

35-408 0 - 84 - 18
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blacks in either case still experience higher levels of deadly force

than whites do, our emphasis would be on first way of describing these

results.

3. Summary of Clearance Rates

Wnen we ignore interaction of clearance rates with race, clearance

rates for larceny and auto theft are most likely to be associated with

deadly force rates, although both fail to add reliably to the explanatory

power of either our basic or expanded model. When interaction with race

are considered, the interaction of the larceny clearance rate with race

adds reliably to our basic model, but just fails to add significantly to

our expanded model. This nearly reliable interaction suggests that

larceny clearance rates are positively and weakly related to deadly force

for -whites, and negatively more strongly related to deadly force for blacks

Our interest in clearance rates is rooted in their utility as stress

indicators. Even if we ignore the general failure of these rates to

predict deadly force, the pattern of relationships between the clearance

rates and deadly force is somewhat counter intuitive to our expectation

under a stress hypothesis. The interaction of the larceny clearance with

race however, suggest that the larceny clearance rate is negatively related

to deadly force for blacks.' While this is the expected direction, the fact

that it is the larceny clearance rate, rather than the robbery or burglary

clearance rate, which is related to deadly force leaves open the questions

of whether it really represents support for the stress hypothesis.

F. Models Incorporating Data on Police Experience

Virtually any hypothesis suggesting that the police respond to stress,

apprehension, or concern for their own safety would lead us to expect that

the level of assaults experienced by the police might, relate to levels of

deadly force usage. Hypotheses which suggest that the police model the

behavior of the service community, or must adjust the violence of their own

behavior to match that of the service community would also lead us to expect

that violence directed at the police would lead to violence by the police.

Moreover, in this case it has been argued that the reverse causal direction

may play a role. That is, the level of police violence elicits violence
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from the service community. All these arguments suggest that there is

a positive relationship between the violence experienced by the police

and the violence of their own actions and/or responses.
We also examine here the influence of size of police force relative

to population. We do this to examine the possibility that relative

availability of potential users of deadly force is itself related to

deadly force. Our expectation here is not strong, simply because we have

no way to control for organizational characteristics, such as command/
patrol ratios, or deployment policies, which we suspect are more important
in examining this relationship than the simple rates of police to population.

1. Addition of Police Experience to Basic Model

The addition of officer experience variable to the basic model adds

notning to our understanding of deadly force. The R2 for this model is

.194, compared to .192 for the basic model without police experience
variables (Table XXI). For that matter there is little if any change in

the coefficients for the white, black, time or black time terms compared

to the basic model. The predicted 1970 mean for whites is no longer

reliably different from zero, which reflects the larger standard error of

the estimate more from the actual change in the coefficient (drops from

.376 to .310 with addition of police experience variables).

2. Addition of Police Experience Variable to Expanded Model
Addition of all police experience variables to the expanded model does

not increase the variance explained. However, when we selectively drop

out police experience variables, we do find that the officer death rates,

added to the basic model approaches significance as long as other police

experience variables are not controlled, this result is displayed in

Table XXII.
Here again we face the quandry of a nearly reliable finding of some

interest. As before, we shall discuss the observed effect, but not add it

to our expanded model.

The addition of the nearly reliable term for officer death rate has

virtually no impact at all upon the coefficients in our expanded model

(Table XXII), nor upon our predicted black and white deadly force rates for

1970 and 1979. To the extent that it relates to deadly force, it does not
alter our earlier results. The effect as expected under any argument is



TABLE XXI

Impact of the Addition of Officer Experience Rates to the Basic Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population

Year

1970
1979

Black

2.31

1.13

White

.31

.33

Difference

2.00
.80

Variable

1970 mean for whites
Race (0 = white, 1 - black)

Time

Race x Time
Sworn Officers (per 100,000 pop.)
Officers Killed
Officer Assaulted and injured
Officers Assaulted, not injured

R2 for Model - .194

F for Model = 27.411

Significance Level of Model = < .000

Coefficient

.310

2.000

.002

-.133

.000348

.008228

-.000673

.000456

T-Statistic

1.393

9.613

.057

-3.498

.677

.306

-.757

1.175

Significance

.164

.000

.955

.001

.499

.760

.449

.241

Degrees of Freedom = 7,748
N = 806

Source: 1/27/82: 4

!1



TABLE XXII

Impact of Addition of Officer Death Rate to Expanded Model

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Population
Year Black White Difference

1970 1.85 -. 01 1.86
1979 .79 -. 04 .83

Variable Coefficient T-Statistic Significance
1970 mean for whites -. 008 -. 041 .968
Race (0 - white, 1 -black) 1.858 7.851 .000
Time -. 004 -. 1448 .885
Race x Time -. 114 -3.169 .002
Robbery Arrest Rate .001344 4.227 .000
Larceny Arrest Rate -. 000421 3.286 .001
Burglary Crime Rate .000234 3.188 .002
Officer Death Rate .68970 1./74 .077

R2 for Model - .220

F for Model = 35.235 Degrees of Freedom = 1,872
Significance Level for Model - <.000 N = 880

Source: 1/27/82: 3
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positive: the higher the rate of police deaths, the higher the rate

of deadly force usage.

3. Models Incorporating Interaction Between Police Experience and
Race

When we turn to examine interaction effects, we find no interaction
between race and these police experience variables. This is the case
whether entered multiply or singularly, to the basic or to the
expanded model. So knowing the police experience for our cities during
the decade of the seventies does not help up understand differences in
racial experience of deadly force, while earlier evidence suggested that
blacks might pay a higher penalty in terms of deadly force for reported
burglaries or a low larceny clearance rate, there is no evidence that such
a differential exists for police ratio, assaults upon police whether

involving injury or not, or for police line-of-duty deaths.

4. Summary of Police Experience
Knowledge of the ratio of police to community size, the assault rate

upon police, or the line-of-duty death rate of officers does not help us
understand either the overall level of deadly force usage nor the different-
ials in deadly force experience between blacks arid whites. This is somewhat
surprising in view of the multiplicity of reason for expecting at least
the first relationship to exist.

The officer death rate, it should be emphasized, just misses convent-
ional levels of statistical significance, and is in the expected direction.
Unfortunately, our data does not really allow sorting out the reasons for
this relationship, even were we to treat it as a reliable result.

G. Summary of Traditional Predictors

We have now presented the results of analysis of arrest rates, reported
crime rates, clearance rates, and officer experience for our 54 cities over
the decade of the seventies. A number of results of this analysis bear
upon our understanding of deadly force.

Our expanded model incorporates, in addition to the race and time
effects of our basic model, terms for the robbery arrest rate positive,
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the larceny arrest rate (negative) and the burglary reported crime

rate positive. The R2 for this model is .218, compared to an R2 of
.192 for basic model.

At this point our model predicts a zero deadly force rate for
whites when these factors are held at zero, but a substantial non

zero rate for blacks. At the same time, these terms do not alter

our expectation under the basic model that black, white differences
in deadly force experience lessened over the decade of the seventies.

None of these terms interact with race, and therefore there is no

suggestion that they differentially explain the experiences of blacks

and whites. So while they contribute to our overall understanding of
deadly force, they have little impact in explaining or helping us

understand racial difference in deadly force.

A fourth factor-- the line-of-duty death rate of police officers

-- just misses conventional reliability levels. This factor may contri-
bute to our understanding of deadly force rates, but it offers no insight
into racial disparities.

Two other factors--the interaction of race with reported burglaries

and also with the clearance rate for larcenies--falls just short of

statistical significance at conventional levels. The interaction of
race and reported burglaries suggests that blacks may pay a higher

penalty in terms of deadly force for reported burglaries than do whites.

Consequently, a decrease in reported burglaries decreases the predicted
racial difference in deadly force. So, too, the interaction of race
with the larceny clearance rate suggests blacks may pay a deadly force

penalty while whites do not for low clearance rate for larcenies.
Consequently, increases in larceny clearance rates decreases the predicted
racial differences.

In sum, then, the traditional predictors of deadly force yield much
more specific and less frequent relationships to deadly force rates than

expected. Not all arrests, not even all arrests for either Index or
Violerrt crimes, predict deadly force. Mborever, one of the two arrest
variables which does predict deadly force is negatively related to it.
Further, the reported level of crime adds to our prediction of deadly
force, even though the actual rate of arrest for the crime does not.
These factors have little utility for helping us to understand racial
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differences in deadly force, although they do help us somewhat in under
standing the overall deadly force rate for both blacks and whites. An
alternative construction and examination of these factors is presented
in Appendix III for the interested reader.

The two nearly reliable interactions suggest blacks pay a penalty
in terms of deadly force rates for both reported burglaries and larceny.
clearance rates, over and above any part of the differential arrest
for by other terms in the model. M4ost importantly, differential arrest
rates bear little relationship to racial differentials in deadly force

experience.

H. Non-Traditional Predictors of Deadly Force

1. Introduction

The particular thrust of work by the National Urban League, Inc. on
the issue of deadly force is the exploration of why there is such a
large difference in the rates of deadly force experienced by black and
white citizens. The first part of our analysis, the examination of
what we have called traditional predictors, has shown that these tradit-

ional predictors do little to explain racial difference in rates of
deadly force. Their role in predicting deadly force in general is also

weaker than previous analyses have suggested or assumed.
This leave an obvious question--if differences in involvement in

crime or in particular crimes, and the resultant arrest encounters do
not explain racial differences, what does? We have argued that blacks
are more likely to die from police use of deadly force for a variety of

reasons. A police officer is more likely to be apprehensive in an arrest
encounter with a black, and more likely to fear that the black citizen is
armed and dangerous. The community characteristics of areas of our cities
which are predominately black are likely to reinforce these feelings, as
well as providing continuing sources of pressure and strain upon the
officers. We have further argued that these feelings are less likely to
exist, or at least less likely to convert to action, in cities in which
blacks more fully participate in the general life and activities of the
community. Whether this results from less prejudiced attitudes on the
part of officers, less actual threat to officers, or simply because blacks
in such communities have the influence to lessen the frequency with which
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such feeling are converted to action is debatable. Moreover, it
probably varies from one community to the next, and may well reflect
the length of time blacks have had access to such political, economic,
and social participation.

We turn now to examining these hypotheses, again cautioning the
reader that some of the data utilized here reflect scattered years,
exhibit high rates of missing data, and are occasionally perceptual in
nature.

2. The Influence of Political Participation
We have four measures of the political participation of blacks

in the community. The first is whether the mayor of a city was black
or white in a given year. The second is the rate of election of black
judicial officials, and the third, the rate of election of black city
council members. The fourth is a perceptual measure--the rating of the
political participation of blacks in the city, on a scale from one to
seven, anchored by "poor" and "excellent". These perceptions were
collected from the local directors of Urban League affiliates in early
1982. Thus they are some what removed from the relevant time period,
in that they are anchored in a specific time, rather than spanning the
years.

Our expectation is that political participation or influence in
the city, either generally or in the area of law enforcement, will
lessen the rate of police use of deadly force against blacks, and thus
reduce racial disparities in its incidence.

None of these four predictors reveal a reliable relationship to
total deadly force rates, nor do they exhibit an interaction with the
black and white deadly force rates. The perceptual measure and the
rate of black participation in the judiciary display positive, but
highly unreliable, associations to both the overall level of deadly
force and the black rate of deadly force. The election of a black
mayor and the rate of black participation show negative, but again
quite unreliable relationships to both total and black deadly force
rates.

The closest any of these variable came to significance is the
election of a black mayor, which shows a very weak negative relationship
with total deadly force (t- -1.351, p < .179), when both it and the rate
of black judiciary are added to the expanded model. These results are
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not presented because they are weak, and moreover, the number of city-
years available for the black judiciary rate numbers but 170.

The reader may rest assured that we examined these data in every-
imaginable way. We compared the perceptual measure to the 10 year
average for deadly force, the two five year averages, and to each year
separately. We formed numerous subsets of the data for every control
we could reasonably expect to mask a t sic relationship. In sum, as
best we can judge, black political participation, as far as it is
revealed in these measures, has no discernible impact upon deadly force
rates or the differences between them. We recognize the limits of these
measures- -either because of their nature of because of the high rate of
missing data they imposed upon analysis--and hence are not ready to
recommend abandonment of this line of inquiry.

At the same time, we stress that the addition of these variables,
either singularly or in differing combinations, does not alter the basic
relationships displayed in the expanded model (Table XVII). They did not
clarify our understanding of deadly force, but neither did they obscure
nor alter an understanding of the relationship of traditional predictors

to deadly force.

3. The Influence of Economic Participation

The failure of our survey to produce adequate data for analysis was
perhaps most detrimental to our analyses in the area of economic particip-
ation. This left us with three measures of economic participation- -the
unemployment rate, the perceptual rating of black economic participation

by our affiliate directors, and the rate of black-owned business for one
year.

The unemployment rate simply washed out. It shows no reliable
relationship to total or race-differentiated deadly force rates, whether
added to the basic or expanded models. Nor does it show any evidence of
interaction with race. Our unemployment data covered only a subset of
years and cities, so the available number of cases fell to 530.

The perceptual niasure of black economic participation shows a weak
but unreliable tendency to interact with race in influencing deadly force
when added to our basic model. The t value for the interaction with race
t = 1.537 (p < .13). However, this effect is clearly not needed when added
to the expanded model. Moreover, since it is a perceptual measure, it
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is unclear whether black economic participation, as perceived, influences
deadly force, or if deadly force influences the perception of economic

participation.
Our resources for analysis unfortunately were exhausted before we

could complete analysis of the data on black owned business.
We would recommend against abandonment of this line of research at

this point. Our data and measures in this area were notably weak, and
to interpret then as indicating no effects of economic participation
would be hasty in our view.

4. The influence of Social Paricipation
The perceptual rating of social participation by our affiliate

Directors is the only measure of social, or more broadly, institutional

participation available to us. Measures of participation in areas such

as housing, education, and so forth, were unavailable, either because

of insufficient data on our questionnaire, or because of insufficient
resources for thorough analysis.

The rating of social participation shows the expected negative
relationship, to deadly force when added to our expanded model, but it
is not reliable (t = -1.369, p < .172). So, too, the interaction with

race suggests a stronger negative impact for blacks, but fails to approach

significance.
S. Summary of Nontraditional Predictors

Our analysis of nontraditional predictors neither adds to nor alters
the results of our expanded model displayed in Table XVII. At the same

time, the weaknesses of the data, their incomplete analysis, and the

pattern of the nonreliable results suggest that this topic merits further
inquiring.
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I. Overall Summary of Results
Our final model for explaining deadly force rates, includes a

term for race, time, the interaction of race and time, the arrest rate
for larceny, the arrest rate for robbery, and the rate of reported
burglaries. Terms which approached statistical significance, but failed
to attain it, included the interaction of race with reported burglaries
and with larceny clearance rates, and the officer death rate.

These results were evaluated with the time term allowed to assume
a non-linear form, with cities entered as individual factors, and with

the elimination of possible outliers which might distort the overall

relationships. Cities were also entered so as to allow for examination
of regional influence upon these results. The results are quite robust,
and are not substantively altered by any of these operations.

In terms of substantive significance, the discovery that only two
arrest rates are related to deadly force, and that one arrest rate

(robbery) is positively,and one (larceny), negatively related to deadly
force is quite important. So, too, the "negative" result that differences
in arrest rates for blacks and whites bear little relationship to
differences in deadly force rates is important in view of the assumptions

prevalent in the extent literature.

The result that a level of reported crime, for burglary, is related
to deadly force, even when controlling for arrest encounters, is note-
worthy. It does suggest that police may react to more than merely the
circumstances of the moment in exercising deadly force.

Perhaps most importantly, we have found that there is an enduring
racial difference in deadly force rates, that this difference appears to
have lessened, although by no means disappeared, over the decade of the
seventies, and that it is not accounted for by either the traditional or
non-traditional factors we examined.

The two nearly reliable interactions suggest that blacks may pay a
higher penalty in terms of deadly force than do whites for reported
burglaries and for the larceny clearance rate. These variables suggest
that perhaps the behavior of the police officer is more at issue than
most recent reviews of deadly force suggest is the case. So, too the
results of our examination of larceny and robbery arrests in contributor-
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ial fashion (see Appendix III), suggest that blacks pay a higher deadly
force penalty than do whites for the same behavior.

The relationship of officer death rate to deadly force is not
surprising. But it raises again the issues of which comes first; are
police officers more likely to be killed in cities with high deadly

force rates, or are they more likely to kill in cities in which they
are more likely to be killed themselves?

The failure of oar non-traditional predictors to show a relation-
ship to deadly force is disappointing. We would stress again, however,
the relatively weak measures and large amounts of missing data associated

with these analyses.
In sum, our analyses identify two arrest rates which are indeed

related to deadly force, although in opposite directions. These offer

no evidence that they account for racial differences in deadly force,
however. We identified one crime rate, which independently of its
associated arrest rate, also predicts deadly force rates, though not
racial differences therein. Overall, we attain a fair level of predict-
ion with these three terms, added to the race and race by time interaction.
We made little headway, however, in accounting for the observed racial
differences in deadly force rates.
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Oapter V

FIN)INGS AND RECOUMAMNATIONS

In the previous chapter we presented the results of the analysis
of arrest rates, reported crime rates, clearance rates and officer

experience for our 54 cities over the decade of the seventies.
The following is a list of the findings and recommendations.

FINDINGS

1. There is a significant differences between black and white
deadly force rates, and the difference has decreased from 1970 to 1979.

The decline in the black, white difference is produced by the decrease

over time in the rate of deadly force usage against blacks, rather than
an increased usage against whites.

2. The total arrest rate does not predict the deadly force rates,

nor does it alter the impact of race and the race by time interaction

upon these rates, nor help to explain them. In other words total arrest
rates do not seem related to deadly force rates for either black or white
citizens nor do they explain the race difference.

3. The Index crime arrest rates for blacks and whites are not

predictive of deadly force rates, nor does it help to explain the difference
in the rates of deadly force between blacks and whites. It also does not
help to explain the declining difference over time.

Although we never expected difference in any kind of arrest rate to
account for more than a small portion of the difference between black and
white deadly force rates, we are surprised that the Index arrest rate so

totally fails to shed any light on this question.

4. The Violent Index arrest rate does contribute to our understanding

of deadly force variations. It also accounts for a small portion of the
difference in the rate of usage against whites and blacks, although

controlling for it leaves a much larger black/white difference unexplained
and race is still our single best predictor of deadly force variations.

S. The Property Index arrest rate is not predictive of deadly force

rates, nor does it alter the importance of race, time and races by time.
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6. Within the Violent Index arrest rates robbery is the component

that accounts for the positive relationship between the Violent Index

and deadly force rate.

7. The examination of the reported crime rate for each of the
seven Index crimes indicated that they was not related to the deadly force
rate. The burglary rate had the most nearly reliable effect.

The interaction of the reported crime rate and race suggests that

blacks may pay a higher penalty from whites for increases in the burglary
crime rate; however this result falls short of conventional standards of
reliability.

8. The aggregate clearance rates for reported crime is not related
to the rate of deadly force usage against either black or white victims of
police use of deadly force. However, the nearly reliable interaction
suggests that larceny clearance rates are positively and weakly related

to deadly force for whites and negatively and strongly related to deadly
force for blacks.

9, The assault rate upon police and the line-of-duty death rate of

police officers is not related to the deadly force rate of either black
or white deadly force victims. Nor are the assault and death rates of

police officers related to the differential in deadly force rates between
blacks and whites.

10. our expanded model indicates a positive relationship between

robbery and burglary and deadly force usage and a negative relationship

between larceny and police use of deadly force which helps us in our
understanding of deadly force usage, but they do not help us understand the

differential use of deadly force against black and white citizens.
11. The number of sworn police officers (potential deadly force users)

was found not to be related to the police use of deadly force.
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REO1 ]U'NI)ATONS

I. The decrease in the difference between black and ihite deadly

force rates does not make us teribly optimistic that this problem is
self-correcting. Rather, we think it is important information, and
people working in the area need to be aware of it. Perhaps some case
studies, or limited sample studies of cities whose discrepancies in
rates have decreased would provide useful information in addressing
and further resolving this large remaining difference in racial rates
of deadly force usage.

2. The police use of deadly force ultimately is an issue of police
community relations; therefore we would recommend that the police focus
more attention on this aspect of their profession not only in training
but in their daily activities with the black community.

Police community relations must go beyond citizen merely cooperating
with the police in crime related situations.

It has been estimated that approximately 80% of police work is
service in nature and 20% is related to criminal investigation and
apprehension. The police should assure that their activities reflect
a work distribution breakdown that is similiar to these percentages.

By providing more service in the community we believe that the
police/community relationship will be altered and strengthened.

3. Training programs for police should have a heavy emphasis upon
service work in the community, because as mentioned previously it is such
a time consuming and important aspect of the officers responsibility. By
expanding the training aspects of service by the police we believe it
would improve the overall performance of the individual officers and his
ability to handle police/community relations.

4. -Despite the limited success of iman Relations training in the past
we believe that training in this area needs to be re.-thought and constructed
in a manner which is related to the safety of both the police and the

community.
Putbermore the importance of the training should be emphasized by

both the police administration and local police union.
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Appendix I

Relationship Among Various Measures of

Racial Disparities in Police Use of Deadly Force

A note on measures and their meaning:

These studies provide the information to report a comparative represen-

tation measure. This measure is based upon percentages, and therefore controls

or eliminates variations among the different data bases in their actual rates

or absolute numbers of deadly force incidents. This measure then, summarizes

how differential the experience of the two racial groups are but explicity

eliminates the actual frequency of police use of deadly force against members

of each racial group.

An alterative measure, which compares the rates of police use of deadly

force against the member of each racial group, directly reveals the level of

police use of deadly force against each racial group. This measure, the simple

difference in the black and white rates of deadly force use, controls the

variations in population size (because the denominators of the rates use the

population of each group). But it directly reflects differences among cities,

or other units of analysis, in the comparative level of deadly force usage.

In this sense, it is a measure of adverse impact - it assesses the excess deaths

(on a per population basis) one race experiences compared to the other.

If we have a city with 500,000 population, 20% of which is black, with 10

black and 5 white deaths due to police use of deadly force, the comparative

representation measure tells us that the city is characterized by an over-

representation score of + 46.7% (66.7% of deaths less 20% of population).

The difference in rates measure tells us that blacks experience 10 deaths, and

whites 1.25 deaths, per 100,000 population, yielding a difference of 8.75%.

35-408 0 - 84 - 19
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Blacks, that is experience an excess 8.75 deaths per 100,000 population

compared to whites. If that same city had reported 20 black and 10 white

deaths, the representation score would remain the same (66.7% - 20%), but the

differences score would increase to 17.5 excess black deaths (20 black and

2.5 white deaths per 100,000 population).

Both measures are useful. One, the comparative representation, allows

comparisons uninfluenced by levels of actual usage, and hence reveals differ-

entials in usage regardless of absolute level of usage. The other, the

difference in rates, reveals the adverse impact upon the affected group of the

level of use of police deadly usage, but also total level of usage.

A third measure is sometimes used in these kinds of comparisons and often

in the deadly force literature. This is the ratio of the rates for each group.

This expresses the ratio in the odds that a given number of each group will

experience police use of deadly force. For a number of reasons, we find this

the least attractive comparative measure. The first reason is that these

deadly force events are statistically "rare events". We are dealing with

very small numbers which tend to fluctuate on a year to year basis. A given

city with the same number of black deaths in two successive years, and a in-

crease from one to two white deaths will, by this measure, have reduced its

deadly force problem - in fact, if population number and ethnic composition

remain constant, it will have cut the ratio of black to white deaths in half.

Since fluctuations of such magnitude are frequent, large shifts in this mea-

sure can be expected.

The second reason for objecting to this measure is first it eliminates

the differing level of the two deadly force rates from the comparison, just

as the comparative representation measure does. This does not make it "wrong",

but in our judgement, it makes it a measure of differential application of
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deadly force in the two groups, and thus reflects the difference in, as well

as the absolute level of the two rates.

The third reason is that for two cities with the identical difference

between the black and white deadly force rates, and therefore the same ad-

verse impact, this measure will assign the city with the lower rates the higher

ratio of black to white deadly force rates. Again, this is not 'Wrong", but

we feel it is quite subject to various misunderstanding and misinterpretation.

Consider two cities of 600,000 population, 50% black and 50% white in ethnic

make-up. One city records 18 black and 3 white deaths due to police use of

deadly force, while the other one records 30 black and 15 white deaths. The

first city has a black death rate of six black deaths and one white death per

hundred thousand population, the second city has 10 black and five white deaths

per hundred thousand. In each city, the black population experiences an excess

five deaths per hundred thousand population, and the difference in rates

measure would assign the same value to each. The ratio of the rates, however,

would assign a ratio of 6:1 to the first, but 2:1 to the second which has

higher absolute rates. Again, both measures are "right", but they tell us

different aspects of the situation. As a general measure, we prefer the one

which indicates overall adverse impact as the primary measure.

Finally, because of the intense emotions surrounding the issue of police

use of deadly force, we feel a measure which tends to produce high absolute

ratios because of the small numbers involved serves to influence rather than

inform. Moreover, we feel it nay--lead to a misidentification of cities or units

as to their relative level of the problem. The eight cities whose ratios are

presented by Robin (1963:p.229) and reproduced by Takagi (1974:p.30) yield a

much different ran-ordering of the degree of seriousness of the problem if

we examine difference scores. Boston, with 3.1 excess black deaths per million
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population, is reported to have a ratio of 25.2: 1 (sic), while Kansas City,

with 14.8 excess black deaths is reported to have a ratio of rates of 7.5: 1

(sic). We would identify Kansas City as having the mere serious problem,

This discussion of the alternative measures available for assessing

differing experiences of black and white populations with respect to deadly

force may appear to be a quibble, but it is not. It is imprtant to recog-

nize that all three measures - the comparative representation, the difference

in rates, and the ratio of the rates - reveal different aspects of the problem.

They are not the same, and only under very restrictive circumstance can we

even expect the first two to yield the same score. That means we need to be

careful in reviewing separate studies which report different measures lest

we treat differences in these measures as necessarily reflecting real differ-

ences.

The following analysis traces the relationship between the comparative

representation and difference in rates measures.
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Relationship Between the Comparative Representation
easure and the Differonce in Rates Measures of

Ethnic Differences of Deadly Force

ExperienceGiven:

Deadly force events

Black

%bite

Total

a

0

Population on Arrestees

b

d

a+o

Then the difference in
rates is given by:

D wa 0
V- 2f

b4d

The comparative representation
measure is given by:

a __- b
a C bR'7

(2) n * # ~o

(3) w ad - b
(aeo) (bid)

Since the mmrators of the expressions in (3) above are the soie, the

expressions can be made equivalent by multiplying either one by the appro-

priate ratio of the two denominators I bd, (aoo) (bed) 1. Thus

(4) ad- bo bd ad - be
bd (a#o) (bid) 7#

ad - be (ao) (bd) ad- betra ) (717 x .......

-ad - be

ad . be
bd

a
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Equation 4, in words, says that the derived form (3) of the differ.

ence Ji, rates, multiplied by the ratio of its denominator to the denominator

of the derived form of the comparative representation measure (3), y4elds

the derived form of the comparative representation measure.

Equation 5, in words, says that the derived form (3) of the comparative

representation measure, multiplied by the ratio of its denominator to the

denominator of the derived form of the difference in rates (3), yields the

derived form of'the difference in rates measure.

Understanding the differences between these two measures requires us to

examine more closely the ratios of their denominators, since this expression

converts one measure to the other. The expression bd is simply the size of

the black population (b) times the size of the white population (d). The

expression (a+o) (b+d) is the total number of deadly force events times the

total population. So the relationship between the difference in rates mea-

sure and the comparative representation measure has something to do with the

relationship between the size of the population, its ethnic composition, and

the frequency of deadly force events.

Before we explore the meaning of this further, let us note that either

ratio of the two denominators of our derived measures has two shortcomings.

First, they involve somewhat cumbersome quantities for calculation. Second,

the numbers themselves are not intuitively appealing. We all have some sense

of what a number like " means: it is simply the proportion of all deadlyao
force events experienced by black citizens. Multiplying the total nnber of

deadly force events (a=o) times the total population (b.d) does not have this

clear a meaning substantively.

This ratio, however, is equivalent to another ratio which is both easier

to calculate and provides some substantive meaning:
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b d
(5) bd -____

(a+o) (bd) a o

bd

(6) (bM'd
4+o

(7) - M O -~

(8) bd- I

(9) - bd
Wao) (bid)

If we examine the term

b d
(10) W M

we see that the numerator is the proportion of total population (b+d) which

black citizens (b) comprise times the proportion of population which white

citizens (d) comprise. The denominator is the total deadly force rate: the

total number of deadly force events (a~o) divided by the total population

(b+d). We will call proportion black times the proportion white, or the

"etlmic composition score" for a city 'pbpw." We will call the total deadly

force rate "TDFR"'

This derived form of the ratio has a rusber of nice properties. First,

it makes clear that the relationship between the difference in rates measures

and the comparative representation measure is not influenced by the size of

population, which appeared to be the case in equations (4) and (5) above.
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Here we see that both terms of the ratio are divided by the total popu-

lation of the city or other district. Hence, they are standardized, just

as a proportion and percent are. We can compare cities or other districts of

ay size without the relationship between the measures being affected by

differences in size. Second, the ethnic composition score--treating black and

white populations as proportions of total population-- is intuitively clearer

than multiplying the actual numbers of citizens of each group. Third, the

deadly force rate, the division of deadly force events by population, is a

muchmoro familiar concept than the multiplication of events and population,

as in (4) and (5) above,

Wbat should be clear now is that the relationship between the difference

in rates measure and the comparative representation measure is a combined

function of the city or district ethnic composition and its total deadly force

rate. Therefore, if we compare cities or districts which differ in either

their ethnic composition or their deadly force rate, the amount of difference we

observe will partially reflect our choice of measures. While this my appear

to be tundesireable, it is not. It simply requires us to keep in mind that the

measures assess different aspects of the same problem, that these aspects are

related, and that now we have a better tMderstanding of exactly how they are

related.

Since the relationship between the difference in rate measure and the

comparative representation measure depends upon the ethnic composition score

and the total deadly force rate, we can note some necessary properties of the

relationship between the measures.

(A) When PbpW -TDFR, then C -D.

This follows from the fact that if pbpw . ?DlR, then either form of the

ratio will reduce to 1. Hence, D n'l -C0 Ca I -D. This is not likely to
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happen. If a city's ethnic composition is SO black and 50% white, and the

total rate is .25, then 0 - 0. This is because .5 x .5 - .25, hence the

ratio of pbpn to TDFR (.2S/ .2S) is 1. Here, the level of disparate appli-

cation of deadly force is the same as its total negative impact. Since pbpw

will almost always be greater than TDFR, this equality is highly umlikely.

(B) when pbpw TDPR, then, to the sawe degree, C D.

hus, a city with a total deadly force rate of .08 and a typical ethnic

composition score (201 black, yielding pbpu - .16), will have a larger value

of the comparative representation measure than of the difference in rates

measure, This reflects the fact that whatever the level of disparate appli-

cation of suspension may be, its total negative impact is comparatively lower.

This in turn reflects the relatively low usage of deadly force in the city.

Since deadly force rates usually contain at least four or five decimal places,

this situation is especially likely.

(C) wn pbpu TDFR, then, to the same degree, C D.

If weo ppen to examine a city with a fairly typical ethnic composition

score (30% black, yielding pbpu - .21) but with a high total deadly force

rate (7DPR a . S3), we will find a lower level of disparate application of

deadly force than we will find the total negative impact of deadly force to

be. Here, the high usage of deadly force makes for greater negative Impact

with a lower level of disparate application. Those situations of course, will

hardly ever occur with deadly force.

(D) Sinae the maaimnm sthnio oopposition soore (pbpu) to .6,

any time the TDFR exoede .86, than the difference of

rates measure WtZ yiseZ a lozger naario value than

the dispa ity measure.

It turns out that a. city with 50% black and SO% white enrollment yields
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a score of .2S (.S x .S a .2S). To the extent that these proportions depart

from .5, the ethnic composition score will be lower. For example, if a city

is 40% black (or white) and 60% white (or black), the ethnic composition

score is .24 (.4 x .6 - .24). This is Just a special case of (C) above.

'Any time a city's deadly force rate exceeds .25, expect the difference of

rates measure to yield a larger value. Again, this reflects the fact that a

high deadly force rate requires a lower level of disparate application to

produce a higher adverse impact. Again, we assume TDFR s .2S will never be

found.

(B) If eieth, the differenoe of ste measure o the

ooparative repreentation measure is ,umeroaZty 0,

then so mset the other one be 0.

This reflects the fact that the ratios of pbpo and T'DFR multiplied by

0 will yield 0. This is a nice property, in the sense that we would expect

there to be no disparate application when there is no adverse impact, and

vice versa.
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APmIVIX 11
Instruments

PART I

Police-Cwmmity Relations Opinion Questionnaire

(to be completed by Urban Lesague Affiliate Executive Director, only)

1. Would you please describe the relationship that presently exists
between your police force and your city's citizens in general?

Check Onie Excellent -
Good-

Adequate
Poor --

Very Poor '

Briefly Explain:

2. Would you please describe the relationship that presently exists
between your police force and the black commmity in your city?

Check Ome: Excellent -
Good--

Adequate-
Poor-

Very Poor-

Briefly Explain:
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Has the quality of this relationship shifted in the past two
years?

Yes-NO If yes, in what direction?

Check One: Prom negative (poor or very poor) to positive
(adequate, good or excellent)
Prom positive (adquate, good or excellent) to
negative (poor or very poor)

Beyond your own knowledge and experience, on what basis do you
make this observation about black relationships with police?

(Chock where appropriate)

lor positive-directed relationships

_ore black officer participation
Greater police visibility
Changes in police leadership
Oranges in firearms or review policy
Changes or decreases in crime
Increases in manpower
Other (specify)

For negative-directed relationships

Changes in media coverage
Lack of police response
Police Attitudes
Changes in police leadership
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MACK PARTICIPATION 2XMCNS

1. I cwider bla k part.icpation in the poUtim. s -tr ure
of R, city sn I

(Please irole the aswrpriats number)

zxtnmly Poor Poor Fair Good Very Good Exoellent Not Sure

2. 2 3 4 5 6 7

2. 1 omwider bladc participation in the eoouii structure

of fiv city a"I

(Please circle O appropriate nuber)

E ly Poor ,Por Fair Good Very Good Exoellent Not Sure

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3. 1 cnsidr black partioipetion in the social structure

of "v city AN,

(Please circle the apprWriate number)

R M Poor Poor Fa i Very 0 r¢11t Not IMr

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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The attached package contains three (3) parts requesting information

on black participation. Because we are seeking Information for the period

between 1968 and 1977, we ask you to confine your responses to this ten-year

period. Further, please make certain that each respective year is matched

exactly so the information and knowledge available for that year. In those

cases where no information is available and/or to estimate can be made, we

ask that you indicate this by vriting N/A (not available)in the appropriate

space for the year in question. Before you attempt to fillout these for=s,

please re iew the brief guidelines provided below.

II - OUIDELINE8

1. Please remember that the reporting period is for 1968 to 1977 gnjX,

(T.Imit reporting to that period.)

2. WAaot vith and use of county, local and/or municipal data sources is

imperative to reporting information.

3. Where actual data cannot be obtained from "official sources" we ask you

to 1) ask them for a "best estimate" or 2) provide an Urban League "best

estimated since we recognize that, in some cases, actual data may

NOT BE AVAILABLE OR ACCESSIBLE. When estimating, please INDICATE that

the information is a BEST ESTIMATE.

*A suggested "best estimate" technique, to be used by the Urban League Affiliate,
in the absence of both "official data" and "official best estimates%" is to poll
othur local social welfare and civil rights agency, s and attempt to obtain a
"consensus best estimate."
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4. The use of the BEST ZOTXHATZ technique should only be Need, vhen available

data sources prove useless or incomplete.

5. All Information reported should reflect only the xeomsjhi boundaries

which constitute your city vhen transferring information from local data

sources, only Include that vhich pertains to city boundaries and populations.
"'SA"and/or "central city" data may include more than one city - please

be certain that data applies g to your city.

6. Please review each of the BUGOESTZD DATA RZSOURC8. listed on the right side

of the forms, as they may prove helpful when local agencies cannot provide

Information.

7. When assigning staff to complete this task or when attempting to provide

a ' best estimate' figure, it may be desirable to select or question an

individual(s) with a working knowledge of the period in question (1968-1977)

or someone who has collected information from city agencies in the past.

For example, Urban League Ouild members may be very helpful in this regard,

or, as volunteers to acquire the information.

8. Please match appropriate year with appropriate data request.

9. Where Indicated, please provide your own "best estimate" if you believe

official statistics appear to over or underestimate black representation.

10. Where data is not available, please indicate with the notation N/A (not

available).

11. Please indicate ns:%e of city on each form.

12. Please indicate date forms are received by the Affiliate, and the date

forms are returned to NUL, where appropriate.

13. Should you have any problems or questions, please contacts

Mr. Joseph Aponte, Principal Investigator, 11L teles 212/644-2294-1295.

SNMSA - Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (as defined by Census Bureau)
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14. Upon completion, please forward the entire package tot

Mr. Joseph Aponte, Principal Investigator
Police Use of Deadly Force Project
National Urban League, Inc.,
500 X. 62nd Street, 8th FA.
lev York, N.Y. 10021

"NOTE - PLEASE RETAIN A COPY OF ALL PAOS OF THIS QUESTIONAIRE FOR YOUR
RECORDS, AND TO FACILITATE AlY FOLLOW UP THAT MIOHT BE REQUIRED."
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APPENDIX III

An Alternative Construction of Arrests for Larceny and Robbery

An Alternative Construction of Arrest for Larceny and Robbery

We have seen that arrest rates for robbery and larceny help explain
variation in rates of police use of deadly force across these large cities,
although their relationships to PUDF are in opposite directions. So, too,
arrests for violent and property index crimes are related to PUDF, although
it is the case that robbery and larceny arrests are the major actors in
the observed effects of these two indices.

It is neither surprising nor problematic that robbery arrest rates
are positively associated with deadly force rates. If one argues that
deadly force incidents are precipitated by an encounter between police and
armed and dangerous suspects, then one would expect arrests for robbery
to be more likely to produce such encounters than would arrests for auto
theft, for example. This certainly agrees with anecdotal evidence from
police experience, as well as with earlier research results. In fact,
even if one argued that deadly force encounters were precipitated by the
apprehensions and expectations of the police in a particular situation,
rather than the actual behavior of the suspect, robbery arrest situations
would still be among those most likely to result in deadly force. Whether
we "focus upon the actual behavior of the suspect, or the perceptions of
the police, the higher the robbery arrest rate a city has, the higher
the deadly force rate we would expect the city to experience. This is the
case even though the observed relationship is not particularly strong,
and of course, many incidents of deadly force occur in situations other
than arrests for robbery.

It is, however, both surprising and problematic to find that larceny
arrest rates are negatively related to deadly force rates. We certainly
would not expect a strong positive relationship between larceny arrest
rates and deadly force rates. Nothing in police lore or prior research
would predict such a result. If we did find such a relationship, we
would probably expect it to disappear when arrest rates for other crimes,
which are correlated with those for larceny, were introduced as controls.
Larceny arrests, then, are thought to fall into the category of arrest
rates unrelated to deadly force rates.

On the otherhand, nothing in anecdotal evidence, prior research,
or arguments relating arrest encounters to deadly force incidents because
of either suspect behavior or officer perceptions would lead us to expect
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I arrest rate to be negatively related to, or suppressing of, rates of

deadly force. Were larceny arrest rates simply unrelated to deadly force,
there would be no problems that higher rates of arrest for larceny are
related to lower rates of deadly force across these cities is puzzling.

One possibility is that some factor not included in our model is
producing a spurious relationship between larceny arrest rates and deadly
force rates. This is unappealing for two reasons. Pirst, the immediate
"family" of hypotheses which might provide such a third factor involve race.
One might argue, for examplee that robbery is a "black" crime and larceny
is a 'Aite" crim, and since police are more likely to use deadly force
against blacks than against whites, we observe a positive relationship
between robbery arrests rate and deadly force, and a negative one between
larceny arrest rate and deadly force rates as a function of the racial
composition of these cities. These kinds of explanations are ruled out,
however, by our use of population based rates. Moreover, we find no inter-
action between race and either of these arrest rates in acting upon the deadly
force rate. So explanations based simply on race are rather persuasively
ruled out.

Second, in view of this discussion, we find it difficult to imagine
a third factor which would simultaneously account for the positive relation-
ship of arrest rates for robbery and negative relationship of arrest rate
for larceny to deadly force. We are not attracted by the option of treating
the robbery arrest rate result as real, and rejecting the larceny arrest rate
as spurious, unless theoretical considerations of empirical results persuas-
ively argue that this is the actual situation. Lacking these, to affirm the
results for robbery arrest rates, and to reject the results for larceny arrest
rates suggests that data can only confirm our preconceptions.

Our analysis focuses upon comparative rates of arrests and deadly force
across these cities. The fact that robbery arrests and larceny arrests rates
are correlated (.431 for blacks, .324 for whites) is accounted for by the
simultaneous entering of both rates in the analytic model. Yet there is
another possible way in which the two arrest rates may be related.

Both robbery and larceny involve the taking of money or properties,
although robbery involves a confrontation between the victim and the criminal.

Since law enforcement officials and the community in general tend to be view
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robbery as more serious in general, might not the relative frequency of
these two crimes within a city have an impact upon the deadly force rate?

Since any given police officer is likely to make mmerous arrests
for either of these crimes, even in cities which have special units (such
as robbery/homicide), it might be the case that the comparative frequencies
between cities is less important than the compositive of the arrests the
individual officer is likely to make. It is noteworthy, for example, the
Geller and Karales (1981, Table 1, p 89) find that the officers initial
perception of the incident in which they shot civilians involved armed
robbery 19.64 of the time, robbery 41 of the time, and no identified incidents
of larceny. Given the greater frequency of arrests for larceny than for
robbery in our sample (about 3:1 for blacks, about 10:1 for whites), it would
not be surprising that a city's specific composition of such arrests would
influence its deadly force rate.

This argument, then, suggests that whatever the arrest levels for
these two crimes may be within a city, how they are distributed between
robbery and larceny may be critical. Cities with a higher frequency of
arrests for robbery relative to arrests for larceny are likely to have higher
rates of deadly force, whether both arrest rates are low or high in comparison
to other cities.

The mechanism we posit to account for this pattern, if it exists, is
a psychological one. Whether or not the level of arrest activity is high or
low compared to other cities is psychologically less "real" to the police than
is the specific combination of arrests wich confronts them. Whether an officer
makes ten arrests or twenty may be less important than what percent of them
are for crimes which he or she perceives are likely to involve a dangerous and
or armed suspect.

Here we are arguing that the reality of the danger to the police - as
represented by different rates of arrests - may be less important than their
perceptions of danger based upon the composition of the arrests they make.

Table A in Appendix III display the results of this analysis. The
variable we call "robbery percent" is simply the robbery arrest rate divided
by the sum of the robbery arrest rate plus the larceny arrest rate. This
effectively controls out both differences in absolute number and rate of
arrests for each crime, and provides a measure of the proportion of robbery
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and larceny arrests in a city which are due to robbery. The higher
this proportion, the higher the deadly force rate, according to our
argument.

The triple interaction of race, robbery percent, and time is not
significant (t - 1.253, p < .211, analysis not shown) and hence is not
retained in the model. Both two-way interactions involving robbery
percent reach normal levels of statistical significance when controlling
for each other, and hence both are retained in the model presented in
Table A. The R2 associated with this model is .213 only slightly elevated
compared to the R2 of .210 for the robbery arrests and larceny arrests
model presented in Table XIV.

A number of aspects of these results merit comment. If we examine
the coefficient for the deadly force rate against whites in 1970, adjusted
to reflect the operation of factors in this model, we note that at .13 is
considerably lower than it has been in any of an earlier models. In fact,
for 1970, the introduction of robbery percent arrest and associated
interactions reduce the coefficient for whites to a point that is not
significantly different from zero. This indicates that our best-fitting
model with robbery percent "predicts" a white deadly force rate within
random variation limits of zero when robbery is a percent of robbery and
larceny arrests is zero. The behavior of the coefficients for our time
terms is altered in this model. While the size of the time coefficiently
is not increased, it comes closer to being statistically reliable than in
earlier models (t - 1.686 p <.093). The race by time term, on the other
hand, is reduced by about half of its former size, and is no longer signif-
icant (t *-1.422, p < .156). The significant time term here is the
interaction of time by robbery percent (t -- 2.110, p < .036). The negative
coefficient indicates that the relationship between the arrest variable,
robbery percent, and deadly force is weakening over time. The time terms
for whites and blacks continue to operate in opposite directions, with the
white deadly force rate increasing and the black deadly force rate now
remaining constant, but these terms only approach significance. Nonetheless
the time term for white (.061) and the additional increment for blacks
(-.062) now just about cancel out.

For whites, the relationship between robbery percent and deadly force



TABLE A

The Ispact of the Adition of Robbery Arrests as a Percent of Robbery and acey Arrest to the Basic
xiel.

Adjusted Deadly Force Rate per 100,000 Ppulation

Black

1.1S

1.15

Variable Coefficient

White

.13

.67

Difference

1.02

.48

T-Statistic Sigmificance

1970 man for iuhites
Race (-wite, black)
Tim
Robbery Percent

Race x Time

Race x Robbery Percent

Time x Robbery Percent

R
2 

for model - .213

F for model - 39.54
Signsiicance level - <.000

.132
1.022

.06
2.222

-. 062

2.800

-. 472

.613
3.338
1.686
1.425

-1.422

1.984
-2.U0

.540

.001

.092

.155

.156

.048

.036

Degrees of Freedm - 6,875
N for test = 882

Source: 1/16/82: 1

Year

1970

1979

Co
01
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approaches, but fails to achieve statistical significance (t a 1.425,
p <.155). For blacks, on the other hand, the relationship is signifi-

cant and significantly different from its relationship for whites ( t -
1.984, p <.048). If we add the two coefficients, we find that the black
deadly force rate increases by one death per hundred thousand population
for every increase of about five in the percent of the combined arrests
for robbery and larceny which are due to robbery.

The coefficient for the race term decreases substantially from
1.994 in our basic model, or 1.753 in our robbery plus larceny, model
to 1.022 in this model. This term is still highly significant (t - 3.338,
p < .001), indicating is recurring difference in the racial rates of
deadly force not accounted for by terms in this model. At the sae timo,
the differences associated with race are lower (1.02 in 1970, falling to
.48 in 1979) than we have observed earlier.

The addition of the interactions associated with robbery arrests as
- a percent of robbery and larceny arrests then only marginally increases

our understanding of the total problem of deadly force compared to a
model which enters those two arrest rates separately (R2 , .213 vs .210).
It does, however, substantially reduce the variation in deadly force rates
directly associated with race, as indicated by the sharp reduction in

the race coefficient. The allocation of some of this variation to robbery
percent indicates that some of the originally observed racial difference
in deadly force rate is due to the different relationship of robbery
percent to deadly force for blacks and whites. For blacks, increments
in robbery percent are associated with increment in deadly force rates;
for whites. They either are not, or at least, are less strongly and
less reliably related than they are for blacks. (Since the t for whites
is reliable at the .156 level, we wish to be cautious about assorting
that it is in fact zero.) The originally observed decrease in racial

differences over time are at least partially accounted for by the
weakening relationship between robbery percent and deadly force over the
decade of the seventies.

It is important that we emphasize the racial implications of this
analysis. The weakening main effect of race, revealed by its lower co-
efficient here than in other models, is still highly significant. That
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is, there are still large racial differences in deadly force unaccounted
for by robbery percent. Wreover, to the extent that we have reduced
the variation associated directly with race by introducing robbery
percent, we have done so by identifying a factor which itself operates
differently for blacks and whites. That is, the black deadly force

rate is driven by robbery percent, while the white deadly force rate

appears not to be. This means that the black population pays a penalty

for the composition of black arrests for these two crimes, but the white
population does not: that is itself a problematic racial difference.
Simple difference in levels of robbery percent between blacks and whites
do not account for differences in level of deadly force experienced,
but rather there is a different relationship between robbery percent
and deadly force rate for the two races. We are now faced with a
choice between two models of about equal explanatory power for deadly
force overall, which differ in their treatment of arrests for robbery and
larceny. We opted to pursue the model which enters robbery and larceny
arrests separately rather than robbery as a percent of both arrests.
Since this later model seems to shed more light on the racial dynamics
of deadly force some explanation is in order.

We feel that a model which treats the effects of robbery and larceny
arrests separately, even with their opposite relationships to deadly force,
is a more direct analysis and one which is more amendable to policy
recommendations. The reformulation of these two arrest rates into a
compound variable, while of analytic interest, rest on certain psycholog-
ical assumptions which many members of our audience will find unpersuasive.
So, for pragmatic reasons, we have elected to pursue the two variable,
rather than the compound variable, model.
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Mr. Cowynw. Our next witness is Patrick Murphy, a former
police chief in New York City and Detroit, Mich., the first adminis-
trator of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, and who
now is the president of the Police Foundation and has been so for
over a decade.

We have had him before our committee many times. He works
with the Congressional Black Caucus' Criminal Justice Braintrust.
He has many years of experience as a law enforcement officer; he
started his career as a policeman on the beat. Among all the police
chiefs that I have ever known, Patrick Murphy has worked harder
to bring us all together to sit and examine these questions than
anyone I've had the pleasure of working with.

We're glad to have you back, Chief Murphy, to talk to our com-
mittee this morning.

TESTIMONY OF PATRICK MURPHY, PRESIDENT, POLICE
FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I very much appreciate
those generous remarks.

tsa pleasure for me to be with your committee this morning
because I've had the opportunity to change the use of force and use
of deadly force policies in four police departments. I am especially
proud of the work of the Police Foundation in making what I be-
lieve to have been breakthrough research when chiefs of seven
police departments permitted us to examine for the first time their
records and compare shooting rates in their cities.

I commend you for using this forum to bring to the Nation's at-
tention the issues and problems surrounding police use of deadly
force.

I have submitted a statement, Mr. Chairman. I would like to
touch on a few of those major points.

In my testimony I propose to discuss, first, the use of force, then
suggest ways by whihthe Federal Government can help to reduce
the misuse of deadly force.

Society bestows on the police a unique authority to use force, in-
cluding deadly force so that the police can have measures of con-
trol in containing crime and maintaining order. But there is a com-
pact involved. Society demands in return for this authority that
the police use force only when absolutely necessary.

The most important duty of police chiefs is to honor that com-
pact, to make certain their officers do not abuse the use of force.
For if the compact is weakened and undermined through the Indis-
criminate use of force, so, too, are the ties which bind the police to
the community they serve.

Where citizens are disaffected from the police, in cities where
citizens don't trust the police, the source of citizen disaffection in-
variably is the misuse of force, particularly deadly force.

The effect of distrust and disaffection is to make the police job of
controlling crime and maintaining order all the more difficult. This
is because the police must have citizen information and cooperation
to accomplish that job and citizens whom the police abuse with ar-
bitrary or unnecessary force will withhold information and coop.
eration.
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So the first rule for police chiefs. and departments that want to
curb crime and keep the peace is to honor the compact and re-
strain the use of force, notably deadly force, to a necessary mini-
mum. Put another way, fighting crime begins with police restraint
and a primary reliance on persuasion, not force.

In my opinion, the police have made significant progress during
the past 15 years in restraining the use of force. There is far less
curbstone justice and unnecessary lice gunfire than when I
became a police officer at the end of World War II. Police today are
far less likely to use the lash of arbitrary force.

Mr. Chairman, you may recall that when I became commissioner
in Detroit, in the first 6 months five police officers were killed.
Under the distinguished chief there now, Chief Bill Hart, and
Mayor Coleman Young, I have been amazed to learn that there
were no police officer killings for a period of 6 years. And the other
side of that coin is that there has been a dramatic reduction in the
use of force against citizens.

Mr. CONYSRS. Do you think that's true nationally, though?
Mr. MURPHY. Yes; it is. I believe so.
Mr. CONYERs. Is it? You know, in the early days, we weren't

keeping very food records on how many people were getting wiped
oubthe ce.

Mr. MURPHY. We're not keeping good records today, either, and
that's where the Federal Government can help. I hope to address
that issue.

Mr. CONYERS. We'd like to get to that.
Mr. MURPHY. Now police today are far less likely to use the lash

of arbitrary force.
Why this improvement? Better training and education, more en-

lightened and restrictive policies governing the use of force, and
tougher police management in enforcing those policies account for
some of the change.

But a major reason has been the protests and court suits of citi-
zens, particularly minority citizens, who have been disproportion-
ately the victims of police abuse of force. To the degree that police
chiefs and departments which in the past tolerated the use of force
have changed, they have changed because black, Hispanic, and
other minority citizens and women and their allies have demanded
that abuses stop.

However, in some jurisdictions, the police still have a long way
to go in controlling the use of deadly force. The good intentions of a
mayor or police chief in hoping to restrain police gunfire have to
be translated Into training, policies, management steps, and per-
sistence tied to reducing the use of deadly f6rce.

To illustrate I'll cite, without naming them, the experience of
two large American cities.

The cities resemble each other in demographic and racial
makeup, population, and rates of violent crime. Yet researchers
found that the police were 10 times as likely to use gunfire in one
of the cities as in the other.

In the city where the use of deadly force was restrained, the
chief set tough restrictive shooting policies, provided adequate
training, and enforced his will that gunfire be held to a minimum
necessary to protect the life of innocent citizens and police officers.
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The other city has had for years a police department which was
abusive and which had a reputation for being inattentive to minor-
ity citizens. Even with a new mayor who seeks to reduce police
shootings, it may be years before that city's level of police gunfire
subsides to the level of the other city.

What can the Federal Government do to reduce unnecessary
police shootings and place the spotlight of public disapproval on
the occasional rogue police department which permits repeated un-
justified shootings?

First, the Department of Justice, perhaps through the Bureau of
Justice Statistics, could collect, verify, and report annually by
police agency the number of police shootings, not just deaths by
police gunfire, but all police shootings.

With this information, citizens could compare their department's
rate of shooting per capita with those of other cities. Elected offi-
cials, other policymakers, the news media, researchers, and citizens
would know which police agencies seemed to be restrained in the
use of force and which seemed to be shooting at excessive rates.

Such comparisons would be a strong inducement for cities and
counties to rein in the abuse of deadly force where it existed. Com-
munities like to think of themselves as enlightened, compassionate,
all-American. A city or county which shows up as too frequently
using police gunfire, to maintain order and curb crime does not fit
those definitions.

I regret to say that although the Federal Government could pro-
vide such accurate, verifiable data, it does not. The National
Center for Health Statistics reports annually what it is able to col-
lect on the number of police shooting fatalities. It calls police fatali-
ties "deaths by legal intervention- police."

Lawrence W. Sherman, the Police Foundation's director of re-
search, and his colleague, Robert H. Langworthy, examined at
length the National Center's system of reporting deaths through
police deadly force and uncovered six major flaws.

According to Sherman and Langworthy, one of the flaws is that
many coroners lack the awareness of, support for, and legal obliga-
tion to comply with the National Center's reporting codes and
system. The researchers concluded that the National Center may
underestimate by as much as one-half annually the number of
police fatal shootings of citizens. So the only count the Federal
Government makes available publicly fail to give a true dimension
to the national rate of those fatal shootings.

It became apparent to everyone during the past year that when
necessary, Government could trace across the country the location
of packages of capsuled pain relievers. I believe the Federal Gov-
ernment has at least as great an obligation to be able to collect and
report accurately the rates of police shootings which result in
many hundreds of fatalities and injuries each year.

The Department of Justice is t= appropriate agency to do the
Job because of its natural ties to law enforcement and its responsi-
bility to monitor police shootings where there are suspicions of civil
rights violations.

I would add here that one of the positive improvements in recent
years, in my opinion, has been the increased activity of the Federal
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Bureau of Investigation in looking into complaints of violations atthe state and local level.
The Federal Government could make another contribution to

lowering the rate of police shootings by increasing significantly its
support of research into the police use of deadly force. The recent
report of the Dade County, Fla., grand jury illustrates this point.
. Examining the tragic series of police shootings in the county, the

grand jury sought to learn whether research studies existed which
isolate and identify characteristics likely to be shared by officers
who have used deadly force in an unjustified manner.

The grand jury found that:
Unfortunately, the answer to the question is no. We are quite surprised to find

that so little has been done in this area. The amount of money spent on military
research in this country is phenomenal and the amount spent on research In busi.
nes is also enormous. Yet the percentage of the police budget in this country that is
spent on research can best be described as pitiful.

The grand jury's observation is correct. Although the National
Institute of Justice has invested in some important research on
deadly force and is doing all It can to support police research in
other areas, its budget is very limited. I am very pleased to know
that the new director of the National Institute of Justice is very
interested in this problem, and I think we can be optimistic about
the future.

The Police Foundation, too, has made a major commitment to re-
search in the area of deadly force but, like the institute, the foun-
dation's resources are limited.

Besides research, the Federal Government could help through
support of needed training in areas tied to the use of deadly force.
Not only does the Nation need to know more about police deadly
force, but police agencies must have the means of imparting that
knowledge through training.

With the demise of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion, most of the funds for innovative and cross-police agency train-
ing have dried up. The LEAA suffered from many criticisms, some
of them deserved, but it did provide the means for a wealth of
police training, the effect of which is still felt. In policing, we are
now living to a considerable degree on the capital of LEAA-sup-
ported training.

Let me cite just one area where a new infusion of Federal funds
for research and training would contribute significantly to reduc-ing police shootings. _refer to an examination and imparting of methods by which the

police could use communication and persuasion, not their gun and
the threat of excessive force, to deal with the recurring challenges
of crime and disorder. Most police shootings arise from incidents
which I believe could be prevented by officers trained in tested al-
ternatives to the use of deadly force.

There is no natural law that police intervention in family fights,
incidents involving motor stops, juvenile vandalism, and the other
repetitive street-level events of police tours of duty must end as fre-
quently as they do in police gunfire. Prudence and persuasion can
be as effective as the threat of deadly force in dealing with unruly
and law-breaking citizens. But research and training, with Federal
Government support, is needed.
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If society gives authority to the police to kill, the society has the
obligation to learn as much as it can about the use of that author-
ity: how police are trained for it, what laws and police department
policies affect it, how police management controls the authority,
and how police agencies vary in shooting and fatality rates.

The Federal Government, which generously supports research
and collects data on enterprises far less potentially lethal than
police use of deadly force, should dedicate more resources than at
present to controlling the use of deadly force. Ideally, the police do
nothing to weaken their compact with citizens through the misuse
of force. It is up to all of us, including the Federal Government, to
see that this is so. Thank you.

Mr. CONYVRS. Thank you very much.
I would like to recognize the gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr.

Gekas.
Mr. GIKAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Your testimony, Mr. Murphy, is excellent and keys in on some of

the things of which I've been personally aware for some time. For
instance, in the early part of your statement you've ascribed a lot
of importance to the personalities involved in two major cities, as
you've described them, one in which there is an abandonment with
regard to police shooting, and another which shows a great deal of
constraint.

It seems to me that that comes down to the core of the problem,
and I'd like to see if you agree with me that sometimes it has to do
with the political choices of individuals to head cities, and what
their predilections are with respect to the conduct of police, and
their choices, their appointments in the police structure, headed by
the chief of police.

I'd like to give you a quick example.
In the same city in my district there were two so-called race

riots. In one, the mayor, who came on the scene along with the
chief, used a method which resulted in some police shooting, round-
ing up everybody, and doing everything they could, and it ended up
in some shootings.

The next administration with another mayor, with another chief
of police, in a similar situation went there, took down names, ob-
served the scene, used restraint completely, and then later conduct-
ed a kind of a roundup of culprits, separate and apart, in daytime,
in a calmer atmosphere, concluded the riot had made proper ar-
rests, and obtained some convictions for felonies, and yet there
wasn't any police shooting and no confrontation, so to speak
merely a kind of surveillance and after, investigations that solved
the problem.

My question is to you, have you found in your overall research-
and perhaps it could help us later as we pursue this, as the chair-
man and I at the side bar agreed that we might do, that somehow
the political process should include having a citizens' group, a mi-
norities' group, and so forth, pin down the candidates for mayor,
for instance, as to two questions:

One, what is your attitude toward police shootings, and how will
you try t' restrain that?
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Second, what kind of an appointment are you going to be making
for chief of police, and what kind of qualifications would you re-
quire, Mr. Mayor Candidate, for your choice for chief of police?

Are we-should we delve into that kind of situation to try to al-
leviate this situation?

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. Congressman, I think--
Mr. GEKAS. It's a long question, I know.
Mr. MURPHY. I think your analysis, is very important and accu-

rate. It's a very important issue. The most powerful people in polic-
ing in the United States are mayors. Mayors appoint and remove
police chiefs. And although the police do have certain kinds of po-
litical power-and my bias is the police unions have more political
power than the police chiefs-the mayor who appoints the chief, of
course, does set policy. He sets the tone. And he certainly can hold
his police chief and his police department accountable.

8 I think, Congressman, you've put your finger on a problem
that we tend to ignore too much. And as I indicated in my testimo-
ny, I think the Federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administra-
tion, whatever Its faults, made an enormous contribution, to the
improvements in policing that have occurred.

Policing is done in great secrecy. Those of us who belong to the
cult, give the impression that only we understand our magic. The
truth of the matter is that, in the past 10 or 12 years, we ve been
dispelling these myths, one after the other, as a result of research,
better exchange of information among departments, and more
training. As a result the public and elected officials are much more
aware today of many of the issues once held secret by the police.

I completely agree with you. It is no secret to any of us that
some elected officials campaigning for office today feel they must
make a law-and-order appeal to the electorate.

I also believe that there are mayors who make a law-and-order
appeal, but very quietly see to it that their police departments
behave better.

Mayors and even city managers don't know very much about
how to hold police departments accountable, in my opinion. Nei-
ther do the news media know very much about how to hold police
departments accountable. And that's one of our problems concern-
ing police use of deadly force, as well as inefficiency, waste, ineffec-
tiveness, and racial discrimination in police work. We don't know
very much yet about how to hold police departments accountable.
The reputation of a police department, in my opinion, comes very
much from the way the news media evaluates the department in
their day-to-day reporting and editorials.

Mr. GEKAS. But isn't it true-I'm thinking as you're answering
here, and I'm agreeing with you as we go along. But doesn't that in
itself, our agreement that a lot of it has to do with the political
structuring of a city and its police department, doesn't that sort of
divorce our capabilities here on the Federal--

Mr. MURPHY. Oh, no.
Mr. GEKAS (continuing]. Judiciary Committee level from helping

in that situation?
Mr. MURPHY. I apologize for being impatient, Congressman.
Mr. GEKAS. That's all right.
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Mr. MURPHY. The other serious problem, the serious weakness in
American policing, is that we have a unique system of policing. It
is locally controlled. We have more than 17,000 police departments.
Frankly, nobody knows exactly how many police departments there
are.

Mr. GEKAS. Probably too many.
Mr. MURPHY. We do have too many I think. But in no system of

local policing, in my opinion, can we do a very effective job without
strong backup support from every State government and strong
backup support from the Federal Government.

Now let me make clear I am not preaching for a national police
force. But the police in this country could not function today with-
out the FBI fingerprint file, without criminal history files without
all sorts of other cooperation they receive from the FBI every
minute of every day throughout the country.

But that's still too little. The LEAA program got a bad name, for
whatever reason, because crime didn't go down. My view of that
was that it was an unfair expectation, because crime rates were
going up and would have gone up higher, in my opinion, without
the LEAA program.

The Federal Government should be giving more support to local
policing and to police research. Seven or eight years ago, there was
$80 million for research at the National Institute of Justice. Today
it's $16 million. That's one of the tragedies. What's $16 million or
$80 million in the Federal budget? We need a lot more research.

Research is a very complex business. You know, lawyers think of
us cops as dumb- they sometimes even call us dumb, and of course
we're not as weil educated as lawyers. But we have the most im-
portant job because we're on the street 24 hours a day. We are in
touch with the people.

The discretion of a police officer has been referred to, as the
Chief Justice has said, is more powerful than the discretion of the
President of the United States in certain respects. Because at 3
o'clock in the morning in a dark alley or in somebody's home, the
police officer, who isn't thinking straight, is not well-trained or
maybe is a racist or is mentally unstable, can kill a 5-year-old child
or a grandparent 80 years old.

Mr. GEKAS. Or be killed.
Mr. MURPHY. Or be killed, yes. And I hasten to add that. I had

the sad duty in Detroit of burying 5 police officers in 6 months, and
In New York in 1971, of bur ing 12 police officers, some of whom
were victims of the Black Liberation Army in robberies. It's very
sad.

I am happy to report that the number of deaths of police officers
annually is down from about 130 at its peak to about 90 by the last
count. Now some of this decrease is attributable to bullet-proof
vests which came out of LEAA research. There is more restraint on
the part of police. The ratios between black-white killings by the
police are improving also. They were much worse 10 years ago. The
gap is being closed.

Of course 10 years ago we did not have black mayors or black
police chiefs in many of our cities, not that that is the whole
answer, by any means, because even a black mayor will find it dif-
ficult to change his police department perhaps because it is the
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product of a long tradition. It has Civil Service, unions and so on.
It's a tough problem to change them.

But I think the Federal Government should be doing a lot more.
When the cities in this country are spending $15 to $20 billion a
year for policing, I think the Federal Government could afford
maybe one-half or one-quarter of a billion dollars for research,
training, and some of the other things we need.

Mr. GEKAS. You may be right. I simply wish to state that I just
am very pessimistic about Federal involvement, doing anything
positive in the way of the political process in the local community
which results in the selection of the mayor and the police chief,
which is, to me, the crux of the immediate problem.

Mr. MURPHY. I think so. The political aspect of this problem is
very important, and we can't deny that improper political interfer-
ence in police departments still exists in some places.

Mr. GEKAS. I thank the chairman for allowing me to pose these
questions. Reluctantly, I have to leave for other pressing business. I
thank the chairman.

Mr. CONYERS. All right. I agree, Pat Murphy, that we need to get
a little bit more verifiable data. I think it's unconscionable that we
don't even have reliable methods of computing who is being killed
by police fire. I mean you can't even begn to deal with the prob-
lem. And I think you mentioned that in Miami, they ran into that
in Dade County, that there was very little research that was on
hand to give them anything to go on about the police deadly-force
problem that was going on there.

The National Institute of Justice can do more. I think, with a bi-
partisan effort in Congress, we can get more money. After all,
we're not talking really about billions of dollars; we're talking
about simple computerized tracking methods which are really very
modest indeed. And I think that they will begin to give us the tools
that we need to study the problem.

This is really the function of the Federal Government, to give
the direction in these troublesome areas at the State and municipal
governments so that they can begin to move in the right direction.

We know that as long as they get no indication of our concern
about this matter, in many areas, especially in the south, there is
just no incentive to do much about it unless it comes from the out-
side. So I think you made a very important contribution here
today.

I am also interested in getting, Pat, some of the results of your
study about the flaws in the reporting method that the National
Center is using for collecting its data, and any of this other detail I
think would be helpful.

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, sir. Anything that would help the committee
we'd be happy to provide them.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much for joining us.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Patrick V. Murphy follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, I an honored by the invitation to appear before this

distinguished committee and I commend you for using this forum to bring to the

nation's attention the issues and problems surrounding police use of deadly

force,

In my testimony, I propose to discuss first the use of force, then suggest

ways by which the federal government can help to reduce the misuse of deadly

force.

Society bestows on the police a unique authority to use force, including

deadly force, so that the police can have measures of control in containing

crime and maintaining order. But there is a compact involved. Society demands

in return for this authority that the police use force only when absolutely

necessary.

The most important duty of police chiefs is to honor that compact, to make

certain their officers do not abuse the use of force. For if the compact'is

weakened and undermined through the indiscriminate use of force, so, too, are

the ties which bind the police to the community they serve. Where citizens are

disaffected from the police--in cities where citizens don't trust the

police--the source of citizen disaffection invariably is the misuse of force,

particularly deadly force.

The effect of distrust and disaffection is to make the police job of

controlling crime and maintaining order all the more difficult. This Its because

the police must have citizen information and cooperation to accomplish that job
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and citizens whom the police abuse with arbitrary or unnecessary force will-

withhold information and cooperation.

So the first rule for police chiefs and departments that want to curb crime

and keep the peace is to honor the compact and restrain the use of force,

notably deadly force, to a necessary minimum. Put another way, fighting crime

begins with police restraint and a primary reliance on persuasion, not force.

In my opinion, the police have made significant progress during the past 15

years in restraining the use of force. There is far less curbstone justice and

unnecessary police gunfire than when I became a police officer at the end of

World War Two. Police today are far less likely to use the lash of arbitrary

force.

Why this improvement? Better training and education, more enlightened and

restrictive policies governing the use of force, and tougher police management

in enforcing those policies account for some of the change. But a major eason

has been the protests and court suits of citizens, particularly minority

citizens who have been disproportionately the victims of police abuse of force.

To the degree that police chiefs and departments which in the past tolerated the

abuse of force have changed, they have changed because black, Hispanic, and

other minority citizens and their allies have demanded that abuses stop.

However, in some jurisdictions, the police still have a long way to go in

controlling the use of deadly force. The good intentions of a mayor or police

chief in hoping to restrain police gunfire have to be translated into training,
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policies, management steps, and persistence tied to reducing the use of deadly

force.

To illustrate, I'll cite, without naming them, the experience of two big

American cities. The cities resemble each other in demographic and racial

makeup, population, and rates of violent crime. Yet researchers found that the

police were ten times as likely to use gunfire in one of the cities as in the

other. In the city where the use of deadly force was restrained, the chief set

tough, restrictive shooting policies, provided adequate training, and enforced

his will that gunfire be held to a minimum necessary to protect the life of

innocent citizens and police officers. The other city has had for years a

police department which was abusive and which had a reputation for being

Inattentive to minority citizens. Even with a new mayor who seeks to reduce

police shootings, it may be years before the city's level of police gunfire

subsides to the level of the other city.

What can the federal government do to reduce unnecessary police shootings

and place the spotlight of public disapproval on the occasional rogue police

department which permits repeated unjustified shootings?

First, the Oepartment of Justice, perhaps through the Bureau of Justice

Statistics, could collect, verify, and report annually by police agency the

number of police shootings--not just deaths by police gunfire--but all police

shootings. With this information, citizens could compare their department's

rate of shootings per capita with those of other cities. Elected officials,

other policy-makers, the news media, researchers, and citizens would know which
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police agencies seemed to be restrained in the use of force and which seemed to

be shooting at excessive rates.

Such comparisons would be a strong inducement for cities and counties to

rein in the abuse of deadly force where it existed. Communities like to think

of themselves as enlightened, compassionate, All-American. A city or county

which shows up as too frequently using police gunfire to maintain order and curb

crime does not fit those definitions.

I regret to say that, although the federal government could provide such

accurate, verifiable data, it does not. The National Center for Health

Statistics reports annually what it is able to collect on the number of police

shooting fatalities. It calls police fatalities "deaths by legal intervention-

police." Lawrence W. Sherman, the Police Foundation's director of research, and

his colleague, Robert H. Langworthy, examined at length the National Center's

system of reporting deaths through police deadly force and uncovered six major

flaws.

Accordingto Sherman and Langworthy, one of the flaws is that many coroners

lack the awareness of, support for, and legal obligation to comply with the

National Center's reporting codes and system. The researchers concluded that

the National Center may underestimate by as much as one half annually the number

of police fatal shootings of citizens. And so the only count the federal

government makes available publicly fails to give a true dimension to the

national rate of those fatal shootings.
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It became apparent to everyone during the past year that, when necessary,

government could trace across the country the location of packages of capsuled

pain relievers. I believe the federal government has as at least as great an

obligation to be able to collect and report accurately the rates of police

shootings which result in many hundreds of fatalities and injuries each year.

The Department of Justice is the appropriate agency to do the job because of its

natural ties to law enforcement and its responsibility to monitor police

shootings where there are suspicions of civil rights violations.

The federal government could make another contribution to lowering the rate

of police shootings by increasing significantly its support of research into the

police use of deadly force. The recent report of the Dade County, Florida Grand

Jury illustrates this point:

Examining the tragic series of police shootings in the county, the Grand

Jury sought to learn whether research studies existed which "isolate and

identify characteristics likely to be shared by officers who have used deadly

force in an unjustified manner." The Grand Jury found that "unfortunately, the

answer to the question is No," and added:

"We are quite.surprised to find that so little has been done in this area.

The amount of money spent on military research in this country is phenomenal and

the amount spent on research in business is also enormous. Yet the percentage
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of the police budget in this country that is spent on research can best be

described as pitiful."

The Grand Jury's observation is correct. Although the National Institute of

Justice has invested in some important research on deadly force and is doing all

it can to support police research in other areas, its budget is very limited.

The Police Foundation, too, has made a major commitment to research in the area

of deadly force, but, like the Institute, the Foundation's resources are

limited.

Besides research, the federal government could help through support of

needed training in areas tied to the use of deadly force. Not only does the

nation need to know more about police deadly force, but police agencies must

have the means of imparting that knowledge through training. With the demise

of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, most of the funds for

innovative and cross-police agency training dried up, The LEAA suffered from

many criticisms, some of them deserved, but it did provide the means for a

wealth of police training the effect of which is still felt. In policing, we

are now living to a considerable degree on the capital of LEAA-supported

training.

Let me cite just one area where a new infusion of federal funds for research

and training would contribute significantly to reducing policing shootings. I

refer to an examination and imparting of ways by which the police could use

communication and persuasion, not their gun and the threat of excessive force

to deal with the recurring challenges of crime and disorder. Most police

shootings arise from incidents which, I believe, could be prevented by officers
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trained in tested alternatives to the use of deadly force. There is no natural

law that police intervention in family fights, incidents involving motor stops,

juvenile vandalism, and the other repetitive, street-level events of police

tours of duty must end as frequently as they do in police gunfire. Prudence and

persuasion can be as effective as the threat of deadly force in dealing with

unruly and law-breaking citizens. But research and training, with federal

government support, is needed.

If society gives the authority to the police to kill, then society has the

obligation to learn as much as it can about the use of that authority--how

police are trained for it, what laws and police department policies affect it,

how police management controls the authority, and how police agencies vary in

shooting and fatality rates.

The federal government, which generously supports research and collects data

on enterprises far less potentially lethal than police use of deadly force,

should dedicate more resources than at present to controlling the use of deadly

force. Ideally, the police do nothing to weaken their compact with citizens

through the misuse of force. It is up to all of us, including the federal

government, to see that this is so.
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Mr. CONYERs. We next have the manager of the city of Miami,
Fla., Mr. Howard Gary. We are glad that he could join us.

The manager of Dade County, Fla., Mr. Merrett Stierheim, was
unable to be with us, but he sent his testimony.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Merrett Stierheim follows:]
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Thank you for inviting me here to speak and testify about

Police Use of Deadly Force. I appreciate your courtesy,

and I am proud to be able to relate some of the positive

things the Metro-Dade Police Department, of Dade County,

Florida, is doing to address the use of force issue.

The use of force by police officers has become a matter of

increasing concern over the past several years. While no

one can dispute the need, in some cases, for the use of

deadly force by police officers, particularly when an offi-

cer is acting in self defense or the defense of another

person, there are a number of critical issues that have

caused controversy. Among these issues are questions con-

cerning the appropriateness of the use of deadly force to

arrest a fleeing felon, the effectiveness of police agencies

in controlling use of force by police officers, and what

methods police agencies are using to identify police officers

or police officer candidates who have the potential to be

involved with unnecessary or excessive use of force.

It is appropriate that these issues be addressed, because

the involvement of the police in situations where they

are called on to use force to effect arrests, or to protect

themselves, is going to continue. Further, it appears to

me that if our society becomes more violent, these use of

force situations will occur with greater frequency. This
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impression is borne out by a study of pertinent literature

entitled A'Balance of Forces, which was conducted by the

International Association of Clviefs of Police with funding

by the National Institute of Justice. This study, published

in September, 1982, indicates the existence of a high degree

of correlation between police use of deadly force and the

general level of violence among citizens in the community

served. Areas with a higher general level of violence

showed a higher rate of police shooting incidents. This

correlation tends to indicate that a high incidence of

use of deadly force by police officers, even in totally

justified circumstances, is just one manifestation of the

much greater problem of violent crime in our society. There-

fore, now is the ideal time to begin a concerted effort

to address the overall problem of violent crime, as well as

the attendant issues concerning police use of deadly force.

Because police use of deadly force is going to continue to

occur, and will continue to be a matter of controversy and

concern, I would like to point out some of the things that

are being done in Dade County by the Metro-Dade Police

Department to control police use of force.

The Metro-Dade Police Department is a law enforcement agency

currently employing'over 2,300 sworn law enforcement officers,
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serving unincorporated Dade County, with a population of over

850,000 people, and providing area wide police support services

for almost 2,000,000 people. The agency has hired a large

number of new officers in the past several years, and still

has a number of vacant positions to fill. Some of the pro-

grams concerning use of force undertaken by the Metro-Dade

Police Department over the past several years are:

I. Departmental rules governing use of

force are under continuous study and

revision. In 1980 and 1981, the Depart-

ment, along with the Dade County Associa-

tion of Chiefs of Police, developed a

uniform statement of policy regarding

the use of force by all police agencies

in Dade County. That policy was in-

corporated into the Metro-Dade Police

policy. Additionally, the rules of

the Metro-Dade Police Department regard-

ing use of deadly force have been uni-

formly much more restrictive than Florida

law governing that issue.

II. A Firearms Training Center was opened

in 1976, and has been under continuous %

development since then.

III. A Survival City Complex, to facilitate

training involving the decision as to
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whether or not shooting is appropriate

in certain circumstances, was started

in 1979, and is now nearing completion.

IV. Training is also under constant review

and revision, and the Department has

developed and is now in the course of

presenting a comprehensive, three day

Use of Force Training Program to all

police employees, to provide reinforcement

and uniformity of training regarding

use of force.

V. In September, 1981, an Early Identification

System, to help identify officers who may

have potential problems with the way they

are dealing with citizens or using force,

was instituted. Approximately one year

earlier, an employee profile system was

instituted. This system summarizes the

history of complaints, commendations, use

of force incidents, and disciplinary actions

for each employee.

VI. Acting pursuant to a Dade County Ordinance,

the Department conducts a psychological

screening of all police applicants, in

addition to the traditional tests, back-
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ground investigations, and interviews.

This screening is designed to identify

those individuals with a potential for

inappropriate behavior that would make

them unsuitable for police work. Screen-

ing is further enhanced through the use

of a newly opened assessment center.

VII. Psychological services for presently

employed officers have also been pro-

vided. Supervisors are able to secure

mandatory referral of employees who may

be having problems that will affect

their performance. Additionally, psy-

chological support is also made available

to officers who have been involved in

traumatic incidents, such as shootings.

All of the previously mentioned programs have an obvious,

direct bearing on controlling police use of deadly force.

Metropolitan Dade County also utilizes numerous other pro-

grams involving community relations, cross-cultural training,

and stress management, to name just a few, which are related

to the control of police use of force, as well as to overall

performance of the police function.

In conclusion, I would again like to express my gratitude
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for the opportunity to address the Subccmmittee, and to

urge support for future studies into all aspects of the

issues discussed today, as well as for innovative programs

being undertaken by various communities in order to deal with

those issues. I also urge that maximum efforts be directed

to studies and actions aimed at reducing that root cause

of many problems, including those involving police use of

force. That root cause is the level of violent crime in cur

society.

Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Welcome, Mr. Manager. We know that a great deal
of controversy has visited you as a result of all of the police vio-
lence that has been going on in your city. You are the man in
motion. You are in a city that is being examined by criminal jus-
tice agencies throughout the country.

We are very pleased that you considered this hearing to be of
sufficient importance to come to Washington and join us. We have
your prepared testimony and we'll include that in the record. That
will allow you to unburden yourself in terms of the activities that
are now going on and have gone on there.

I note for Congressman Crockett's benefit that you graduated
from Morehouse, and also the University of Michigan has been a
glace where you have made a stop. We're delighted to have you

ere.

TESTIMONY OF HOWARD GARY, CITY MANAGER, MIAMI, FLA.
Mr. GARY. My pleasure. I would like to thank the chairman and

members of the committee for inviting me here today.
To my distinguished colleague, Mr. Patrick Murphy, I would like

to correct or modify one of his statements in that not all cities
have-city mayors have control of fire and police chiefs. In the city
of Miami, the city manager, which I am, has the authority to hire
and fire.

I think we also have learned a considerable amount about what
police activity is all about, maybe not 15 years ago, but I think
we've been forced to do much more than we've done in the past.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to address you today on
a matter which is of extreme importance to me as a municipal ex-
ecutive. The fact that this body has seen fit to seek testimony from
local administrators and leaders attests to your recognition of the
urgency to find answers on a national level to the problems and
turmoil caused by police use of deadly force.

In the prepared statement I have already submitted for the
record, I have made it clear that I am satisfied that the overwhelm-
ing majority of police officers are dedicated men and women who
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are committed to one of the most significant public services in our
society. But one of the unfortunate realities of law enforcement is
exposure to circumstances which could lead to the application of
deadly force, either to or by police officers.

We have seen in Miami, as others have seen elsewhere, how the
unlawful and unnecessary use of this force can tear apart the
fabric of our communities leaving as its aftermath destruction,
death, and social chaos.

The last two civil disturbances in Miami both centered on the
deadly force issue. They have left the scars of polarization and mis-
trust embedded in our community.

In my judgment, governments at all levels have an ongoing re-
sponsibility to insure domestic tranquillity while affording equal
opportunity and protection for all. To the degree that we ever lose
sight of this mandate, we can expect an equal or greater reaction
from those segments of our communities who feel disenfranchised
or oppressed by those sworn to protect and serve.

While municipal administrators may not be directly responsible
for individual acts of police officers, we are fully responsible for as-
suring that the police chiefs we control hold accountable those com-
manders and supervisors whose daily responsibilities include the
monitoring and supervision of police activities.

City administrators and police chiefs must work together in
achieving the reduction of crime while reducing the instances of
unjustifiable deadly force application.

A clearly stated setting of priorities must be accomplished in
which issues of training, supervision, and accountability are affirm-
atively addressed. This direction must be accompanied by an equal
sensitivity to matters of community relations, minority hiring, and
upward mobility at both the supervisory and policymaking levels.

I am greatly concerned that deadly force policies vary from town
to town, county to county, and State to State. It seems to me that
the prospect of citizens being subjected to disparate applications of
deadly force influenced not by what is morally correct but what is
locally conceived does not represent the equal protection afforded
the public by the U.S. Constitution.

In the city of Miami, we took the bold initiative of changing our
deadly force policy and placed a higher value on human life than
on property worth. Along with our adjoining jurisdictions in Dade
County, we have made our policy more restrictive than that al-
lowed to us by the State law.

While we cannot mandate this to other regions, I ask why Feder-
al legislation cannot be considered to ensure uniformity in the
police application of deadly force.

Change should not be dictated by the tragedy of a civil disturb-
ance or the horror of a wrongful death. It should result from a na-
tional recognition of what is morally right and legally sound.

The city of Miami is taking further measures to address the issue
of deadly force. Over the years, the Miami Police Department has
held several training sessions to better equip its officers in dealing
with urban street settings that may require the decision to use
deadly force.

Recently a very successful officers' survival program was con-
ducted in which 90 percent of our sworn personnel participated.
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We are also conducting PR-24 police baton training to give officers
another effective tool to use as an alternative to firearms and the
sometimes deadly Kel-lite.

In May of this year the city of Miami, with an endowment from
the McKnight Foundation, accepted the U.S. Department of Jus-
tice's recommendation that we purchase a synthesized media envi-
ronmental simulator, also known as the SME-24, which is a system
put out by September and Associates.

Mr. CONYERS. How does it work?
Mr. GARY. The system works whereby there is a big room and

you have pretty much a very, very large screen on which projectors
are projecting on that screen real-life situations in terms of police
confrontation of real-life, deadly force situations whereby the po.ce
officer has a gun, he also has blanks in those guns, and 'he has to
make deadly force situation decisions, based on what he sees on the
screen.

Based on that, we also have a biofeedback system where we
measure the stress level, and also we critique what he has done in
terms of the use of deadly force. We feel that this is going to be
beneficial to us, as it was to Flint, Mich., because it allows you to
put him in that situation primarily before he gets into a real-life
situation.

I think it's important for us primarily because 60 percent of our
police force has 2 years or less of experience, and we don't have the
opportunity or the luxury to wait until police officers get out on
the street to decide when to use deadly force or whether it's used
properly or not.

Mr. CONYERS. You know, Mr. Gary, I've always wondered about
the fact that frequently in larger police units, the only people
walking the beat are the rookies. And as soon as you get any pro-
motion at all, you're inside or in a specialized unit, or you're doing
something.

We all talk about this as if all policemen are out there in the
streets. The fact of the matter, from my limited experience, is that
very few of them are, and as you've pointed out, most of them are
the newest policemen.

Mr. GARY. That's correct. And that's a very serious situation, not
only for the citizens involved but for the police officers.

One thing we did in Miami was to civilianize our police depart-
ment. We recognized that-maybe where in other cities they have
not recognized it because they don't have the large numbers of
rookies, we recognized we had to do that, and as a result, we have
removed from the offices all of the colonels and the majors and the
big brass, and the lieutenants and all those people with experi-
ences.

We put 150 back on the street, which is almost half of what we
have.

Mr. CONYERS. I want to commend you for that because one of the
things that is beginning to occur to me is that this whole subject of
the administration of police departments is one of the most un-
known subjects in government.

With all the billions of dollars we spend on police, nobody knows
how the money is spent. It's almost like going to a military unit.
As a matter of fact, we know more about how the Pentagon spends
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our money or misspends our money than we know about our local
police department which swallow up hundreds of millions of dol-
Iars.

It is one thing to walk into the city clerk's office and say "I want
to find out how you guys operate," but nobody wakes up and says
"I'm going downtown to the police headquarters and find out what
they're doing with the money."

therefore, there's a sort of a veil that-I think as a city manag-
er, you're doing a very forthright and far-seeing and courageous
thing to begin to do that. We've had reports of departments where
there would be, in small cities, two or three cars out and everybody
else was working on some exotic detail, filing reports, testifying, on
leave, in training, en route.

But when you ask yourself, out of all the people on the force,
how many are out there on the street, the answer was literally a
handful. And I think that's an example of the kind of administra-
tion that more managers and more mayors are going to have to
take into account.

Mr. GARY. Thank you, sir. Our most recent effort to control the
use of deadly force in Miami was the decision to modify all service
revolvers so they will be double-action weapons only. A single-
action--

Mr. CONYERS. Would you describe a single-action and double-
action, just so that we have it in the record?

Mr. GARY. OK. A single-action weapon is a weapon which per-
mits you to pull the hammer back without utilizing the trigger-I
mean the finger to shoot the gun.

A double-action is you cannot pull it back, you've got to use the
finger. And the reason that is important is because you have a lot
of accidents with single-action. When a guy has a gun cocked,
that's an accident waiting to happen.

Plus, too, with the finger it takes 3 pounds of pressure to pull
that, and that gives you time to think, whereby if you've got the
gun cocked, you can easily have an accident. All you ve got to do is
lightly touch that trigger, and you don't have time to think. Or
somebody could just brush the gun and it goes off.

And we have decided that it's in the best interests of our citizens
and our police officers that no longer will we have single-action
guns. We are now filing them down.

Mr. CONYERS. Are there any other municipal administrations fol-
lowing that, or are there any national agencies that are passing
that recommendation on?

Mr. GARY. The only other city I can think of this morning is Los
Angeles. That's the only one I can think of.

As many times as it s been said, it must be said again that the
root cause of social chaos must be given the highest priority by the
Congress and the administration. All too often our street tragedies
and civil disorders can be shown to be the result of failures other
than the use of deadly force. The use of deadly force may be only
the spark.

While I strongly urge the appropriation of funds for interdiscipli-
nary research into the causes and consequence of police-community
confrontations, I must unequivocally add that the allocation of
funds into enforcement activities alone will not solve the problems
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which we, at the municipal level, must face. Diversionary and de-
terrent programs must be seen as a viable opportunity to address
this serious issue.

Without this recognition, our failures and the tragedies which
will follow shall be on the conscience of all of us who have had the
power to meet the challenge. Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Well, now, let's talk about the race-relations cir-
cumstances in your city.

Taking into consideration some of the things we've been talking
about today, can you paint a backdrop of racial relations that are
going on in Miami, and that were going on even before you became
the manager?

Mr. GARY. I think Miami is becoming a city that's international.
It's drastically changing. Whereby you only had probably one or
two segments of society, namely whites and blacks, you now have
whites, blacks, Latins, and you also have an influx of refugees
which is also adding a new dimension to Miami.

Miami is a very wealthy city, and it's become more wealthier as
a result of our connections with Latin American trade. However,
the total community has not participated in economic benefits of
that wealth, and I'm particularly talking about the black communi-ty.

In addition to that they have been promised, over the last 20 or
30 years, that certain benefits will accrue to them, which have not
materialized. And there has become a concern that the new arriv-
als are participating in wealth before the old inhabitants partici-
pate. And that s causing some problems.

I think also, too, you ve got to add the fact that the domestic pro-
grams that have existed in the past are also causing some sense of
helplessness, and the community feels that not only are they being
forgotten on a Federal level but that the local level also is forget-
ting about them. And that's causing serious problems.

I think you also have to look at the fact that the acculturation of
these news groups of people is not only just causing problems be-
tween blacks and Latins but it is also causing problems between
blacks, Latins, and whites. And I think we are confronted with the
same situation that New York was confronted with in the 1940's
when you had a large influx of immigrants.

Mr. CONYERS. To what degree do blacks participate in the politi-
cal process in Miami?

Mr. GARY. Prior to 3 years ago, their participation was very, very
small, as demonstrated by the fact that on any given mayoral or
commission election, there was about a 12- to 15-percent turnout.

As a result of the recent shootings and the recent feeling of help-
lessness by blacks, not only in terms of those shootings but also in
terms of certain negative incidences in terms of black professionals
in Miami, the black community has realized that they have got to
participate in the political process.

In the last mayoral election, that 12 to 15 percent turned into 85
percent. And as demonstrated by that turnout, blacks now are be-
coming the political force, if I may call it that, in terms of deciding
who gets elected. They are now becoming a force and they are now
participating strongly in the political process, as demonstrated by
the fact that I'm still here.
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Mr. CONYERS. Well, the question is, how long are you going to be
here? On what circumstances you're going to be here?

Mr. GARY. I'm under a self-imposed gag order, so let's put it this
way: I expect to be here for quite some time. And I think that what
I have done and what the commission has done in terms of allow-
ing me to make certain changes will continue even after Novem-
ber.

Mr. CONYERS. I'm sure you are going to be around. Let me,
though, ask you to-let's start talking about this long list of killing
of black people that's going on in Miami. I don't even know where
to start.

Mr. GARY. Let's say Miami and Dade County.
Mr. CONYERS. All right, Miami and Dade County.
Can you give us some kind of context for why Miami now has

become internationally famous for these murders, the uprisings,
the lawsuits, the turmoil that unfortunately doesn't seem to be di-
minishing?

Mr. GARY. If I may, I'd like to respond to that in two different
ways.

I think the first problem that we have is that, as I've stated ear-
lier, we have a very, very young police force, 60 percent of whom
have 2 years or less of experience.

I think that also you must take into consideration that prior to
civilianization that basically these rookies were, even though the
training is very good, were put on the street at a very early time to
encounter certain situations which they may not have been able to
cope with in terms of experience.

I think that also another problem we have is the lack of under-
standing and sensitivity on the part of young police officers who
may have grown up in a very stereotyped community.

I think a third thing, and I think probably more importantly,
which I experienced during the last civil disturbance, is that there
is a considerable amount of fear on behalf of the police officers,
more so on the younger police officers because they don't know
what to expect because they haven't been there before.

Mr. CONYERS. Is this a reflection, sir, of the training they're get-
ting. I was asking Counsel Bowman here about the Arthur
McDuffy case which was about 1979. And she felt that that was on
the end of a series of episodes of police violence, and that we have
started up with another wave of these. If that is the case, we've got
a serious problem.

We've had the Civil Rights Commission down there. We've had
civil rights organizations. We've had congressional panels. I've
been down at least a couple of times. I don't have yet-and I'd like
you to give us the benefit of a description of what is going on down
there.

Mr. GARY. First of all in terms of McDuffy, that was a situation
that was with four county police officers, and I think-the result of
that triggered the McDuffy disturbance.

I would like to respond to the issue of how do you cope with it, or
what's happening, and I think we kind of addressed it earlier in
terms of the leadership.

I think if you look at the statistics in terms of the Miami Police
Department-I can't talk for Dade County, and I think we've kind
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of mixed Miami with Dade County, since we are the hub of that
area-you'll find that there have been more terminations due to
police abuse, police misconduct, and I think a lot of that has to do
with not so much who is the police chief. I think it has to do with
who is the chief executive officer and who are the elected officials.

Lt me give you an example.
Most of the shootings in Miami were done by those officers that

had less than 2 years of experience. I think a lot of it had to do
with fear. I think a lot of it had to do with insensitivity, unaware.
ness of a black community.

Let me just give you an example.
In December, when I had the fortunate responsibility of seeing if

we can stop what was happening in overtime, that night that it
broke out, two of my commissioners-one was black and one was
white-and myself were on the street from approximately 7 p.m. to
2:30 a.m., trying to coordinate the police so that we'd make sure we
didn't have them overreacting, and trying to calm the community
down.

About 2:30 a.m. we finally got them calmed down and we decided
to have some breakfast because we hadn't eaten dinner. And on
our way back-I was dressed in a coat and tie, and I was clean-
shaven. The black commissioner was dressed just as I was. And we
were driving in a station wagon, no Cadillac, no pink suits.

And on my way home, which is on a peripheral area, an over-
town area, there was a Florida Highway Patrol person there who I
had personally called to have them to block off all of the major ar-
terial roads leading to the Overtown area because I did not want
any citizen to get harmed because he was not aware of what was
going on in that area.

Immediately as we approached there were three or four other
cars which had Anglos in them, and they were very nice, "How are
you doing? Where are you going?"

"Well, we're going over here to the hospital."
"OK, fine. Have a nice night."
As we approached, I immediately told the guy, I said, "I'm the

city manager," dressed like this now.
He immediately drew his gun.
I immediately-I'm a little different than those people we've got

in the morgue. I immediately put my hands up, just like this. And
I immediately said "My license is in my back pocket. If you'll allow
me to go back easily, I will show it to you.

Now I'm not angry about that, but it just highlights the fear and
the misunderstanding that exists in police departments. I think
that fear and that misunderstanding is the only thing I could think
this officer thought of, which was a Florida Highway Patrol officer,
was that there. is a riot in Overtown, blacks are rioting, and this
gentleman happens to be black. And that's fear, and that's lack of
understanding.

There are other, similar kinds of cases. So I think it's important
that not only the Miami Police Department and Dade County but
throughout, that people need to understand what a community is
all about. You cannot stereotype people.

We have the same problems in the Hispanic community; we have
the same problems in the Anglo community. And even though an
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Anglo community it may be positive, in the Hispanic community
and black community sometimes it may not be positive.

So I think you have to have the sensitivity training that goes
along with particularly those rookie officers. I think you have to
have it for the older officers, but I'm talking about particularly the
rookie officers who have less experience in terms of very hostile
and violent kinds of situations which may not be directly affecting
him but indirectly affecting him.

Mr. CONYERS. What about the training then? How can we im-
prove the training? What is the training?

Mr. GARY. We right now have a consortium of police depart-
ments that are being trained right now in the Miami-Dade Junior
College. That training in my estimation is one of the best trainings
you can get. However, in terms of sensitivity training, I think it
lacks. I think it lacks for the mere fact that first of all, we don't
have any civilians there.

Second, we only have 2 hours-let me correct that-6 hours out
of 810 hours that deal with human relationships as it deals with
the black community, Hispanic community, and the Anglo commu-
nit, 6 hours out of 810. And in my estimation that is not adequate.

And as a result of that, with the purchase of the simulation
equipment, the city commission authorized me also to immediately
start sensitivity training which would not be a part of the academy
but would be immediately after they leave the academy, before
they go on the street, and would not only include rookies but every-
body from the chief on down.

Mr. CONYERS. I think that's one of the problems that you have in
training. I think there's probably a serious problem about the
training, but what about the selectivity of candidates, even before
you get to the training?

What I need to have you do-we're not going to solve the prob-
lems of Miami or Dade County in half an hour. But it seems to me
that we've got to inquire very deeply into who is being selected as a
police candidate for the training in the first place.

What about the racial composition, which is a problem in any
city? You don't have to go down South to get that problem. What's
the make-up situation like?

Mr. GARY. I have some information here. Let me just respond to
your first concern.

First of all, we are under a Federal-imposed consent decree.
Since 1976, we have hired 600 new police officers. Of the 600 new
police officers, 87 percent of those have been blacks and Hispanics.
And that cannot be met by any other city other than possibly
Washington, D.C., the city of Washington, D.C.

Mr. CONYERS. Of course the question is how many of them
stayed, not how many of them got hired. You know, the revolving-
door syndrome is-I'm not saying it exists but the question is not
how 600 got hired. What are the percentages now?

Mr. GARY. I can give those to you, but let me just respond.
The revolving door is not the revolving door for the new officers.

We don't have that problem. Our problem is that the more experi-
enced officers are leaving, and most of those being white Anglos. So
as a result, not only do we have a problem in terms of the 60 per-
cent that are 2 years or less, but a lot of the experienced officers
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who have to train them. And even though you may say that may
be good, but I would say 80 percent of that is bad, for the mere fact
that you don't have anybody out on the street with those guys who
have the experience to be able to show them the ropes of the job.

Mr. CONYERS. But most of the senior people aren't out on the
street anyway, Mr. Manager. We find in many cities that as soon
as you get over being a rookie, the first thing you do is at least get
into a squad car, but frequently, you know, they go off the street.
It's usually the rookies that unfortunately end up staying on the
street, no matter what the city system is.

Mr. GARY. Not to be argumentative, that's not really the case,
not at least in the city of Miami. We have a situation wherein if a
police officer goes-he comes into the force. Before he can think
about going-even becoming a sergeant, he's got to be there 3
years.

Even before he can think about going inside he would probably
be there for 5 or 6 years. That officer becomes experienced before
he goes inside.

As I said before, we had a problem whereby the more experi-
enced officer-and I don't think this is unique to Miami because I
worked in Newark, N.J., and we had brass falling off the top of
brass over there.

Mr. CONYERS. In the police department or the city administra-
tion?

Mr. GARY. The city administration in Newark.
Mr. CONYERS. Did you know Hubert Williams there?
Mr. GARY. Very well.
We don't have that problem. I mean that problem has been cor-

rected because of our civilianization program where we are now
putting them out in the streets. And I think a lot of that has to do
with an experience that we had also, because we had a rookie offi-
cer shot. And there was no doubt in my mind and in the police de-
partment's mind that that officer would not have been killed if he
ad an experienced officer out there with him in the street.
So they are looking at it even not only from experience in terms

of being able to address the community but even in terms of self-
preservation. I think that becomes a concern.

What was the second question you asked me, sir?
Mr. CONYERS. What's the ratio of blacks and Hispanics in the

police department? You tell me 600 came in over a period of years,
but is it good, fair, bad, getting better?

Mr. GARY. I think it's getting better.
Mr. CONYERS. Is it unsatisfactory to you now, and you are

moving to correct it?
Mr. GARY. No doubt. Let me explain in two facets.
First of all, in terms of our hiring, in terms of all major cities

over 250,000, as a percent of population, we've hired more blacks
on a parity basis than any other city in the United States.

We do have a problem, however, in terms of the upper echelons
of our police department. And let me explain it this way.

We could do better, but we've made progress. Before I became
manager, we did not have a black deputy chief. We now have one.
We didn't have a black-Hispanic deputy chief. We now have one.
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We only had one black major. We now have two. We now have two
Hispanic majors.

One of the problems is the civil service system and the unions in
that-and it's better than some other cities wherein in Newark,
N.J., I remember in order to become a chief-civil service was from
chief on down, and the only thing that was exempt was director.

In the city of Miami, from captain on down is within the civil
service or the union. From major up to chief is exempt. So what
we've done is we've taken the opportunity to resolve the nonaffir-
mative action that had occurred in the past in terms of upper eche-
lon, and utilized that exempt system to put minorities up there.

Second, in terms of trying to get around the union system, we
have established an executive position which excludes them from
having to go up the ranks. And we just make them an executive
position and put them up in the high echelon.

So what happens is we've done pretty good in the upper top but
the middle management, from captain and lieutenant, we have
some serious problems. Because we're the last hired, and because
you have that graduated scale, you've got to be in there 3 years
before you become a sergeant, 3 years before you become a lieuten-
ant, and 3 years before you become a captain, obviously we have
not caught up with that trail.

That's where we're beginning to have problems and to offset that
we're saying instead of dealing with that management level in
terms of minorities, because it's going to take some time, let's go
above that to address it from the executive position and exempt po-
sition category.

Mr. CONYFs. That's a problem on which I can sympathize with
you. That occurs in many levels of Government where we're trying
to eliminate the past history of segregation.

In the Detroit Police Department, after years of a lawsuit, we fi-
nally got a plan in which there would be two black officers hired
for every one white officer. That was agreed to, litigated, and now
we have the Department of Justice coming back in to set it aside.
Our arrangement was to try to do exactly what you are trying to
do at yourlevel.

Let me turn now to some of the incidents themselves and see on
what reactions you may be free to give us some insight.

The first of course was the Arthur McDuffy situation. Were
there any lessons that came out of that terrible incident? I mean
how did the Government, how did the police, how did you personal-
ly perceive this in terms of where we were to go from there?

Mr. GARY. I think the city of Miami and Dade County-because
don't forget, these were Dade County police officers-learned a
great deal from it. I think the acts of those police officers were re-
pulsive to the whole community. I think everybody was shocked at
the outcome; I think everybody was ashamed of the outcome.

I think that was demonstrated in the fact that even though they,
the police officers, were exonerated in terms of a criminal court
that the county administrator, Mr. Merrett Stierheim, saw fit to
terminate them administratively.

There was the situation wherein we had one police officer whose
involvement was minor. When I became city manager, after about
2 months, I found out he was still on the payroll, and I told them
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that he had to be terminated immediately. I think the signal has to
come from the top that it will not be tolerated. And I think Mer-
rett Stierheim in Dade County demonstrated that, and I think I
demonstrated it on our side.

I think it was also demonstrated by the fact that we now have
police-community relations being more effective in those particular
departments, as opposed to being a subsubsection of a division, they
are now reporting directly to the chiefs of police, which demon-
strates to them that there is an importance in terms of police-com-
munity relations.

I think in terms of the deadly force policy whereby we adopted
that, Dade County adopted it, and also the other 27 municipalities,
which says instead of what the State law says, that you can shoot
any fleeing felon, we're saying that you can only shoot a felon if
your life is in danger or if he is about to endanger someone else's
life. And that's the only time you can do that. And those other 27
municipalities have adopted that.

I think also, too, that the hiring of minorities in upward decision-
making levels has increased as a result of that. A lot of people
don't know that when we had the Overtown disturbance and we
had the recent outbreak in Liberty City as a result of a disco, that
the person who was in charge in the field, commanding the whole
force, was the black deputy chief. And that's the first time that has
ever happened.

That deputy chief, not only can he require that the police officers
be sensitive to what's happening and explain to them what is actu-
all happening, but he also has a rapport with the community, and
I think that helps in terms of bridging that gap.

I think if you look at the Miami Herald and read some of the
comments that they've made, they've come out very, very strong
about not only opening up police records but also making sure that
even if a police officer is not cleared, or I mean-I'm sorry-if he is
cleared, that the record remains intact so that you can understand
what actually happened.

The third thing is that they have called vehemently for a police
civilian review board. I think the community in itself has demon-
strated that it is concerned. I think the community has made cer-
tain actions, as I've demonstrated before. For example, the cocked-
gun kind of situation, the Kel-Lite kind of situation which actually
killed McDuffy, as well as the simulator is a move in the right di-
rection.

Mr. CONYERs. I think you're right.
Mr. Gary, can you describe your relationship with the police de-

partment, with the mayor, with the council, and with the commu-
nity, so that we get a feel for the environment that you have to
work in, day-to-day?

Mr. GARY. OK. Basically we have a community that is 55 percent
Hispanic, 25 percent black, and the remainder is Anglo. They elect
four commissioners for 4 years of staggered terms, and they elect a
mayor every 2 years.

Those five individuals appoint a city manager, the chief execu-
tive officer, who is myself in this particular case, who is responsible
for hiring and firing all city employees including the police chief.
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In terms of responsibility, there is the characterization that just
as you have with the President, that I am the chief executive for
the police department, just as he is the chief executive of the Army
and the Navy, whereby, as demonstrated during the civil disturb-
ance, I walked in the police department and I took control. I gave
the orders; I decided what was going to be done. And before any-
thing was done, they had to come and talk to me.

I think that in itself demonstrates that chief executive officers,
whether they be mayors or city managers, can have a very, very
significant impact on the policies of police departments, particular-
ly as it relates to how they act and what kind of deadly force they
use in certain circumstances.

Mr. CONYERS. So how do you get along, if you can speak candidly.
Mr. GARY. I usually do. It gets me in trouble but I do it.
Mr. CONYERS. That's good.
How do you get along with the police chief? In other words, I'm

not trying to imagine that this is an easy job you've got. You're
caught in between a lot of forces, and I'm trying to get a feel for
this in terms of what your relationships are with the policy chief,
Kenneth Harms, and with the mayor. All of these are people that
you're in touch with. What's it like, being on the firing line as you
are?

Mr. GARY. I can't think of an appropriate word that you can
print that would describe what it's like.

Mr. CONYERS. You're getting good training, remember that.
Mr. GARY. You better believe it.
The police chief is controlled by me. He is my police chief, who

does what I tell him to do.
Mr. CONYERS. Did you appoint him, or was he there when you got

there?
Mr. GARY. He was appointed when-he was there when I got

there.
Mr. CONYERS. I see.
Mr. GARY. That doesn't preclude me from removing him or any

other director once I've taken office. And I don't need the concur-
rence of anybody to do that.

The relationship exists wherein, as I said, he does what I tell him
to do. That doesn t preclude him from recommending or developing
policies. And I think a lot of times unfortunately he has gotten bad
press when he probably shouldn't have. Let me give you an exam-
ple-and he's between a rock and a hard place, also.

The cocked-gun situation we did jointly. The deadly force policy
he initiated himself, before any other municipality in Dade County,
and he took a lot of heat for it. He terminated recently an officer
who was involved in a killing. Now he didn't terminate him for
that particular killing because the guy has his due process, but he
was terminated because prior to that, that particular officer uti-
lized deadly force inappropriately. Even though it was a miss, the
person he did not hit, he did not utilize it properly. He terminated
nlm.

So the police department, in my estimation, in terms of leader-
ship is progressive. What we have to do is get down to those who
have the responsibility of servicing our citizens. And I think that's
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where our key problem is, which-most of them are very, very
young.

The relationship with the mayor and the commission is that I
work from day-to-day, hour-to-hour, and they can decide at any
particular point in time that if they are not satisfied with my serv-
ices and want a change, they can seek to do so.

Mr. CONYERS. So what's the relationship? Now that we know
what they can do when they want to-are you in confrontation
with the police department because of your progressive policies,' or
are they becoming used to them? Do they understand that you are
merely doing your job as the majority of right-thinking citizens
want you to do it?

Mr. GARY. Let me respond to it this way:
As we talked about it earlier, and I think Mr. Murphy also

talked about it, and you also brought it up, I think the police de-
partment reflects the leadership. The leadership is the police chief,
the city manager in our particular case, and the commission, but
particularly the manager and the police chief because they do the
hiring and the firing. And if you set the tone, everybody down
below understands that's going to be the tone.

And I think that was demonstrated when I walked in, 2 months
after I walked in and the guy was involved with McDuffy and I
said, "Fire him." Everybody understands that I'm not going to tol-
erate police abuse.

Second the tone is set not only in terms of what you did at a par-
ticular point in time but what policies you implement, and the un-
derstanding that those policies are going to be in force.

Let me tell you about our police department.
When I took control of the police department and I said that

there was not going to be utilization of deadly force until your life
was in danger, there was not going to be the use of tear gas unless
you had to use that as an alternative to guns, the police depart-
ment respected me for those decisions, at least the majority of
them did.

And I think most of them are looking for that type of leadership
because as I said earlier, I think 95 percent of the police officers
are good. If they see somebody who will take the leadership on the
good side, then they are going to correct those 5 percent who are
considered the bad ones.

Mr. CONYERS. How would you describe, sir, the racial tensions or,
to put it positively, the racial harmony in Miami?

Mr. GARY. I think it could be better. I think what we need to
decide, probably just like a lot of other cities in this country, is that
we're not going to sweep the problems under the rug and that
we're going to put them on the table.

I think because of the activities of the recent 2 weeks it brought
some of those problems from under the rug and put them on the
table.

Mr. CONYERS. Which activities are you referring to?
Mr. GARY. There was an activity in terms of a comment I made

in a speech about the President. And I think that raised some
issues in terms of whether we do have a problem in Miami and are
we forthrightly dealing with those problems.
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Mr. CONYERS. Am I to gather that racial tensions are improved,
racial harmony is improving in Miami, and you still have a long
way to go?

Mr. GARY. That's correct.
Mr. CONYERS. Do you think that the likelihood of additional

police violence is being reduced?
Mr. GARY. I think so. I think it's being reduced, based on the

fact, if you've been following Miami, there have been a number of
indictments for police shootings, and I think that has gotten the
message across, not only to the community but also to the police
department, that what may have happened in the past in terms of
thorough and speedy investigations of those kind of incidents would
no longer be what happened in the past.

This is a new day, I think, as demonstrated by the fact that the
investigation took a shorter period of time and was very thorough,
and there were indictments of police officers.

Mr. CONYERS. Do you see that we're making any progress, or put
it like this:

Do you see any relationship between the economic circumstances
that blacks live in in Miami, with the outbreaks of racial violence,
police motivated, and the riots that occur there anyway?

Mr. GARY. As I stated earlier, I think the use of deadly force in
most cases becomes a spark of the insurmountable problems that
exist in Miami in terms of a feeling of helplessness, which cannot
be just solely attributable to Miami but also has to do with the
Federal retreat in terms of helping those who are not as fortunate
as you and I are to help ourselves.

I think those two problems come pretty much a boiling point just
looking for a spark, and it's usually a deadly-force kind of situa-
tion.

I think you came to Miami during the McDuffy situation, and
shooting was just not the only issue of deadly force. People started
talking about we don't have housing, we're unemployed. So I think
the spark becomes the deadly force issue because the police officers
are the first line of contact with the people who feel that they've
been deprived or they're hopeless, and therefore, that ignites it.

The people who make the decisions are not the ones who are out
there on the firing line every day.

Mr. CONYERS. Do I gather correctly that you see little opportuni-
ty for economic improvement to occur then?

Mr. GARY. Oh, opportunity exists. There's no doubt that opportu-
nity exists. If you come to Miami you'll see a hundred cranes up in
the air building highrise buildings. You'll see all of the banks
coming over; you'll see all our cargo stalls filled and all our cargo
stalls in the airport filled.

I think what has to happen is that the community has to affirm-
atively decide that they're going to allow the total community to
participate in that economic wellbeing.

Mr. CONYERS. That takes us back to the question. I mean I go to
Harlem and I see a lot of cranes. Manhattan has got a building
boom. You go to Chicago and downtown is looking great. But that
has nothing to do with the question.

I mean the question is what is the black unemployment rate, and
to what degree is there any possibility to ameliorate it. Because as
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you said, that factors in on the kind of police-citizen confrontations
that you experience. So what I was trying to determine is, is the out-
look for the average black youngster in Miami changing any, and if
so, in what direction?

Mr. GARY. I don't think we disagree. I don't think we're saying
anything differently. I don't think Miami is any different than
Harlem, Detroit, or any other city in terms of high unemployment
rates. We're just studying a situation wherein the combined unem-
ployment rate for everybody there was about 45 percent, which is
very, very high.

In terms of opportunity, I say the opportunity exists. The deci-
sion in terms of whether or not everybody in that community is
going to participate, I think there's a will but I have to wait and
find out whether it's going to happen or not.

Mr. CONYERS. What opportunity exists for black youngsters in
Miami? I mean if you don't get to school, you don't even get a
chance to get a serious job. I mean I really have to-we have to
kind of talk to each other now about the problem because in De-
troit, we have high unemployment but we don't have police-citizen
confrontations in which blacks are getting ripped off at the rate
that they are in your general area.

So that's a very different kind of problem. We have the same eco-
nomic problem which is, as you point out, nationally induced. But I
can't tell a kid in Miami that he's got the opportunity because
there's cranes building and the ships are shipping, and everything
is jumping off, and all you have to do, son, is get into it, when he's
coming from a family that has come from some such circum-
stances, and he's been subject to a school system that has never
prepared him to go to the University of Michigan or to Morehouse
or to Wayne Law School.

We can't tell him the opportunity is there. I mean we would
have to bring the police in with us to tell him that. I mean, I would
know better than to do that.

Now what I'm trying to get from you is what opportunity are
you talking about, since you say it's there. I really have to-as you
can perhaps begin to feel, I disagree with that opportunity aspect.
[Applause.]

Mr. GARY. You've talked about a number of issues. Let me just
see if I can just address some of them.

First of all, I am sure that Detroit is, in terms of unemployment,
no different than Miami.

Mr. CoNYERs. It may be higher.
Mr. GARY. Exactly. And I don't have the--
Mr. CONYERS. But nobody is getting killed. The cops are not kill-

ing black kids in Detroit.
Mr. GARY. And we talked about that--
Mr. CONYERs. That's what we're trying to hook up.
Mr. GARY. We talked about that and I explained to you what

those reasons were.
Now in terms of opportunity, as I said to you earlier, the oppor-

tunity exists, but the community-when I mean the "community" I
mean the business establishment has to firmly agree to allow
blacks and other poor people to participate in that.
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Mr. CONYERS. Now tell me about what you conceptualize as op-
portunity.

Mr. GARY. What I consider opportunity?
Mr. CONYERS. Yes.
Mr. GARY. Apprenticeship programs so we can help construct

those buildings from the ground floor on up to the top. That's the
kind of opportunity I'm talking about. And I'm saying if they're
building in Miami, if they're building five new buildings in Miami,
why don't we have participation in that, you know, black and His-
panic architects, contractors, plumbers, electricians, more than
what we have right now?

Mr. CONYERS. What you're saying is that opportunity does not
exist.

Mr. GARY. Whichever way you want to word it. I'm saying that it
exists but they aren't allowing them to participate to the extent
that they should.

Mr. CONYERS. You said if they did this, that, and the other thing,
the opportunity would exist. But that's another way, a very astute
way of saying that opportunity does not now exist.

Mr. GARY. Now the--
Mr. CONYERS. The kids who are rioting aren't college people or

workers, they're unemployed people on the street. Isn't that cor-
rect?

Mr. GARY. That's correct. And I'd like to say that that's charac-
teristic of most urban centers. This is a national problem, it is not
just a local problem in Miami. You can go to New York, Detroit,
Los Angeles--

Mr. CONYERS. The police problem that brings you here is not the
same problem it is in New York. And Calvin Butts wants me to get
there.

Let me suspend these hearings. I've got to go to the floor to vote.
Let's take a little break, and then we'll come back in just a short
few minutes. Thank you.

AFrER RECESS

Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee will come to order.
We were discussing, Mr. Gary, the relationships between the

black youngsters in Miami and the possibility of having some role
in the community, and feeling of belonging.

We were talking about the relationship between the economy
and their attitudes toward the kinds of events that lead to the dis-
ruptions and to the police violence. And I was trying to get you to
describe to me wherein you saw this opportunity.

It was my observation that there was really precious little oppor-
tunity for young blacks in Miami, and you are considerably more
optimistic about it.

Could you just discuss the matter in that context?
Mr. GARY. Let me see if I can-I think it's a matter of semantics.
The opportunity exists, as I said. There's a potential for opportu-

nity. I don't think it's been exercised or given as freely or as equi-
tably as it should be given, just as I can say that about other cities
about the country.
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I can also say to you that in terms of the efforts that are now
being made, and those efforts have occurred over the last year, I
think the community recognizes that they've got to afford that op-
portunity to the black community, as demonstrated by the fact that
a year and a half ago when we had interest rates of 20 percent, the
business community raised private funds totally approximately $7
million for economic development loans without the strings at-
tached that normally you attach, not only just in terms of the Fed-
eral bureaucracy but also in the traditional commercial loans to
just black businesses. That's a step.

Second, they have committed $10 million a year and they have
already firmed up $5 million of that for this particular year that
will go directly to black businesses. I think that potential I'm
saying is being materialized. It is not what it should be, but it is
moving in that direction.

Mr. CONYERs. OK.
Now out of the Neville Johnson case, a 20-year-old shot by a

Miami police officer in December of last year, was there any-
thing-any lessons learned about that matter? What's your reac-
tion to that incident?

Mr. GARY. First of all, I won't talk specifically to the case be-
cause it is under adjudication right now.

I think what we have learned, without jeopardizing that, is that
first of all that we've got to put more of our experienced offices in
those communities and that we've got to look at how we deploy our
officers, wherein the most senior officers, not only those that are in
the buildings but those who get the most favorable beats or loca-
tions now have to be reassigned to put in those areas that need
better police community relations.

I think the third thing that we've learned is that we need to
have better training in terms of our rookie officers, not only in
terms of the use of deadly force and deadly force kind of situations,
but also sensitivity training, which we have-all three of those
things we are beginning to do.

I think we have learned a considerable amount from what hashappened there.Mr. CONYE.. What about Alonzo Singleton, 17, black, shot eight

times by Miami police officers on December 28, 1982, fled the scene
on Northwest First Avenue, Overtown; cleared of wrongdoing by
county grand jury? What do you have to enlighten us on about that
matter?

Mr. GARY. First of all, Mr. Singleton had a gun, and he was flee-
ing an incident, a crime. And he accosted a police officer with a
gun in his hand.

Second, that same grand jury which exonerated the officer in-
volved was the same grand jury that indicted five officers in
Miami.

Mr. CONYERS. That doesn't help-I mean I'm glad they did that,
but that doesn't wash. If they didn't do the right thing here, it's
not going to help anybody that they did the right thing in another
case.

In other words, you don't have any problem with this case. You
don't think this case needs to be discussed where--

Mr. GARY. I personally did the investigation--
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Mr. CONYERS [continuing]. The man committing the crime--
Mr. GARY. I personally did the investigation of that and I have

no problems with that case.
Mr. CONYERS. You don't have any problems.
Mr. GARY. No.
Mr. CONYERS. OK. All right, let me turn to Gail Bowman. We'll

have just a few more questions and be through.
Ms. BOWMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I spent about a week in Miami in March, investigating for the

subcommittee. Granted that's a very short period of time. I left
with a large number of questions, some of which I will ask now.

More than half of Miami's population, as I understood it, is Span-
ish-speaking. Is that right?

Mr. GARY. Fifty-five percent. Right.
Ms. BOWMAN. What I heard from young blacks in Miami was

that they feel that the bilingual aspect in the job market in Miami
has locked them out, that whatever few job opportunities they may
have had, at McDonalds or whatever small jobs, are now no longer
available to them.

Mr. GARY. That's the feeling of the black community and that's a
fact.

Ms. BOWMAN. That's a fact?
Mr. GARY. Yes.
Ms. BOWMAN. What's to be done?
Mr. GARY. What's to be done? Well, first of all there is the com-

mittee of downtown business people-they are called Greater
Miami United-that has identified that as well as other problems
that exist in our community, particularly as it relates to blacks
participating in the economic development process.

They are in the process now of developing a program that will
address that issue, among other things, with the understanding
that if we are to live in a harmonious community that those bar-
riers have to be removed.

Ms. BOWMAN. Can you tell us anything about the program?
Mr. GARY. First of all the program says that we will now sepa-

rate the minorities in terms of blacks and Latins, and that began
with the city of Miami and Dade County by recognizing the fact
that when you put everybody in the same pot, that not at all times
do everybody benefit equally.

So as a result of that what we did is we said we would have a 50-
percent set-aside program and in that 50 percent, 25 percent can go
only to blacks and 25 percent can only go to Latins, to insure that
they participate.

We've gotten the business community to do the same thing, as
demonstrated by what I said earlier, that they've committed them-
selves to 10 million dollars' worth of procurement from black busi-
nesses which obviously will generate those business, and jobs in
those businesses.

Ms. BOWMAN. So how many jobs are we talking about? How big
is the pool out of which we're going to provide--

Mr. GARY. That's hard for me to say right now. I couldn't tell
you a figure.

Ms. BOWMAN. I also heard while I was in Miami that black Mia-
mians perceived that Cubans on the police force are particularly
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hostile to blacks, and particularly violence-prone. I also heard that
a lot of the Cuban officers come out of police forces in Cuba in
which a great deal more force was acceptable, and they have
brought these practices to Miami intact and are using them in the
black community.

Would you care to comment on that?
Mr. GARY. I can say that that's what you heard. I'm not so sure

whether that is factual, no more than to categorize all blacks as
being more violent than the white community.

Ms. BOWMAN. Is that not a perception that you're familiar with?
Mr. GARY. I'm aware of that perception. I'm just saying that per-

ception and facts are not always mutually inclusive.
Ms. BOWMAN. But don't you-aren't you as concerned about the

public's perception of what the police force is doing?
Mr. GARY. Yes; no doubt. I think I said earlier that we have a

problem in terms of sensitivity and understanding in not only just
the black community but also the Latin community. I think there
is a need, particularly when you have communities throughout the
country that are accustomed to stereotyping, accustomed to not
have interreactions with various ethnic groups, they have a prob-
lem when they have to do that.

As demonstrated by the fact that we have 60 percent of our offi-
cers that are young, that have not had that kind of experience,
that does cause a problem. And that's why we are planning to im-
plement a sensitivity training program that would be for blacks,
Latins, and whites.

Ms. BOWMAN. OK.
How are citizen complaints handled in Miami?
Mr. GARY. We have an office of professional compliance which is

a form of civilian review board, but not in its truest sense. That
office reports directly to the city manager. The director is appoint-
ed by the manager. The members are all civilians and they are rep-
resentative of all segments of the community, Hispanic, Latin, a
woman, and an Anglo. And they do investigations once a complaint
is lodged.

I might add that we now have centers in all of our neighborhoods
whereby any citizen can come up to that particular neighborhood
center and make a complaint, whether it might be an uncour-
teous-somebody using excessive force, that complaint is registered
right there with a civilian.

The office of professional compliance, which is civilian, also is on
the scene, along with a social agency person who is also there, as
well as internal security.

Once that complaint is made, the office of professional compli-
ance sits with internal security and observes every process that
they follow. And once they do that, they complete their investiga-
tion, OPC, which is office of professional compliance, does a sepa-
rate report beyond what the police department does, based on their
observation of what happened in terms of whether or not it was
done thoroughly, whether they got the actual facts, whether the
police department's report actually includes what was taken down.

They make a report to highlight whether it was accurate or
whether it was inaccurate. If it was inaccurate, the city manager

35-408 0 - 84 - 24
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takes control and the city manager says, "Hey, you've got to cor-
rect it."

Ms. BOWMAN. How often do you find that the office of profession-
al compliance is saying that the department is inaccurate?

Mr. GARY. I can send you the last two reports, the one on the
Neville Johnson shooting, and the one on the Cuban disturbance.
And I would say that probably about 60 percent of the reports said
that the police department may have made some mistakes.

Ms. BOWMAN. And what do you do with them then, once they
come to you?

Mr. GARY. What we do is I call the police chief in and all of his
top people, and I said, "These are the facts." And usually, unless
they can refute them, I usually take the opinion of the office of
professional compliance.

What we do is we implement policies to insure that that doesn't
happen in the future, and we even go as far as to discipline people.

Ms. BOWMAN. Should I assume then from that that the office of
professional compliance is viewed with some amount of hostility by
a lot of the rank and file of the police department?

Mr. GARY. I haven't seen any. I mean I'm sure there is some. I
think it is-they see it as a necessary evil, and I think they see it
as something that is not only necessary in terms of what is happen-
ing in our community but throughout the United States, but also
as something that is more acceptable to them than our traditional
civilian review board.

Ms. BOWMAN. Is Chief Kenneth Harms a popular police chief in
Miami?

Mr. GARY. It all depends on who you talk to.
Ms. BOWMAN. Who says he's good?
Mr. GARY. I do.
Ms. BOWMAN. Of the citizen groups, who is he popular with?
Mr. GARY. I would say he's popular with Anglos. I would say he's

popular with the business people. I would say he's popular with the
Latin community. And I would say he's--

Mr. CONYERS. Would you say he is unpopular with the black com-
munity?

Mr. GARY. To some extent, yes.
Ms. BOWMAN. Is there anybody else that he's unpopular with

that you'd like to list?
Mr. GARY. Put in proper perspective, I think the unpopularity

came about as a result of a statement that was in the newspaper,
in terms of some hoodlums that were rioting in Overtown. And I
think we've all experienced the press. At all times they don't print
what you actually say, or they take things out of context.

Now to say that comment should negate all other positive things
that I know he's done, and a lot of the people in the community
know he's done, I don't think it's fair.

Ms. BOWMAN. OK.
How closely does Chief Harms work with his police community

relations officer? Is that Perry Anderson?
Mr. GARY. Yes; it is.
Ms. BOWMAN. Do you have any idea how closely they work to-

gether? Do they meet regularly, do you know?
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Mr. GARY. I would say that the police chief meets with Perry An-
derson, along with the other chiefs, I would say approximately once
a week or once every 2 weeks.

Ms. BOWMAN. Does he meet with him privately?
Mr. GARY. Yes; he does.
Ms. BOWMAN. Do you have any idea how frequently?
Mr. GARY. Quite often.
Ms. BOWMAN. OK.
I imagine you have seen the report of the U.S. Civil Rights Com-

mission on Miami.
Mr. GARY. Yes; I have.
Ms. BOWMAN. There are just a raft of recommendations in the

back of it. We are interested in whether Miami has set out to im-
plement specifically any of the recommendations. One about the
police force is that the review process be examined and be made
more efficient. I won't go into the details. But it's education and
it's housing and it's job opportunity. It covers the whole gamut.

Have you undertaken to specifically implement any of these, or
pay them any special attention?

Mr. GARY. Yes; we have. And I'd be happy to respond to any one
in detail.

But I would like for you to understand that you're talking about
the city manager of Miami. The city manager of Miami is not re-
sponsible for housing. That's the Dade County responsibility.

The city of Miami is not responsible for transportation.
I think that report reflects the city of Miami and Dade County.

And a lot of the issues that relate to Dade County, a lot of times
people say city of Miami, which we have no control authority over.

Education is not controlled by the city manager. There's a sepa-
rate school board which has a separate superintendent, has a sepa-
rate board. They deal with education that we basically don't have
any control over, like a city in New Jersey or New York.

Ms. BOWMAN. OK.
Mr. CONYERS. I hate to interrupt again, but the lights are on and

so I'm required to go to the floor to cast a ballot.
So we will stand in a short recess. OK.

AVFER RECESS

Mr. CONYERS. The committee will come to order.
I want to thank you very much, Mr. Gary, for your patience with

these interruptions that none of us can affect.
My last question is:
Your description of your feeling of the attitude and the hopes of

the black community in Miami in terms of this police violence that
they've been subjected to, do you think that there is a feeling that
there will be some improvement, a diminution of that activity?

Mr. GARY. I think so. I think the reason for that is those things
that we've done before December and those things that we are con-
tinuing to do now.

I think also they have some faith in the leadership that exists
right now in terms of what the police officers can do and what they
won't do. And I think they also have some confidence in that lead-
ership in terms of-not only just in terms of police activity but
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those things that the government can do, particularly the city of
Miami can do in terms of other economic programs that will bene-
fit them.

Mr. CONYERS. You've been very helpful to us. Your job is a diffi-
cult one, there's no question about that. I would like you to know
that this subcommittee is available for whatever resources, instruc-
tions, or comments that you or anyone in the area would like to
provide us with.

We deeply appreciate your taking your time to come here and be
with us today.

Mr. GARY. I appreciate the opportunity, also.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. GARY. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Howard V. Gary with attachments

follow:]
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MR, CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, HONORED GUESTS, LADIES AND

GE NILE MEN:

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS AN AREA THAT IS OF GREAT

IMPORTANCE TO ME PERSONALLY AND AS A CITY MANAGER.

THE POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE HAS BECOME A DIVISIVE ISSUE THAT HAS

POLARIZED CG IDINITIES, SPARKED CIPIL STRIFE, AND CREATED ECONOMIC

CHAOS. IN OUR URBAN SOCIETIES, CRIME, DRUGS, WEAPONS AND VIOLENCE

ARE UNFORTUNATE REALITIES WITH WHICH LAW ENFORCEMENT MUST CONSTANTLY

DEAL. POLICE PERSONNEL WILL ON MANY OCCASIONS HAVE TO RELY ON THEIR

ULTIMATE POWER - THE USE OF DEADLY FORCE, THIS SHOULD BE ONLY AS A

LAST RESORT WHEN THERE ARE NO OTHER ALTERNATIVES TO SAVING LIVES OR

PREVENTING SERIOUS CRIMES OF VIOLENCE, EUROPEAN COUNTRIES THAT HAVE

PEACEFULLY POLICED THEIR TOWNS FOR CENTURIES ARE FINDING IT

INCREASINGLY NECESSARY TO ARM THEIR POLICE OFFICERS TO COMBAT

TERRORISM, ORGANIZED CRIME, AND STREET VIOLENCE.

THE POLICE THEMSELVES ARE FREQUENTLY TARGETS OF GUNMEN. SOMETIMES

IT IS EASY TO SECOND GUESS POLICE OFFICERS' ACTIONS. WE ARE NOT THE

ONES OUT I THE STREETS AND ALLEYS WHOSE LIES ARE OFTEN IN

JEOPARDY, THESE MEN AND WOMEN, O ALL RACES AND BACKGROUNDS ARE

PROTECTING US AND DOING SO AS BEST THEY CAN, GIVEN THE CHAOTIC STATE

OF AFFAIRS AND CONDITIONS BEYOND THEIR CONTROL. BY AND LARGE.

NINETY-FIVE PERCENT OF AMERICA'S LAW ENFORCEMENT PERSONNEL ARE

SINCERE, DEDICATED AND FAIR.
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WE DO NOT LIVE IN A PERFECT 00"LD. A POLICE DEPARTET IS
REFLECTIVE OF THOSE WHO SERVE IN IT. THEY BRING WITH THEM ALL THE
FAULTS AND IMPERFECTIONS OF HUMAN EINGS.

IN THE ABSENCE OF PERFECTION AND IN THE PRESENCE OF GOVERNMENT'S
RESPONSIBILITIES TO CITIZENS, THERE MUST BE MORE OF A BALANCE.
THERE MUST BE A TOTAL COMMITMENT TO ASSURE THAT THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL
PRINCIPLES OF A DEMOCRACY ARE AFFORDED TO ALL. THE BURDENSOME
DUTIES OF THE POLICE OFFICER MUST CALL FOR THE EXERCISE OF

DISCRETION. THE EXIST,,CE OF POLICE UNIONS AND CIVIL SERVICE RULES

WHICH PROTECT THOSE WHO ARE UNFIT TO SHOULDER THESE RESPONSIBILITIES
MUST NOT BE AN IMPEDIMENT TO THE FULFILLMENT OF THIS COMMITMENT,

GIVEN THAT POLICE DEPARTMENTS MUST BE ARMED, AND GIVEN THAT A WIDE
VARIETY OF EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVES TO DEADLY FORCE HAVE NOT YET BEEN
FULLY EVALUATED, CITY ADMINISTRATORS AID POLICE CHIEFS MUST WORK
TOGETHER IN ACHIEVING THE REDUCTION OF CRIME WHILE REDUCING THE
INSTANCES OF UNJUSTIFIABLE DEADLY FORCE APPLICATION, CAN WE
ELIMINATE ACCIDENTAL, NEGLIGENT, UNJUSTIFIABLE OR INEXCUSABLE

FIREARM DISCHARGES? I THINK NOT, BUT OUR FAILURE TO EXHAUST ALL
MEANS AND EFFORTS TO CONTROL THESE SITUATIONS WOULD ONLY SERVE AS AN

INDICTMENT OF OUR FAITHFULNESS TO THOSE WE ARE DUTY-BOUND TO

PROTECT, WHEN THE INEVITABLE TRAGEDY STRIKES, WHAT CAN BE DONE TO
PREVENT COMMUNITY TENSIONS FROM BURSTING THE OFTEN FRAGILE BUBBLES
OF TRANQUILITY?
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I'- .% LOOK BACK It! OUR HISTORY, WT CA'! SEE THAT TSE DILEMAS ARE
NEITHER !EW NCR U1IOUE.

THE U'!ITED STATES INHERITED A CODE OF COMNNOlW LA.S FROM EIGLAN'D,

ALTHOUGH THESE LAWS PRE-DATE COLONIAL TIMES, THEY AE STILL FOLLOWED

IN TENITY THREE STATES INCLUDING FLORIDA. THESE COMMON LAWS HAD

ONCE HELD THAT ALL FELONIES INCLUDING PICKPOCKETI',S AND POACHING
WERE PUNISHABLE BY DEATH, ALLOWING A PEACE OFFICER TO INVOKE THE

DEATH PENALTY PRIOR TO TRIAL, WAS ESSENTIALLY EXPEDITING THE

"INEVITABLE".

THE BLACK COMMUNITY'S PERSPECTIVE OI POLICE USE OF DEADLY FORCE

SPRINGS FROM THE TIME IN THE PAST 'WHEN LAWS AND THE POLICE WHO

ENFORCED THEM WERE OPENLY DISCRIMINATORY; WHEN THERE '-ERE TI-1O SETS
OF JUSTICE,. ONE WHITE AND ONE BLACK. SOME SAY THOSE TIMES ARE

BEHIND US, BUT ARE THEY? HISTORY IGNORED IS HISTORY REPEATED.
THERE ARE STILL THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT LOCAL POLICE DEPARTMENTS ARE
AGENTS OF AN OPPRESSIVE ESTABLISHMENT. THIS PERCEPTION COLORS ALL

EVENTS, SO THAT WHAT MAY BE IN ACTUALITY A GOOD FAITH ACTION, MAY

APPEAR TO SOME A SINIISTER PLOT.

EVEN THOUGH MANY STATES HAVE ENACTED A USE OF DEADLY FORCE STATUTE.

MOST PROGRESSIVE POLICE AGENCIES HAVE GRADUALLY ADOPTED MORE
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RESTRICTIVE FIREARM POLICIES THAN THOSE REQUIRED BY LAW. COURT

ODINIOS O1 THE USE OF SUCH RESTRICTIONS HAVE BEEN MIXED. IN ALL

CRIVANAL ACTIONS, HOWEVER, STATE LAW IS THE DETERMINANT OF WHAT

CHARGE. IF ANY, CAN BE FILED AGAINST A POLICE OFFICER IN THE
ADPLICATIC! OF HIS OR HER LA' ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITY.

MANY STATES HAVE ENACTED A POLICE CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE WHICH IS
GOVERNED BY STATE LAW, UNFORTUNATELY, THOSE WHO SIT IN JUDGMENT OF

AN OFFICER FACING DECERTIFICATION DO NOT ALWAYS VIEW THE SET OF
FACTS FROM THE SAME PERSPECTIVE, WHAT MAY APPEAR TO BE GROSS

NEGLIGENCE FROM AN URBAN, PROGRESSIVE VIEPOINT, MAY SEEN
JUSTIFIABLE AND HEROIC FROM A RURAL, TRADITIONAL VIEWPOINT. THIS

LACK OF CONSISTENCY WITH REGARD TO DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS SENDS

CONFUSING SIGNALS TO COMMUNITIES WHOSE APPREHENSIONS ABOUT THE
POLICE ARE ONLY HEIGHTENED. FURTHERMORE, THE FAILURE TO DECERTIFY
A UNDESIRABLE POLICE OFFICER CURRENTLY SERVING IN ONE COMMUNITY,

ALLO',S THAT SAME OFFICER TO SEEK EMPLOYMENT ELSE',, H'RE AND PERHAPS
PERPETRATE A SIMILAR UNDESIRABLE ACT,

FLORIDA'S STATUTES HAVE CHANGED FROM TIME TO TIME IN SUBSTANCE AND

INTERPRETATION, BUT HAVE GENERALLY HELD THAT DEADLY FORCE IS
JUSTIFIED WHEN A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER REASONIA3LY BELIEVES !T TO

BE NECESSARY TO:
- DEFEND HIM. SELF OR ANOTHER FROI BODILY HARM, ',.IHILE MAKING A111

ARREST,
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WHEN NECESSARILY CO.NITTED IN RETAKING FELONS WHO HAVE

ESCAPED.

_WHEN NECESSARILY COMMITTED IN ARRESTING FELONS FLEEING FROM

JUSTICE.

IN 1971. THE FLORIDA ATTORNEY GENERAL INDICATED THAT A POLICE

OFFICER HAD A LEGAL DUTY TO USE DEADLY FORCE AND THAT A POLICE CHIEF

OR SHERIFF COULD NOT NARROW THE SCOPE OF THE OFFICER'S AUTHORITY -

DISCIPLINARY ACTION INITIATED BY THE DEPARTMENT FOR A VIOLATION OF A

IORE RESTRICTIVE POLICY WOULD NOT BE UPHELD IN THE COURTS.

IN 197i4, THE STATE LEGISLATURE CHANGED THE STATUTE AND RESTRICTED

DEADLY FORCE USAGE BY POLICE OFFICERS TO:
- PREVENT DEATH OR GREAT BODILY HARM,

- PREVENT THE ESCAPE OF A FELON WHOSE ESCAPE WOULD ENDANGER

HUMAN LIFE OR INFLICT GREAT BODILY HARM,

THE STATE LEGISLATURE AMENDED THE STATUTES AGAIN IN 1975, AND

RETURNED TO WHAT IS ESSENTIALLY THE CURRENT LAW. IN 1976, THE
FLORIDA ATTORNEY GENERAL REITERATED HIS 1971 OPINION, CEP,THAT A

CHIEF OF POLICE OR SHERIFF COULD ADOPT A MORE RESTRICTIVE

DEPARTMENTAL POLICY,
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MIAMI H S o'F TROUG: AJO, CHA'2ES SINCE ITS INCRPORATION AS A

WILDERNESS OUTPOST EIGHTY SEVEN YEARS AGO TO A lULTILINGUAL, IIULTI-

ETHNIC, BURGEOUNIG METROPOLIS WHICH IS AN INTERNATIONAL HUB OF

FINANCE AND TRADE. THIS GROWTH HAS NOT CONE WITHOUT HUMAN COST.

MIAMI, O!CE THE FOCUS CF COMMUNITY LIFE, IS NO, THE URBAN CORE OF

OUTLYING BEDROOM COMMUNITIES, WE ARE ONLY ONE OF 27 MUICIPALITIES

IN DADE COUNTY, ALTHOUGH WE REMAI" THE LARGEST, BEING THE URBAN

CORE HAS ITS DISTINCT DISADVANTAGES. WE HAVE EXPERIENCED TWO MAJOR
INFLUXES OF CUBAN EXILES AID THOUSANDS OF HAITIANS FLEEING
OPPRESSIVE POVERTY, WE HAVE FACED MAJOR POLICE-COMMUNI TY

CONFRONTATIONS IN 1938, 1972, 1980 AND MOST RECENTLY IN DECE.',BER,

1982.

IT IS WITHIN THIS BACKGROUND THAT WE SAW THE NEED FOR CHANGES IN THE
TRADITIONAL METHODS USED BY LAW ENFORCEMENT,

MEMBERS OF THE MIAMI CITY COMMISSION AND THE LOCAL MEDIA HAVE CALLED
FOR CIVILIAN REVIEW OF POLICE MISCONDUCT. WHILE THE PROPOSAL HAD

SOME MERIT, HISTORY HAS FOREWAR-',ED US THAT TRADITIONAL CIVILIAN

BOARDS WERE GENERALLY INEFFECTIVE, POLITICALLY CONTROVERSIAL AND
UNACCEPTABLE TO POLICE OFFICIALS AND RANK AND rILE PERSONNEL. IN

ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES OF PUBLIC SCRUTINY, GOVERNMENT IN
THE SUNSHINE, AND ACCOUNTABILITY, A PROCESS WAS ESTABLISHED AND

ENDORSED BY THE CITY GOVERNMENT. POLICE UNION. AND THE BLACK AND
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HISPANIC COrlJUNITIES, ADOPTED BY THE MIAMI CITY CO;ISSION. THE

OFcICE OF PROFESSIONAL COMPLIANCE WAS CREATED TO I INDEPENDENTLY
OVERSEE THE MOST SENS I TIYE I INVEST IGATI ONS, I ISUR I G I PART IAL ITY AND
OJECTIVITY. REPORTING DIRECTLY TO THE CITY MANAGER, THE OFFICE OF
DRO-ESSIONAL COMPLIANCE, IS AN ETH'HICALLY BALANCED PODY AUTHORIZED
TO -PHYSICALLY OBSERVE INTERNAL AFFAIRS IN\'ESTIGATIO'l AND ISSUE
INDEPENDENT REPORTS REGARDING OUTCOMES AND PROCEDURES.

E ARE NOW OPENING COMIMUNITY OUTREACH CENTERS TO ENABLE CITIZENS THE

OPPORTUNITY TO VENTILATE AND DOCUMET GRIEVANCES REGARDING OFFICIAL
BEHAVIOR OF POLICE OFFICERS, WHILE THIS PROCESS ALONE MAY NOT

REDUCE INCIDENCES OF UNJUSTIFIED USE OF DEADLY FORCE, WE ARE

CONFIDENT THAT A "GRASS ROOTS" COMPLAINT PROCEDURE WILL DIFFUSE
COMMUNITY TENSION AlD HELP TO IMPROVE TRUST AND CON]FIDE!CE IN THE
ACCOUNTABILITY PROCESS ESPECIALLY DURING THE INVESTIGATION OF A
CONTROVERSIAL POLICE SHOOT I NG,

THE FLORIDA ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OPINION OF 197G, GIVING CHIEFS AND

SHERIFFS MORE LATITUDE OPENED THE DOOR FOR A MORE ENLIGHTENED DEADLY
FORCE POLICY IN MIAMI, MIAMI POLICE CHIEF KENNETH HARMS WAS THE

FIRST LOCAL POLICE ADMINISTRATOR TO PURSUE A BOLD INITIATIVE, MUCH
STUDY AND RESEARCH HAD GO'lE INTO PREPARATION FOR A POLICY THAT WOULD
LIMIT THE INSTANCES IN WHICH DEADLY FORCE WAS APPROPRIATE. THE

BALANCE WAS STRUCK BETWEEN A COMMUNITY'S RIGHT TO BE FREE OF FEAR
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AND THE INDIVIDUAL'S RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS. HIAMI PLACED A HIGHER

"ALUE :ON HUMAN LIFE THAN IT DID ON PROPERTY WORTH.

DURISO THE DEVELOPMENT PERIOD, A DE"ASTATING 1980 CIVIL DISTURBANCE
ERUPTED IN THE CITY OF 1IIAMI PRECIPITATED BY THE ACQUITTAL OF POLICE

OFFICERS WHO WERE TRIED FOR THE BEATI'!G DEATH OF A BLACK INSURANCE
EXECUTIVE, THE NEW POLICY WAS IMPLENE"TED DURING THIS DISTURBANCE.

SI'!CE THAT TIME, OUR POLICY HAS BEE'! REFINED AND STRENGTHENED, IT
HAS BEEN COPIED ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND IS BEING ADOPTED BY ALL THE
27 MUNICIPAL POLICE DEPARTMENTS IN DADE COUNTY. THIS UNUSUAL
CONCENSUS WAS REACHED THROUGH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT HUMAN LIFE IS
INDEED THE MOST PRECIOUS OF ASSETS AND THAT CITIZENS SHOULD NOT BE
IN FEAR OF A POLICE OFFICER'S GUN FROM ONE LOCAL COMMUNITY TO THE
NEXT.

IT IS THE POLICY OF MY CITY THAT ALL DISCHARGES OF FIREARMS BE
INVESTIGATED AND DOCUMENTED. EACH DISCHARGE IS INVESTIGATED

IMMEDIATELY BY THE INDIVIDUAL'S COMMiANDING OFFICER AND INTERNAL
AFFAIRS REGARDLESS OF AN INJURY OR A MISS. IF THERE IS AN INJURY,
THE INVESTIGATION BECOMES MORE INTENSE, INTERNAL AFFAIRS, THE LAW
DEPARTMENT, HOMICIDE PERSONNEL, AND A SHOOTING TEAM. CONSISTING OF
At! ASSISTANT STATE ATTORNEY, CRIME LAB TECHNICIA-S, AND A MEDICAL

EXAMINER ARE SUBJECT TO CALL,
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THESE EFFORTS ARE MONITORED FOR QUALITY BY THE OFFICE OF
PROFESSIONAL COMPLIANCE, ONCE CONCLUDED, A SHOOTING REVIEW BOARD IS
IMPANELED ON ALL FIREARM DISCHARGES TO MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS ON
POLICY, PROCEDURAL COMPLIANCE, DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS AND POSSIBLE

TRAINING NEEDS.

WHILE MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATORS MAY 1OT BE DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR
THE INDIVIDUAL ACTS OF POLICE OFFICERS, WE ARE FULLY RESPONSIBLE FOR
ASSURING THAT THE POLICE CHIEFS WE CONTROL HOLD ACCOUNTABLE THOSE
COMMANDERS AND SUPERVISORS WHOSE DAILY RESPONSIBILITIES INCLUDE THE
MONITORING AND SUPERVISION OF POLICE ACTIVITIES,

AS A MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATOR, THE ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF THE
WORKFORCE IS OF PARAMOUNT INTEREST TO ME. AS IN ANY LARGE CITY, THE
MINORITY POPULATION MUST HAVE EQUAL REPRESENTATION IN MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT, MIAMI IS NO DIFFERENT. IT IS A COMMUNITY COMPRISED OF
ALMOST 55% HISPANIC, 247 BLACK AND 211 ANGLOS,

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES AT THE ENTRY AND PROMOTIONAL LEVEL MUST BE
AFFORDED TO EVERYONE, PUBLIC OFFICIALS MUST BE WILLING TO MAKE
PERSONAL SACRIFICES IN ORDER TO ACCOMPLISH AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GOALS.
OUR POLICE AGENCY, FOR EXAMPLE, IS CURRENTLY STAFFED BY A MINORITY
CONFIGURATION OF 55%, ALTHOUGH NOT YET REFLECTIVE OF THE ACTUAL
ETHIC PERCENrAGES IN THE COMMUNITY, IT REPRESENTS A TREMENDOUS
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S7IDE FRO THE PREVIOUS PERCEITAIVS WHERE.Y .-!ON-MI NORITIES,
-PRESE',TED MORE THAN S57 OF THE PO.ICE FORCE.

A.FORDING EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR MINORITIES MUST BE FOLLOWED

?Y UPARD MOBILITY OPPORTUNITIES, IN POLICE WORK ESPECIALLY, I HAVE

FOUD THIS TO BE OP URGENT PRACTICAL IMPORTANCE, TOO OFTEN, I HAVE

PERSONALLY OBSERVED ETHNIC CUSTOMS OR CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

MISINTERPRETED BY POLICE OFFICERS WHO, IF SUPERVISED BY A 0IORE

REPRESENTATIVE MIX OF LEADERSHIP, MIGHT NOT HAVE MISINTERPRETED THE
SITUATION AS HOSTILE OR THREATENING.,

CONITROLLING THE APPLICATION OF UNJUSTIFIED USE OF DEADLY FORCE IS

NOT EXCLUSIVELY THE FUNCTION OF SUPERVISION, SUPERVISION MUST BE
SUPPLEMENTED WITH A COMMITMENT TO A PROGRESSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM.

OVER THE YEARS, THE POLICE DEPARTIMEET HAS HELD SEVERAL TRAINING

SESSIONS TO BETTER EQUIP ITS OFFICERS IN DEALING WITH URBAN STREET
SETTINGS AND THE PUBLIC, RECENTLY, A VERY SUCCESSFUL OFFICER

SURVIVAL PROGRAM WAS CONDUCTED IN WHICH 891 SWORN PERSONNEL WERE
TRAINED ON HOW TO BETTER HANDLE HIGH STRESS AND LIFE THREATENING

SITUATIONS WHICH MIGHT RESULT IN THE USE OF DEADLY FORCE, ANOTHER

TRAINING PROGRAM BEING CONSIDERED IS ROLE PLAYING AT AN OUTDOOR

RANGE THAT HAS AN URBAN STREET SETTING,
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POLICE DEPARTMENTS MUST EVALUATE ALTERNATIVES TO THE USE OF DEADLY
CCRCE, IN MIAMI. WE ARE CURRENTLY CONDUCTING PR-24 POLICE BATON

TRAINING TO GIVE OFFICERS ANOTHER EFFECTIVE TOOL TO USE BEFORE
RESORTING TO A FIREARM AS OPPOSED TO USE OF THE (SOMETIME DEADLY)
KEL-LITE,

IN 'MAY OF THIS YEAR THE CITY OF MIAMI COMMISSION, WITH AN ENDOWMENT
FROM THE McKNIGHT FOUNDATION, PURCHASED A SYNTHESIZED MEDIA

EINVIRO-NMENT SIMULATOR. THE SME-24, AS IT IS CALLED, IS ANOTHER TOOL

THAT WILL BE USED BY THE POLICE DEPARTMENT TO TRAIN POLICE OFFICERS
IN RESPONDING TO HIGH STRESS DEADLY FORCE SITUATIONS. THROUGH THE

USE OF COMPUTER-CONTROLLED SLIDE PROJECTORS AND TAPE RECORDERS, THE
SME-24 CAN CONFRONT THE OFFICER WITH REALISTIC SITUATIONS AS THEY

MAY OCCUR ON THE STREET. WITH THE USE OF BIOFEEDBACK MACHINERY, AND

INFRARED CAMERAS, THE REACTIONS AND STRESS LEVELS OF THE OFFICER CAN

BE MONITORED. IF THE OFFICER HANDLES THE SITUATION CORRECTLY, HE
SHOULD BE ABLE TO AVERT A SHOOTING CONFRONTATION WITH THE SUBJECT
BEING PROJECTED, IN THE EVENT THE OFFICER MAKES MISTAKES IN THE
HANDLING OF THE SITUATION, THE SME-24 OPERATOR OR COMPUTER CAN
UTILIZE A SYSTEM CALLED BRANCHING TO ESCALATE THE SITUATION TO A
SHOOTING CONFRONTATION, AT WHICH TIME THE SCENARIO SHOULD END. THE

OFFICER IS THEN CRITIQUED ON HIS PERFORMANCE AND COUNSELLED ON THE
DIFFERENT WAYS TO BETTER HANDLE THESE SITUATIONS.
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SIMULTANEOUS WITH OUR INITIAL INQUIRIES ABOUT THE SIMULATOR, WE.

RECENTLY MADE A DECISION IN MIAMI TO MODIFY ALL SERVICE REVOLVERS SO

THAT THEY WOULD BE DOUBLE-ACTION WEAPONS ONLY. A SINGLE ACTION
WEAPON, IS NOTHING MORE THAN A COCKED HAND GUN, - AN ACCIDENT

WAITING TO HAPPEN, THE SINGLE ACTION FEATURE SERVES NO REAL

FUNCTION IN POLICE WORK OTHER THAN RISKING THE POSSIBILITY OF

TRAGEDY AND CIVIL STRIFE, MIAMI POLICE GUNSMITHS ARE BUSILY WORKING

AND GRINDING OUR WEAPONS TO ALLOW THEIR DISCHARGE IN A DOUBLE-ACTION

MODE ONLY.

THIS KIND OF POLICY IS ANOTHER STEP THAT OUR DEPARTMENT HAS PURSUED
TO DEMONSTRATE OUR COMMITMENT TO THE PRESERVATION OF LIFE, - BOTH

THE OFFICER'S AND THE CITIZEN,

IT IS ESSENTIAL, ALWAYS, THAT THE FIREARMS TRAINING OF POLICE
OFFICERS, WHETHER ON THE RANGE OR THE SIMULATOR, BE ACCOMPANIED WITH

A SIMILAR OR GREATER AMOUNT OF TRAINING IN HUMAN SKILLS. TO ME, THE

HEROIC OFFICER IS THE ONE WHO CAN DEFUSE A SITUATION, NOT WITH HIS
WEAPON, BUT WITH HIS PERSUASIVE COMMUNICATIONS ABILITY.

THERE ARE NO EASY ANSWERS TO THE MANY QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE

CONTROVERSY AND PAIN CAUSED BY THIS ISSUE. THE ATTENTION AND ENERGY

WE MUST COLLECTIVELY DEVOTE TO ITS RESOLUTION DOES NOT APPROACH THE

ANGUISH AND FRUSTRATION LEFT IN THE SOUL AND SPIRIT OF THOSE WE
ALIENATE BY OUR FAILURES.

35-408 0 - 84 - 25
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AS CITY MANAGER OF MIAMI, I HAVE ATTENDED AND OBSERVED THE GRIM
REALITY OF BOTH POLICE AND CITIZEN FUERALS. TO THOSE FAMILY AND

FRIENDS LEFT BEHIND REMAIN THE EMPTINESS OF UNANSWERED QUESTIONS AND

BROKEN PROMISES.

THE CITIZENRY IS SUBJECTED TO DISPARATE DEADLY FORCE POLICIES FROM

TOWN TO TOWN, COUNTY TO COUNTY AND STATE TO STATE. SERIOUS

CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO UNIFORM LEGISLATION AT THE FEDERAL

LEVEL TO ASSURE THAT REGIONAL OR LOCAL STANDARDS DO NOT VARY THE
APPLICATION OF DEADLY FORCE.

IN THE ABSENCE OF SUCH LEGISLATION, PUBLIC ADMINISTRATORS MUST
DEMAND OF THEIR LAW ENFORCEMENT CHIEFS THE ABSOLUTE COMMITMENT TO

THE PRINCIPLES WHICH RECOGNIZE THE SANCTITY. OF HUMAN LIFE. DEADLY

FORCE POLICIES MUST COEXIST WITH MUTUAL RESPECT AND COOPERATION
BETWEEN A COMMUNITY AND ITS POLICE.

AS MANY TIMES AS IT HAS BEEN SAID. IT MUST BE SAID AGAIN THAT ROOT
CAUSES OF SOCIAL CHAOS MUST BE GIVEN THE HIGHEST PRIORITY BY THE

CONGRESS AND ADMINISTRATION. ALL TOO OFTEN, OUR STREET TRAGEDIES

AND CIVIL DISORDERS CAN BE SHOWN TO BE THE RESULT OF FAILURES OTHER

THAN THE USE OF DEADLY FORCE. THE USE OF DEADLY FORCE MAY BE ONLY

THE SPARK.
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WHILE I STRONGLY URGE THE APPROPRIATION OF FUNDS FOR INTER-

DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH INTO THE CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF POLICE-

CO-NMUNITY CONFRONTATIONS, I MUST UNEQUIVOCALLY ADD THAT THE

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS INTO ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES ALONE, WILL NOT
SOLVE THE PROBLEMS WHICH WE, AT THE MUNICIPAL LEVEL, MUST FACE,

DI.'ERSIONARY AND DETERRENT PROGRAMS MUST BE SEEN AS A VIABLE
OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THIS SERIOUS ISSUE.

WITHOUT THIS RECOGNITION, OUR FAILURES AND THE TRAGEDIES WHICH

FOLLOW SHALL BE ON THE CONSCIENCE OF ALL OF US WHO HAVE HAD THE
POWER TO MEET THE CHALLENGE.
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HOWARD V. GARY

Experience

04/81 - Present CITY MANAGER, CITY OF MIAMI

Directs the administration of all departments of the City of
Miami government with a budget of more than $190 million and
3,500 employees. Responsible for the efficient administra-
tion of all departments and has the authority to enforce the
laws of the City; to appoint, remove, or promote City
employees under his control; exercise ultimate control over
City departments; and to inform and advise the City
Commission on all City affairs. Ongoing organizational
development, preparation of the City budget, labor
relations, project planning and execution of intergovern-
mental affairs, 'as well as public information efforts, are
among the primary functions of the City Manager's Office.
Successfully negotiated the Cable TV license, recognized
nationally as the strongest and most comprehensive agreement
negotiated by a municipality; achieved significant progress
in the recruitment and promotion of minorities in the Miami
Police Department and for the City as a whole, so that out
of 3,503 permanent full-time employees, blacks now comprise
29%; Hispanics 28%; and Anglo females 7%; created and
implemented a Minority Vendors Program; evaluated and
implemented cost-effective management improvements in major
City departments; improved the City's financial systems;
implemented the ,Affordable Rental Housing Development
Program, as well as multi-family and single-family
rehabilitation programs; and reduced the City's crime rate
by 15%, thus creating a safer environment for City
residents.

11/79 - 04/81 ASSISTANT CITY MANAGER, CITY OF MIAMI

Directed the Departments of Management and Budget, Finance,
Computers and Communications, and Human Resources, with
control over a staff of 190 employees. Responsible for
developing and managing the City's fiscal affairs, its human
resource (personnel) needs, developing the centralized
computer and communications systems, and providing a liaison
with the Police Department. Responsibilities included the
development of the City's first civilian review process of
police activities in response to allegations of police
misconduct and use of excessive force; coordination of the
development of a personnel system to expedite recruitment,
selection, and "employment of police officers under a
stringent, court-imposed affirmative action program; and
implementation of a plan to coordinate the activities of the
external auditor and the Finance Department, which resulted
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in the timely closing of the City's financial records. Also
coordinated the City's first two-year plan for the develop-
ment of the computer and communications operations.

12/76 - 11/79 DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET, CITY OF
MIAMI

Directed and supervised the Budget Division, Operations
Analysis Division, and Internal Audit Division. Developed
an annual plan (budget) and means by which performance
reports on all activities may be generated. Prepared and
administered the annual budget which exceeded $127 million,
as well as all federal and state-supported programs,
totalling $92 million. Developed the Activity Reporting
Management System (ARMS) to provide the City Manager with a
means for controlling and evaluating municipal operations in
terms of stated objectives. Supervised Operations Analysis
activities to improve the effectiveness of both management
and operations of the City. Insured the proper collection
of City revenues, their recording and control in accordance
with generally-accepted accounting and auditing principles.
Developed 'and implemented performance audits, which have
been accepted by federal auditors as sufficient evidence of
local fiscal control.

12/73 - 12/76 BUDGET DIRECTOR, CITY OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Directed and supervised the Budget Division of the Business
Administrator's Office. Prepared the annual budget, which
exceeded $250 million; analyzed the organization and
operation of departments and agencies; developed practices
for improving administration and procedures of city govern-
ment; and reorganized the Budget Office to improve its
planning, programming, and budgeting capabilities.

01173 - 12/73 ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYST, CITY OF NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

Assisted the Mayor, who served as the chief executive
officer of the City. Served as liaison !)etween the City and
the Chamber of Commerce on budget and financial matters.
Supervised municipal departments; prepared the annual
budget; assisted the Mayor in policy planning; evaluated the
cost-effectiveness of programs and their relation to the
overall policies and goals of the city; developed
administrative directives for the operation of City
government; prepared budget estimates which compared
anticipated revenues to projected expenditures; and assisted
the Mayor in the coordination of various departments and
agencies of City government.
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01/72 - 01/73 CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, CITY -OF NEWARK

Assisted the Business Administrator in the management and
operation of all departments, divisions, offices, and
agencies of City government. Assisted the Business
Administrator in tho preparation and review of the annual
budget; developed and implemented systems for all
departments; prepared comprehensive reports containing
findings, analysis, conclusions, and recommendations.
Implemented the "Management by Objectives" (MO) system.

08/71, 01/72 PROJECT COORDINATOR. UNIVERSITY OP MICHIGA
Designed, coordinated, and implemented a seminar entitled'City Management," to give practical knowledge of city
management and Its operations to graduate students.

08/71 - 01/72 ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. CITY OF INKSTER, ,ICHIGAN

Assisted the City Manager in his daily operations.
Evaluated the annual budgets prepared cost analysis studies
for various purposes; reorganized the municipal organi-
zational structure and procedures conducted a survey on the
adequacy of refuse collections; analyzed and reported on
Public Works Department operations andon the trends of the
city's budgets; and dbeyloped alternatives for increasing
the tax base.

01/69 - 08/70 ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, METRO-DADE MODEL CITIES PROGRAM, MIAMI,
UE ,UNT. FWRUA

Assisted in the establishment of the Model City Pro ram.
Directed the Administrative Division, involved In evaluat-
ing, designing, and implementing the budgetary, personnel
and administrative policies and controls as they related to
the Model Cities Program. Implemented federal guidelines of
budgeting and programming for various Dade County programs.
Responsible for the budgeting of $28 million.
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06/68 08/70 ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT FOR THE METRO-DADE COIINTY MANAGER'S
OFFICE, Miami, Dade County, Florida

Evaluated and implemented budgetary policies and controls as
they related to various departmental programs of Dade County
government. Directed cost analysis and control, budget
preparation and expenditures, purchasing and Inventory
control, methods and procedure studies, special studies and
report writing. Assisted department heads in planning,
programing, and budgeting, involving the County Welfare
Department, the County Hospital, the Department of Housing
and Urban Development, Planning Department, and the Depart-
ment of Social Services.

Personal Data

VITAL STATISTICS: Date of Birth: 1/13/46 Marital Status: Married, two children

EDUCATION: High School: Northwestern Senior High, Miami, Florida.
Graduated in 1963.

College: Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia.
S B.A. Degree major in Political Science

and minors In Business Administration,
Ecoomios, Accounting, end Business Law.
Graduated In 1967.

Graduate: University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Master of Public Policy (M.P.P.)
Rackham School
Graduated in 1971.

COMMUNITY Member, Urban League Board of Directors, Miami, Florida
ACTIVITIES: Member, YMCA-Carver Branch Board of Directors, Miami, Florida

Member, Board of Directors Sunshine State Bank Miami, Florida
Guest Lecturer at Rutgers Schools of Public Admanistration and

Planning
Guest Lecturer at Dade County Public School System

PROFESSIONAL International City Managers' Association
ORGANIZATIONS: Municipal Financo Officers' Association

American Management Association
American Society of Public Administrators

ADDRESS: 1605 N. W. Eighth Terrace
Miami, Florida 33131
Work Telephone: (305) 579-6040
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Presentation of Awards, Recognition
and Outstanding Achievements

1981 The Greater Miami Chapter at NABA

1981 The Boys Club of Miami

1982 Miami Dade Chamber of Commerce and Local
' '- Black Business

1982 United Negro College Fund

1982 Dade Miami Criminal Justice Council

1982 Florida City and County Management Association

1982 South Florida Chapter of the American society
for Public Administration

1982 The Minority Business Opportunity of the Miami
Federal Executive Board

1982-1983 Coconut Grove Jaycees

1982-1983 Woodson Willians Marshall Association - University
of Miami

1983 Centro Hispano Catolico

1983 Public Technology, Ino.

1983 The Forum of South Florida, Inc.

1 te .... Miami Northwestern Senior High School

1983 Black Caucus of Eastern Airlines

1983 Florida Congressional Delegation's Distinguished
Service Award
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Mr. CONYERS. Our next to the last witness is Raymond Fauntroy,
president of the Greater Miami-Dade County Branch of the South-
ern Christian Leadership Conference, a branch which he helped to
found.

Originally a Washingtonian, he has been in Miami for a good
number of years. And these hearings have to be conceded to have
stemmed froln his communications and contact with myself and
other members of the Congressional Black Caucus. .

We are very pleased to have you here Mr Fauntroy, and we
know of your deep concern about the activities that are going on in
your city and State. And as you know, we need to get a very clear
F icture of Miami and Florida, because it is a center of the very dis.
urbing police violence which is the subject of our hearing.

So we welcome you, and will incorporate your prepared state
ment which we are glad you were able to provide for us. You may
feel ree to make any comments about any of the matters that
you've heard us comment on today, including any matters that the
Congressional Black Caucus or the members of Congress deal with
that have to do with the Federal Government or the-Department of
Justice.

Welcome to the subcommittee.

TESTIMONY OF RAYMOND FAUNTROY, SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE, MIAMI, FLA.

Mr. FAUNTROY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
panel.

I want to thank you for conducting these hearings on a growing
problem in this country, one that reflects itself in the deadly conse-
quences in our community. I would like to discuss this issue in the
context of two incidents which occurred in Miami, which had far-
reaching consequences for policy community relations and the gen-
eral peace and security of the public.

On December 17, 1979-before I go to that, I would like to-I in-
advertently left out of my statement a very important issue, and
that is the issue of Nathaniel Lefleur.

I would like to state that Mr. Lefleur was beaten severely in Feb-
ruary, I believe it was, of 1979, in a wrong-house raid by the police
department, and consequently died.

Mr. CONYERS. You say it was a wrong-house raid?
Mr. FAUNTROY. A wrong-house raid, in which he was beaten se-

verely.
Mr. CONYERs. So the police were illegally in the house in which

Mr. Lefleur was residing?
Mr. FAUNTROY. Right.
That very week-that was supposed to have been a raid on-a

drug raid. They were supposedly breaking into a home that was
supposedly selling drugs.

That very week, there was a vessel confiscated in Biscayne Bay
with two tons of mariuana on it. No one was struck, shot, beaten,
and all of the people arrested were out of jail the next day. And we
saw that as being particular to the problem that we have in Miami.

On December 17, 1979, Arthur McDuffy, an ex-US. Marine and
an employed insurance agent, was brutally beaten to death by offl-
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cers of the law after a high-speed chase reportedly started after a
traffic violation. We will never hear Arthur McDuffy's version of
the incident. Consequently, Mr. McDuffy lay severely beaten and
motionless with his hands cuffed behind his back when the final
and fatal blows were struck.

As a result of this callous behavior on the part of the police, 18
lives and millions of dollars' worth of property were lost. Fifteen of
the people killed were black, all killed by whites or white police-
men.

There have been no arrests of whites, no conviction of whites
and no reprimand of the policeman. In fact, those at the command
level have all been promoted, and none were ever reprimanded or
demoted. Dade County was held up as a national disgrace, and the
conditions that provoked the riot at this moment are still in place.

On December 28, 1982, 20-year-old Neville Johnson, a respected
Dade County employee, was shot in the head at point-blank range
in front of witnesses by an officer of the law who was, one, off of
his assigned beat, two, uncalled, and three, unprovoked. I cannot
and will not elaborate further on this case because it has not come
to trial yet. However, this careless act resulted in 8 days of violence
and death.

These are two cases you may have heard about through the news
media. However, there are other cases you should know about. And
I also brought with me a list of blacks who have been killed at the
hands of the police since February 1982. And they total 12, 8 of
which have been since October 1982.

On October 5, 1982, correctional officer Ernest Kirkland was shot
four times with nondepartmental issue bullets believed to be Su-
pershocker III bullets. This fatal force was used by a plain clothes
officer Pellechio during a traffic violation in which witnesses say
officer Pellechio struck the first blow. I might add that there was
an ensuing fight between Officer Pellechio and Officer Kirkland,
resulting in the death of Officer Kirkland.

Donald Harp was shot point-blank on March 4, 1988, by a Metro
Dade policeman. Mr. Harp was a passenger in a car that was being
chased by police after a minor traffic accident. Mr. Harp was either
too intoxicated or too afraid to respond to the police command to
get out of the car. While in the grasp of one officer, another officer
fred point-blank into Mr. Harp's chest, thereby killing him.

Anthony Nelson, shot in the back at close range while he stood
spread-eagled with both hands on the truck and following instruc.
tons of the policeman.

The Dade County commission has failed to show good faith to the
citizens of Florida and to the Nation as a whole, and a sincere
effort to eliminate the possibility of this catastrophe from occurring
again has not been taken. They consistenly refuse to accept the
fact that the level of command is improperly trained and improper-
ly led.

The county commission of Dade County, one and all, do not have
the innovative thinking necessary to end this grave injustice
against the people. They abrogate their responsibility to the county
manager, who is likewise uninformed and largely depends on hand-
picked members of his own staff and political mercenaries of all
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races, dependent upon him or his agency for sustenance, to support
the irresponsible direction of the police department.

Intelligent debate in Dade County is neither supported by the po-
litical structure, tho electronic media, nor the newspapers. So, hon-
orable gentlemen, perhaps we do the Nation proud at this hearing
held here today. While these hearings are being held, may we con-
sider a hearing of this nature being brought to Dade County, Fla?

Due to the multiethnic black population, the multiethnic Latin
population, the multiethnic caucasian population, all citizens of dif.
ferent nations, cultures, and legal practices foreign to us, who
make up the city of Miami, and Dade County, I should add, it is
rather difficult for you on this committee to form a clear picture of
the problem that is present.

We propose to bring into existence a psychological profile, of
which there is none in the Nation at this time, to our knowledge
dealing with police officers, white men and women, Latin men and
women, black men and women, this being the first step in eliminat-
ing the instant and unjustifiable use of fatal force. Black and other
minorities have no respect for police, for they fear and know that
policemen are an instrument of those who would suppress the mi-noritypopulation.Finally, I would like to point out the effect of unions on police

decisionmaking.
When command-level officers and the rank-and-file policemen

participate in union activities, the command level losses Its ability
to lead- Police departments are being run by men whose names you
do not know, and whose faces you never see.

In summary, I would like to read to you from our December 80,
1982, SCLC statement. It starts:

The SCLC comes once again, as we have done before, for the voice of McDuffy
cries out still for this community to address itself to the problems that brought
about riots and death, problems that are still prevalent.

The failure of the police leadership at the command level and the improper train.
ing of police officers were brought out before the Governor's Riot Investigation
Bcard even though we were denied the possibility of presenting our point of view.

Presently the State Police are in a state of organizational dismay. In order to
remedy the situation, we publicly ask that the county commissioner hear our point
of view, We asked the State Attorney for the right to present to the grand Jury our
point of view and recommendations and were denied that right.

It is therefore abundantly clear that neither the Governor, the county commission
nor the Miami Commission are capable at this time of addressing the monumental
problem of reorganization and training that will be necessary to put an end to this
problem of periodic civil carnage.

We at this time ask the last remaining body that stands above reproach, the Dade
County Grand Jury, to convene Itself that they may hear from us the truth as to
why these conditions exist and for us to deliver to them recommendations that
would eliminate the consistent causes of complaint,

Then thins that we have said and stated are all a matter of public record, In
dealing with the body politic, we stand and wait with the knowledge of truth for the
purpose, of service to the citizens of Dade County and the city of Miami in a troubled
time when the nation may point to us with pride and honor us for what we say and
do,

I had written some points that I would like to address of some of
the previous speakers.

Mr. CoNYs. Please do.
Mr. FAUNTROY. We have opposed the simulator in this particular

instance in Miami simply because the blacks who have been killed
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have not been killed under those circumstances. These people, as
I've pointed out, were killed while surrendering, were killed while,
in Neville Johnson's case, while playing a computer game, hands
on the game were killed as a result of traffic accidents.

None of tle situations that had been shown in the simulator
were present when these people were killed. So we feel that that's
a bandaid to a very serious problem.

We feel that the double-action gun that has been proposed would
only Jeopardize the lives of those officers who are doing a profes.
signal and real Job of policing.

We are not opposed to law and order and we are not opposed to
the police department and we do not want to hinder the policemen
from doing their Job, but we feel that the double-action gun would
only hinder them and would not stop the killing needlessly of
blacks.

Mr. CoNYERS. Tell me a little bit more about the simulator, since
our next witness is I think going to be talking about it from a fa-
vorable point of view.

Mr. V'AUNTROY. I believe that the simulator is a good training
tool for officers.

Mr. CONYERs. You think it's a good training tool.
Mr. PAUNTROY. Yes; I do. But in the case in Miami at this time it

has no bearing on what the problem is.
Mr. CONYERS. It won't change anything,
Mr. FAUNTROY. That will not change the fact that black men are

being killed--
Mr. CoNYzS. I see.
Mr. FAUNTROY [continuing]. In Miami at the rate that they are

being killd, as this list will testify to. The circumstances do not
exist in these cases, so that will not help the problem that exists
there now.

Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee will come back to order.
Thank you, Mr. Fauntroy, for your patience. Let me turn the

presentation over to you for your conclusion, and then we can ask
you some questions.

Mr. FAUNTROY. I think I had about covered everything that I
wanted to bring out. I did submit a list of those killed by the police
department in Dade County.

Mr. CoNYERS. We will include that in the record with your state.
ment.

Let's get down to our attempt to understand what's going on in
Florida, Can you describe the mood of the black citizens there, the
young people what the relations are? I'm afraid I'm not getting a
very clear picture of what's going on in your city and in the
county and even in the State.

Mr. AUNT0Y. First let me say the perception among the young
people and poor people and black people is that-is one of frustra.
tion, one of fear of the police department in this particular case
and one of total disbelief of the Judicial system, of the political
system. There's a feeling that we don't stand a chance, that an offi.
cer of the law can shoot us on the street and be acquitted in a
court of law in cases such as McDuffy, in cases such as Officer
Kirkland who was a correctional officer, and in cases like Anthony
Nelson who, admittedly, was part of the theft of a truck; but does a
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policeman have the right to take his life, especially when he has
surrendered, in such a manner?

There appears to be the perception that if you're rich that you
can get through the system and you can get out of trouble, if you're
poor you don't stand a chance; that in the Judicial system the poor
folk are not represented properly, that the prosecutions of the offi.
cers in these cases have been les than desirable, that the prosecut.
ing attorneys had not done the job that they would do had they
been prosecuting for whites or Latins. And it's a direct result of the
lack of money when it comes to that it's a result of racism in the
court system and racism in the political structure, where there
seems to be less concern about what takes place in the black com-
munity.

As we pointed out earlier, we are not antilaw and antiorder, we
want law and order as everyone else does, we want the drug push-
ers run out too' though we don't want to be accused of being drug
pushers and killed ourselves when we, in fact, are not.

It was pointed out by our city manager who had a gun drawn on
him in hi suit, in his shirt and tie, we all become hoodlums to the
racism policemen. And that is the irresponsible statement of the
police chief. And you may know that we have called for, and are
callingfor the firing of the police chief, and we intend to get that
come November. We have served notice on the commission -that we
have started a very strong voter registration drive, and we're going
to the polls in November and we're going to use that political
muscle that we have to cause change in that community.

We hope that the young people, however, will join in with us,
and we'll try one more time to use the legal process and one more
time to use the political process, and be a part of that change, in.
stead of throwing caution to the wind and forgetting about the po.
litical process and believing that it has no bearing on the future;
that they ve tried and nothing has come out of that. We want to
change that perception.

Mr. CoNYRs. Do you think this subcommittee would learn more
about the situation in Florida by holding a hearing in your city?

Mr. FAUNTROY. Yes; I do.
Mr. CONYW. Would there be witnesses that could come forward

and help fill in the gaps that now exist about what goes on in
terms of police-ommunity relations?

Mr. FAUNTROY. Yes; there are witnesses. I have a list of wit.
nese that I could present to you, and they are black and they are
Latin and they are white, who would come and testify about what's
taking place in their lives relative to police-community relations.

Mr. CoNYrnw. Let me try out a theory on you, and then you can
give me the benefit of your own experience. The theory runs like
this: that the police violence that we experience is really reflective
of a deeper problem in the society, that it in an economic problem,
it is a question of political repression, it is a matter of basic unfair.
nes that permeates the society, and that police violence is just one
manifestation of that.

What do you think of that?
Mr. FAuNTRoY. As I stated earlier, that the perception in the

community is one that the police are protectors of those who would
oppress all of us. And I believe that's accurate. There are other op.
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ressors, other people who are responsible for what's taking place
our community relative to education, to housing, to jobs.
We pointed out that most of the products that we purchase in

this country are made in another country and imported here, and
most of those products are manufactured by American corpora-
tions, and thereby taking the Jobs out of the country, particularly
in Florida where we could do a number of things. There is no in.
dustry there, and there could be industry created there. And we
point to what has taken place in Haiti as relates to the aluminum
industries as relates to the sporting goods industry. Baseballs and
gloves ana footballs are made in Haiti because of the cheap labor,
and because of the fact that-because of the situation in Haiti.
Those kinds of industries could be brought to South Florida, and
they should be brought to south Florida in areas where we don't
have other kinds of industries, such as the automobile industry and
the like.

But, again, once those industries are brought there, there is still
the problem of racism where blacks are excluded from the job
market, where they're excluded from being in the hierarchy of em.
ployment vis-a-vis the African trade. Whites want to control that,
Latino want to control the African trade, and we believe that
blacks ought to be controlling African trade, especially in Florida
and in the Miami area, simply because of the proximity of Florida
to Africa and because of the relationship between black Americans
and black Africans.

But, again, we're excluded from those positions, not allowed to--
or should I say, not allowed to get loans, not given the loans it
takes to do business of that nature, for one reason or another.

Right now we were instrumental in getting a young man a con-
tract with a dog track in Florida, which is a big moneymaker. We
achieved the contract but he can't get the money, the $50,000 that
he needs to get the dog. So we have a real serious problem: the
banks won't loan him the money, and we don't have a black bank
in Miami that would be responsive to the needs of that community.

So it's a cycle that has to be broken in a number of was.
Mr. CoNioms. Now, blacks are a minority group and Latinos are

a majority group. And I'm aware of some of the difficulties that
these two minority groups have experienced in trying to work to-
gether. It seems to me that the large concentrations of Cubans may
add another dimension.

It has been advanced to me that the Cubans are, first of all, anti-
Castro Cubans who are brought here by the American Govern-
ment, or at least allowed in- are also in their training programs
taught to evade or have as little to do with the black community
as possible, and that some of these attitudes are inculcated and
that they reflect in terms of the Cuban and, to some extent, the
Latino-black relationships.

Can you enlighten me on that?
Mr. FAUNTRoY. Let me first say that the perception in the black

community is-and I think, accurately so-that the Cubans have
come with a racist attitude; also, that the racist attitude that the
Cubans bring is as bad, if not worse, than the white racists who got
them here.
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We have in our community-and this deals with the black com-
munity in particular. We have at least five different cultures in the
black community alone. We have Jamaican, we have Haitian, we
have Bahamanian, we have Trinidadian, the Carribean islands, and
we have black Americans, all with separate cultures and all with
different characteristics. And that alone is a problem.

Then you have the Cuban who comes with a racist attitude, who
comes with a different cultural background, who is then placed in
our community to police our community; and which is a problem;
along with the white racist attitude of those who are allowed to ex.
rcise that racism. And you get a situation such as the Neville

Johnson case. And one of the things that was reported was that the
officer who was training the rookie officer was a rookie himself,
came off of his assigned beat to show the other rookie how to plice
a black community. And we're not sure what terms were used And
that is a matter of record, because of the tape that they have, I'm
told. How to police a black community, and how to shake down a
black poolroom.

And those are the kinds of problems those are the kinds of atti.
tudes and situations that cause the problems that we have.

Mr. CoNymRs. The experience I've had with the Cuban Interest
Section people and the Cuban musicians who fuse with the black
progressive Jazz musicians, and the Cubans that I've met here in
Washington, were all very race conscious, were very sympathetic to
the black cause, and did not manifet a racially disriminatory atti.rude at all.

Do you have some explanation for this?
When Castro came to the United States he went to the famous

black hotel in Harlem. He has always espoused excellent race rela.
tions.

How do we square these different items-or how do you square
them?

Mr. FAumoY. Let me first say that I believe that the American.
ization of the Cubans has given them the attitude and the idea that
it's all right to do whatever to black folks in this country, and it
has been proven that if you do it, we're going to get you off
through the law, OK?

So that has happened. It happened with the McDuffy policeman
Alex Merriro. And I'd like to point out about that situation that
Alex Merriro was one of the policemen who caused a near riot in
Miami in 1979, in February 1979 when he arrested a black and
handcuffed him and beat him on the street in front of other blacks,
which started a near riot.

Reverend Al Sampson from Chicago happened to be in town that
week with me, which catapulted me into getting involved in the
community. And we recommended that that officer be moved out of
the black community. And we were totally ignored.

But let me say that-and I don't like to stereotype because there
are Latins, there are Cubans who sincerely want to have a commu-
nity as described In our Constitution and in our Declaration, they
sincerely want that kind of community. And they're concerned.
But, on the other hand, there's a lot of money in Miami. And it has
been my statement that Miami is an international city that's being
run with a Jefferson Davis mentality, and the two will not work.
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We have attempted on several occasions to bring the Cuban com-
munity, the Haitian community, and the black community togeth-
er around certain issues. One of the issues was the refugee issue.
And we felt that, for example, the Haitians were being blown up as
a real serious problem, and you're only talking about maybe 2 000
Haitians, and, at the same time, 250,000 Cubans were allowed in
you know, and put into Dade County and expected-the citizens of
Dade County had to handle that. That, as fir as we're concerned,
was wrong on the part of the Federal Government it should not
have been done that way, and if they insisted on doing it, that the
funds should have been there to handle the situation.

We tried to bring those communities together, and we did, and
we came up and met with the Vice President's chief of staff, sur.
rounding the issue of refugees and what we should do-how we
should handle the situation. And that effort fizzled out. We had 12
or 18 Cuban organizations, 12 or 18 black organizations working to-
gether, black and Haitian, working together to solve that particu-
lar problem. But each time there's a wedge of some sort driven in
between the organizations, whether it's over Federal funds to deal
with the issue, or the Cubans get more money than the Haitians,
or the black community is excluded from certain projects and ex.
eluded from the job market and from the big money.

Construction, for example. There are no black construction com.
panies that have any piece of the pie. We all work as a subcontrac
or for someone else. Or, if we can get a Job, we get a small Job.

And there are qualified construction companies there. And it's
growing. And there's more awareness of what has to be done in the
black community to deal with its problems.

The Cuban-black American, or -Cuban-black-what some folk are
beginning to call "confrontation" is being fueled by, for example
the Nevflle Johnson case. When eyewitnesses to that case said
what they saw, and when I've talked to several of them and
they've told me what they saw, and some folk in the black commu-
nity made statements such as "That officer ought to be arrested,"
and he should have been arrested and he should have been
charged that the Cuban community would come together to defend
that officer. And that in itself was very polarizing to that commu-
nity, especially with the kinds of attitudes that Cuban policemen
have had toward blacks in that community.

That is not to say that all of them have that attitude. There are
some very fine Cuban policemen on our force, and the community
will attest to that.

But it appears that when one breaks the law that other commu-
nity and Fraternal Order of Police and fraternities, police fraterni-
ties, come to the aid of that policeman, whether he is right or
wrong. It's a very serious problem and it's one that polarizes the
community.

Mr. CoNvsS. Can you tell me what the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference in Dade County is working on in terms of
resolving some of these racial and economic tensions?

Mr. F-AUNTROY. Some of the things that we have attempted to
do-and I might add that the SCLC in Dade County is not funded
by any organization and there are very little funds to do any of the
kinds of things that have to be done relative to addressing these
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issues. So we do what we can with what we have, which may not
always be enough. But at least we are trying to put our fingers on
the immediate problems.

One of the things that we are trying to do is to bring a total com-
munity together. Last Saturday we met with representatives from
25 or 26 different organizations, black and white and Latin and
Jewish, and all people who were interested in what we're trying to
do bring the total community together, so that we can begin to
take the blindfold of racism off, and to bring out the real issues of
what's happening.

Most folk have the perception that the black community is vio-
lent. That's not true, The black community has reacted violently to
the violence that has been heaped upon it. And there is only one
way to react to that, and we felt that-not only one way to react to
that; it has been only one way that the community has reacted to
the violence that has been heaped upon it, the treatment that they
have received.

They are not going to tolerate it any more, and I'm certain that
there will be other uprisings and other rebellions because of the
treatment that continues to exist in Dade County.

Mr. CONYERS. Are things getting better?
Mr, FAUNTROY. No; they're not getting better, they're getting

worse. We're trying to-We're doing our best to depolarize the com-
munity, to say to people that, you know, because a white officer
kills a black person does not make that white officer justified in
that killing.

Because the incidences that have been portrayed on the televi-
sion and in the newspapers are not the way it had gone-for exam-

le I was invited to do a television show with one of the policeman.
happened to have been a major, and he happened to have been

in charge of training.
When I got to the program, they open the program with scenes

from a riot. They open the program with the training of the police-
man when he has to make a decision whether to shoot or not. OK?
So thereby giving the perception that these policemen are put in
dangerous situations. And that is not the case at all. Thereby, at-
tempting to say to the total community that these policemen fear
for their lives, when I can point to each one of these cases and
show you where, that is not the case.

There has been no attack on policemen; not in these cases have
men feared for their lives. There wasn't a "Should I shoot or not?"
These men were in other circumstances.

Then to have the audience stacked with two Cuban policemen,
one white policeman, and one black policeman, all taking the side
of the police department, and other community agencies such as
the drug program that obviously were there, obviously there under
the hand of-financial hand of the count to take that position,
thereby, setting up a scenario that in the black community there's
violence, and that the people are violent, and that the policemen
have got to defend themselves, which is really not the case.

Mr. CONYnEs. Thank you very much. I've enjoyed your testimo-
ny, Mr. Raymond Fauntroy. I am very obligated to you, all of us in
the Congressional Black Caucus are, for the work that you and a

35-408 0 - 84 - 26
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handful are doing there to stem the violence that seems to be
never ending coming out of Miami.

You have my continued support, and I'm very pleased to see you
up here. Thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Raymond Fauntroy follows:]
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STATEMENT OF

RAYMOND FAUNTROY

PRESIDENT

DADE COUNTY CHAPTER

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, thank yoV for

conducting these hearings on a growing problem in this country,.

one that reflqcts Itself in deadly consequences In our community.

I would like to discuss this issue In the context of two incidents

Which occured in Miami, which had far reaching consequences for

police community relations and the general peace and security of

the public, On December 17, 1979, Arthur McDuffy, an ax-U.S.

Marine and an employed Insurance agent, was br fly beaten to

death by officers of ,the law after a high speed chase reportedly

started after a traffic violation, We will never hear Arthur

McDuffy's version of this Incident. Consequently Mr.McDuffy lay

severely beaten and motionless with his hands cuffed behind his

back when the final and fatal blows were struck. As a result of

this callous behavior on the part of the police, 18 lives and

millions of dollars worth of property were lost. 15 of the people

killed were Black, all killed by whites or white policemen. There

have been no arrests of whites, no conviction of whites, and no

reprimand of policemen. In fact, those at the command level have

all been promoted and none were ever reprimaned or demoted. Dade

county was held up as a national discrace and the conditions that

provoked the riot at this moment are still In place.

On December 28, 1982, 20 year old Neville Johnson, a

respected Dade County employee was shot In the head at point blank

range in front of witnesses by an officer of the law who was (1)

off his assigned beat, (2) uncalled, and (3) unprovoked. I can

not and will not elaborate further on this case because it has not

come to trial yet. However, this callous act resulted in three

days of violence and death.
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These are two cases you may have heard about through the 'news

media; however, there are other cases you should know about. On

October 5, 1982, Correctional Officer Ernest Kirkland was shot

four times with non-departmental issue bullets, believed to be

,super-shocker III bullets. This fatal force was used by a plain

Clothes Officer Pellechio during a traffic violation in which

witnesses say Officer Pellechio struck the first blow.

Donald Harp was shot point blank on March 4, 1983 by a Metrb Dade

policeman. Mr. Harp was a passenger in a car was being chased by

the police after a piinor traffic accident. Mr. Harp was either

too Intoxicated or too afraid to respond to the police command to

get out of the car. While in the grasp of one officer, another

officer fired point blank into Mr. Harp's chest.

Anthony Nelson, shot in the back at close range while he

stood spread eagle with both hands on the truck and following the

instructions of the policemen. The Dade County Commission has

failed to show good faith to the citizens of Florida and to the

nation as a whole and a sincere effort to eliminate the

possibility of this catastrophe from occurring again has not been

taken. They consistently refuse to accept the fact that the level

of command is improperly trained and improperly led. The County

Commission of Dade County, one and all, do not have the Innovative

thinking necessary to end this grave injustice against the people.

They abrogate their responsibility to the County Manager who is

likewise uninformed'and largely depends on hand picked members of

his own staff and political mercenaries of all races, dependent

upon him or his agency for subsistence, to support the

irresponsible direction of the police department. Intelligent
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debate in Dade County is neither supported by the political

structure, the electronic media, nor the newspapers. So honorable

gentlemen, perhaps we do the Nation proud at these hearings held

here today. While these hearings are being held, may we consider

a hearing of this nature be brought to Dade County, Florida.: Due

to the multi-ethnic Black population, the multi-ethnic Latin

population, the multi-ethnic Caucasian population, all citizens of

different nations, cultures and legal practices foreign to us, who

make up Miami, it is, very difficult for you in this Committee to

form a clear picture of the problem that is present.

We propose to bring into existence a psychological profile,

of which there is none in the nation at this time, dealing with

police officers, white men and women, Latin men and women, Black

men and women. This being the first step in eliminating the

instant and unjustifyable use of fatal force. Blacks and other

minorities have no respect for police for they fear and know that

policemen are an instrument of those who would supress the

minority population.

Finally, I would like to point out the effect of unions on

Police decision making. When command level officers and the rank

and file policeman participate in union activities, the command

level loses its ability to lead. Police departments are being run

by men whose names you do not know and whose faces you never see.

In summary, I would like to read to you from our December

30, 1982 S.C.L.C statement. It starts:

The S.C.L.C. comes once again, as we have done before,

for the voice of McDuffy cries out still for this community

to address itself to the problems that brought about riots
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and death, problems that are still prevalent. The failure of

the police leadership at the command level and the improper

training of police officers were brought out before the

Governor's Riot Investigation Board even though we were

denied the possibility of presenting our point of *1ew.

Presently, the State Police are in a state of organizational

dismay. In order to remedy the situation, we publicly ask

that the County Commissioner hear our point of view. We'asked

the State Attorney for the the right to present to the Grand

Jury our point of, view and recommendations and were denied

that right. It is therefore abundently clear that neither the

Governor, the County Commission nor the Miami Commission are

capable at this time of addressing the monumental problem of

reorganization and training that will be necessary to put an

end to this problem of periodic civil carnage. We at this

time ask the last remaining body that stands above reproach,

the Dade County Grand Jury, to convene itself that they may

here from us the truth as to why these conditions exist and

for us to deliver to them recommendations that would

eliminate the consistent causes of complaint. These things

that we have said and stated are all a matter of the public

record. In dealing with the body politic, we stand and wait

with the knowledge of truth for the purpose of service to the

citizens of Dade County and the city of Miami in a troubled

time when the nation may point to us with pride and honor us

for what we say and do.

Thank you very much gentleman!
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Blacks Killed by police from January, 82 to April,83

Dade County Florida

NAME AGE DATE KILLED

Felix Toca

John Thomas

Michelet Joseph

Theotis Sharp

Ernest Leonard Kirkland

Anthony Nelson

Alonzo Singleton

Nevoll Johnson

Donald Harp

Clarence Edward Page

Johnny Browning

Armando Oliva
(Latin Black)

31

78

29

26

58

30

17

20

22

33

19

25

February 16, 1982

March 6, 1982

June 23, 1982

June 26, 1982

October 6, 1983

October 20, 1982

December 28, 1982

December 29, 1982

March 4, 1983

March 9, 1983

March 27, 1983

April 11, 1983

POLICEMAN

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

11)

12)

Palechio

Urtiaga

Reeves

Alvarez"

Koenig
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Mr. FAUNTROY. Thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS. Our final witness for the day is Mr. Raymond

Frank, vice president and director of training for September and
Associates, which provide the synthesized media simulator for use
for police officers.

fe is a former Detroit police officer and has included in his re-
sponsibilities the investigation of police shooting.

So we're glad you are here to discuss your views about deadly
force, and also any comment on what you have heard here today,
in addition to your own testimony which you prepared in advance.
Welcome.

Mr. FRANK. Thank you, Mr. Conyers.

TESTIMONY OF RAYMOND FRANK, VICE PRESIDENT AND DIREC.
TOR OF TRAINING, SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES, EAST, INC.,
FLINT, MICH.
Mr. FRANK. I really appreciate the opportunity to be here. I am

going to set aside my introduction because of the things that I've
heard here today.

I've heard a lot of people talk about research studies, complain-
ing about the problem, but I have not heard anyone say that they
had some, sort of solution, an answer.

September and Associates is a minority-owned business. We are a
black business. Initially we were in Seattle, Wash., and we have an
office there. We also have an office in Flint, Mich.

Early today you heard a young man from the Urban League who
stated that he was from Seattle, Wash., and to his knowledge, no
one had died inappropriately in that town since 1978. That's true.

In Flint, Mich., as of 1981, December, to this date, no poor person
has died inappropriately in the city of Flint, to this date. That is
what we have done.

We are presently under contract with the city of Miami, and
hopefully, that phenomenon will occur there also.

Mr. CONYERS. How will that happen? I'm very glad to see you
here.

Mr. FRANK. I'm very glad to be here.
Mr. CONYERS. You should have been the first witness.
Mr. FRANK. Yes, sir. And I would like to reiterate another little

item.
Our company has been struggling for 7 years, and every time we

find ourselves in a meeting somewhat similar to this, there is no
presa there, so no one ever finds out that there's a black training
company that is the leading black trainers in the Nation.

We are here, and alive and well. And our mission in life is to
create a change in the quality of life for everyone across the board,
because it gives me great distress any time I hear that anyone has
died inappropriately. And what we have in Miami, the kinds of
things that occur there, hopefully we will change them.

The synthesized media environment is nothing new. The Air
Force has used it, airplane pilots use it. It's a simulator, a synthe-
sized environment, so that a pilot can all of a sudden, before he
takes up a $1 million plane, he learns how to fly it on the ground.
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Prior to September, that particular technology was not available
to police agencies. We came up with a synthesized media environ-
ment for police officers in the use of deadly force. And what it
simply is is 3 rear-pro)ected carrousel-type projectors that have
slides in it, In league with a computer that also shows a scenario
on a screen that is 8 feet by 22 feet.

We have a 16-track audio recorder that gives various tracks of
information. And what we simply do is take a police officer and put
him in darkness, take his sight away from him, we start playing
the audio track, it causes a problem for him. He starts moving up
into the hyperstress area. We call it the high side of the curve.
That's where critical decisions are made. That's when people die,
up there.

We've found that research in 7 years, and we didn't have $5 mil-
lion or $168 million. But we found out that that's what happens.

Now in the process of the scenario, we can put together a scenar-
io any kind of way that we want to. It can be on anything. OK? So
it is unlimited. We constantly take this officer up and down that
hyperstress area until he feels extremely comfortable with dealing
with the visual path that's before him.

What occurs is training. What occurs is retention. That officer,
for the first time in his life, he has an opportunity to find out how
good he is as a police officer. I was a Detroit police officer for 15
years. I have been through all the training that exists; be it the
FBI, Secret Service, Alcohol and Tobacco, State Police, Detroit
police, I've had it all.

Mr. CONYmsI. That's how you invented the simulator?
Mr. FRANK. I'll explain to you how that happened.
Now the system itself, it's really nothing new. But officers invari-

ably have a fear level, and that's what we're really talking about,
that the shooting that have occurred across this Nation-and it's
just not germane to Miami, there are poor people that are dying in
Des Moines, Iowa, and Omaha, Nebr., that nobody reads about. But
I've been there, and we're trying to sell a simulator there because
we're concerned about poor people, period.

Just as I indicated in talking to some folks in Miami, that sure
enough some black people have died, and you will see some Latins
die and you will see some whites die also, and we have to be about
the business of saving everyone's life.

Presently in Miami, we're looking forward to that change. I was
very interested in Mr. Fauntroy's comments that he was against
the simulator. I just wish he had had an opportunity to have been
available to we it when we presented it in the city of Miami for all
the---

Mr. CoNyvus. That was qualified. You remember I asked him a
little more about it. He said he wasn't against it; he said it was a
good training-he thought it was a good training device, but he
idn't see how it would stop the killing.
Mr. FRANK. The only problem that I have, sir, is that in order for

someone to make a comment like that, you'd have to see it.
Mr. CoNmmnw. Why don't I get you two together, which I think I

could do. - %
Mr. FRANK. I've already talked to him about that, sir.
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Mr. CONYERS. They are going to be together. OK. This is all allriht.
M. FRANK. What I want to say is that our particular company,

we have fought the wars for 7 years. I've tried to get press.
As a matter of fact, I don't know if you had an opportunity to

read it, but in the Christian Science Monitor in January, they said
that the only three cities in the United States that had the best
community-relations program going was Santa Ana, Calif., Atlanta,
Ga., and Flint, Mich. I wish someone would write about that, be-
cause I'm not saying that our synthesized media environment is
the answer, by itself. We never say that. We stay plugged in with
existing training, and also community input.

We created a model in Flint, Mich. That brought us to Flint. It
had the same kinds of problems that Miami had. They had Nation-
al Guard in the street. They had very, very bad police-community
relations. They had a black man that was killed. They had two
police officers that fired at each other. It got national attention.

And if you were to go into Flint, Mich., today, you would find
that you have a different relationship between the police and the
community. And they still have a problem with economics as far as
jobs, and what have you, but nobody is dying in that town.

I wish that someone would listen to us for a change. We are-Do
you realize how many people will be reading about -this hearing for
the rest of this century? I would hope so. I notice that the press is
not here so I don't know. (Laughter.J

And I'm sort of used to that.
But I think that what we have, this country has been able to

send spaceships to the outer limits. All of a sudden this little, small
company that doesn't have two nickels to rub together, we have
the technology to save people's lives. And the interesting aspect
about that, some folks have said that our system was a shoot-don't-
shoot situation, and it is not. That is a misnomer.

What we do is to teach police officers how to make critical deci-
sions. We can take that same hardware system that we have and
change the software, and I can take someone that graduates from
whoever's university with an MSW and put them in that system
for 1 week, and that person will complete the delivery service to
the first client that they meet.

Mr. CoNYERS. Could you comment on that relationship between
your process and the selection process to determine who s going to
be the police officer that gets the training? Have you invented yet
a method of selecting appropriate citizens to be trained to carry
weapons as sworn officers

Mr. FRANK. We have a motto that we can use the system to look
at a police officer, a psychological profile of a person who is going
through training. Presently in Flint, Mich., that is being used in
recruit training. Those officers are being screened.

Mr. CONYERS. We could save a lot of lives there, too, couldn't
we?-

Mr. FRANK. That's very true.
Mr. CONYERS. By Just not getting the wrong people into the force.
Mr. FRANK. That's very true. But I think an interesting aspect of

all of that is to realize why police officers get involved in shooting.
As I indicated about the--
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Mr. CONYERS. What is the answer, by the way, since we're all

here?
Mr. FRANK. OK, I can give you some benefits of what I know.
Mr. CONYERS. All right.
Mr. FRANK. The police officers invariably have a fear level. What

we try to tell them-when we come into a police agency, they usu-
ally accept us because we're not coming in as men and women with
a bunch of Ph.D.'s; we're coming in with practical experience.

Mr. CONYERS. Because you're an ex-cop; you're one of them. They
would welcome you because you understand where they're coming
from.

Mr. FRANK. This is true. But I think that what we try to tell
them is a very simple thing, that even though that you are a police
person, that you're a human being, you have the same kinds of de-
sires and concern as community people. You want to see your kids
grow up, go to the best schools, retire, cottage, the whole shot, just
like community people.

The only difference between the two of you is that you're
charged with the responsibility of delivering service to that com-
munity, and you derive that power from the legislature, and the
legislature derives its power from the community.

We bring the community and the police department together and
tell them and show them. As we train the police department, we
also train the community. We bring them through the simulator
and let them-for the first time in their life, they have an opportu-
nity to get up in that hyperstress area and find out what it's like to
be a police officer, to see what it feels like.

For a whole lot of reasons, they've known that they did not want
that job, but we let them sit up there, wear those shoes for a few
moments, and come back down and come back together.

So that you can solve this particular violent kind of problem
that's occurring throughout this country and create change. And
that's what we re about, and it works.

Mr. CONYERS. Are you based in Flint now?
Mr. FRANK. Yes; we are a Michigan corporation.
Mr. CONYERS. So you get into Detroit fairly often?
Mr. FRANK, It's funny that you should mention that. Yes, quite a

bit.
As a matter of fact, the Detroit Police Department wants our

simulator. Coleman Young has given us the blessing to go and find
funding for Detroit, and we can't find it, because sometimes I
wonder, does anyone really care about people dying in this country,
and how much is a human life really worth.

Mr. CONYERS. All of us here do, obviously.
Mr. FRANK. Then I would hope that-throughout this country

most cities that I have come in contact with where they have this
kind of problem, the police department would love to have this new
system, but they do not have the financial wherewithall to acquire
it. And it appears that legislation is the only way for this tohappen.Mr. CONYES. These cities have set aside millions; sometimes

hundreds of millions of dollars are allotted out of the city resources
for the police department.
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That's almost like what goes on in Washington. We have groups
soliciting in my neighborhood in Washington to collect money to
get bulletproof vests for policemen. Now they only spend x millions
of dollars for the police department

I keep asking the people that solicit the money, what do they do
with the hundreds of other millions of dollars? If they really need
police bulletproof vests, why don't they just go out and give every
cop a bulletproof vest, and stop asking me, on top of city taxes, to
donate some extra money for something they claim they need?

Mr. FRANK. I have no idea why they do that.
Mr. CONYERS. I make the analogy because I think if enough

people become convinced by the program you've developed,.we will
make it a necessary item and not some additional luxury.

Mr. FRANK. I think that that's the whole thing sir is that of let-
ting people know what is available, that It works. hat has been
our problem.

Mr. CONYERS. Right. I'm sure glad you're in Flint because you
have a possibility of attracting a very loyal, supportive member of
Congress to your ranks.

Mr. FRANK. We are trying to get everyone we can get, believe
me.

Mr. CONYRS. OK.
Mr. FRANK. But I think that we are a sort of a different type of

company. We have some philosophical beliefs that are very impor-
tant to us, and we are committed to what we do. In the lifetime of
this company several people have tried to take our company over,
and we're still around in 983.

Mr. CONYERS. That's the American system. You've heard of con-
glomerate takeovers, haven't you?

Mr. FRANK. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. I didn't know they were doing it on this level.

(Laughter.]
Mr. FRANK. Apparently so.
Mr. CONYRS. Apparently you're doing something right. That's

the highest compliment that can be paid to you in our free enter-
prise system: somebody wants to own you.

I want to thank you, Raymond Frank. We have apparently a lot
of friends in common because I'm working on a number of prob-
lems of law enforcement with many of your former colleagues in
the Detroit Police Department, just how to make the city safer,
how to develop more meaningful relationships.

You know, just having a black mayor and a black police chief
doesn't solve all the problems by a long shot. We have improved-
we don't have the horrible kinds of discussions that bring us here,
but we still have a lot of small housekeeping to do.

We're talking about neighborhoods where people walk down the
street shooting guns, and people are afraid to report them because
If there's no police response, you have to deal with that. Sometimes
you're afraid that if there is a police response, you've got to live
with the people.

Mr. FR.K. Could I say something?
Mr. CONYKRS. We have all kinds of incidents which attract my

attention in Detroit, and I think that I'd like to keep you in touch
with your former home town.
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Mr. FRANK. I'm very much in touch.
But one of the things I wanted to say, in the community, if one

believes that the police will not arrive to your particular house be-
cause of where you live at, and you have a simple domestic situa-
tion, a boyfriend, girlfriend, husband or wife, and you get on the
telephone and tell that police agency that there's a man with a
gun, you have created a time bomb when that officer arrives at
your particular location.

Studies have been made that when that officer arrives at that
particular location, violence occurs when he finds out that itis not
a man with a gun.

So we do a whole educational process from the community, also.
We have classes. We started a class in Seattle, Wash. It was called
the personal safety skill class where people had an opportunity to
come to our class via the simulator and find out how to be safe, to
do some things.

If you've ever noticed about police officers, they never get robbed
that many times, and it's a very simple reason why they don't.

Mr. CONYERS. I could think of several very simple reasons.
Mr. FRANK. One basic thing is they use a thing called the senso-

ry net. And we teach community people to use that same principle,
and It's really very simple. And the people who go through our
class leave there feeling a heck of a lot better and more secure in
what they're doing. And they survive in this violent world that we
live in.

Mr. CoNyzvs. People may be considered crazy who commit
crimes of intrusion, like burglary and robbery, but they're very,
very crazy when they try that on a police officer's home or person.
I mean that's like inviting it, although we have instances where
police officers' homes have been burglarized, just like everybody
else's in the neighborhood.

[The prepared statement of Raymond Frank follows:)
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INTRODUCTION:

September And Associates East, Inc., Is a

minority-owned private corporation in the general business

of Media Communications. Our most noteworthy product Is the

Synthesized Media Environment Training Education System. We

have the most sucessful Law Enforcement Training Program In

the country presently located In Flint, Michigan. The

S.M.E., program consists of a computer graphic simulator the

is used to train Police Officers in the use of deadly force.

September And Associates East, Inc., is a blend of

Engineering, Psychological and Law Enforcement expertise. We

have spent five years in the research and refinement of the

S.M.E., system. We are one of the few private corporations

giving Law Enforcement Training the attention and full time

effort in developing high technology state of the art

training in the area of decision making as it relates to the

use of deadly force.

SUBMITeD B SEPTEMBER ANUDASRSIATES EAST, INC.
PAGE NUMBER I
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In 1977, with the intent of improving the "state of the

art" in law enforcement training, along with insttuting a

new deadly force policy in the City Of Seattle, Washington,

H.A. Bud Vandenwyer, then Police Chief contracted with

September And Associates to develop a new technology. His

idea was to create an interactive system that would be

flexible enough to provide decision making training at every

skill level within the department.

September And Associates delivered that first system in

October of 1977 and by January 1978 the entire 1000 person

department had gone through the system. 97% of the officers

felt the training was the best they had ever had in the area

of decision making.

September And Associates has refined the technolody

over the past six years from that early pilot 8 projector

system delivered to Seattle. The Intermediate 25 projector

system delivered to Flint, Michigan in July of 1982, to the

33 projector complete system contracted for delivery to the

City Of Miami, Florida in the fall of 1983.

.u ..................." ..." ............... a ... ;..........
SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
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THIS ENCLOSED DOCUMENT AND BROCHURE RELATE THE

EVOLUTION OF A NEW TECHNOLOGY THAT SHOULD BE IMPLEMENTED ON

A NATIONWIDE BASIS TO SAVE HUMAN LIVE, OFFICER AND

CIVILIAN.

- - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - -- - - - --.. . . . . . . . . .!.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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T>,e ;e :. ue -irr.e vi e. :it c'ie hi-an isy : -

a veri profound ind deliberate nanier. This technology! and

Its utilization are t:e critical oath that (,an t.ake a

.lepartent from the heih: )! decision :) Cie iolii ,-ouid

; '*jn whi,.h good de.islis ire na.le.

THE CRITICAL PATH

Step One Knowledge Factor The process ol de:i.)n

'an ing as it relates t) t.ie mor ,I of tle poli ce of!:.ic er

begins with knowledge of an event either seen by the officer

Jr reported .) in (or her) over the rad~o, The information

.s processed ano nodiified by , , If ti-ere is a ti'ne

- ifferentjal et ,een recieving the information and having to

act on It there is a possibility that a gradiant of stress

is present, As tqe officer closes the distance bet.'e n t'le

origin of the information and the location of the problem a

series of things start to occur to his physiology.

5..$TtiF"D :: Prt- 4 r 3 ,Z .SX T.ES ESr INC.
P4T6 ,Ci'fB I.

35-408 0 - 84 - 27
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The rate of change of this iitormaiion differential and
.,!l of anticipated violence (AV) ;s one of the pri-nary
..)i ributors to directed stress. It is at thls most :ruciAl
stsge of the process, as the officer starts to give ap
d.stance and safety that the rnaxinurn number of alternatives
are available. Experience plays a vital -Ole at this
juncture. THE S.M.E., IS DESIGNED TO CREATE AN SYNTHETIC
EXPERIENCE OF THE POLICE OFFICERS$_FORTHE PURPOSE O--I
R-EFIN THEIR SKILLS.

Step Two Transit Time, this is the vital period

be:,'een the point of knowledge ar dispat,:h and the time of

arrival at the scene of conflict. During this time *he

,) 9Icer in,)s t nental l s i'nass e !a*- !3-1 of action and

-e: rmine What variables are going to be )resen. )nce lie (or

s'Ie) arrives at the scene. A host af factors affect the

o!.*.cers plan of action, once on the s:ene. Ilti na: ly he

ae!a, prior knowledge of tie persons at tle scene,

e - :ep i I n , truth v-ai idat ion s'< i I s and ps )'.ho log i .a I

1, ;ression will all impa,-t the de,.:i !n na, c1 , process.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. . . - - - - - - - - - - - -. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .

-.- ',VITTi-) tVY: SEPTYeBER 4 ,%;SC ArEi &. Sr. I\2.P~c . ;.\; , .
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It Is Important that the well trained officer *validate his

(or her) Information and sort the facts so that an adequate

risk assessment (RA) can be done prior to the arrival at the

scene.

The ability to anticipate those factors that act as

accelerators In escalating events are extremely crucial

'during this time. Cognitive constriction, tunnel vision

begins here, during this time. The rate of cognitive

constriction Is directly proportional to the the experience

factor (EF).

Step Three Arrival and Threat Recognition are

related to the sense of time compression experienced by the

officer during the transist to the scene. The ability to

adapt the sensory network so that It starts Immediately to

bring new Information to the officers cognitive level is

again a direct function of experience and skill. Once the

car Is positioned and the Initial action complete, there

must be a decision to determine, what is the problem?, Is

It a matter for the police? etc.

-- ---------------- . ... ......--
SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
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It Is at this most - . j. unctre that the officers
perception and experien,:e n!ay a very vital part. I".
atJ.:ition both short aid ,'-g .erin nt*n,)ry %,,-t ds behavior
nodifiers at this jrunctire. Any pre-set or pre-event ,bias
wi ll come to play in an ant .e "anier ,':;le ,)e off icer ,,S
assimulating the infor-n ,.) available upon ;heir arrival oi
the scene.

Threat Recognition :s one of the most important factors

trat the officer ,nus t :onsider under any :ife threatening

ci,-cumstances. A s imp , fart is that t {e greater t")e

distance at which an officer recognizes a threat towards

himself of others, the greater the probability the same

offjce,- will survive a coi.ontitmon. The sensory network ;s

a -ey tool for the officer at tois point. Time, Nutrition,

Synthesis, Light and Age a II impact the networks capacity to

sense the information needed t) .roviJe the officer with the

foundation for a good de ,

................... ..............................

.,.'ITTED ,iY. SEPTE%W."R ' ,S.] ,T ; :-S . ', ,
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The parameters of the problem are determined by the use

of actual Information from the sensory network. Any attempt

to bypass this step usually ends In catatsrophlc results

for the officer and the suspect. It Is Imperative that

decision making at this level reflect non-emotional factual

data. A series of questions must be answered In rapid

.succession:

-A. What Is the problem?

B. Is It a police or civil matter?

C. How many people are Involved?

D. Is it a life threatening situation?

E. How many threats are present?

F. hat is the highest priority threat?

G. What risks are involved In any action that

the officer might take to reduce threat?

SUBMITTED BYs SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
PAGE NUMBER 9
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H. What other achievable alternatives are

available to the officer?

Step Four Risk Assessment, In the event of a

confrontation the officer inust through threat recognition

and risk assessment almost simultaneously.

Determining risk requires experience, perceptivity,

sensory input and a reasonable degree of skill in the area

of truth validation. All of these factors interact with one

another in the minds eye to give the officer a risk factor.

From this a determination must be made in relation to the

speed of the threat resulting in a velocity which in this

document is referred to as threat velocity. The accurate

determination of this velocity gives the officer an adequate

perception of risk, or a risk assessment.

(Continued)

SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
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The velocity

directly to the

of threat and

main thrust

Its prioritization relates

of the September approach to

training. As the human body is thrust into the energy

vortex of human conflict the human phisiology changes

because of condition known as hyper-stress. The ability to

cognitively process information and correctly analyze a

problem during a time of elevAted heart rate and blood

pressure is a skill that must be acquired. The officer must

be able to discriminate between long term memory patterns

and current sensory input. New data must be able to reach

the brain and not be blocked or shunted by existing biased

memory patterns. This ability to keep the mind open and not

cognetively restricted is part of the primary training

accomplished in the S.M.E., simulator.

Step Five Decision Making The officer having

acquired a host of information now is faced with the

necessity of making a decision or a series of linked

decisions all serving the purpose of reducing the threat

velocity to 0. There are several variables that must be

taken Into consideration before or during the decision

making process.

SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
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POSITION PAPER

September And Associates East, Inc., has developed a

strategy to employ tie best technology available to train

Law Enforcement Personnel in the area of decision making as

it relates to the use of deadly force. The technology has

been explained in an the enclosed brochre. This document

will deaI with the phi losphy that is the foundation of the

Synthesized Media Environment System. It must be nderstood

that the classical model for training Law Enforcement

Officers is based on a simple performance system that has no

relationship to the primary problem that causes the loss

of human life in the real world. rhat primary cause simply

stated is "A lack of Achievable Alternatives in the

perception of the person in a confrontation." The ability

to transform an individual from the darkness of the

Simulator to the real world of confrontation on the streets,

is a specific process that goes far beyond the normal

multi-image presentation format.

------------------------------------------------------
SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
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They are as follows:

A. Light conditions are extremely Important because for

most untrained officers it is the base for vision and their

primary sensory connection to the incident. Image forming in

the brain and the ability to analyze patterns is directly

related to a number of factors that vary from officer to

officer.

Age, nutrition, heart rate, blood oxygen level,

circulatory constriction, drugs and alcohol all impact the

ability of the eye to transmit visual information to the

brain. Further the image forming and pattern seeking

portions of the brain have a problem prioritizing this

information when all of the above factors including stress

present. It is therefore understandable when the data shows

that the majority of officer injuries and death occur during

the hours of darkness. It is also that period of time that

generates the greatest number of wrongful death shootings,

costing municipalities millions of dollars in lawsuit

settlements.

SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES LEAST, INC.
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The lack of visible light In evening hours, can cause the

Image forming pbrtlon of the brain to at times, fill the

voId with Illusions or images of the mind, (people see what

they fear most). Hence the large number of weapons

discharged for no apparent reason, or the number of

shootings where officers claimed to have seen suspects with

weapons, that In fact did not exist. (The classical

phrase, "I thought he had a gun!")

The 5.M.E. System allows the trainer to select

scenarios that have different light levels, hence by

selection it is possible to train the officer to rely on

their entire sensory network at all times. In this manner

the the impact of low light levels is minimized. In addition

the person gains insight about their functional levels

during the dark cycle. ( The dark screen portion of the

training cycle.)

SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES I-AST, INC.
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I

B. The most catastrophic variable to impact the

decision making capacity of police officers is their own

fear of a given situation. Fear itself is a particular kind

of anxiety that is directly impacted by stress and

hyper-stress. In a given situation officers will react

intensely with their own anxieties associated with a given

type of call or a specific type of suspect. Cultural,

Ethnic and Religious differences cause the decision making

capacity to be modified if that officer by perception,

hear-say or experience is reinforced by fear of particular

group or person.

The S.M.E., system allows officers to find out how they

behave and what their own fears are as they relate to the

task of being a law enforcement person. Specific kinds of

fears can be identified ie. darkness, intense verbal

conflict, multi-cultural, ethnic oriented, time dependent,

memory intensified past negative experiences and others

related to long term memory.

...........................................----....
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A number of other factors affect the overall decision

making process of the individual officer, but none so

dramatically as those mentioned. Decision making Is a skill

that has to be learned. Information processing in an

objective manner is extremely difficult for most officers to

ahieve when they are in the high emotional state of human

conflict. It is for that precise reason that the SM.,E.,

system is vital in its ability to recreate stressors and

simulate in a real life manner the kind of problems that law

enforcement personnel encounter. This final stage in the

process is the nost important. It will tell how well all of

the other steps have been accomplished. Ultimately it will

reveal in its final stage how well the department is

functioning. If done properly, it will save lives.

St _jx Action Plan - ExecutIon Once the data

has been assimulated the officer must formulate at the

conscious level a plan of action that will neutralize the

threat and resolve the conflict. The action plan must

require simplicity and a series of achievable alternatives

that are within the skill reserves of the law enforcement

of ficer.

SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
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"SYNTHESIZED MEDIA ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM"

FOR POLICE TRAINING
SUBMITTED TO: THE UNITED STATES SENATE

June 14, 1983
... ..... .. ......... .................................

Each step of the action plan must reinforce the final

solution. Sensory input must be available to change the plan

if their is a detectable alteration of the expected outcome.

The S.M.E. systefn allows officers to test various action

plans and at the same time measure against a set of coirmon

problems just what their individual skill reserve Is capable

of. By learning to constantly update the information

available to the sensory network, validation of each kind of

action plan can occur. ie., home disturbance, robbery in

progress, felony car stop. They will learn under the

guidance of an experienced trainer how to think their way

through various kinds of conflicts. In the process, they

will gain experience in problem solving under the impact

of physiological hyper-stress.

THE SYNTHESIZED MEDIA SYSTEM IS THEREFORE NOT A

CLASSICAL "SHOOT-DON'T-SHOOT" SYSTEM. IT IS MUCH MORE

CcMPLEX. IT BUILDS A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE RESERVE IN BOTH

SHORT AND LONG TERM MEMORY. IT CREATES THROUGH SYNTHESIS A

PERSON THAT CAN MAKE GOOD DECISIONS UNDER HYPER-STRESS.

SUBMITTED BY: SEPTEMBER AND ASSOCIATES EAST, INC.
PAGE NUMBER 16
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Mr. CONYERS. I've enjoyed your testimony, and it's a pleasure to
see you. And I want to express my appreciation for your contribu-
tion, and that of all of the witnesses, and many people who are con-
cerned about this matter.

A number of our visitors are here for the Criminal Justice Work-
shop of the Congressional Black Caucus, we welcome you all and
thank you for your participation.

I pronounce the subcommittee hearing at an end.
[Whereupon, at 2:29 p.m., the subcommittee hearing was con-

cluded.]



POLICE MISCONDUCT

MONDAY, JULY 18, 1983

HousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
New York, N. Y.

The subcommittee met pursuant to call, at 10 a.m., at 2nd Floor
Art Gallery, 163 W. 125th Street, New York, N.Y., Hon. John Con.
yers, Jr. (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Conyers, Rangel, Owens and Towns.
Staff present: Thomas Hutchison, counsel; Gail Bowman, assist-

ant counsel; Ray Smietanka, associate counsel.
Mr. CONYERS. Congressmen from New York, mayor of the city,

brothers and sisters all, this is a meeting of.the Subcommittee on
Criminal Justice of the Judiciary Committee, the U.S. House of
Representatives. Good morning to you. And I would like Rev.
Henry Grant Jones to begin this unusual hearing with a prayer.
Reverend Jones.

Reverend JONES. Eternal God, our Heavenly Father, we are
grateful to thee for the opportunity that is ours to assemble on this
occasion. We pray at this hour that all of us might be conscious of
the need of the hour and the concern for all of humanity that jus-
tice might be done to all. We pray for this occasion. And we pray
that the hour has now come that we will have that type of unity
and that type of justice that all men deserve.

Bless the deliberations of this hour. Give us the victory we seek
in the name of the Father, in the name of the Son, and the name
of the Holy Spirit, let us all say. Amen.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Reverend.
Now to welcome us appropriately is our friend, the longstanding,

outstanding member of the Congressional Black Caucus, its former
chairman, the Congressman from this District, the Honorable
Charles Rangel.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the citizens of the city
of New York, I welcome you to the 16th Congressional District. I
applaud you as you perform your constitutional responsibilities in
allowing people the opportunity to have their grievances heard.

I apologize for the attack that has been made on your subcom.
mittee that these hearings have been politically motivated.

I think these attacks are especially regrettable considering the
historic performance of this committee, especially as it relates to
the impeachment of a former President.

On June 28, the mayor of the city of New York saw fit to write
the chairman of the full Judiciary Committee about these hearings.
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On the third page of that letter to Chairman Peter Rodino the
mayor said:

Finally, I am troubled by the apparent use of this subcommittee of the Judiciary
Committee, by those political leaders in New York City, who have decided that they
would seek this vehicle to enhance their political objective, which is to secure the
mayoralty for themselves in 1985. I have no objection to Congressman Charlie
Rangel, Congressman Major Owens, or anyone else running for mayor. But when
they do it, it should be on the merits. They should not take actions which might
place the city or other communities in jeopardy.

Mr. Chairman, the mayor released this letter to all of the news-
papers, but he failed to release the response to his letter from
Chairman Peter Rodino. Chairman Rodino has given me a letter,
July 13, which says:

Dear Charlie: Unfortunately, due to the illness of my brother, it appears that I
will not be able to attend the hearings in New York, on Monday, June 18, to be held
by the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice, chaired by John Conyers.

This hearing is being held in your Congressional District and I am enclosing for
your use a copy of my response to Mayor Koch letter of June 28th, concerning this
hearing. With best regards, Peter.

The letter that Chairman Rodino refers to, which was not re-
leased to the press by the mayor, is dated June 30, and it says, ad-
dressed to the Honorable Edward Koch, mayor of the city of New
York:

Dear Ed, I have received your letter of June 28, 1983, and I have reviewed it with
great care. I am concerned, of course, at your perception that New York City has
een unfairly singled out. That, however, is not the case.
The hearing scheduled for New York City is a part of a continuing general inves-

tigation that is national in scope, and that has been going on for some time.
On June 16 of this year, for example, the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice,

chaired by John Conyers of Michigan, held a hearing that included extensive testi-
mony about police-community relations in Miami, Fla. as well as testimony about
police-community, relations in Berkeley, California.

The subcommittee hearing, I can assure you, will be fair, as this committee's
hearings have always been. City and police department officials will be offered
ample opportunity to testify. John Conyers joins me in inviting you to be the open-
ingwitness at the hearings.

You may be assured that the hearing has a serious purpose. The decision to sched-
ule this hearing was made after much evidence and many complaints were filed
with the subcommittee by a substantial number of reputable citizens of the city of
New York. No member of the New York City congressional delegation serves on the
Criminal Justice Subcommittee, and I am not aware of any request from a member
of that delegation either to testify or otherwise take part in the hearing.

The hearing will be fair and balanced. The only impact I can foresee is that the
hearing will provide the members of the subcommittee with an opportunity to draw
their own conclusions after hearing from a variety of witnesses. I appreciate your
bringing your concerns to my attention.

Mr. Chairman, in view of the fact that this letter was not re-
leased, and that the newspapers paid a great deal of attention to
the accusation that you and this entire subcommittee would be
here to promote my political ambitions, I think that at this time I
would be forced not to accept your kind invitation, one that is nor-
mally extended to Members of Congress, to sit on this panel.

I do this not because I want to remove myself from a panel that
is sitting in my congressional district, but because I would hate for
someone to set a house on fire, throw a cup of water on it, and
then be acclaimed for trying to keep peace and order.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Congressman Rangel. We do have with
us, joining us from from the 12th Congressional District in Brook-
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lyn, our newest and very brilliant Member of Congress, the one
and only Major Owens. We welcome him.

Mr. OWENS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
echo the welcome of Congressman Rangel and welcome you on
behalf of New York City, including Brooklyn. I want to stress the
fact that you are here today to kick off a process that will last for
quite a while. I understand that you will be back on September 28,
I think, and September 29. I say that because there are a large
number of people who have requested to testify at these hearings,
who have not been able to testify. I want to assure these people
that one of those days, the 28 or the 29 of September, the hearings
will be held in Brooklyn.

I would like to make a brief statement at this point. I agree, and
I think we are all in agreement that the majority of the members
of the New York City Police Department perform admirably in
their attempt to provide adequate protective services to the majori-
ty of the residents of New York City.

Today's hearings are being held in response to complaints and
petitions which indicate that despite the performance of the major-
ity, a large segment, too many of the members of this cty's police
force, are guilty of misconduct, ranging from abusive language and
verbal harassment to the inflicting of serious physical injury and
death.

Most of these forms of police misconduct are directed against the
racial minority groups of New York City. Racial discrimination and
racial persecution are the major issues to be explored at these
hearings. A particular segment of the population of New York is
the target. Violation of civil rights are of major concern to these
hearings. Violations perpetrated against a whole class are the
issue. Patterns which reflect an overwhelming number of minority
victims and an overwhelming number of white perpetrators are the
subject of this subcommittee s analysis.

Minorities are the victims of two forms of discrimination with re-
spect to law enforcement: lack of police protection and police bru-
tality. These are twin evils arising out of the same base of racist
contempt. Police abuse and brutality are forms of police corruption.
Police abuse and brutality represent police inefficiency. The time
and energy expended on racially motivated harassment is time and
energy lost to the area of legitimate law enforcement and protec-
tion.

The racism reflected by acts of abuse and brutality repeatedly
shred the bonds between the citizenry and the police and further
complicate law enforcement activities.

Efforts to minimize or eliminate abuse and brutality will save
money and increase services. All of the citizens of New York will
benefit from the hearings that are being held today.

At the outset of these hearings, it should be noted that the cre-
ation of tbe original police review board of 1953 was the result of a
Federal investigation and hearing. Even before the Civil Rights
Act, the Federal role was deemed useful in this very sensitive area.

Under the Civil Rights Act, a clear role is established for the
Federal Government with respect to police abuse or brutality
which is racially motivated. The use of abusive language by law en-
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forcement officials is alone sufficient grounds for the filing of a
complaint with the U.S. Justice Department.

Clearly the allegation that there is a pattern of abuse and brutal-
ity against minorities is sufficient grounds for the holding of con-
gressional hearings. It must be recognized that the charges made
are not frivolous, sensational or without substantiation. One non-
goverrimental organization, the Black United Front, because of its
reputation for defending victims of police misconduct, has received
numerous complaints and has summarized statistics for the last 3
decades.

Their records show that in the 20 years preceding the present
city administration, there were only 22 questionable plice killings.
But from 1979 through 1983, there have been 70 questionable
police killings. In 1983, there have already been 10 killings, all by
white officers, and all of the victims have been minorities. There
have been 31 shootings which did not result in death.

The Black United Front has received 124 reports of beatings and
63 cases of serious racist harassment. Three hundred of the cases
reported to the Black United Front have been discontinued as a
result of the complainant's fear of police reprisal.

On the other hand, the official statistics maintained by the police
department also indicate that while there were only 926 complaints
in 1966, the number of complaints in 1982 was 8,419. Without a
doubt, the official statistics are sufficient enough to justify the ac-
tivities of this subcommittee.

Many serious charges have been made which are clearly worthy
of investigation. The charge has been made that the civilian com-
plaint review board is really an expunging agency, whose primary
purpose has become the removal of complaints from the files of of.
ficers, since under present procedure the board removes all records
of an unsubstantiated case it reviews. Last year only 3 percent of
the total cases that were brought were found to be substantiated.

It has been charged that while race is always indicated for the
complainant at the beginning of each case, the race of the com-
plainant is not shown for those cases that are substantiated and
where punishment of the officers is ordered. This has led to a
charge that this is a coverup for the fact that most of the cases sub-
stantitated involved white victims. If this charge is not true, we
would like facts to refute it.

It has also been charged that Mayor Koch's repeated reductions
of the budget of the civilian complaint review board was read by
racist elements as a signal that such complaints were not a priority
concern of his administration. All of these charges and allegations
deserve the benefit of the hearing and review process.

Leadership by the mayor and by the police commisioner must
also be evaluated. The signals from the top definitely have an
impact on the lowest ranking officer. Racism and racist behavior
may never be eliminated, however, official policy can restrain the
harmful expression of such racism, especially within a paramilitary
organization such as the police department.

It must be noted that in Philadelphia, under Mayor Frank Rizzo,
a former police officer who favored minimum review of police ac-
tions, complaints of police brutality soared to thepoint where the
U.S. Justice Department found it necessary to conduct a special in-
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vestigation which led to the commencement of a legal action seek-
ing injunctive relief against systemic police abuse.

[Disruption from the floor.]
Mr. CONYERS. Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to reluctantly

make this announcement. There is no way that these hearings can
reasonably proceed unless we have the attention and the order that
is required to conduct them. Now, unless that is to be the case, we
will inadvertently cause these hearings to be cut off far sooner
than they ought to be.

So I would like to enlist the support of all of you whose deep con-
cern brought you here today, to cooperate with the Chair in these
endeavors.

Congressman Rangel has apologized that the facilities are not as
accommodating as he would have liked them to be.

I must say to you, I must plead with you that we allow these pro-
ceedings to move on. We must not inadvertently cause them to be
short-circuited. Every single witness must be afforded their time
and heard before this committee without any interruption.

Voice from the audience. Brothers and sisters, hear me. The rac-
ists do not want us to have this hearing. And I am asking you in
the spirit of black unity for you to go along and respect our black
leaders.

Rev. HERBERT DAUGHTY from the Audience. For a long time we
have marched up and down these streets. I see all of you. I recog-
nize all of the faces. We have been in the street. We have been
asking. We have been marching and demonstrating for some out-
side entity to hear what we have to say.

Now, I know all of us are not satisfied. We left hundreds of
people out on the street because we asked them to come down. And
we are not satisfied with the arrangements. However, listen to me
very carefully. There are some people, as Reverend Timothy Mitch.
ell just indicated, that do not want even this to happen. And if we
do not allow it to happen, brothers and sisters, if we do not allow it
to happen, we are playing precisely into their hands.

May I plead with you, you know me and I know you, I see every-
body. We know everything. But let me plead with you to let us pro-
ceed on with these hearings. There will be more hearings. This is
the beginning. And there will be more hearings later. When they
come to Brooklyn, we will have the whole field out, everyhing. But
now we have got to proceed, brothers and sisters, with the hearing.
We have got to proceed. Would you please then let us proceed on
with the hearing.

(Disruption from the floor.]
r. CONYERS. Could I ask the witnesses at the witness table, in-

cluding the mayor and the members of the subcommittee if they
would kindly follow me, please. We are in a 25 minute recess.

Mayor KOCH. You want us to follow you to another room. We
wouldbe happy to do that.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 10:25 a.m., the subcommittee hearing was ad-

journed.]
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
New York, N Y.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:40 a.m., at the
369th Division Armory, 2366 5th Avenue, New York City, N.Y.,
Hon. John Conyers, Jr. (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Conyers, Crockett, Rangel, Weiss,
Towns, and Owens.

Staff present: Thomas Hutchison, counsel; Gail Bowman, assist-
ant counsel; and Ray Smietanka, associate counsel.

Mr. CONYERS. The committee will come to order.
Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I am Congressman John

Conyers, chairman of the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice of the
Judiciary Committee of the House of Representatives. The hearings
on police violence will now come to order.

I would like to turn the microphone over to the Congressman in
whose district we reside, Congressman Charles Rangel.

Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the Harlem community
and constituents of the 15th Congressional District and the people
of the city of New York, we welcome the opportunity to look into
the allegations that have been made by responsible citizens of our
community who have come to the Congress to speak their griev-
ances.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Congressman Rangel.
I would like to introduce the members of the committee. First is

my colleague from Michigan's 13th Congressional District, Judge
George Crockett.

Would you care to make any comments, Judge Crockett?
Mr. CROCKETr. Thank you very much, Chairman Conyers.
It is always a pleasure to come to my colleague Charles Rangel's

district. I could wish for perhaps a more auspicious occasion.
The subject of this hearing-allegations of police brutality in

New York-is basically a local issue, and really should be resolved
locally, but we are confronted with the complaints that seem to in-
dicate that local authorities are not doing what should be done.
Then it becomes a constitutional issue. It becomes a question of the
Federal Government insuring that Federal citizens are protected
by the States and the localities in which they reside.

I think the primary purposes of this hearing are, one, to deter-
mine if in fact the complaints are well founded and, two, to put the
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city and the State on notice that if they do not act, the Federal
Government is competent to act.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Judge Crockett.
I would like now to recognize our colleague Ted Weiss, from the

17th Congressional District of New York.
Congressman Weiss.
Mr. WEiss. Thank you very much, John.
I want to express my appreciation to my friend and colleague,

the distinguished chairman of the subcommittee, John Conyers, for
inviting me to sit in at these hearings. Although I do not serve on
the Judiciary Committee, Mr. Conyers and I both serve on the
Intergovernmental Relations and Human Resources Subcommittee,
which I chair, of the Government Operations Committee.

Earlier this year, Mr. Conyers welcomed my subcommittee to the
Detroit area, and I am pleased to add my words of welcome as he
commences these important hearings in New York.

Allegations of excessive and unnecessary use of force by mem-
bers of the police department, however widespread they may be, re-
quire impartial and expeditious disposition for the sake of all seg-
ments of the community, including the police. It is not enough for
such complaints to be dealt with fairly; they must also appear to be
dealt with fairly.

That is the reason why I introduced legislation in 1964, as a
member of the New York City Council, to create an independent
civilian complaint review board. The board would have heard com-
plaints, and would have been comprised of civilians independent of
the poice department. Unfortunately, that proposal was not adopt-
ed. Why it was not is a matter of history, and you could look it up,
but I still believe that is the only way we can have the acceptance
of and confidence in decisions handed down.

The allegations which the subcommittee will be hearing about
today are only that, allegations. Hopefully, today's hearings will
give everyone a better sense of how serious the problem is.

More importantly, perhaps they will point us toward some con-
structive ways of dealing with it.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Weiss.
I would like now to recognize Major Owens, Brooklyn's 12th Con-

gressional District.
Welcome again to these hearings, Congressman Owens.
Mr. OwENs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I submitted testimony at the July hearings and I would like to

place that testimony into the record. I don't want to add to that
testimony except to say that since the July hearings were held, a
number of outside evaluators, investigative reporters and others
have added very important facts.

I have examined testimony that was presented in writing by
Mayor Koch and by the police commissioner at that time, and I
have found a number of discrepancies in this testimony. I think the
record should show these discrepancies and we should include an
article titled "Deadly Force," by Wayne Barrett in the recent issue
of the "Village Voice" as part of the record.

[The information follows:]
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Mr. OWENS. I would also like to place in the record a letter I
have from the comptroller of the city of New York in response to a
request for information about the amount of money paid out by
New York City in connection with suits that are brought against
the police department for harassment, brutality or even police kill-
ings.

[The information follows:]
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THE CITY OF NEW YORK
OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER

MUNICIPAL BUILDING
NEW YC RK. '.. Y. 10007

IIARRISON J. GOLOIN

-i VLN J 1.4AtT4FWO (,MPTIOLIN
f .* t I IAL A.*11111404

(r-pteliti.i|o 7, 198

30 Vt,:: y :;troet, !;lilt(. 1100
Neow York tj ew York

Dear Mr. Maur ice:

tllipti llir +,oldin ,j.:;ktd me to reply to your l(etter
of PiIti:;L 23, rl'i€++ll,",1 1 ii formaLion about c( r ta in claims
, l tli , t Iti C iiy f ,,i iho , la ';t 20 ye a r:;.

,iFi Cat' ' lory Ifor t l.., information you 1((jtiC t .ed is
ill:e action, itlhet tl,,i police brutality, The

att,,chod wi)rkshet.:; illail, by fiscal year, the number
Of 1'01iCt' action clJimn, settled, the method of sett)emont
1.ii4 I 1,? tot- I 1111011i t of tII, 1tettlemelits, as requested in
Pirt :; I ind 2 o. oui Iett :.-.

As l to Point!. 3 andh 4, out system is not- coded to
brIe'-. out ±eparat.ely police action cases involving
claims by police officers against other law enforcement
off icers

The number of police act ion claims still in litigation,
,a:; IjUi';:t ed in Point ', of your letter, war, 2,39 as of
Atoqu:;t 31, 1983.

i 'L, hive Iloy questions about this maLerial,
l]o',ls (I ,11(ot he .ltat i. 1o I me know.

Sincerely,

I I itb
."Leven J. Matthews

Eit 1+ I ,+11,'
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Mr. OWENs. The comptroller's report shows that since 1968, the
amount of money that the city of New York has paid out in cases
involving suits brought against the police has risen from $420,000
to a total of $9 million last year. That is $9 million of the taxpay-
ers' money being paid out as a result of suits brought against the
police department.

I would like to submit the comptroller's letter for the record. I
think it is an important fact that the citizens of New York should
know.

Thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS. Without objection, the materials will be introduced

into the record.
Congressman Towns of the 11th Congressional District will be

present with us shortly.
Our first witness is Dr. Donald Shriver, president of the Union

Theological Seminary of New York City. Will you come forward,
please?

Dr. Shriver has been president of the Union Theological Semi-
nary for 8 years. Union is well known for its training of ministers.
Dr. Shriver also serves as president of the American Society of
Christian Ethics.

Welcome, Dr. Shriver, to this subcommittee hearing. Without ob-
jection, your testimony will be incorporated in the record in full
and you may proceed to testify in your own way.

TESTIMONY OF DONALD W. SHRIVER, PRESIDENT, UNION
THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, NEW YORK CITY

Dr. SHRIVER. Thank you, Congressman Conyers.
My name is Donald W. Shriver. I thank you for the privilege of

appearing on this panel, though I must admit at first that I am em-
barrassed for being the first on this panel because I am by no
means the principal person to testify personally about suffering
from this problem. On behalf of others, I am proud to be here, how-
ever.

As most of you know, our school, Union Theological Seminary,
has been in New York City since the early 19th century. We are
now located on Morningside Heights and we are a neighbor of
Harlem.

My own institutional and personal relations to the police of this
city, especially the offices of our own precinct 26, have been cordial
and helpful during most of my 8 years here. I have lived in large
cities long enough to know the importance of competent, profes-
sional police work.

With the vast majority of people at this hearing, I cannot con-
sent to see myself as an enemy of the police. It is realism and not
just professional humility when I say that this city can afford to
live without ministers and theologians for a day or two but not
without its police.

Dr. Charles Anchrom was surely speaking for many residents of
this community when he said recently that this hearing would be
about police neglect as well as about police brutality. We are con-
cerned about police neglect because we value police protection. Just
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so, we are concerned about police brutality because we value the
courage and humanity of adequate police work.

In a way, we are here to probe the truth of the statement of a
white patrolman, Donald Kennebruh, who was wounded in the line
of duty not long ago and who conceded this summer that police of-
ficers do use restraint, sometimes too much.

Can and should that sometimes be reduced? Granted that none
of us here lives up to our own highest standards all the time, are
there significant reductions in excessive use of force that we could
expect of the police of New York?

I am convinced the answer is yes.
I come to this subject as an educator with responsibility for the

interests of some 400 students. They come from many parts of the
country and 20 foreign countries. The reputation of this city as a
center of education and culture helps draw these students to our
schools as well as our faculty.

Any tarnishing of this city's reputation as a safe place to live dis-
courages our students and faculty from feeling at home here or
from wanting to come here. Therefore, we have a great institution-
al stake in the health and welfare of this city as a whole.

My entry into public discussion of this problem was by way of a
single instance of the Rev. Lee Johnson, a student from the Baptist
ministry enrolled in our program for a master of divinity degree.
Mr. Johnson's story, which has been told and retold widely in this
city over the past 4 months, has prompted many other stories that
have come forward to the glare of publicity.

This very phenomenon should be of interest to this committee. If
Mr. Johnson s problem with the police were a rarity, would all this
public interest be stirred? Can any sober observer believe that this
many hundred people on a working Monday would come out to a
public meeting merely to protest injustices done to one theological
student from Los Angeles?

The difference between Mr. Johnson and some of the other cases
that will be described here is chiefly a matter of his connections.
He got the listening ear of a lot of important people in this city.

But I am not here because of the connection of a single student
of our school on this problem. I am here with the suspicion that if
it could happen to a Baptist minister at Lennox Avenue at 127th
Street, it could happen to anybody there and already has hap-
pened.

It reflects my respect for the police profession that I should say
how astonished, apalled, and incredulous I am that any members of
the police force should let the word "nigger" drop from their lips in
the midst of dealing with any black person for any crime whatso-
ever.

I am similarly shocked that any officer of the law should use
scornful language about anyone's religion or take fists and clubs to
the body of any handcuffed prisoner. Yet all of these actions were
perpetrated upon the Reverend Lee Johnson.

People accused of murder deserve better treatment. People ac-
cused of resisting arrest deserve better treatment. People accused
of traffic violations, as he was, well, that is an accusation that
sooner or later comes to all of us who own a car.
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I can tell you that I have learned a lot from the bruised body and
the bruised spirit of Lee Johnson in my many conversations with
him since April 30, 1983. What I learned most from him, though,
was what he himself learned: How to discover how many other
people there are in this city who have suffered from similar inci-
dents.

To be brief about it, this issue is not going to subside in public
concern until two sorts of changes come to public affairs in this

first is some convincing evidence-and I stress "convincing"-

that the leaders of city government are willing to persuade or to
compel city police to control the lawless behavior as illustrated in
this one incident and dozens of others. The evidence so far is not
very convincing.

What is an ordinary newspaper reader to make of the fact that
in 1981 only 104 of 3,048 complaints to the civilian complaint
review board were sustained. Did over 3,000 citizens in this city
take the trouble to complete all that paperwork when only 104 of
the complaints were worth writing about? Is that not a strain on
anT body's credulity?

s it credible that the national conviction rate for police killing
found unjustifiable should come to only two-tenths of 1 percent?
Are policemen in America 99.8 percent innocent in their use of
guns?

Why, even the cops on "Hill Street Blues" are not that good. In
their own line of work, very few students in our seminary make
that good a record in their grades.

The mayor himself has testified in the recorded testimony of
July 18 that there are bad apples in every profession. When we dis-
cover that apple and he or she, after due process, is found guilty,
we will discipline you, suspend you and fire you, says the mayor.

Where is the evidence of significant discipline, suspension and
firing? When was the last time some officer in New York was visi-
bly punished for calling somebody a nigger? Will the officers who
used that language to Lee Johnson get reprimanded?

The widespread suspicion among many black people in this city
is that such an epitaph is not important enough to merit discipline
or suspension, not to speak of firing. Any employee around Union
Seminary who uses that sort of language, I assure you he or she
does so at risk.

Why not raise the risk of using racial slurs in the police force?
Why not have the appointment of a truly civilian board of review
as opposed to members now in the employ of the police depart-
ment?

The second change that many of us hope to see coming from this
upsurge of public concern is a rise in the climate of respect that
surrounds police community relations in this city.

It is clear again in recent months that some city officials are
speaking out more clearly on this matter than they have spoken
before. It is clear again that the mayor should say in his recent tes-
timony prepared for the July 18 hearing that he concedes that
every black family has been subject to some indignity or some vio-
lence on the part of the police.
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The trouble is, in my 8 years here I have not heard the mayor
say that kind of thing.

It is also clear again that in early summer the head of precinct
28, why would a black captain finally be appointed as head of a
precinct at this late time? Who can do other than applaud Commis-
sioner McGuire's ringing words saying:

How can we ask the public to place its confidence in a police officer who is either
unwilling or unable to live up to high standards? How can we ask our fellow citizens
to support a police officer who violates the laws, uses excessive force or is rude and
vulgar?

Such words should be applauded by city officials high and low.
They should be applauded by the benevolent association and every
desk sergeant in precincts.

The police themselves have much to gain from this society's fight
against racism. Let them join publicly in the fight and then the
people in this city might begin to perceive that the police can
admit to mistakes too and correct them publicly.

Let me stress in conclusion that no one expects police or citizens
to be perfect in their dealings with one another. If I believed in
human perfection, I would not need to be a Christian or minister.
We are dealing here with the potential for evil in us all. There is
potential for good in us all.

One of our great former faculty members said, "The good in
humans makes democracy possible; the evil in humans makes de-
mocracy necessary."

There are minimum standards of conduct that we all should be
capable of, sir. For the sake of the police themselves, for the sake
of New York City and all of us, our public leaders must raise their
voices and use their power to bring these standards to street level
practice. If they do not, our leaders may find themselves presiding
not over a city but a battlefield.

I thank you for this hearing and your decision to reschedule.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Shriver follows:]
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Testimony of

Dr. Donald W. Shriver, Jr.

President, Union Theological Seminary, New York City

to the House Committee on the Judiciary
Subcommittee on Criminal Justice

HEARING ON POLICE MISCONDUCT
New York City, September 19, 1983

My name is Donald W. Shriver,Jr. I have been president of Union
Theological Seminary in the City of New York since 1975. Our
school, located on Morningside Heights, is a neighbor of Harlem.
I welcome this opportunity to speak with this panel on behalf of
the students and faculty of one of the oldest institutions of
higher learning in this city.

My own institutional and personal relations with the police of
the city , especially the officers of our own Precinct 26, have
been cordial and helpful during most of my eight years here. I
have lived in large cities long enough to know the critical
importance of competent, professional work by the police. Along
with the vast majority of persons present in this hearing, I
cannot consent to an image of myself as an enemy of the police.
It is realism, and not just professional humility, which compels
me to confess that a city could more afford to live for a day
without its ministers than a day without its police. Dr. Charles
Ancrum was surely speaking for many residents of the Black
Communities of New York when he suggested recently that this
hearing could well be concerned about "police neglect" of those
communities as well as about police brutality in them. If we are
concerned about police neglect, it is because we value police
protection. Just so, if we are concerned about police brutality,
it is because we value the competence, courage, and humanity of
which we think the police capable.

We are here to probe the truth spoken in July by Donald
Kinebrew , a policeman wounded in line of duty, who conceded that
"we do use restraint, sometimes too much..." Can and should that
"sometimes" be reduced to a lot fewer times? Granted that none
of us lives up to our highest standards all the time, are there
significant reductions in 'excessive use of force that we should
expect of police in New York City?

The statistics and incidents already before us in this hearing
convince me that the answer has to be a resolute "yes."

I come to this subject as an educator with responsibility for
the interests of some 400 students annually enrolled at Union
Seminary. They come from many parts of the country and almost
twenty foreign countries. The reputation of this city as a
center of education, commerce, and culture helps draw these
students to our school along with many distinguished scholars.
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Any tarnishing of New York City's reputation as a safe place to
live discourages the coming of students and faculty to us. We
have a great institutional stake in the health, safety, and
welfare of this city as a whole.

My entry into public discussion of the problem of police
brutality was by way of the single instance of the Rev. Lee
Johnson , a student for the Baptist ministry enrolled in a degree
program of our school. Mr. Johnson's story , which has been told
and retold widely in this city over the past four months, has
prompted many other stories to be told and publicized. This very
phenomenon should be of great interest to this committee. If Mr.
Johnson's problem with the police were a rarity, would all this
public interest have stirred? Can any sober observer believe
that this many people, on a working Monday, would come out to a
public meeting merely to protest injustice done to one
theological student from Los Angeles? The difference between Mr.
Johnson and some of the other cases described here is the number
of his CONNECTIONS: He got the listening ear of a lot of
important people in this city. But I am not here because of my
connection to a single student of our school. I am here with the
suspicion that , if it could happen to a Baptist minister from
Los Angeles at Lenox Avenue and 127th Street, it could happen to
anybody there. And has happened there. We are here to talk
about the respect, the restraint, and the professionalism which
the police owe to the anybodies of this city, whether they are
presidents of universities or just unemployed drug addicts.

There are standards of conduct we have a right to expect of all
professional persons. It reflects my respect for the police
profession that I should say how astonished, appalled, and
incredulous I am that ANY member of the New York Police Force
should let the word "nigger" drop from his lips in the midst of
dealing with ANY Black person for ANY crime whatsoever. I am
similarly shocked that ANY officer of the law should use scornful
language about ANYone's religion or take fists and clubs to the
body of ANY handcuffed prisoner. Yet all these actions were
perpetrated upon Lee Johnson. People accused of murder deserve
better treatment. People accused of resisting arrest deserve
better, too. And people accused of traffic violations.. .an
accusation that, sooner or later, comes to all of us.

I can tell you that I have learned a lot from the bruised body
and the bruised spirit of Lee Johnson, in my many conversations
with him in the days since April 30, 1983. What I learned most
from him was what he himself learned from this bruising
experience: to discover the history of other citizens among New
York's minority communities who have been largely unnoticed
victims of similar incidents.

This issue is not going to subside in public concern until two
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sorts of changes come to public affairs in this city. The first
is some convincing public evidence that the leaders of city
government are willing to persuade and compel city police to
control the lawless behavior illustrated so abundantly in this
hearing. The evidence so far is not very convincing. What is an
ordinary newspaper reader to make of the fact (reported in
Attorney Vernon Mason's testimony) that in 1981 only 104 of 3,048
complaints to the Civilian Complaint Review Board were
sustained? Did over 3000 citizens take the trouble to complete
all that paperwork , when only 104 of the complaints were worth
writing about? Is that not a strain to anybody's credulity? Is
it credible that the national conviction rate for police killing
found unjustifiable should come to only two tenths of one per
cent? Are policemen in America 99.8 % innocent in their use of
guns? Why, even the cops on Hill Street Blues are not that
good. Not even ministers and rabbis are that good. As the Mayor
himself said in the testimony prepared for the aborted July 18
hearing, we all know about "bad apples" in our respective
professions. "When we discover that apple and he or she after
due process is found guilty, we will discipline you, suspend you,
and fire you." But where is the evidence of significant
discipline, suspension, firing? When was the last time that some
officer was visibly punished for calling someone "nigger"? Will
the officers who used that language to Lee Johnson get
reprimanded? The widespread suspicion among many black people in
this city is that such an epithet is not IMPORTANT ENOUGH to
merit discipline or suspension, not to speak of firing. If any
employee around Union Seminary uses that sort of langauge, I
assure you, he or she does so at risk. Why not raise the risk of
using racial slurs in the police force?

My concentration on illustrations of verbal violence may not
touch the heart of the matter, but all the degrees of violence
here are interconnected. The second change that many of us hope
to see coming from this upsurge of public concern is a rise in
the climate of respect that should surround police-community
relations in this city. It is clear gain , in recent months,
that some city officials are speaking out more clearly on this
matter than they have spoken before. it- is clear gain that the
Mayor should say, in his testimony prepared for the July 18
hearing, that "any racial remark by an officer of the law is
intolerable." It is clear gain that in early summer a black
captain was appointed to head Precinct 28. These words and such
action come belatedly, in my opinion, but better late than
never. Who can do other than applaud Commissioner McGuire's
ringing words to the graduates of the Police Academy last
spring? Said he:

"How can we ask the public to place its confidence in a police
officer who is either unwilling or unable to live up to.. .high
standards? How can we ask our fellow citizens to support a
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police officer who violates the laws.. .uses excessive force...or
is rude and vulgar...?"

Such words should be applauded by city officials high and low.
They should be applauded by the officers of the Patrolmen's
Benevolent Association and by every desk sergeant in the
precinct. Police themselves have much to gain from this
society's fight against racism. Let them join publicly in the
fight, and then the people of this city might begin to perceive
that the police can admit to mistakes, too, and can correct them
publicly.

Let me stress in conclusion that no one expects police or
citizens to be perfect in their dealings with one another. If I
believed in human perfection, I would not need to be a Christian
or a minister. We are dealing here with the potential for evil
in us all. But there is a potential for good in us all. There
are minimum standards of conduct that we all should be capable
of.If we are not we should not become ministers OR
police,

For the sake of the police themselves , for the sake of New
York City, and for the sake of all its citizens, our public
leaders must raise their voices and use their power to bring
these standards to street-level practice. If they do not, our
leaders may find themselves presiding, not over a city, but a
battlefield.

I thank you for this hearing and your decision to reschedule
it.

For information:

Karen Leahy, Assistant to the President
Union Theological Seminary
3041 Broadway, New York, NY 10027
212/662-7184
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UNiON THPEIOCICAL SIMINARY 6 3041 BROADWAY AT REINHOLD NIIIHR PLACE NEW YORK CITY 10027 T|IPHONI: 11-462.7100

To the Union Seminary Community:

The attached statement vas delivered by
President Shriver at a press conference
held Thursday, May 5, 1983, at the
Abyssinian Baptist Church, 132 West 138th
Street, Nov York.

Union Seminary joined vith a group of
Nay York Black 41ersy to respond to an
attack on UTS H.Div. student Lee Johnson
by Nay York police officers.

5/5/83
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UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY • )041 BROAOWAY AT REINHOLD NIERUHR PLACE, NEW YORK CITY 1002 a TELEPHONE: 212462-7100

FOR RELEASE Hay 5, 1983

For further information: Barbara Chalsma
Public Information Officer (212) 662-7100

Mary Cox
Vice President for Development (212) 662-7100

STATEMENT BY THE REVEREND DONALD W. SHRIVER, JR., PRESIDENT,
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, NEW YORK

I am Donald Shriver, the President of Union Theological

Seminary In the City of New York.

I am speaking to you today as head of Union Seminary, an

institution of higher learning whose life and history have

been intertwined with those of New York City for nearly 150

years. I am speaking also as a teacher and pastor. In all

three of these ways I have very certral responsibilities toward

Union's students. And I am speaking, too, as a citizen of this

city.

Early last Saturday evening, a U.-g-year graduate student

at Union Theological Seminary, the Reverend Lee Johnson, was

stopped by two New York City police officers as he, accompanied

by two friends, was driving his car on Lenox Avenue.

One of the police officers approached the Reverend Mr.

Johnson's stopped car and requested his driver's license, regis-

tration, and insurance card. Mr. Johnson asked to be allowed

to get out of the car in order to get at the documents; the

request was denied and the officer locked the car door. Mr.

Johnson asked why he had been stopped; his question received

only profanity in response. Mr. Johnson identified himself as

a clergyman and remarked that the officer must be inexperienced

if he addressed any citizen in that way.

MORE
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The officer unlocked and opened the car door, attempted to

strike Hr. Johnson in the face, then struck him repeatedly on

the leg with a flashlight, and ultimately pulled him from the

car.

A second officer joined the first, Mr. Johnson was hand-

cuffed and, while handcuffed, was repeatedly struck with a

nightstick and thrown against the car.

He was put into the front seat of a police van and told

that he was under arrest. He was not told his offense.

At the 28th Precinct Hr. Johnson was attacked verbally,

both with explicit racial epithets such as "nigger" and with

disparaging remarks about his religious beliefs and affiliations

("I don't believe in that shit anyway, Reverend" and "You don't

pay no taxes anyway").

He was removed to a stairwell and then taken upstairs to a

room containing a cell; in both places, while handcuffed, he

was again beaten, choked, and kicked by the same two officers

who had arrested him. He was told, "I am going to teach you a

lesson, nigger" and "When you open your mouth, nigger, you had

better say Sir."

Mr. Johnson was released by the police at about 9:30 that

evening. As far as he knows, he is not charged with any crime.

He was, however, given three summonses for motor vehicle violations.

Mr. Johnson was then able to return to his apartment at Union

Seminary and to his wife and baby daughter. Accompanied by a

Seminary security guard, he then sought and received treatment of

his injuries at the emergency room at St. Luke's Hospital.

I hardly know how to express to you the degree of outrage,

shame and despair that I feel as I recount these events.

I feel outrage that this young man was threatened, insulted,

humiliated and beaten by the police of this city.

I feel shame that my institution, which had invited this young

man to join its community, is unable to assure him of protection by

the police, protection of life and limb and of dignity. Shame, too,

MORE
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that I cannot assure our other students, who are from all over

this country and from 18 countries around the world, of this

same protection.

And I feel despair that yet again, yet again, a black person

in this city has been subjected to unlawful violence, carried

out by those appointed to uphold the law.

There is no question but that because Lee Johnson is black

it was assumed that he was a troublemaker, a public danger, that

he was not worthy of respect, that his civil and human rights

could be denied him, and that he could be physically injured

with impunity.

Nothing in the minor traffic violations with which he was ultimately charged

could in any way justify the treatment accorded him by New York City

police officers. Such physical and emotional abuse is unprofessional;

it is unmoral; it is inexcusable.

I cannot restore to Lee Johnson what has been taken away

from him by this police attack. I cannot alleviate his rage,

his frustration, his despair.

I can only state that Union Theological Seminary will bend

every effort, will use whatever influence and resources it has

available to help ensure that this kind of event will not

be tolerated and will not recur. In this effort, we will, at

the start, do all we can to make sure that the two arresting

officers, who have demonstrated such hatred, contempt, and fear

in their attack on Lee Johnson, do not continue to serve on the

police force of the City of New York.

To permit them to continue even now is unworthy of the best

traditions of the New York police system itself. It is unworthy of

the city's own efforts to eliminate racism and brutality from its

public life, and it is a threat to the life and security of all

of us. END
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Mr. CONYERS. I would like to particularly commend you for your
statement, sir, because you have raised the question that has been
in some confusion among many people's minds.

This hearing is not just on police violence and police killings; it
is on every level of disrespect, discourtesy, abuse that black people
and other minorities are subject to at the hands of the police. I am
very glad that you made that important connection in your re-
marks, which are very appropriate for beginning these hearings.

I would like to ask Congressman Rangel for any questions that
he may have.

Mr. RANGEL. No; I want to thank the Reverend not only for the
leadership that he has shown and given to our community over the
years, but for shattering any myth that anyone may have that this
was a circus.

Thank you so much.
Mr. CONYERS. Congressman Weiss.
Mr. WEIss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think the testimony was eloquent and spoke for itself.
I have no questions. Thank you, Dr. Shriver.
Mr. CONYERS. Congressman Crockett?
Mr. CROCKETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Has there been a black captain in precinct 28 at some previous

point in history?
Dr. SHRIVER. I do not know the answer to that question, which,

of course, is a good one. I am reasonably assured that at the time
of Mr. Johnson's mistreatment inside that precinct, the captain
was a white person.

Mr. CROCKETT. Do you know how many police precincts you do
have in New York City and how many of them are headed by a
nonwhite?

Dr. SHRIVER. I don't know the statistic, but I know it is very,
very few.

Mr. CROCKETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. Congressman Owens.
Mr. OWENS. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CONYERS. We thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS. The next witness is Attorney Hector Soto of the

Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund. This attorney has
been active in police misconduct matters for 6 years. The Puerto
Rican Legal Defense Fund and Educational Fund has been in oper-
ation for 11 years and has handled numerous police brutality cases
and voting rights and other related civil rights matters.

Welcome to our hearing, Attorney Soto, and we will incorporate
your prepared statement. You may proceed in your own way.

TESTIMONY OF HECTOR SOTO, ATTORNEY, PUERTO RICAN
LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND

Mr. Somo. Thank you, Congressman Conyers and distinguished
members.

I am going to read my prepared statement.
Police violence in the Puerto Rican-Latino community of New

York City is a serious and longstanding problem. It is a problem
triggered primarily by ethnic and racial prejudice fueled by lan-
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guage discrimination and reinforced by the continuing institution-
alized nature of the problem as it exists in the police department
and the police benevolent association.

This institutionality is reflected in the police department's fail-
ure to acknowledge the severity of the problem; its failure to prop-
erly investigate; its failure to maintain accurate and meaningful
statistics; and also, but not in the least, the police department and
city's continued use of discriminatory hiring and promotional pro-
cedures as well as the department's continuing insensitivity to lan-
guage and cultural issues.

CONYERS. Mr. Soto, would you suspend until we can get a
little better audio system going?

Ladies and gentlemen, I apologize. We have such an overload of
microphones that we are experiencing some difficulty. We will sus-
pend for 1 minute.

[Recess.]
r. SOTO. The situation during the last 5 years has gotten worse,

not better. This is especially true for the Puerto Rican and Latino
community. As recorded in the current issue of the "Village
Voice," in 1982 city police killed twice as many Latinos as blacks-
20 to 10 according to the department's statistics.

Morever, we who deal with this problem on a continuing basis
know from the testimony of victims and witnesses that this statis-
tic covers only the most serious aspect of the problem of racially
and ethnically motivated police violence.

These are statistics which accurately reflect the number of inci-
dents involving unjustified use of physical force. There are no sta-
tistics which accurately reflect the number of incidents involving
verbal and psychological abuse of Latinos and blacks by the police.

There are no statistics which accurately reflect the statutory vio-
lations suffered by the Latino and black communities. Moreover,
and more importantly, no method has yet been devised to measure
grief, embarrassment, anger, and loss of faith caused by these inci-dents.

Who are the victims? Some would have us believe that the situa-
tion and characters portrayed in the movies like "Fort Apache, the
Bronx" and similar TV shows are a true picture of everyday
Puerto Rican and black existence.

Therefore, the police by using deadly or physical force are doing
only what is necessary to protect themselves and maintain order, if
not law.

The testimony of today's witnesses belies the Fort Apache per-
ception of the Puerto Rican and black communities and the role of
the police within these communities. As regards the Puerto Rican
Legal Defense Fund's experience since the last hearing date of July
18, we have had brought to our attention five major incidents of
racially motivated police abuse.

The victims have been a 42-year-old Puerto Rican busdriver
whose alleged crime was that he was rushing home in response to
an emergency call from his wife; a 35-year-old Puerto Rican mother
and her two sons whose home was broken into by the police who
were then abused by them; a middle-aged black couple whose mis-
fortune it was to be walking arm-in-arm on the street to which the
police were responding to a radio call; a Puerto Rican New York
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sanitation worker who went with a friend to the local precinct to
transact some business and then could not move fast enough when
he was instructed by the police officer to remove himself from the
front of the building.

Finally, the unemployed Puerto Rican mother of six who herself
was the victim of an assault who was arrested and assaulted by the
same police officer to whom she went for assistance.

These victims, as well as the others who testify today were
beaten and abused by the police and forced to endure the embar-
rassment and anguish of arrest and now face criminal charges.

They are atypical only to the extent that they have complained
and sought to do something about the police crimes of which they
have been victim.

The majority of Puerto Rican and black victims, however, do not
and cannot speak out. There are many reasons for this silence.

Primarily is the lack of faith in the system of redress as current-
ly comprised and fear of reprisals.

The civilian complaint review board is perceived by most of the
Puerto Rican, Latino, and black communities as a police depart-
ment front, and don't believe that the police department is willing
or capable of investigating and disciplining itself on these matters.

The statistics of the CCRB disclosed an annual finding rate
against accused officers of 2 percent. The actual rate of discipline is
even lower.

It should be noted that as in the "Village Voice," that the disci-
pline rate has been getting lower during recent years.

The CCRB also is known for discouragement and harassment of
people who file complaints. A similar lack of faith exists in the
community regarding prosecution of the offending police officers by
the district attorney.

This lack of faith is reinforced by the low city-wide statistics re-
garding indictments and prosecutions. It is clear that in order for a
district attorney to be effective he or she must maintain a good
working relationship with the police department.

The district attorney is in fact dependent on the police depart-
ment in many respects. This is an inherent conflict of interest that
places limitations on the willingness and ability to prosecute in
these matters.

Prosecution by the local Attorney General's office under the Fed-
eral Criminal Civil Rights Act of 18 U.S.C. 241 and 242 are even
less likely.

The failure of the CCRB, the county district attorney's office and
the local U.S. attorney general's office to conduct effective investi-
gations or to discipline and prosecute police officers has reinforced
the lack of faith in the Puerto Rican, Latino, and black community
regarding these matters.

Although some redress is theoretically possible through civil
suits and Federal court and violation of constitutional and civil
rights and through State civil tort actions, the length and complex-
ity of these litigations, substantial costs involved and the formida-
ble defense provided at no cost to the police officer by the city or
the police union limits the availability and effectiveness of these
types of actions.

35-408 0 - 84 - 30
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Another limiting factor is the disposition of the cover charges
usually lodged against the victims of police violence. Usually the
big three, assault, attempted assault of a police officer, disorderly
conduct or resisting arrest charges are falsely filed against the
victim.

Success of any Federal or State civil action depends in substan-
tial part upon the victim's ability to clear him or herself of any
criminal wrong doings. Innocent victims are often forced out of fear
of getting a record or going to jail, out of fear of losing their jobs
because of repeated court appearances, out of disgust, frustration,
or embarrassment to simply cop a plea, accept a plea bargain to a
lesser charge and in effect waive their right to civil redress.

As an avenue of redress, civil suits have significant limitations
and often impose an additional burden on the aggrieved victim or
his family.

The problem of racially/ethnically motivated police violence is
only part of the institutionalized problem of prejudcially motivated
police department and police union behavior.

The problem manifests itself through the continuing use of dis-
criminatory hiring and promotional practices by the police depart-
ment in the city of New York. Challenges filed by my organization
over the past 11 years and continuing to the present day are testi-
mony to the extent of the problem.

The more general problem is also reflected in the police depart-
ment's continuing failure to recognize Spanish language ability as
a special skill not only preferred but required in New York City's
Puerto Rican, Latino neighborhood.

The failure of communication between Spanis-speaking,
Latino and English-only speaking police officers has undoubtedly
contributed to the creation and escalation of many a confrontation.
Similarly for the need to sensitize non-Latino police officers to cul-
tural differences.

The Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund welcomes
the investigation of the House Subcommittee on Criminal Justice
as a viable first step in dealing with the problem of prejudicially
motivated police action.

The fund joins in the call for both the establishment of an inde-
pendent and fully empowered nonpolice administrative agency to
investigate civilian complaints against the police as well as the cre-
ation of a special prosecutor's office.

The Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund also calls
for the elimination of the use of discriminatory hiring and promo-
tional practices and requiring of basic Spanish language ability for
police officers working in Puerto Rican and Latino neighborhoods.
Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Mr. Soto follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE PUERTO RICAN LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND
For Release: FOR THE PUBLTC HEARING OF THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE oN

CRIMINAL JUSTICE9 /19/8 3
PvESENTED BY HECTOR W. SOTO

Police violence in the Puerto Rican-Latino community of New

York City is a serious and long-standing problem. It is a

problem triggered primarily by ethnic and racial prejudice,

fueled by language discrimination, and reinforced by the

continuing institutionalized nature of the problem as it exists

within the Police Department and the Police Benevolent

Association. This institutionalization is reflected in the

police department's failure to acknowledge the severity of the

problem, its failure to properly investigate and discipline and

also, but not in the least, by the Police Department/City's

continued use of discriminatory hiring and promotional

procedures, as well as the Department's continuing insensitivity

to language and cultural issues.

The statements and statistics of Mayor Koch and Police

Commissioner McGuire not withstanding, the situation during

the last five years has gotten worse not better. This is

especially true within the Puerto Rican-Latino community.

As reported in the September 14th issue of the Village
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Voice, in 1982 city police killed twice as many Latinos as Blacks

(20 to 10, according to the department's statistics). However,

we who deal with this problem on a continuing basis know from the

testimony of victims and witnesses that this statistic covers

only the most serious aspect of the problem of racially/

ethnically motivated police violence. There are no statistics

which accurately reflect the number of incidents involving

unjustifiable use of physical force; there are no statistics

which accurately reflect the number of incidents involving verbal

and psychological abuse of Latinos and Blacks by the police;

there are no statistics which accurately reflect the number of

constitutional and statutory violations suffered by the Latino

and Black communities. Moreover and more importantly, no method

has yet been devised to measure the human grief, embarrassment,

anger and loss of faith caused by these incidents.

And who are the victims? Some would have us believe

that the situations and characters portrayed in movies like

"Fort Apache, the Bronx" and similar TV shows are a true

picture of everyday Puerto Rican and Black existence.

Therefore, the police by using deadly or physical force are

doing only what is necessary to protect themselves and

maintain order, if not law. The testimony of today's witnesses

belies the Fort-Apache perception of the Puerto Rican and Black

communities, and the role of police within these communities. As

regards the Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund's experience since

the last hearing date of
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July 18th, we have had brought to our attention five major

incidents of racially motivated police abuse. The victims have

been a 42 year old Puerto Rican New York City bus driver whose

alleged crime was that he was rushing home in response to an

emergency medical call from his wife; a 35 year old Puerto Rican

mother and her two sons whose home was broken into by the police

who then abused them physically, verbally and psychologically; a

middle age Black couple whose misfortune it was to be walking

arm-in-arm on a street to which the police were responding on a

radio call; a Puerto Rican New York City sanitation worker in his

mid-twenties who went with a friend to the local precinct to

transact some business, and then could not move fast enough when

he was instructed by a police officer to remove himself from the

front of the building; an unemployed Puerto Rican mother of six

who was a victim of an assault, and then arrested and assaulted

by the same police officer to whom she went for assistance.

These victims, as well as others who testify today, were beaten

and/or abused by the police, forced to endure the embarrassment,

and anguish of an arrest, and now face threats and/or criminal

charges. They i re atypical to the extent that they have

complained, and seek to do something about the police crimes of

which they have been the victims. The majority of Puerto

Rican-Latino and Black victims however do not or can not speak

out.

There are many reasons for this silence. Primary among

them is a lack of faith in the system of redress as
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currently comprised and a fear of reprisals. The Civilian

Complaint Review Board (CCRB) is perceived by most in the

Puerto Rican-Latino and Black communities as a Police Department

front. Few believe that the Police Department is willing or

capable of investigating and disciplining itself in these

matters. The statistics of the CCRB disclose an annual finding

rate against accused officers of 2%. The actual rate of

discipline is even lower. It should be noted, as reported in the

Village Voice (Sept. 14), that the discipline rate has been

getting lower during recent years. The CCRB also is known for

its discouragement and harassment of complainants.

A similar lack of faith exists in the community regard-

ing prosecution of offending police officers by the District

Attorney. This lack of faith is reinforced by the low citywide

statistics regarding indictments and prosecutions. It is clear

that in order for a District Attorney to be effective that he or

she must maintain a good working relationship with the Police

Department. The District Attorney is in fact dependent on the

Police Department in many respects. This is an inherent conflict

of interest which places limitations on a District Attorney's

willingness and ability to prosecute in these matters. Prose-

cutions by the local Attorney General's office under the Federal

criminal civil rights statutes, 18 U.S.C. S5241 and 242 are even

less likely. The failure of the CCRB, the county District

Attorney's office, and the local U.S. Attorney General's office
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to conduct effective investigations or to discipline/prosecute

guilty police officers, has reinforced the lack of faith and

apathy within the Puerto Rican-Latino and Black communities

regarding these matters.

Although some redress Js theoretically available through

civil suits in federal court for violation of constitutional and

civil rights, and through state civil tort actions, the length

and complexity of these litigations, the substantial costs

involved, and the often formidable defense provided at no cost to

the accused police officer by the City and or the police union

limits the availability and effectiveness of these types of

actions. Another limiting factor is the disposition of the

"cover charges" usually lodged against victims of police

violence. Usually, the big three: assault or attempted assault

of a police officer, disorderly conduct, and resisting arrest

charges, are falsely filed against a victim. The success of any

federal or state civil action depends in substantial measure upon

a victim's ability to clear him/her self of any criminal wrong-

doing. Innocent victims often are forced out of fear of getting

a record or going to jail, out of fear of losing their jobs

because of repeated court appearances, out of disgust,

frustration, or embarrassment to simply accept a plea bargain to

a lesser charge, and in effect, waive their right to civil

redress. As an avenue of redress, civil suits have significant

limitations, and often impose an additional burden on the

aggrieved victim or his/her family.
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The problem of racially/ethnically motivated police

violence is only part of the institutionalized problem of

prejudicially motivated Police Department and police union

behavior. The more general problem manifests itself throuqh

the continuing use of discriminatory hiring and promotional

practices by the Department and the City of New York. Chal-

lenges, for the most part successful, filed by my organization

.over the past eleven years and continuing to the present day, are

testimony to the extent of the problem. The more general problem

is also reflected in the Police Department's continuing failure

to recognize Spanish language ability as a special skill not only

preferred, but required, in New York City's Puerto Rican-Latino

neighborhoods. The failure of communication between a Spanish-

speaking Latino and an English-only speaking police officer has

undoubtedly contributed to the creation and escalation of many a

confrontation. Similarly for the need to sensitize non-Latino

police officers to cultural differences.

The Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund wel-

comes the investigation of the House Sub-Committee on Criminal

Justice as a viable first-step in dealing with the problem of

prejudicially motivated police action. The Fund joins in the

call both for the establishment of an independent and fully

empowered, non-police administrative agency to investigate

civilian complaints against the police, as well as the creation

of Special Prosecutor's office. The Puerto Rican Legal Defense

and Education Fund also calls for the elimination of the use

of discriminatory hiring and promotional practices and the

requiring of basic Spanish language ability-for police officers

working in Puerto Rican-Latino neighborhoods.
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Soto, you have raised a number of very important factual

conclusions and I want to express on behalf of the committee our
appreciation for the information you have brought to the attention
of this hearing.

We are going to continue to examine the discrepancies that you
have pointed out in the statements that have been submitted by
Mayor Koch and Commissioner McGuire. I think that we need to
continue to spell out the apparently great number of discrepancies
that have been found in those statements that they have released.

Perhaps they will yet find it in the public interest to come for-
ward to this committee and explain these discrepancies or misstate-
ments. The statistics they have presented are quite different from
the ones that we have gleaned and from the ones that you have put
to us.

Let me ask you about a different dimension in this hearing: ra-
cially motivated police violence toward women. How much does
this problem exist or doesn't it exist in your judgment?

Mr. SOTO. I have no statistics to provide on the subject. However,
I can tell you that in dealing with witnesses and victims of police
brutality here in the city among the Puerto Rican and black com-
munity the police do not discriminate against men and women in
their attacks.

One of my clients filed a civil suit over an incident that occurred
in 1981. The case involved an 18-year-old Puerto Rican woman
whose crime it was to be in a pizza parlor while three police offi-
cers were looking for a suspect and they decided that she was a
suspect.

More recently, the Puerto Rican mother whose home was broken
into and then was physically and psychologically abused had oc-
curred since July 18.

We have the middle-aged black couple who-in fact the incident
occurred the day after the hearings were scheduled, July 19. This
was a black middle-aged couple who were walking in Manhattan.

A number of police cars responded to an incident and the police
just went forward and abused both the husband and the wife with-
out regard. I think there may be a special problem with women to
the extent that women may be perceived by the police as being less
able to defend themselves.

Whether that is true or not may be a perception on the part of
the police and may add to the problem.

Mr. CONYERS. Might they also be more reluctant to come forward
to press these complaints?

Mr. SOTO. I think so, too. There is a general problem with press-
ing complaints against police in New York City. The entire proce-
dure from the moment that you have to go back basically to the
same precinct from which the police officers who assaulted you or
abused you were working.

The fact you have to go back to the same precinct is an intimi-
dating factor that stops most people from going back. Of course,
people can always go to 17th Street and Park Avenue which is the
central office, but if you live in north Bronx, Far Rockaway, or
Queens, you are not going to make a special trip, especially if you
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are too poor to file a complaint in which you have very little faith
to start off with.

Mr. CONYERS. You have mentioned a number of remedies and I
would like to advise you that we are planning a special hearing in
which after we have heard from all of the witnesses and assessed
the facts and allegations in this matter, we will then begin to ex-
amine all of the remedies that have come forward and I would like
you to continue to develop some of the very excellent suggestions
that you have had so that you may again come back and you may
begin to examine what it is we recommend that be done at the Fed-
eral and the State and the local level to remedy this deplorable sit-
uation.

Mr. SOro. We will be more than happy to cooperate.
May I make one final comment. I am here as a representative of

the Puerto Rican Liberal Defense Fund and the community. A wit-
ness is here from the Bronx and I believe he has something also to
contribute to the testimony.

I would like to point out that the problem is not something that
is limited to the black community or the Latino community in New
York City.

Minority communities of New York City are the victims for the
most part and seem to be the targets of police brutality and the
ones that are most suffering. The investigation in this matter has
to be broad and not concentrated on differences between the vari-
ous groups.

Mr. CONYERS. We have some studies that indicate that even the
violence against nonminorities is on the increase.

Mr. SOTO. I believe that is correct as well. However, the majority
of the victims are black, Latino, Asian-Americans, and other mi-
nority members.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. Rangel.
Mr. RANGEL. I want to thank the organization for compiling the.

testimony presented today. I was asking my colleagues, these vic-
tims that you describe are they clients of the legal fund?

Mr. SOTO. Yes; they are.
At this moment we are still investigating and the decision has

not been made either by them or ourselves to go forward and file
legal suits.

Mr. RANGEL. I guess my follow-up question is since there is an
apprehension for the victims of brutality to go to the precincts or
go to the civilian review board, Chairman Conyers' committee
could rely on the cooperation of your agency to substantiate your
testimony.

Mr. SOTO. Yes; no problem.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you very much.
Mr. CROCKETT. Mr. Soto, I don't know how many other lawyers

we will have coming in this morning, so I hope you will forgive me
if I take advantage of this opportunity to inquire what, if anything,
the nonwhite members of the legal profession in New York are
doing about these claims of police brutality.

There are many instances in which a judge in the course of a ju-
dicial proceeding can make an independent assessment of whether
the defendant has been victimized by the police department. He
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can do it at the time he is conducting a probable cause hearing to
pass on the question of bail. He can do it at the time he is conduct-
ing a sentencing hearing to decide what the sentence shall be.

In those instances, he would be taking the testimony in open
court so that the public, itself, would know whether or not the facts
have been established, which is altogether different from these
secret, confidential police trial board hearings.

I remember a few years ago, the New York Wall Street Journal
remarked about a certain judge in Detroit who has said that after
a hearing that he was convinced that the State, acting through the
police department, had already brutalized a defendant, he would
not compound that injury by again punishing the defendant; that
the State was only entitled to one bite of the apple, and there was
a lot of consternation created as a result of that.

But I think that kind of attitude went a long way toward discour-
aging police brutality in our own city of Detroit.

Now, my basic question is: To what extent have nonwhite judges
in New York shown any consciousness of these complaints and any
interest in trying to do something about it? [Applause.]

Mr. SoTo. I think the first point is that the number of nonwhite,
that is, black and Puerto Rican judges in New York City, at least,
is extremely, extremely low. We don't have the kind of representa-
tion on the bench that we should have. That is No. 1. [Applause.]

No. 2, I think the problem is inherent in the system. Although
there are some very courageous black and Puerto Rican judges in
the city, they cannot be in all five boroughs in criminal court,
which is where most of the victims first show up in the legal
system and deal with the problem.

We do have judges that are more sensitive to the issue. However,
the overriding problem seems to be that once a person becomes a
victim of police brutality, they have the criminal charges lodged
against them; they then start on the process which aggravates the
situation.

A number of things can happen as I indicated in my statement.
No. 1, there is usually a lot of pressure for the person to plea bar-
gain and get out of the system, especially if the person has never
had a record, especially if it is the first time that they have ever
dealt with the legal system. They are very afraid. They are uptight.

They usually have a legal aide attorney who, although he may or
may not be sensitive, is bound to feel the pressure of the system on
him or her as much as the judge may feel the pressure, and they
are told, "Well, listen, if you cop a plea and you take a violation or
take this or take that, you will be out of the system and you won't
have to come back to court any more."

Some people say, "Fine, this is the first time; I am not going to
cop a plea," but on the sixth, seventh, or eighth time back to crimi-
nal court, they are much more receptive to accepting a plea even if
they feel very strongly about not having done anything.

The other thing that happens, and this is one of the reasons why
I don't recommend filing CCRB complaints unless you have to, is
that I have known instances where the assistant district attorney,
who is on the case at the criminal court level, if there has been a
CCRB complaint filed, has it in his folder, knows that a CCRB com-
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plaint has been filed and then feels more pressure to find the
person guilty of something in order to cover the police action.

The same thing exists with the civil suits. If you file a civil suit
against the city, the department and the police officer, the district
attorney, the next appearance in court knows about it, has the in-
formation and again feels compelled to go forward and find the
person guilty of something in order to, in effect, kill the civil action
on the other side.

It is also not unusual for the district attorney at that point to
offer some kind of a plea, which is basically, "You drop yours and
we will drop ours," which we believe is unconstitutional but has
not been challenged in the court. [Applause.]

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Soto, how long does the average civilian com-
plainant require from the filing of the complaint to the deposition?

Mr. SoTo. Sometimes forever. I filed a complaint personally in
August 1979 on the basis of a police riot that occurred in Brooklyn,
and I think there are many people here, both in the gallery and as
witnesses, who were also present who were the victims of a police
riot. The policemen drove their patrol cars into a crowd, assaulted
people at random.

filed at least 10 CCRB complaints and the same number of
complaints filed with the U.S. Attorney General's Office. The U.S.
Attorney General's Office at least responded. I am still waiting for
a response from the CCRB. The CCRB, depending on who the
victim is, in part, and whether or not the case gets publicity, will
try to do something about it, that is, deal with it.

What they do is, for the most part, harass the complainant. They
discourage the complainant from coming forward. They have a
process called conciliation, which is not found in any of their litera-
ture or anything else, but basically they go to the victim and say,
"Why don't we try to work this out between us and if you agree to
that, we will give basically a slap on the wrist to the police officer."

He will be called before his commanding officer and reprimand-
ed, but no permanent file is created, and as far as I know, those
are marked "settled," and when the statistics are given at the end
of the year, the impression is given that these were settled and
that somehow that is a plus to the police that it wasn't all that se-
rious. [Applause.]

The people are discouraged.
Let me expand on this. In the CCRB, a person files a complaint.

The first person to get investigated is the complainant. It is not the
police officer, but the complainant, who gets investigated. [Ap-
plause.]

The CCRB has been known to go to people's houses. I am repre-
senting at this moment a 42-year-old busdriver who was assaulted
by a police officer. My client filed a CCRB complaint before coming
to the office. The CCRB showed up at his house at 10 p.m. on a
Monday night, no prior notice, no warnings, knocked on the door
and said, "This is the police, open up." I wonder whether or not
that is a proper way of conducting an investigation.

Similar incidents have occurred with many other CCRB clients.
Also the CCRB has been known to call the employers of complain-
ants and say, "Listen, this is the police department; we are investi-
gating so and so," not investigating the complaint of so and so, but
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"We are investigating so and so," and intimidating the person by
contacting an employer.

These events are commonplace. They happen on a regular basis,
and I think discredit the system, add to the confusion, and destroy
any kind of faith that people may have or want to have in the
system.

Mr. WEIss. One final question, if I may, Mr. Chairman.
Last week, Commissioner McGuire indicated the staffing of the

review board was going to be increased by 25 percent.
Can you indicate to us what improvement and how close to meet-

ing the needs that 25 percent increase will provide?
Mr. SOTO. CCRB, the complaints that they handle will be a frac-

tion of all the complaints that are generated in the community.
Many complaints go to organizations like the Black United Front,
go to churches, or come to organizations like mine; the CCRB will
never deal with them.

To the extent that they have a backlog, I think it represents
their failure to effectively handle whatever minute number of com-
plaints they do have. I don't know whether increasing the person-
nel, if the policy and the practices of the CCRB are not modified, is
going to help. If anything, it may help increase the number of set-
tled cases, but again I don't know what that means other than it is
really a favorable disposition for the police officer who ends up
with nothing on his record and basically a slap on the wrist.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Congressman Owens.
Mr. OWENS. Mr. Soto, I don't have a question. The charge has

been made that in the process, even after minority recruits passed
the test and are included in the training and are at the police acad-
emy in the process of screening and in the process of training and
in the process of evaluation, and during this period of probation,
there are extensive discriminatory practices which eliminate blacks
and Puerto Rican, before they can become full-fledged patrolmen.

If you have any information about the screening, training, and
evaluation processes, I think the committee would like to have that
information. I would certainly like to have copies myself.

Mr. SoTo. We will provide you with whatever information we
have. I can only say part of the problem is, once a person is accept-
ed, from the moment of acceptance to the end of probation, which
is a 2-year period in the police department, that is a very closed
and almost secret process that takes place completely internally
within the police academy and in the police department.

We have received complaints of individuals who have been arbi-
trarily dismissed, and I say arbitrarily because no reason was
given. However, the civil service laws for the probationary period
up to 2 years allows for that kind of dismissal. That made it much
more difficult to deal with that problem. We can tell you we have
received complaints and the Hispanic Society and Guardian Society
are concerned about those issues and should be contacted.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you. Your testimony has been extraordinar-
ily helpful.

Mr. Soro. Thank you.
Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is Laura Blackburne, counsel for

the New York State NAACP, responsible for legislative agenda in
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New York State. She also serves on the Citizens Committee
Against Prison Overcrowding and the Congressional Black Caucus
Criminal Justice Brain Trust.

Welcome. Identify those accompanying you, please.

TESTIMONY OF LAURA BLACKBURNE, NATIONAL CHAPTER, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED
PEOPLE, ACCOMPANED BY MICHELLE RUSS, ROSE MARY
STERRETT, CORNELIA MUAMBA, AND DARNEL MURDAUGH
Ms. BLACKBURNE. Welcome to New York, Congressman Conyers.
I have with me four people who will tell you their own stories of

their experiences with the police. Before you hear from them, I
have a few opening remarks.

First, I would like to bring you greetings on behalf of the Nation-
al Association for the Advancement of Colored People and to thank
you for coming back to Harlem on this most serious matter. It is
absolutely fitting and indisputably appropriate in light of the Fed-
eral Government being focused on the problem of police miscon-
duct, as well as the problem of excessive use and abuse of police
force.

There are 77 branches of the NAACP in New York State. Fifteen
of those branches are inside prison walls, so that the NAACP is in-
timately familiar with every form and every instance of the way in
which law enforcement officials abuse their authority and misuse
black citizens in New York State. There are some serious physical
abuse problems, but I want to address and highlight the other
forms of police misconduct that in the final analysis are more de-
structive of the spirit and more dehumanizing than a blow or an
example of physical force.

It is interesting that in every story from a victim of police brutal-
ity you will hear the violent actions were accompanied by abusive,
vile, obscene, savage, dehumanizing racial epithets. Someone once
said, what is in a name. In a name we find our selfesteem and our
dignity. It took the U.S. Supreme Court in 1964, in the case of
Hamilton v. Alabama, to tell the State prosecutor in Alabama that
he was required to accord a black woman the dignity of addressing
her by her title in the case of Miss Mary Hamilton. Today, black
women, black men, are seldom addressed by their name when they
encounter police.

In addition to this, it is important to note for the record, that
whatever statistics are offered by whomever, it is without question
that there is a pervasive fear that every black person in this city
feels when they encounter a police officer. This is without regard to
age, sex, race, or station in life. If you are a black New Yorker, you
automatically read indelibly but invisibly written "caution" when

u pick up the phone to call the police. Calling a police officer can
hazardous to your health. It can result in death, serious physical

injury, and almost certain spiritual abuse of your person and your
dignity.

That is why, Congressman Conyers, Congressman Towns, Con-
gressman Owens, Congressman Weiss, and Congressman Rangel,
especially our Congressman, Congressman Crockett, that we in-
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treat you to take these hearings seriously because they are serious
to us.

It is ironic and appropriate that these hearings are held in
Harlem, U.S.A., the spiritual capital of black people. We will ask
specific items for you to consider in legislation, but I want you to
hear what happens when a black person encounters a police officer
in New York State. I selected only a few of the numerous com-
plainants who come before the NAACP seeking help because they
don't know where else to go.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Laura Blackburne follows:]

TESTIMONY OF LAURA D. BLACKBURNE, COUNSEL, ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE

Welcome to New York Congressman Conyers. I am pleased to bring you greetings
on behalf of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the
oldest and most effective civil rights organization in the World. The 77 branches in
New York State, including 15 inside correctional facilities and 24 units here in New
York City are grateful to you for your response to the requests of the coalition of
community leaders to convene the Subcommittee on Crime of the House Judicary
Committee here, in Harlem USA, the spiritual capitol of Black America. It is alto-
gether fitting and indisputedly appropriate that you are bringing the Federal Light
to focus on the charges of wide-spread, unchecked racially motivated police brutality
and other forms of police misconduct. Thank you for being here today. For the last
75 years the NAACP has served as a vigilant sentinel in seeking to insure equal
protection of the laws for Black Americans and to make it possible for them to
share equally in the benefits and resources of America. This has not been easy be-
cause of the racism that is endemic to life like in these United States. The NAACP
has had as a continuing priority since 1908 the elimination of racial violence that
has had a chilling effect on our exercise of Constitutionally guaranteed rights.

Police brutality and misconduct motivated by race continues today to be the most
heinous form of racially motivated violence. This is so, obviously, because if those
charged with protecting us violate this sacred responsibility then our life is forfeit.
Life and liberty are the most fundemental rights provided for by the founding fa-
thers and extended to Black Americans in the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments.
But for Black New Yorkers these rights are not intact and secure.

Fear prevents the enjoyment of life and liberty for Black New Yorkers, fear that
they will be the next victim of police violence and abuse solely because they are
Black. Neither age, sex nor station in life make any difference. If you are Black in
1983 in New York you fear any encounter with the police. Indeed it is written in
indelible invisible ink: Caution, calling the police may be hazardous to your health,
resulting in death, serious injury, verbal abuse obscenities and racial epithets, when
a police officer arrives on the scene, This fear is fueled by incident after incident of
savage, inhuman, cruel police behavior that is unchecked by police outrage or effec-
tive official policy.

The witnesses whom you are to hear represent a range of personal painful experi-
ences that Black New Yorkers endure at the hands of New York police officers.
These acts degrade us the victims and will ultimately destroy the whole of our civil-
ized free Democratic society.

After you hear these victims you will have a glimpse of their horror, and all our
shame. Please note the abusive racially derisive, obscene name calling that accom-
panies the other wrongful police actions. "What is in a name," Shakespeare said,
Calling someone other than their name is a form of subjugation and the first step in
dehumanizing that individual by assaulting their dignity and self esteem. In 1964
the United States Supreme Court spoke to this very issue in Hamilton v. Alabama
when the court held that a State prosecutor was required by the due process and
equal protection clause to address a Black woman by her name-Miss Mary Hamil-
ton with the same form of respect accorded to whites.

We all saw the television dramatization of "Roots" and Kunta Kente's struggle to
retain his name even under the most savage efforts of his slave master to force him
to answer to something else.

First, let us hear from a young Black woman whom you can see is tiny-5'2" 125
pounds, Michele Russ (her statement).
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Now another Black woman who saw her Black man emasculated by not being
able to protect her from a moment of terror which is forever etched into her
memory. Rosemary Starret (her testimony).

Now Cornelia Muamba who was trying to help protect a Black youth will tell how
she was beaten.

Our fourth victim is a young Black man 23 years old in the prime of his life. He is
also the prime target of police misconduct. Young Black men like him are an "en-
dangered species." Young Black men continue to live in constant jeopardy of serious
physical injury and other abuse at the hands of police, here is Darnell Murdaugh
(his statement).

Now Congressmen Conyers, on behalf of the NAACP and the coalition of commu-
nity groups I urge you to further acknowledge the seriousness and legitimacy of
these compliants of police misconduct and police brutality. We need your help in
New York City in:

(1). Establishing an independent properly funded, representative Civilian Review
board. Such a board must have subpoena power and the authority to investigate and
make public their findings as well as to take appropriate disciplinary actions
against police officers who are guilty of abuse or violence or brutality. We urge you
to sponser appropriate legislation to make this happen.

(2) We also urge you to take legislative action to restrict even further the use of
deadly force including the choke hold and body carrys that asphixiate, such as the
one that killed William Harvey, a prisoner who was also an officer in the Prison
Chapter of NAACP.

(3) And finally, we urge you to sponsor legislation providing for the withdrawal of
Federal funds from any city that fails to take agressive, affirmative action steps in
the recruitment, hiring, retention and promotion of Blacks in the police forces.

I will conclude by paraphrasing the words of Martin Luther King Jr. in his letter
from a Birmingham jail which captures the essence of the events here in New York
in recent months; and which sounds a warning that we must heed.

"Injustice anyhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an ines-
capable network of mutually, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affected
one directly affects all indirectly. Some deplore the demonstrations (hearings) that
are presently taking place in Birmingham (New York City). But I am sorry that
their statement did not express concern for the conditions that brought the demon-
strations (Hearings) into being. I am sure that each of you would want to go beyond
the superficial social analyst who looks merely at effects and does not grapple with
underlying causes. I would not hesitate to say that it is unfortunate that so called
demonstrations are taking place in Birmingham (New York City) at this time, but I
would say in even more emphatic terms that it is even more unfortunate that the
white power structure of this city left the negro (Black) community with no other
alternative. Thank you.

Ms. BLACKBURNE. I have asked that you hear the witnesses and
put their stories in the context in which you see them today. The
first witness is Michele Russ. I want you to note that she is no
more than 5 foot 2 and barely weighs 125 pounds. Michele will tell
you her story.

TESTIMONY OF MICHELE RUSS
Ms. Russ. Good afternoon. My name is Michele Russ. I was a

victim of police brutality. I am 21 years old. My occupation is a sec-
retary.

The date that it happened was Labor Day, September 5, 1981.
This happened first on the bus. I was taking a bus coming from the
east New York festival. On the bus, you were told to get a ticket
which transferred you on to take you the rest of the way that the
train wasn't going. As I got on the bus I realized that I couldn't
find my ticket. The busdriver told me I had to go back upstairs and
get another ticket. I had souvenirs and other packages with me
from the festival. I told them I put a token in instead of going back
up the stairs. There was a woman on the bus that her son was
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playing with the machine. So his mother told him to give the lady
a ticket so the bus can move on.

The bus passengers, everyone had somewhere to go. "Well, look,
the bus isn t going to move unless you go upstairs and get another
ticket." When I put the ticket in the bag and took my seat he drove
off, saying, "well, look, I am going to have a police officer remove
you from the bus, I don't like your attitude", and so on.

As we got to New York he got off the bus and a police officer got
on the bus. Then the busdriver told him what happened and that I
get off the bus, he requested I get off the bus and wait for the next
bus, which didn't really make any sense, because the next stop -was
the last stop on the bus, and I had packages and everything with
me.

The next thing I knew, before I could say anything, the police
officer grabbed my right arm and twisted me around in the seat.
The new buses are like three seats in the front. I was sitting in the
third seat which had an arm rest like the chair I am sitting in.
When he twisted my arm, my ribs slammed into the left seat. He
then picked me up and shoved me off the bus and told me, "look
miss, you wait for the next bus."

Two guys picked me up, tried to help me. "This is a female, this
is a woman, what can she possibly do to you? You told her remain
in your seat."

I don't want to have to draw my gun." And told the busdriver
to close the door and drive away.

So I am standing there, which people are looking at me like I am
the one that is crazy because they didn't know what happened on
the bus. I am asking the officer for his badge number and his
name, which he walked away, he made some comment which was
in abusive language that he did use, which I cannot say, I don't re-
member what he did say to me.

When he walked away I told him "Look, the precinct is only
right around the corner. This particular precinct I spent 2 sum-
mers in the youth program working there. I went to the precinct. I
was terribly upset. Someone approached me and then said, "Were
you mugged?"

I said, 'I was assaulted."
"Who did it, your boyfriend?" That is the first thing they said.
I said, "No."
"Do you know what the guy looked like?"
"He is a police officer like the rest of you here. All of a sudden, I

got five or six officers around me.
"What did you do?"
It wasn't a point where he said I was arrested. He said nothing

to do with the law, he said, "Ma'am, go to the precinct," which
did.

I told them "The guy is patrolling this area, can't you go there so
there will be no mistake about his name? Can't you go there and
find out his name and it would be no problem."

They told me that I would have to sign a civilian report and it
had to go downtown. Then at the time, I was so upset, I wanted
someone to take me over there to this area so you can see exactly
what this police officer is.

They told me, "No; we are not authorized to do this."

35-408 0 - 84 - 31
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Now I said to them, "If it would have been any other normal pe-
destrian, that I had been mugged or assaulted or whatever, they
would have taken me into the squad car around the area to see if I
saw this guy again. What is the difference with a police officer?"

The next day I went to work. They told me-I went to see the
nurse because my arm was hurting-the arm which he twisted,
and I had two bruised ribs. She told me then, the nurse advised
me, she said, "You should go to the NAACP for this matter."

When I called the NAACP, they pointed me to Ms. Blackburne.
She told me that the first step I should take is by going to the
doctor and getting a report of all the bruises or whatever had hap-
pened. When I went there, I got the report, and Ms. Blackburne got
back in touch with me and told me about the meeting they would
be having on September 19.

All I say is a police officer should realize-he had to be at least
175, maybe 200 pounds, at least maybe 6 feet. I am only 5 feet 2
inches, 125 pounds, what was I going to do to him? People should
really realize that when you see all the crimes that happen, all the
people aren't right all the time, we do have the ones that resist of-
ficers, but then again, we have police officers who attack normal
citizens who work 9 to 5 and do their job like anyone else.

One thing I would like to say, how I have been humiliated, you
would not believe. This is one thing in my life that I will never
forget, because I am not a fighter. I do not resist police officers. My
nerves have been just shattered. You know, being a female, I am
going through physical changes right now, with my menstrual
cycle like crazy. I can't even keep up with it, the doctors don't even
know, they told me it is my nervous system.

All I would like is something to be done about this. When they
were speaking about a civilian report, I have not heard nothing
about this. Nothing has come back to my attention. All I know is I
just want something to be done. Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Ms. BLACKBURNE. I would like now to have you hear another

form of police violence that women experience in a way that is
equally as humiliating as what Michele described. Rose Mary Ster-
rett will tell you her story.

TESTIMONY OF ROSE MARY STERRETT

MS. STERRETT. Hello everyone. Before I begin, my name is Rose
Mary Sterrett. I am a mother of three and I am a technician by
occupation. On August 8, a friend and I were going downtown to
take packages to the Trailways buses to send things home. During
our trip there-it was approximately 45th Street, I am not too sure
of the address-we were riding around looking for a pen to fill
boxes out so they would be legible for postage.

My friend and I were in the block in between the blocks. All of a
sudden there were police cars. They blocked us off. "Get out of the
van," they said to us. "Get out of the van with your hands up."

We got up to go get out of the van, we got guns in our backs,
merging police officers, lights you would not believe. I don't really
understand what is going on. All I could do is scream "what hap-
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pened?" My friend started to profusely perspire. Myself I can't de-
scribe how I felt. I know I couldn't stop shaking.

The guns were in our heads and our backs. I saw a police officer
cock her gun as if she had lost grip on it and then do this again.
My mind kept saying, gee, whiz, what about my children, will I
ever see them again? What is really going to happen to my chil-
dren? What will they tell them?

If one police officer gets nervous enough to fire a gun and that is
going to start a chain reaction. It was the most horrible thing I
could ever experience. I am very nervous from it now. I have a lot
of friends that are police officers. Every time I see them I feel a
little scared.

During all this time, no one' ever said anything except we have to
search the van. Then when they finished they said, they are clean,
and they let us go. They never even said I am sorry, or anything.

My question is, if our police commissioner, at my age-41-I
could be sick. If I were, I could have possibly had a heart attack,
maybe even died with a gun on me. My question is, if this had hap-
pened, my friend and I had gotten killed because of something that
we knew nothing about, what would they tell our children? What
is supposed to happen to our children's lives from then on, and
being innocent, why doesn't somebody tell you what really hap-
pened?

I would like to bring out the point that this experience emascu-
lated the man that I was with. I don't think any man likes to take
a female anyplace and feel as though he can't take care of her. I
seen him go through so many changes until he got so he was a vio-
lent person and I never seen him like that in my life.

I would like to say thank everyone for coming.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Ms. BLACKBURNE. We will hear next from Cornelia Muamba.

TESTIMONY OF CORNELIA MUAMBA
Ms. MUAMBA. It is really hard to speak because I have been

through so many changes. I had to drop out of college because-I
never had high blood pressure in my life, my family doesn't have
it, and what I have been through, the doctor says is because of this
police experience. I have constantly run high blood pressure, in
tests when they take my blood pressure.

On May 18, I was sent on a field assignment by the Office of
Community Affairs, because I was a student at the College of
Human Services. I was at 125th Street and 8th Avenue, and I fin-
ished my assignment and I entered a subway. I went to the token
booth with a $5 bill and got four tokens. I put the token into the
turnstile, went through and a youngster, a male and his girlfriend
went through the gate.

A white officer, number 1317, entered, came toward the young-
ster, so I kept going on, I didn't pay any attention. I kept hearing
this profanity as I went on. So I came back and I said why is he
using profanity like that? I am going to check it out. So I came
back and I stood by the gate and I observed what was going on.
This white officer was throwing this youngster around and he had
this Asian officer pushing him around. Whatever he did, I am
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going to check it out because they are not supposed to be slapping
im.
I came to the gate and I stood on the side, didn't interfere and

didn't say anything. They were abusing this youngster saying that
he went through the gate without paying. So I took the officers'
shield numbers, the white one and the Asian. They said to the
youngster: "Who is this?"

He shook his head because he didn't know me and I didn't know
him. The white cop said: "You better move on and mind your

business." I didn't answer.
He said to me, "The youngster, you have a dime, if you don't

have a dime I am going to arrest you." I put in my hand and got
out my purse a dime, put it between my index finger and my
thumb, not thinking what I was doing, but something told me to
make sure the officer could see that that is all I had. I had nothing
in my hand. No one could say they saw anything in my hand. My
hand was like that. I reached the youngster this dime.

The white officer said again, "I told you, you had better mind
your --- business." So they grabbed the youngster. "She is
going to cause him to get arrested." First they called over his girl-
friend and his girlfriend was shaking. I told her "Don't shake, I am
standing with you. Don't shake whatever they ask don't shake, I
am going to be with you."

So they said: "This woman is going to cause you to get arrested."
So the officer took the youngster, twisted his arm and roughed him
up and pushed him through the gate. So I came through the turn-
stile. The white officer said, you are going to get arrested, you are
asking for it. So I ignored him. I put another token in and came
through the turnstile. The girl showed her train pass and she came
through the gate. So I told her, "I will walk with you. If we stay
here they won't beat him up because they are going to beat him."
So they took him around the corner at the 125th Street and 8th
Avenue subway.

So I said, "We will walk along, stay on the side, don't say any-
thing. If we stay here they won t beat him." So the white officer
kept roughing up the teenager, kept pushing him, cursing, and the
Oriental officer said to me, using profanity: "You are going to get
arrested if you don't get out of here." I never answered any of
them.

When he decided we weren't going to leave so he could give the
teenager a summons, he gave him a summons, the teenager and
his girlfriend was going off to Brooklyn. I turned, walking in the
downtown direction to go to the steps to go to 14th Street where
my office is, and this white cop rushed up to me. I turned to the
side because I know people have said they will hit you with the
stick in the back at your kidneys. I turned to the side to face him
and he said, "I should kick your ------ ----.

I can't say any more what happened after that because I am
going to court for the third time Thursday, the 22nd of this month.

I want to say I filed a complaint with the civil complaint board
on May 18, 1983. I have yet to hear what they are going to do
about this case. May 18, 1983. Today is September 19, 1983. And
what I want to know is, when you say you believe in the system,
and you try to work through the system, and you teach your chil-
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dren and your family, the young people, people in your community
to believe in the system, to work through the system, and you are a
woman after 40 and come to the aid of a youngster, not interfering
in police business, but coming to their aid, as I come to the aid of
Jews, I have come to the aid of Italians, Irish, Germans, French,
anyone who has a human complaint I have come to their aid, why,
when I come to the aid of my own, I must be brutalized?

I was thrown to the wall, I was handcuffed, they kept throwing
me to the wall, trying to fracture my head. But I kept letting my
face hit it and behind hit it, anything but my head, and they have
not damaged my head. I have pains in my head, and the doctor
said I have pains in my head because they snatched my face to the
wall.

But this fight-I hope that something is seriously done about
this, because I want to believe in the system. I want to keep telling
people to believe in the system and people are telling me I told you
so. And eye for an eye and tooth for a tooth. But I am trying to
hold on, I want to believe in the system.

Ms. BLACKBURNE. Our last person, Darnel Murdaugh, I saved as
the last witness that I would present. Darnel fits the profile, and
all of you know what the profile is. Darnel is an endangered spe-
cies. He represents the prime of young black manhood. He also rep-
resents the prime target of police violence and police misconduct.

Darnel's story is replicated daily if not hourly in this city and I
want you to hear it from him.

Darnel?

TESTIMONY OF DARNEL MURDAUGH
Mr. MURDAUGH. Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen. I am glad

to see everybody here. My name is Darnel Murdaugh, my age is 23,
and I am employed at the Wayne Nursing Home and Precision
Furniture Co. I work 6 to 7 days weekly. I am also a part-time stu-
dent at PSI Institute programing systems.

The day of September 6, 1 was coming home from work on my
motorbike, moped. I was on my way to the moped shop. When I
was at a light at Gun Hill and Webster Avenue, I was going to
-make a left hand turn. I pulled up beside a car. There were two
white males in it. I sit there and was waiting for the light. The pas-
senger in the car yelled out of the car and said, "Hi, nigger, what
is wrong with you?"

I did nothing. I replied back to him and I said, "Who the hell are
ou to call me a nigger? I don't consider myself a nigger." And I
ept on waiting for the light to turn green.
Then, at the same time, the driver reached out of his car and

slapped me in the face. I then turned back and I slapped him back.
Then the light turned green and he tried to cut me off with his car.
I made an extra sharp turn and I went onto the sidewalk. He
almost hit the bus that was making a turn also from the opposite
side. I then don't know where the car sped off to. I was at my desti-
nation, the moped shop. I went inside and there was a line there
and I came back outside.

Then 3 or 4 minutes later, a man hollered to me-which is serv-
ing as a witness for me-and told me to "watch out, somebody is
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coming after you." I turned around and there was a guy coming
after me and swung at me, but he missed and he kept on coming.
By the way, he was drunk, he was drinking in the car. They had
two beer cans apiece.

He turned around, after he swing at me and I swung at him. I
hit him in his jaw, and then I hit him again on the other side.
Then I left him alone because I knew he was drunk. He went to
the wall. I backed up into the street and then he started to digging
into his pants. He was wearing shorts and no shirt. He started dig-
ging into the front of his pants and he pulled out a revolver. I then
pulled up my hands and started talking to him quick trying to
make him know that this doesn't happen to be like this.

I said, "Please, please don't shoot me." The officer kept on
coming toward me. I walked back. Every two steps he took I took
one step backwards. Then the other guy, the passenger came
around in back of me and grabbed me by my neck, threw me on
the floor, and kicked me in the back, stomped me in my face with
the heel of his shoe. I still had on my helmet.

The officer-which I didn't know he was an officer-he began
hitting me with his gun on my arm and then my legs. Then my
helmet was removed from my head by the passenger, and then I
was stroked on my head nine times with a butt of a pistol and then
my face. He broke my tooth with his pistol. I got 10 stitches in my
lip and 10 stitches in my head. I never went unconscious.

Then about 5 minutes later, the police came, uniform police
came to the scene. They immediately put handcuffs on me while Iwas laying on the floor. Then they took the officer's revolver from
him. At that time, the officer, which I still didn't know was an offi.
cer, pronounced himself an officer and demanded his revolver re-
turned to him and produced his badge as a transit police officer.

At that time, I was transported to North Central Hospital and I
was there for treatment. I requested X-rays. I never received X-
rays. I requested later on when I was transported to 155th and 8th
Avenue transit police station for a Lister test on an officer when he
showed up. Because he had went to the hospital. They refused me.
They never gave it to him.

My wife did the same thing. She was called down to the hospital,
and my father. The cop never showed up in court. He never said
that he was with anybody. He said he was there by himself all the
time. I have witnesses that he was there with somebody else but
the guy disappeared just like that.

Then I was charged with assault. I was thrown in jail and I got
out the next day. The judge-I filed a complaint that night at the
precinct at 155th Street and 8th Avenue. I asked for a receipt for
my complaint. They told me it was coming but I never received the
receipt. My complaint I made it with the sergeant.

Later on, I was then released and I went down to the 52nd pre-
cinct and made another complaint, which I had my receipt now to
date and that is it. I would like to see justice done by all means,
because I look for trouble from no one.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank ou.
Ms. Blackburne, Mr. MVourdaugh, Miss Muamba, Ms. Sterrett, Ms.

Russ, your testimony has been so vivid and moving there are no
questions here.
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First of all, we want to congratulate you for having the addition-
al courage to come forward and relate publicly for the record the
incredible treatment to which you have been subjected. You have
referred to many others who have been victimized that are afraid
or too traumatized to follow your courageous example and so we
pledge to work with the NAACP, with the civil rights organiza-
tions, with the ministers who brought us here, with your Congress-
men, to correct a situation that I don't think anybody can question
exists in New York City as of now.

I thank you all for coming here.
May I point out our colleague, Congressman Towns is now with

the panel. Welcome to our panel, Congressman.
Our next witness is Assemblyman Al Vann, who represents the

56th Assembly District in Brooklyn. He is in charge of the Coali-
tion for Communities, and chairs the Coalition for Justice in New
York.

Assemblyman Vann, we welcome you to this hearing and com-
mend you for your continued effort in this struggle. We will also
incorporate your prepared testimony into the record in full.

TESTIMONY OF ALBERT VANN, NEW YORK STATE
ASSEMBLYMAN

Mr. VANN. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, honor-
able members of the legislature, ladies and gentlemen, I was very
deeply moved by the previous testimony. It makes you feel so
proud to be a black man and know the strength that exists in our
people against such hardships to maintain our dignity.

As has been stated, I am Al Vann, the assemblyman from the
56th Assembly District in Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn. I am also
the chairman of the City-Wide Coalition for a Just New York, the
Coalition for Community Empowerment in Brooklyn, and one of
the founding members of the Black United Front.

Undoubtedly you will receive graphic testimony today from
many of the victims of police brutality, so that there is little need
for me to reiterate those individual cases of inhumanity. Let me
simply reaffirm what all of us who are black or brown and who
live in this city already know from first-hand experience: Yes;
police brutality does exist, and at some time in our lives each of us
will experience the humiliation of this use of excessive police force,
whether it be physical or psychological. Therefore, to the black and
Hispanic citizen of this city it matters little whether this police vio-
lence is pervasive or institutionalized, or whether it is supported by
the judicial system. All that is known is that the presence of police
violence in our communities is the price one pays for doing busi-
ness in this city.

What is most ironic is that alongside this reality of police brutal-
ity there exists in the black community the expressed need for
more police protection against the random violence of the common
criminal. When I walk the streets of my community, when I visit a
block party or host a town meeting, the most consistent request is
for more police protection agianst the muggers and the drulg push-
ers. So that the average law-abiding citizen in the black community
still perceives the police to be on his side until that initial experi-
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ence with police violence, then that confidence, that sense of securi-
ty in having police protection suddenly changes to rage and hos-
tilit

Tis loss of confidence in the police is really not sudden. What
has happened is that the black citizen has just experienced first-
hand the violence of racism in this society. Sometimes we tend to
overlook the obvious-which was restated by the Kerner Commis-
sion-that America is a racist society, that this racism permeates
every level of life in America.

Racism is apparent In our schools and the inferior education
being given to our children; it is apparent in our communities with
their poor housing and marginal basic services-health, sanitation,
et cetera. If racism permeates life at every level in America, why
then would we not expect it to rear its head in the institution of
the police department. These men and women are the product of
this society and cannot escape the subtle influences of racism or
their attitudes and behavior toward members of other racial
groups.

Racism, as we all know, prevents the normal development of
communication and trust between people of different ethnic back-
grounds; it colors our reflexes; it gives rise to irrational fears and
hostilities toward members of other racial groups. The presence of
these psychological conditions in individual members of the police
force is of grave concern, because these men and women are armed
with deadly weapons and their irrational fears can and do have
deadly consequences.

Given this reality, how then do we begin to address these effects
of racism in an attempt to arrest the cancerous spread of police vi-
olence in our communities. One way would be to have those in po-
sitions of authority in the police department acknowledge the exist-
ence of racism and its psychological effects on their officers and to
adjust their methods of selection, training, and performance eval-
uation accordingly.

In addition, a more concerted effort must be made to recruit and
train black and Hispanic men and women who live in the commu-
nity to serve as police officers in their communities. Black officers
with seniority must be promoted to the ranks of department chiefs,
lieutenants and borough command positions, especially in the bor-
oughs of Brooklyn and the Bronx where the black and Hispanic
population is 50 percent or better.

Furthermore, New York City must begin to require that its
police officers live in one of its five boroughs as a condition for ap-
pointment and retention on the force. We can no longer tolerate
the situation where those who are paid by the taxpayers of this
city to enforce its laws do not even live here or pay taxes here.

Finally, the misnamed civilian complaint review board must be
restructured into a truly independent civilian board with civilians
appointed by the borough presidents and chaired by a civilian com-
missioner appointed by the chief elected official of the city and re-
porting directly to him. This board must be given broad subpoena
powers, as well as the power to discipline officers where warranted,
including the authority to recommend removal from the force.

Law-abiding citizens must know that there is an independent tri-
bunal where their legitimate grievances against the police will re-
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ceive serious review, and where police officers who are guilty of
misconduct will be properly disciplined.

I thank you for this opportunity to testify before you and will be
happy to answer your questions.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much, Assemblyman Vann.
We would like you to work with us on that part of these hearings

that will begin to analyze the various remedies that will be forth-
coming.

You have articulated a great number of them and we would like
you to help us fashion a constructive resolution to these hundreds,
perhaps thousands of complaints-we will never hear them all but
we know from sampling that the problem is real and it challenges
on all of us in elected office as well as this committee, not just to
hold a hearing here and leave, but to come back as many times as
is necessary to fashion real constructive democratic relief. If we do
any less than that, we will have done a disservice to all of you who
are here today.

Do any of the members have any questions of the assemblyman?
Mr. RANGEL. I want to thank him and point out that it is hard

for me to see how any thinking person that is looking for equity in
terms of the review of wrongdoers could possibly challenge what
you recommended.

Thank you very much.
Mr. VANN. Thank you, Congressman.
[The prepared statement of Assemblyman Al Vann follows:]
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1ESTIMMY BFOF
THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUB-C LhlIE

PRESENTED By
HON, ALBERT VANN

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLYMAN., .6TH A,D,

SEPTEMBER 19, 1983

MR, CHAIRMAN, bIEVBERS OF THE SUBCO IITTEE, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I Am AL VANN, THE'ASSEMBLYMAN FROM THE 56TH ASSEMBLY DISTRICT IN

BEDFORD STUYVESANT, BROOKLYN, I AM ALSO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE CITY-WIDE

..-- COALITION FOR A JUST NEW YORK, THE COALITION FOR COFTr NITY EP POWERMENT IN

BROOKLYN, AND ONE OF THE FOUNDING MU..BERS OF THE BLACK UNI lED FRONT,
. UNDOUBTEDLY YOU WILL RECEIVE GRAPHIC TESTIMONY TODAY FROM MANY OF THE

VICTIMS OF POLICE BRUTALITY, SO THAT THERE IS LITTLE NEED FOR ME TO RE-

ITERIATE THOSE INDIVIDUAL CASES OF INHUM4ANITY; LET ME SIMPLY REAFFIRM, WHAT

ALL OF US WHO ARE BLACK OR BROWN, AND WHO LIVE IN THIS CITY ALREADY KNOW FROM

FIRST HAND EXPERIENCE, - YESIPOLICE BRUTALITY DOES EXIST; AND AT SOME TIME

IN OUR LIVES EACH OF US WILL EXPERIENCE THE HUMALIATION OF THIS USE OF EXCESSIVE

POLICE FORCE, WHETHER IT BE PHYSICAL OR PSYCHOLOGICAL, THEREFORE, TO THE BLACK

AND HISPANIC CITI .N OF THIS CITY IT MATTERS LITTLE, WHETHER THIS POLICE

VIOLENCE IS PERVA:;IVE, .OR INSTITUTIONALIZED,OR WHETHER IT IS SUPPORTED BY THE

JUDICIAL SYSTEM. ALL THAT IS KNOWN IS THAT THE PRESENCE OF POLICE VIOLENCE IN

OUR COMMUNITIES IS THE PRICE ONE PAYS FOR "DOING BUSINESS" IN THIS CITY.

WIHAT IS MOST IRONIC IS THAT ALONG SIDE THIS REALITY OF POLICE BRUTALITY

THERE EXISTS IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY THE EXPRESSED NEED FOR MORE POLICE PRO-

TECTION AGAINST THE RANDOM VIOLENCE OF THE CCMMON CRIMINAL. WHEN I WALK THE

STREET MY C(UNITY, WHEN I VISIT A BLOCK PARTY OR HOST A TOWN MEETING, THE

MOST CONSISTENT REQUEST IS FOR MORE POLICE PROTECTION AGAINST THE MUGGERS

AND THE DRUG PUSHERS, SO THAT THE AVERAGE LAW-ABIDING CITIZEN IN THE BLA7K"

C(MUNITY STILL PERCEIVES THE POLICE TO BE ON HIS SIDE UNTIL THAT INITIAL

EXPERIENCE WITH POLICE VIOLENCE, THEN THAT CONFIDENCE, THAT SENSE OF 
SECURITY

IN HAVING POLICE PROTECTION SUDDENLY CHANGES TO RAGE AND HOSTILITY,

THIS SUDDEN LOSS OF CONFIDENCE IN THE POLICE IS REALLY NUT SUDDEN, W4HAT

HAS HAPPENED IS THAT THE BLACK CITIZEN HAS JUST EXPERIENCED FIRST HAND THE
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VIOLENCE OF RACISM IN THIS SOCIETY. SOMETIMES WE TEND TO OVERLOOK THE OBVIOUS

WHICH WAS RE-STATED BY THE KERNER C&IMISSION - THAT AMERICA IS A RACIST SOCEITY;

THAT THIS RACISM PERMEATES EVERY LEVEL OF LIFE IN AMERICA, RACISM IS APPARENT

IN OUR SCHOOLS AND THE INFERIOR EDUCATION BEING GIVEN TO OUR CHILDREN) IT IS

APPARENT IN OUR COMMUNITIES WITH THEIR POOR HOUSING AND MARGINAL BASIC SERVICES

HEALTHH, SANITATION, ETC). IF RACISM PERMEATES LIFE AT EVERY LEVEL IN AMERICA

WHY THEN WOULD WE NOT EXPECT IT TO REAR ITS HEAD IN THE INSTITUTION OF THE

POLICE DEPARTMENT. THESE MEN AND WOMEN ARE THE PRODUCT OF THIS SOCIETY AND

CANNOT ESCAPE THE SUBTLE INFLUENCES OF RACISM ON THEIR ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

TOWARDS MEMBERS OF OTHER RACIAL GROUPS,

RACISM, AS WE ALL KNOW PREVENTS THE NORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF CCMMUNICATION

AND TRUST BETWEEN PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS) IT COLORS OUR REFLEXES,

IT GIVES RISE TO IRRATIONAL FEARS AND HOSTILITIES TOWARDS MEMtBERS OF OiI'tER

RACIAL GROUPS. THE PRESENCE OF THESE PSYCHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN INDIVIDUAL

MEMBERS OF THE POLICE FORCE IS OF GRAVE CONCERN, BECAUSE THESE MEN AND WtIEN

ARE ARMED WITH DEADLY WEAPONS AND THEIR IRRATIONAL FEARS CAN, AND DO HAVE DEADLY

CONSEQUENCES,

GIVEN THIS REALITY, HOW THEN DO WE BEGIN TO ADDRESS THESE EEECI OF RACISM

IN AN ATTEMPT TO ARREST THE CANCEROUS SPREAD OF POLICE VIOLENCE IN OUR COM$IUNITIES,

ONE WAY WOULD BE TO HAVE THOSE IN POSITIONS OF AUTHORITY IN THE POLICE DEPART-

MENT AcKNOWLEDGE THE EXISTENCE OF RACISM AND ITS PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON

THEIR OFFICERS AND TO ADJUST THEIR METHODS OF SELECTION, TRAINING AND PERFOR-

MANCE EVALUATION ACCORDINGLY.

IN ADDITION, A MORE CONCERTED EFFORT MUST BE MADE TO RECRUIT AND TRAIN

BLACK AND HISPANIC MEN AND WOMEN WHO LIVE IN THE C(flUNITY TO SERVE AS POLICE

OFFICERS IN THEIR COMMUNITIES, BLACK OFFICERS WITH SENORITY MUST BE PROMOTED
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TO THE RANKS OF DEPARTMENT CHIEFS, LIEUTENANTS AND BOROUGH CO*IAND POSITIONS,

ESPECIALLY IN THE BOROUGHS OF BROOKLYN AND THE BRONX WHERE THE BLACK AND HISPANIC

POPULATION IS R( OR BETTER,

FURTHERMORE, NEW YORK CITY MUST BEGIN TO REQUIRE THAT ITS POLICE OFFICERS LIVE

IN ONE OF ITS FIVE BOROUGHS AS A CONDITION FOR APPOIfTIENT AND RETENTION ON THE

FORCE, WE CAN NO LONGER TOLERATE THE SITUATION WHERE THOSE WHO ARE PAID BY THE

TAX PAYERS OF THIS CITY TO ENFORCE ITS LAWS DO NOT EVEN LIVE HERE, OR PAY TAXES

HERE,

FINALLY, THE MISNAMIED CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD MUST BE RESTRUCTURED

INTO A TRULY INDEPENDENT CIVILIAN BOARD WITH CIVILIANS APPOINTED BY THE BOROUGH

PRESIDENTS,' AND CHAIRED BY A CIVILIAN CUMISSIONER, APPOINTED BY THE CHIEF ELECTED

OFFICIAL OF THE CITY AND REPORTING DIRECTLY TO HIM, THIS BOARD MUST BE GIVEN

BROAD SUBPOENA POWERS, AS WELL AS THE POWER TO DISCIPLINE OFFICERS WHERE

WARRANTED, INCLUDING THE AUTHORITY TO RECOMMEND REMOVAL FROM THE FORCE, Lib/

ABIDING CITIZENS MUST KNOW THAT THERE IS AN INDEPENDENT TRIBUNAL WHERE THEIR

LEGITIMATE GRIEVANCE AGAINST THE POLICE WILL RECEIVE SERIOUS REVIEW, AND WHERE

POLICE OFFICERS WHO ARE GUILTY OF MISCONDUCT WILL BE PROPERLY DISCIPLINED.

I THANK YOU FOR THIS OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE YOU AND WILL BE HAPPY

TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS,
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Mr. CONYERS. Ladies and gentlemen, I would like to now call
Rev. Calvin 0. Butts, whb caused these hearings'to occur, from the
Organization of Afro-American Clergy, the executive minister of
the Abyssinian Baptist Church, who is accompanied by Rev. Timo-
thy Mitchell and Larry Dixon.

We welcome you, Dr. Butts, to these hearings. We remember
with great affection your visit to Washington with the dozen or
more ministers with the Afro police leaders, with the Hispanic
police officers, and we stand here, publicly acknowledging the work
that you have initiated and the enormous effort that you have con-
tributed to make these hearings come to pass.

Thank you very much. We will include any prepared remarks
that you have in their entirety into the record and allow you to
proceed in your own fashion.

TESTIMONY OF REV. CALVIN 0. BUTTS, ORGANIZATION OF AFRO.
AMERICAN CLERGY, EXECUTIVE MINISTER, ABYSSINIAN BAP.
TIST CHURCH, ACCOMPANIED BY REV. TIMOTHY MITCHELL,
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES; REV. LARRY DIXON OF
THE AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CONFERENCE; AND
FATHER LAWRENCE LUCAS, OF THE RESURRECTION ROMAN
CATHOLIC CHURCH OF HARLEM
Reverend Burrs. Thank you, Congressman Conyers. Thank you

for returning with the subcommittee to the city of New York, and
especially to the community of Harlem. We are very grateful for
your cooperation. We are very thankful for the cooperation of our
Congresspersons from the city of New York, Mr. Towns, Mr.
Owens, and especially for the cooperation of Mr. Rangel here in the
Harlem community.

We are glad to see Mr. Crockett and also Mr. Weiss who are here
with you.

I am here representing the Organization of Afro-American
Clergy and the Abyssinian Baptist Church of the city of New York.
I am glad to say that our church has been in New York City for
175 years and has been located in Harlem for 60 years, that one of
our pastors was among the greatest Congresspersons this country
has ever had, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr.

I have with me today the Reverend Timothy Mitchell, represent-
ing the National Council of Churches, the World Council of
Churches, and also the Ebenezer Baptist Church in Queens.

I have also the Reverend Larry Dixon representing the AME
Conference here in the State of New York, and Father Lawrence
Lucas of the Resurrection Roman Catholic Church here in Harlem.

We are here today because white New York City police officers
are verbally harassing and physically brutalizing black, Latino and
Asian people here in the city of New York. I am not making this
statement based on the report of one or two persons but based on
the documentation of numerous cases checked by attorneys, civil
rights, and activist groups in this city; also based on the number of
phone calls I have received from victims of police brutality and
harassment since these hearings were announced.
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I have encouraged 'those who called to be here today to register

complaints with your committee, and if they all come we will have
more than 1,000 complaints documented this day alone.

This is a serious problem. There is a serious problem of police vi-
olence against minorities in New York City. I say against minori-
ties because, as you can see, the one strong constant that runs
through all of the complaints made today, or that will be made, is
that all of the victims are mostly black, but all of them are minori-
ties and 99 percent of all the police officers involved are white.

The victims involved are high school students, public officials,
politicians, clergy persons, and business persons, and a close look
will reveal that every segment of our community has been touched
by this wretched expression of racism.

I am here representing those who are called to serve the needs of
our community. I am not here, as stated by someone, out of any
desire to advance my cause in the political arena. There are still
some of us who believe that the call of God is more compelling
than the call of Washington or city hall or Albany. We are here
because our people and our sense of justice and mercy have con.
strained us to come to say to you that you might help us, you must
help us, stop the killing, brutalizing and harassing of our people by
the police in the city of New York.

In New York City our people have come to us, their ministers,
and asked us to do what we can. There was and is no other place
for them to go. We come to you becauso the police commissioner in
this city has been too preoccupied to meet with us. Our mayor has
said about this issue of police brutality, concerning one incident, "I
doubt it", and then he goes on to make sensational accusations
about those who are genuinely concerned.

The so-called civilian complaint review board has a shameful
record regarding its troubled history and handling of complaints
and our people have told us that they will not complain to this
board any longer because they have no faith in its effectiveness or
sincerity.

All doors in our city are closed to us, and now, before we turn to
a higher authority in absolute frustration, and ask for guidance in
addressing this issue ourselves, we have come to you to seek your
assistance. What can you do to help us?

Both Reverend Lee Johnson and Mr. Kenneth Woods, whose
cases you will hear, sought my assistance. Countless times we tried
to get the police commissioner to meet with members of the clergy.
It never came to pass but we tried.

When Mr. Woods first talked with me, I was getting breakfast in
his parents' restaurant with Deputy Police Commissioner William
Perry and Deputy Commissioner Charles Adams, eating breakfast
with them, seeking ways to solve the problems of police brutality
and harassment. I encouraged Mr. Woods to make complaint to the
civilian complaint review board. To date, to my knowledge, the
board has not responded.

This is why so many of our people say why bother, and if the
statistics.show a decrease in the number of cases of police brutal-
ity, it is only because there has been a decrease in the reporting of
the incidents, not the incidents themselves.
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We have tried but no one in the city does anything to help. What
can you do to help us?

After Mr. Koch said it is possible, it could have happened, but
again, in a police precinct filled with large numbers of police offi-
cers, I doubt it. After our mayor said this, I was visited by the
Guardians Association of the New York City Police Department.
These black men and women are or were police officers. They were
outraged by the mayor's statement. They know first-hand of police
violence against black people in New York City. It is true that the
Guardians, several of them have tried to stop white police officers
from beating up black people or abusing them otherwise, only to be
subjected to attack or reprisals from whito police officers.

The Guardians make some interesting points.
One, there is a severe problem of police violence against black

citizens. The 1968 referendum regarding the establishment of a ci-
vilian complaint review board would never have come about if
there was not a serious problem. The reason we have a so-called
complaint review board is because white officers have.been beating
black people in this city for years.

The Guardians led the figh t for the review board while the police
officers benevolent association spent over $1 million to defeat it.

What has the review board done over the years since it has been
in existence to curb police brutality? Nothing. All the members of
the civilian complaint review board are appointed by the police
commissioner, and they are all New York City Police Department
employees. White police officers are not concerned when they are
called to appear before the board because they know that little or
nothing will be done to them by their colleagues. The problem is
still serious.

It is not enough to say that lynchings have gone down from 100 a
year to 80 a year; 80 people are still dead. The police department
will argue that the number of killings have decreased, but the
large number of complaints dealing with beating and verbal abuse
are on the increase. People simply have mo faith in the review
board process and do not make complaints there. They complain to
us and we are here to say to you there is a problem.

Will the police department do anything in the future about this
situation? The answer is no, not without continual pressure from
the Federal Government.

Since we have called for these hearings, Mr. Conyers and the
other members of the committee, Dave Scott, a black man, has
been named the commanding officer of the infamous 28th precinct
and Benjamin Tucker, another black, has been named deputy di-
rector of the civilian complaint review board and I understand that
recently there has been a proposal to increase the numbers on the
civilian complaint review board.

Police brutality in New York City is a problem and we are bring-
ing this problem to light.

Mr. Koch and Mr. McGuire love the darkness more than they
love the light and they are trying to block out the light with shades
of two black appointees.

I want you to understand that no action was taken by anyone on
this until we went to see you in Washington, D.C., and then they
tried to come and talk to us. We have tried to get more black police
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officers on the force, more people who understand and appreciate
our culture and our tradition, people who could do better police
work in our communities.

Did the police department do minority recruitment voluntarily?
No the Guardians Association took the police department to court.

bid .the police department try to impede the increase of blacks
on the New York City Police Department? Yes; the police depart-
ment fought the case all the way to the Supreme Court.

When the New York City Police Department lost the case, did
they try to spend any money to recruit officers? Very little; it was
the Federal Government that gave $250,000 for the effort and then
the police department only supplied 10 to 12 full-time recruiters at
a time when active recruitment had not been done in over 5 years.

Rev. BuTTs. When the department found that the recruiters had
to work overtime to do a good job, the police department cut out
the overtime for the recruiters.

In 1979, 4,000 blacks passed the written examination; yet, in 1983
blacks have been reduced from the largest minority in the police
force to the second largest minority on the police force. What hap-
pened to the thousands of eligible black people? They were victims
of psychological screening, medical screening and inordinate pres-
sure placed on them during the probation period. Blacks were
screened out at a higher rate than any other minority group.

What has the police department done on a voluntary basis to in-
vestigate the reason for this or to improve this condition? Nothing.
And, left alone, they will continue to do the same thing-absolutely
nothing. That is why we have come to you.

The Guardians also point out that black police officers are killed
by white officers, harassed by white officers and beaten by white
officers. And all the evidence points to race as the reason for these
occurrences.

But you should also note that there has never been a case, never,
when a black police officer has killed or beaten a white police offi-
cer. [Applause.]

For years, we have heard of and witnessed incidents of police
brutality and watched as little has been done about it. So we bring
our case to the Subcommittee on Criminal Justice and ask that you
do the following.

I should also say we went to the Department of Justice to see
Mr. William Bradford Reynolds. After a 2-hour meeting, he told us
he would investigate several cases of police violence against blacks
in New York City. A week later, Mr. Reynolds was in New York
saying that he could find no problem.

What did Mr. Reynolds investigate in 1 week's time? If this is
what we can expect from Washington, then we have made a mis-
take. But I don't believe that we have.

I want to make several proposals on what we would like to see
come out of these hearings. First, we propose that Federal legisla-
tion be enacted that will make it mandatory for all municipalities
to establish an independent civilian complaint review board with
specific guidelines as to procedure.

Second, that we move to set up a special Federal agency to ad-
dress the excessive use of force by police departments. The agency
could come under legislation similar to the Voting Rights Act.
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When the voting rights of a group are being violated, the Federal
Government can step in and establish guidelines to protect said
rights. A similar procedure could be set up to deal with the abusive
use of force by police.

Present Federal legislation is not adequate. Only the killing of a
person by excessive and unprovoked force is recognized by the Jus-
tice Department as a felony. This needs review and revision.

Third, a balance needs to be established between the buying of
hardware and the training, screening and consciousness-raising of
police officers. The Federal Government might provide funding for
the establishment of special units within municipal police depart-
ments to provide for the above, or perhaps all Federal funds should
be kept from the city that does not provide extensive sensitivity
training on an ongoing basis for its police officers.

What can you do to help us? These are some things that you
might consider.

Finally, I would like to say this: Several police officers are here
today to give testimony. They are active police officers now on the
force. We know that the white police officers on the New York City
Police Department Force and their superiors may threaten them
with reprisals. The only way these officers can speak, Mr. Conyers,
is if your committee can assure them that they will not lose their
jobs because they stand up for what they believe. [Applause.]

I hope that you can give that assurance.
I invoked the name of Adam Clayton Powell, Jr. earlier. I am a

New Yorker, born and raised here. I am also one influenced by the
great auditory of Brother Malcolm X. [Applause.]

Then I went away to school to a town called Atlanta to a place
called Morehouse. There I learned of the life and thinking and the
ways of a man called Martin Luther King. And all of these men
stood for one thing, and that was for freedom, justice and equality.
And I hope that this committee will help us today to correct some
of the wrongs that we have addressed in our police department
here in the city of New York.

Again, I thank you, Mr. Conyers, Mr. Crockett, whom we have
admired and respected across the years. I want to thank Mr. Towns
and, Mr. Owens for their initial support, and our Congressman, Mr.
Charles Rangel, for his continuing efforts, and say God bless you,
and I hope that our efforts have not been in vain. [Applause.]

Mr. CONyERI. Thank you, Reverend Butts. You inspire and re-
double our determination to make certain that these hearings, the
most covered hearings on police violence in American history, will
go somewhere and will not just stay here in this area. I pledge you
my continuing energy and commitment to a complete change. You
have moved me very highly with your testimony.

I would like to recognize my colleague, Congressman Crockett.
Mr. CROCKETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Reverend Butts, I didn't know you were from Morehouse College

until you mentioned it a few minutes ago. I should have suspected
it all along.

Reverend Burs. Thank you, Mr. Crockett.
Mr. CRocrfr. From your presentation, it seems that you have

taken as your theme what can you do to help us, talking to this
subcommittee. I want to address that question very briefly, and

35-408 0 - 84 - 32
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then have you react to it, because I don't want to leave our hear-
ings with witnesses and observers under the impression that there
are all sorts of remedies and powers available to the congressional
subcommittee. That would not be true.

Most of what we can do to help you we are doing right now by
conducting this public hearing and letting the media hear what has
been going on, and letting the people who attend here know what
is going on. Following this, we will issue a report, and that report
will, of course, be made available to the Department of Justice.

Now, I know, and you know, that with the present leadership in
the White House, this Department of Justice isn't going to do a
--- thing about our report. But then you also ask that we spon-

sor new legislation. I can tell you as a lawyer with considerable
civil rights experience that we already have on the Federal books
enough legislation to take care of what you are complaining about
here in New York.

The difficulty is that we do not have an enlightened administra-
tion. We do not have public officials who are attuned to using that
legislation and doing the job that should be done. So when you ask
what could you do to help us, the answer is the remedy is already
within your hands. You have got to change the administration.
[Applause.)

Now, let me be a little more specific. Twenty years ago, when I
came to the bench in Detroit, it had the worst police brutality
record in this country. Blacks and Hispanics were being shot,
beaten, killed every day. What did we do? The first thing we did
was say we need more nonwhite judges on the bench. And I don't
mean oreos. [Aplause.]

So we got b acks in Detroit registered in large numbers. They
stood in the rain on election day. I can remember the election in
1972, and when the count was in, one-third of the criminal court
judges in the city of Detroit were nonwhite.

Police brutality took a decided drop, but that was not the end of
the story. Then we said, you have got to do something about these
so-called trial boards and complaint bureaus. We said, let's do
something about the mayor; he is the one who has the authority to
make these changes. So we went to the polls and we elected Cole-
man Young as the mayor. [Applause.]

You know what Coleman did. The first thing he did was fire the
police commissioner and appoint a black police commissioner. [Ap-
plause.]

The second thing he did was to say that blacks were to be up-
graded in the police department, until we got to a point where they
reflected the proportion of blacks in the city population.

And the final thing he did was to appoint a police trial board re-
sponsive to him as mayor.

Someone asked me at the beginning of this hearing-the implica-
tion was, why do you two Congressmen from Detroit come out here
to have a police brutality hearing and you haven't had one in De-
troit in the past 10 or 15 years? The answer is, we haven't needed
one in Detroit because we did the job in Detroit.

Reverend Burs. Thank you, Mr. Crockett, for your answer. The
only thing I can say is your analysis is absolutely correct. The
people in this room know that your analysis is absolutely correct,
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and I assure you that we are taking actions to solve our problems
because, truly, as even Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., once said, it is in
your hands and it is in our hands, and we will know what to do.

Thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS. Reverend Butts, it is in all of our hands here. We

in the committee are experienced with this cancer of racism called
police violence, racially motivated police violence, and the solution
lies between the analysis that both of you have put into the record.
And I pledge you that this hearing, the most celebrated and the
most extensive and the most analyzed in American history, will go
somewhere.

There are people in other cities that have been begging to have
us come to the hearings, just like the ones that are going on here
now. We trust that they will be reading and analyzing and acting
upon the kinds of action resolutions that have to come out of these
hearings.

But first, we are going to hear from all of the witnesses. We are
going to document all of the cases. We are going to meet with all of
the organizations. And then we are going to put together all of
these many important ways to reverse this problem.

We have had over 3 dozen suggested here. Some of them are_
more meritorious than others. We will have to set some priorities.
And I know that you and your organizational people will continue
to work with us toward this resolution.

Again, thank you all, all you ministers who were the moving
force that brought us in the Congress not just to promise to come
here, but to come here fast, as you requested that day only a few
months ago in Washington, D.C. Thank you so much.

Reverend Burrs. Thank you, Mr. Conyers. [Applause.]
Reverend MITCHELL. Mr. Conyers, I want to say something. My

name is Reverend Timothy Mitchell. I am here as a representative
of the National Conference of Black Christians, and I have been
authorized to make some statements about the World Council.

You mentioned that this is a celebrated hearing; that it has
taken on national significance. And I want to inform you that it
has taken on international significance. It has taken on interna-
tional significance because the World Council of Churches has an
office here in New York city which will act as a clearinghouse for
those who have been victims of racial oppression, and we are here
today to let you know that this is not a spectacular event but it
will be a committed event for us; and that the churches are togeth-
er and nationally and internationally we are committed to see that
Justice is done and racial oppression stops in the city of New York.

hank you.
Mr. CoNYERs. You are welcome.
One of the things that has been suggested that we need, Rever-

end Mitchell, is a clearinghouse that would be based in New York
but would cover the entire New England area, because there is vio-
lence on the part of police that is being reported all up and down
the eastern seaboard. So we need these organizations to work to-
gether to be documenting and analyzing even as we finish these
harings.
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Reverend MITCHELL. Just one word. The program to combat
racism which is an arm of the World Council of Churches will act
as such a clearinghouse.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Reverend LUCAS. The Reverend Father Lucas.
Congressman Conyers, I just wanted to take this opportunity to

thank you and to mention several other nuances, particularly the
area of deliberate precipitation of violence on the part of the police
under three categories: namely, the nonfunctional police officer;
second, the law breaker police officer; and third, the police officer
whose mind cannot control his physical or bodily appetites.

In the first place, there are a number of officers who assume that
their bodies and minds are not affected by alcohol and other drugs,
and when they are allowed to carry weapons 24 hours a day very
often violence is precipitated by intoxicated and out-of-his-mind or
her mind officers who, with the freedom from drink or drugs, say
what is on their minds and cause an argument and then precipi-
tate violence by pulling out a weapon or a shield, only after they
have caused someone to reciprocate to them.

The second area is that of lawlessness, whereby the complete dis-
regard for rules and regulations. There are many act of violence
precipitated in our community by-he officer out of uniform in com-
munities where badges are almost as plentiful as guns, who refuse
to identify by way of an identification or ID card, and having
caused somebody to respond to them when they are asked for iden-
tification, not only refuse but they are called a wise guy and imme-
diately the violence comes.

The rules and regulations require that a policeman identify him-
self or herself, not only by way of a shield but also by ID card,

The third category is that of the inability of a mind to control
bodily appetites. Apparently, too many officers feel that the shield
gives them the right to make any remarks to any of our women
that happen to appeal to their eyes, and when that woman is alone
or even accompanied by a male, the kind of remarks that they feel
free to make. Any male with a woman, regardless of who she is, is
going to come to her defense. And, again, it precipitates violence.

Does a white officer think any black woman in a black communi-
ty is fair game regardless of who she is and who she is with?

Mr. CONYERS. I appreciate your analysis.
Thank you, one and all.
Mr. CONYERS. Ladies and gentlemen, our next witness is the Rev-

erend Herbert Daughtry, Chairperson, National Black United
Front; accompanied by Dave Walker, Michael Amon-Ra, Alton
Maddox and Bert Edwards. We welcome you. We know of the great
documentation that you have been carrying on for years.

We will accept for the record the statement which you have pre-
viously prepared so that you may make whatever remarks are on
your mind and heart at this time. We acknowledge, the subcommit-
tee, the incredible amount of work that you, your church and orga-
nization has been engaged in over the years, long before this hear-
ing,in connection with any police violence in your city.

Welcome to these hearings.
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TESTIMONY OF REV. HERBERT DAUGHTRY, CHAIRPERSON, NA-
TIONAL BLACK UNITED FRONT, NATIONAL PRESIDING MINIS-
TER, HOUSE OF THE LORD CHURCHES, ACCOMPANIED BY
DAVE WALKER, CHIEF INVESTIGATOR, BLACK UNITED FRONT,
NEW YORK CHAPTER; MICHAEL AMON-RA, CHAIRPERSON;
ALTON MADDOX; CHARLES BARROW; JAMES ANDERSON;
COREY GIBSON; ROY SHABAZZ; AND ERNEST WRIGHT
Reverend DAUGHTRY. Thank you very much, Honorable Con-

gressman John Conyers and other members of Congress. Congress-
man Crockett, we know of your record and other incidents where
you stood alone to represent people who were being brutalized.
Congressman Rangel and to our Brooklyn Congressman, the long-
time struggle of Major Owens and Congressman Ed Towns and
Counsel Gail Bowman.

I wish, first of all, to introduce the members who are sitting here
at the table with me. To my far right is our attorney, Alton
Maddox. Immediately to my right is the hardest working, most
dedicated brother it has been my good pleasure to meet, the New
York chapter Chairperson, Michael Amon-Ra.

To my left, behind me again, was my special assistant and chief
of staff of the African Peoples Christian Organization, Charles
Barrow.

To my left here is our chief investigator, the brother who has
compiled these statistics for these many years, and may I just say
for the record he has done it without funding sources. He has done
it with grave sacrifice to himself and to his family, Dave Walker;
and his assistant who accompanied the delegation to Washington,
Brother Jimmy Anderson.

Honorable members of the House of Representatives, the sub-
committee of the Judiciary Committee of the House on behalf of
99 9Ao percent of the black community, all liberal, progressive,
decent, fair-minded citizens of New York, we welcome you to New
York City, the Big Apple, and applaud your decision to conduct
congressional hearings into police misconduct.

Allow me to say at the outset that there is here, and we want to
commend them, the Emergency Medical Services Black and Latino
Association who are providing three medical services at the risk of
their jobs.

As we came into the hearing, we began to receive requests for an
opportunity to testify. Obviously, this congressional hearing does
not allow for all of the testimony, but there are many in the seats
up yonder and yonder and yonder and over there who wait with
written documents to add to the record.

My organization, the Black United Front, was born in 1978 out of
the community's protest over the 1976 police killing of 15-year-old
Randolph Evans and the subsequent acquittal of Robert Torsney by
reason of insanity and the 1978 police killing of Arthur Miller, a
respected businessman, husband, and father.

For the record, may I just say that they claim Robert Torsney
had psychomotor epileptic seizures. Nobody really knows what that
is. In fact, the Epileptic Foundation issued an immediate rejection
of any such disease. [Applause.]
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Since 1976, we have exhausted every avenue of appeal. On
Thanksgiving night, 1976, when Robert Torsney, who had been
summmoned by neighbors who said that there was a disturbance,
walked up on Randy Evans who was 15, as I have indicated, and
this lad came forward and said, "Officer, what is happening?" Tors-
ney, without provocation or justification shot him in the head.

There is a pattern here that I want to note at the outset. Even
when black citizens call policemen for help, often times their rela-
tives or some innocent black or Latino is beaten or killed. As one
speaker has indicated, you take your life into your hands when you
summon the police to help. But it is not so with respect to proper-
ty.

We have a saying in our community, if you want the police as-
sistance immediately, do not say "Some poor black lies with his
throat cut"; say, "The bank is being robbed," and before you put
the receiver on the hook, the police will be there.

In 1979, Luis Baez, who had a history of aberrant behavior, was
shot 21 times by at least five officers. On the day he was killed, his
mother called the police for help. When the officer arrived, Baez
leaped or fell from the fire escape into the yard. Police officers
claim that he had a knife, the eternal shiny object, and I know that
you will understand me, all of you in the audience, if I were to say
that if we had as many knives as they claim we have, we wouldn t
be in the predicament we are in.

So they emptied their revolirers into his frail, 125-pound body
playing cowboy with a human life, and no one was punished for
this crime.

On Sunday morning, when most people are on their way to
church, January 19, 1983, Henry Woodman was walking with his
sister and his girlfriend when he was confronted by attackers. His
sister ran to get help from the police. However, when they arrived,
Woodman was fired upon and killed by the police officer, who es-
caped without punishment.

One other example, I was going to put this in the record because
this occurred the Wednesday before the hearing. Policemen were
summoned to a street around the corner from my church and for
the record, by the way, I would like to say I have been pastoring
the same church for 25 years in Brooklyn, N.Y. Some youngsters
were having an argument. One was alleged to have had a knife.
When the police arrived, they commenced beating the black teen-
ager while he and other friends screamed "He is not the one. He
doesn't have the knife."

All of this was happening while they watched a white teenager,
who was his friend, screaming "I have the knife, here is the knife,
stop beating my friend." The police officer continued to assault this
teenager who then suffered broken ribs, facial scars, and body
bruises.

These incidents indicate clear racist attitudes and actions. There
is a conditioned relfex where blacks are concerned, whatever their
age or sex. Police attack first and ask questions later. If they are
black or Latino, surely they must be carrying a knife or commiting
some criminal act. After all, that is the way blacks and Latinos are
portrayed in the larger society.
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So with the acquittal of Torsney in 1977, Black United Front
launched a selected patronage campaign, in addition, by the way,
with our honorable, distinguished, illustrious mayor who somehow
still inhabits city hall. My long and honorable friend, for he is an
honorable man, so are they all who inhabit city hall honorable
men.

We went to Mayor Koch 12 days after he hit office to entreat
him to influence the U.S. Attorney to indict the officer on the vio-
lation of Randy Evans' civil rights.

The Black United Front has marched and demonstrated on sev-
eral occasions. In July 1978, thousands rallied in the Crown

,, _Heghtssection of Brooklyn to protest the killing of Arthur Miller.
And you know what, Arthur Miller was one of those "Pull your-

self up by your bootstraps" success stories. He had a thriving busi-
ness, enjoyed friendly relations with the police department, but on
the evening of June 14, 1978, he came to see his brother who was
discussing a matter with the police relative to a traffic violation.
An altercation followed and another police officer carried him off

w---in their car. When he arrived at the precinct, he was dead. No offi-
cer was charged -with any wrongdoing.

In September 1978, thousands marched and rallied at city hall to
protest police brutality.

In November 1978, thousands marched on Wall Street to protest
police brutality.

In August 1979, thousands rallied and marched in Brooklyn to
protest the killing of Luis Baez. Likewise, there were rallies and
marches around the killings of Louie Rodriguez, whose family was
given a cash settlement, 17-year-old; the Peter Funchez; all of these
persons were killed without provocation by members of the New
York City Police Department.

In June 1979, Peter Funchez, I have his picture. This is a case
very painful, very deeply moving. We understand that we needed
to document all these things, and we have additional documenta-
tion, and whatever. This is Peter Funchez after they had beaten
him, but let me tell you the story.

In June 1979, Peter Funchez's wife, recognizing that he was
having problems, he was a 100-percent disabled Vietnam veteran.
He had fought for this country, and she called the Veterans Ad-
ministration for help, and they never came. In the meanwhile,
Peter began to react from his Vietnam experience and got in his
car and commenced driving.

This particular day he drove until he ended up on a street in the
Bronx and for whatever reason, the policemen cornered him. There
he was, according to witnesses, closed up in this car, and you can
imagine, given the nature of his sickness and past experiences,
shaking like a leaf. The policemen broke open the car with crow-
bars and beat poor Peter Funchez to death.

Do you hear what I said? A 100-percent disabled Vietnam veter-
an beaten to death by the New York City Police Department. Here
is this brother here. The police said that he was in a car crash, but
one of the eminent reporters, Earl Caldwell, of Daily News noticed
that there were certain discrepancies in the story.
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We went to investigate and took the photographs, as we have
done on numerous occasions, which show there was no crash in the
wall, no crash anywhere.

By now, the policemen had changed their story. They said he had
a knife, the eternal shiny object. No knife was ever found. The fact
of the matter was that they beat this poor, sick man to death, and
again we have shown you the pictures. We even went to the Feder-
a court and sat in when an honor student named Jay Parker,
whose father worked for the police, was killed.

November 1980, the National Black United Front conducted na-
tional hearings on racial violence and collected testimonies from 21
cities regarding racial violence from police and others.

In April 1980, we organized a national march against racist vio-
lence. This was done, again, to highlight the magnitude of police
violence against blacks.

Since 1977, the Black United Front has repeatedly sought State
and/or Federal intervention. In 1978, we met with David Trager
who was the then U.S. attorney on the Randy Evans killing. Noth-
ing happened. He promised a decision on the civil rights violation
charge by spring.

I have also enclosed correspondence that we sent to President
Carter, the Justice Department, Governor Cuomo, and because we
never received any response, we took to the streets.

Now, it may be of interest to some,' but I have correspondence
indicating that when we first met with Ed Koch, and by the way
the minutes will indicate that I thought it was a cordial meeting.
We will submit for your perusal the minutes from our initial meet-
ing January 12, 1978. We will submit for the congressional record
the press release.

We met with Commissioner McGuire time after time, and we
will submit to the congressional record our recomendation, 14 rec-
ommendations. And do you know what one of the simplest ones
was? We suggested that there be periodic meetings between com-
munity leaders and the police commissioner, and do you not know,
Honorable Congressmen, that not one of these recommendations
was ever implemented.

If the simplest one of simply sitting down and meeting with com-
munity leaders with the elected officials and appointed officials
were implemented, maybe some of the long list of people that we
are talking about would be with us today. And maybe your ener-
gies and our energies could be given to other constructive and posi-
tive pursuits. [Applause.]

We will submit for your record a letter that I wrote to Commis-
sioner McGuire in February 1978 urging him to get the meetings
started. They were never started.

Congressional hearings, blue ribbon commissions and special
State and Federal investigations have been implemented to investi-
gate police corruption. These endeavors are generally energetically
praised by all the respectable citizens, but when the investigation
is directed toward police violence on black and Latino citizens,
these same people become hysterical. Are these, our leading citi-
zens, saying to us that in their estimation, policemen stealing
money and peddling dope is more important than policemen taking
lives?
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Mr. Chairman, local officials have failed to examine the problem
of police brutality. Local governments must now be indicted for not
indicting the police. [Applause.]

This is not the first time that a congressional subcommittee had
to examine police violence in New York City. There was an investi-
gation fn 1953. Afterwards a police review board was established.
Thirty years have proved that the policemen cannot police them-
selves. [Applause.]

Significantly, the Black United Front, frustrated with the contin-
ued killings and brutalizations of blacks and Latinos and the refus-
al of State and/or Federal authorities to act, carried out an appeal
to the United Nations. On December 11, 1980, International
Human Rights Day, the Black United Front, along with the organi-
zation, went to the United Nations for assistance. The Black
United Front, also along with other organizations represented here,
appealed to the Organization of African Unity. His Excellency,
Dramane Ouatarra, who was'at this time the Organization of Afri-
can Unity's ambassador to the United Nations, issued a sharp
statement comparing Arthur Miller's killing to Steve Biko's in
South Africa. We will submit this statement for your congressional
record.

A coordination to statistics compiled by the New York Metropoli-
tan Area Black United Police Brutality Investigation Unit concern-
ing police misconduct against black people from 1978 to the present
incidents of police misconduct were an astonishing 605 reported
cases.

The breakdown of the 605 reported cases are as follows: killings
by police, 92; beatings by police, 125; harassment and attacks by
police, 57; shooting by police not resulting in death, 31; nonfollow-
through complaints or fear of police reprisal cited by complainants,
300.

There were two other kinds of police brutality I need to mention.
One has been already alluded to when policemen attack trials. The
distinguished representative of the Puerto Rican Legal Defense
Unit pointed out that riot. We were leading that riot at that time.

William Barrett was standing right next to us as we led the
crowd, and do you know what, Congressman? We were attempting
to lead thousands of people away from the precinct because we had
word that there were provocateurs. We were leading them away
from the two precincts when the policemen ran into us with their
cars.

Not only that, on the Brooklyn Bridge, my wife and three chil-
dren are here. On the Brooklyn Bridge when we tried to protest to
President Carter, he is concerned about Shcharansky and Gold-
berg, and somebody in Russia when policemen are killing us right
here in New York City. And we marched across the bridge, and
these same police officers came at us on horseback, women and
children, and ran us into the bridge.

These alarming statistics further substantiate the systematic and
pervasive nature of police misconduct perpetuated against the
lack community in New York City.
Moreover, Black United Front police and investigative unit sta-

tistics document a substantial increase in the use of deadly force,
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abuse of authority, discourtesy, and ethnic slurs by police during
the Koch administration, which began in 1970.

From 1979 to 1983, the police killed 70 black persons, a sharp in-
crease over previous years. Further statistical information-further
statistical information will be submitted to the congressional
record.

In addition to the statistical information submitted by the Black
United Front, we submitted an article entitled "Deadly Force,"
written by Wayne Barrett and appearing on the front page of the
September 20, 1983 "Village Voice." 1 There are several significant
points we need to underscore.

First, it highlights the distortion of statistical information sub-
mitted to this congressional body by Police Commissioner Robert
McGuire.

Second, it further substantiates the claim by the Black United
Front that there has been an increase of police killings of civilians
in New York City during the Koch administration.

Third, it also highlights some of the more glaring cases of unwar-
.ranted and unjustifiable uses of deadly force by law enforcement
agencies against the citizens of New York City.

In the interest of time, I am going to submit it, and I have it in-
cluded in my presentation, but what I would like to point up in all
of this statistical business are the statistics cited by McGuire from
the report issued by the International Association of Chiefs of
Police. In 1982, and the report only covers the period from 1975 to
1980, which does not touch the years of 1980 to 1983 which our
records indicate are the worst years of police killing or police har-
assment under the Koch administration. [Applause.]

But isn't it ridiculous that here we are, talking about upmanship
on who kills the most. How uncivilized can we become? What does
it matter that some State or some city in the United States killed
1,000 citizens unjustifiably and New ork City only kills 500? How
uncivilized can you be? What are we doing with this gruesome up-
manship? Shouldn't public officials say, wouldn't it be the right,
decent thing for public officials to say if there is one unwarranted
killing in a city, in a State, the most impartial independent investi-
gation ought to be implemented so that justice might be done? Isn't
that what ought to be said? [Applause.]

But that would be only indicative of the insensitivity of my good
friend, the honorable man in city hall, and they are all honorable
men, Congressman.

Several other comments further substantiate the racist character
of the abuse of police power. A black police officer has never killed
a white teenager; yet white officers have killed 11-year-old Mickey
Borden, 11-year-old Clifford Druther.

In fact, the city gave his mother some cash for that one. Four-
teen-year-old Claud Reese, 15-year-old Randy Evans, 15-year-old
Jay Parker, 17-year-old Autoro Ray just to name a few.

Now let me make a statement, and I hope for all the world you
understand what I am trying to do. I am only trying to make a
point, so all my good friends I hope you understand, but I do
wonder, Mr. Congressman, what would Commissioner McGuire say

I See page 433.
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if black police officers were killing Irish teenagers? And I just
wonder, and I know everybody understands that I am just trying to
sensitize the climate, what would Caruso say if black officers were
killing Italian teenagers? [Applause.]

I know everybody understands. I wonder what our honorable
mayor, Ed Koch, would say if black officers were killing Jewish
teenagers? [Applause.]

Would we have this vigorous objection to a congressional hear-
ing? I think not. There is not a sane soul in this city who thinks
that there would have been any vigorous opposition, any hysterical
opposition to, a congressional investigation.

Black police officers have never abused white officers by mistake.
White officers have abused and killed black citizens by mistake
they say.

There was a disturbing dimension to this racist character of the
abuse of police power, and it is overkill. According to several eye
witnesses, victims were reportedly kicked and beaten each as their
bodies lie lifeless in the streets of New York. Poor Louie Baez was
slot 21 times. How many times do you need to shoot somebody to
kill them or to stop them?

The questions about a woman. I remember a woman a couple of
months after Louis Baez was killed, this woman was shot five
times. Five times was this woman shot. How many times do you
need to shoot somebody to stop them? Would a big, bad police offi-
cer need to put five bullets into a woman?

There is another point. It does seem, and I hope I will be under
here, but we have got to get the record of this. It does seem on this
overkill that there are instances where white policemen have to
kick black men in their groin. Now that ought to say something to
us that it is not just the removal of a human being. It is something
more fundamental and psychological going on. It is the attempt to
destroy the very essence, the very soul, the very spirit of a human;
that is what it is.

Mr. Chairman, I cannot pass without making allusion to another
form of police brutality.

Many members of the community have prevailed on me to make
sure we put this in the record, and it is that as a result of the un-
dercover work of the New York City Police Department, how many
of our brothers are now in jail, not because they committed a crime
but because there was a conspiracy which the police said let's get
somebody and many of our brothers and sisters are now in jail not
because they have done anything but because of police work.

I am certain you are sensitive to that. After all, we have just
come out of the Nixon administration.

I can state without flinching that 999/io percent of blacks in New
York believe that police misconduct toward blacks and Latinos is a
reality. No one in the black community argues the question any
more. It is believed that the abuse of police power is not an isolated
act, committed here and there by a few policemen in clear and un-
mistakable violation of their superiors' wishes and directives, but it
is deep, persuasive, and increasing and is indirectly encouraged by
the absence of strong, assertive, moral, no-nonsense leadership
from the mayor of the city who, by the way, is an honorable man.
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So are they all in city hall but they are insensitive and unrespon-
sive and downright antiblack.

To illustrate, we met with the mayor in January 1978 and also in
July of the same year. We also had a series of meetings with the
police commissioner. On every occasion, we emphasized the necessi-
ty of addressing police misconduct toward blacks and Latinos. On
every occasion, we offered recommendations for better relation-
ships-all to no avail.

One recommendation we made was for a task force of community
leaders to meet monthly with the commissioner and his staff. This
recommendation, although simple and ought to occur in the
normal flow of a democratic society, was agreed to, but was never
implemented.

n May 5, 1979, I wrote the commissioner urging him to start
the community/commissioner's meetings. He never did.

Pleas and petitions have been submitted to local officials simply
because persons who are the victims of police brutality have no ef-
fective avenue to redress grievances. In each and every instance,
the pleas have fallen on deaf ears and the petitions for simple jus-
tice have been denied.

Presently the city has advised civilians and has lulled them to
believe that every person.who is the victim of police brutality may
submit a complaint with the erroneously-labeled "Civil Complaint
Review Board." In other words, that civilian review board was a
misnomer. It is neither civilian nor is it a review, but the police.
Nobody goes there any more. We don't bother. We don't appeal to
it any more. To appeal is to give it some kind of significance which
it doesn't deserve.

It is a violation of law for any civilian or municipal official to
review or pass judgment on a claim of police misconduct. Thus, the
local law allowing for the present review board mandates that the
police must police the police. This arrangement runs counter to
every notion of fairness, decency and impartiality.

In practice, this police review board not only officially sanctions
police brutality but makes every effort to exonerate the offending
police officer while victimizing and humiliating the injured civil-
ian. Over 97 percent of the complaints filed are summarily dis-
missed. The overwhelming majority of the remaining claims are
eventually dismissed. Consequently, every act of police misconduct
is condoned and the police officer's record remains unblemished.

These consequences are not surprising. It is an axiomatic concept
and a fundamental principle of jurisprudence that justice can occur
only when the fact-finding forum is impartial. The Knapp Commis-
sion explicitly found that the police cannot be trusted to investi-
gate the police.

In 1972 the late Governor Nelson Rockefeller, may he rest in
peace, in appointing a special prosecutor to weed out police corrup-
tion in New York City, made the following observations:

I have taken this action in recognition of a fundamental reality that under the
present circumstances only an independent agency with city-wide authority, as-
signed a clear and specific mission and armed with full prosecuting power and inde-
pendent investigative capacity, can break through the natural,resistance of govern-
ment agencies to investigate themselves or their close allies, can overcome the
forces of inertia, and can finally deal a decisive blow to narcotics, crime and corrup-
tion in New York City.
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That is Governor Rockefeller, may he rest in peace. I would
simply add, it is equally true for policemen. There is no way a po-
liceman is going to mete out punishment on another policeman
with respect to killing a black or Latino youth.

Benefiting from our own experiences, listening to testimony
made at the people's hearing held on July 18, 1983 about policy
brutality and adopting the findings of the Knapp Commission and
the late Governor Rockefeller, BUF advocates that the entire struc-
ture of the present police review board be replaced. It is neither an
independent nor an impartial agency. It has neither deterred nor
reversed the rising incidents of police misconduct in New York
Ciurthermore, the present police review board only has jurisdic-

tion over the New York Police Department. Thus acts of brutality
committed by police of the New York Housing Authority, the New
York Transit Authority, uniformed court officers, and other so-
called peace officers are beyond the jurisdiction of any structured
civilian or police review board.

Just this past Thursday, Michael Stewart was severely beaten by
New York Transit police officers after he was handcuffed. I just re-
turned from the hospital. The wife went down to see him Saturday
night. I wish sometime that all of the vigorous hysterical opposers
of congressional hearings and impartial hearings would 'ust visit
some of the people that have come through the police hanis.-

Here was a young 25-year-old handcuffed, scars up and down his
legs, his neck is out this big, his head is bloated out, on his body
are scars. You have to ask if the man was handcuffed why did he
need to be beaten? If he was beaten, why did he need to be hand-
cuffed?

I have been to many of these, Mr. Chairman, I have been in the
room with many mothers and many wives and been in the hospital
room, and do you know, according to the present civilian review
board, as it is called, that case cannot come before them? It is not
constituted to bring that, to bring these culprits to justice. Who
will say to Mr. Stewart, Mr Stewart, who were there in the hall, I
will tell you, Mr. Chairman, who will identify with them, who will
do something about this-and so, Mr. Chairman, all avenues for
the redress of grievances against so-called peace officers have been
shut down.

In New York City civilians are at all times subject to the whims
and caprices of law enforcement personnel. Since the city of New
York has failed to take remedial action, BUF calls for a public ref-
erendum in November 1984 to replace the present police review
board and to establish a thoroughly civilian review board which
will have the power to investigate, to hear and to take action
against not only members of the New York Police Department but
also members of the New York Housing Authority, the New York
Transit Authority, and other so-called peace officers.

The referendum will also empower the mayor and other elected
officials to take action against police officers who violate any per-
son's civil rights. In 1966, the Patrolmen's Benevolent Association
stripped every local, municipal offical except the police of the
power to investigate and discipline a police officer. This is an intol-
erable restriction. Mr. Chairman, this law must be repealed.
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BUF will be calling a meeting of concerned leaders and organiza-
tions to examine BUF's proposal for a public referendum and to
implement the plan of BUF for an effective review system in New
York City to arrest the rising incidents of police brutality. Legal
counsel to BUF has already formulated proposed legislation which
will stop the irrational and unfair practice of only allowing the
police to police the police in New York City. We will muster all of
our energies and resources to make this proposed law a reality in
November 1984.

So, Mr. Chairman, for a long time we have been waiting for you.
So we welcome you to the Big Apple. Tragically, it is an apple with
a lot of worms in it. The biggest, ugliest, most conspicuous worm is
the police department. Unfortunately, there are those who con-
demn your presence. But their children, husbands, fathers, moth-
ers, brothers, and sisters have not been killed or brutalized by
members of the New York City Police Department. They write
their editorials, do their politicizing, take care of their business,
walk their streets and enjoy their homes secure in their member-
ship in the dominant class and race.

Why should so conservative and constitutional an act as a con-
gressional hearing into one of the systems within a society drive
people to whip up racial antagonism and anxieties and raise the
question of political expediency? The impartial observer is forced to
ask, what are they hiding?

If this is the finest police department in the country, then let the
world come in and take a look. Open up the records, invite every-
body to come in and see what a noble, progressive, competent, sen-
sitive police department it is. But the very fact that the media and
police department and public officials become hysterical at a con-
stitutional, conservative congressional hearing, we are driven to no
other reason but they have something to hide, and what they have
to hide is the most vigorous, brittle, and uncivilized police depart-
ment in New York and across this country.

On behalf of the Black United Front I respectfully submit this
testimony and exhibits and thank you for conducting hearings in
this city and across the country on a problem national in scope.

By the way, one of the exhibits we will be submitting is our vid-
eotape. History has taught us to document everything we do. We
have 6'/2 hours of documentation that we put together at our own
expense that we will be submitting to the congressional hearings.
Since it comes out of our expense-we are a poor struggling organi-
zation-I am certain the rich Federal Government will keep us
doing the video tapes. We will submit them to your congressional
record, Mr. Chairman.

Again, we appreciate your coming, all of the congressmen, our
great friends Rangel, Towns, and Owens. We appreciate your
coming and we want to bring about a better society for every citi-
zen in New York City.

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statements of Reverend Daughtry and BUF Counsel

Alton H. Maddox, Jr., follow:]
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INTRODUCTION

Abuses and excessives of police power is unfortunately

not uncommon in New York City. Concerns about police abuses

date back in the nineteenth century when New York City in

1845 formed a unified police force. Police terrorism was a

way of life in New York not for the purpose of eliminating

crime but for the purpose of social control. Lewis Valentine,

the police commissioner under Mayor Fiolello LaGuardia,

favorite words were "Muss em up!"

The first attempt to reform the police department came

about in 1953 when a newspaper story revealed that the New York

Police Department had failed to take disciplinary action against

five cops who had been successfully sued for police brutality.

The City had to pay the damage award of $152,000. An investi-

gation was conducted by a House Judiciary Subcommittee. The

police department refused to make any police office available

for questioning by a federal law enforcement agency. After

receiving bad publicity, the department established a police

review board.

After 1953, New York has witnessed rising levels of

police abuses and police terrorism. The levels of police mis-

conduct has now destroyed any potentially meaningful relation-

ship between so-called minority communities and the police.

Incidents of physical injury, serious physical injury and fatal

injury by police officers have almost been exclusively aimed

at Blacks and Latins. In almost every instance, every offend-
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ing police officer has enjoyed complete impunity.

POLICE REVIEW BOARD

No effective law enforcement mechanism exists in

New York City to control abusive police power and to arrest

police crimes against Afro-Americans and Latins. For thirty

years New York City has permitted the police to police the -

police. In 1966, Ma-yor John Lindsay changed the structure

of the police review board so that civilians could also play

an advisory role in reviewing claims of police crimes against

citizens.

The Lindsay pl.an, which went into effect in July 1966,

Increased the board from a three member review board to a

seven member board which included four civilians. Under the

Lindsay plan, the police commissioner would still have the

final say about any disciplinary action to be taken against

abusive and violent cops. Thus the Lindsay board only poss-

essed advisory powers. In addition, four of the top supervisory

staff positions were occupied by civilians.

The Lindsay board was short-lived. The Patrolmen's

Benevolent Association (PBA) launched a successful, vigorous,

political and legal campaign to defeat civilian participation

in the review of police misconduct. First, the PBA secured a

legal victory which required the public through a referendum

to establish a civilian review board. On November 8, 1966,

the notion of a civilian review board was'resoundingly

defeated. Blacks, Puerto Ricans and liberals supported the

notion of a civilian review board but were out-voted by white

35-408 0 - 84 - 33
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voters.

The PBA victory also meant that the police will police

the police when a citizen complaIns about police misconduct.

Of course, this notion offends every fundamental aspect of due

process. Even under the Lindsay plan, civil rights group

maintained that the advisory review board would be neither

impartial nor independent. The police review board has

accorded to offending police officers an undue "Bill of Rights"

since virtually every act of police misconduct is exonerated

and the officer's record remains unblemished.

Even if the review board was thoroughly independent and

impartial, it would still be insufficient and inappropriate to

stem police misconduct. A civilian review board, in effect,

insulates a police officer from a criminal prosecution. The

most effective penalty under a civilian review board concept

is a dismissal from the police force even though the police

officer has also committed a criminal act. A police review

board actually encourages police officers to perpetrate

criminal acts against citizens since the possibility of a

severe penalty is remote.

The mere fact that citizens would file a citizen's

complaint with a police review board indicates their

desperation and the level and intensity of police brutality

in New York City. Abused citizens recognize their helpless

status in New York City. They are subject to further police

abuse at every stage of the police review board mechanism.

Every level of the function of the police review board
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is staffed by police officers who make decisions involving

investigations, conciliations, hearings and review.

In 1966, less than 1,000 police misconduct complaints

were filed against police officers. In 1982, the Civilian

Complaint Review Board only assumed jurisdiction over four

thousand cases even though the board received 8,419 complaints,

of the 4,106 complaints that the police review board reviewed,

the board only substantiated three per cent of them. The

disciplinary action taken in virtually every substantiated

case was a slap on the wrist or a pat on the back. Dismissal

from the force is a rare occurrence and a remote possibility.

Even though the incidents of police misconduct has

risen to epidemic proportions under the current mayoral

administration, no constructive and corrective action has been

undertaken. Instead, the mayor has blamed the messenger for

the message. He has publicly questioned the veracity of the

complainants. On the other hand, he has sought to dismantle

the current police review board so that no conceivable wall

of defense will stand between a defenseless citizen and an

armed police officer.

Since the current mayor took office, he has annually

reduced the budget of the review board by 5%. This annual

budget reduction has been authorized in the face of rising

incidents of police misconduct. The mayor has also been

sheepish in sponsoring bills to counter police misconduct.

This apathetic posture gives a dangerous signal to irresponsible

cops.
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The notion of a civilian review board has clouded the

public's perception of police misconduct. When a person

assaults another person, It is called a crime. When a police

officer assaults another person, it is called police brutality.

The New York Penal Law defines criminal conduct and authorizes

criminal penalties. The term "police brutality" has no

presence nor meaning in the New York Penal Law.

The recognition of the term "police brutality" by public

officers is designedly misleading and has fraudulent conse-

quences. Acts which are otherwise called criminal are labeled

"police brutality" to skirt the penal laws. This terminology

and the establishment of a police review board would channel

criminal conduct into an administrative forum. This conduct

allows police officers to violate the penal laws with complete

immunity from criminal prosecutions.

The penal law does not immunize a police officer from

a criminal prosecution when a citizen is either offended or

brutalized. Penal Law Section 35.30 does permit a police

officer to use physical force to effect an arrest when it is

necessary. Penal Law Section 35.27 mandates that a person

must stand defenseless when he is being unlawfully humiliated

or assaulted by a police officer. In short, a person in New

York is not allowed to protect himself or herself against

police misconduct however life-threatening. This is known as

the "no sock" provision. Despite Penal Law Section 35.27, a

police officer is still subject to prosecution under the penal

laws.
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Nonetheless, district attorneys in New York City look

the other way when police officers are offending and brutal-

izing human beings. In the rare situation, a criminal prose-

cution is initiated against a police officer when normally

indifferent public officials fear a rebellion. Consequently,

an untold amount of police brutality is carried out with impunity

simply because of official indifference to lawless police

action which falls short of sparking a rebellion.

Even when a prosecution is commenced against a police

officer, the outcome usually favors the police officer.

District attorneys wittingly fail to put heart into obtaining

either an indictment or a conviction. In most cases an indict-

ment is never obtained even though it is well-known that a

grand jury is a prosecutor's rubber stamp. If an indictment

is obtained, a conviction is unlikely. The investigative work

is sloppy and the prosecution is half-hearted.

Of all the instances of unlawful police killings, only

one police officer has ever been convicted. This conviction

occurred in Bronx County where Blacks and Puerto Ricans comprise

a majority of the population. It was the growing political

-strength of these communities that prompted this prosecution.

The typical prosecution is staged. For example,

Police Officer, Robert Torsney fatally shot a child, Randolph

Evansat point blank range. At trial, Torsney feigned mental

illness because he was supposedly suffering from a rare form

of epilepsy. The defense was a hoax. Yet, the prosecution

failed to present expert testimony to refute the defense. A
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not guilty verdict because of insanity was therefore mandated.

The Torsney prosecution occurred only because of the outrage

expressed in the Black community and the presence of street

demonstrations led by the Black United Front.

Instead of vigorously prosecuting the perpetrators of

police racial violence, the district attorneys vigorously

prosecute the victims to suffocate their complaints. District

attorneys act on the assumption that a criminal conviction

will silence the complainant. Invariably, the victims receive

two sentences. This constitutes double jeopardy. Under the

Criminal Procedure Law Section 210.40, a criminal complaint can

be dismissed because of the injuries that an accused suffers

from police misconduct. People v. Plummer, 80 Misc.2d 820,

364 N.Y.S.2d 697 (Sup. Ct. 1975). District attorneys refuse to

give homage to this statutory proviso.

The dropping of criminal charges against a brutalized,

accused person will remove any obstacles to pursuing either

administrative or civil remedies. Given this reality,

district attorneys pursue bogus, criminal prosecutions simply

to insulate an offending police officer from administrative

and civil penalties.

The district attorney has the exclusive responsibility

for enforcing the penal law against police officers. The

decision in New York to prosecute police officers depends on

the race and status of the complainant and the community

responses to the complained-about incident. No district

attorney in New York City will act on the complaint of a Black
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or Latin against a police officer unless there is a fear of

physical or economic reprisals. No district attorney has

established a unit to combat police misconduct.

Similarly, the Offices of U. S. Attorney for the

Southern and Eastern District of New York also have responsi-

bility to enforce civil rights statutes against police officers

who annoy, offend or brutalize human beings. In New York,

this is a well-kept secret. Neither officer has sought to

educate the public about its responsibilities in this area.

Furthermore, neither office has sought to intervene in a

situation when probable cause existed to believe that the

federal civil rights statutes had been violated.

Prosecutors fail to enforce the penal and civil

rights law against police officers since they view police

agencies as part of their offices. Judicially, police

departments have been deemed agencies of prosecutor offices.

Thus, a citizen who files a complaint with a prosecutor's

office is asking the prosecutor to police and indict itself.

Prosecutors also believe'that exempting police officers from

the penal laws is a trade-off for otherwise competent, investi-

gative work.

It is clear that no mechanism currently exists in

New York City which police the police and which has the

potential of curbing and arresting police abuse. The prosecu-

ting attorneys and the police review board are either

wittingly or unwittingly fostering police abuses. These

agencies, acting alone or in concert, have and will continue

to insulate police officers from administrative and criminal
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penalties and civil damages.

The time has come for the governor to appoint a special

prosecutor to combat the rising incidents of police offenses

committed against men, women and children. New York Executive

Law Section 63 authorized the appointment of a special prose-

cutor. The Knapp Commission recommended to the late Governor

Rockefeller that a special prosecutor be appointed to

investigate and prosecute police corruption in New York City.

The reason the Knapp Commission stated for the special

prosecutor was simple. A district attorney cannot be trusted

to investigate and prosecute an offending police officer.

In 1972, the late Governor Reckefeller directed the

Attorney General to appoint a Special Prosecutor. In making

this direction, Governor Reckefeller stated:

I have taken this action in recognition
of a fundamental reality that under the
present circumstances, only an independ-
enL agency with city-wide authority,
assigned a clear and specific mission and
armed with full prosecuting power and
independent investigative capacity, can
break through the natural resistance of
government agencies to investigate them-
selves or their close allies, can over-
come the forces of inertia, and can finally
deal a decisive blow to narcotics, crime
and corruption in New York City.

Within the letter of this appointment, a special

prosecutor was empowered to investigate and prosecute incidents

of police abuse against persons.

CONCLUSION

In form, New York has-in its presence many agencies

which have jurisdiction to investigate and prosecute police

misconduct. Each agency however which has jurisdiction to

review police misconduct also enjoy a special, legal relation-

ship with the police. No independent body has been established

in New York City with the clear and expressed purpose of

reviewing and arresting police misconduct. Until such an

agency is established, the police will continue to routinely

and automatically exonerate the police of any alleged police

misconduct and heighten its terroristic desires against

Blacks and Latins.
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Honorable Congressman John Conyers;

Honorable members of the Sub-Committee on Criminal Justice;

Honorable members of the Jidiciary Committee of The House of
Representatives;

Honorable members of the House of Representatives

On behalf of 99 9/lOths per cent of the Black community

and all liberal, progressive, decent, fair minded citizens of

New York I welcome you to New York City - the Big Apple, and

applaude your decision to conduct Congressional Hearings into

police misconduct.

My organization, the Black United Front, was born in

1978 out of the community's protest over the 1976 police

killing of 15-year old Randolph Evans and the subsequent acquittal

of kobert Torsney by reason of insanity and the 1978 police

killing of Arthur Miller, a respected businessman, husband and

father.

Since 1976 we have exhausted every avenue of appeal.

On Thanksgiving night, 1976, Robert Torsney, who had

been summoned by neighbors who said there was a disturbance,

walked up on Randy Evans who was 15 years old at the time.

When Randy asked, "What's happening?" Torsney without provoca-

tion or justification shot him in the head.

There is a pattern here that I want to note at the outset.

Even when Black citizens call policemen for help often times

their relatives or some innocent Black or Latino is beaten or
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killed.

In 1979, Luis Baez, who had a known history of aberrant

behavior, was shot 21 times by at least five officers. On the

day he was killed his mother called police for help. The officers

arrived and Baez leaped or fell from the fire escape into a yard.

Police officers claimed that he had a knife, so they emptied

their revolvers into his frail body. No one was punished for

this crime.

On Sunday morning, January 9, 1983, Henry Woodley was

walking with his sister and his girlfriend when he was confronted

by attackers. His sister ran to get help from the police.

However, when they arrived, Woodley was fired upon and killed by

the police officers who escaped punishment.

One other example of a beating. On the Wednesday

night preceding the July 18, 1983 police hearings, policemen were

summoned to a street around the corner from my church. Some

youngsters were having an argument. One was alleged to have a

knife. When the police arrived, they commenced beating a black

teenager while he and others screamed, "He's not the one. He

doesn't have the knife." All of this was happening while a

white teenager screamed, "I have the knife, Stop beating my

friend." The police officers continued to assault the youngster

who now suffers from broken ribs, facial scars and body bruises.

These incidents indicate clear racist attitudes and

actions. There is a conditioned reflex if Blacks are present.
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Whatever their age or sex, Police attack first, and &ck questions

later. If they are Black and Latino, they must be carrying a

knife or committing some criminal act -- after all, that is

the way Blacks and Latinos are portrayed in the larger society

-- and after all, no one gives a damn about Black humanity anyway.

So with the acquittal of Torsney in 1977, the Black

United Front launched a selective patronage campaign to solicit

the business community's assistance in bringing the killer cop

to justice. In addition, we met with Mayor Koch just 12 days

after he took office to entreat him to help influence the U.S.

Attorney to indict the officer on the violation of Randy Evans'

civil rights.

BUF has marched and demonstrated on numerous occasions

to protest police killings and brutality.

In July 1978 thousands rallied in the Crown Heights sec-

tion of Brooklyn to protest the killing of Arthur Miller.

Arthur Miller was one of those "pull yourself up by your boot-

straps" success stories. He had a thriving business and he

enjoyed friendly relations with the Police Department. On the

evening of June 14, 1978, he came to see about his brother who

was discussing with the' police a matter related to traffic

violations. An altercation followed and a number of policemen

carried him off to their car. When he arrived at the precinct,

he was dead. No officer was charged with any wrongdoing.

In September 1978, thousands marched and rallied at
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City Hall in a city-wide protest against police brutality.

In November 1978, thousands marched on Wall Street,

New York City to protest police killings.

In August 1979, thousands rallied and marched in Bed-

Stuy, Brooklyn to protest the killing of Luis Baez.

Likewise, there were rallies and marches around the

killinggs of Louis Rodriguez, whose family was given a cash

settlement; Arturo Reyes (17 years old) and Peter Funches.

All of these persons were killed without provocation by members

of the New York City Police Department.

In June 1979, Peter Funches's wife recognizing

that he was having problems, called the Veterans' Administration

for help. They never came. In the meanwhile Peter began to

react from his Vietnam experience and got into his car and

commenced driving. This particular day he drove until he ended

up on a street in the Bronx and for whatever reason, police

cornered him.

There he was, according to witnesses, closed up in his

car -- and we can imagine, given the nature of his sickness and

past experience, shaking like a leaf in the wind. The police

broke open the car with crow bars and beat Peter Funches to

death.

The police said that he was in a car crash. But one of

the eminent reporters, Mr. Earl Caldwell of the Daily News,

noticed that there were certain discrepancies in the story.
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We went to investigate and took photographs which showed no

crash in the wall -- no crash anywhere. By now the policemen

had changed their story. They said he had a knife but no knife

was found. The fact of the matter is that they beat this poor

sick man to death. We have pictures here which show his

appearance when they were through with'him. No officer was

charged with anything.

BUF even conducted a sit-in when 15-year old Jay Parker,

an honor student, whose father worked for the law enforcement

agency, was killed by policemen.

In 1979 BUF conducted a people's tribunal to collect

testimonies from people who had been victims of police misconduct.

In November 1980, the National Black United Front con-

ducted national hearingson racist violence, collecting testi-

monies from 21 cities regarding racist violence from policemen

and others.

In April 1980, NBUF organized a national march against

racist violence. This was done to again-highlight the magnitude

of police violence against Blacks.

Since 1977 BUF has repeatedly sought state and/or

federal intervention. In 1978 we met with David Trager,

U.S. Attorney, on the Randy Evans killing. Nothing happened

although he promised a decision on the civil rights violation

charge by Spring.

I have also enclosed correspondence to:



1) Governor Cuomo

2) Justice Department, and even

3) President Carter

It was only after we received no response from

President Carter or the Justice Department that we used the

march and demonstration to attract his attention. During this

march we were attacked by policemen on horseback riding with

swinging clubs into women and children. All our action and

appeals fell on deaf ears.

The business community did help in establishing the

Randolph Evans Scholarship Fund. On July 16, 1983, we held

our fifth scholarship awards ceremony and awarded our 53rd

$1,500.00 scholarship. We give ten each year.

Also, a Randolph Evans Crisis Fund was established to

assist persons in an emergency. Nearly 500 indigent persons

have received emergency grants and loans. A youth training

and employment program was also implemented, but even the cor-

porations and business community could not bring killer cops

to Justice.

Congressional Hearings, Blue Ribbon Commissions and

special state and federal Investigations have been implemented

to investigate police corruption. These endeavors are generally

energetically praised by all the respectable citizens. But

when the investigation is directed toward police violence

toward Black citizens, these same people become hysterical. Are our

leading citizens saying to us that in their estimation, police-
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men stealing money is more important than policemen taking lives.

Mr. Chairman, local officials have failed to examine the

problem of police brutality. Local governments must now be

indicted for not indicting the police. This is not the first

time that a congressional subcommittee had to examine police

violence in New York City. Congress conducted an investigation

in 1953. Afterwards, a police review board was established.

Thirty years have proved that the police cannot police t'he

police.

While we believe, with the Presidential Commission, that

America is in fact, two societies; one white, one Black, separate

but unequal and that the ghetto was a creation of white society;

while we believe also, that racism permeates all of American

institutions and for various reasons, especially the police

department; we still place policemen in three categories.

1. There are the brutes, the savages and the racists.

They are the ones who kill and brutalize and

because in most instances they escape punishment

and in some instances receive accolades -- the

whole police department is held in suspicion.

1I. There are the go alongers. They do not want to rock

the boat. They have mortgages to meet and like

most human beings, they go along with whatever the

program is, especially since, they are the benefi-

ciaries of the system.

II1. There are those who resist; who make waves; who

understand the nature of institutional racism.

They try to bring some changes.
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BUF, frustrated with the continued killings and brutal-

ization of Blacks and Latinos, and the refusal of state and/or

federal authorities to act, carried our appeals to international

quarters.

On December 11, 1980, Intprnational Human Rights Day,

BUF appealed to the United Nations for assistance. BUF also

appealed to the Organization of African Unity for help.

His Excellency Dramane Ouatarra, OAU Ambassador to the

United Nations, issued a sharp statement comparing Arthur Miller's

killing to Steve Biko's in South Africa.

According to statistics complied by the New York Metro-

politan Area Black United Front's Police Brutality Investigation

Unit concerning police misconduct against Black people from

1978 to the presehit, incidents of police misconduct were an

astonishing 605 reported cases. The breakdown of the 605

reported cases are as follows:

*Killings by police ................... 92

*Beatings by police ................... 125

*Harassment/attacks by police .......... 57

*Shootings by police not
resulting in death ................... 31

*Non-follow through complaints on
police with fear of police
reprisals cited by complainant ....... 300

These alarming statistics further substantiate the

systematic and pervasive nature of police misconduct perpetuated

against the Black Community in New York City. Moreover, BUF's

35-408 0 - 84 - 34
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police investigative unit statistics documents a substantial

increase in the use of deadly force, abuse of authority, dis-

courtesy and ethnic slurs by police during the Koch Administra-

tion which began in 1978. From 1979 to 1983, the police killed

seventy Black persons, a sharp increase over previous years.

For further statistical information consult the attached PBIU

report which is attached hereto and submitted for the Congress-

ional Record.

In addition to the statistical information submitted by

the Black United Front, we submit an article entitled "Deadly

Force: The Debate over Police Violence" written by Wayne

Barrett and appearing on the front page of the September 20,

1983 issue of The Village Voice.

There are several significant points in Mr. Barrett's

article. First, it highlights the distortion of the statistical

information submitted to this congressional body by Police

Commissioner Robert McGuire. Second, it further substantiates

the claim by the Black United Front that there has been an

increase in police killings of civilians in New York City

during the Koch Administration. Third, it also highlights some

of the more glaring cases of unwarranted and unjustifiable

use of deadly force by law enforcement agencies against civilians

in New York City. According to Mr. Barrett:

1. "McGuire said that 'studies revealed
that NYC has the lowest incidence of
police shootings of any major American
City." Yet the only national study
he cited puts dozens of other cities
ahead of us: out of the cities in the
study, New York is 25th."
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2. "A steady, downward trend in fatal
police shootings, begun at the end
of the Lindsay era.. .has been reversed
under Koch. Police killings dropped
from a record-smashing 93 in 1971
to an average of 28.5 in the two years
prior to Koch. In the five Koch years
for which complete numbers exist
(1978-82) there has been an average
loss of 36 lives a year, a statistical
leap of 25 per cent."

3. "Ninety-eight percent of all the
complaints filed in the Koch years
43,283 complaints evoked no dis-
ciplinary response...Fewer cops are
being disciplined even though the
number of complaints filed has been
increasing every year."

(NOTE # A
The above-mentioned quotes are but a few excerpts

taken from the article. Because we feel Mr. Barrett's

article will assist this committee in achieving its objective,

we have attached a copy of this article as an exhibit and

submit it to be made a part of the Congressional Record.

Several other comments further substantiate the racist

character of the abuse of police power.

A Black police officer has never killed a white teenager,

yet white officers have killed:

11 year old Ricky Borden

11 year old Clifford Glover (the city gave a cash
settlement to Mrs. Glover)

14 year old Claude Reese

15 year old Randy Evans

15 year old Jay Parker

17 year old Arturo Reyes

to name a few.
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I wonder what would the Irish, or Italian or Jewish

or Polish people would say if Black officers were killing their

children, not to mention m'en and women.

Black police officers have never killed or abused a

white officer by mistake; but white officers have killed and

abused Black officers by mistake, they say.

There is very disturbing dimension to the racist

character of the abuse of police power, and it is the "overkill."

According to several eyewitnesses, victims were reportedly

kicked and beaten even as their bodies lie lifeless in the

streets of New York City. Poor Luis Baez was shot 21 times by

police officers who had been summoned by his mother to protect

Luis Baez from harming himself.

Another example of this overkill occurred in August 1979,

a week or so after the Baez killing. This time it was a woman

Elizabeth Mangum. The policeman who killed her said she had a

knife. So he shot her -- not one or two times in the leg or arm

-- but five times, killing her. Willie Harper was killed when

police claimed he reached for another officer's gun.

I can state without flenching that 99 9/lOths of Blacks

in New York believe that police misconduct towards Blacks and

Latinos is a reality. No one in the Black community argues the

question anymore. It is believed that the abuse of police power

is not an isolated act, committed here and there, by a few

policemen in clear and unmistakable violation of their superiors

wishes and directives. But, it is deep, pervuasive and

increasing and is indirectly encouraged by the absence of strong,
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assertive, moral, no nonsense leadership from the Mayor of the

city. I

To illustrate, we met with the Mayor in January 1978 and

also in July of the same year. We also had a series of meetings

with the police commissioner. On every occasion, we emphasized

the necessity of addressing police misconduct toward Blacks and

Latinos. On every occasion, we offered recommendations for

better relationships -- all to no avail.

One recommendation we made was for a task force of

community leaders to meet monthly with the commissioner and his

staff. This recommendation, although simple and ought to occur

in the normal flow of a democratic society, was agreed to, but-

was never implemented.

On May 5, 1979, I wrote the commissioner urging him to

start the community/commissioner's meetings. He never did.

Pleas and petitions have been submitted to local officials

simply because persons who are the victims of police brutality

have no effective avenue to redress grievances. In each and

every instance, the pleas have fallen on deaf ears and the

petitions for simple justice have been denied.1

Presently, the city has advised civilians and has

lulled them to believe that every person who is the victim of

police brutality may submit a complaint with the erroneously
A

labeled "Civilian Complaint Review Board."

It is a violation of law for any civilian or municipal
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official to review or pass judgment on a claim of police

misconduct. Thus, the local law allowing for the present

review board mandates that. the police must police the police.

This arrangement runs counter to every notion of fairness,

decency and impartiality.

In practice, this police review board not only

officially sanctions police brutality but makes every effort

to exonerate the offending police officer while victimizing

and humiliating the injured civilian. Over 97% of the com-

plaints filed are summarily dismissed. The overwhelming

majority of the remaining claims are eventually dismissed.

Consequently, every act of police misconduct is condoned and

the police officer's record remains unblemished.

These consequences are not surprising. It is an

axiomatic concept and a fundamental principle of jurisprudence

that justice can occur only when the fact-finding forum is im-

partial. The Knapp Commission explicitly found that the

police cannot be trusted to investigate the police. In 1972

the late Governor Nelson Rockefeller in appointing a Special

Prosecutor to weed out police corruption in New York City

made the following observations:

I have taken this action in recognition
of a fundamental reality that under the
present circumstances, only a independ-
ent agency with city-wide authority,
assigned a clear and specific mission and
armed with full prosecuting power and
independent investigative-capacity, can
break through the natural resistance of
government agencies to investigate them-
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selves or their close allies, can over-
come the forces of inertia, and can finally
deal a decisive blow to narcotics, crime
and corruption in New York City.

Benefitting from our own experiences,listening to

testimony made at the People's hearing held on July 18, 1983

bout police brutality and adopting the findings of the Knapp

Commission and the late Governor Rockefeller, BUF advocates

that the entire structure of the present police review board

be replaced. It is neither an independent nor an impartial

agency. It has neither deterred nor reversed the rising

Incidents of police misconduct in New York City.

Furthermore, the present police review board only has

jurisdiction over the New York Police Department. Thus acts of

brutality committed by police of the New York Housing Author-

ity, the New York Transit Authority, uniformed court officers

and other so-called peace officers are beyond the jurisdiction

of any structured civilian or police review board.

Just this past Thursday, Michael Steward was severely

beaten by New York Transit police officers after he was hand-

cuffed. He is in a coma at a local hospital and is fighting

for his life. The present police review board is without

jurisdiction to investigate this incident. The killing of

Henry Woodley was done by New york Housing police officers.

The present police review board was without authority to

investigate his killing.

Mr. Chairman, all avenues for the redress of grievances

against so-called peace officers have been shut down. In New
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York City, civilians are, at all times, subject to the whims

and caprices of law enforcement personnel. Since the City of

New York has failed to take remedial action, BUF calls for a

public referendum in November 1984 to replace the present

police review board and to establish a thoroughly civilian

review board which will have the power to investigate, to

hear and to take action against not only members of the New

York Police Department but also members of the New York

Housing Authority, the New York Transit Authority and other

so-called peace officers.

The referendum will also empower the mayor and other

elected officials to take action against police officers who

violate any person's civil rights. In 1966, the Patrolmen's

Benevolent Association (PBA) stripped every local, municipal

official except the police of the power to investigate and

discipline a police officer. This is an intolerable

restriction. Mr. Chairman, this law must be repealed.

BUF will be calling a meeting of concerned leaders and

organizations to examine BUF's proposal for a public referendum

and to implement the plan of BUF for an effective review

system in New York City to arrest the rising incidents of police

brutality. Legal counsel to BUF has already formulated

proposed legislation which will stop the irrational and unfair

practice of only allowing the police to police the police i-n

New York City. We will muster all of our energies and resources

to make this proposed law a reality in November 1984. "
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So we welcome you to the Big Apple. Tragically, it is

an apple with a lot of worms in it. The biggest, ugliest, most

conspicuous worm is the po-lice department. Unfortunately,

there are those who condemn your presence. But their children

husbands, fathers, mothers, brothers and sisters have not

been killed or brutalized by members of the New York City Police

Department. They write their editorials, do their politicizing,

take care of their business, walk their streets and enjoy their

homes secure In their membership in the dominant class and race.

Why should so conservative and constitutional act as a

Congressional Hearing into one of the systems within a society,

drive people to whip up racial antagonism and anxieties and

raise the question of political expediency? The impartial

observer is forced to ask -- "What are they hiding?"

On behalf of the Black United Front I respectfully

submit this testimony and exhibits and thank you for conducting

hearings in this city and across the country on a problem

national in scope.

NOTE #1

Significantly, the statistics cited by McGuire are from the

report issued by the Interantional Association of Chiefs of Police

(I.A.C.P.) in 1982, and the report only covers 1975-1980, which does

not touch the years 1980-83, which our records.indicate are the worst

years of Police Killings or Police Misconduct, under the Koch

Admlnistrations

Secondly, the I.A.C.P. report does not distinguish unwarranted

homocide from justifiable homocide.

It should be emphasized that this kind of argument on homocide

is uncivilized. Public officials paid by citizens to protect them,

ought to be sayIng)if there Is one unjustified killing a thorough

impartial investigation is. imperative.
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Mr. DAUGHTRY. We do have some witnesses. Would you allow me
to bring our witnesses? These are witnesses who are the victims of
these brutalities, and again, some of these brothers and sisters
have been on the streets a long time and would you allow a few
minutes more for their testimony?

Mr. CONYERS. It took us a long time to get here, so we are going
to hear everybody that you wish to bring forward.

Reverend DAUGHTRY. I am going to ask some of them to come
forward. One of the things we have always tried to do is to main-
tain a close relationship with the people with whom we have asso-
ciated over the period of time, and this is Brother Dave Walker.
Brother Dave Walker will say a word as to how the cases come to
us. That is to say, we are a nonfunded community-based organiza-
tion and I think it is important for Dave Walker, who does all of
this work, for which I sometimes get a little credit, to say how
these cases come to him and then introduce the witnesses.

Thank you very much.

TESTIMONY OF DAVE WALKER
Mr. WALKER. Thank you, Reverend Daughtry.
Good afternoon, Congressman Conyers.
On behalf of the police investigation unit I would like to welcome

you to New York. In the interest of time I want to move forward
and kind of introduce a couple of our witnesses here.

This is a young brother by the name of Corey Gibson. A very
close friend of his was killed in 1983. I would like to turn it over to
Brother Corey Gibson.

TESTIMONY OF COREY GIBSON
Mr. GIBSON. Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen, and our dis-

tinguished guests.
My name is Corey Gibson. I come from the Bedford-Stuyvesant

neighborhood in Brooklyn. I would like to tell my little story of
how the New York police force murdered one of my best friends. I
may have a smile on my face today but I am still deeply angered
over this incident that happened on March 15, 1983.

My friend and I, we were on our way home from visiting one of
his girl friends' house in the Park Slope area of Brooklyn. As we
proceeded to return to the Bedford-Stuyvesant area, a police car
turned on the avenue of Claremont Avenue and almost collided
into us on our little moped. My friend Larry, he maneuvered out of
his way and avoided the crash. So we proceeded, being that the
police car didn't have any lights or sirens on, we didn't figure that
there was no problem. We just proceeded and went on about our
business.

But me, I happened to be a passenger on the back of the bike. I
happened to turn around to see what the police officers were going
to do. They came the block and at full speed, with just their lights
on-so being that we almost collided into them, I suggested to my
friend that we should stop and pull over, but they were coming at
us at such a fast speed that if we would have made an immediate
stop they would have just crashed us right then and there. So I told
him, I suggested to him, pull on the sidewalk and slow down.
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As we were about to slow down, he was on the sidewalk, the
police car jumped the sidewalk and hit us. They hit us one time
and we began to fall off the bike. But that wasn t good enough for
them. They speeded up and smashed us into a parked car.

I wound up, I flew under the car, and I was looking at the police
car over top of us. I am under this car screaming for help, begging
for help, didn't know where my friend was, when the police got out
of the car, after they had rammed us into the parked car, he just
got out and laughed at us. Got out and laughed and made snide
remarks. Said that was good for us.

So he backed his car up off us, pulling me from under the parked
car, he literally knocked the car on its side, that is the impact, how
much speed and force they used, you know, to try to kill the both
of us, because they did kill my friend Larry Dawes. He died of mul-
tiple severe wounds. He died of a broken neck, his head was
smashed, but that wasn't good enough for them either. When they
backed up the car off of us, they got out and started kicking him
and beating him, calling him all kinds of--- and things, dirty
this and that-they claimed he ran a red light. A red light, a traf-
fic violation. They took a 19-year-old man's life, he was in his
prime of his life, only 19 years old, just got out of high school-and
they tooks his life, kicked him and beat him for what, a red light.

I feel that if we are going to let the police force do this to an-
other brother, over a red light, imagine what they are going to do
to our women and our little babies who are coming up. I am still
deeply angered over this incident because the incident has gone to
the Supreme Court but you know what happened-nothing. That is
what happened, nothing.

The police officers, they still are on the force, rookie cops, young
rookie cops, 25 and 24 years old on the police force, only 1 year out
there acting like Starsky and Hutch. Trying to kill and trying to go
after their first big bust, but they were wrong, they didn't know
that, what happened and now my friend Larry Dawes is lying in a
grave, his mother all destroyed, and depressed, all shooken up,
what she should do over this situation.

Who should she turn to to get justice for her son. Who can she
turn to. I would like to know, I am asking the Congressmen, who
should she turn to.

Mr. CONYERS. We are here to try to formulate some remedies. I
don't think we can dispose of this in the first 4 hours hearings that
are going to go on for months. When I asked for the remedies, at a
special hearings on remedies, they are going to put together the
dozens of solutions that have been brought forward here. Some of
them are better than others, some are not going to work, some are
going to be practical.

Let's not try to soften each case at the hearings where we are
hearing about the case for the very first time that it has been
brought to our attention, sir. We want the forum to identify the
problem and continue to dominate the racially-motivated bond. All
of us here are charged equally with that responsibility as fighters
to end racism and police brutality.

Mr. GIBSON. I understand that and I appreciate that very much
and I would like to say thank you on behalf of my friend Larry
Dawes and myself. I would like to say thank you for my family
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who had to look after me after that incident, who has taken care of
me, and I know justice will be done sooner or later.

Mr. CONYERS. You are a brave young black man and we all stand
behind you. We want you to know that. Thank you.

Mr. WALKER. Our next witness is Roy Shabazz.

TESTIMONY OF ROY SHABAZZ

Mr. SHABAZZ. Congressmen Conyers, Rangel, it is a pleasure
having you here today. It is a pleasure for me to be here also to
give an account of what took place in my situation.

This was July 9. I am an electronic technician and I was on my
way home, along with a lady companion, when we were stopped by
two police officers. They came over and asked me for my particu-
lars which I gave to them. Approximately in 15 minutes they called
me back to their car and handed me a summons, rolled up like a
cigarette, and after serving the summons the officers said to the
driver, let's go, and immediately drove up to the sidewalk, knock-
ing me right into the light pole. I was angry so I told him OK, I
would report this incident to the precinct.

I got in my car, along with my lady companion, and we proceed-
ed on about three blocks. There I could see the police officers
coming behind me in the van that they were driving. There was no
red lights, there was no siren coming on. However, we pulled in
into the intersection of East New York and Schenectady. While we
stopped there, the officers came and they hit my car from the left
side. They crashed into my car, left a terrible dent, he jumped out
of his car and said, "OK, MF, you are under arrest." I am sure ev-
eryone knows what the MF stands for, the abbreviation. So I did
nothing. I just sat there. My engine was running. He said, "OK,
MF, I am taking you in, you are under arrest." I still did not know,
I asked him what was I under arrest for. He said, "Ask no ques-
tions, Nigger."

He pulled his gun, he stuck it in the car, he said, "OK, Nigger, I
am going to blow your MF brains out." He said, "Get out of the
car.' Immediately the other officer, he ran around the other side of
the car. He pulled my lady companion out, and in pulling her out
he punched me in the face about three times, then they proceeded
to pull me out of the car by my ears, and by my throat. He pulled
me out and kicked me about three times in the groin.

The other officer, he came around, he pulled his billy club out,
he slapped me a couple times around my neck, in my mouth, and
stuff like that, twisted my arm and put handcuffs on one of my
hands.

By then a crowd grew. The people shouted police brutality and
began throwing bottles and stones, so they radioed for help. In ap-
proximately 5 minutes a contingent of police officers came, and
they asked no questions, they jumped in and started beating on me,
kicking me in the groin. I received about eight kicks in the groin.

I was taken to the police station where I was arrested. I was not
told what I was arrested for. Apparently they pulled me out of my
car and took me in and left my car running right at the intersec-
tion with the keys in the ignition. Just the same, I was taken to
the police station with handcuffs. There were several bruises on my
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hand from the handcuffs. They abused my lady companion. They
called us nigger, --- , and other various names, and I had to
spend the night in jail. This was really uncalled for.

However, I saw a judge the next morning and that is when I re-
alized I was charged with assault on a police officer in the second
degree. I was charged with reckless endangerment in the second
degree. I was charged with resisting arrest, and so I had to put up
a bail in order to get out of the courthouse and also get a lawyer to
defend me in this case, which cost me money.

All of this matter was really uncalled for. I was given a sum-
mons, not for what I was stopped for. And so there was several wit-
nesses who went down, they filed a complaint with the complaint
review board; they never got in touch with me until Friday, this
past Friday. They called and said I am to get in touch with them
this morning at 9 o'clock, when I had to be here at this hearing.
That is when they first called me. So this is just how my incident
goes. My case is due next Monday. I am still charged with these
charges.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Reverend Daughtry, we know you have a file which probably

goes into hundreds and hundreds of these kinds of cases. What we
would like you to do is cofitinue this documentation and help us
establish some kind of clearing house so that we can keep an order-
ly record of the statistics.

Your factfinding and careful recordkeeping joined with others to
help refute some of the incredible discrepancies that have been
submitted in the mayor's and police commissioner's testimonies to
this subcommittee, we congratulate you for it, for your inspiring
testimony, and for your unswerving dedication to see that black
and Latin people, as a matter of fact all people here in this city,
are rid of this incredible oppression that is being visited in what
appears to me to be a systematic manner, and that is being con-
doned by a municipal leadership who are not in the police depart-
ment.

You know this is not just the police department. There is some-
thing else wrong besides the police department as this hearing un-
folds itself in these incredibly moving cases, cases that would de-
stroy any rational person's belief in a democratic form of govern-
ment, cases that belie the fact that we are not down south but up
south.

The system here makes me wonder where I am. This is the New
York that I have come to and visited and worked with and enjoyed
year after year for so very long and now we hear this underside,
this hidden part of New York-that only through the vigilance of
you here who have forced this committee to bring itself here as a
Federal presence to join with you in this struggle, that we are now
beginning to unfold to the world what is really going on and what
the life of so many black people is like in trying to merely survive
in the largest city here in this country.

So you have my gratitude, you have my pledge that our commit-
tee and its efforts as a federally-constituted panel will join in to
rectify a situation that shames 'us all and it is a problem of all of
us; no one, no black people or Latin people anywhere in America
are going to be saved or free until we free ourselves in New York,
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in Mississippi, in the West. The problem is the same and what we
have uncovered is a cancer that goes to the heart of this frail and
fragile American system.

We are all in your debt, sir.
Reverend DAUGHTRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANGEL. Mr. Chairman, I want to join with you in thanking

the Reverend Daughtry for the patience that he has had over the
years and the hard work and documentation that you and your
great organization have done for these hearings.

You know, it has been absolutely surprising how, as you pointed
out so eloquently, how in the past couple of weeks nobody has
asked about the substance of the hearings, about the victims of the
hearings, and yet we read in the papers about the atrocities that
are being committed in South Africa and certainly we hear what is
happening in some parts of the South.

It would appear to me that we can be proud of those of us who
serve in government if we didn't have to rely on private christian
organizations to bring victims of acts that have been committed by
public officials to have to take them to such an institution. But I do
hope that the media that has spent so much time in analyzing the
political motivations of some of us, spent so much time describing
the size of the congressional hall, whether it is too small or wheth-
er it is too big, might take a look at some of the testimony that was
received today, and might think about ways of trying to bring some
solutions, some answers to those problems, rather than spending
the time in the editorials and in the stories talking about the per-
sonalities.

It seems to me that you and other witnesses have done a great
job in saying that you are screaming to be heard, you are scream-
ing for equity, you are screaming for justice, and I can't see how
any fair-minded person in the city and State of New York would
think that it would be unfair to the members of the New York City
Police Department to have honest, sincere people review their con-
duct as they deal with other citizens of this great city.

So you brought your facts before the committee, and certainly a
record has been made by the chairman and the subcommittee, as
well as the Judiciary Committee. I only hope that the people in the
City of New York will be responding in the same way. I thank you
for your testimony.

Mr. CONYERS. Congressman Owens.
Mr. OWENS. I think most of us are not at all surprised at all at

the statement made by Reverend Daughtry. Reverend, what you
have done today shows a wider audience that not only is the Black
United Front on the cutting edge, as militant as necessary, but
that you are also doing a thorough job of documenting and re-
searching this problem. You have followed it from the very begin-
ning, and have made every effort to take a conciliatory approach
with Mayor Koch and other city leaders that has fallen on deaf
ears.

If there is anybody who has acted responsibly in this whole
matter, it has been the Black United Front. I think you are to be
commended for that and that should be shown in the record.
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Reverend DAUGHTRY. Thank you. You should know because you
were on the bridge with us when the horses came down upon us, so
we appreciate your comments.

Mr. CONYERS. Congressman Towns.
Mr. TOWNS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to join my colleagues in saying to Rev. Herbert

Daughtry and the members of the Black United Front, that we ap-
preciate your bringing to our attention the seriousness of the situa-
tion. After hearing your testimony, I think the 1 percent that you
talked abut now should think differently. Because as you indicated
this situation is very serious, and we must address it immediately.

I think you have made some very sensible recommendations and
we will do whatever we possibly can from this committee, I am cer-
tain, to make certain that some of these things are changed. So I
appreciate the effort and time you put into this hearing, obviously,
we need more organizations around like yours that will spend the
time to document information on police brutality problems. The
fact that your organization is not funded is further testament to
the credibility of your work in this area.

Rev. DAUGHTRY. Thank you.
Mr. MADDOX. Congressman Conyers, before we submit Reverend

Daughtry's statement to you, we ask that you have one more testi-
mony from a victim who has had a hardship coming here today,
and this will be the conclusion of our presentation.

TESTIMONY OF ERNEST WRIGHT
Mr. WRIGHT. Good afternoon, Congressman Conyers and subcom-

mittee. My name is Ernest Wright. I live in Brooklyn. I am mar-
ried and father of five.

On June 5th, my wife either jumped or fell from the sixth floor
of my apartment building. When I was notified, I rushed down-
stairs. My wife was still alive. The paramedics came and they were
working on her. The first two policepersons on the scene were
female, and they were very professional.

While they were working on my wife, I was sitting to the side
when a sergeant came, and one of the female officers was filling in
a report. She said to him, as a matter of fact, that there is her hus-
band there. The first words out of this man's mouth was, "He prob-
ably pushed her." I started walking toward this man and I called
him an insensitive bastard. That is what I called him. He kicked
me in the stomach and, at the same time, I think it was his driver,
he had a baseball cap on, got me in the infamous choke hold and,
at the same time, had his billy club out.

The only reason why my brains wasn't scrambled on the spot
was the fact that a friend and neighbor of mine, who is also a
police officer, saw it going down and he told them, "It is not going
down this way."

I now have two children at home, one a 9-year-old and, ironical-
ly, one a 21-year-old female who will become a transit police some
time in January. This sergeant was nothing. He is nothing. But he
represents the police of this city, and I am telling you this man-
something has got to be done to this man. I want something done
to him.
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They called me and told me to come and see them a certain time,
and if that wasn't fast enough, to come at my own convenience. I
went down there, and guess who is investigating this; another ser-
geant who, when he interviewed me, I could see he didn't believe a
--- thing I said. He didn't believe nothing I said.

Then he tells me he is the investigative officer. I have submitted
my witnesses. He says, "I want you to canvass the neighborhood
and come up with more witnesses." That is his job. I am not a po-
liceman. There is plenty of them out there, and they will tell a
story. I have enough witnesses, but this thing will never be heard. I
know it will never be heard. So at least I can tell the world what is
going on here. [Applause.]

What I really want to do is get satisfaction, but I can't because I
have children to take care of. But the one thing I wished on him
was the same horror be visited on his family that was visited on
mine. Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. I want to thank you again, Reverend Daughtry,
and all your associates and your organization for their great help.

Reverend DAUGHTRY. We want to submit these documents for the
record.

Mr. CONYERS. Without objection, the records and additional infor-
mation will be incorporated in the record at this point.

[The information follows:]
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R E COM MF N D A T I O N S

1. The infai.diate ration of experirental pre(incts in two boroughs (Manhattan
and lirok)k I yn) wl I(rt Llh Ip J ce ofC 01A i.I*'-i fOlee,(.t the, rue i;k I c()n x)si L ( I
those precincts. The precincts should be under the cemnand of a Black or
Hispanic officer.

2. The elevation of Blacks and Hispanics into supervisory and policynking
role that rel'mcts Lilt (ldrc ltas mm1ll]lnon Lii's Il th(e tjleial lXll)tilltlo)l
of NewYork In order to rectify past effects of discrimination, only
Blacks and Hispanics sx)uld be i)lxr)t(d until minorities represent 10%"
of officx.r- at all levelsu of the dcl)arurint.

3. TIh creation of an independent civil Jan review boatrd s a part of the
executive branch, I)ard raiit)rs of' the Civilian Itevic Ikard shold
be elected and have 1xiwer to grant ullulnity and to siibIsretX WIWtSS(-.+.

-1. Haphasis of the New York City Police Dorartwmint should be on crime
prevention either than arrest-nking.

5. A detailed explanation be raide public of all funds received and expended
by the New York City Plice IXpatrfent, e.g., revenue sharing funds, Law
Enforcua.nt Assistance Adtuis-iraLtion fundsL-, etc.

6. The irmc-diaLe destruction of political files cail)iled by the Bureau of
6 pc.i a] Se rvice (11XS) ()n lil Lk and Ili.s);mic Ix)litiuct activities.

7. expansion of the role and function of Precinct Councils into a Citizen's
Policy Advisory ioard to consult with the Cunrissioner of Police on a
regular basis.

8. The Comnission of an independent study group by the City Council to
analyze the x)s;sibility of c(,:central i/.ing the New York Ci ty Tlice
Departurent. 'ilis study group should rel:lect the racial ('(wrxx)sition of
the city and should conduc-t intensive discussion with nx.ners of the
Black and lispanic conmilnities.

9. 71he ilnrrK'diLte. d-velolx'IXtL of U1 ;tlu If'r naiv( action prograin (e.mploynlri.
and services) with an acc(.)tabh( tirm-talle to rectify all effects o1
past discrimination against bl.acla and Hispamic people, e.g., police
brutality, inadcxuaLe services, (riploynrmnt discrimination, etc.

10. The assignment of police officers to'areas in which they reside. In order
to carry out this recoxmxndation, officers would have to live within the
city limits.

11. The establishment of a ccmniunity approved Ethnic Studies course and ltzrim
Relations course to help sensitize officers to the city's cultural
diversi ties.

12. The assignment of all newly assigned officers to pred)rninately Black and
Puerto liean precincts to a community approved orientation program.

13. The inilLdlate administration of psychological auld/or psychiatric tests for
all ni mnibrs of the lkepartnent to establish and evaluate their emotional
and mental stability and fitness to serve the public.

35-408 0 - 84 - 35
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POLICE BRUTALITY INVESTIGATION UNIT
CITIZENS KILLED BY NYPD 1979 TO 1983

PETER FUNCIIES
BENILLA NICHOLAS
EMERY ROBINSON
LOUIS RODRIQUES
ARTURO REYES

ELISABE r11 MANCUM
,JAMES McREE
LOUIS BAEZ
HERBERT JOHNSON
DARRYL WALKER

JOHN DAVIS JR.
WILLIE HARPER
CURTIS GARVEY
JAY PARKER
ABDUL HADI

SONNY EVANS
EDWARD QUINONEZ
RALPH TARANTINO
EDWARD LEWIS
KENNETH GAMBLE

35
30
18

17

35
48
29
35
17

28
?

15
26

20
28
18
19

MICHAEL FURSE 16
MARMAN CHARLES 33
JOEY CHINO MANDEZ 17
MANUEL HERNANDEZ ?
ROBERT GREEN 42

SYLVESTER ELLIS
JOSEPH WOLANSKI
EDWARD FONESCA
ROBERT ENDERSBEE
DONALD WRLCIIT

17
25
21
22
19

JOSEPI FITZPATRICK 18
GARY BECTON 26
MACKENZIE DESIRE 14
BOARIRCES COMEZ 18

RICHARD SIRLGNANO ?
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1979
1979
1979
1979
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1979
1979
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1980

1980
1980
1980
1980
1980

1980
1980
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1981
1981

1981
1981
1981
1981
1981

1981
1981
1981
1981
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JUNE
JUNE
JULY
JULY
AUGUST

AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
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NOVEMBER
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D C EMBER
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY

APRIL
APRIL
AUGUST
OCTOBER
OCTOBER
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FEBRUARY
APRIL

APRIL
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MARCH
MARCH
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NATIONAL BLACK UNITED FRONT
Mailing Addess- 415 Atlantic Avenue

Brooklyn, New York 11217
(212) 596-1991 625-8292 638-0811

Rev Herbert Osughtryf
Cha, oron POLICE BRUTALITY INVESTIGATION UNIT

CITIZENS KILLED BY NYIPD 1979 to 1983
Secretary

Ellno lllhunt 36 JOSE RODRIGUEZ 16 STATEN ISLAND 1981 ?
reseuO 37 ALFREDO De JESUS 20 BROOKLYN 1982 NOVEMBER

38 JUAN RUIZ 32 ? 1982 NOVEMBER
IV HENRY W(RODLEY 23 BROOKLYN 1983 JANUARY

Western Region CooxdlnalloHerndn . MARTIN CLANCY JR 18 CORAM 1983 ?PortlandBckUntd Frqol CLARENCE JENKINS 53 BRONX 1983 FEBRUARY
PO 6"'" RNX193 FERURPotld, IC g"onO?20 42 ANTHONY WRIGHT 20 IIARLEM,N.Y. 1983 MARCH(5032069 3" 43 LARRY DAWES 20 BROOKLYN 1983 MARCH

So lhw R 94on Coordlinalo
Saboba AkiU
P 0 so. 11161
AtlOo. .wi. 30310140411634b230 NATIroAL BLACK UNITED FRONT

- - IVTLZGXION UNIT/LOAL
Midwest Roglon Cocidlnalon
Combd Won1
114S Hatlrp

Chicago. 110001. W61
(312) 26& 500

EIbltlin Region Cowdlnsto,
Min Mkha.IlAmohflie
416 Atlanllc A*no,.
loobklyn. Now York 11217
(210224M

JIlu WOld
NationilCoodbslnof

Forward Together. BACKWARD NEVER !
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BLACKS AND HISPANICS KILLED BY
N.Y.P.D. JUNE 1979 to MARCH 1983

I. Peter Funchcs 35 Bronx 1979, June

2. Bernlla Nicholas 30 New Rochelle 1979. June
3. Emery Robinson 1 Bronx 1979, July
4. Louis Rodrlqueu ? Bronx 1979. July
5' Arturo Reyes 17 Bronx 1979, Augsl
6' Elizabeth Mangum 35 Brooklyn 1979, Augut
7' Jumes McRee 48 Brooklyn 1979, September
8, Louis Bue 29 Brooklyn 1979. August
9. Herbert Johnson 35 Brooklyn 1979. September

t0 Darryl Walker 17 Orange. N.J. 1979, October
II ' John Davis, Jr. 28 Queenu 1979, November
12. Willie Harper ? Brooklyn 1979. December
13. Curtis Garvey 3 Brooklyn 1979. December
14. Jay Parker 15 Queens 1900, February
15. Abdul Had 26 Bronx 1950. February
16. Sonny Evans ? Brooklyn 1990. April
17. Edward Quinone 20 Brooklyn 1950, April
iS, Ralph Tarantino 28 Brooklyn 1990. Aufust
19. Edward Lewis is Brooklyn 1950. October
20. Kenneth Gamble 19 Brooklyn 1980, October
21. Michael Furse 16 Brooklyn 1900. June
22. Murman Charles 33 Brooklyn 1990
23. Joey Chino Mandn 17 Bronx 1981, February
24. Manuel Hernandz 7 Brooklyn 1911. Febr ry
23. Robert Green 42 Bronx 1981. April
26. Sylvestr Ellis 17 Brooklyn 191, April
27. Joseph Wolsouki' 25 Brooklyn 1901, February
28. Edward Fonescs* 21 Long Islad 1981 March
29. Robert sdersbe* 22 Bronx 1981, March
30. Donald Wright 19 Bronx 1981, January
31. Joseph Fitzpatrick Is 1951
32. Gary Bectoo 26 Brooklyn 1991, September
33. Mackenzie Desir 14 Brooklyn 1991, September
34, Borerges Gomez 18 1981, June
35. Richard Sirignaso Queens July 3,1992
36, Jose Rodriguez 16 Staten Island 1951
37. Altredo DeJesus 20 Brooklyn November I. 1912
38 Juan Ruiz 32 November 31,192
39. Henry Woodley 23 Brooklyn January 9.1983

'40 Patrick Mason 5 Stanton Ca. March, 1983
41. Marlin Clancy Jr. Is Coraza. L.1. 1983
42. Clarence Jenkins 53 Bronx Febr ay 21, 1953
43. Anthony Wright 20 Harlem, N.Y. March 1, 1983
44. Larry Dawes 20 Brooklyn March 15. 1983

FROM 1957 TO 1563 OVER 42 KILLINGS BY THE N.Y.P.D.

OVER A 1500% INCREASE

The period of the great depression in the 30s and ira- Afnwrseafg
mediately following World War 11 (1946) unleashed an
epidemic of racist violence in America that prompted William
L. Patterson and other civil rights activists of the day to
publish the historic document "We Charge Genocide" which
enumerates the various acts of racist violence against Blacks
over a 20 year period.

From Miami to Michigan, from New York to California,
tensions have risen and protests waged as police officers have
killed Blacks with impunity. These killings throughout the
nation, has clearly indicated that policemen have a mandate
to shoot-to-kill Black citizens and don't have to worry about
being accountable for their action.

Rev,. Hebert Ddaetiry
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Comments from
Police Brutality Investigation Unit Chairman

Because of the setoisness of the
probe usd the widespread concern
that eist in the Black and Hispanic
community, it is belatedly coming to the
attention of the public at Latge that many
more people ate killed by the police than
there are police killed in the line of duty,
and that a sizeable number of the citizen
deaths at the hands of the police are
nether legally nor moaly justified.
Although in theory police reguslatioms
covering the right of the officer to use
deadly force are more lenitive than the
criminal law. in actuality there is little in-
dication thdt the great majority of depar-
tments stringently enforce these rules. In
practice, there is overwhelmtg evidence
that the system, including police,
prosecutor and courts, functions to
protect Pice, prosecutors and courts.
functions to protect police Officers who
have killed citizens. Moreover, there is
strong evidence to indicate tut many of
these killings and there legal justification
are the rest of racism.

in addition to the police investigation
of a homicide committed by a police of-
ficer, the official Language used in
desribng such Incidents to the news
me&t is intended to imply justification
and necessity. The wording, 'deadly
force" is used in such a contat that it is
interpreted as being legitimately
necessary. By contrast, the killing of a
police officer is referred to as "violence"
or "murder" and therefore illegal. The
funeral services of the officer receive full

media coverage with special attention
directed to the "sieving widow". or the
"fatherless children," but seldom does
the dead citizen or his family, even in
situations where it is determined that the
citizen had committed no offense,
reeve the same attention from public
officials, the police or the news media.

An additional factor which tends to
promote public acceptance of killing by
polie officers is that responsble officials
such a police chiefs, coroners.
prosecutors, judges, etc. deliberately
mislead the public by their statements
and actions involving such in-
vestitikns. One of the most commonly
esed tactics of the prosecutor when faced
with a situation where there are demands
for acti following a quetionable
killing by a police officer is to Submit the
case to a grand jury.

mhe great majority of such hearings
retolt in the grand jury refusing to indict
the officer. The prosecutor is then "off
the hook." He can take the public
position that he carried out his twom
duty and presented the case to the grand
jury and that they ruled against him by
their actions. he public does not know,
however, what evidence and what wit-
nams the prosecutor put before the
grand jury in poeoenting his case. When
poresed as to these details, the
prosecutor/dirct attorney is prone to
point out thas by law jury proceedings
are secrt, and that as an officer of the

coun he is obligated to respct that
secrecy and therefore cannm comment
on any of the specifics of ihe cse.

This systean, which peovidet; an in-
stitutlonaj escape route for both police
and trosecutor, has a well documented
record of non-action. The prosecutor, in
defending his p esentation of the case to
the grand Jury, stated, "When a
poticaman comes in and swea on t

.le, you're going to believe him. You
caa't ab e thetri n hi ."

There has been a ,cent out cry for the
return of the death penalty in New York
by such Politicians as Mayor Koch and
Queens D.A. Santucd, dispute proof
that it serves no deterrent to crime.
Numerous studies falls to support the
myth that our murder of the defendant
prevents other murders. Oovemnor Carey
has repeatedly vetoed the bill for the
death penalty oing "We cannot foster
respect for human life while giving the
state the license to destroy it". We
Blacks and Latinos should not and will
not support the efforts of any Legislative
body seeking to k kels their rights to
kill and destroy us. In this city, where
90% of those incarcerated are Btack and
Ladric. 7th death openly is inhumane
and saves no deterrent to further mur-
dee, saves no true revenge and is not
conducive to any form of rehabilitation.

Coadaa s o N I I

____________Publisher's Statementa..a.____

In an effort to focus sus pubk at-
mo in the African community to acts

of police harrastment and brutality, it is
the hope of PBIU that the community
will oome forward and make -"public
savants" (POLICE) accountable to the
people they afedgedy represent.

Put of the problem of police brutality
ad harassment in the African com-
muniy seems to stem from our
powerlessnesss" and in many cases our
aeptance of such a role.

African-Amercans contribute as
much as any other national group to

supporting law-enfoscenient, but we ate
isolated when it coma to "individual"
abuse of police authority.

Rtespotsitble community manbers
should acquaint themselves with the awi-
ont or failure of their local precincts.
They should know the administrators of
the precincts (ranking officers).

Responsibtie community should
monitor she function of police sponsored
coesmurity services for youth, the
elderly. etc. The tax dollars a~ the
African-American community go in part

to public sevie, i.e., public trarspor-
tation, institions. officials, and law en-
foronmet. The role of law enforcement
is to protect and secure our homes,
property, and our lives. It is foolish to
blindly support any institution whose
employ= have shown ontin
disegard for life and dignity as it rela,
to African-American.

Comensity groups such as blockwat-
cher, civic groups, etc. must come
together, fire and foremost in you
community/
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Amsrmg the questionable cases ,S-
are the following: -_

1'

I

13 Dave Waik-er

4 .'. ,ycvcrnor
.-r: .

A!,. Yc

DCa!: &r. Carev:

TL::T L \L,:.n riony shoot-
:.ing :d .ths of LBlack and La-

tin .-Iy t!:. N.Y.P.D. b-ztVecn the
o. )f 1 7.>;939. IThr;y cases

W-er. o:. C 0 . "'.:::ei'" by
tw~

. : , .s a a y

.., o .:...

2

. C'Vfo.d Glover 1
2C'a"d - cs

3. nndy Evans •1
4. w-r 'i!iams 2

9.E F. 0lb -u:. iS08. . 1iiYurds A;eniila

O. Lo.i 1(odr:oltez
1Ei. £;iL;eh Mangum
2. Jz ,:en s :*- ::e
3. tHcrbrt Jot.nson

5. Jc 'n ,zvis, Jr.6. Wi Iiamn lizr;-er

7. CI rtisCarvey
8. Jay :'azier

:0. Son:;y Evans
I. dwin Quinones

Ov

5yr
7 y.
. yr
5yr

22. Michacl furse

23. Lu:s BaLz

-s. o!dl Killed 4/2.,/t75
-s. old Killcd !97
rs. old Kilcd 1 1/17/76

r'z. old Ki:" 1 7
s. old w:u / i i7S

Kh!':U 6/7:
Ki !; d G/7:-

ii,; -d 7/7

l'i}:: 8/7,)

Sil!,i d 9/79
Kii' -d 10/', 9

tlka' 1 1/79
itl.-dI 12/79
lc I !2/ ,9

Ki I lc6 2 / 10
Killed 2/i,.)

Skilled 4/80
Killed 4/80-shot in the chcst
* distancC o five (5) tet.
Killed 6/ I1/ g-sh t in
and bl.ick.
Killed 8/79
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a'

These deaths have one thinq in
common. All of the vict : es cre

Some caused grcat comuitnity
colncern, C :t'.'iac th; c.::;_' of
ten (10) .year old Clilord Glover.
who li 1973 was killed after
• ,i.:dl null 1". -3. . l

of all le cas(.- H.

. ..

.- .1> .. a S+-eP.: p ol+ -

' ., ' .- = t . "~a .. : '

.') Ot . "':.. we I n-

v, of a w-hite
,. ;,....r of( dc ilnS

on" - " I'm xg-l of !ie
,0 '. ' : limliC lU1otl)s OfLICL'eS.
ri.: i:, : rt the lirt' tinr: that

" in" ' ;: u !:ai anJ tlln-
jaa" t.attiant of blac% or Latino
his ,,Wicn. \.e minritis are
fo'cJ 'o (;,czal with stch treat-
i n', ii.s that lostered on Lois
PNa sIh a coli-c..1: shident in crini-
i iI . h v, as arrested as a
pa ,'.. .: i d hr'lass-d and

whilel in a celi. Her only
"cianc" w%,as being black, with a
dls alilcd car, waiting for her boy-

,friend ior assista.ice. The recent
acquittal of Officer Durkin who
shot andl killed two (2) Latinos
in a bar while lie was off-duty
and drunk, as well as Robert lisu
who was shot by a drunk off-duty
policeman during a wild car chase
poses many questions. Another
case to cite is the beating of a
black man by an off-duty police-
man following an accident which
i;vol'ved their cars. The offi,-er
was at lault. We are concerned
when people such as lcriberto
Melendcez, an innocent bystander,
is wrestled to the ground and shot
In the back. Melendez's only
"crime'" was being an innocent
bystander at a street fight. ills
attacker, a white policeman.

It Is well known that alcohol
impairs Judgement as well as eye
sight, and as we have stated,
some of these officers had been
drinking arid drunl. The brass
of the department have trico to
minimize the problem, but the
fact remains that the badge,
iiqtor, gus and cultural dif-
felelces don't mix. The list
pro ,n " as well a;-; reports
i 1n ,S lar as April 13, J978,
IPp. '45. Du rinql thi. ti:!v,: nv. nt-1

l'olice l).'partment -.ere thorough-
l investial cd and rcpt,-d on

.' ,..

.... ,..... .. '... " ',iiht: ,,'

.1 .,.
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The white officer is always
acquitted and his murder labeled
as "justified". According to Sgt.
Hargrove. former President of
the Guardian Association, there
has never been a situation where
a wh'ste officer hati been
convicted of the shooting of a
Black or Latino in the courts. The
white officer believes lie will not
be convicted of homicide of a
Black or Latino in America.
Inspector (Frank ier'ron of the
Equal Opportunity Unit does not
believe that cultural or environ-
mental differences exist between
the white officers and the
community in which they serve,
but do not live.,If inspector
Herron's belief is true, then it
would not be necessary for Mario
Merola, the Bionx D.A. to feel
that the trial of Officer )urlin
was biased and prejudicial. It
would 1ol have I'ell IC:cc SalaV
to asl; the Appell''te Di'i',iol to
remove Justice Walsh roman this
control, (,rsi! cisc, noI :,ouWd
Justice 'alsm feel it l. .:s~
for the New York and Bronx Bar
Associations or Ilhe Anpelle
[(ivl , ... LI I. '. : .. . . :

Ilow. are we, bl)c:l or Latino. to
! ' iii ,.

;. , t l . ,, i . , .. .I i , ,

.1

against our brothers, sisters,
parents or friends, causing
death? This shows the value that
whites place on the lives of
Black, Latinos, and other
minorities.

The chairman of the Civilian
Complaint Review Borad, William
Johnson, maintains that there
ate "very few" complaints
alleging misconduct by off-duty
cops, but it is very obvious that
the CClUt does not act when the
complaint is from a minority. In
a case reported to the CCRB
months ago, there is still no
notification concerning the
finling )y CCRB on its action.
Yet wlhcn the coml)laintant is
white, CCRB worked swiftly to
recommend that the offending
oficci be indicted. We feel that
Nr. Johnson and the CCI$ unit is
not sympathetic to tile rights of
Ihe B!; ck anmd Lat ino community.

. Wat ti,. pi. tCC"E
should be dissolved, because of I
it:. ill, !i" C',i fla'. itiid biis, and
tlwL it be rclila,cd by a citizer,
review board. t

"0.10, aand L.;lafnr' c-ni

I) 1 d I "t,

(1111W t. ool ..111el .11,",[.,I ,
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TENACITY AND RESPECT TRIUMPH After a brutal and
characteristicall) unjust heating at the hands of NYC police, Revercnj Lee Johnson is shown here

ilth his wife and child at the Mother's Day service at Brooklyn's Concord Baptist Church. Rev. Lee
realizes, as do many Black men of purpose, the importance of paying respect and tribute to Black
%omen and to continue to conic back against all odd-!



In the past year, unprovoked acts of violence against
Blacks, perpetrated by white citizens and police, have
caused great concern among local religious, communi-
ty, and political leaders in the Black community.

The latest of these acts occurred on April 30 when,
according to Reverend Lee Johnson; he was first ap-
prehended by police outside of Sylvia's restaurant, a
Harlem landmark. He was dragged out of his vehicle
which he shared with two other friends, thrown into a
police van, and repeatedly struck on the way to the
police station, where upon arrival, he was again beaten
by policemen.

Just days before that in the Bensonhurst section of
Brooklyn, three Blacks coming from work, entered a
neighborhood store and were confronted with racial
slurs. As they left the store they were set upon with
bricks and bottles, the result being all three men had to
receive treatment at Coney Island Hospital for injuries.
One of these victims had to be admitted.

What is the-cause of these acts of violence being
perpetrated upon Blacks? We asked a number of
religious, community and political leaders for their
reactions regarding the growing and unprovoked acts of
police brutality and mob violence against Black citizens:

Mayor Koch:
Well, whatever violence

is taking place in the city
whether it's white against
Black or Black against
white or Black against
Black or white against
white, it has to be con-

demned. And, if it in-
volves the element of racial
violence than it has to be
even more condemned.

Now, from our point of
view the way we handle it,
or try to. whenever there is

rixLuC ,LEADERtS SPEAK OUT AGA INST

RACISM', VIOLENCE
BY AVA MERRITT

Mayor Ed Koch

an incident involving racial
violence, we make a special
effort to apprehend the in-
dividuals involved, and
then assure that the district
attorneys and the courts
are alerted to the fact that
this is a case that must be
given special attention so
that in the event of a con-
viction the person is given
the most stringent sentenc-
ing permissible under the
law.rOn Lee Johnson: Well.
that is now being in-
vestigated by several agen-
cies. The police depart-
ment has the civilian police
complaint board where the

complaint there is being their agenda ending violence
pursued. There will be an of any kind. And you know
investigation by the 76 percent of the victims of
Human Rights Corn- crime in the city of New
mission which I have York are minorities. And,
requested them to make. overwhelmingly, the peo-
That's under Chairman pie who assault those vic-
Isiah Robinson, and I tims also happen to be
don't know what the facts minorities. It doesn't make
are. Just as it would be in- any difference as it relates
appropriate, indeed in- to the law. Everybody is
proper, for me to assume equal before the law.
in any case involving the Whether you are a Black
alledged police brutiality or white criminal, you
that the person making the have to be treated exactly
complaint was making it the same. And whether
up, it is just as inap- you are a Black or white
propriatefor ine to assume victim, you have to be
that the cop was not doing treated exactly the same.
his duty but engaging in a So it's my job, irrespective
violation of the law, and I of politics, and there will
wouldn't make such an be some who will seek to
assumption in either case use any matter in a
until there has been an in- political way. But irrespec-
vestigation, which is now tive of politics, it's my job
pending.- to root out criminality as

Do you think if violence best I can. And, if you ex-
against minorities is in- amine the situation over
creasing, it would affect the last several years, there
your re-election? have been very few.

Well, let me say that I In fact. I don't know of
believe that Blacks and any recent case other than
whites had at the top of the current one of

Reverend Johnson involve
ing the police.

You should understand
that I get lots of letters
and I have not received let
ters as it relates to polic,
brutality allegations in (
number of years. Fron
legislators I haven't receiv
ed any, and they would b,
the first to get in touch
'with me, or from th,
public. Seven and hal
million people are ou
there. So I believe veryfet
incidents, but one inciden
is too many if it occurs.

There's violence in ever
city. We had iast yea
something like 180
murders. They were nc
racially motivated so farce
we know. Obviously, %
had a recent case, that c
Turk's. And, there whe
happened is the polio
found seven alledge
perpetrators and one c
them was tried and cot
victed and given a sentence
of 5-15 years. and e
peditiously.

Continued on page
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RACISM, VIOLENCE
Continued from ivge 6

You, hove to. unles-
tand, there is a diflerenc'e
between murder and
ntanslaughter-a dif-
f're:oe in the standard of
proof. Murder means
willfully premeditated, it-
tention to kill. The jioy
makes that determination,
not you, and not me. Ani,
I stspect that on the jury
there vwere Black people,
because ahnost every jury
in Btrooklyn has Black peo-
ple on it. I just don't
know but I assume
because that's what hap-
pens. I was not on that
jurvo. And, a jury made
that deterntination. Shall
we quarrel with that jury?
I don't know.

15 years. That's along
title isn't it? I happen, by
the way, to be for the
death penalty for murder.
It's not trite that he will le
out in five 'ears. If he's
good he will be eligible for
parole, atid hopfulhl'
denied. I hope heserves his
whole term. If he's good, it
is ll le ten years. If he's
anyway disruptive, then it
t / /i be 15 Ycars. :

Iloyd WIilliams. lPrs.
I.' Ptofw ( hambef Oif ( onwwr¢'e

LLOYi) WILLIAMS,
Presidett Uplown

Cltttbr Of
Commerce

Certainly the increased
instances of violence
against Blacks in this city
is disturbing. I think it is
a product of a mother of
factors; the political
climate, and the political
leadership or the htck of
the same, whih iscoming
forth front City Hall. In
addition to that, I feel
that it is directly at-
tributed to the economic
climate where uiiemploy.
tent is of such large pro-
portions in all ethnic
communities of New
York, attd therefore
Blacks tid IHispanics are
conceived in negative and
competitive terms.

Violence against th
ntinority groups iti
America has always
grown 'in direct proper
tion to unenplontient
atid economic problems.
Historically, it has alioys
been the same. It has ftat
always been against
Blacks, but historicall-
when there is tremendoits
utnelnploytent and nit
economic crisis, violence
increases against those

4-

groups who have the least
to ojfer economically,
and who are seen to he
competitors for jobs,

7Me whition... For the
Federal government, or
tore imtportantl' for

President Reagan to be
monre sensitive to the pro-
blenis created bi
uneinpl(oyment which hit

ltlhk antd hlispanic coni-
munities is approxiutately
a itiimithn 35 percent
across the board. And,
for there to be some
massive programs to
revitalize the cities which
wott employ minorities
i greater tnbers.

In addition, there is a
need for the unions to
drop soone of their racist
policies and start admit-
tig Black and ispanic
people into the tttions in
greater numbers. or at
least in nmnhers reflec-
tire of their representa-
tion in New York ('in-,
which I night add is 50
p'cent.

77wre is also a need.lor
Block and Hipanic cont-
itnuniies ito be tore lpro-
lective of their own peo.
ph', td iorestiporti'e.
when theyr are' ati)rouch-
1-1 nega ctiv'ely or attacked.

La. ty, I think there is
a ne'd for a better chnt,
to he coming Joith frant
Citv I11l that 1111s that
violence ai4ain.tI
minorities will ntot le
tolerated, nor itill 'wciues
be tade fir these in-
stances of violence.
For the Alayor not to

knoiv the tvpe of alleged
violence perpetrated

.against that tnitister hap-
petils against Black people
evefrv dy, ii, unlimited
nutnlbers; in Ness' York
(ity, and does not take
the front page of the
newspapers, is incredible
fi)r tne to believe. , "
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Rev. Lee Johnson. victim
of police brutality:

In regard to the ques-
tion of present violence
against minority People,
and Black people in par.
ticular, it is perpetrated
printarity because of the
color of people's skin.
Black people have suf-
fered a great deal and I
think it results from a
sense of disrespect for
people of color. There
are people who have not
yet found out that Black
people are human beings

and they have a sense of
integrity, and a sense of
identity that must be
respectedl.

In regard to what can be
done about it, the first
thing shoud be to firotest
against it, and protest
(non-violent), and the se-
cond is that political
figures should begin to
focus their attention on
this issue, and use their
Political power to bring
about change so that all
citizens can feel a sense of
equality within this city.

We are facing a-fitua-
tion of racial warfare. First
wre should begin to con-
sciously be aware of our
numbers as a people within
this Utited States of
America. Ity that I mean
We n. took at our
imnbers ,. mally, in the

state, and tal areas.
Alto, we sht. 'd check
what I consider our or-
tillery, meaning our mental
artillery since we are
engaged in warfare that i
racial, we mut begin to
strengthen our miinds. I
think ux, should prepare

our ves physialv, that is

to be clear of all intos.-
icating beverages, and
drugs. I think that wve
should be spiritually tun-
ed, and should look at our
financial situation. I also
believe Ir should take a
look at our power source,
our family units, churches,
political associations, and
our fraternal brother-and-
sisterhoods within this
country, to begin to coine
together and bring about
the social change that is
needed where Black people
can walk together in this
country, with their heads
up high and know we are a
people that cannot be turn-
ed back, or around, for w
have rights that should not
be violated and we should
denandfreedom, equality
and justice.

When Ifirst came to this
city, I becane a victim of
crine, and then I became a
victim of police brutality,
and so New York has more
or less brought to my at-
tention that what I had
thought had dissipated is
not really a sense of
change, but simply a
sliding under the rug of
truth. Now that the per-
sons who are coming over
to do the cleaning up that !
thought had been done,
they have found some dirt
under the rug. But this
time the cleaners are of a
new geneiation, and this is
a new day and a new time
and ie cannot afford to
digress but to progress. We
can do it. We have more
young people who are
more or less more
educated today than ever
before. We har more of
an awareness of how in-
portant it is to take a look
back to see whe-, we came
from., a present look at
where we are, so we will
know where we're going.f)

Ilhm44sn DMvtdt A ttfwyr

Elizabeth Holtznan,
iirooklt District

Attorney
Meiif t shyn by Net SXttk)

I'm very disturbed at
any kind of racially
motivated act that occurs
in ltrooklyn. And one
such incident is one too
inany.

All" office will
vigorously prosecute per-
sons crininaltv re.tpomi-
ble for any such act,
because , must iiake it
plain, that ire must not.
aInd will not. tolerate such

So, what it has caused
is for whites on a lower
income, and grass roots
level to resent the
presence of Black people
since they have shown
that it is not a national
and city process to
eliminate the presence of
Black power. When you
have a white structure
decision, it is only ex-
pressed more violently by
those that we used to con.
sider white trash.
Because they do not have
the political power to
dismiss us, they use brute
force. The real culprits
are those who sit in the ci.
ty halls, state houses, and
white house, who have
created a furor against
Black and Latino people

- that is being expressed by
their grass roots people
with violent situations.

The pressure has to be
put on those city, state,
and federal houses, that
they must use maximum
legal penalties. They
must not let a Bova walk
away with just a few
years. They must max-
imize what they can do,
because not only are they
committing a crime
against a person, but a
crime against a people,
and this is a crime that
should be given the
highest penalty that the
law can prescribe.

We must also organize
ourselves, to defend
ourselves. aJ

ter. Al Stuptn
Rev. Al Sharpton:

I think first of all that
the climate has been set
for violence perpetrated
against Blacks by the ac-
tivities of the local and
national administration.
They have gone on visible
record, trying to
eliminate all kinds 'of
Black and Latiao people
from the chancellor issue
that ire fought, oIl the
way to the death of Affir-
vnative Action in the
Private ,ector.
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('ongrestimm Id Towns

ICongrmin FdI Tons: I

think that the violence
spring perk'trated against

Blacks, first of all is
wrong.

We need to etabliv)' a
rave relations council iti
the city of New York,
which would itchde every
ethnic group, atid also the
major organizations which
are responsible for hunan,
and civil rights should be a
part of that. I think that if
we would do that, ,s
would be able to under-
stand each other a lot bet-
ter, and maybe be able to
3olve. some of our
problems. Ilowever, I an
aiso a firm believer that
our problems stein front
the lack of jobs, atid lack
of training, that we are

facing in our city today.
Out of this council I

think would come a
greater understanding of
one's cultural and religious
background, and hope
that it would take it
possible for us to live in
peace and tranquility
together. I;

Rn (oh,,,l t;utt$

Rev. Calvin 13ut%: I
think the reant violence in
thi (it) gives isU fartihtr
evide'e that Nec, Y or4k is
a intuch imore" ut -i'd

city (racially), than many
of us believe. It further
demonstrates that the
Ikadership of this city has
been unable to unite this
city.

We need to encourage
greater participation in the
electoral proes, so that
we can change the pohtij:l
clinal,. and unice our city.

I

%

f1..

C om) ( roller
A rt1tan.' (.-ldin

CIl Y COMPRi.olLER,
J. HIARlISON (OI.I)IN:

7he acts of violence
against Blacks are
outrageous. I coletnin
iltem and I deplore themi
as I think any decent andl
fair minded cilizetn of New
York would. And, while
we need more police
vigilantc, and that's why I
fnght for more fainting
for cops in our budget, we
cannot put a jioliceuniat on
c-vltI cerner.

lf "hat we need,
tc',nfore, iv initich inrotd
iiter-grotup relations, atit
letuerhip at the highest
levc4v" of governtment that
encourage% cooperation
and friendship anong dif.
ferentpeoples, that speaks
out strongly against
racism; antd that stands for
brotherhood and har-
tnony. ( I
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RACISM, VIMl EN(E

Rev. Gardner C. Ta~ior

Rev. Grdner e Taior. I
believe that there is a
developing intensity of
violence against Black
people. This city is rajidly
becoming the most bigoted
city in America, north or
south.

The mayor, political, and
religious leaders are all
called upon to hold up
again, before this city, a
vision of what it should
be.

The solution of this
matter lies with Black
people in the use of the
strength of our numbers,
through the ballot and
economics. We have the
answer, it is a question of
whether or not we use it. 0

tr . asur Pad Johetp:.

Rev. Vaslor li1ttl J*d'il.
son:1I/el, ntliber on't',
there is a luck of/,'h'Sipjv froti the nt'ti.1nal

level. Frot the II Ilit
House down, thy ihoull
s$kak out and ontl',ln
ratisin. Racism now has5
bewine rampaint in e'erv
city, every villog. evers
state, in ewo' hain-et in
New York City. andt/
throughout this ation.
The i'resident, Air.
Reagan, has refused I.,
cotne out and sphak o(n
tmoral ismes and to I-nd
his office, and th, i ei r!t.
of his office, to what i
right.

Race polarization in
Alnric now is af high (i
not higher than it was in
186.

It'*s for Bllacks pur-
ticUlarly to ncos them.
. hes and register to vote,
ad the vote puts the fear
of God into tlist' IS'ho are
it h0ler. You itust
reinitiber the whiles who
are in po wer are
Professional leple. Lighiy
Percent of our StiC"
Ist atlurtes throughout ihis
ttitlbgti it' either lawywrv.
il('TOlultalnlts, or hit ve

Prof/e ionul degrevs. 7heyv

HinV" lo's and lIcrpetrute
lawv" on the 1basis of their
te'el. andl tho.es who are
not as solltiiet l suffer
hlonl Mew : laos. UIdt we.

.*t the Vt0 to L-t thent
ktisil we are hr, they will
have little or nl regard for
uv av /ueni,, beings.

I lhtie Amerit s $trins toivintt it) have ge€not "Inl

tihe Ilactk communities
!hrottg!ho't this lad and

Ilat'As it: particular,
ntt 'l 3ingle Olilt the e ItI/ I.

op ottunivs, and get
sot.one (a B 'k.k) iSho is
.%eeitnve to the ithA-
1t,5k. t'aase three ar,,
,inay' o" us blacks who
we lot 3S'tL'it.ve to ItMa.'A

11 clo.%1g1, it is aPpllt:n Slut hlinorit) i-olill '; 1.
will use all of these in sJclns a, itallyiing 1)oitls to un-
seat Mayor Kos:h in the 1985 uyorial cle%:teicos.
Many niinotiiy oraii/aiiow, are c.micluctitig inassv v
voter registration drivc. Aid. local minority)
politicans ha e b,.vin nl lving it) dis'u-5 at co.iitioji of
tinori ty organizations that would combine tIlir

resources in backing the stiongest possible ininority
candidate to campaign againi.t Ma)yor Koh iii the
1985 elections.[ A lAs Aterti
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VIC~Ti fiC@OL" OF FOLIC" UThLITi
Last week Big Red reported an incident of police

brutality in Harlem. against Rev. Lee Johnson who is in
the city attending the Union Theological Seminary and
serving at Brooklyn's Concord Baptist Church.

After his release from law enforcement officials,
Rev. Johnson gave the following account of his inci-
dent:

Approximately 7:33 p.m. Saturday, April 30, 1983, 1
was stopped by a police van on Lenox Avenue, between
126th & 127th Streets. My vehicle was occupied by three
Black males. Roderick Mitchell. a business analyst in
Manhattan, and a Columbia University, and UCLA
alumnus; Al Bradley of Los Angeles, also a UCLA
alumnus; ahd myself, a UCLA alumrnus, Union
Theological Seminary graduate student, and a Baptist
minister of The Concord Baptist Church in Brooklyn.

Upon being stopped, my vehicle was approached by
a white male police officer, Gary Messina. This officer
demanded of me my driver's license, vehicle registra-
tion, and insurance card. Upon his demand I indicated
to Offler Messina that 1 had two of the items, but
needed to open the door of my vehicle to get to them
for I was unable to get to my wallet. Officer Messina
stated that I wasn't permitted to open the door to get to
them. At which time he locked the door of my vehicle. I
then asked Officer Messina why I was not permitted to
open the door to get to my wallet. He stated in a very
obtuse and offensive language "Goddamit because I
said so." I replied by asking the officer what I had
done, he did not reply to this question, however, he
demanded of me with the same foulness. "Just give me
your goddam license and registration."

At this time, I stated to Officer Messina that it seem-
ed as though he had not been an officer for a long
period of time for he seemed not to know how to ap-
proach citizens, for I was a clergyman, and maybe he
did not realize it. After this statement Officer Messina
aggressively unlocked the door of my vehicle, opened it
and attempted to hit me. This action by the officer
caused me to retreat to the center of my vehicle, to pre-
vent him from striking me in the face. Unabte to reach
my face, Officer Messina grabbed my left leg and began
pulling me from the vehicle, unable to do so, he took
out his police flashlight and began hitting me on my left
leg several times on the outer knee joint in a firey
madness.

By this time my left leg was bent as Officer Messina
qrabbed o- ' -ted it ,st,t:-,,. -- ' he - .

the vehicle. I was then pulled away from the vehicle, hit
by Officer Joseph Teller with a night stick, while being
handcuffed and slammed between the open door and
the body of the vehicle. While being turned toward the
police van I noticed that Officer Teller had removed his
pistol and was pointing it toward the bystanders in the
area. By this time several police were on the scene, I w-as
pulled into the police van and told that I was under ar-
rest. never receiving any Miranda rights. While hand-
cuffed I was taken away from the scene.

In route to the 28th precinct I stated to Officer Teller,
that his conscience was going to kill him because he had
made a mistake hitting the wrong person for the wrong
reason. 'Officer Teller asked me if I was trying to
threaten him, then removed one of his hands from the
steering wheel and punched me in the left side of my
face, while I was.handcuffed.

We approached the station, and Officer Teller left
the vehicle from the driver's side of the van. appearing
to be waiting for Officer Messina. The officer, who was
in the passenger seat, who had remained silent during
this trip to the station, was asked by me, what in the
world was wrong with Teller. Maybe I can talk with
you. You seem to be the only one calm around here. He
replied. "I was not there." I said to him, maybe you
can tell me what I've done to merit this. Upon hearing
this statement, Officer Teller intervened and replied,
"All you had to do was get out of the car and give him
your goddam license and registration." I said to the Of-
ficer, whose name I do not know, that it was exactly
what t wanted to do initially.

About that time another van pulled up with my
friend Roderick Mitchell in it, then I was taken into the
28th precinct to the front desk. Upon standing at the
desk one of the night officers placed in front of me an
ink pen. This ink pen had the symbol of the Christian
,cross on it. The officer, while placing this pen in front
of me stated in a mock fashion. "I don't believe in that
shit anyway, Reverend." I stated to him that I was not
interested in whether he believed anything all I wanted
was that someone would act like a mature man.

After this statement Officer Teller replied. "You
don't pay no taxes anyway." At this time I was taken
away from the desk into a stairwell by Officers
Messiner and Teller, the arresting officers.

In the stairwell, I w-s beaten. Officr Messina took
his thumb and finger and closed my throat while Of.
ficer Teller commenced 5," .... .- -, --

my face and s;a.int. "*Negger we're going to teach you a
lesson." This tacemeot %at , made several times, each
time I was hit in the face. while I %%as'handcuffed. Or-
ricer Messina's thumb and finger were still tightly grip-
ped around my throat causing my head to hit a concrete
wall. During this beating in the stairwell, I was being
brought up a flight of stairs. At the same time, Officer
Messina continued to apply pressure closing my throat
as they moved me up the stairs.

We finally reached a room, that had severa' tables.
one desk and a few chairs, as well as a cell. I wa placed
in this cell handcuffed, and my throat released. Yet Of-
ficer Teller, after Officer Mcssina had left the cell. com-
menced punching me in the stomach and head violently
saying, "You .cumbag. I'm going to teach you a lesson
nigger." Then he punched me in my face and stomach
several times causing me to bend over. I was then push-
ed to the bench in the cell. Officer Teller was not
satisfied because he began kicking me t the genttal area
and on the shins of my leg and said, "When ,ou open
your mouth nigger you had better say Sir." Then he left
the cell. I was still conscious, and could hear the groan%
of my friend as they brought him up :he starts. They
told him that nc "'had better keep hi% goddam mouth
closed, and not say anything to me." We both remain-
cd quiet as they talked among themselves.

I could hear one of the officers saying that the
weather had caused the Blacks to become uneasy. Dur-
ing this time I asked my friend if he was ok. It was a
moment when we were left alone, and I kneeled in
prayer. Upon their return, the officers began qucstion-
tng us for information. We were asked our birthdate,
place of birth, and whether we indulged in any drugs.
After the information was given, I was taken by Officer
Messina out of the cell, and, again, he took his thumb
and finger and placed them around my throat and ask-
ed me if I was ready to cooperate. After he released my
throat t asked how he could expect anyone to cooperate
when he has been beaten and treated other than like a
human being. Officer Messina removed the handcuffs
and proceeded to fingerprint me. After fingerprinting, 1
was placed back in the cell. After the fingerprinting of
my friend, we ,aited until release was granted at ap-
proximately 9:20 p.m.

I received three vehicle summons from Officer
Messina, and never received a copy of an arrest report.
therefore I am still at wonder as to swhy I was arrested
and brutally beaten.
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Black Minister
Is Said to Stall
Brutality Case

Will Take His Charges
to AnotherAgency.

By LEONARD BUDER
Police Commissioner Robert J. Mc.

Guire said yesterday that a department
investigation into allegations that. a
black Baptist minister had been beaten
by two white police officers who reput.
edly made abusive remarks about his
race and religion had been "stymied"
by the minister's refusal tocooperate.

Mary DeBourbon, a spokesman for
the Manhattan District Attorney's of.
fice said yesterday that the office was
also Investigating the charges that tie
police had beaten the minister and a
companion. She said such investiga-
tions were always conducted "when.
ever there are serious allegations of
this nature."

Commissioner McOuire said the
minister, the Rev. Lee Johnson, a
graduate student at the Union Theologi-
cal Seminary and a minister at the Con-
cord Baptist Church In Brooklyn, had
turned down requests that he make
himself available for questioning by the
department's Civilian Complaint Re-
view Board.

C. Vernon Mason, the lawyer for Mr.
Johnson and another man who also said
he had been beaten during the Incidtnt
said both men had no confidence in the
review board and Intended to ask for an
Investigation by the State Divisrn 'sf
Human Rights.

"If you study the history of the CivI.-
Ian Complaint Review Board you fni
that it is nothing but a rubber stamp tv
Justify police misconduct," Mr. Mas n
said.

,51Yp I 3

NoOff cial Complulot
Although Mr, Johnson had mude ila

official complaint to the board, Mr. M'.
Gulre said, the department Itself ht'i
Initiated an Inv-stigation by the boars
"But we are stymied If we do not have,
victim, a complaining witness," Mr.
McGulrosald.

"I find that statement hard to be-
lieve," Mr. Mason said In an Interview
later. The lawyer said that the Polite
Department was supposed to have "t,
capacity to Investigate crimes."

The reputed incident occuned the
evening of April 30 as the minister ann u
companion, Roderick Mitchell, wije
driving in Harlem. Mr. Johmon's ,ri-
was stopped, the police said, because ic
had no front license plate.

At a May 5 news conference, 1,1r.
Johnson charged that the officers made
derogatory racial and religious re.

-marks and struck him with a flashlight
and a nightstick. Mr. Johnson said the
officers then took him and Mr. Mitchell
In handcuffs to the 28th Precinct station
house, where he said they were beat
and Jailed for two hours.

At the time, a police spokenni-n,
Alice T. McGillicn, said the arre,.tig
officers reported that Mr. Jotpion h:,ti
refused to show his driver's license and
registration, resisted arrest and used
"loud and abusive language." She said
yesterday that some force was used to
compel Mr. Johnson to leave the car Lhi
that the officers have denied bcatlg-,.
abusing him.

Mr. Johnson has betn churg-d w;,h
disorderly conduct, obstructi, n and ro:-
sisting arrest and three vehicular rio'-
tlons.
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EHAD the names ~of the two offic- .
ers and those .d

names and all of the de- , .
tails of th e ofiestory
that he kept repeating .,
yesterday were locked in
the front of his mind."One of the officers

was named Messina," he
said. "and the other one MARL
was named Teller. I'll
never forget Teller." he CALIDWELL
said. "He was just filled,
so filled with hate. le 4 ,7
just kept calling me nigger, nigger, nigger."

He said it was the policeman whose name was*
Teller who did most of the beating.

"The other cop, Messina, he had me by the thrdet
and Teller, he was the one who did most of the:
beating. He kept saying: 'Nigger, we're going to teadh
you a lesson you won't forget,' and I don't know how,
many times he hit me."

HE SAID THAT ONE COP held him and that the
other beat him and he said that this happened in a
stairwell inside the 28th Precinct stationhouse on

Eighth Ave. and 122d St. in Harlem. And that was not student at the University of California at Losall. Angeles. He said that the three of them were riding ir"Then, they put me in a cell and Teller, he stayed a car he was driving, a Toyota, on Lenox Ave. inthere and began to kick me, he just kept kicking." He Harlem when he noticed flashing lights from a policeleaned over and pulled up the leg of the trousers he van behind him.
was wearing and just beneath his kneecap, the scars ' saw the lights and I pulled over to the curb," heand scabs were there, said. He said that one of the officers, Messina, asked"This officer, Teller, he told me: 'Nigger you are for his license, and he said he told the officer hegoing to learn that from now on, when you open your needed to get out of the car because he was toomouth, you better say sir first.'" cramped in the bucket seat to reach his wallet.The details of the horrible story were repeated "The cop said no." Johnson said.again and again yesterday and they came from theagev. Leeahnsgain ystden a they Uniro the i He said he asked the officer why he should not get
Rev. Lee Johnson, a student at the Union Theologi- oto h a n esu h ocmnsoea i

cal Seminary and an assistant minister at the Con- out of the car and he said the policeman swore at him
cord Baptist Church in Brooklyn. and said he should do as he was told.

In the morning yesterday Johnson stood with a 0
crowd of ministers and the president of the seminary "T TOLD HIM THAT OBVIOUSLY he must be
at the Abyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem and he new on the force because he didn't kno% how to
told his horrible story there, approach citizens. It must have touched off some-

IN THE AFTERNOON. HE SAT alongside a
lawyer in an office downtown on Broadwy and he
repeated the story. It goes back to Harlem and early
in the evening last Saturday.

The way that Johnson tells the story, it was a
clear-cut case of police brutality. He said he was with
two friends who had been classmates when he was a

thing because he opened the door and came in and
tried to punch me. I moved over and then he began to
bean me on the leg with a flashlight."

Johnson is 32 years old. He is short and his afro
hair recedes from his forehead, and yesterday, as he
told his story, his voice was soft and he measured his

See CALDWELL Page 30

0
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LL FROM PAGE FouF
pulled him from the car and

, the police van.
V.of it was happening on the

Df a's, which Is one of Harlem's
;st ts, and it did not take long for

. pulled a gun," the young

m .. at when he was put in the van, "I told
him (the cop), your conscience is going to kill you
because you hit the wrong person for the wrong
reason." He said that got him another beating inside
the vehicle.

AT TilE ]PRECINCT, liE SAID that the desk
officer took a cross that was on the top of a pen and
shoved it in his face. He said the cop told him: "I
don't believe in that anyway, reverend."

-From the desk, he said, he was taken to the
stairwell, where he said he was beaten, and from
there to the cell. He said the beating had been so
severe that once he was free, he had to go to St.
Luke's Hospital at 113th St. and Amsterdam Ave. for
treatment.

At the 28th Precinct yesterday, a lieutenant told
the story another way. He said that the mtnistez was
arrested because he became abusive, lie said the
officers used force because the minister resisted
arrest and was inciting the crowd on the street.

"Was he beaten in the stationhouse?" the lieute-
nant was asked.

"We don't do that," he said.
The lieutenant said that the two officers involved

were not assigned to the 28th. 'They were from a
tactical patrol unit," he said.

C. VERNON MASON. TIlE LAWYER who sat
.beside Lee Johnson in the afternoon yesterday, said
that this case is different. "Because we have witnes.
ses," he said. "We have good witnesses, people from
Sylvia's and they saw what happened and they are
coming forward."

Mason did not stop there. "Imagine," he said, "this
is a minister from Concord Baptist Church, From one
of the largest, most prestigious churches in the city
and this happens to him. Can you imagine this
happening to a Jewish rabbi or a Catholic priest
downtown on Fifth Ave? Can you imagine what the
crowd there would have done?"

In the morning yesterday, Donald Shriver, who is
president of the Union Theological Seminary, was at
the Abyssinian Baptist Church and he stood with the
Rev. Calvin Butts, associate minister at Abyssinian,
and a number of other ministers and they called for
the immediate suspension of the officers who were
involved.

"TillS REALLY WOIIRIES MlE," Butts said. "Not
just the fact that he (Johnssn) was black and a
minister, but what worries me, too, is this officer
holding up the cross and cursing. It worries me
because that's fa%,ism and the Fascists have no

regard for religion. If this slips by, it gives even more
of a license for the police to continue these attacks."

And yesterday, Butts in Harlem and the lawyer,
Mason, who was downtown, spoke *again of the
dangerous atmosphere that is rising in the city. "And
nobody is speaking out. Nobody is saying that we are'
not going to'tolerate this kind of behavior in in New
York," Mason said..

"I'm from Arkansas, from Little Rock. and this is
the kind of thing that we had in the worst days of the
old South and now it's happening here in New York."

"The top," Butts said. "The tone is set by the
leadership at the top: It's a bad scene. The ministers
are very angry about it. We've gone to (Police
Commissioner Robert) McGuire about this before,
but nothing happens. Nothing. At the top, nobody is
saying anything." .

"If we had a mayor who was sensitive to all of the
people it would be different," Mason said. "But there
is never any official response..." It keeps coming
back to the mayor, who is the one at the top, and
yesterday, the horrible story that the Rev. Lee
Johnson told became one more part of the issue of
1985, which is the election year.

!
$
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"TwO WHITE rookie cops -nick- ,named "Devil's Anges'" after the "Te effect on the Black community cannot be adequately"ritualistic" beating two weeks ago documented but it is one of such complete mental andof a Black clergyman on a Harlem spiritual destructiveness that the scars will always remain."street - should face the full rigors
of the law and be dismissed fromthe New York City Police Depart- Roderick B. Mitchell, a victim of New York City police
ment for what church leaders and brutality.
Black community activists are cal-
ling "'a vicious and raciallymotivated attack" against "a man. BY PE NOEL
of God."

Saying that he can only "feel A graduate student at the seminarvshame. despair and outrage" for an and an a.seirant minister of Ci)nord Vhen Johnson asked why healleged police attack on the Rev. Lee l
3 

rt, t Church in BrooKlyn. Johnson, open the door Messia reportedlyJohnson, Rev. Donald W. Shriver, 32. and companion Rodeinck Mitchell. 'in very obtuse and offensive tarthe white head of Manhattan's 150- a financiA analyst. said that around 'Cod damned because I said so.'year-old Union Theological Semi- 7.30 p.m on April 30 the car in which The Black minister said he rec
nary, vowed that the institution they were driving was stopped for replywhenfheaskedif hehaddonen'aill bend every effort, use vhat- alleged traffic violation, on Leno wrong. A baffled Johnson queA'.enae between 125th and 126th unusual police procedure inform:cver influence and resources it has Streets. sia that he was a clergy at anavailable...to make sure that the Also tn the car was Al B.adlcy another thepoticeman "he seemed n ot totsofficers, who have demonstrated friend and isitor from Los Angeles. The to approach citirens.s"such hatred. contempt, and fear in three men. al belonging to the Uniscr~itv Livid with rage Messina rettheir attack" on Johnson be fired of California of Los Angeles (UCLA) yanked at the door and tried defrom th police force. Altunni Association, ssem on ther way to o prble the minister in the face.

Aseegas ta hecuchad dmnerat Sylv.a'sRestaurant. apogularsou .mbe to reach my face ornid fid joint on the avenue. sina grabbed my left leg and begansring lothtte hrhtn oo orto heane me from the vehicle.'' Lnsuc
its minster, are now underattack, Rev. Johnson said that one officer, identified Johnson said Messina whippedCalvin 0. Butts. executive minister of only as Messina, approached the car and fohnson de si hi pe dAbyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem. demanded his driver's licence, vehicle flashdght deal him several blowcalled on Manhattan District Attorne registration and insurance card. After tel- knee, and twisted die leg is a furtherRohcr- Morgcnthau to launch a criminal ling Messina that he needed to open hisctrsnraiion. cardoor to get to the papers the suspicious

cop locked the door on Rev. Johnson's side
prohibiting him from leaving the car.

couldn't
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teeject him from the car. Messina's panner,
identified only as Tellers, according to the
minister. managed to pull him from the car
and began beating Johnsonwith a nightstick
and slamming him against the car while
he was still handcuffed.

Fearing reprisals from screaming wit-
nesses Tellers. according to Johnson. drew
his gun to control a standoff by some bys-
tanders until a backup squad arrived on the
scene.

Johnson was whisked away and enroute
to the 28th precinct the minister remarked
to Tellers that his "conscience was going
to kill him" for the unprovoked assault.

"Tellers asked me if I was trying to
threaten him and removing one hand from
the steering wheel punched me. while still
handcuffed, in the left side of my face."

At the precinct Johnson said he felt as
though he was going through hell when
an un:dentifjcd desk officer took out a pen
with the symbol ofachristian cross attached
to it. Then a% though he was going through
'.,onie kind of racist ritual" the officer

placed the cross before the minister and
reportedl, remarked: "I don't believe in
that shir anyway. reverend."

Johnson said that his statement admon-
ishing the officer to 'act like a mature
man- was met with the assertion from
Tellers: 'You don't pay taxes, any ay. "

The nrintier %aid he wa'. their taken to
a stairwell by Messina and Tellers and
beaten.

"'Officer Messina took his thumb and
closed my throat while officer tellers beat
me on the right side of my face saying.
'Nigger. we are going to teach you a
lesson.'' Taken to a cell Tellers
"commenced punching me in the stomach
and head violently. "

"You scumbag." the policeman repor-
tedly told Johnson, "I am going io teach
you a lesson. nigger." The minister said
he keeled over from blows to the stomach
and groin and could hear the "racist

the stairwell and beaten by an offcer Pe t-

riello who had accused Mitchell of' -taing
a swing" at him.

"Before I could protest and explain that
I was only trying to get his attention. Pet-
riello began hitting me in the back. sides
and chest with his fists, while cursing me.
He called me a 'Goddam nigger.' and a"scuzzbell."

Rev. Johnson said he overtheard one of
the office's saying "that the weather and
c'iuSed Blacks to become uneasy." The two
imprisoned Blacks then fell to their knees
and prayed.

After the men denied that they had usedcommand" from his assailant: "When you dugs Mess1a reported Pressed his thumbopen your mouth nigger you had better against the minister's throat and asked himsay sir. "if he was ready to cooperate.Johnson's terrified companion Roderick Johnson retorted that the officer shouldMitchell who was arrested also was thrown not expect any cooperation from someoneinto the same cell and advised to "keep he had beaten and treated "other than likehis mouth shut." a huttan being."
Mitchell told the Challenge that he was The men were fingerprinted returned to"treated with the basest police behavior

imaginable. " He said he too was taken to (Continued Page 9)
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the cell and relea'.d at approxin.itely 9:20
p-m , 26 hour ifter their encousiter with
a "racist ritual. ' Johllo, Who was tivated
at St Lukes Hospital for unspecified
injuries and released, received three sim
mon,.es for "not having a picture on his
licence," a minsing front plate and an
unspecified charge.

Mitchell said Ihrit bruises on his arns
back and chest were iot serious enough
to warTant iredical attention.

In a scathing denuisation of the attack
the president of the theological seminary
where Johnson maintains an apartment with
his wife and baby daughter, s.id he was
outraged at the treatment of "this young
man who was threatened, insulted,
humiliated and beaten by the police of this
city."

-I feel shanie," said a disturbs'd Rev.
Striver, ''that my institution, which had
invited this young man to join its com-
munity, is unable to assure him tie protec-
tion of life, limb and dignity by police.

"I feel despair that yet again another)
Black person in this city has been subjected
to unlawful violence carried out by those
appointed to uphold the law."

Rev. Shriver pointed out that "there is
no question that lx'caute Johnson is Black
it was astimed that lie wA.is a trrintb
leraker e.. that his civil and hrnan right,
could I' denied him antl that he could he
physically injured wihi impunity."

tie basted the ofice s conduct a,, ''un-
pro "sional, unmoral and is:ecrisable."

Charge s Barrnn head of Manhattan's
Bick United tront - which has, compiled
hundreds of cases o'fpolice acts of bnbitlt)'
ag ,Jst Blacks and lh p mnics - ,aid tie svas
not sinx.ked by the attrck.

-i nuatters not," he i,,ert,. if) il n .are
a doctor, lawyer or a pl.tywrrght. If your
face ik Black )nu lyccsmc a victim of police
lInvlesss." -11" ,"'

Civil right-. aorney C. Vernon
M'aso,. retained by Rev. Johnson,
ht,,Icd the -callous and indifferent
way" in %h ch top brass at the 28th
precint said they would conduct a for-
nmal invetigation Mason said that
authorities refused to log a counter-
complaint of police brutality by Rev.
Johnson against the two officers.

"'llcy %%ere asking us all kinds of
questions like, 'Do you have ,vitneses,'
and telling i,;, 'Go over to the Civilian
Complaint Review Board.' -

Mason described the board as
"inefficient' declaring that the possi-
bility of an indictment of the cops
actions remains in doubt "because all
they ever do is talk to the officers and
talk back to you."

Mason said he intends to take the
case to the 'highest" in order to "get
some court to issue a landmark ruling
on police brutality in this city."

Said iIanon: "'We have been down
this road before; to the police conni:,-

sioner, grand juries, but still, no trne
bills. The constitution tells us to go to
the federal government. But they tell
you, 'Not enough evidence,' although
we bought corpses filled with bullets.'

ZLn',. lhutts lamented: "On several
ccasi(ons we hane asked (police) com-

nuissioner Robert ,McGire to inves-
tigatc the incident, of police brutality
in the 11t,1k com ui nitie, ot our Cil)

(But)our concerns upprarto hase fallen
oil deaf eats."

The minister's companion, Mitchell,
said lie svould seek psychiatric help to
cure himself of the "',ntoleable mental
anguish" lie suffered at tie I ands of
I a.ssailants,. ie said that prior to the

dent his esxlo.ure to '"det iant police
-nrior' had been hur ited to st-cond-

hand news accounts and conversations
with victims or witnesses it) such acLs.

'While law and order is a noble
goal," lie noted, "law and order with-
out justice is a criminal and tyrannical
act against the people."

Both men were were given desk
appearcuce tickets returnable March
18.
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CIII,'CK r" OuT W.TI1 Jru %I'tLsuI
KOCI I'S BLACKS IoTI, I, HOPE

[ week, following on vari-d ,If..k commniti'ies
the heels of naked rasin of New York City. No, te
employed by Mayor Ed Naveeven held elective of.
Koch iul the struggle free or have been in any
against a Black man, Dr. way accountable to Black
Thomas, Minter, to be folks. lhcy are, as what
selected public school %%e use to say, "whitefoiks
chancellor, a big fuss was niggers."
made over appointments Therefore, they call
of Blacks to administrative function in their appointed
positions within the offices as affirmative ac-
Mayor's cabinet. We lion statistics, while per.
wonderr aloud, in silence, forming acts that daily
s% ty all of the hullabaloo? rape our cottinuity. We
If the current crop of cannot apply the standard
Blacks eitployed by City "brother" rhetoric or they
I hall are any indication of will never pay a penalty for
what future Koch ap- their crimes. For I clearer
poinlees will be like, I for' esaiple of how these tint-
one wsoild rather they all coats fiction lei's e\-
rettain lily s lite. airline tlie p esti set- lip of

Wih people like Ron the New Yotk ('it\ Youlh
Gauh, current Coiiis- Ioard.
itoner of mlnployment I-lie New York City

D)s id Jones, a Deputy Youth Boaid, was found-
Mayor and Thomas I). ed in lame 1950's as ain
Hemans, ExecutiveDirec- Agency to provide pro.
tor of the New York City grains and activities for
Youth Board, all Koch poor youth trapped in the
watV bearers to the Black City's ghetto
conmmtunity it is n sntalt neighborhoods. Diuing the
wonder that our peopleare decade of the 50's Black
catching the short end of youth msere destroying
the stick. themselves by enigaging in

None of the Koch ap- gang wat fare almost daily.
pointers have a base in the ]it the si\ties, the Youh

Board finctioned as the
Agency that provided ban-
daids whenever, the blood
of urban rioting began to
spill forth. Ily tie late
sentics and call\ 8('s,
ws'hien lie Cit.'s yotith
needed it itilust, the Yotlih
Board had been allowed to
become a base for
inisinanigeinen, political
patronage and racial
discirimination. This fact is
all the more blatatit at the
top of tie Youth Board's
structure, heree Exective
Director Thomas D.
Ilenlans sits.

Hlitanis \Ias once one
of its. I retieitber, Tom-
ily I fliiatis. I elitats,
front Brownsville,
Brooklyn, a basketball star
and graduate of Thomtas
Jeffrcson Hetilt School. lie
played his basketball at
Niagara Utiscisity and
siorked sutinmers as a
parkinati in the
playigounids of Ness York
City'. I %%, one tf Ilose
yoillh i(al Toni iiittht
how to iniprove their
basketball gaite dining the
stniliter break front
school. In those days, Toin
llentaiis \yolked ii the

Black colniltitniy to help
youth. Today, Toi
I Icinans is downtown ant
youth in the gliellts iot
Nes% York Ciiy are being
shortchanlgled by his cover
up, at the New York City
Youth Board.

Continued on page 8

Ytill h Ittiat d iltliiic% ile
hit, stitatideted payitig
I-ti tosi oiuistiltat firnns
io ptiditee absolutely
ttt:hiti.v. a,.hSSI, ai ciistil-
alit 1hn, received Iltlie

11i.1i II0),XX) dollars for
tttitnlitiiidintg is:iy% for a

ittc huitcliitiial Agency.
A sct.itid irt, SWIRl
Ie eis e\d iiore I hl
S s'.t(i0 Ii revise oriis

aiid coiltacts for tihe
Ageitcy anti the list goes
on. little of the work done
by these ririns "as even its-
ei and in far ioo naty in-
statices, Yoth Board staf
ters ended tip doing tie ac-
tult sil k. C'oisiiltant con-
tracts ale pat of tile
political payoff piocedtire
in this liisti. I smispecl,
these coniihant tgrni weie

probalh ol ned/opeiattes
by Koch Cta nilaig i
toi kers.

Money spelt for nou-
proJuclie ctiihllillt
firii inlghi laeo lehci us-
ed to op-.ii ili hi cetntei- in
public school's aid spoinstor
spiRls" lothil lneill for ill-

ner ciiy tlltis ith have
nothing ito ii bill con-
glc'ate ott gicilo street
covers da\ and nigiht.

J ITU/(.ONI IN I.;1:I) FR(M PACE 7
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Po,t . County of .J, .

THE PEOPLE OF TIHE STATE OF NEW YORK
vs

DIIINDANi'

C. -_---r Of

being duly sworn, deposs and says that on

t- - L'.':.UxViWY :. .U Yi -127-i[ .,AdI,1,.

SfATE OF NI W YORK , .

COUNIY Of .ii_ . _

4/~t/; ~ at about

"'Y

I State of New York,

tIe defendant committed the offenses of-

A. P-L 2353 ~iITC ~r.D . .. . . . . . . . .ft L 155.93> 0.3'7 UCT ;(G (;tN.'J....sjA : P_', :ZZ:T 'ZA.' ia; ....

under the following circumstances: . ."iliTLI,. ,t'b ± C -II

I,:+'. i'0 CAUSE IU U2;LIC TL LVr2CIr, UO't.XcS C. ', .tL O'. 1:CCLC2SLY
CroJ'i A 1IISX 1lXOiGAO, :£1I FIII G A1iD TiCIW A''.:ICCg BlAVIO,+ I; LX'
Dlz: 2-'DA)5 IUdSD TO GIVi D .tO:h I:.T iIi' LICLC8I'! A"IOI. rfl1C :.OPj .I) 1O:
D,,d1'.IG -:i2110'V A IT LICiISC CL\TC ::D Di) LA7JX D,.,'"', SAYZC!,
Vi'T.5 G;T YOU Fo filtl/." D} ?OlIT ILL. $iT'J X!'' l j.i C21CUGLLD

UZ: Dti'Oi.Tli A::, P.O. Ii31ihA fril)ICEULrO, XO DL ILIX:Ur'i"iD, Ti."LULY III-
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A,-dSiX 01' ])'illD~i.,
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PCr t ......

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
vs.

STATE OF NEW YORK SS.:

COUNTY OF _
2

4 - -- ----..... . ...
Dtf&NI)ANt$

!P .AI 00 J. ' liRT. :[TO 1.33._f . . . . 'i-,_ H.2;'O U
Add... - . . (o ., . .. . .,,t,; . .

being duly sworn, depose s and says that on... 4/ 3 . . a about_ 19.5.
ot 12721 A11D LCNOX AVEilU: .. _ :11Yrf1:" 1.. . 1, ------ Stole of New York,

the defendant committed the offenses of:
P, 20S.30 Ri-MSING AIRAS'le

under the following circumstances: Deponent state's that the dofenci-4; with intent to ca
cuuse public inconvenience, annoyance or alar;,i or rocolessly created risk
thereof crniaed in taul-uous and throatenhng behavior in that defendant was
tnci tinj a crowd of approxrimate.y 75 people .o Ipoev.nt deponent End oho r
.oil;.ce offices f'o.-1 ef/ectit; an ares%; by yellin,"DU' LET!':' i TA'.:' 'fTir

I:{ii,,,LET3 O",.Z M111-11",

)oponn5 £urthor states tharanexdwank defendant eni;nzI tn~he afore..ontioned

conduct which was of a tind likely to create publLc alarii.
Deponent states that defendant intentionally aoct.:,d to prevent deponent frol.i
efiectLn an authrized arrest of defendant by reft' si_, to be handcntffed and by
T'no':!.r': a3 deponent.

J 2..
MISDEMEANOR COMPLAINT

MISDEMEANOR INFORMATION

),J, t,, _ .." I 163.C. *' 7

11OD"-21C:' ! MM.HI!1.,
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V.7OOCES

HAPLEUV

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

On Saturday, April 30th, 1983 at approximately 7:30 p.m.. on
The East side of Lenox Avenue. between 126th and 127th Streets the
Rev. Lee Johnsojl an assistant minister at the Concord Baptist Church

'r--tf---,BF6oklyn, New York, and a student at Union Theological
Seminary was attacked and brutally beaten by two white New York City
police officers. Rev. Johnson, a black minister, was handcuffed and
beaten on Lenox Avenue, in the stairwell of the 28th Precinct - 123rd
Street and 8th Avenue - and in a jail cell at the precinct. Rev. John-
son was kicked in the groin, and sustained bruises to his legs, shoulders,
face and head. He was treated for injuries at St. Luke's Hospital -
113th St. & Amsterdam Avenue.

At the Precinct, Rev. Johnson said that one of the desk officers
held a Christian Cross in front of his face and said, in a mocking
fashion, "I don't believe in that shit anyway, Reverend." When Rev.
Johnson asked to be treated fairly, Officer Teller said, "You don't
pay taxes anyway." After this, Rev. Johnson was beat again. Mr.
Roderick Mitchell, a financial analyst with Celanese Corporation, was
also brutalized by the police officers.

We view this incident, and several others lAke it involving not
only white police attacks against blacks, but also white civilian
attacks against blacks, Willie Turks, Marion Manigault, et.al. to be
the result of a hostile climate against blacks created by the flippant
and arrogant attitude of Mayor Edward Koch toward the black community.
Mr. Koch has stopped at nothing to insult and display disrespect for
blacks in New York City. The public school Chancellorship being the
last in a long line of events.

Edward Koch is not alone in his insensitivity. On several
occasions we have asked Commissioner Robert McGuire to investigate
the incidents of police brutality in the black communities of our
City. We have asked that the number of black police officers be in
creased in our communities to erase the South Africa syndrome we
observe eac" day. Our concerns appear to have fallen on deaf ears.

Today, we demand that officers Messina and Teller be suspended
without pay pending a complete investigation oi this matter. We also
call on Mr. Robert Morgenthau, the Manhattan District Attorney, to
conduct a criminal investigation regarding the attack on Rev. Johnson.

The Church and its ministers are now under attack. Will this
administration stop at nothing to destroy blacks in New York City ?
Apartheid live in Harlem and it must be destroyed.

The Press is invited to meet with Rev. Lee Johnson, president
Donald Shriver of Union Theological Seminary, Rev. Calvin Butts of
Abyssinian Baptist Church - Thursday, May 5, 1983 at 10:00 a. m. in
the Blue Room.

Contact: Rev. Calvin Butts - 862-7474
Abyssinian Baptist Church
132 West 138th Street
NYC
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INDIGNATION MOU0NTS IN IlARt.ESt asa crowd of community resldeala who attend a
rly held to drinand an, end to wanton police violence and to remember the beating auntmurder of Witle Turks tosl year, Ilsten to Rev. Calvin Bul, who addressed the rally id
who conidenined lbe beating of the 11ev. Lee Johnson of the Concorl mBaptist Church In
Brooklyn that occurred on tenux Avenue tosl week.

/

Koch says
he doubts
beatings

By PETER NOEL
Mayor Koch this week

Muestioned the story of a
mack minister who said

that fie and a companion
had been brutally beaten
b two white cops oil a
iarlent street and lit ithe

281h precinct station
house afler they were
itled over for alleged
traffic violations,

"I find It certainly
possible, but nevertheless
strange, that In the heart
of Hiarlem two white cops
would intentionally, In
violation of the law,
harass a minister," Koch
was (Iuoted as saying
Sunt,y.

The skeptical mayor
observed that the allege.
tion that the minister had
been beaten In a IHarlem
l)recilct with a large
nuintier of Illack police
asoi oed "has to be exant.

The inny or's remnrks
were swiftly rebuled by
the rev. Calvio 0. Bulls,
executive minister of the
AIysslnIlat Baptist
Church in I larlen.

"'We view this incidelit
and several others like It
involving attacks against
lacks not only bIy white
POlice but also by while
Civilian, to be tile result
of a hostile climate
against (us) created by
the flipeamit and arrogant
attitude of Mayor Koch,
who has stopped at
nothing to Instill and
display disrespect for
flacks In New York
City."

Asserting also that the
church and Its ministers
are now under attack,
Rev. Bults called ott
Manhattan District At.
torney robert Mor en.
Ihau to launch a crlnal
(Continued on Page 12)
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t
ae ) Messina that he was a cro attached to it Then

invesfigamn clergyman and telling the as though he was going
UnIunTheologiea policetan "he seemed throg "some kind o

A graftate student at not to know how to reis rituaF' the officer
the Seminary and an approach citizens" placed the cross before
assistant minister of Johnson charged that the minister and re-
Concord Baptist Church Messna. then 'Tid with portedly remaked: 1
in Brooklyn. Rev. Lee rage" yanked at the door don't believe in that shit
Johnson. 32, and codi- and tried to punch him in anyway. Rer "
p-doo Roderick Mit- the face. Johnson said that when
chel a financial analyst "Unable to reach my he admnished the of-
sid that around 730 face Officer Messina firer to -act le a mate
p.m. on April30 the car grabbed my left leg and man." offer Tellers

Which they were began pulling me from exclaimed. You dinI pay
driving was stopped fur the veile." Umuc- taxm anyway.
alleged traffic violations cessfn. Johnson said The minister said
on Lenox Avenue Messina whipped out his Messina and Telers took
between 125th and 126th flashlight, dealt him him to a stairwell where
Streets. several blows on the theybeat him.

Also in the cm was A] knee, and twisted the leg Johnson's terrified
Bradley. another fiend, in a further attempt to companion. Roderick
visiting from Los Angele pull him from the car. Mitchell. was also ar-
The three men, all Messa's partner iden- rested and thrown int
belogiu to the Unie- tiffed only as Telers, the same ell and advised
917 of Caifornsa at Los according to the minister. to "keep his mouth sbuL"
Angeles UCLk) ak did manage to pul him Mitchell told the
association weotei from the car and later Amsterdam that he was
way to dinner at Sy via's beat hn with a nightstick -treated with the basest
Restaurant on Lenox alter he had been poce behavior inagina'
Avenue: handcuffed. bie." He said he too was

Johnson said that one Tellers according to taken to the stairwell and
officer identified only as Johnson. dr= hisguto beaten by an officer
Messin. approached the conrol wt be said was Patriello who had ac-
car and demanded his a threatening crowd of csed Mitchell of -taking
driver's license, vehicle bystanders until more po- aswingatbit.
registration. and in- lice arrived. "Bekie I W Protest
saiane card. The sus- Johnson said that as and explain that I was
picoue Mesa. after they were driving to the only trying to get his
Johnson told him that he 28th precn be told attention. Petriello began
needed to open his car Tellers that his "cons- hitting me in the hack.
door to get to hi papers. c was going to kill sides. and chest with his
locked the door on Rev. him- for the unprovoked fits.whi cumrsi me.
Johnson's side p ilassaul After being
itinghban from -v rgthe -"ellers asked me d I fingerpeinted. the men
car. was t to threaten we released at approx-

Jmonso said that when I dim and theitadig one imately 9:20 p.m.
he akdwhy he couldnt hand from the steering Johnson. who was
open the oor Me awhep dmeinthe t e a St. Lakes
e e,"God idm e" Hospital hr geFed
bss " At the station house hiuries ad rlo

Johnson said the cop Johnson said be left as receive sumonses h
did not answer bim wh !though be was going "ot having a picture on
be asked them if be lia'thng hefll w an his iceme" and amising
done anything wro. He unidentified desk officer frontplaie-
said be queried Messina's took out a pen with the Mitchell said that
procedure, inorming symbol ot a chisian brke on he arm back

and chest were not .- t-ed right aCt9i C
ous i to wa.ai Veron r
medical attention. bya

The Rev. Donald W. -"lno,, blastedat e calo s and undi.
Shrier.preidet o th Itentway inwhich toptheological seminary hi at the 28th pinct

where Johnson s woalt candsct
an apartment with hisa formalmaestigatio
wife and baby daughter, Mason said that
said be was outraged at autbarities refused to log
the treatment of -this a co"nth comain of
young man who was poe r crutalit oRev
threatened, insulted. ichum t he bRe
humed and bea-en by officers.
thepoliceofthiscity. - were asking us

"i fle shame that my all kin questions like.
institution, which had 1)o you have witssesr
iited this :young -m to and telling us. -Go over tojoin it cOw- ity. is the Ciilan C= i
unable to assure him the Review Board- Mason
prote-ctin Of fe limb cald the board -meff-
and diiy by poic n and sad te the

"I feed despair an ye possiblity of an indict-
again a Black person n en of t e Fops actions
this city has been sb- remains in doubt
jected to unlawful vio-
lence carri out by "because all they ever do they tell you. 'Not
those appointed to UP' -is talk to the officers and enough evidence.
bold the law. 'talk oatoyou.- although we bought them

Shrivel asswrted that Mason said he intends corpses filled with
here is no question that to take the case as high bullets."
because Johnson is Black as necessary to get "some
it was msned that be court to unmie a landmark Rev. Butts lamented:
was a troublemaker ... = n police brutality "On several occasions we
that his civi and human Cth -s-y have asked (police)
rights could be denied .Said Barro: "We have commissioner Robert
him and that he could be been down this road McGuire to investigate
physically n*,ed with before. to the police the incident of police
impunity." He called the commissioner, grand brutality in the Black
officers ct as "on- ivries but still no true communities of our city.
p n oral and blls. The consitution (But) our concerns ap-
iexcusable.- tells en to go to the pear to have fallen o
CorIer Barron head of k w government But deafears."

Manhattan's Black United -
Front. which has m
piled' d ofcases
of aeged police acts of-ilil apn Blacks
and H'ispanics said be
was nut sokdby theatack.

"It mes nm t you
are a doctor, lawyer or a
playwright yor face is
Black you become a

vitmof poice lawless'

0
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NATIONAL BLACK UNITED FRONT
Police Brutality Investigation Unit

-QUARTERLY REPORT-
Summer 1983

"The fate of the Black community, of Black people, is in your hands. The police run wild
only because you let them. Every Black man, woman, and child must join the fight to -end
police terror in the Black community. If we fail to organize and develop the capacity to
protect ourselves, the police will continue to shoot down our children, beat down our women,
and destroy our men. They will continue to see "Shiny Objects", "Something that looked
like a gun", or "Thought their lives were in danger" and then "justifiably" kill usl

We can turn this around with unity and self-determination. If we do not stand and take ac-
tion, this period in history will record a race of cowards, who failed to recognize their true
strength and destiny, to live freely as a powerful and respected people. WE CAN WINI"

ForwA Ever, Backward Never!
Mkhl Anio-t

Blackkwu "ald FroUa"
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Message from Rev. Herbert Daughtry...
Chairman of the National Black United Front (Quotes from Seize The Future,
Two speeches by Rev. Herbert Daughtry)

- "Need I warn you that the struggle Is long and there will be no easy victories. The enemy is
formidable and history teaches that tyrants do not yield an inch without a struggle. They will not
relinquish their privileged positions by words alone or by moral Importunities or by the pleasing
qualities of the oppressed but they must be pushedshoved, knocked and even then they go forth
scuffling, scratching, and clawing until the last."

THE 50WIION ISO

EDUCATE.!j
AQLALII7f i I

"But before we despair, let me give you a word of hope. We have chosen the side ofjustice and
on our side Is a revolutionary movement which is shaking the world - a revolutionary movement
that Is shaking the foundation of old systems; a movement that Is breaking the chains of im.
perialism, facism and neo.colonlalism; a movement that Is destroying capitalism and racism; a
movement that Is writing the obituary of the oppressive regimes In Latin America and digging the
graves of exploitive systems In Africa':

Rev. Herbert Daughtry
National Chairman
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BLACKS AND HISPANICS KILLED BY
N.Y.P.D. JUNE 1979 to MARCH 1983

2. Pete Punches Is Brone 199, June
I b&Sr Nicholas 30 New Rochelle I979., jun
1. Emery Rohino I Bronx 2979. July
4. Louis Rodiques I Bronx 1979, July
I. Arturo Reyes 17 Bron I9, August
6. Elsabeth Mangurn is Brooklyn 2979. August
I. Jaens M~eRe 41 Brooklyn I29, September
8. Louis Bue 29 Brooklyn 2979, August
9. Herbert Johnson $5 Brooktyn 2979. September

10, Daryl Walker 17 Orunge, N.J. 1979, Ocober
":. John Davi, Jr. 21 Queens 1979, November
I2 Wull iHurpa 7 Brooklyn 2979. December
I Crlis Ournvey I Brooklyn 1979. Doember

14. Jay Purker Is Queens 29M0, February
,5. Abdul Nadi 26 Bronxe I9M0, February
26. Sonny Evans ? Brooklyn 1980, April
27. E.wairdQ lnonesr 2 Brooklhyn I10 April
It. Ralph Turantlno 2S Brooklyn 1910, August
19. Ed*rd Lewis I Brooklyn 1990, October
20. KernnhGmble 19 Brooklyn 9M0, October
21, Mkhael Purse 16 Brooklyn 290, lUne
22. Murman Chtwlt 33 Brooklyn 2990
23, Joey Chlno Msnde 11 Bron t91, February
24. Manut Hernandet ? Brooklyn 1911, February
2S: Robe0rGreen 42 Brone 191111, AprIl
36. Sylvester Ellis 117 Brooklyn 191, Apily
27. Jolseph Wolnskl* 2S Brooklyn 1911, Februry
28, Edward Fonees' 21 Long Island toI March
29, Rober ndersh e2 &M 1992, Much
30. Donald Wrlght 9 Bronx 19111,.Jsnury
31. Joseph Fltzpatrick is 299
32. Gary Bectn 26 Bkooklyn I9NI,September
3. MackaukDealetr 14 Brooklyn I91hI.Seplember
34, BoAMe orsom Is 1911, June
35. RIchArd Silrlnuno Queens July 3,1992
36. Jose Rodrigues 16 etten Islund 1911
37. Alfredo DeJesus 20 Brooklyn Novlmber 1, 1911
so Jusn Rulz 32 November ;1,9912
39. tenry Woodley 22 Brooklyn Jauaryt 1913
40, Patrik Mason 5 Stanllon Co. Mrch, 2963
41. Martin Ctacy Jr. Is Corem, L.t, 2992
42. Clu nce Jenkins 53 Bronx Fruary 21, 1983
43. Anthony Wright 20 Halem, N.Y. murh .191
44. Larry Dawn 30 Brooklyn March 2.19.13

FROM 2997 TO 110 OVER 41 KILLINGS BY THE N.Y.P.D.

OVER A 1500% INCREASE

The period of the peet depression in the 30's and ir- Afterk dq
neliately following World War 1 (1946) unleashed an
epidemic of racist violence in America thai prompted William
L. Patterson and other dvil rights activists of the day to
publish the historic document "We Charge Genocid" which
enumerates the various acts of racist violence against Blacks
over a 20 year period,

From Miami to Michigan, from New York to California,
tensions have risen and protests wsged as police officers have
killed Blacks with impunity. These killings throughout the
nation, has clearly Indicated that policemen have a mandate
to shoot-to-kill Black dtzens and don't have to worry about
being accountable for their action.

Rev. Herbert Dtulhtry
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Comments from
-Police Brutality Investigation Unit Chairman

Because of the seriousness of the
problem and the widespread concern
that exist in the Black and Hispanic
community, i4 Is belatedly coming to the,
atleton of the public at large that many
more people are killed by the police than
there are police killed In the line of duty,
and that a sizeable number of the citizen
deaths at the hands of the police are
neither legally nor morally justified.
Although In theory police regulations
covering the right of the officer to use
deadly force are more imltive than the
criminal law, In actuality there is little In-
dication that the great majority of depart.
tments stringently enforce those rules. In
practice, there is overwhelming evidence
that the system, including police,
prosecutors and courts, functions to
protect police, prosecutors and courts,
functions to protect police officers who
have killed citizens, Moreover, there Is
strong evidence to Indicate that many'of
these killings and their legal justification
are the result of racism.

In addition to the police Investigation
of a homicide committed by a police of.
ricer, the official language used in
describing such Incidcnts to the news
media is Intended to imply justification
and necessity. The wording, "deadly
force" Is used In such a context that It is
interpreted as being legitimately
necessary. By contrast, the killing of a
police officer Is referred to as "violence"
or "murder" and therefore illegal. The
funeral services of the officer receive full

media coverage with special attention
directed to the "grieving widow", or the
"fatherless children," but seldom does
the dead citizen or hii family, ev6n In
situations where It is determined that the
citizen had committed no offense,
receive the same attention from public
officials, the police or the news media.

An additional factor which tends to
promote public acceptance of killings by
police officers is that responsible officials
such as police chiefs, coroners,
prosecutors, judges, etc. deliberately
mislead the public by their statements
and actions involving such In.
vestigations. One of the most commonly
used tactics of the prosecutor when faced
with a situation where there are demands
for action following a questionable
killing by a police officer Is to submit the
case to a grand jury.

The great majority of such hearings
result in the grand jury refusing to indict
the officer. The prosecutor is then "off
the hook." He can take the public
position that he carried out his sworn
duty and presented the case to the grand
jury and that they ruled against him by
their actions, The public does not know,
however, what evidence and what wit.
nessen the prosecutor put before the
grand jury in presenting his case, When
pressed as to these details, the
prosecutor/district attorney is prone to
point out that by law jury proceedings
are secret, and that as an officer of the

court he Is obligated to respect that
secrecy and therefore cannot comment
on any of the specifics of the case,

Thbis system, which provides an In.
stitutional escape route for both police
and prosecutor, has a well documented
record of non-action. The prosecutor, in
defending his presentation of the case to
the grand jury, stated, "When a
policeman comes In and swears on a
Bible, you're going to believe him. You
can't abuse the trust in him."

There has been a recent out cry for t'
return of the death penalty In New Yu, k
by such Politicians as Mayor Koch md
Queens D.A. Santucci, dispute proof
that it serves no deterrent to crime.
Numerous studies fails to support the
myth that our murder of the defendant
prevents other murders, Governor Carey
has repeatedly vetoed the bill for the
death penalty stating "We cannot foster
respect for human life while giving the
state the Ikense to destroy it". We
Blacks and Latlnos should not and will
not support the efforts of any Legislative
body seeking to lsalle their rights to
kill and destroy us. In this city, where
9n of those incarcerated are Black and
Latinos. The death penalty is Inhumane
and serves no deterrent to further mur.
der, serves no true revenge and is not
conducive to any forrp of rehabilitation.

Continued on page 1t

Publisher's Statement...
In an effort to focus mass public at.

tention in the African community to acts
of police harressment and brutality, it is
the hope of PBIU that the community
will come forward and make "public
servants" (POLICE) accountable to the
people they alledgedly repreent.

Part of the problem of police brutality
and harreassment in the African com-
munity seems to stem from our
"powerlessness" and in many cases our
acceptance of such a role,

African-Americans contribute as
much as any other national group to

supporting lawenforcement, but we are
isolated when it comes to "individual"
abuses of police authority.

Responsible community members
should acquaint themselves with the suc-
cesses or failures of their local precincts.
They should know the administrators of
the precincts (ranking officers).

Responsibile community should
monitor the function of police sponsored
community services for youth, the
elderly, etc. The tax dollars of the
African-American community go in part

to public service, ie., public transpor.
nation, institutions, officials, and law en-
forcement. Ilie role of law enforcement
In to protect and secure our homes,
property, and our lives. It Is foolish to
blindly support any institution whose
employees have shown continuous
disregard for life and dignity as it relates
to African-Asnericans.

Community groups such as blockwat.
cheers, civic groups, etc. must come
logther, first and foremost In your
community
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CommOel residents nod supporters wet beulilr beats for demonstratn5 In In satmpt
to stop theelostns of ydenhsm 1tos0tet.
tIero, sass eou t y lodge who Oe the mad dopt

P.B.I.U. Position Paper On
Police Brutality

Crime and police brutality is a direct
and Indirect result of poverty, unem.
ployment and racism within the Black
community.

Police violence b on the rie

The Police Brutality Investigation
Unit was formed as a recognition that
police brutality Is a growing trend. We
need to understand why the Black com-
munity is so often the victim of police
brutality and in order to more effectively
tight this problem the Black community
needs to understand the role of the
public civil servant (police) and that it Is
the Black community's money which
helps to buy the weapons and the bullets
that are being unleashed and cause
numerous fatalities In our communities.

Citing Incidents of police brutality
nationally, despite the struggles for
justice, police terror and murder con.
tinues, and has a distinct impact on
Blacks and other people of color,

Emlal function of the police:
"Pol e violence not simply a problem

of Individual, racist cops."

Police brutality In the Black com-
munity Is not just a problem of racist
whites In the police department. Black
police also participate in the violence.
However, white police are most often
astoflated with police brutality in our
community.

Police brutality Is rooted in the basic
role and 'function of the police in this
society, to serve and protect the type of
order that has been prescribed by law,
the laws of a system that does not func-
tion in the interest of Black people.

In the course of this struggle, it has
become obvious that fundamental
changes must take place in the system as
a whole,

There are many demands that can be
presently won, which in almost all cases
are concessions that the system makes,
'the system operates off the logic that
there are no problems fundamental to
how it works. Therefore, all real gailts

that are substantial are the result of
pressure, the pressure Inherit In mass
movements demanding fundamental
changes. -

Reaganomcs captures the precise
character of police brutality today

While the Black community has
always been subjected to violence and
terror, In the current period there is a
sharp Intensification of systematic
violence from the police, The rise in
police violence Is occurring to help con.
tain the growing anger in the community
as hardship and racism Intensifies.

The United States Is In an economic
and political crisis and Is losing ground
all over the world as national liberation
struggles advance. While the U.S. Is
faced with economic crisis of unprecen.
dented proportions since the great
depression, It is pouring money Into war
machines to protect corporate profits,
while all poor people are beginning to
suffer more. Clearly the worst of the
crisis In general fails on people of color,
Black people in particular with the brunt
of the cuts In social services, the worst of
employment, and Ideological
physical attacks as the racist atmosphere
increases are directed towards the Black
community. This Is very much a part of
the racialized character that wealth and
poverty has always had In this society.

The U.S. Ia attempting to win sym.
pathy and support for Its policies In a
concentrated way among whites, by
patriotic propaganda and attempting to
blame economic crisis on "lazy welfare
cheats" a code name for "lazy Blacks."

The government has learned lessons
from the 1960's and early 1970's
rebellions, and is preparing to suppress

Coettnned on pges I

SUPPORT
THE

B.U.F.
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Letter to the Editor, Howard W. Worley/
Haja Watu Amka

On March 7, 1983 I was arrested In.
side the Chock Pull '0 Nits Restaurant
as a result ofa scuffle with a middle.aged
Caucasian male, I was removed from the
scene of the Incident by police and taken
to the 84th Pct. at approximately 1:40
p.m, I was held In a detention cell for a
few hours and then moved to another
cell In the rear of the area where I had
been. My shoelaces, belt, suspenders
were removed and I was locked in. Later
that day I was taken to Central Booking.

Before being taken to Central
Booking, I do not recall that I was han.
dcuffed the entire time that I was in the
second cell, taking my shoelaces, belt,
suspenders re.,Jly was not necessary since
my hands were handcuffed behind my
back. The cuffs were tight enough to cut
off circulation and to cause superficial
wounds on my wrists, According to the
arresting officer, a patrolman Betz 02353
at 8:30 p.m., March 7, 1983 1 caused in.
jury to him and he had to be treated at

Long Island College Hospital. This Is an
outright lie.

Officer Betz was responsible for a
vicious attack Instigated by himself and
assisted by as many as 8 officers. I was
struck on my head with a club and was
pulled to the ground face down In such a
manner that my ams were outstretched,
my less were held and someone was
kiueling or standing on my back.

I suddenly felt a hand squeering my
throat (on left side slightly below
jawline), I felt myself losing con.
sclousness and I screamed, "Someone
help me, they're chocking me".

I believe In all sincerity that had I not
cried out I would have died there. After
the beating I was placed In a cell with
myself and a young brother about 18
years old. I was handcuffed to a pipe or
bench. I was then taker from 84th
Pt./Central Booking to 79th Pct. to
await court the following day, the 8mn of
March,

I was shuttled from one holding pen to
another while waiting for court. It was
ailedged ttat I refused to be fingerprin.
ted, another outright lie,

On the gth, I was taken to the
Brooklyn House of Detention where I
stayed overnight, On March 9, 1983 I
went to night court and was released
pending arraignment,

Some of my property Is missing and I.
have filed a complaint with the Cvillan
Complaint Review Board and police in.
vestiltlons from Internal affairs have
been In touch with me in the presence of
the Unit Chairperson, Dave Walker,
LA.D. Interview 28th March 83 at 451A
Nostrand Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

Remarks from police during the
beating, "lie's rolling his eyes,"

Officer Detz 02353 referred to me as#scum."

'The Cluse"

Considering the abnormally high level
of Black unemployment and the
Inhumane social condition forced on
most Blacks. It Is not at all unusual that
some Black Individuals turn to crime.
What is unusual under the circumstan.
ces, and worthy of long thought, Is that
most Blacks of all ages and social con.
ditions are decent, law abiding people.
We as Black people are simply exposed
more often to environments that have
produced high levels of socil
frustration and social disorder In all
groups. Crime has reached a critical level
that threatens our existence as a people.
It is a threat to our youth, women, senior
citizens, values and institutions.

"Racism and Oppression"

Racism and oppression In America
today is less vocal but still vigorous. The
effect works Its cancer in ways that crush
the spirit of Black youngsters, by Ito.
busing some Black people with a sense of

self.hatred of predetermined failure and
powerlessness, It dictates substandard
housing, poor health care, and em.
barrassingly high unemployment rate,
inadequate police protection and a
justice system which Is weighted heavily
against the poor.

Black people are angry. Their anger
internalized and long simmering, finds it
outlet In aggresslon.in criminal activity In
the community and in unbridle attack
upon the nearest perton-often a family
member or friend. Blacks seek to
become a part of the white mainstream,
and obtain soalled manhood by tur.
ning to physical brutality and petty
crimes against one another. Violence can
be a potent drug for the oppressed per.
son. Reacting to the futility of his life,
the individual derives an ultimate sense
of power when he holds the fate of
another human being In his hands,

The kinds of frustration that result
from being unable to find a job will find
an outlet in aggression against one's wife
or husband or other loved one. It's a
very Important thing to look at, In terms

of material goods being standards by
which people measure their existence and
their sense of being as well as themselves,

When legitimate roads to personal
achievement and material rewards are
blocked or narrowed, whether by poor
education, the unavailability of all but
the menial jobs, or other obstacles on the
path of upward mobility, Blacks like
other ethnic underdasses, often resort to
illegal means, be It prostitution, fencing
stolen goods, or drug trafficing. But,
unlike the experience of most ethnic ito.
migrants who have moved upward In
American society, Blacks have remained
locked on the bottom. Oenerastion after
generation.

The problem of controlling crime In
the ghetto Is primarily one of changing
the conditions, which tend to breed
widespread violence rather than one of
reforming the Individual criminal. Yet
the tendency has been, In terms of ghetto
crimes, to concentrate on Imprisonment
of individuals rather than to seek to
destroy the community, roots of crime
itself and behind and beneath all or the
crimes In the ghetto It the specter of em.
ployment, broken families and poor
education. Clearly. then Incidents of
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PBIU Position Paper... . cotonwed from pAce 6
and undercut any resistance to this Inten.
sifted oppression.

At the most sophisticated national
levels, the government Is lifting sur-
veillance restrktions on FBI/CIA of-
ficials, establishing "Early Warning
Systems" and training police department
personnel In "Urban Control."

"Antd-iti' code word for an open
season on Blsk people

The "arti-crme" campaign Is the
main way the government Is moving to
exert greater control over the Bla'k
community and is a major Ideological at.
tack, as an acceptable justification for
open police brutality, The concrete
development of this repressive apparatus
Is exemplified by the facts that police
departments are belng strengthened
because restrictions on police are being
lifted, Courts are being signaled to give
stiffer sentences, make It harder to get
parole and the death penalty Is being
reiltstated, With prison budgets rapidly
increasing, new prisons are being built,

Crime is Indeed on the rise, especially
In the Black and other minority com-
munities, where Blacks are the main ones
victimized by crime, Crime makes the
Black community extremely vulnerable
to police abuse and provides legitimate
reasons for Increased police patrol.

Whites don't notice when police kill
and even parts of the Black community
become silenced, To effectively fight
police brutality we need to address the
Issues of crime In the Black community.
Despite all claims of police, they car.
thinly don't act effectively against crime
In the Black community, Drug traffic is
allowed to flourish, there Is an
inadequate response to victims of crime
and officials can't seem to differentiate
criminals front non-criminals, Indeed the
police are the perpetrators of murder in
our community.

Most crime Is the result of the per.
petual unemployment and poverty that is
forced on the community, rotten
educational systems, lack of job training
programs, and our limited options.
Crime has an Important relationship to
unemployment where the U.S. profit
system needs a pool of unemployed and
underemployed workers to depress the
wages of workers which weakens the
capacity to working people. Full em.
ployment Is not profitable from the van.
tage point of the exploiting class. In this
society, who i4 employed and who Isn't in

by and large determined racially and
organized racially. Black people and
other minorities in this country have
been historically the ones brought In to
do the worst work and then dumped
whenever necessary. This is the function
the Black community is locked into. This
is the source of the perpetual poverty
that forces people into crime!

We can't accept this current notion of
"ani-rime," and this position paper it
an attempt to point to the conditions that
give rise to crime. Tire role of the police
In forcing people to accept these con.
ditions should not be tolerated,

Which way forward for the struggle
aalst police brutality

Such a direction points this struggle
towards fundamentally challenging the
system that gives rise so police brutality
and impoverishment.

We need to recognize that the struggle
against police brutality ultimately cannot
be won simply through legal struggles to
bring Individual police to justice or out
of the police force arid Into Jails. The
source of police violence goes deep into
the structure of U.S, society, We need to
address those economic and social con.
ditions that make our community so
vulnerable to police violence. We must
fight for jobs and social services as an In-
tegral part of the struggle against police
terror In our communities.

Educational work among people is
critical. We must attack and break down
the "anti-crime" propaganda of the
police, government that silences the
Black community and wins the active
support for police brutality among
whites. No struggle against police
brutality can be successful if this men.
tality continues to dominate the thinking
of U.S. peopleas a whole. We need to do
educational work that explains what kind
of system set up these conditions and
begin to blild an erfective network of
resistance that is polirtlally clear and
united.

Police terror and murder is one of the
most blatant, extreme violations of all
standards of democracy and decency. It
ever violates the laws of this racist
s, ciely. We need to fight for justice in all
Incidents of police terror. We need to
utilize the laws and courts whenever
possible. We need to work with any
persons willing to take a stand against
such outrage.

The struggle against police brutality
must become a critical means of
organizing against this racist system as
whole and not simply be a series of
Isolated and disconnected battle.

WE ARE ENGAGED IN A
STRUGGLE TO MAKI Till POLICE
AND TItE LAW ACCOUNTABII TO
TilE NEEDS OF TIlE BLACK
COMMUNITY,

Crime...
Continued from pelt 7

crime and violence can not be wholly
dismissed as isolated examples of
inherent criminal tendencies, rather in.
stitutional racism, coupled with years of,
oppression, can be summoned to trace
the causes of black crime.

"llard Drus"
It is estimated that heroin users com-

mit about 19% of all property crime in
the US., accoridng to the Drug Enfor.
cement Administration. They commit
about 100,000 robberies, larcenses or
auto thefts each day, plhs an undeter.
mined amount of crime Involvinig bad
checks and credit cards. Tis cost society
about $10 million per day. Additional
cost arc generated by some If1,221 ad-
dicts, (out of a total of 450,000) who par.
tlipate in federal treatment programs,
Blacks comprise 484S of that total,

Addicts who are unable to support
their habits by jobs, public assistance,
friends or family, resort to crime. Their
primary victims are those In closest
proximity-fanrly members and neigh-
btrs.

In a study on crime and drugs conduc-
ted in five Inner cities using a population
of 100D with Blacks comprising 80%.
Conrad Mauge of ARTC describes the
heterogenous addict population by
dividing it Into three groups. It Includes:
a) the non-criminal (addict who had been
arrested, 17%)
b) the criminal addict who had been
arrested after the onset of addition 28%
en the addict-criminal who had bees
arrested prior to addiction (55,%)

Violent felonies dominated In the later
category with assault, robbery and
weapon possession the greatest, followed
by the theft and property felonies.

These cities wage a continuous battle
to halt drug-relatqd crimes. However,
drugs continue to flow Into Black com-
munities and crime Is rampant, The
problem of drugs Is a plight caused by

Coollud o ostae 9
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Henry Woodley -Another Case of Police Brutality'
Within the first nine days of this year,

the life of an Innocent young Black man
was taken by the N.Y. Polie Depar.
tmens. The killing of the 23 year old
Henry Woodiey was an ad of cold.
blooded, racist murder. This killing by
the police Is not a mere isolated incident.
The slightest examination will reveal that
there Is a growing nationwide trend of
Innocent Black people being attacked by
the police.

This Increasing trend of police
brutality is linked very directly to the
larger effort to coerce and Intimidate the
Black community to bare the brunt of
the presets economic and political crisis
that faces the 1.,S.

The Facts of Henry Woodley's,
Murder

On earty Sunday morning, January
9th, Henry Woodley, along with his
sister and girlfriend, were walking along
Fifth Avenue between 114th and 115th
streets, In the Martlin Luther King, Jr.
Tower housing projects when five thugs
attacked them and attempted to rob
Woodley. The commotion brought
residents to their windows as Woodley
attempted to defend himself. The thugs
wrestled Woodley to the ground.

Woodley's sister than ran for help
from the P.S. Area 5 Housing Police,
located Just across the street. As off-duty
Sglt. Oary Commer arrives to the scene,
Woody was broken away from his at.
packers,

Sgt, Commer, without a uniform or
Identifying himself, takes his revolver,
alms It at Woodley and fires once.
Woodley looking stunned as he endures
the bullet amidst the screams by his
sister and neighbors that, "you've shot
the wrong one," Is then shot again by
Sgt. Commer. Walking over Wopdley,
who is now on the ground, Sgt. Commer
fires yet another shot hitting Woodley a
third time, As an expert, Sgt. Commer
landd all three rounds In Woodley, two
In the chest and one In the heart.

"As other officers arrived on the
scene, they put their arms around Sgt.
Cormers shoulders, as if congratulating
him for a job well done, and walked him
Into the precinct house," witnesses said.

Conflicting reports from Police Chief
Hamilton Robinson, who came to ad.
dress a community protest meeting or

several hundred people, denied that there
was any evidence of misconduct on the
put of Sgt. Commea. The Police Chief
said that Woodley was chasing some
people with a knife. He was not sure if it
was a muagingor a gan fight. However,
no knife was ever found.

This Is a dear example of a police
coverup, with no concern for the com.
munity or Its victims. This brutality on
the part Of the police must be challenged;
anyone could be nextl There is no logical
jutificatlon for the shooting of Woodiey
at all, let along shooting him three times.

Not An Isolated Incident

The murder of Henry Woodley is one
In an epidemic of killings by the police in
the past few years. In New York City
alone, from June 1979 to September
1981, a twenty month period, there were
thirty.four killings of Black and
Hispanic people by the N.Y. Police
Department. Nationally in the past three

yeas, there has been a tremendous In.
creae In racist police terror - par.
tiularly against Black people: In
Milwaukee, thousands marched to
protest the police killing of Ernest Lacey;
In Memphis the unwarranted killings (all
shot In the head point blank) of seven
Black religious members; In Los Angeles
the series of killings of Black people
while being held in the custody of the
L.A. police Department prompted legal
suits; In Arizona the killing and
harassment of aislaek relilous group;
In New Orleans the recent Indictment
(filmed on 60 Minutes) of several police
officers for the murder of five Black
people; in Miami the murders by the
Miami Police IDpartment that sparked
two rebeilLons in the past year and a half;
In Oakland, Ca., Chicago, Boston,
Oregon, and to forth, there have been
large community protests over the killing
of Black people by the police, Wherever
Black people are concentrated, so is
police brutality. The trend cannot be
denied-in the U.S. today there is an un-
precedented upsurge of brutal police at-
tacks on Black and other people of color.

Why Is Pollce Brutality On The Ris

Presently the U.S. is In a tremendous
economic crisis. This crisis is mainly the
result of a system that is irrational, where

profit Is placed above the human welfare
of people, a system that strives to
maximize the profits of the wealthy at all
costs. This Irrationality has been
challenged nternationally by third world
countries that are rising up and taking
over their political economies to deter.
mine their own destinies, free of U.S.
exploitation.

Crme.,.
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socdely-s ilis. 6ime Is perpetuated In this
system, unw such time as there Is a
camaraderle between il supportive
agencies like te.Lnica, welfae and
communty.based organliatlons we will
be plagued with thi problem. If we atck
the problem that attributes to drug
abuse, we can then eliminate the effects.
crime.

"Urbanlzatlon and Fwly
Breakdown"

The problems of crowded housing,
family breakdowns and urban decadence
are responsible for the high crime rate,
Urbanization creaes a climate for crime
by breaking up the extended families that
were once a prime source of financial
and psychological support for Blacks In
the ruto south. Black urban neigh.
borhoods ae congested with pool halls,
store front social dubs and community
organizations, not to mention the
scattered cliques hanging out near the
bars and playgrounds, This diversity can
contribute to crime. Unemployment has
been established as the major problem
affecting young Blacks In the urban
cities. Poverty and joblessness are direc-
tly linked to the dramatic upsurge In
crime. The only solution to crime Is jobs
and bietr soda conditions,

ATTEND
BUF RALLY

every
tuesday night

7 pm * 966 fulton st
brooklyn

for Information call 596.1991
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Brutal attack In 1981 against community resident.

Required 35 stitches to close head and face wounds.
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Osatrperson's Statement...
CaUoa NOa popad

1. Become part of precinct councils
(don't be Intimidated) and don't be in.
doctrinated. Join so you can effect their
functioning to serve the community.
2. When you witness a police officer
actin suspiciously RECORD badge no.
or vehicle no. and time and location. It is
not necessary to Intervene to do this.
3. Use your camera and tape recorder
to document Incidents when possible.
4. If you are involved In any Incidents
get names of witness an addresses,

s. Orga on your block, neighbor
watchIng neighbor protectively. Es.
change emergency contact telephone
numbers.
6. Join an organized group commit.
ted to mvig the community, such as
The Black United Front and call on then
any time you ae to-meet with any police
officils an attend meeting.
7. Never give information or anything
without a witness.

g. When you tead articles In the prnt
media or hear statements on radio/rv
that do not accurately lift up the facts,
you should write or call In protest, let
your view be known.
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What to do If you ae a victim of police brutality
i) obtain o(ficer(s) name, badge no., precinct no.
2) note date, time, place of Incident
3) If injuries -have them treated at nearest hospital
4) have pictures taken of injuries
5) obtain name, address, telephone no., (home, job) of witness

What to do If you witness police brutality
I) obtain name, badge no., precinct no., of officer(s)
2) obtain squad car no. and description of officer(s)
3) note time, date, place of occurrance

Once you have obtained all necessary Information, call P.B.i.U. Hot Line number. We will
assist you and help you or file a complaint for you. Hot Line number is 789.1862 or 596-1991.

Please leave your name, home telephone number and work number. An Investigator will con.
tact you.

You have rights...
I) If the police knock at your door and ask to come into your home you do not I ave to let them in
unless they have a warrant that has been signed by a judge.
2) You may, but you have the right not to answer any questions except who you are, your age,
and where you live.
3) You do not have to answer any questions, sign any statements, or appear In any lineups
without having your lawyer with you after you are arrested..
4) If at any time the police abuse or mistreat you at any stage of their Investigation - from the time
you were stopped - remember the badge numbers of the officers and what they looked like. You
should then phone the P.B.I.U. Unit.

Black United Front Police Brutality Investigation Unit

6380811 or 596-1991

24 Hour Hot Line Number
789-1862
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CCI For Dismiss~ &fCivilca Corn piMr

Review Od.
By Allean Easton

Angry Black leaders met last week at Sylvia's to demand that Governor
Cuomo and Mayor Koch call a halt to the rising number of police assaults on
Blacks in Harlem.

Present at the press conference
were civil rights attorney C. Vernon
Mason, Kenneth Woods, the most
recent victim of a police attack, Mrs.
Hazel Dukes, president of the
NAACP branches in New York State,
Rev. Calvin Butts, activist pastor of
Abyssinian Bantist Church. Rev. Lee

Johnson, another recent victim of
police attacks, members of The Black
United Front and fHarlem Core
representatives.

Mason who is the defense attorney
for Woods declared, "An epidemic
other than AIDS is occuring in New

(Contlnued on Page 3)
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(Continued from Page 1)
York. There is an epidemic of police
brutality and killings. If the Mayor
can't do anything about it or the
Governor, then we as Black folk can
do it."

Latest Victim Testifies
Woods, the co-owner of the world

famous Sylvia's Restaurant at 328
Lenox, and son of Herbert and Sylvia
Woods, described the incident that
took place on Tuesday, June 7, at his
restaurant where he was responding
to a call about a fire in back of the
restaurant. He told how police officer
Paul Dellaconta abused him verbally
and physically.

After Woods' emotionally filled
testimony, Mrs. Dukes said with
tears in her eyes, "I am a mother of a
Black son. Our children and our
community, are victims. First a
Vietnam war, and now a war on our
children by white police officers. Its
just too much."

"I felt the same hurt and pain that
this brother is feeling and my pain
grows within me," said Rev. Lee
Johnson as he addressed the press.

Seek Board's Dismissal
The leaders called for the dismis-

sal of the Civilian Complaint Review

Board, Mason charged that federal
investigaitons are absolutely neces-
sary. Mayor Koch expressed his
doubts about the attacks by the
officers from the 28th Precinct
several weeks ago after Rev. John-
son's attack.

When the New York Voice con-
tacted the Mayor's office, Anne
Putnam, a spokesperson for the
Mayor said, "The Mayor is aware of
the incident and he is aware that
a complaint has been filed with the
Civilian Complaint Review Board.
The mayor feels that it would be
inappropriate for him to comment
until the investigation is comple-
ted."

Woods was told at the Complaint
Review Board that the police officer
would only be penalized for a week
without salary.

the New York Voice phoned the
Civilian Complaint Review Board,
and was told to contact Sgt. Sweeney
of the Public Information Bureau for
the Police Department. Sgt.
Sweeney replied, "A complaint was
received and it is being investi-
gated."
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Black United Front
B In Action

"We want the government to pull the stops on a ensued between two marshals,thorough Investigation of the police department," said Daught-,y and one Of his partyevidently a bodyguard. Other
Rev. herbert D. Daughtry, leader of Brooklyn's Black marshals were called andUnited Iront. Daughtry told the people assem-

Daughtry and about 50 supporters had gathered last bled. *We didot come an-
Wednesday. Ash Wednesday. at the Federal Courthouse in ticipating any confrontation. Wecame here as citizens to demandBrooklyn, to protest to the U.S. District Attorney 14 killings why policemen Keep killingof Black and Latino civilians since lastjune. Blacks and Latinos. Stay calm."

"We are angered and thoroughly No one moved, and at that he cautioned the group.
outraged." said Daughtry. OI- moment another marshal entered "Whatev-r there going to do. let
viously, something is terribly, the room, a cross traced in char- them do it. This Is as good a place
terribly wrong." Specifically, coal on his forehead. He passed as any to go down.-
Daughtry had come to see Edward through and the first marshal When Korman appeared a few
R. Korman, U.S. Attorney for New left the room, his stride Indicating minutes later, he was visibly un-
York's Eastern District. to demand he was gathering support, nerved by the size of the crowd
Federal government assistance in 'Don't worry. Just relax.- said and the circumstances. but
suspending two police officers In- Daughtry to the secretary. calmly explained that the federal
evolved In the death of Jay Parker, Everything's going to be all government only brings indic-
a policeman's son and honor right. rm taking the blame for tents 'when there is a
student shot in the back in everything that's happening reasonable belief we're going to
Queens e ler this month, indic- today." get a conviction. nort necessarily
ting the officers In federal court The marshal reappeared and because there's understandable
on Civil R"iots violations and directed the crowd. which In- frustration in the Black com-
Initiating a widespread in- cluded television cameramen and munity."
vestigatiom of police violence a couple of documentary film- Korman continued that an 1 1F
against Blacks and Latinos in Mew makers covering Daughtry. to the investigation into the Parker
York City. second-floor courtroom. le said killing was underway and affir-

Saying that he and the mainly Korman would speak to them mative steps" had been taken to
Black group that had gathered to there. One of Daughtry's aides keep Black community leaders In.
protest the illing were tax- sent a scout ahead to the second formed of Its Progress.
payers and simply wanted to hear floor.-We'rejust making sure the " 'We're not talking about an
what their public servant (Kor- second floor Is real, he said. isolated instance now," Daughtry
man) had to say. Daughtry led a When the bulk of the crowd countered. 'We're talking about
group of about 40 people to Kor- arrived In the room. marshals 14 People killed since June. What
man'sofflce on the ffth floor, were already In place and restric- about going on record saying

Tewere met by an apparently ted them to the area behind the Yes, we ned a government in-

very upset secretary who said she spectators' partition, leaving vestigation of the lew York City
'didn't know what the situation clear the space before the bench Police Departmenrr
was." and by a Federal marshal. usually filled by lawyers and Weir -'That's a queson that's more

I' sorry." the marshal said to clients. Daughtry moved to the Civiluately addressed by tne
the group. "'but no one will be other side of the partition to ad- Rights Division of the Depar-
coming in here. so step to the dress the group, and was grabbed tment ofJustice.'" Korman said.
elevators and go' right back by a marshal, who told him to stay Thn Daughtry suggested, asyh t vinn ma hh be e done in other cases

suspected a pattern oL-Federal
violations, that undercover agen-
ts be assigned to work within the
Police Department.

-1 will consider and forward
your request to Washington.
replied Korman, and Ignoring
some spectators' questions and
demands that he stay to reach an
agreement with the group, he
walked from the room.

"This Is the first time I've
carried the flih to Federal
grounds.- Daugt told the
assembly, and what we've seen
again is inensktivity.- ti then
settled in with members of the
crowd who decided to stay to
await Korman's return. He didft

While Daughtry and his suppor-
ter sat In the courtroom, Korman
spoke of the possibility of Indict'
ments against the officers in the
Parker case. "You have to show
that this is something more than
that an officer used his gun five
seconds too soon. There's a fairly
strict burden of proof.

1 feel the frustration of the
Black community rm white and I
feel it. But I can't Indict someone
unless I feel In good conscience
that wecan meet the strict burden
of proof required and get a con-
viction."

Two days before the Daughtry-
Korman confrontation, as if to
confirm that a pattern of police
violence against minority
civilians does exist. Abdul tladdid,
a Muslim street salesman, was
shot and killed by police in the
Bronx. A cording to three eyewit-
neses. he was shot after being
handcuffed, and remained han-
dcuffed after being shot. k
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REV HERBERT OAUGMTRY@ BLACK LNITEO FRONT
'1S ATLANTIC AVE
BROOKLYN NY 11217

19TH APRIL 1979

DEAR SIRl
hE AGAIN POINT TO A GLILO-UP OF EVIDENCE THAT MANDATES THAT

THE COMI3SION ON CIVIL RIGHTS OF U.S. JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
PERFORMA PUBLIC ISTENSIVE INVESTIGATION OF THE hE YORK CITY POLICE
DEPARTMENT AND THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY'S OFFICE IN THE FOLLOWING
COUNTIES# RICHMOND# GUEENle NEW YORK* KINMS AND ORONX,
WE CHARGE THAT THE CIVIL AND HUMAN RIGHTS CF BLACKS# HISPANICS AND
THE POOR CITIZENS ARE BEING VIOLATED DAILY BY THE POLICE -
DEPARTMENT AND THE ACCOMPANYING DISTRICT ATTORNEY OFFICES.

NE FILED A REQUEST FOR A SIMILAR INVIlTSIATION IN'JLLY
OF 19? FOLLOWING THE DEATH OF ARTHUR MILLER AT'THE HANOi VOF THE
N.Y,C. POLICE AND THE BRUTAL BEATING OF VICTOR'RNODES BY OVER
THIRTY MEMBERS OF THE HASIDIC JEkISH COMMUNITY,
SINCE THAT TIME THE ABUSE$ AND BRUTALITY OF THE N.Y.C. POLICE
NAB CONTINUED AND THE BEATINGS AND COVER UPS BY NASIDIC 'JEWS AND
OTHER BANDS OF WHITE TERRORIST HAS CONTINUED %ITHCUT
INVESTIGATION BY ANY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT.

THE LATE$ ABUSE OF POLICE PcFR IN NEN YCRK CITY IS
MANIFESTED BY THE CASE AGAINST A YOUNG MAN# RONALD SIhGLETCN
AND THE HANDLING OF THE CASE BY CRIMINAL COURT JUDGE BRUCE
WRIGHT. JUDGE BRUCE WRIGHT HAS BEEN ATTACKED BY VhE PATROLMENS
BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION HEAC THE POLICE COMMISSIONER AND
THE MAYOR BECAUSE OF HS REFUSAIl TO CHARGE EXCESSIVE BAIL.
THE OEFENDENT RONALD SINGLETON, A 30 YEAR OLD BLACK MAN
HAS SEEN THE FACT CHANGE SEVERAL TIMES,

LIT HIS ALLEGED VICTIM WAS STABEC WITH A BOTTLE AND THEN A
KNIFE.
INITIALLY HE WAS ARRESTED 20 FEET AWAY PROM THE VICTIM AND NCO
ME WAS MORE THAN A BLOCK A*AY, ALSO IT HAS BEEN
DOCUMENTED THAT YOUNG SINGLETON WAS BRUTALLY IEATIN AT THE TIME
OF HIS ARREST AND HAD TO BE TAKEN TO A'HOSPITAL POR MEDICAL
ATTENTION. WE FEEL THAT ALL OF THIS ACTIONS ARE INDICATIVE THAT
A POLICE COVERUP OF THIS CASE Is IN THE MAKINGS,

THE WARM AND HOT WEATHER SEASON IN THE NEW YCRK AREA
IS FAST APPROACHING, FOR OUR PEOPLE THIS PERIOD I8 8YHBCLIC OF
MASSIVE POLICE BRUTALITY AND MURDER. IF THE BLACK CITIZENS
OFOUR CITY ARE TO RECEIVE MINIMAL PROTECTIONCF THEIR CIVIL
RIGHTS AN IMMEDIATE FEDERAL INVESTIAGATIONIF THE NhW ORK POLICE

DEPARTMENT I8 ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY;
ME DEMAND NO LESS

THANK YOU
SINCERELY
REV HERBERT DAGHTRY
BLACK UNITED FRONT
415 ATLANTIC AVE BROOKLYN NY 11217

1t11 EST

MOOOMP maM

uRi e s "lern munionMailgram
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A cTy fAoo.o LUer 7, justice

A cry for power, justice
Iy . ZANGBA BOWNE

A cry lar Justice mid an mid to 14rw

Bl s.d nicanif the p wereoed
duriz a catyore deiomtation ,*s
Ttanry afternoon at City Hall.

Wd by the Rev. Herbet Daughry. the
ontroversal -roly p- be along
wnh CieJ WI WaUm Jr. head o the
Aociatio of Black Social S-orbia, and
Acorp e mteaoprotes ch in
iecac number to make tbher pa bid
mdder.

"We me dred of the ampnoe. basol,.
tiity -dmi esec1 by dto his d"rdar
Idayt. le hex h hiled t addre h-im. to
the meds of ow lck and Hp nic

COMMnnamw" the omaohes echoed.
Ittee o-n s amemhle am iry as il
a i k n oth e e m othe Load C a ob n

Atlntic Ave.. Arolli where Rev.

The amibifach rally; the Coak Wp
Pdam"; AMd the Cae-Da e
lma - f ryat Realm ashy-
ds, Page A-i

Ibohooy is the pasor to begin the bong
intd aarsn Brooklym ridge to Cty

haonarg "eW fared up. we won't take
In mo e. mid enough a enough." the
ma'chem anied at Cht- Hai at about

Zt.mua wavit red. gneend black
Uktem Fuag
Afe cc.bug CO Halt for about 30
nn.ei wibe ty ere met b) saoe 0

poke ofies the deonstrators me a
V0-mn delegaio to place a It of de-
mnsn the domr.." -

A Ut of Demam&
When asked d tbey want i: ee the

1ymo. R-e. I ragtoysnpped "Wee
awasterestd at seeg Mayor Koch. We
mody sm to eve our demands in the
inneof ir petpleard God.

Anow te main s ere the alacaon
of uemplqoyed Blacks and Hospores.
t ampeasnor dimissal of poe of-

kmr involved so the incident in Cown

Heights in wbh cic leader Arthc Ml-
er Was ,od to death.

Alm the otter Blanche Berntetn as
the Ck)s, Humn Remurces Comoion .

For poto highlights of er march
see pae C.&

er. ad chages i hosing progranzrs and
the soo sytem ,to meet the real needs
of Or lack and ispanic .ommun tes.
um rmsa one of the leaders in the

marc sAd if Mayor Kch doesn't do right.
tis gap wil pat him on the unemplo).
noe hlon wten he comes up for re-elc-

Mayor Koch %ill Ne to Start ilag I
n to te .IHimidc Jes at Brkdlyn amd
t them to do rght. He min also have to

ang to Blanche Bernstein. wob doesn't
*bow repd tor Slack tolhk and he stillhesisng song to bril% some JOIX t Our

--hUtl he sntrt to do this kind ofslagng." S111mt continued. "I will con.
onue to fight hn"
Ome Dams said the bottom nre of the

nmaer a the continued tar between the
ltemid th bovenots "Ths is a period

idoontirtato. flepOeopteare angry and
Sme an ; norch" Dams atkhe-hn crowd.

00
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Statement By Ambassador
Dramane Ouattara

Ective Semretary Of The Organization Of African Unity

To iUke It Is/WABC-TV, Tuesday June 27, 1978
The Organization of African Unity was founded in May of 1963, making our representative

group fifteen years old this year. Originally conceived as an Organitation whose prime considera-
tion was geared to support the ejfort of its members for their economic developments and to al/
and assist in the decolonization process of still dependent territories, in recent years the OA U has
moved resolute to maximize support and defend the struggles of African People--primarily those
at home in Africa, but, whenever possible, those outside of their original historical homeland as
well.
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IllIis flt% i'rgard. she iLeml kill

in tilt Atiliur Miller. alit ouislandinig
coim inly le ddi ti the ( limit
Iteighi% secltiin of Htriiklyii0 during a
generally acklotiwledged ny rtitiked
aliatk by, dattordiligf ii preti iplS%.
Over fifleen New Ytil City pailicenmen
,ii lune 141h. lilesally sitkiit tiu
sitn li. liitit' 'itlloting day. file
ot-currenee ot .i inillar incidet whetn a
yttung mail. VictiOr Rthodes. only
%itleeil years old, wat Ieirly tyched
and beaten ilto a ciOnta by, perhaps,
"over tifty membersi ot the Hasidic
community" acting at vigilalet (in
cloe connection with the N.Y. Police-
Departnstet altio cautses its geat tiIo
catl. 'ital ihee twit itcidentl hapit t.td
ttil the eve itte scotid anrinivsary ifl
the %laughter tf hundred% itt students
in Stiwelo and tther irwsrthipi iii
Strulh Ari-ca. further dranalited io u
hite similar is the desprgaleic plight tit
lcik Peoiple both in the Utliled Stalt
if Anteirica and what used Io be called
Ih Uittir of Sluth Africa

Because it the ilaure lof Arillr
Miller'% death at the Iaiids il police. ii
has been tileised iti the dealh (it Ihe tile
Site' Itkt. Sinlc ite %hii'tisliltt
hy t1SS. ih slisrnm sit .4ipaalt

eiriers t ire it litce Departient ill
New York.

'that Artlhur litlli's Iaelli deat,
ats inllly triggered tiff by the %intllt-

allenpi ill istue tn undie Iralliti icker.
lid the tatl hal ile OAU hat h .i

niade aware it wveral tirail ces heis
nienibrs% tit he Africanr diilntitc
oirps 1.ie thenielves lilt hvl-il
Ihitalened by New Yoirk tlrilicliii'lii
atio oleitibly itsuiill si tilt'hh
ticktls. heli ts nilkl elts ll1, i10" .Il1
trecmilltea (ot tire uiltrlUille %iialltliii
thit Mr. Miller fuid hinistl lit.

Moteoter. the addillti|il l hr- 111.
Oil June 22nd. anithle Blaik hrinsut.
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the Pretiden
Me White I
Washington.

bear Mr, Po

V"OL. 17 NO.30 JULY 201hTHRU. JULY 261h, 19718 CIT-Y-E-I)ITION . .i'

Epncloved is an epcer/t fr. Det-

oust nat Cave's lier, t) ti e lt/Iulrl.
D. C. 20500 ilent.

.'e Iotk forward to hearing from
1A-, you In this regard.

Your Human khithtf statOfetit ci
trhalf of Gltnzhurp, Shcharoettky and
other Soc-lel dissidents have a hollow
,Io it the lOA c c'oiliutty, especially
it, Crowh Heilhtsto this little.

We are charming the Ifa ttdi Jewiv,
In col/lton with the City iof New YorA,
With via/lttn the Human RtAhts of
8/ark IOa In Crown H'eph/s,
Brooklce. , .

Since tI e Is strong liref Al mhere
is tufficlent evidence repardAp the vi-
oataon of ihr hitman rihts of the a.
rorementoned arout, t. Many
iretitolos organizatolts and persons
Nieow written to the JuStite Deporient
wurestinx a Federal in vestittallo.

In addition, U. L. Drainoe
uattara, Stedry of the Orlpfh/p.

ton of African Unity made at l "Ied
forjustpe on behaf of tack people in
Crown Heights. In his stteinent of
June 26, 1978 he highli/hted the rm.
flo/tI of Steve 8ico', death, the death
ofArhur Miller and the viciouss attack
.of the Has/idie Jews on a 16 year old

ittth named Victor Rhodes.
It does seeil that your Human

Rights pronounceienit are reserved
foe th' Jewp In Ru,,ia. It it not the flit
title you hdive been approached regard.
Inp violation of Hutman Righi; (if
Black cities in the I.S.A. However.
' the tiiortuntitt have always fallen of
deaf ears.

fir eampuple, the iuest flagrant
disregard of Blaoc tpatode's rights. the
Vale of the Wihminpiot Ten, does not
lteria a response front yiiu; while on,
at/eped mistreatment of Jews In Russia
eiokes a frenzy of activity front your-
self to almost every facet of govern.
itient.

Let tte refer to another pate.
Randolph EVant crs a 1I year old
Block /cd who we; killed on Novenle r
27. 1976 by a Patrolm n nailed Robert
roriuney. In Novetier, 1977, Torviny
wat aqutltted his reason of Inanity. a
clear eaiple of a iitcarriolt of Jus.
lke.

We hrought the tmatter to U.S.
Attorney, I)aOid TreRer detuoding on
investigation into the vlo-tuctin of Run.
do/ph Evans' civil rihtt. Wie ure
praised that there would he a
decision by the Itt of March. 1974, At
thispfirnt we hare heard nthlna

An eadpotv list of ottet by both the
Poli lklorttent anti e Ilfat(ht
Jews tute it itlnltrtte that there be alederat intlenientt,,,,

We entreat youth, Sir, if YO l ire truty
ectceried with Humanl Rights,. to
addrett yourself to the pliht of BhlcA
people with partictlor eitphostt on
Crown Heights. Otherwi., it wii/ be.
coulne neces3arvfor its t (arr) outr

rlerance$ ti the lhted Natloni Il oh-
'ta/n a hearing iwfore Oatl htpirtilr'wurdhtodi,

Yours tincerey,
Re. Ilerflu nohitry

Written it behalf tof
The United 8aca I rant

the following statement has the /it
endorArment f the Ila/clak Uited iront
of Cric ti Illthis:

ThlW Black Coitlmtth/l, Council of
C'Mtn Heithis It at this ile officially
ca/lling nt the Unted S tltes
Deparinenl of Justice to itpetiIRoe

I. Violation of or civil rights
by .fori'r AfateIr 11acine, and
Otffie hih ratA ip New YorA
City offidat, which they Vqi/
te iitiOiiuoll |in two.

' .1 c'nrc,,, ......llaid,,'

nerthant ti t lose th'ir %tores
b tipJew/ih Sohlhith,

J. Itok ] adequate police
fil'oletiin for the Rii A i io-
tot/niti whilh the lluiid
(Pon'l tiiml1' is (ltet e lardedd
24 hiliridt'adr.

4. Tie clu/u of sireci oif
th' Jewish tathlth told ipectal
Halidic dU *

5. Th /itotih itht Ihiiiolc
cuotiorisi h' thten It* it/ the
rPOInlhtl11101, 1111-1 hWICI*11-1 !""I
rerotalao.. itii t ,00010111,

P/ueiunek Itird iNo
6. Tle death of Cotlotollt

Leader Arthtur Miller ri

7. 1hesesaaearotit i 16.
Year old tior Rhtodei hi a
Rang of tluimidi4i.

8 The r/eic ttsi otint, of
Cltarpu Knite, a iilulni'iullail.
h v Itliic

9 1ie arhitrrv os/ultlne
of 8/uc/i tir the ('ilnu
He/tht t'etri Ff the Ilomilit
Jews

I0 Tte ta1te poir (f th' Is/
fltor of tie 771h pi ttl i t,
in opim limit ol lhth'.
dinuluudou,u tIh rfeltve i hol,
innovt~e hNot A t.

I/. ilossid!{ i Iltrs islllitL'

hitiuup itipiillihh fml r wIms,,i
Inror /it anl effietf fee fimd
rate . ti, i hptvtc nicoil.h
tuslhcruti New )'etr/ (lit

ret/drctt/ ita £~p o/i Iiiti/cut
St. hi ns A0,10',. ..
1'eliA Avenslle hies, 1,4Ihtrd..
1-i a% a ult/i h"//clhuuc
I/tu( htois I vilation p l. lie (.ov
tordintatn e,.

r.11flrn f,

WI-eiack A epican.
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May 111, 1978

Mr. Ioburt McGuir.-
Police. Commissioii-r
I 'blic,' Plaza
N.-w York, NY 10007

D,ear Commissioir MCGuir,.:

- At our first me. ting on Fsbruary 5, 1978, you agreed to the for-
mation of a takk force, and monthly meetings. Since that time, w-3 have
hadoo,,e additional meting. I talkd to Deputy Commissioner Perry
regarding this matt,:r and at this point, we has- rjc,:ivd no satisfactory
rusporns,.

W4 wish to hwe: fro) you on your agrirn-,nt. It is important to
us to know whthsr or iot you plan to ktep your commitments.

Yours siyq rely, ,

Rev. herbert Daughtry
Chakrinan, Coalition of Concerne-d
Leaders and Citizens to Save Our Youth

HD/vr

I
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NATIONAL BLACK UNITED FRONT
Mail,,,Adde's, 415 Atlantic Avenue

Brooklyn, New York 11217
(212) 596-1991 625-8292 638-0811

Rev Herbtl Doughtry
Chalrp.eton

Ron Herndon
Secrolsry

Elaine OiIlalhunt
Treasurer

March 11, 1983

Western Region Coordlnelor
Ron Hemdon
Portland Black United Front
P 0, Box 3916
Portland, Oregon 97208

(003) 289 3344

Southern Region Coordinalot
Sabobe Akill
PO Box I1s?
Alianla, Georle 30310

C404) 7S3 522B

Midwest Region Coordinltor
Conrad Woarli
8114 S Harper
Chicago. Illinois 60819

(312) 28 1 00

Easlern Region Coordinelor
Min, Michael Arnn-Re
41S Atlanlic Avenue
Brooklyn. New York 11211

Honorable Governor Mario Cuomo
Executive Chambers
Albany, New York 12224

Dear Governor Cuomo:

On behalf of The National Black United Front represent-
ing the Black Community I am writing to urge that you appoint
a Special Prosecutor to investigate the proliferation of vio-
lence to which Black people are subjected.

The recent verdict by the Grand Jury in the Willie
Turks murder case underscored again the double standard of the
judiciary system.. It was a case in which 15-20 Whites attacked
three (3) respectable Blackmen, killing one, irreparably injur-
ing another and one of the convicted defendants received a ver-
dict of Second Degree manslaughter and will receive 5-15 years.

But, the murder of Willie Turks is not an isolated inci-
dent. There have been reported instances or racist attacks

JlluWaul all across the City of New York. These attacks are not confined
National Crdinator to the hoodlum element. There have been numerous cases in which

the Police have assaulted and killed Black people under the
most suspicious circumstances.

Assemblyman Roger Green is a case in point. He was in
his automobile when a man banged his vehicle. When Mr. Green
came out of his vehicle and accosted the man it was a Policeman.
Had it not been an Assemblyman it would have been another case
of vicious beating or even killing by the Police. There are
too many other instances to relate in this letter. The research
has already been done and there is ample documentation to sup-
port the need for a Special Prosecutor.

Moreover, I wish to call to your attention that in 1981,
the Black & Puerto Rican Legislative Caucus after Statewide

Forward Together- BACKWARD NEVER!

*1 W P. WVA&W
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Hearings on racist violence recommended that the. Governor
appoint a Special Prosecutor to investigate the racist at-
tacks.

Be it far from me to remind you of the overwhelming
support you recieved from Black people during your campaign
for Governor. I am sure, by now, you have grown weary of
hearing this statement of fact. But, surely one who has re-
ceived such support cannot help but be responsive to the
needs of the supporters. What need is more important than
the need for protection and security?

Yours truly,

)-V-

REV. HERBERT DAUGHTAY, CHAIRMAN
NATIONAL BLACK UNITED FRONT -

HD,-aa

35-408 0 - 84 - 39
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THE CITY OF NEW414YORK
OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007

January 25, 1978

Reverend Herbert Daughtry
House of the Lord Church
415 Atlantic Avenue
Bronx, New York 11217

Dear Reverend Dauqhtry:

I spoke with U.S. Attorney David Trager yesterday with
respect to the matter mentioned in my letter of January 18th
which I am enclosing. He has advised me that he is pursuing
the investigation of the matter, and is having the transcript
of the original trial carefully analyzed to see whether a secc
action would lie. Wile he would meet with you and anyone elsi
on this matter if you requested it, he believes that it would
be better that you await his decision as to whether to initiat
a federal action, and if you are not satisfied with his decisi
that you then arrange to meet with him and, of course, the
ccmmmity's right to pursue the matter further at that time
with the U.S. Attorney General would remain unimpaired. He is
also interviewing n medical witnesses whose testimony bears upon
the case.

I asked him when he thought his decision would be made
and he advised that he expected it to be no later than early
March. I hope this information is helpful.

All the best.

Sincerely,

M A Y 0 R
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T/za January 18, 1970

Mr. David G. /ager

United States Attorney
Federal Building
Brooklyn, New York 11201

Dear David:

I was visited this week by
several persons who believe that more
should be done in the Torsney case than
has been done. I was provided with a
copy of the December 13th letter sent
to you by the Black and Puerto Rican
Legislative Caucus, as well as your
response of December 19th. This is
a matter which concerns me as I know
it does you, and I am interested in
knowing what, if any, action your
office can take under the Federal Civil
Rights Laws notwithstanding the earlier
state court verdict. Whatever advice
you can provide me with on this matter
would be most helpful in preparing my
own response to those who have concern
on this subject.

All the best.

Sincerely,

EdwarJ T. Korch
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D)ATE': January 1l, 197b
FROM: The Coatlit.on of Coucerned Comumunity leaders and (itIz ,n1 , to Save Our Youth

415 At lintic Avenue
lrooklyn, New York 11?17
Rev. lie rbert Ilaug:hLry

FOR [IMM.I I A' II;E'LI:ASE

The Coalit lon Of Concerned CoiiiinllinJty Leaders and Ci lizen Lo Save Our Youth,

hai ca led thisn News CotlI'ervcIt tL report on Lhe meeting with Mayor Koch.

On January I 1 I97 11 , lIh, ,ihov. named group conducted i diinccist.i at ion at

Mayor Koch's InauguraLLt on at the lrookLyn MuSeulM Lo dranMaL ize the outrage the

coalition felt regarding thu Torsney decision, and to invite all people cr decency

to join them in urging the Mayor to ict o i the coal ition's demands. Mayor Koch

promni ed Lhu o, litiou that hw would iiVeL with them in 10 days.-

On lihuruday, January 12, 1978, a delegation of the coalition consiutling of

Rev. Herbert liugLtry, Jitci Weus, Assemblyman Al Vanil , Samuel Penn, litll Banks,

imanc Si raj Waliij, Mrs. Katien i)aightry, and Mrs. Brannon, net ettic the Maiyor,

Dliputy Mayor Bai;l PaLterson, lc ivcro, Herb lichman, and David Dinkins,,.

lhe Coclition pl led hel iiiu the Mayiir, three arcas of ioncern:

1. Ic cl.'diate Iliicliitmn ccct iI l mtoiiciii lorsccy by tice Uinlted

St atuis, Attor'nci y c;i'iv l l I oli Voioiit ion iii Civil Hights Of

Randolph Evlavns.

.Ik lo,cv ol cliP .clilh l ticoiliuc Ily tvli llc. With ,icicicccll;l

Iw'i appointed by tli Maoi tic icnvetiat' 'cmiiiccc i lIh

New' i Yrk City Iolice lI p 1mciilli .

' t A "I IlIII t| I A-I'" A , mijn i L,4 v li A -11 .- ;t lI l |l I , I s;u|,lllll .s A I"l l' t

lily i" de'veJlp ,inmp~ iv*i wv" prlograml to rv.dir'vtl the'
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To these demands, the Mayor replied that since he had Just appointed a

Police Commissioner, he would not want to do anything that could be interpreted

as a lack of confidence in his appointment.

lie suggested that we meet with Commissioner Robert McGuire and if we

were still unsatisfied, he would be available for further discussion.

Regarding the Commi.;sion on youth; the Mayoi said that consideration had

already beiien gliiv t =,.: Idea ;iind welcomed whatever suggentioii:, w, iiad to offer,

lie also said that he would write tie U.S. Attorney urging an investigation

into the Torsney case.

The coalition felt that the meeting was friendly and that the Mayor would

give serious and sincere attention to the unresolved questions.

We hope that this Torsney affair will be speedily concluded and that we

can get on with the business of building better relationships out of which can

emerge a better city, and without which, only an Intensification of hostility

can be expected.

The experience of the past has taught us to be pessimistic regarding the

sincerity and determination of the best elected and appointed officials.

Historically, however just and reasonable our demands have been, the resolve i f

the most well meaning has withered In the face of the feeblest opposition.

In fact, our present predicament, and the mood of the country testifies

to the truth of the above statement. After centuries, this nation still has

not delivered on its promise to its black citizens.

Therefore, we have decided to cntinue the boycott of the Downtown

Stores.

For further information, please call:

596-1991 or 625-8292 - Rev. Herbert Daughtry

636-9400 - Mr. Les Campbell (Jitu Weusi)

0--#--I--'
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COALITION OF CONCERNED COMMUNITY LEADERS
AND CITIZENS TO SAVE OUR YOUTH

TO: Members of the Coordinating Council

RE: Minutes of Meeting with Mayor Ed Koch

DATE: Thursday, January 12, 1978

Present: Rev. Herbert Daughtry, Assemblyman Al Vann, Bros. Jitif
Weisu, Sam Pinn and Bill Banks; Mrs. Brannon and Mrs.
Daughtry - From the Coalition - Iman Seraj Wajjah

Mayor Ed Koch, Deputy Mayor Basil Patterson, City Clerk
David Dinkins, Messrs, John Lucicero and Herb Richman -
from the Mayor's office.

The meeting was opened by Rev. Daughtry. In his opening remarks
he noted the cordiality with which he had been spoken to by
members of the Koch administration. Introductions were made.
He continued by mentioning that he understood Mayor Koch to be on
record as stating that he was not beholding to any person or group.
"Our credentials are similar. We have no loyalty to anyone but God,
our consciences and of course, our people."

At this point he proceeded to say that there were three demands which
were held over from the previous administration which demand our
consideration. "We hope that they demand yours." He then briefly
touched on the three demands and told who would elaborate on each.

1. A task force with community representation to investigate
the institutional racism in the Police Department and the
police brutality visited upon the people of the black commun-
ity.

An indictment by the U.S. Attorney on the violation of the
civil rights of Randy Evdns and Department Hearings to look
into the dismissal of Patrolman Torsney

A commission which will explore ways to channel the energy
of our youth into positive directions.

After this each person elaborated on his given area as follows:

Sam Pinn - Task Force to investigate Police Department

Mr. Pinn stated in his opening remarks that we feel it is important
that the Mayor appoint a commission or task force to investigate
police violence and institutional racism. It is also important that
said task force have supeona power.

He pointed out that over the years, blacks have been brutalized and

shot down in the streets and the perpetrators have not been brought

to justice.
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He further expounded that since 1968 twenty six (26) youth under the
age of 21 were shot by police with no successful prosecution of these
cases. The attitudes have to be changed and it was the feeling of
the Coalition thst a task force will bring forth recommendations which
will go into ending these acts in the black community.

Mr. Pinn related that when Mayor Beame was in office at the time
of Randy Evans' Loath, ie promised that he would do this but it was
never done. He ended his presentation by stating that it is
important that a task force be appointed.

Al Vann - U.S. Atorney 6 Departmental Hearings
Al Vann then stated that there were two aspects to be presented
for the Mayor's consideration.

He mentioned that we had'been in touch with the U.S. Attorney with
regard to the possible indictment of Torsney on the violation of Randy
Evans' civil rights. He asked whether the Mayor had received a copy
of his letter which was written as Chairman of the Black and Puerto
Rican Legislative Caucus and said that we would welcome his supporting
us in this connection.

Secondly, he stated that we have seen to it that several civilian
compaints have been larged against Torsney. We understand that
this will serve to stop any action regarding his pension application.

He further stated that we ar-2 also deeply concerned that departmental
hearings be hell in t. s case as was done when Patrolman Shea killed
Clifford Glover. Again he stated that Koch's support of these demands
was important.

Jitu Weusi - Youth Commission

Bro Jitu bean by sayiig that there must be some preventive measures
taken. The pre- *nL policies of agencies dealing with youth are so
inconsistent an4. in disarray that situations are created for the youth
to be murdt.ed.

He pointed uu: taoi cl.cre a:'e neighborhood youth corps youngsters
prosecuting thems,:ves to get jobs.

Therefore, ther needs to be, under this administration some type
of youth commission composed of educators, community folk, business-
men etc coming together to formulate policy for future direction of
the youth of New York City.

Mayor Koch

The Mayor LL ;, r,,. 1.o,,dud by saying the following:

We have ejkterel. into . rpew administration with a new police commissioner.
I am told of his history of good race relations. He stated that he
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is a much e sympatheticpolice commissioner. He stated that you

cant Sl~nate love but you can mandaterespect. He further stated
that the law will be carried out in this town.

He also said that although the trial had been completed and Toreney
had been acquitted and could not be tried over, there were still
however, the departmental hearings.

He also said that he would not want to appoint a task force over
the new police commissioner. He felt that he ought to be given a
chance to do his job. "If the police commissioner does not do the
job, I will remove him and perhaps appoint a task force to see tiaat
the new police commissioner does his job."

In responding to the David Trager letter, he stated that he had not
seqn it. However , if given a copy of the letter, he would write to
Trager stating that these are the allegations and urge him to inves-
tigate. He assured us that an injustice will not be extended.

With regard to the commission on youth, the Mayor stated that upon
taking office only 12 days ago, his first action was to begin to
look closely at these programs.

At this point, Basil Patterson interrupted and asked to speak.,_-ge
cited instances of black youth who are continuously being killed.
There are problems in the police department of white copw'shooting
black cops.

He mentioned that the new Police Commissioner is sympathetic to
finding ways to screen the police deparmnent. At present there Is
no screening done. Basil said that McGuire had gone on record as
begin# willing to tackle the P.B.A. on issues where he thinks he
is right.

Basil continued by stating that these are responsible leaders in
the community. He had been out in the community and worked with
many of them. He felt that it was a good idea to have people from
the community give the benefit of their years of experience. Some
administrations may not have had the privilege ,of this wisdom.

Finally, he said, that if there was another such incident such as
Randy Evans, etc. there was sure to be rioting in the streets. He
urged the Mayor to deal with this group because the next time there
would be another group to deal with since this group of responsible
leaders will not be back. Perhaps another would, but they would not
come to see him. Indeed, they would not come the way this group
had come.

At this point, Rev. Daughtry pointed out that one of the Jeasons
why there had not been a violent outbreak in the community was that
the coalition hao provided a viable, alternative. We had utilized
the economic route. People could vent their hostility by carrying
signs, demonstrating, picketing.
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He continued by saying that when we talked about a panel we don't
see that as a vehicle to supercede the police commissioner, but
rather a vehicle that could assist him and perhaps undergird him.

Emam Wahhaj spoke at this time-. He said to the Mayor that we are
not a threat to you. Privately people are outraged. We need to reach
deeper into looking at real things you can do. Black people don't
really think that you care.

Mrs. Brannon, said that she had watched these things trailing on for
years. Promises had been made but nothing had been done. When the
verdict came through there was an uproar in her community She said
that she talked to many of the youth and tried to reason with them
Her feeling is that something must come out of this.

Bill Banks said that he felt the panel was crucial and that the problem
of youth unemployment needed to be addressed.

John Vicissaro stated that it was their intention to appoint such a
panel within the next 30 days.

It was reiterated that we needed to leave with something positive to
tell our people.

Basil stated tha'" he Felt that it %,is positive that the Police Com-
missioner wanted to ,wvt with the Coalition.

Koch stated that ne felt that when the agencies were revamped, the-,-
would be more job's for yo, th. He made it clear that New York could
not, at this time, give a job to everyone but that there would be mo ,*
jobs for youth once the money were used properly.

Jitu stated that he f'it that the answer was not to give more jobs.
He pointed out that . was :; vicicur. cycle and that policy needed to
be talked about. There are countries poore, than the U.S. that have
been able to motivate iheir youth because there is direction. Eight
years ago there were cerrtinly enough job but there will still corrup-
tion and inequities.

Koch said that we h.ie .u find thz morality to deal with this.

Rev. Daughtry raised the question of whether we were confusing the
two issues at hand ic. the task force and the youth commission. He
also informed the Mayor that there had been another group which had
met with Mayor Beanie around this case and their credibility was
destroyed because they did not relate to the community. H|e said Ihat
we have established a reporting system and are obligated to report tu
the community. He also repeated that the police investigation was
crucial. - ..

Koch sai tihat tu w,,d .ot tell his police Commisnioncr how to. do
his job.
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Basil stated that the meeting with the Police Commissioner will take
place in the coming week. It was pointed out that Rev. Daughtry is
the contact person.

David Dinkins told the Mayor that his group, The Black Elected Democrats
has joined with Al Van (The Black and Puerto Rican Legislative Caucus)
and the Coalition.

Koch said that he will send a letter to Trager as mentioned earlier.
Jitu asked the Mayor if there was some step that he (the Mayor) could
take that would demonstrate to the black community that he cared.

Koch went back over the things that he would do. He would see to it
that there was a meeting with the new Police Commissioner' He would
support the new Police Commissioner in carrying out his job regarding
the Departmental hearings. He would send a letter to Trager and would
release a copy of that same letter to the news media. He would'also
give some thought to the establishment of a commission for youth which
they had already thought about doing within the next 30 days.

Jitu again asked, "What can you do"? He continued by suggesting
a story released to the media with a TORSNEY headline.

Someone came in and announced that the people had arrived for the next
meeting.

Koch went back to discuss the youth commission further. He said that
he will use the Community Planning Boards and ask them to have one
person from each of the 59 to sit on a panel to redirect the energies
of our youth.

At this point there was an outcry against using the Community Planning
Boards because, as pointed out by Al Vann, there is no guarantee that
you will get the kind of expertise that you need to accomplish the
goal.

Koch said that he would try to find the best way to deal with the
situation.

Rev. Daughtry said that if the problem was of the proportion that we
agreed it was, then it must be handled promptly.

A young lady came into the room and asked whether the yellow envelope
she was holding was for a person whose name she called. Everyone said
there was no one in this meeting by that name. It was obvious that
it was time for Koch's next meeting.

John Viciffero said, "Thank you gentlemen" and the meeting was ad-
journed. Mayor Koch arose from his chair and shook hands with all
who were present.
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Mr. CONYERS. Before we go to the next witness, I have been ad-
vised that we now have a special visitor in the form of the Rever-
end Jesse Jackson.

[Applause. Audience chanting "Run, Jesse, run."]
Mr. CONYERS. The subcommittee will come to order.
We welcome the Reverend Jesse Jackson, recently returned from

a trip. We appreciate his having joined us at this proceeding.
Our next witness is the staff attorney for the New York Civil

Liberties Union. Attorney Richard Emery has worked diligently in
police violence cases, and he is our next witness.

If you can find the right microphone, Attorney Emery, we wel-
come your prepared testimony. And as soon as everyone has taken
their seats and order is restored, we will allow you to begin.

Will the subcommittee come to order. Will everyone here on the
main floor take their seats or remove themselves. Let us continue
to have the excellent order that has been the hallmark of these
hearings so far.

Attorney Emery, welcome to the subcommittee.

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD EMERY, STAFF ATTORNEY, NEW YORK
CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Mr. EMERY. Thank you, Congressman Conyers.
The NYCLU thanks Congressman Conyers and the rest of his as-

sociates from the House who have invited testimony on the crucial
issue of police abuse. We have, over the past 20 years now, handled
police abuse cases, addressed legislation to the issue of police abuse
and educated the public as best we were able on the issue of police
abuse. It is of the highest priority to the New York Civil Liberties
Union.

In the last 6 years, I personally have represented numerous
plaintiffs in police abuse cases and done what I could in a small
way to redress the problems of police abuse. In that capacity, I
have represented people, and I might say these people have almost
been uniformly black, Hispanic, gay or other minority.

I have represented people who were choked, who were beaten
with night sticks, who were kicked while they were on the ground,
who were smothered, who had a police .38 placed, in one case, in
his mouth, who had fingers broken, who had dental plates broken,
who had their prosthetic devices, a prosthetic leg destroyed, women
who were strip-searched in public areas of police precincts and nu-
merous people who were insulted, including not only racial epithets
but insults which said, "Go on to the CCRB and complain; we don't
care. They won't do anything to us."

These cases involved many police officers from every borough,
and they obviously troubled me over the course of my representa-
tion of my clients, not only the cases I handled but the hundreds
and hundreds of cases which I had to turn away and which the
NYCLU had to turn away where similar stories that no doubt were
true were also told.

What I did, and what members of the staff at the NYCLU did,
was search for alternatives to the individual representation of
people who complained about police abuse. We decided-we ob-
served that it was a systemic and endemic problem in New York-
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not something a couple of lawyers either at the Puerto Rican Legal
Defense Fund or the NewYork Civil Liberties Union, or like
Vernon Mason, who you will hear from later-not something a
couple of lawyers can do anything about. This is a systemic and en-
demic problem rooted in the New York City and presumably other
police forces around the Nation.

So what we tried to do is we tried to search for alternatives to
individual representation of plaintiffs. In that regard, we dealt
with prosecutors in many localities. We dealt with the civilian com-
plaint review board. In the process of dealing with the civilian com-
plaint review board, I personally reviewed more than 15,000 civil-
ian complaint review board complaints. I read them all. And what
I saw was a pattern of police abuse that reinforced my-belief that
this was a systemic, endemic problem.

The pattern that I observed included such actions as abuse of, in
many, many instances-let's say more than 100 instances of those
15,000-complaints of pregnant women; abuse of, of course, arrest-
ed persons, persons who came into the custody of police officers;
but, more significantly, systematic abuse of bystanders to arrests,
people who were only watching arrests or questioning arrests; and
people who called the police for help, people who were seeking as-
sistance from the police were routinely abused.

Finally, we dealt with the police themselves in seeking to redress
this systemic and endemic problem. From those three sources, as
you can expect, hearing what you have heard today, we got no sat-
isfaction or, I might say, very little satisfaction. However, the proc-
ess of looking to these sources for alternatives to the individual
representation of people who complained led us to conclude that, in
fact, in New York police abuse is accepted and it is tolerated at all
hut the highest levels of the department and of the governmental
structure. It is accepted and tolerated specifically in many, many
precincts and in many, many units of the police force where there
is an atmosphere among supervisory police officials that allows offi-
cers to get in their licks. [Applause.]

As Reverend Daughtry alluded earlier, it is tolerated in much
the same way that police corruption was tolerated in the early
1970's. And I think it is instructive for this committee, for this
group of esteemed Congressmen, to look to that experience, the ex-
perience of police corruption in New York with respect to devising
solutions to the current police abuse problem.

The fact is that in the early 1970's, the problem of police corrup-
tion was addressed largely through Federal intervention. Federal
intervention is again needed to address the problem in New York
of police abuse. Presumably, that is why you are here.

Now, why is Federal intervention needed? And I will be brief.
Federal intervention is needed because local prosecutors simply do
not effectively prosecute police cases even in the few cases when
they want to. They can't. They have a conflict of interest. They
work on a day-to-day basis with the police. The police know how to
manipulate the grand juries, and the local prosecutors have no ex-
pertise in prosecuting police. It takes an expert to prosecute a
police case.

What about Federal authorities as they presently exist? Federal
authorities as they presently exist have not prosecuted any police
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case in any memory that anyone that I talked to about this matter
can conjure up. Federal authorities have other things on their
mind, and they simply do not prosecute police abuse.

Well, what about this thing called the civilian complaint review
board? Well, we all know and we have heard over and over again
that the civilian complaint review board is more likely to be called
a "Civilian Coverup Review Board." [Applause."

The civilian complaint review board is a sham, and it simply
doesn't work.

Well, then, what about the internal affairs division of the police
department? They were very effective in the effort against police
corruption. The fact is, the internal affairs division of the police de-
partment simply doesn't have enough person power and simply has
too much of an obligation to stem continuing police corruption to
be devoted to police abuse.

Finally, what about the lawsuits that people bring as a result of
police abuse? All the lawsuits do is line up the city and the Police
Department and the Corporation Counsel's office against the
person who complained of police abuse. They never then look at
the police officer who committed that police abuse, because to do so
would be to subject the city to liability, to money damages. So they
defend the abusing police officer instead of looking to their own in
a way of disciplining their own.

Consequently, since each of these institutions which we would
hope would address police abuse have failed to do so, because of
their other obligations, because of their conflict of interest and be-
cause of their close ties to the Police Department, we now have to
look to the Federal authorities for remedies.

Briefly, the remedies that the NYCLU would begin to suggest
that you consider are: an expansion of the criminal civil rights
statutes, which now limit Federal prosecutors to either a 1-year
sentence or a 10-year sentence, and limit thereby all the discretion
which avid expert prosecutors need to fashion prosecutorial cases
to the individual circumstances of a particular police abuse event.

Second, special Federal prosecutors like those that were appoint-
ed during the era of police corruption in the early seventies have to
join with special State prosecutors to assure that independent pros-
ecutions in police abuse cases take place. We have not seen an in-
dependent prosecution even in the most serious cased of obvious
police abuse, let alone in the close case that call for obvious exper-
tise and judgment. There are very, very few that have been suc-
cessful that are not independent prosecutions.

Finally, the Federal Government must look for more financial in-
centives to local police departments, to the New York City Police
Department, to integrate the New York City Police Department, to
force the New York City Police Department, through financial in-
centives, to set up independent review mechanisms, to attempt to
bring the community, through financial incentives of the Federal
Government, into the precincts, bring community representatives
into the precincts to oversee the operations of the police on a day-
to-day basis. [Applause.]

Mr. EMERY. That can include the kind of video tape procedures
which we saw in Texas that revealed police abuse right in front of
the sergeant's desk and was broadcast on national television. I
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guarantee you, if you put video tape in New York City precincts,
you would have similar national broadcasts of police abuse.

Finally, we have to devise-and the Federal Government can be
key in this-a method of creating supervisory responsibility for the
line officer's conduct when he or she comes in contact with New
York City citizens. The supervisors have to be responsible for re-
strainihg their personnel. They have to be held accountable just as
if they were the line officers, because the supervisors create the cli-
mate; they create the atmosphere that fosters police abuse.

I would say to you that there is no way that we can have a law-
abiding society until the police abide by the law. [Applause.]

Regrettably, it is going to be up to the Federal Government to
force the New York City police on the street in their everyday ac-
tivities to abide by the law.

Thank you very much. And if you have any questions, I will be
happy to answer them.

Mr. CONYERS. We don't have any questions. But I want you to
know that the National American Civil Liberties Union has been
working with our subcommittee in Washington in the form of John
Shattuck and Wade Henderson, the black and white lawyer alli-
ance at the national level, that we need to bring together to help
fashion these bold remedies that you suggest. And I think that the
time has come that we can't listen to all of these unbelievably
stark complaints and not fashion remedies that are appropriate to
these solutions. Otherwise, these hearings will be held every 5
years or 10 years and will keep surfacing more complaints with no
solutions.

I think the time has come for the consideration of Federal inter-
vention. We need to hear from a lot more witnesses, but I think
when we have our final hearings on the remedies we would like
you and your national lawyers, and ACLU has led the way in cre-
ating the environment for the civil rights movement. You know, if
we didn't have the right to free speech, to picket, to march, to dem-
onstrate, we wouldn't have been able to accomplish the civil rights
legislation.

The American Civil Liberties Union has been leading in that
fight for as long as I can remember, and I congratulate you here in
New York who have again done your share and shouldered so ably
this incredible legal burden of trying to defend the hundreds, if not
thousands, of people who have sought out your help. You have our
congratulations and continued support.

Congressman Rangel.
Mr. RANGEL. Thank you for your testimony.
The mayor of the city of New York points out with great pride

his civil rights record as relates to fighting racism in the South.
Have you in the New York Civil Liberties Union had the opportu-
nity to share your findings with the police commissioner or with
the mayor of the city of New York?

Mr. EMERY. I personally have had an ongoing dialog with the
police commissioner on a range of issues that affect civil liberties,
which have primarily concentrated on police abuse. We have
talked on many occasions especially with the deputy commissioner,
Ken Conboy, about these and other matters. We have debated this
issue several times on television and on the radio. We have sug-
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gested to him the type of reforms that we are suggesting to you
now to be self-initiated at the local level.

Regrettably, that has not occurred to our satisfaction. We hope it
still will occur. We still hope that the good faith of some public offi-
cials will be translated into institutional reform.

Now, the mayor himself-it is an interesting sideline--was a vol-
unteer attorney at the New York Civil Liberties Union in the early
1960's, and the mayor himself-in fact, we have a card in our files
of volunteer attorneys that says: "Edward Koch interested in doing
police abuse cases." So we have hopes that somewhere way back
there down in the psyche of the mayor we will get a response, and
we hope and think we will.

Mr. RANGEL. Well, really I just wanted to reinforce the record.
There are so many people in the city of New York that can't see
the parallel as to why the U.S. Congress has a responsibility to pro-
tect the constitutional rights of people who happen to be in local
and State political subdivisions. It is all right for Conyers and his
committee to go to Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia, but some-
how editorial writers get upset when the rights of black folks and
Latinos in the urban communities up North ask for congressional
protection.

I think that an organization with the international reputation
that you have earned and enjoyed can come to hearings here, in
Washington, and point out that you have exhausted every adminis-
trative and legal way that you could in order to protect the rights
of people against the abuse by New York City police. And perhaps
some of the editorial writers might find some justification rather
than seek the motivation of the Members of the Congress for the
size of the hall in which we are having the hearing, and try to find
some answers to these very serious problems.

Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. EMERY. Congressman Rangel, I would only say, in response

to that, that the time has come for Federal intervention in the
New York City police abuse problem. It is just the same as inter-
vention in Mississippi or Alabama when minorities are abused. Mi-
norities and others are being abused in New York in just the same
way, and something has to be done about it. Hopefully, this com-
mittee and others at the Federal level will see fit to do so.

Mr. RANGEL. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Richard Emery follows:]
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New York Civil Liberties Union, 84 Fifth Aver.ue, New York, N.Y 10011. Telephone (212) 924-7800

FOR IMMEDIATE RELnASE CONTACT: Richard Emery
Monday, September 19, 1983 924-7800

924-7803 (night)
799-4325 (home)

NYCLU CALLS FOR SPECIAL STATE PROSECUTOR ON POLICE BRUTALITY

The New York Civil Liberties Union today called for the

reform of the New York Police Department's Civilian Complaint Review

Board, which it termed an "abject failure," and urged the appointzent

of a special state prosecutor to investigate police abuse cases.

The NYCLU's proposal was made in testimony by NYCLU Staff Attorney

Richard Emery in a hearing at tha State Armoxy in Harlem before a

second) subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee invostiqating

police abuse in New York City.

"There is no question that serious police abuse continues

in this city," Emery testified before the subcommittee. "Unjusti-

fied use of deadly force all too often results in unwarranted

killings and maimings at the hands of police officers, and physical

abuse during the arrest and jailing process is a frequent form of

summary punishment."

Emery criticized as seriously deficient the existing

internal police department mechanisms for investigations of police abuse

and criticized the lack of vigor in the prosecution of police

abuse cases. He called on the federal government to increase its

jurisdiction over police abuse.

In a.ldi'ion to if- proposal for an indepossdvot stotc-

prosecutoc, to elir,;inalc thb local District Attorney's "confl.ict
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of interest" in police abuse cases, the NYCLU urged expanded

jurisdiction of the Police Department Internal Affairs Division,

increased restraint and stress training for police officers and

expanded federal civil rights remedies.

Emery termed the subcommittee's hearings "an urgently

needed response to a loss of confidence in the police, especially

on the part of minority group citizens." "Unless reforms are

undertaken soon," he warned, "the widening gulf between minorities

and the police in New York City could have explosive consequences."

# #

35-408 0 - 84 - 40
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- New York Civil Liberties Union, 84 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y 1011, Telephone (212) 924-7800

September 19, 1983

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD EMIERY ON
BEHIALF OF THE NEW YORK CIVIL
LIBERTIES UNION BEFORE THE
HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE
INVESTIGATING POLICE ABUSE

My name is Richard Emery and I am testifying today

on behalf of the Hew York Civil Liberties Union. I am a staff

counsel at the NYCLU and I have specialized in police abuse

cases. On behalf of the 25,000 members of the NYCLU I wish

to thank the subcommittee for this opportunity to offer our

experience and opinions on how to control police abuse in

New York. We hope our testimony will aid the subcommittee

in its task.

Since the middle sixties, the NYCLU has devoted a

substantial portion of its litigative, legislative and

educational program to the issue of police abuse. For instance,

we have undertaken litigation to control the massive spying

operation of the City police in the early 70's as well as

the pervasive practice of groundless arrests of bystanders

who complain about or merely observe police street operations.

We have repeatedly filed cases to control police at public

demonstrations. We have represented the victims

of police shootings. we have sued on behalf of

numerous victims of false arrests, police beatings,strip-

searches, and unlawful detentions, recovering large money

The Now Yok Slate branch of the American Civl ibert Union. Jeremiah S Gutman. President: Orothy J Samuela. Execulte Dirwlr,
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judgments for victims against the Department and its

officers. We lobbied in favor of a Civilian Review Board

which was defeated in a 1966 referendum. We have success-

fully opposed legislation which would further indemnify

police officers against liability for police abuse. And

we are constantly attempting to educate the public at

large in our assessment of the Department, as well as the

other governmental institutions which are charged with

responding to police abuse.

Our purpose here today is not to document the extent

and nature of this abuse. Others at this hearing will testify

forcefully on the factual prediate for these hearings. The

defense of the City officials notwithstanding, there can be

no question whatsoever that two serious forms of police abuse

exist in New York City. First, and most serious, is the use

of deadly force which all too often results in wholly unwarranted

killings or maimings at the hands of police officers. Second,

is the frequent resort to physical abuse during the arrest

and jailing process by police officers, which amounts to an

unjustifiable infliction of summary punishment.

The NYCLU's focus today is on the abject failure of

the institutional mechanisms designed to respond to each type

of abuse.

There are essentially six reponses to police abuse under

our present administrative and statutory scheme for redress:
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1. Prosecution by county district attorneys;

2. Prosecution by federal authorities;

3. The Internal Affairs Division (hereafter I.A.D.)

of the Department;

4. The Civilian Complaint Review Board (hereafter

C.C.R.B.) of the Dfpartment; and

5. Lawsuits in state and federal court.

In their present form, none of the above work. None is viable

as a means of redressing either of the two broad categories

of abuse. None, as each is presently employed, effectively

detersofficers from engagi)-gin abuse. In fact, because each

is an exercise in wasted resources and human effort, a force-

ful argument can be made that thcse mechanisms encourage abuse

by their widely acknowled ineffectiveness.

1. Prosecutions for police abuse are rare. In most cases

of police abuse, prosecutors do not even present the facts

to grand juries. In the few cases that are presented, instead

of "making a case" by presenting only the incriminating evi-

dence to grand juries, as is normally done in criminal cases,

in police cases, prosecutors also present the facts which tend

to exonerate the officers.

On many occasions these presentations are so biased

in favor of the accused officers that a finding of no true

bill is pre-ordained. Thus, instead of serving as an arm of

the prosecutor in its normal role, in police abuse cases the

grand jury provides a device to take the political "heat" for
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not indicting. Since its process is secret, the grand jury's

unreviewable actions are i convenient method of avoiding

criticism and responsibility for to?.erating police abuse.

Were aI sides of a case presented tu grand juries

in every ciimina] case, perhaps there would be fewer complaints

generally about such proceedings. But when such presentations

are employed selectively to exonerate, when they would other-

wide result in an indictment, the grand jury process becomes

a vivid demonstration of prosecutorial procedure which favors

the police.

The tendency for prosecutors to favor the police is

to be expected given the reliance prosecutors must place on

the police. The prosecutorial agencies and the Department are

intertwined in an ongoing symbiotic relationship which fosters

and perpetuates a natural prosecutorial bias in favor of police

officers. The day-to-day operations of each of these agencies

are so interdependent that expecting local prosecutors to

point the finger at the police in any but the most egregious

cases is simply naive.

Thus, it is unrealistic to expect prosecutors to "make

cases" against police officers before grand juries. In the

few cases in which an indictment is returned, it is too often

the case that the prosecutions at trial are lax. For instance,

special techniques are required to obtain testimony from

police against their brethern. Unlike non-police cases,

this problem predictably inhibits a vigorous,
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skillful, and independent presentation by the prosecutor's

office which depends so heavily on the Police Department

and individual officers for its day-to-day operations.

As a consequence we see time and time again, no true

bill in police shootings and beatings, and acquittals in the

few cases where the evidence was so overwhelming that an

indictment was obtained. Police officers, on the beat know

that the chance of being prosecuted, even if they come under

investigation, is next to nil. Thus, though officers might

be deterred by the prospect of such prosecutions if that

prospect were realistic, they also know that under the present

system they will remain untouched.

2. Prosecution by federal authorities is, of course,

very rare as a response even to systemic police abuse. Some

federal prosecutorial investigations have taken place in New

York; however, there have been no recent instances of full

fledged federal prosecutions in any case. Not

even police shootings have caused federal authorities to

initiate proceedings, even though such investigations would

presumably be conducted by the Federal Bureau

of Investigation and, therefore, unbiased.

In part, I am told, the hesitancy to conduct such

prosecutions is a result of the limited penalties and options

provided by 18 U.S.C. 241 and 242. Cases where death occurs

may draw a life sentence; however, the most common cases where

civil rights are denied by the use of excessive force without

the use of deadly force, are limited to a one year penalty.
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Thus, federal prosecutors do not see such crimes as high

priority. For these reasons as well as the natural tendency

to allow the state criminal justice system to run its course,

no federal prosecutions for physical police abuse have been

undertaken in 'New York in recent times. As,such federal

criminal civil rights remedies are simply not an effective

deterrent to police abuse here.

3. The Internal Affairs Division (I.A.D.) is probably

the most effective deterrent available against certain forms

of police abuse; however, it is regrettable that the sort of

police misconduct which I.A.D. addresses, for the most part,

rarely falls within the category of either abuse of deadly

force or imposition of summary punishment through excessive

force.

I.A.D. concentrates on police corruption which keeps

this bureau's hands full. It is rare when its resources are

devoted to investigating physical abuse by officers. When

this does occur, it takes an order from the top of the Depart-

ment or a strong referral by a prosecutor to focus I.A.D. on

a physical abuse case. In shootings cases, I.A.D. usually

defers to the firearms review board, another limited internal

review system, or a grand jury investigation by prosecutors.

The strength of I.A.D. is that it is profoundly feared

by the line officer. After the reformulation of

I.A.D. in the wake of Serpico and the Knapp Commission, its

effectiveness as an elite investigative hody within the
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Department is respected. Its weakness, however, outweighs

its strength on the issue of physical abuse. Officers know

it is rarely used to address such allegations and, therefore,

it is not an effective deterrent in this area. Moreover, to

the outside world, it is merely internal review, not commen-

surate with an official sanction akin to a prosecution.

In the end, it is simply not a significant factor in

controlling physical police abuse.

4. The Civilian Complaint Review Board is the most

prominent disgrace of the Department. It is an agency which

functions merely to cover up police abuse, though its supposed

mission is to redress it. It is a waste of money and manpower

for the following reasons.

The C.C.R.B. is run by the Department's employees,

relying on police officers to investigate complaints made

against their brethren. The only aspect of its operations

which is "civilian" is the people who complain. Though its

name implies independence, there is no evidence of anything

but total bias in favor of the officers who engage in physical

abuse of persons they arrest and investigate.

Unlike I.A.D., the C.C.R.B. has not developed an elite

coprs of dedicated investigators who will root out a case

against a brother officer. It is our experience that

investigators at the C.C.R.B. are surly, unresponsive, and

skeptical toward most complainants. They are among the least

career oriented officers. C.C.R.B. seems to be a backwater

assignment. ihe result is that investigators do not resolve
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the inevitable conflicts between the reports of-officers

and complainants; rather, they simply require corroboration

of complainants but rarely, if ever, of officers. Moreover,

during the investigation process, my clients have been

harassed by nasty investigators who telephoned early in the

morning and late at night. Thus, more often than not, inade-

quate and biased investigations are presented to a board of

police employees who, in all but four per cent of the cases,

find for the police officer.

C.C.R.B. procedures encourage complainants to file their

complaints at the very precinct where the officer who abused

them works. There, it is often the case that clerks who are

friends of the officers make them ;ait and, generally, make

the process onerous. When the C.C.R.B. investigator does

finally respond, the complainant must traipse to Park Avenue

South and wait until investigators have finished their coffee

or bull sessions. Even when the complaints are taken, they

are rarely investigated beyond ascertaining the officer's

version of the story. Unbiased witnesses are not often

called, unless the complainant brings them in or makes them

available by telephone. This is usually difficult, for

unbiased witnesses are rarely friends or relatives.

In a typical recent case a professor of dentistry was

beaten. Ile presented the C.C.R.B. with photographs, medical

records, and a witness. Nevertheless, the C.C.R.B. found

the case unsubstantiated based on the officers' stories.
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Subsequently, the professor complained to a prominent New

York County Deputy District Attorney who investigated and

found the complaint substantiated. He recomnzended that the

C.C.R.B. re-evaluate the case, but the C.C.R.B. persisted

in not taking action.

Under the circumstances, it makes little sense to

rely upon C.C.R.B. statistics. They amount to little more

than a shoddy cover-up of police abuse. About 200 out of 5000

cases are substantiated each year. Given the procedures

described above, this paltry figure is not suprising. It is

even more of a disgrace, however, when one considers that the

persons who are most often abused -- ghetto residents -- almost

never complain to the C.C.R.B. They know it is useless. Thus,

the four per cent discipline rate is an extremely suspect

statistic. The sorry fact is that if this agency did even a

barely adequate job in fulfilling its mandate, it would

receive many more complaints than it does.

The best confirmation of the accusations I have levelled

at the C.C.R.B. is the attitude of police on the beat toward

the C.C.R.B. Unlike I.A.D., cops onthe job could not care

less whether a C.C.R.B. complaint is filed against them. For

instance, it is common for officers to taunt their victims

by encouraging them to file C.C.R.B. complaints. They know

their chance of being found guilty are mintscule and that

even if they are convicted, little or no' punishment will be
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imposed. To them this agency is a joke. The Department

should acknowledge it as a fraud and disgrace.

5. Lawsuits for civil rights violations and tort are

available to the victims of police abuse. Regrettably, however,

such suits have the effect of pitting the victim of abuse

against the entire City legal structure, which is statutorily

bound to represent the Department and the officer. This

process, along with extensive indemnification of the officer

for any compensatory damages assessed, effectively forecloses

disciplinary or prosecutorial action against an offending

officer. Once a lawsuit is filed, in all but the most obvious

and egregious cases, the Department and City "draw the wagons

in a circle." in the process, the offending officer often

escapes unscathed.

Lawsuits do serve the function of compensating victims,

usually many years after the event and after trying and

humiliating pre-trial and trial processes. The effect on

officers on the beat, however, is minimal. Every officer knows

that the City or the Police Benevolent Association will provide

a lawyer and that the municipal law virtually always indemnified

for all but punitive damages. Such damages are rarely assessed

and are only available in federal court. Furthermore, officers

know that once the lawsuit is filed, disciplinary action is

much less likely, since such discipline may constitute an

admission of liability in the pending legal proceedings.
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Finally, though it is clear that officers wou-d like to

avoid lawsuits, they also know that few lawyers will take any

cases but those where permanent damage can be proven. Thus

beatings, false arrest and unlawful detention are rarely

deterred by litigation. In the few cases that do get filed,

it is usually the middle class thaL can obtain counsel; there-

fore, minorities and the poor remain fair game. In any event,

in virtually every case where litigation is pursued, the

bureaucracy rallies behind the police officer rather than

making a dispassionate assessment of his conduct.

Conclusion and Proposals

After working on police abuse cases in New York City

for six years and drawing on the experience of others at

the'NYCLU over the last 20 years, it seems clear that police

abuse of both the deadly and excessive force varieties remain

present at an unacceptable level. Police still view

themselves as the only civilizing force in a Fort Apache

atmosphere. They feel that they must back one another, right

or wrong, and-they often feel free to impose summary punish-

ment because they view the criminal justice system as failing to do

so. Officers still suffer from weighty personal frustrations which

manifest themselves in violent actions against innocent victims

with whom they come in contact. Though all citizens who value

their safety must rely on the police, all who are aware of

how police often operate should fear them and give them a
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berth. Obviously, this is no way for public servants to

treat their public.

Racial, ethnic, and gender integration of the police

force is salutary. It has the effect of breaking down the

"old boy" network on the force, thereby encouraging reporting

of misdeeds by fellow officers. However, this process of

intra-squad and precinct accountability h as a long way to go.

More significant for the immediate future would be

the following reforms:

1. Appoint and staff with independent investigators

a statewide special prosecutor to concentrate on police abuse.

This power is available to the Governor under Article IV,

Section 3 of the State Constitution and Section 68(8) of the

State Executive Law. The NYCLU and former United States

Attorney Edward Korman of the Eastern District have publicly

called for such a reform. Only in this way will the independence

and sophistication be developed to prosecute properly offending

police officers.

2. Expand the range of civil rights remedies available

to federal prosecutors so that not only the most egregious cases

will get attention. Federal proceedings should reach the full

range of civil rights violations engaged in by state and city

police. Thus, new expanded federal legislation is required.

3. Replace the wasteful and useless present C.C.R.B.

with a city agency staffed by independent investigators and

controlled by civilians who view their function as stemming

police abuse.
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4. Expand I.A.D. jurisdiction within the Department

to physical police abuse, focusing the resources of internal

agency disciplinary procedures on the problem of physical abuse.

5. Hold accountable precinct captains, lieutenants,

and sergeants for abuse by the line officers assigned to them.

These supervisory officials create the climate which permits

and in some cases fosters, abuse in their units and precincts.

They must understand that they are directly responsbile for

the use of excessive force by their officers.

6. Train police officers more thoroughly about the

syndrome which leads to abuse. Regularly test officers for

stress and educate them in tolerance by rewarding them for

displays of restraint as well as for splashy heroics. Over

the long run, require more education for police officers and

increased salary and professional status levels commensurate

with the responsibility police officers have for society's

most intractable problems.

We applaud the Subcommittee's commitment to this issue

of national significance. In New York, at least, we believe

that the reforms we have urged above are critical to restoring

public confidence in the Police Department. Especially in

the minority community, that lack of public confidence could

have explosive consequences as it has in other American cities.

We believe immediate Congressional action is necessary and

appropriate. We stand ready to assist the committee on a

continuinq basis on this issue.
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Mr. CONYERS. Our next witness is the attorney C. Vernon Mason,
a graduate of Morehouse College, and a Columbia Law School grad-
uate, whose practice is in mostly civil rights cases and who was in
our very first visit that we had in Washington, D.C., and he is ac-
companied by Rev. Ben Chavis of the United Church of Christ, who
now comes to the witness table with him.

Reverend Chavis, Attorney Mason, welcome to the subcommittee.
We know of your work. You may introduce anyone else that may
have accompanied you and you may begin your testimony in your
own way.

TESTIMONY OF C. VERNON MASON, NEW YORK CITY; ACCOMPA-
NIED BY KATHERINE WELLS; REV. OLLIE WELLS; REV.
CHARLES COBB; LARRY PEOPLES; LAMONT HEYWARD; KEN-
NETH WOODS; LILLIAN LONG; LINDA WOLFE; AL BRADLEY;
RODERICK MITCHELL; LEE JOHNSON; REV.. BEN CHAVIS, UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST, COMMISSION FOR RACIAL JUSTICE; AC-
COMPANIED BY CLAYTON JONES; LORNA EARL; AND JEROME
EARL
Mr. MASON. Thank you, Congressman Conyers.
I would like to submit a statement, Congressman Rangel. There

are several witnesses here that I would ask to speak briefly. We
are going to try to limit it to 2 minutes.

May I introduce specifically Rev. Dr. Charles Cobb, who will also
come to the table, of the United Church of Christ.

Mr. CONYERS. We can remember when we were working to get
-his associates released from a Federal penitentiary for daring to
bring a Martin Luther King holiday bill and it was an exercise in
the South which started Rev. Ben Chavis' international career in
the struggle. We are glad to see him here continuing to fight and
in good health and determined as ever that we can turn this mon-
ster around.

We welcomeyou all to the subcommittee hearing.
Mr. MASON. Thank you again, Congressman Conyers.
On my left is Mrs. Katherine Wells, and to her left is Rev. Ollie

Wells, and behind me there are also several other witnesses that
we will ask if you have the time to hear briefly.

Congressman Conyers, I would like to thank the subcommittee
for coming to New York. I think this is a historic moment, Septem-
ber 19, 1983. I have been engaged in this struggle since 1972. As a
matter of fact, the first case I had was a man who worked with the
EOC, a 55-year-old black man who was beaten up at the Holland
Tunnel. That man's name is Yancy Thomas. He has been in hospi-
tals since 1973 as a result of being brutalized by white police offi-
cers.

What I would like to say is, everybody has covered the CCRB,
they have covered the New York City Police Department-what I
would like to concentrate on, and ask the question. Does a person
who is head of a policy group have the Federal or State and local
right to ignore 2 million people?

Congressman Conyers, I grew up in Arkansas in a little town
called Marion, Ark., near a plantation, so I understand plantations
very well and maybe when Ed Koch was in the South, maybe he
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saw some plantations too. What is happening to New York City
right now is a plantation political mentality.

Mayor Koch has decided that he can with impunity, kick us-2
million people-in our behinds and still be mayor of 6 million
using tools such as the Daily News, using tools such as the New
York Post, and using 25,000 police officers-90 percent of whom are
white. I understand very well where he is coming from. There are
crackers in the North and crackers in the South and he is still a
cracker and I understand that very well.

I am going to be very brief, this man had the temerity when you
were bringing hearings here in July to call us black red-necks. I
think he picked that up from the South too. He called us black red-
necks and he said we were like Hitler because we were making
false accusation.

I am going to say publicly, Congressman Conyers, because I
think it is very important, I am married, have three children, and I
want to say to black New York, Latino, Puerto Rican New York,
Asian New York, this day, September 19, 1983, as Brother Jesse
Jackson is putting his life on the line running for President, we are
not afraid any more. I want Mayor Koch to understand very clear-
ly, we do intend to take care of some political business in New
York City. We do intend very seriously to deal with this as a politi-
cal issue because we are not going to sit year after year hearing
the brothers, sisters, grandmothers, those grandfathers, those
mothers, those fathers, asking. Why did they kill my son? Why did
they kill my father? Why did they kill my mother?

One sister was killed in Harlem 2 years ago on New Year's Day,
her daughter wanted to go to law school but a white police officer
decided to administer a death sentence on the streets of Harlem.
About 2 weeks earlier, a police officer decided to administer the
death sentence to a young black man named Donald Wright.

I am here this afternoon to speak for those people because their
bodies are in the grave now, they cannot decide whether or not to
boycott this hearing, they can't be here, they cannot make any de-
cision as to whether attendance is catering to the white racism of
New York City and decide they are not going to dignify the hear-
ing by coming.

I want to thank you for being here. It is very important, symbol-
ic, very important for black persons to understand in New York-I
understand the South and decided, after I went to Columbia Law
School, I am not going to be scared any more, I am going to stay
here, I am not going anywhere, we will take care of what ever busi-
ness we need to take care of in New York City.

I am not sounding lawyer-like but I think it is important that Ed
Koch, who professes to be, as a matter of fact I think he said some-
thing in his testimony about minority people are a central part of
his constituency. Ed Koch is surrounded by white males, make no
mistake about that, make no mistake about the fact that out of 25
people in his administration only one is black. He is in charge of
jails. That is a matter of record.

Ed Koch has decided that he will not come to these hearings, but
I think, as you indicated earlier, Congressman Rangel, you heard
it, Judge Crockett heard it, other people heard it, the voice of the
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people will be heard. He can call this a political rally, he can call it
a circus. The only clown who is not here is him.

I want to thank you for your kindness. I know you are trying to
get everybody in. What I would like to do is ask each of the wit-
nesses to limit themselves to 2 minutes just to paint a picture of
what is happening in New York over the last several years.

Again, it is an historical occasion for you to be here and I think
it is high time the people understand that we have gone to the
police department, that we have gone to the grand jury, we have
gone to district attorneys, and now we are going to the people. We
have gone through the routes and, as Congressman Rangel said, ex-
hausted every administrative and other remedy that we had.

The only alternative we have is what black folks have done his-
torically and that is call on the Federal Government and it is a
wonder that we are able to call on a person who has had the same
kind of experience. I am very proud of that because I wonder who
he felt we should have called on. He said you shouldn't be here,
certainly we shouldn't be called on to deal with police brutality.

We certainly thank you for that.
[Prepared statement of C. Vernon Mason follows:]

35-408 0 - 84 - 41
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ATTORNEY AT LAW

401 BROADWAY

SUITE I 108

NEW YORK NEW YORK 10013

212' 2190147

TSTIIONY OF C. VERN fIASOI, ESQ.
Counsel to Ad-Hoc Cooftittce Against Police Racial Violence

WE HAVE CCIE OVW-.R A WAY TAT
X171 TFARS HS 1ISCCH WVATERED

WE HAVE COME T1RGLAIrX; CUR PATH S
5H) 'IIIE BLCI)) OF '11P SIALIGITREO

"Lift [very Voice and Sing"

As the Subcoisiittee is aware, soxm 6,000 men, women ani
children were shot to death by police nationally in the ter) year p period
of 1969 to 1979. In 1976, while courts sentenced but 233 people to
deatn and execute(] none, policeiian killed approxiiiztely 590 people
nationally. In the period of 1973 to 1983 scLe, 2,000 minority citizens
have been killed by police. A disproportionate nanber Of police
shootir] victims were Blacks--with the Justice t)epartiwnnt relxorting the
ipercentale at 45%. Another report estimates that 50% of the civilians
killed between 1970 and 197b were Black males, while Black males are. but
b% of the U.S. population (the total Black population beirj l?%). In
cities with a sizable Black population, avDre than 70% of 1.olice shooting
deaths have been foundI to be of Blacks.

Blacks in this country are being subjected to those acts of
extralegal "justice" Mich are part of the history of this country which
for many years resulted in the lynchiajs ot our p.)ople. And yet a study
conducted revealed that the national conviction rate in police caused
deaths is but 0.2%. As well, less than 1% of all killing-7 by police are
ruled unjustifiable by jlice 1eirtikxnt, acoording to a 1975 study,
although at least 25.50% of the victiti were four to be unaried.

This must he seen in contraliL to a corivictioa rat, of 62t of
thoasc civilians identified in killing law enforcement officers. When
tne number of Giose .ho were killed on the spot, died in custody, or as
a result of suicide, is akl d, the percentaye leaps to 7A1% for those who
arc involved in killing law enforcelTent officials.

A study coii ucted in 1980 by Dr. Garry A. MeyKecz, Jr. of the
National Urban riague of New York City, of 54 of the nation's 59 cities
with populations over 250,000 found no co)rrelation between the rate of
arrest of Blacks and the shootim rate, not even where violent arrests
(v. property crirLe) statistics were separated and compared. or wre
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assaults on police officers correlative to police shootings. The
conclusion drawn by Dr. Mendez after this study (the only one done of-
such magnitude), was that the best predictor of police S1Yotings is
race.

But of course, we are here to discuss New York City. I can
hear my professors at Morehouse College and Columbia Law School asking
"Mat are the facts?" For it is there that we must begin.

We would concur with Dr. Mendez that the best predictor of
police shootings is race. In fact, during the trial of the white police
officer who shot and killed 10 year old Clifford Glover in 1973, when
asked if he was not able to distinguish between a 10 year old boy and a
male robbery suspect who he claimed to have been seeking, he responded:

"Your honor, all I saw was the color of his skin."
This officer was acquitted of all criminal charges.

Information which we have gathered--which is incoplete--
reveals that the following 67 Black and Hispanic persons have been
killed by police in New York City since 1957:

7/3/57 Russell Corely, 18
6/27/58 Michael Sims, 19
4/1/60 Raymond Galloway, 17
2/18/64 Frank Rodriguez, 18
7/18/64 James Powell, 15
9/18/64 Robert Owens, 20
10/14/65 Harry Boynton, 20
11/27/65 George Foley, 18
8/27/65 Larry Jackson, 17
9/4/67 Richard Ross, 14
9/4/67 Oscar Soles, 14
12/4/71 Jeroe Good, 18
8/14/72 Ricky Bodden, II
11/1/72 Charles Williams, 20
3/28/83 Phillip Sadler, 17
4/28/73 Clifford Glover, 10
4/ /73 Jonn Brabham, 22
/ /74 Claude Reese, 14
11/27/76 Randy Evans, 15
2/14/77 Walter Williams, 27
/ /77 Frank Thonpson, 18
6/14/78 Arthur Miller, 35
6/ /79 Peter Funches, 35
6/ /79 Benilla Nicholas, 30
7/ /79 &very Robinson, 18
7/ /79 Louis Rodriques
8/ /79 Arturo Reyes, 17
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8/ /79
8/ /79
9/ /79
9/ /79
10/ /79
11/ /79
12/ /79
12/ /79
2/ /80
2/ /80
4/ /80
4/ /80
6/ /80
/ /80

8/ /80
10/18/80
10/18/80
12/30/80
1/1/81
2/ /81
2/ /31
2/ /81
3/ /81
3/ /81
4/ /81
4/ /81
/ /81
/ /81

9/ /81
9/ /81
/ /82

/ /82
/ /82
/ /82

1/9/83
3/15/83
/ /83

/ /83
/ /83
/ /83

Elizabeth Magnum, 35
Louis Baez, 29
James McRee, 48
Herbert Johnson, '35
Darryl Walker, 17
John Davis, Jr., 28
Willie Harper
Curtis Garvey
Jay Parker, 15
Abdul ladi, 26
Sonny Evans
Edward Quinones
ichael Furse, 16

Mannan Charles
Ralph Tarantino, 28
Edward Ricky Lewis, 18
Kenneth Gamble, 19
Donald Wright, 19
Ruth Alston, 40
Joey Chino Mendez, 17
Manuel Hernandez
Joseph Vblanski, 25
Edward Fonseca, 21
Robert Endersbee, 22
Robert Green, 42
Sylvester Ellis, 17
Joseph Fitzpatrick, 18
Camerou Dashiell, 28
Gary Becton, 26
Mackenzie Desir, 14
name to be provided by testi.1nLy frowi
Dave Walker, Black United Front,
Police Brutality Investigation Unit
same as above
sane as above
sa n as above
Henry Vbodley, Jr., 23
Larry Dawes, 19
name to be provided by testimony froii
Dave Walker
same as above
same as above
same as above
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Although certain factual data is missing at this time, it can
be seen that 45 of these deaths occurred since 1979. Mayor Koch admits
that 22 of the total 67 killings were of a "questionable nature." We
believe they are all "questionable."

A rojh estimate of the median age of these victims, reveals
it to be approximately 21 years of age. As the aunt of Donald Wright,
aged 19, who was shot in cold blood by a police officer in front of a
Harlem shoe store said, "Black children are becoming an endangered
species."

As our children, our sisters, brother, mothers, grandmothers,
fathers and grandfathers are being slain, and police officers are being
absolved of responsibility of wrongdoing, the political leader of this
City--Mayor Edward I. Koch--has questionedI the reasoning of this
Subcoimittee to conduct these hearings. He has likened this most
serious proceeding to a basketball game, indicating that his
administration would put on a "full o-urt pcess" to refute allegations
of police brutality against minorities.

Moreover, Mayor Koch stated on May 9, 1983:
"If you look at thiis city, which is roughly
50% minority and 50% white, there are very
few incidents involving racial controversy.
There are sore, but contrast us with major
cities across the country. We have very
few by comparison."

Mayor Koch has further stated that the incidents of police use of deddly
force is far less in New York City than in Philadelphia, Detroit, and
some other major cities.

Our first response to such a statement is that in a situation
where what is at issue is the wrongful loss of life of citizens of the
City of New York, numbers are not relevant. One wrongful shooting is
too many. Additionally, we would note that Philadelphia has the
infamous reputation of being the only city in the United States to ever
be sued by the U.S. Department of Justice for allegations of a pervasive
pattern of police abuse. Surely, we in New York do not wish to be
compared with this. If (and I do not concede this point) incidents of
excessive force and deadly force by the police are fewer in Iew York
City than in Philadelphia, what exactly is tvin postulated here? Are
these our guidelines: to be better than a city with a reputation of
being one of the iorst bastions of police violence in the United States?
We believe police brutality and wrongful police shootings of citizens,
particularly minority citizens,must cease evcLywhere. But is in New
York that we reside, rear our families and vest our future, and it is
here that our primary concern must lie.
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WHA'I'D YOU GE T, LACK 130Y
WHEN ThEY K1M)CKED YOU

DOUN IN TiE GLTlVER,
AND THEY KICKED YOUR TEETH

OUT
AND hEY BROKE YOUR SKULL

Will CLUBS
AND THEY BASHED YOUR

SlIUACIi IN?
"The Crisis" August 1943

In a recent incident, Reverend Lee Johnson, a graduate student
at Union Theological Seminary, and his cowpanion, Roderick Mitchell,
reported that they had been beaten by two white police officers of the
28 Precinct in Harlem. Notably, one of the officers has a record of use
of force in 33% of the arrests he has made since 2/25/82. In fact, five
days before the incident with Rev. Johnson, this officer had been
involved in an incident where a young man's nose was so shattered as to
require reconstructive surgery.

However, Mayor Koch, prior to any investigation into the
allegations made by Reverend Johnson and Mr. Mitchell, which
eyewitnesses had confirmed, inferred that he did not believe the
allegation that they had been beaten, and I quote:

"The incident happened in Harlem (with) two
white cops. I find it certainly possible,
but nevertheless strange, that in the
heart of Harlem two white cops would inten-
tionally, in violation of the law, harass a
minister. It's possible. It could have
happened. I'm not passing julgiant.

"...the police precinct is in Harlem and
has a large number of black police officers.
The allegation is that he was beaten up and
racially harassed. Now it's possible it
could have happened, but again, in a
police precinct filled with large numbers
of black officers? This all has to be
examined."

It is worth noting here, that it is a complete fallacy that the 28
Precinct has large numbers of Black officers. In fact, the entire New
York City Police Department, has but between 1% and 10% Black officers
(percentage ranges depending on rank), as will be delved into further in
this statement.

Additionally, although it is in predominantly white
communities that Black civilians are attacked, beaten and killed by
white civilians, it is in Black coirnunities--'lIarlem, Bushwick, Bedford-
Stuyvesant, etc.--where Black people are beaten and killed by police
officers. Factual data on the 67 Black and Hispanic people who have
died as a result of police shootings substantiates this. Thus, in
contrast to the ayor's perceptions, of course Black communities are
exactly where white officers intentionally and in violation of the law,
might well harass a minister. Where else?
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While the City Administration may not perceive or believe that
there are serious problem between the police force in this city and the
minority population, it ic interesting to take note of how the citizens
of this City feel concerning the matter.

The Report of the National Advisory Comission on Civil
Disorders (The Kerner Commission) published in 1968 stated:

"In 1964, a New York Times study of Harlem showed
that 43% of h sques1-oEned believed in the
existence of police brutality. In 1965, a nation-
wide Gallup poll found that 35% of Negro men
believed there was police brutality in their areas;
7% of white men thought so. In 1966, a survey
conducted for the Senate Subcommittee on Executive
Reorganization found that 60% of Watts Negros
aged 15-19 believed there was sore police brutality.
Half said they had witnessed such conduct. A
University of California at Los Angeles study of
the Watts area found that .... 74%(of Negro males)
believed police use unnecessary force in making
arrests. In 1967, an Urban League study of the
Detroit riot area found that 82% believed there
was sone form of police brutality."

The Commission further stated:

"To same Negroes police have coafe to symbolize
white power, white racism and white repression.
And the fact is that many police do reflect and
express these white attitudes. The atmosphere
of hostility and cynicism is reinforced by a
widespread belief among Neqroes in the existence
of police brutality and in a double standard of
justice and protection--one for N~egroes and one
for whites."

As a University of California criminologist contends, "police
have one trigger finger for whites and another for Blacks."

The Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics of 1978 revealed
that in 1975 minority people in the United States viewed police more
negatively than whites, rating police performance "good" only one half
as often as whites; using the rating "poor" twice as often.

The Comaunity Relations Service (created by the 1964 Civil
Rights Act) noted a steady increase in the number of complaints it
received from minorities alleging use of excessive force by the police.
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A comparison of the first six months of fiscal year 1979 to 1980 showed
an increase of 142% in C.R.S. cases involving allegations of excessive
use of force by the police.

As a July, 1980 statement by the U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights noted:

"Within minority camunities, the perception
that police abuse of authority is discriminatory
is reinforced by national statistics which
show that disproportionately large numbers of
minority civilians are victims of brutality and
use of deadly force."

On May 23, 1983 an ecumenical survey was begun, endorsed by
Harlem United Methodist Ministers, and based at the St. Mark's United
Methodist Church (although not a program of that congregation).
Although only just begun, the responses they are receiving regarding use
of force by the police are quite revealing. Thus far, some responses
are as follows: one older male, 52 years of age is disgusted, stating
that the police always harass him and beat young men since he can
remember. A 30 year old woman stated she witnessed a beating where the
police had not even asked the young man in the incident -to move on, but
merely hit him. An 18 year wonan claims constant harassment and beating
of Black men by police, including personal friends of hers. The overall
response of when police should use force is 1) during a riot; and 2)
subduing an armed, violently resiatinj man. Hopefully this project will
receive continued funding, in order to aid in obtaining much needed
statistics and facts from the Black community in New York concerning
this issue.

As Patrick Murphy, former Police Chief of New York City and
Detroit; First Administrator of L.E.A.A., and President of the Police
Foundation for the last ten years, testified on June 16, 1983 at the
Congressional Oversight Hearing on Police Use of Deadly Force:

"1ere citizens are disaffected froin the police,
in cities where citizens don't trust the police,
the source of citizen disaffection invariably
is the misuse of force, particularly deadly
force."

Willimn T. Johnson, Executive Director/Assistant Commissioner of
the New York City Civilian Complaint Review Board during the period 1973-
1983 advised me, his conclusion after ten years in the C.C.R.B. was that
Black people in the City do not trust the police. Mr. Johnson further
stated that when a Black person is brutalized by the police, e.g. an
officer fra the 28 Precinct, that Black person surely will not go to
that same precinct to register a complaint about the treatment received.
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As Patrick Murphy testified, and I would concur:

"...The most powerful people in policing in
the United States are mayors, mayors....the
mayor who appoints the chief of course does
set policy. He sets the tone. And he
certainly can hold his police chief and his
police department accountable."

As Howard Gary, City Manager, Miami , Florida testified at the
same hearing:

"the police department reflects the leader-
ship.. .and if you set the tone, everybody
down below understands that's going to he
the tone."

Here in New York City too a tone has indeed been set. The
tone is one where Gino Bova, one of fifteen white youth who brutally
beat Black transit worker Willie Turks to death in Brooklyn is acquitted
of murder and found guilty of only manslaughter. Where young Victor
Moses, son of Reverend Dr. John Moses of Brooklyn, is beaten so brutally
on his way to take a court officers civil service examinatiSn by white
youth in Brooklyn, that he was cxnatose for days; yet his attackers
received but a six month sentence io a juvenile detention facility and
an order to write an essay on Black history.

A tone is set in this City where .iy client, laront Heywood was
beaten and tortured in September, .1981 by vite police officers who
called hin "nigger" and proceeded to place an electrical revolving brush
in his mouth among other atrocities--yet the officers were not indicted.
Edward Ricky Lewis and Kenny Gamble were gunned down by white police
officers who then began singing "another one bites the dust" in October,
1980 in a situation where, as one eyewitness put it, "They didn't have a
chance, they (the police) just opened fire." Yet no indictrirnt was
handed down against the officers.

On New Year's Day, 1981, Mary Wilson and Helen Allen had to
tell their niece that her mother -- 40 year old Ruth Alston--had been
shot to death by a white police officer in Harlem. Yet the officer was
not indicted. Most recently, Henry Wodley, Jr., 23 years old, was shot
to death by an off-duty white Housing Police Sergeant, amid cries of
"You've shot the wrong one. You've shot the wrong one." The officer
has not been indicted. Indeed the tone is set, when Larry Dawes, aged
19, is killed by two white police officers who rained their patrol car
into Larry's noped and ran him and his friend Corey Gibson under a
parked car and then proceeded to beat then both. Corey suffered a
fractured leg and required five stitches to his chin. Yet neither
officer has been indicted. Larry Peoples was thrown on the ground, a
gun held to his head by white police officers (see photograph in New
York Post 2/18/83) and severely beaten, while his infant son was TeTt
u-tteed in his van on a cold winter day, in a case of false arrest.
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Yet none of these officers have been indicted. Yes, a tone has been set
where Herbert K. Woods, co-proprietor of Sylvia's Restaurant in larlem
is struck so hard from behind that his glasses fell to the ground and
shattered, and told by a white police officer, "None of you
motherfuckers ain't shit. All of you are the God damn same." Yet the
officer has not been indicted. In fact, on June 18, 1983 William
Watson, a 27 year old man who has been a Transit worker for four and one
half years, was told by a white transit police officer that he didn't
"give a tuck" who Watson worked for. When Watson informed the officer
that his brother was a police officer, the transit police officer
replied "I don't like that nigger any way." The officer then offered
his gun to another officer, and suggested that he fight Watson.
Although Watson has suffered injuries as a result of the beating
received, including nerve damage to his hand, the officer has not been
indicted.

A tone has surely been set in a city where, in the eleven
years in which I have been practicing law, I cannot recall a single
criminal conviction of a white police officer for killing a Black
citizen. That tone is that free reign exists for racial violence and
police use of deadly force against our minority citizens.

So while the City Administration issues statements that this
Subcammittee hearing will stir up "discontent" in the Black community,
it must be understood as City Manager Gary (liami) stated:

"to the degree that we ever lose sight of
this mandate ("to insure domestic tranquility
while affording equal opportunity and protection
for all"] we can expect an equal or greater
reaction from those segments of our coanunities
who feel disenfranchised or oppressed by those
sworn to protect and serve."

Discontent is already present in our c>lnunities as we witness members
of our communities becning more and more frequent victijrs of wanton
police violence. As Rayiond Fauntroy, President of Greater Miami/Dade
County Branch of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference testified
on June 16, 1983:

"The Black community is not violent. It reacts
violently to violence heaped upon it."

This point must be re-emphasized. We in New York City have
been extremely patient in the face of Black people being subjected to
disparate applications of deadly force, influenced not by, as City
Manager Gary stated, "what is morally correct but what is locally
conceived."
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As Reverend Dr. Calvin 0. Butts, III will testify, the Black
Clergy in this City has been attempting to meet with Police Commissioner
McGuire for over a year, but Comm. McGuire has refused to set a meeting.
Church, community and civic leaders have written innumerable letters and
have met with District Attorney ktbert rxbjenthau, New York County,
regarding the consistent inability to secure indicbients and/or
convictions against police officers. Even media people, such as Joe
Nicholson of the New York Post wrote District Attorney fbrgenthau
requesting that "justice be done" with reference to the 1931 torture of
Lamont Heywood. Yet the officers were not brought to justice.

As Rhonda Nager, then Director of Public Information under the
Office of the Brooklyn District Attorney stated in 1980 regarding the
massacre which resulted in the deaths of Ricky Lewis and Eddie Gamble:

"It is not always within the power of the
prosecution to do what's right."

W ask why not?

The only mechanism which exists in New York City to handle
complaints of excessive use of force by police is the Civilian Complaint
Review Board. There has been consistent opposition for the last twenty
(20) years to efforts to make this Board a truly "civilian" complaint
Board. As Congressnan Fred Samuels, Harlem Democrat stated recently,
the current board "is a waste. It's part of the system. You don't bite
the hand that feeds you. You don't send the fox to watch the chickens."

Of the 3,048 cxplaints reviewed by the Board in 1981, 2,944
were unsubstantiated by the Board. The 104 (3%) which were
substantiated resulted in disciplinary action, ranging frail formal
charges to nere loss of one or more day's pay* The number of corplaints
in 1982 (4,106) was 33% higher than those of the prior year.

However, these statistics are not surprising, as the seven
members of the Board are all employed by the Police Departnent, and are
appointed by the Police Comnissioner. All the investigators are police
officers. In some selected cases, the Coinissioner will order the Board
to divest itself of jurisdiction and the cases are then turned over to
the Internal Affairs Division of the Police Department, without even
being investigated by the Board.

Moreover, a finding fron tie BIoard is but a reco-mierOation,
which the Police Commissioner can reject if he so chooses. The Board
only handles complaints made directly to it, despite the fact that there
are Police Department records of every instance where a police officer
discharges a weapon. Said records are unavailable to the public and are
not used by the Civilian Complaint Review Board. In fact a print-out
exists in the Police Department which includes all cases where a police
officer adits using force in his arrest report, yet these are not
reported to the Board.

As Eileen Luna-brdinier of the Berkeley Police Review
Commission discussed at the June 16th hearings held in Washington, D.C.,
their commiission is the foremost example of the concept of citizen
control. In a situation where police officers know that the only review

*In 1982 there was but one dismissal, the circumstances of which are
unknown.
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process to which they may be subjected is one of their own people, they
soon learn that they can act with virtual impunity. The interrelated
roles of police and prosecutors constitute an inherent conflict of
interest which prevents the impartial review of charges brought against
law enforcement officers who perpetrate psychological and physical abuse
upon citizens.

Unlike the New York City Civilian Complaint Review Board, the
Berkeley Police Review Comission includes an evidentiary hearing where
all parties are present; the meetings are open to the public; the press
and other interested parties are encouraged to attend; witnesses are
heard first-hand by decision makers ard are subject to cross-
examination, which maximizes the possibility of ascertaining the truth.
Citizen judges are free to function in an independent fashion, and are
not subject to any reprisals internally or externally froin the police
department for, as an example, substantiating a claim by a citizen of
brutality by an officer.

Such hearings provide balance, credibility and objectivity and
serve as a deterrent to officers, states Ms. Luna-Gordinier. -Nbst
significantly, the Berkeley Conission has jurisdiction over police
policy, practices and regulations. As the Kerner Coinission noted:

"It is essential that the complaint system not
only operate effectively, but that the community
perceive the system as fair, thorough, quick,
and worthy of public trust."

"A properly administered complaint review system
serves both the special professional interests
of the police and the general interests of the
community. As a disciplinary device, it can
promote and maintain desired standards of conduct
among police officers by punishing-and thereby
deterring--aberrant behavior. Just as important,
it can provide satisfaction to those civilians who
are adversely affected by police misconductt"

It is also important to take note of some other factors which
are at play in New York City at this tirw--. The unfortunate fact is that
the New York City Police Deparbnent is largely segregated. Of a force
of approximately 23,000, only approximately 10% are Black of officers
and detectives; 6% among sergeants; 2% among lieutenants; and a
sorrowful 1% among those hold rank of captains and above. Similarly,
among the top 25 city officials in the Koch Administration, the only
Black is Benjamin Ward, Comnissioner of the Department of Corrections.
In fact, the New York City Police Departnent was sued for employment
discrimination by the Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund and the NAACP
Legal Defense Fund.
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The report of the Florida Advisory Coanittee to the U.S.
Comission on Civil Rights entitled "Policed by the Mite Male Minority"
issued in 1976 emphasized the importance of havin.j a police force which
reflected the racial and cultural composition of the public it serves.

In a city such as New York, with a minority population of at
least 50-55%, where people of all races, ethnic and national origins
come to live, it is but a further perpetuation of the institutionalized
racism endemic to this city that the police department is predominantly
white.

Another significant factor at play is the political power
police organizations wield. Police organizations such as the Patroloens
Benevolent Association sanction political candidates, often quite
conservative ones. Police chiefs and police officers scintimes even run
for office themselves. As Patrick Murphy stated:

"...And although the police do have certain
kinds of political power--and my bias is I
believe police unions have more political
power than polic. chiefs--..."

The P.B.A. is one of the most powerful political organizations
in the City of New York. In none of the instances in which deaths have
occurred at the hands of police officers has the P.B.A. spoken out
against brutality or excessive use of force. In the infrequent
instances in which police officers have been indicted, generally the
P.B.A. retains counsel to represent then an(] supports the officer. The
P.3.A. wields a treinendous influence over the Mayor and the Bolice
Conissioner and the Department as a whole. The P.B.A. has not
supported efforts to desegregate the New York City Police Department,
and they were in the forefront of the resistance to the efforts to
establish an independent civilian complaint review board.

The S y News Magazine of April 24, 1983, in an article
entitled "The Police and the Review Board: Pound Two" explains the
history of the struggle in this City to change the Civilian Complaint
Review Board as follows. Mayor Lindsay tried to reiuke the board, and
the incumbent police commissioner refused to follow Lindsay's advice,
and was subsequently fired. Then Lindsay appointed a more amiable
replacement and installed his own civilian dominated board, the P.B.A.
"roared that the entire Police Deparbnent was about to go down the
tubes." The dispute was pushed onto the Noveahc.,r 1966 ballot in the
form of a referendum, and the headlines read: "Police Swin] 2 Clubs at
the Review Board;" "PBA Chief Says Comnies Battle to Keep Review."
Largely due to the tremendous resources- financial and otherwise--of the
P.B.A., the referendum was defeated.
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Finally, there is the sad fact that no adequate statistics are even
maintained on excessive use of force by the police, nor of deaths caused
by it. As Patrick Murphy noted in his June 16th testimony, and as the
U.S. Ccuinssion on Civil Rights noted in 1980, there are inadequate
statistics maintained. The only statistics which exist at all are
through the National Center for Health Statistics, and those are widely
estimated to be as much as 50% under-estimated. Thus, the only count
made available through the federal government fails to even give a true
dimension of the problem we are faced with. In 1983 this situation
still exists, despite the recommendation of the July 1980 Commission
report that:

"the FBI be directed to collect, compile
and make available statistics and information
regarding assaults on and shootings of
civilians by law enforcement officers, and
that the data be reported, analyzed by city,
circumstance and characteristic of parties
involved."

In fact, when a Dade County Grand Jury was attempting to
investigate whether research studies existed which "isolate and identify
characteristics likely to be shared by officers who have used deadly
force in an unjustified manner" they found "unfortunately the answer to
the question is no." The Grand Jury further noted:

"We are quite surprised to find that so
little has been done in this area. The
amount of money spent on military research
in this country is phenonenal an] the
amount spent on research in business is
also enormous. Yet the percentage of the
police budget in this country that is
spent on research can best be described as
pitiful."

The point can be made no clearer than Patrick Murphy made it
in his testimony on June 16th:

"It became apparent to everyone (lurinj the past
year that when necessary, goveratient could trace
across the country the location of packages
of capsuled pain relievers. I believe the federal
gover nent has at least as great an obligation
to be able to collect and report accurately the
rates of police shootings which result in many
hundreds of fatalities and injuries each year."
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In sun, it is quite apparent that steps toward fundamental
change need to be immediately instituted in New York City to stein the
rising tide of racially motivated violence and wanton police brutality
and shootings. To quote City Manager toward Gary (Miami):

"Change should not be dictated by the tragedy
of civil disturbance or the horror of a
wrongful death. It should result froin a
national recognition of what is morally
right and legally sound.

According to Patrick Murphy, who was Chief of Police in both
New York and Detroit, "prudence and persuasion can be as effective as
the threat of deadly force." Clearly effective training and effective
departmental policy is mandated toward this end.

Racism inside and outside of the New York City Police
Department must cease being sanctioned so that the department imay serve
the communities whose interests they are supposed to protect.

Record keeping must begin on a national and local level so
that we may begin to properly oversee those areas where, serious problems
exist, and reach a resolution.

A truly representative Civilian Complaint Review Board must be
formed which can function in a fair, objective, and independent fashion.

Most importantly, those in high positions of power must let
filter down the knowledge that brutality against and random shootings of
Black people will no longer be tolerated. In cities such as Atlanta,
Georgia; Newark, New Jersey; Gary, Indiana; Birmningham, Alabama; and
Detroit, Michigan, such actions have resulted in an incredible decline
in the number of deaths caused by police, and in the strengthening of
relations between the police forces aad the coarmnities they serve.

Prosecutors must make known that police officers will be
brought to justice, tried and convicted, just as any other citi7.en, for
excessive use of force, and that they are no longer members of an
exclusive sector of society which is exempt front such sanctions.

"The police have unique power. They are the only
representatives of governmental authority who in
the ordinary course of events are legally permitted
to arrest citizens and use physical force against
them. Other agencies of state lxpyer rely upon
request, persuasion, public opinion, custody and
legal and judicial processes to gain compliance
rules and laws. Only the police can use firearms
to coapel the citizen to obey. The police are
also in a special category in that they are sworn
to enforce the law at all times, on or off duty
in most jurisdictions, so that theic iy~er to
arrest citizens and their access to firearms is
constant and legal."

Police Homicide in a Democracy,
Kobler, v. 31, n. 1, Winter
1975, p. 163
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The authority bestowed upon pxice officers is one in which
society maintains a covenant, which is that the use of deadly force must
only occur when and where no alternative exists and it is absolutely
necessitated. In New York City this covenant has been continually
violated, with the seeming sanction of those who are in a position of
power to demand its enforcement.

It is in this context, where city officials are turning their
backs on the most fundamental of all rights of Black people: to be free
of racial violence, that we request federal intervention.

Historically, racially motivated violence has been one of the
principal means used in order to deny Black people their freedom. Such
acts of violence, take different fotr~s: rarnion violence (such as the
killing of Willie Turks or the beating of Victor Mbses by white youth);
or violence engaged in by organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan; or
violence engaged in by municipal agencies such as the New York City
Police Department. All such violence is condemned by the Warti, be
Amendments to the United States Constitution, specifically the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments as well as subsequently
enacted federal statutes.

The two federal statutes which are ,oist relevant to the issue
of police misconduct are 18 U.S.C. §241 and §242. These statutes, which
were passed during the Reconstruction era, were designed to ensure
application of the Fourteenth Amendnnt in particular. Pursuant to
these statutes, it is unlawful to conspire .against or, while acting
under color of state law, to deprive individuals of rights to which they
are entitled under the U.S. Constitution.

The incidents of police brutality and police shootings share
few canmwon characteristics other than that they are racially motivated
and the victims are disproportionately minority citizens. The New York
Times reported on December 1, 1980 that many Black people belie--Ft-
"seies of violent incidents against Blacks is a result of a national
conspiracy to terrorize and kill them."

There is a growing concern within the Black community that the
acceleration of racially motivated violence, without concurrent
sanctions against those %wo perpetrate it, is a conscious attempt to
undermine the civil rights gains of the 1960's, and to return Black
citizens to a status which is, in essence, that of a disenfranchised
sector of society.

There is an imperative need for federal presence in areas such
as New York City where recurring racially motiviated police cries are
taking place. Such intervention has a significant historical precedent.

Both during Reconstruction (1886-1877) and during the 1960's
and 1970's, the role played by the federal government in counteracting
racial violence was crucial to keeping such acts of violence to a
minimum. Conversely, the absence of federal governmental action
contributed significantly to the growth of racial violence in the late
1880's.
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The stance of President Johnson in early 1866 of opposing any
federal laws to protect freedmen, and preferring to leave the matter to
the states, was the beginning of a fatal course which would cripple
Black progress for almost a century. As Frederick Douglass stated at
the time: "You enfranchise your enemies and disenfranchise your
friends." By summer of 1866 riots in Mephis and New Orleans had left
hundreds dead or wounded.

"The downfall of the Negro-white governments
of the South was inevitable since Negroes
had few guns, little land, and less govern-
mental protection. Organized violence
was the main weapon of those who sought to
restore the old order."

Katz, Eyewitness: The Negro in
American History, 1967

"How many black men and women were beaten,
flogged, mutilated and murdered in the
first years of emancipation will never be
known. Nor could any accurate body count
or statistical breakdown reveal the barbaric
savagery and depravity that so frequently
characterized the assaults made on freedmen."

titwack, Been the Storm So Long,
The Aftermath of Slavery, 1979

The Thirteenth Aendment, enacted, in the words of the entire
Codrt in the historic Civil Rights Cases of 1833, 109 U.S. 3, 20 a
"universal charter of freedom which had the effect not only of
abolishing the institution of slavery but of rejecting all of its
'badges and incidents'."

The recoInition of the sweeping coorenands of the Thirteenth
Amendment was reaffinne] in the pre-Civil War decision of Dred Scott v.
Sanfprd, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1856) and in Jones v. Alfred Mayer
Company, 392 U.S. 409. Thus, the Thirteenth ---- ment not only rejected
slavery, but the overall doctrine of white superiority. See "The
Constitutional Right of Negro Freedon," 21 Rutgers L. Rev., 387 (1967).

Prior to the passage of the Thirteenth Amendment, legal and
moral standards by which white people conducted themselves in relation
to each other, were allowed to be utterly disregarded with respect to
Black people. The Wartime Amendments imnosed an affirmative duty upon
the national government to eradicate all actions which operated to
preserve the 'badges and incidents' of slavery.

o/

35-408 0 - 84 - 42
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Out of the hearings of the Joint Congressional Committee on
Reconstruction, which convened in December 1885, ewneryed the Fourteenth
and Fifteenth Amendents, and a battery of federal civil and crijainal
statutes, designed to provide massive federal protection to Black
people. At the heart of these hearings was the recognition of the
driving need to provide physical protection for Blacks to counteract the
terror to which they were being subjected, and to require the states
either to give effective guarantees for the maintenance of law or accept
direct federal intervention due to their failure to provide necessary
physical protection to Blacks.

18 U.S.C. §241, §242, 42 U.S.C. §S1981 through 1989, and the
statutes enacted during the 1960's, 18 U.S.C. §245 and 42 U.S.C. §1971,
all provide the fullest repudiation of the rationalizations which seek
to excuse federal inaction against the rising tide of racially motivated
violence.

In United States v. Price, 383 U.S. 787 (1966) Justice Abe
Fortas conclude( for a unaninouscSuprei- Court that the language of
§241:

"embraces all of the rights ard privileges
secure] t6--ctizens by all of the Constitution
and all of the laws of the United States."
[emphasis in the original text].

"We cannot doubt that the purpose anJ
effect of Section 241 was to reach
assaults upon rights under the entice
Constitution, including the Thirteenth,
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Anendments,
and not merely under part oF it."

(383 U.S. at 800, 805)

In the late 1960's the 90th Congress enacted 18 U.S.C. §245
which determined that federal action was authorized where a victim,
although not personally engaged in a federally protected activity, was
victimized for the purpose of discouraging a person or class front takinj
part in such activity. This eliminated any doubts about federal power
to punish overtly private actions which interfere with Fourteentli
Amendrnt rights, and to remedy the deficiency of §241 by allowing
federal prosecution of individuals who were acting alone, not in concert
with others, to deprive citizens of their constitutional rights. The
statute contains no jurisdictional prerequisite for its invocation that
victims of racial violence be engaged in specifically federally
protected conduct.
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Additionally, there exists authority for massive
federal civil action, particularly 42 U.S.C. §1971, as well as 42 U.S.C.
SS1983 and 1985. In fact these statutes were the basis of a sweeping
federal injunction in 1965 entitled The United States Nainst the
Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 250 P.Supp. 330(E.D. La. 1965, 3
judge court).

Racial violence which permeateN our society during the post-
Reconstruction era and again in the early stages of the Civil Rights
Movement in the 1960's has, unfortunately returned with a vengeance
today. The legislative history of §§245, 241 and 242 is indicative of
the fact that Congress, both in the 1800's and in the 1960's, well
understood the intimidating effect of violence against Black people, and
also knew full well that randon racist violence, which goes unchecked,
sends out a clear message: minority people are not citizens of these
United States, they have no rights and they should not exist.

This very message was decisively rejected by the adoption of
the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth 1Aendments, which declared that
Black people are to be protected by the jower of the federal government
in the exercise of rights to which every citizen is entitled.

The Department has absolute authority to intervene in "New York
City, to bring where necessary, criminal prosecution and/or sweeping
injunctive relief, pursuant to §§1971, 1981 through 1989 of Title 42.

Any suggestion that racially motivated violence, even shooting
deaths directed at minority people is not a basis for federal
intervention, totally ignores the comands of the Wartime Ainendents.
The life and liberty of Black people must be protected.

A final point is relative to the specific need for change of
the criminal civil rights statutes (§§241 and 242). As they now read,
proof is required that an officer, Under color of law, in the exercise
of his authority, intentionally deprived a person of his or her
constitutional rights. %bile courts have not so narrowly construed this
to mean that an officer, when using deadly force, actually must go
through an articulation of the Fourteenth Amendx-nt in the thought
process at play, the burden of proving specific intent is a difficult
one to nee;.. Such a burden means the reluirement of proof of the
intentional deprivation of constitutional rights, rather than a mere
criminal negligence requirement, or one of reckless use of deadly force.

Moreover, there are only misdeo.anor penalties involved in the
violations of these statutes, unless a death results. A change which
would make assault with a deadly weapon, under color of law, a felony
offense is certainly a prerequisite to effective use of these remedies.

It is necessary that the statutes, originally developed over
one hundred years ago, be revised consistent with the developments, both
of language and substance, of the time which has passed since their
inception, to allow them to become as available and effective remedy as
State criminal prosecutions.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. had a dream. Though "we have
tread thro' the path of the blood of the slaughtered," our faith remains
strong.

I thank you.
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Mr. MASON. Mrs. Wells was attacked by a white police officer
when she was 4 months pregnant. She is the wife of Reverend
Wells of the Union Baptist Church.

TESTIMONY OF KATHERINE WELLS
Mrs. WELLS. I am certainly glad to have this opportunity to final-

ly tell what happened to me. It was a sad and very disturbing time
for me.

I was following my husband in my automobile onto the entrance
of the West Side Highway at 57th and 12th Avenue. It was being
patrolled by a police officer at that time directing the traffic, and
he waved my husband through. I proceeded up to the stop sign,
then he waved me through also.

As I started going through, all of a sudden he ran in front of my
car and reached his hand in the window and grabbed me by the
neck and clothes and started pulling me out of the car. I was
screaming and hollering by that time. The passenger I had in the
car, and I couldn't understand what was going on. I asked him
what was the matter and he said, just pull over, and started to
abuse me, cussing me and yelling and screaming and carrying on,
asking me didn't I see his hand up to stop me and why did I go
through the light.

At that time I was shaking. I couldn't understand what was
going on. I said I am going to pull up behind my husband, then I
am going to stop. I tried to take off. Again he reached into the
window and started to grabbing me by my clothes and slamming
me up against the steering wheel and pushing me back against the
seat.

When I continued to move with the automobile, he was hanging
in the window, and I finally stopped behind my husband. The
young lady in the car and I were both screaming for my husband.
He ran back to the car and physically separated the police officer
from me. And he was just hanging in there, saying all I want to do
is get the keys, so he said. My husband told him, tell her what you
want, don't put your hand on her, you don't have to handle her. I
can understand very well what is being said. Tell me what you
want, don't put your hands on her.

He reached into the window, in the car window again, pushed me
up against the seat and snatched the keys from the ignition, saying
he didn't want me to get away. I wasn't trying to get away. I was
merely trying to do what he wanted me to do. If he would have
told me what to do I would have done it. I was taken to the Harlem
Hospital and sedated because I was so upset with what happened,
and I threatened to miscarry, then the baby came 2 months early,
and you don't know what I went through that year, behind all that
had happened with just this incident with the police officer.

I am glad to tell this at last because I don't want this to happen
to any other pregnant person. They feel they can do what they
want to do with an individual just because they are wearing a uni-
form, and have a badge, and I want justice for what has happened.

Nothing has been done that I am aware of at this point. We did
write a letter to the CCR and have gotten no response since 1978 to
date.
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Mr. MASON. The next person to speak is Larry Peoples. His
mother is here to accompany him. She is not going to testify, she is
a contributing editor of "Essence" magazine.

TESTIMONY OF LARRY PEOPLES
Mr. PEOPLES. Hello, Congressmen. I thank you all for coming out

today.
My name is Larry Peoples, and I would like to talk about my ex-

perience with the police department.
On February 17, at approximately 1 p.m. in the afternoon, I was

going shopping with my baby, who was 12 months at that time. I
had gotten in the van on the block I live on and saw some white
men running with guns, about 20, 25 white men running with
guns; so I put my son down because I thought there might be some
shooting. After about 5 minutes, I didn't hear any gunshots, I got
back into the driver's seat. A white officer pointed a gun at my
face, told me to get out of the van.

All right, I got out of the van, he was approaching me, and he
said to me, lie down on the ground, I am going to blow your ---
head off.

I look at him, I said calm down, I am not a criminal. He seemed
upset, so I laid down on the ground and he walked over to me and
said, --- , you are going to jail. He stamped down on the right
side of my face. At that moment it didn't even make sense to me
why he was choosing to treat me this way. At that time about
three other white officers joined in and began to kick me while I
was on the ground. I even remembered saying to one of the offi-
cers, "If you believed in God you wouldn't be treating me like
this." Right then a white officer kicked me in the left eye while I
was still on the ground.

Then, after they handcuffed me on the ground, picked me up, the
white officer walked over to me and hit me twice in the groin with
a blackjack. I buckled, and as soon as I straightened up there were
two officers getting into my van.

One officer grabbed my son by his snowsuit and started undress-
ing him, looking for drugs. Another officer started going through
his bag, pulling out diapers and things, and I asked the officers,
"What this is about, why are you treating my son like this?" They
said, "Shut up and be cool."

"You almost blowed my head off and you tell me to be cool."
They decided they were going to put me in a van for several hours.
I said to one of the officers, 'Are you arresting me? What are you
arresting me for?" He turned around and he said, "Shut the ---
up, boy. You call me sir, unless I give you permission to call me sir
you shut the --- up, I will break your face."

So I said OK, I am in the van handcuffed. I stayed in there for
several hours.

Another officer got in the van. I said to him, "I can't believe you
are arresting me for nothing." He turned around and said, "Sounds
good to me.' So they decided they were going to take me, they put
me in an overcrowded cell for several hours. While I was in the cell
there they were bringing in the drugs and money and guns. Be-
cause they busted some friend, one of the cops decided he was
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going to check out one of the guns, and he pointed it at my head
while I was in the cell and started playing Russian roulette for a
minute or so. I looked him dead in the eye.

Mr. CONYERS. Did they pull the trigger?
Mr. PEOPLES. Yes.
Mr. CONYERS. How many times?
Mr. PEOPLES. I think about three, three times.
At that time my lawyer had come hnd I was explaining to him

what had happened, and I was complimenting the cops on a good
business that day, and I tried to explain to them about my situa-
tion. I said, however, I am willing to accept the fact I was a victim
of circumstances, I have never been arrested, I don't even have a
record, and at this point all I want to do is go home to my family.

So three white officers looked at me and said, "It is not that
easy." I said it is not that easy, you do all this and tell me that it's
not that easy. I got booked for selling drugs but now I am being
charged with assaulting a police officer, putting him in the hospi-
tal, a cop I never even touched, resisting arrest, and I go to trial on
Thursday.

I would like to say thank you.
Mr. MASON. Lamont Heyward.
Before Lamont Heyward testifies, I would like to indicate that

what happened to him was so vicious that a writer from the "New
York Post" wrote Robert Morgenthau asking them to intercede on
his behalf. Lamont Heyward worked in a training program to be a
New York City police officer. He now works for the housing au-
thority.

TESTIMONY OF LAMONT HEYWARD
Mr. HEYWARD. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, members of the

committee.
I am going to be very brief.
My name is Lamont Heyward, married and a resident of Queens.

I am presently employed by New York City Housing Authority,
and I was previously employed by New York City Police Depart-
ment.

On September 15, 1981, I was coming home from a health club.
While waiting for a connecting bus going uptown, four white men
jumped out of a car and one yelled out, "Hey, nigger, come here."
At that point I was grabbed by men who were wearing jeans and
sneakers. My gold chain was ripped off my neck and I was thrown
in the back of a car, with my hands bound behind my back.

I was beaten in the head and face area, in which one of the men
was hitting me in the face with a gun. I was also beaten in the
knees and the back of the head with a flashlight. It was not until
then I realized it was the police. No one ever said why I was arrest-
ed.

I was beaten going to the precinct, and once in the precinct I was
taken upstairs, thrown in a chair. One of the officers went behind
me and returned holding a metal rotating brush with a wooden
handle on it. This brush was placed in my mouth. I was asked to
sign my name to a confession to a robbery. I refused, so I was
beaten some more. Than I was asked to sign my name to a rape
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confession. I refused and was beaten again. I also was asked to sign
a confession to a shooting. Again I refused.

During the beating my hands were handcuffed behind me. I
never knew what the charges were until I was before the judge.

Attorney Vernon Mason and I spoke to New York City "Post"
reporter Joe Nicholson, who sent a letter to District Attorney
Robert Morganthau, requesting an investigation of the incident.
The charges were dismissed and I am presently filing charges
against NYCPD and the city of New York.

Mr. MASON. Thank you.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much.
Mr. MASON. Herbert Kenneth Woods.
Our next witness is Larry Kenneth Woods. Mr. Woods is one of

the owners of Sylvia's Restaurant and the restaurant has been in
Harlem for the last 20 years. Most of the people who live in
Harlem-including Republican, Vice President Bush ate there
when he came to Harlem campaigning.

Most of the politicians and Congressman Rangel, everyone else
knows Sylvia's, this is a family-owned business by people from the
South that came here, who have been operating that restaurant for
about 20 years.

Mr. CONYERS. So does the subcommittee chairman.
Mr. MASON. Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF HERBERT KENNETH WOODS
Mr. WOODS. Hello, Congressman Rangel, and other congressmen.
My name is Herbert K. Woods. I am a coowner of Sylvia's Res-

taurant.
As Attorney Mason said, it would be kind of hard for me to keep

going over this story. But for the past year we have been knowing
several crimes that have been committed by white cops on blacks
in the neighborhood, especially in front of the restaurant.

On April 30, Reverend Johnson was on his way to patronize our
business when him and two companions were brutally beaten by
white officers. Ironically, about a month later, a similar incident
happened to me, about 12:30 at night; it was June 7. I came to the
restaurant to investigate a fire over the restaurant in one of the
tenant's apartment. When I pulled up to the restaurant, I ap-
proached the officers, Officer Paul Delcanto, he was sitting in a pa-
trolman's car. I just went up to him, I said, "Officer, my name is
Kenneth Woods, I am owner of the restaurant. Is there anybody
hurt or is the fire very severe?"

Before I could finish my statement, he came out saying, "
get the --- out of here." I said again, "Officer, I am one of the
owners. I want to find out whether anyone is injured." Again he
said, ,-.--, get the --- out of here and move that ---. "

So by that time I was really concerned about whether anyone
was hurt or whether the fire had spread down into the restaurant,
so I turned to walk away, back toward my car. I was looking up at
the ladder to see whether the firemen were bringing anyone down,
and I didn't hear Delcanto get out of the car. All of a sudden I am
grabbed from behind by my collar and spinned around and
knocked on the side of the head, knocking my glasses off causing
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them to break, and I was really in so much shock then I said, what
is the problem, officers. He said, "---, shut the up." He
automatically handcuffed me from behind. I am still wondering
why he is doing this to me, so I didn't rebel or anything because
my- main concern was whether anyone was hurt and I was just
thinking about the fire.

His partner was staring in amazement at what Delcanto was
doing to me, so he put me into the patrol car, his partner drove my
car to the precinct.

On the way going to the precinct, again I asked Officer Delcanto,
"Officer, I don t mean no harm, could you at least tell me whether
anyone was injured or whether the fire was very severe." Then he
said: "--- you are damn right, the whole is burned
down." Then he said: "You know, none of you --- ain't no good,
you are all the same." He paused for a second, he said, "--- if
you open your mouth again I am going to put my foot up
your-," so I am still not rebelling or anything because
I was still concentrating on what was happening at the restaurant.

I was thinking I wanted to call my parents to let them know
what was going on with the fire, and here I am going down. I am
coming to investigate a fire at my place of business and I am on
my way to the precinct now, that quick for nothing.

So when we got to the precinct, I didn't say anything, I am still
handcuffed from behind. We bypassed the sergeant's desk, we were
sitting down, he throws me into the seat and asks me for my iden-
tification. So I was still handcuffed from behind, so I had to give
him my registration and driver's license while still handcuffed. So
that is the only question he asked me.

My father came in shortly after and my cousin but they weren't
allowed to see me. We were in the corridor. So, Delcanto just got
all the information, he wrote up some forms, and handed me three
summons, one said double parking, the other one said obstructing
traffic, and the third said disorderly conduct, when the only disor-
derly conduct was his.

So, this happened to me, it was a frightening experience, but it
didn't hit me until when I was released and I walked out of the
precinct. When I walked out of the precinct, everything hit me
about what had happened, how I was victimized, abused, and didn't
do anything to receive that kind of treatment.

I started thinking about what happened. It just happened to Rev-
erend Johnson-to turn around and happen to me-so there has to
be some kind of conspiracy going on, especially right there in that
community and right in front of the restaurant, I mean several in-
cidents have happened.

Mr. CONYERS. Attorney Mason, I want to express to all of the wit-
nesses that you have presented how deeply moved Congressman
Rangel and I are about the courage it takes for a man or woman to
come before the committee and expose these demeaning, embar-
rassing, horrible incidents that take your manhood and your wom-
anhood away from you. To have to come before a committee and
put this on a congressional record for all time takes a special kind
of courage, and I think that we here all ought to acknowledge that
that courage resides in those men and women, the Reverend and
his wife; who have chosen to come so that some others may be
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spared. They have come and revealed all of these kinds of things
that have happened to them.

Mr. RANGEL. I would like to join in his remarks and say that
here we find a pastor of a very well-known church, his bereaved
wife and mother of his children, a businessman of a restaurant,
that have to use a congressional hearing in order to air their griev-
ances.

When you take a look at our community throughout the five bor-
oughs, and think how many people could never really reach the
stature in life that you have, and yuu have no recourse, can you
imagine what the other people are going through, without jobs,
without any help, with police records, and they too find themselves
the victim.

So, I want to join in with the chairman in saying that you should
not have to go through this, but God knows that what you are
doing today is to prevent other people from having to do it, and we
certainly appreciate your presence.

Mr. MASON. Thank you.
Again, as I said, we will move very quickly. I have two other inci-

dents, or perhaps three-one of which concerns me very greatly-
and I will say this for the record because I do not think in the
present circumstances that this very courageous female black offi-
cer can testify, having been told by the police department and Ma-
guire, PBA, if she testifies there will be reprisals.

I think it is important though to point out there are attorneys
here, Brother Jones, Brother Maddox, and other people that are
here, and her story is so poignant because this black woman police
officer was arrested by four white officers for impersonating a
police officer, and they left her child on the sidewalk after they
had arrested her.

I can assure you that when you return here to Brooklyn, that we
would have gone to court if necessary because I understand some-
thing about the first amendment and the right to counsel, and I am
not going to have Maguire, who heads up 23,000 people, telling 2
million people how they ought to conduct themselves and they
cannot appear before your committee when they have vital infor-
mation to give you, so we will make certain-if necessary, we will
go to court to make certain she will testify next time you come
here.

There are two other incidents, one of which involved an entire
family of 11 people, only 2 people here are going to testify, but it
was significant because one of the women who was hit was preg-
nant. The other woman worked for the transit authority and was
beaten by the transit authority.

I would like to call Linda Wolfe and Lillian Long.
Linda Wolfe is to my left. She is a housewife, her husband drives

a truck. Lillian Long is to my furthest left. She works for the New
York City Transit Authority.

I would like Lillian Long to tell the story.
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TESTIMONY OF LILLIAN LONG
Mrs. LONG. My name is Lillian Long. I am an employee of the

Manhattan and Bronx Surface Transit Operating Authority, a seg-
ment of the New York City Transit Authority.

I am here to present eyewitness testimony, not alleged but to un-
questionable police violence, gross misconduct, and brutality.

On the morning of Saturday September 13, a family group of ap-
proximately 11 people, myself included, entered the 42d Street
train station located on 8th Avenue and 42d Street. Our group tem-
porarily separated when those of us with tokens entered the turn-
stiles, those without stood on line to purchase, my cousin Miss
Wolfe and two other members of our family boarded, descended the
staircase and boarded and awaiting the northbound train. While
we were doing this, we called to the remainder of our family to
hurry along. I believe it was 42d Street, 8th Avenue.

Although it was very early in the morning, it was far from being
isolated, and I say this because there were a number of other
people coming down the stairs, and holding the doors presumably
waiting for members of their party to board the same train. In the
car in which I was in, there was a man who was bodily obstructing
the car door calling to his companions. Two white transit police of-
ficers walked past this man and walked straight up to my cousin
and began to harass her verbally about getting in or out.

She immediately replied, we will get out since the rest of our
family had not joined us yet and she started to leave the car. One
of the officers pushed her in with his hand and told her to get in.
She said again, we would get out in order not to separate our
group. It was then this white police officer grabbed her by the front
of her clothes and yanked her out of the car. This man who was
holding the door jumped back into the train, the doors closed, and
the train proceeded out of the station.

I started screaming. I started screaming, I banged on the door,
let me out, stop the train. Somebody pulled the emergency cord be-
cause the train came to a screeching halt, and the conductor start-
ed walking back. I stopped him, I virtually begged him to let me
out, I told him they have got my cousin. There was a commotion on
the platform, please let me out. He stopped the car, I ran down the
platform, and I saw this 5-foot, 125-pound cousin spread out. Her
face, her head, her neck was covered with blood.

Mr. MASON. I have heard the story a number of times.
Mrs. LONG. I saw two white cops standing on her arms. She was

outstretched, one of them was beating her with a billy club, the
other one was kicking her in the side. I looked into their faces and
they were red, the faces were livid, they were contorted with fury. I
believe that they would have killed her on the spot if they had a
green light to beat her and there was a crowd forming and they
were saying, stop, stop, it's a woman, stop.

Then the cop closest to me pulled out a walkie-talkie and called a
1013, which in layman's language means a police officer in distress,
a police officer in trouble, a police officer needs assistance, his life
is in danger.

In a matter of seconds they came out of the woodwork. Cops were
everywhere. They came down the stairs, they came off the plat-
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form, there were canine teams. I think I saw one black face among
them.

By this time another cousin who was pregnant, her 15-year-old
daughter and her brother, was being handcuffed and dragged up
the stairs. The cops grabbed my cousin by the front of her hair,
yanked her up, handcuffed her, and started to drag her up the
stairs behind the whole troop of officers.

I looked for the only black face I could find and pulled my pass
and tried to identify myself. I told him I was an eyewitness and
employee. He told me to follow him, he would see what he could
do. He took me in the holding facility and this black police officer
approached his white sergeant and told him he had an employee
and eyewitness. He was directed to get a statement from me, which
he did. He presented it to his white sergeant.

I was called in and the white sergeant looked at me and told that
I would be arrested. When I inquired why he told me for interfer-
ing and he put me in the holding cell with my cousin, my pregnant
cousin and her 15-year-old daughter.

For the next 15 or 20 minutes they paraded up and down this
facility, they were calling us every kind of nigger in the books, and
just, you know, getting together, I don't know what they were
doing. So my cousin, several were injured, I requested medical as-
sistance; they ignored me, and she was bleeding from her mouth,
she had lumps on her head, and blood all over her clothes and she
was a mess.

So finally they decided to call an ambulance, and then they had
a discussion with the two ambulance attendants whether she could
be treated on the spot or was it truly necessary for her to be taken
to a hospital. After they looked at her, she had an open wound,
they decided it was necessary for her to go to the hospital.

Mr. MASON. Thank you, Mrs. Long.
Mr. Conyers, I would like to indicate that the shirt that her

cousin Linda Wolfe had on is to your left. She has had a jacket on
at the same time which was covered with more blood than you see
on the shirt, and she was treated at the hospital, she was hurt so
severely that the hospital record indicated she was unable to sign
the hospital report. And they were charged with resisting arrest,
disorderly conduct, and those kinds of charges.

Congressman, I would like to ask if you would accept approxi-
mately 60 complaints that we received this morning at the table
outside from persons who came to this hearing. I know that you
are unable to hear those persons at this time. I would like to
submit those complaints.

Mr. CONYERS. Without objection we will accept those documents
into the record.

Mr. MASON. Thank you.
Also, my written statement that I prepared I would like to

submit also.
Finally, I would like for you to hear the two other persons that I

know we don't have time for; Pamela Jones, I would like for you to
hear Reverend Johnson's case.

I think as far as the black community was concerned, we have
been working this-as I said, myself personally-for 11 years. We
have been working on this issue for several years; ministers have
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been involved in this issue. As a matter of fact, the ministers that
have been involved in dealing with this have been from the black
clergy.

I would like for you to hear Al Bradley, who flew up here from
Los Angeles, because he was here, he was one of the persons with
Reverend Johnson and they have all attended and graduated from
UCLA; Roderick Mitchell, a financial analyst with Celanese, who
got an M.B.A. from Columbia University; Reverend Johnson, grad-
uated from UCLA, and is a first-year student in the Union Theo-
logical Seminary and is also a minister.

I would like for you to hear that story because that was the story
that persons felt that if you attack black ministers you will attack
anybody. And even after that happened, I would like to indicate
this because what it indicated to me from the South is that, you
don't have any home training; somebody has not been telling you
something.

And I say that because the first thing that Koch said when this
came out was-his profound ignorance of the black community in
New York was so devastating, and because he has all these white
males advising him-he said about a black minister that the black
minister who had talked about being brutalized, after he had to go
to the VA hospital, with blood coming out in his urine, after being
brutally assaulted in front of several witnesses in Sylvia's Restau-
rant, he said that the black minister was lying. And I think for
most of us who have a belief, and for most of you who feel very
strongly about our black ministers, that was the straw that broke
the camel's back.

What it indicated to us is that we had a dangerous person who
was the head of the largest city in the country, who had no under-
standing whatsoever of not only us as a people but our culture, be-
cause one thing you do not do, it would be like him calling Mrs.
Wells the wife of Reverend Wells, a liar and she is 4 months preg-
nant, almost miscarried.

What I think it would have been very important for Koch to do
is to come up here-I don't know if we are going to have hearings,
but. he certainly should have come up here and had some of his
white male aides come up here to hear what is going on, because
we are 2 million people.

I would like for you to hear that story, we will be brief, but I
think it is important to understand, as Malcolm said, you get a
Ph.D., as far as persons like Koch, you who call us black rednecks,
as far as a person like him you are still a nigger.

Mr. CONYERS. Welcome to the hearing.
Mr. MASON. Congressman Conyers, this is Al Bradley, who flew

up from Los Angeles because he knew the importance of being here
today, and Roderick Mitchell, and also Reverend Lee Johnson.

TESTIMONY OF AL BRADLEY

Mr. BRADLEY. Congressman, I have been asked to return to
Harlem to give my eyewitness account of the totally racist attack
on two citizens of New York City by members of the New York
Police Department, an attack that has been, as Attorney Mason re-
ferred, called by the mayor of the City as possible, but doubtful.
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I am here to certify that it was not only possible, it was realistic.
I was there that day.

On the evening of April 30, at approximately 7:35, I was a pas-
senger in a vehicle that was stopped by a New York police van sup-
posedly because the front license plate was missing. We were never
toll that at the time.

Two white officers approached the car, one on the driver's side,
and one on the passenger side, and requested that the driver, Rev-
erend Johnson, produce identification, insurance, things of that
nature.

Reverend Johnson said, "OK," but informed the officer who was
on the driver's side that these materials were located in his jogging
suit and requested his permission to get out of the car to produce
it.

For some reason, this caused Officer Messino to go berserk. I
don't know if it was a black man refusing to obey a demand or
what. Someone mentioned earlier there were probably drugs and
alcohol involved with police officers on duty.

We don't know. However, he cursed him and immediately locked
his door. Mr. Johnson informed the officer that he was not a crimi-
nal, that none of us were criminals, that he was a minister in this
community, to which Officer Messino replied, "I don't give a
who you are."

Once again, he said, "Give me your license right now." Once
again, Reverend Johnson asked him to please, if he could get out
and produce it. Officer Messino then snatched open the car door
and began beating Reverend Johnson with a flashlight.

At this point, Rodney Mitchell and myself got out of the car to go
around and see what was the problem or what was wrong with this
man. By the time we reached the other side of the car, Officer
Taylor, Messino's partner, had joined in trying to force Reverend
Johnson out of the car.

This force took the shape of actually one pulling his head and
the other one beating him on the leg and trying to pull him out of
a Datsun. Due to their inability as police officers to physically
remove him, what resulted was with Reverend Johnson's head con-
tinually getting banged into the top of the car.

This must have happened five or six times. Also, the clothing he
was wearing was ripped off of him by one officer as they attempted
to pull him out of the car.

During this time, or about this time, someone must have placed a
call that there were some problems going on and about 10 other
police cars began zooming down Lenox Avenue, coming down the
sidewalk, coming down the other side of the avenue.

People were spilling on to the sidewalk, shouting, "Why are you
beating this man? Why are you beating this man? He didn't do
anything." The two original officers were oblivious to their ques-
tions, and oblivious to ours, and then forcibly pulled Reverend
Johnson by his feet, whereupon at this time, his head was bleeding
and he was somewhat in a daze from the actions that had preced-
ed.

They pulled him out into the street. Now, remember, all of this
occurred because Reverend Johnson asked could he please get out
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of the car to produce his license. What ensued was that they actu-
ally pulled him out of the car, which is ridiculous.

At this point, there were maybe 150, 200 people who had gath-
ered around. That was a Saturday evening on 127th and Lenox,
and it was the first warm day of the spring, and there were a lot of
people on the avenue.

They were milling around, however, because of the action of the
police. All we had seen at the time was one person in a car getting
beat by policemen, so, of course, everyone was curious and some-
what upset that this was occurring.

The arriving policeman had no idea what had occurred. They ar-
rived to attempt to rescue, pushing people around and telling them
to stay out of the way. Rodney Mitchell and I attempted to ques-
tion one officer as to why they were being so forceful and he pulled
a gun and pointed it at our heads and told us not to interfere with
police work.

At that point, they had finally apprehended Reverend Johnson
and handcuffed him and placed him in a van. Once again, Mr.
Mitchell attempted to question a police officer as to the where-
abouts and the why of this type of activity.

Mr. MASON. Congressman, I would like now for you to hear from
Rodney Mitchell.

TESTIMONY OF RODERICK MITCHELL
Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. Chairman and members of the Harlem com-

munity, I would like to make one thing perfectly clear before I
begin my statement. Let it be known that I am extremely saddened
to be here today, that when I listen to my brothers and sisters and
the brutality that they have suffered at the hands of the police-
men, when I listen to the sister of how her family was brutally
beaten up and when I listen to what happened with Brother Larry
Dawes and his friends, and when I listen to how a Reverend's wife
that was pregnant and beaten up and abused by the policemen of
New York, my soul is not at rest, and my heart is heavy, and my
spirit is filled with all of the anger that would be expected of some-
one that has been handcuffed, cursed, and beaten.

Let it be known all over the world, Mr. Chairman, that I, Roder-
ick Mitchell, sitting here before you, do not take it lightly that I
and my friends were humiliated publicly, beaten down on the
ground like animals and treated with such ruthlessness and brutal
language that even now, I wake up at night praying to God that I
can be instrumental in bringing about change in the New York
City Police Department.

Let it be known, Mr. Chairman, that I am so filled with hatred
against the systematic and racist infrastructure of the New York
City Police Department that pervades my community of New York
that my intellect has been working overtime thinking of ways to
bring about fundamental change.

Yes, Mr. Chairman, I hate, but my hatred is not against the
small, insignificant individuals like the police that beat me up, but
it is against the spiritual wickedness in high places and it is to this
matter that I would like to focus my comments.
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Police brutality against the poor people generally and black
people in particular is allowed to dwell in New York City. I know,
because I am the victim of that brutality and it is the systematic
and conscious effort on the part of the certain policemen in the
New York City Police Department to establish law and order in the
black communities through violent and physical intimidation.

While law and order is a noble goal, law and order without jus-
tice is a criminal and tyrannical act against the people.

Let us remember that Adolf Hitler established law and order,
but at what cost? Prior to April 30, my exposure to deviant police
behavior had been limited to secondhand news accounts and con-
versations with people in the community that were victims and
witnesses to such acts of brutality, but as in most cases, however,
an incident can only be appreciated through personal experience.

Unfortunately, the story I am about to relate is an example of a
frequently occurring act on the black community, and it cannot be
adequately documented, but it is one of such mental and spiritual
destructiveness that the scars will always remain.

Now, I am going to skip the initial part of what happened to me
because that was already talked about, but I want to talk about
,what happened to me after I was arrested, simply because I asked
the policeman on the scene why were they treating Reverend John-
son with such brutality.

He ignored my question and grabbed me as if I was an animal.
He handcuffed me and he threw me into the van. He cursed me
and his other two partners took me to the 28th precinct along with
Reverend Johnson.

I was taken inside and treated like a dog. I was handcuffed all
the time, and I was taken to a stairwell. I was kicked. I was beaten.
I was knocked down in the stairwell. I was called a nigger. I was
called scuzzbag. I was called every kind of --- anything you
want to think of, and anything else that you don't want to think of.

I am here to tell you, Mr. Chairman, that I don't like it and it
doesn't set well in my soul, because even when I listen to other
brothers and sisters, that the same thing has happened to and that
the acts have been much more brutal and the things that have
happened to me, my question becomes, what does a victim of such
brutality have as an alternative?

Because the question becomes, in my case, that if you ask a po-
liceman why are you treating someone like this, if you try to get a
badge number, if you try to follow so-called procedure as recom-

6 mended by the police department, you are endangering your life,
also.

It just doesn't work. You do not interfere with a policeman's
work. As a victim of brutality, I can speak with the forceful truth-
fulness as to the total dehumanizing effect of brutality.

Mr. Chairman, just for a moment, place yourself in the position
of being a victim of police misconduct and compassionately empath-
ize with the trials and tribulations that one must go through.

Even being here today before you is a traumatic experience. Mr.
Chairman, I don't enjoy coming before you today telling the world
that I was beaten up and cursed out. You must understand that
while the physical beating is bad enough, and in and of itself the
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true impact of the decision does not soak in until after the incident
is over.

Mr. Chairman, I want you to know that as our first step, we as
oppressed people of New York City are here to let anyone and ev-
eryone know who is listening that we will no longer tolerate Gesta-
po action on the part of the agents of racism or corrupt policemen.

This is not a request. This is not a petition. This is not even a
demand. This is a fact. We cannot allow police to continue to pro-
tect or to turn their backs on criminals in our community and
overpolice our good citizenry. It is imperative that we, the citizens
of our communities become community activists.

We will police the police if necessary and remove those politi-
cians from office that cavalierly disregard our demands and replace
them with people who have an ear to our community.

Mr. Chairman, I leave for you to follow the recommendations
which I feel will change the tenor of police attitudes and actions in
our communities. Let us liberally require that police who work in
our community also live in our community.

Let us abolish the current civilian complaint review board and
start all over from the beginning. Instead of having a citywide com-
plaint review board, let us implement local complaint review
boards in each precinct composed of religious and social leaders
and police to deal with community-specific police relations.

Limit the political activities of the police benevolent association
so that in the future, politicians would no longer be intimidated by
police. We do not want a police state in our communities. We want
a democratic state in which police have no divine privilege. Let us
provide extended legal services for victims of brutality.

Let us ruthlessly prosecute the policemen that are found to ver-
bally or physically abuse people in our community and dismiss
them and socially castrate them.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, let us intensify the efforts of nonpolice
groups to have access to the records of those policemen who are
found to have a history of insensitivity to our community. Thank
you.

Mr. MASON. Mr. Chairman, we do appreciate your patience. We
know that the time is going. Now, I would like for you to hear Rev-
erend Johnson. In a sense, we feel helpless, but we don't intend to
stay helpless, and I just want to say how much we appreciate your
being here.

You don't know how important that is. Instead of characterizing
this as a circus, those, if they had intelligence, would have credited
you in stopping an insurrection in New York City and you should
be commended rather than criticized for the fact that you came
here.

There are goals, as Roderick Mitchell said. We are here to deal
with principalities and persons who are wicked in high places. But
I do want to thank you for being here and coming here to us. I
would like you to hear Reverend Johnson, and I think we have one
other person who will be very brief, but again, we want to thank
you.

Mr. CONYERs. Reverend Johnson, we welcome you on behalf of
the subcommittee.
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TESTIMONY OF REV. LEE JOHNSON
Reverend JOHNSON. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask, what are

we going to do? I have heard statistics, 23,000 against the 2 million.
What are we going to do? Black people of New York, what are we
going to do?

Mr. Chairman, can truth and justice be friends? I will tell my
story. I am not here with any hatred, anger, or bitterness. I am
here because of the will of God. I am here because I have been a
victim of police brutality.

I am here because I can articulate racism to the utmost.
Mr. Chairman, it is true. It is unquestionable. It is irrefutable. It

is without a shadow of a doubt that police brutality and racism
exist in New York City. My brothers and sisters who live in the
city, I am asking you today, what are we going to do?

If we do not come together now and change this city, it will die.
It will die. It will die. Racism is a social evil. Racism killed Dr.
King. Brothers and sisters, what are we going to do?

What are we going to do?
Mr. Chairman, can truth and justice be friends? I am tired of

living in a society where I cannot be a human being, where I
cannot even be a man. But I refuse to die less than a human being.

I came here today because I believe that God is on my side. I
come here today because I have decided that the social evil of
racism must die. I come here today because I have felt it. I come
here today because I have experienced it. I come here today be-
cause I know what it is.

Seventeen years in the South, living on a plantation in Louisi-
ana, brothers and sisters, what are we going to do? This is 1983,
not 1800. Brothers and sisters, what are we going to do?

On April 30, I was stopped by two white police officers. I was ap-
proached in a very rude, intimidating, and authoritarian manner. I
am a citizen of this city. I am a black clergyman. I have served for
the State of New York Department of Corrections as the communi-
ty chaplain.

I have served as a New York City Department of Juvenile Jus-
tice counselor and chaplain. I am a member of KAPPA Alpha Psi
Fraternity, Inc. I am a Prince Hall Mason. I am here to fight
racism. I am here to fight brutality. I am here to bring about social
change in this city.

Mr. Chairman, on April 30, I was brutalized. The details have al-
ready been typewritten. The details have already been publicized,
but the fact of the matter is can truth and justice be friends?

Mr. Chairman, on that particular day, it began a new era in my
life. I have a 22-month-old daughter. I have a lovely wife. I am a
black man, and I will stand as a black man and I will die as a
black man and I will live as a black man because I am black in my
heart, in my soul and in my mind.

Because I believe now is the time. Mr. Chairman, I know 20
years ago, you may not have been the chairman, but I believe now
is the time. I believe Rev. Jesse Jackson, now is the time. I believe
now is the time because we realize that they are not going to give
us anything, we must demand what we want and get it.

35-408 0 - 84 - 43
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On that day, Mr. Chairman, having gone to UCLA, having the
blessed privilege of having what one considers in this society an op-
portunity to deal with upward mobility, having been deluded by
the concept of hope that to have an education means that you
might be somebody, to have had the God-blessed privilege to go on
further to graduate school at Union Theological Seminary, one of
the finest theological seminaries in the world, yet on April 30, I
became a nothing.

I became a nobody. But I want you to know I want everybody in
here to know I have not been demeaned. I have not been destroyed,
but I have gained power that comes from up on high and I will not
be destroyed.

I will not be moved because God is on my side.
Mr. CONYERS. Reverend, I am going to express on behalf of the

subcommittee our deepest appreciation not only for your testimony,
but also for the moving eloquence of those who spoke before you,
the brother that came in from across the country, all of you here
have created an undeniable record here that I think makes this
perhaps the most important hearing on police violence that has
ever taken place in American history.

We are going to reproduce this record. This is not an afternoon
event that will be left to be recorded by television or newspapers.
These hearings will be reproduced verbatim with all the submitted
documents and testimony so that-they will form a final record in
the struggle of black people in New York and in America to over-
throw the tyranny of police violence that has controlled us ever
since slavery.

We are now saying no more. We are hearing it in many voices
and in many ways. So I want to thank attorney Mason and all of
you, the ministers and everyone that have come here today, and we
can conclude. We must rush.

The hour grows very near, and we have a few more witnesses
that are required to come before us before this panel concludes.
But this is not the last hearing. There will be as many hearings as
is necessary in New York to make this record complete so that no
one in America can question whether racism exists, whether police
violence is a fact of life for many black people.

Mr. CONYERS. With great pleasure I welcome my friend to the
witness table.

TESTIMONY OF REV. BEN CHAVIS, UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST,
COMMISSION FOR RACIAL JUSTICE, ACCOMPANIED BY
CHARLES COBB, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED
CHURCH OF CHRIST COMMISSION ON RACIAL JUSTICE; CLAY-
TON JONES, ATTORNEY; AND LORNA AND JEROME EARLY
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
The subcommittee notes that Rev. Jesse Jackson is taking his

leave. We appreciate very much his visit to the hearing room today
and we appreciate the cooperation of all you who have been here
for so many, many hours.

The committee will come to order. We will recognize Rev. Ben
Chavis. Attorney Clayton Jones as well has resumed his position at
the table.
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Reverend CHAVIs. Along with Dr. Charles Cobb, the executive di-
rector of United Church of Christ Commission on Racial Justice.
Joining us also is Clayton Jones, to whom I will yield part of my
time.

I will be very brief. We have submitted written testimony.
Mr. CONYERS. Without objection, that testimony entitled "Racial-

ly Motivated Violence in America" will be incorporated into the
record at this point.

[Prepared material of the United Church of Christ follows:]
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PREFACE
by Charles E. CobbE '

In June of 1981 during the 13th General Synod
of the United Church of Christ, the Commission
for Racial Justice brought before the delegates a
Pronouncement calling attention to Increased
Racial Violence Against Blacks in America. This
Pronouncement which was unanimously adopted
called on the church through its Agencies,
Instrumentalities, Conferences, Associations,
local churches and related institutions and
organizations to reaffirm their commitment to
advocating for the rights of the victims and poten-
tial victims of racial violence.

It was only fitting that the Commission raise
this important issue before the church, for the
Commission was actually created by the United
Church of Christ in 1963 when the nation was
witnessing the most depraved form of racially
motivated violence. Five Alabama children had
been killed by a bomb while attending Sunday
school, and Medgar Evers had been assassinated.
During this time we relegated such vicious
attacks, to those states below the Mason Dixon
line such as Mississippi and Alabama. Many
thought that the Klan was a thing of the South.
Today we find that nothing could be further from
the truth. It is this drastic increase in incidents of
racially motivated violence that has captured the
focus of the Commission and the Church.

In keeping with the Pronouncement of the 13th
General Synod the Commission for Racial Justice
began to develop a national community and
church based program designed to explore

causes of and remedies to racially motivated
violence.

Our initial step in implementing this program-
matic process was to inquire into the causes of
racially motivated violence, the state of the law as
it relates to racially motivated violence with a
particular emphasis on the enforcement process,
and documentation of specific incidents of
racially motivated violence. We wanted to pursue
this inquiry In a form wherein the participants
could actively engage in dialogue around this
issue and develop strategies for action. Therefore
together with the Rutgers University School of
Law in Newark, New Jersey, we sponsored a
National Conference on Racially Motivated
Violence in America. We brought together experts
in law, Community Organization, Sociology,
Religion and History to explore strategies to
confront and reduce the glaring increase of
incidents of racially motivated violence sweeping
the nation.

The Commission for Racial Justice is dedicated
to increasing the involvement of the 1.75 million
member United Church of Christ in the continuing
struggle for racial justice.

This publication is the report of the first
National Conference on Racially Motivated
Violence in America held at Rutgers Law School
on April 15-16, 1982. It Is our firm hope that this
publication will be utilized by both the legal,
religious, and academic communities to effec-
tively challenge and resolve this growing national
epidemic.
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CONFERENCE ON
RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE

OPENING SESSION

Oliver Quinn:
We want to welcome you to the National Con-

ference on Racially Motivated Violence In
America, sponsored by the Urited Church of
Christ Commission for Racial Justice and Rutgers
University School of Law in Newark. This evening
we have the honor of having Dr. Ben Chavis
address us. Dr. Chavis is the Deputy Director of
the United Church of Christ Commission for
Racial Justice. He is a graduate of the University
of North Carolina and received his doctorate from
Duke University. Dr. Chavis is one of the Wilming-

ton Ten, and while incarcerated produced a series
of Psalmr of liberation. He has also published an
American Poliical Prisoner calls for Human
Rights. H3 has been Involved in the Civil Rights
struggle from the age of twelve and has paid the
ultimate price for exercising rights guaranteed by
the First, Thirteenth, Fourteenth, Fifteenth amend-
ments, and only after 10 years of court battle did
the United States Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
see lit to overturn his conviction. I give you Dr.
Benjamin Chqvis.

OPENING ADDRESS
Benjamin Chavis:

Thank you very much. I'm very happy to have
this opportunity to share with you for a few
moments some of the concerns that I have on the
question of racially motivated violence but more
specifically to try and share a perspective on the
struggle for Black liberation in the year 1982. You
know it's a bold proposition to even hold a con-
ference on racially motivated violence in America,

because this conference would not end tomorrow
evening, this week or even this year. So much of
the lives of Black people in this country is an
experience of violence, not only the violence from
police and the Ku Klux Klan, but a violence from
living in a violent society that predetermines that
Black people should suffer and always be on the
bottom of the economic ladder.

I begin my remarks tonight on a very serious
note. The truth of the matter is that there are more
victims of racially motivated violence In 1982 than
there were in 1962, 1952, or 1942. The burden Is on
us to do something about it and therefore I salute
the organizers of this conference. I'm sort of
saluting in house because I bring you greetings
from the United Church of Christ Commission for
Racial Justice, one of the sponsors of this con-
ference.

I believe that we should begin this conference
with the issue of the struggle for Black liberation
because we believe it is important to view all of
the same issues affecting the Black community
within the proper historical, socio-economic and
political context. We further believe that our
response to the rapid increase in racial violence
perpetrated on the Black community and other
minority communities must be a response beyond
mere reaction but must Include, most importantly,
a proactive analysis and plan not only to eliminate
the problem but also to move the struggle for
Black liberation a progressive step forward. I
guess I could begin by describing 1982 as a time
when not only are there unprecedented numbers
of Black people who have been the victims
statistically of racially motivated violence, but I'd
like to expand our definition of the victims of
racially motivated violence, There are literally
entire Black communities behind bars: men,
women, and children. To me that is an institu.

4
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tlonalized example and manifestation of the
Increase in racially motivated violence. The so-
called criminal justice system is appropriately
named. It is a criminal system. It is antl-thetical to
talk about criminal justice even though many of
you in the room are Involved in trying to reform the
so-called criminal justice system. As we try to
reform that system and to make that system just
for non-criminals, we find that It Is very difficult in
the absence of being involved In an overall strug-
gle to transform society 8t large. This Is why we
want to talk about the struggle for Black libera-
tion, the struggle to transform America from an
unjust situation to a just situation, from an
exploitative situation to a nonexploitative situa-
tion. History will bear out that as soon as those
who are oppressed, particularly in this society
organize themselves and attempt to stand up for
what is right, somehow the powers that be, come
down on them. You see I was cautioned before
coming In tonight, they said, "Now, Ben, you are
on State territory." I know I'm not in the church
tonight and I know that I'm supposed to separate
the church from the state, but I think that it's the
responsibility of those of us in the church to
speak to the state and those who work for the
state and to call into serious question the actions
of the state when it is diametrically opposed to
the existence of our people. I believe that we need
lawyers, we need people in the legal field who are
committed to being freedom fighters, who are
committed to using their skills and their resources
to transform the system. And I would much rather
talk about transforming than reforming.

I do not think you can reform a racist system, I
think those of us who know the system must
transform it progressively. I think and I hope that
during the workshops tomorrow that we just don't
come out with some resolutions that only react to
the Ku Klux Klan. We must have a plan that
involves the masses of our people, those of us
just in this room will not be able to stop the
increase of racially motivated violence, but if we
go back and tap the bases of our communities we
can not only stop It, we can eliminate it. Beyond
that, we can transform the United States of
America. Transformation of this society is only
going to come about through a protracted strug-
gle, and that involves doing some non-traditional
things. I think one of the reasons I was asked to
begin these remarks tonight was in order for me to
suggest some of the non-traditional ways to
change America. I think that what we need to do
fundamentally is not only make an analysis and
find out the causes, we already know what some
of the factors are contributing to an Increase in
racially motivated violence.

Certainly, the racism that has been around for a
long time is a primary factor. Reaganism is
another primary factor. I don't like to talk about
Reaganomics, because that term implies that

there is some kind of economic theory involved. In
fact, there is no such thing as Reaganomics.
There is Reaganism which is racism. I think that
the build-up in the nuclear arsenal is an increase
in racially motivated violence. The Supi-ame Court
is no longer a place where people can look for the
judicial branch of government to intervene when
the Executive and the Congressional branches
step out of line, are out of balance, or exceed their
powers. In fact, I think it's fair to say in 1982 that
we live in a time when the executive branch of
government and the legislative branch of govern-
ment along with the judicial branch of govern-
ment are In the same camp. I think that they have
always been in the same camp but it hasn't
always been as mifest in the past. People have
taken the sheets off, they don't need to wear them
anymore. There is just as much of a Ku Klux Klan
mentality operating in my hometown in Oxford,
North Carolina as it is operating in the White
House, as it is operating in the Supreme Court of
the United States, and in the Congress of the
United States. Congress has adopted Reagan's
politics and so they cannot be excused.

I make a lot of speeches in the black community
and I always ask brothers and sisters, what's the
number one problem facing our people? Nine out
of ten, somebody who is from the Black middle
class responds with "inflation and balancing the
budget." We must balance the budget. However, I
think If the budget was balanced there would be
even more racially motivated violence. I think that
the system is dis-functional, and we must admit
that. I know lawyers are trained to be advocates
but I think we have to go beyond advocacy. We
have to move into a role of being the organizers of
those who are oppressed, the organizers of those
who are victimized, because it is only when we
build a mass-based movement in this country are
we really posing the potential to those who are In
power to stop their policies, and really it goes
beyond stopping their policies, we have to take
them out of office. The two party system is not
going to take them out of office. I see Arthur Kinoy
here, who is involved In building an alternative
party. I see my brothers from the National Black
Independent Political Party here in New Jersey
who are involved in building that Party and I am
working with them. I believe that we have to build
alternative political structures in this society that
can put pressure on those who enforce Reaganism
and racism and those who allow an Increase in
racially motivated violence to occur.

Let me deal with a case history. Why is it that at
no time in the history of this country has a
prosecutor ever been arrested and Indicted for the
abuse of the prosecutorial office? One of the
things we learned In the Wilmington Ten Case,
was that the prosecutor in this country not only
has Immunity but has unbridled power. In fact, the
criminal justice system has been used and It con-
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tinues to be used violently against those who
would transform this system into a just system.
You might remember in 1970 and 1971 during the
height of the Nixon administration, that there
were cat's for law and order. Nixon and Spiro
Agnew were running all over the country calling
for law and order. Law and order was a code
phrase really for keeping the movement in
check-keeping the civil rights movement In
check, the freedom movement in check, and keep-
ing the peace movement In check. Thus assuring
that those who dared to do some progressive
things in the 1960's would dare not to attempt to
do them in the 1970's, if they did then the full arm
of so-called law and order would come down on
them.

Racially motivated violence was committed
against George Jackson, racially motivated
violence was committed against the R.N.A. in
Mississippi. Racially motivated violence was
committed against the Wilmington Ten, the
Charlotte Three and it was committed against
Angela Davis. Racially motivated violence was
committed against Fred Hampton and Mark Clark
while they were asleep in Chicago, Why? Not
because they were breaking the law, it was
because these brothers and sisters were actually
organizing people to transform society. And the
full arm of the so-called law came down on them
to maintain the status quo. So I think when we
talk about stopping the increase of racially
motivated violence, I hope we dare to go to the
real core, I hope we dare to penetrate the surface
areas In terms of what might be the causes, the
factors and go to the root of the problem. America
is the problem. The United States of America is
the problem. Let us not talk about a decrease In
racially motivated violence inside the United
States if we are not also talking about decreasing
racially motivated violence outside the United
States in the third world. So much of the violence
on Third world people emanates from our society.
American foreign policy emanates out of its
domestic policy. The reason why this nation is in
favor of moving closer to the racist apartheid
regime in South Africa-if you listen to the
speeches that Botha makes, he says clearly that
they intend to keep the rising African masses
down now by establishing a pseudo-middle class
In South Africa. But he Is again loori.ng into the
American experience to try to figure out a way to
keep the masses of African people down.

And therefore I think that In our deliberation let
us be mindful that this problem of racially moti-
vated violence is not just a local problem, It Is not
just a state problem, but a world wide problem.
The Third world, the poor and oppressed of this
land are on the move for liberation and I think we
need to celebrate this and because they are on
the move for liberation, there is a direct
Increase In violence upon them to thwart that

liberation movement. And those of us who sup.
port Black liberation in the United States cannot
talk about that seriously without supporting Black
liberation in the Caribbean, In Latin America, in
the Middle East, in South Africa and throughout
the world. I'm not saying that's the only liberation
struggle alive. But out of my own history and
culture I must say that that has to be my particular
priority. We know that we are going to have to
build coalitions, yet, coalitions must be built from
a position of strength and not from a position of
weakness. Too often that's what happened in
1970, people tried to build coalitions from a posi-
tion of weakness. Folks thought, well If we join
together, although I may be weak over here In my
community if I join with some folks then we'll
have some strength. It never happened. But if you
bring some strength to a coalition, then that coali-
tion will in fact be strong.

What we have to do, I hope out of this confer-
ence, is to concretely assess those parts of the
country where there Is some effective struggle
against racially motivated violence. If I didn't
learn anything else from the Wilmington Ten
case, I learned that if you are going to struggle
against this system you have to employ both legal
and extra-legal maneuvers. Legal and extra-legal
strategies and those legal and extra-legal
maneuvers must be linked and must be planned.
We need a long range plan. We just can't jump out
here and just react every time the Klan burns a
cross. We just can't let them determine even the
momentum of the struggle against the increase in
racially motivated violence. But we must have a
long range plan of action and strategy, and carry It
out.

And I believe that given some points of the
Wilmington Ten case, Is that's what happened to
the Wilmington Ten case. It took us ten years. But
we knew that no court in this land would think
about giving the Wilmington Ten even the
semblance of justice until we built a mass-based
movement. So while our lawyers did the legal
work, legal analysis, and brief preparation,
organizations like the United Church of Christ
Commission for Racial Justice, the National
Alliance and other organizations built that mass
movement; and in the end we were able to win
what I could call a victory.

Now before I close, let me say that In Wilming-
ton, N.C. which is something I rarely do on the
advice on my attorney, so I won't go and get
myself re-indicted and re-arrested. But for the
sake of this conference on racially motivated
violence, I think you should know. In 1970 and
1971, a group of Black students were only asking
for some sense of fairness In the school system.
They were only asking for a less racist policy In
the administration of the schools In Wilmington,
N.C. What I would consider a minimum struggle
mushroomed Into a struggle for the survival of the
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entire Black community in Wilmington, which
forced them to take some very significant posi-
tions when it came to the Increase in racially
moiivated violence. Because we dared to meet
nightly at a local Black church In Wilmington, the
Klan and group called the (ROWP) the Rights of
White People, organized a coalition and sent
messages to the church that if we didn't stop
meeting they were going to shoot up the church
and from where I come you know to take the Klan
threats seriously.

We asked the Chief of Police, whose name was
Williamson, for some law and order, explaining
that he had a statutory responsibility to give
police protection to this community.

The chief smiled and chuckled and said, he
couldn't do that, In fact, he asked Rev. Templeton
to close the church and he asked me to leave
town. We declined to do both, but not without
going back to the church and holding a vote.
Almost unanimously, the people in the church
voted to stay, they said they were not going to let
the Ku Klux Klan run them out of their church.
They had been run out of everywhere else, and
they were not going to let them run them out of
their own community, and they decided to take a
stand.

A lot of untruths have been told about what hap-
pened. What happened was that the brothers and
sisters began to sing a lot of freedom songs. A lot
of people in the community began to come and
have all night vigils at the church. That was sort of
a witness against the impending threat of vio-
lence. Sure enough on Wednesday, February 3, at
around 7:00 p.m. the violence started, armed
carload's of vigilantes rode by in the pick-up
trucks and shot at the church. Several people
were wounded that night.

The incident happened in February, 1971. No
one was arrested. We decided to stay in Wilming-
ton through the Commission for Racial Justice
and organize in voter registration and political
education. Since many of the students had been
permanently expelled from school, we decided to
set up our own independent school in the com-
munity.

I think that's the real reason the Wilmington
Ten were arrested one year later, because we
stayed there and organized. And over that year we
significantly decreased the incidence of racially
motivated violence, but only to the extent that we
had control of our community. In fact, my basic
proposition tonight is that, if you want to stop
violence period, not only racially motivated
violence, if you want to stop violence,you have to
get the community organized where the violence

takes place. The Ku Klux Klan aren't going to go
into a community that's organized.

I think that the handwriting is on the wall to end
in a Biblical sense. We must not only read,
understand and make an analysis of the kind of
times we're living in, but we must also be bold
enough and courageous enough to go back into
our communities and organize people who share
our perspectives to bring about this transforma-
tion. ihe struggle Involves sacrifice, the struggle
involves pain but the truth of the matter Is a lot of
brothers and sisters are going through pain and
suffering anyway. I would much rather catch dif-
ficulty in life because I'm struggling for my
freedom, rather than catch difficulty in life
because I'm just laying back aloof to what's
happening In my community.

One of the dangers that I see in the struggle
today is that too many middle class Black people
think they have migrated out of.the struggle and
that is a very big danger. As a minister, I know God
is with us in this struggle and if you don't believe
in God, God is going to be with you anyway. What
we need to do is to be clear as to where we're
going and how we're going to get there and then
have a vision of the kind of society that we want to
take place as we transform the present one. I'm
committed to that and I'm sure that many of you
are committed to that. Racially motivated vio-
lence in the United States of America must not
only be an unacceptable proposition, but it must
be eliminated through our struggle to transform
this society into a just place to live for all people
regardless of their race and regardless of their
socio-economic status. If we would do our home-
work here in the United States of America, the
whole world would benefit. People around the
world realize that their ability to struggle In their
own geographical context will be greatly aided if
we build a struggle here.

The struggle for Black liberation Is alive; it Is
not dead, and to the extent that we make progres-
sive movements forward, it's going to help every-
body else. There hasn't been one thing gained by
the Black people In this country that hasn't
benefited all people, and that's something that
must be continuously taught. Because one of the
things that a racist atmosphere does is try to pit
people against one another so they won't see the
real enemy. We must forge ahead and hope that
those in the progressive community will support
that struggle but allow us to have the self-
determination to determine our own leadership,
our own goals, and our own methodology. May
God bless you.
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I am happy to be here In Newark at the First
National Conference on racially motivated
violence, The organizers of the conference have
gathered together an outstanding array of experts
to discuss the nature and scope of the problem
confronting our society, as well as, the efforts
being undertaken to deal with that problem, They
will also, I am certain, suggest things that can be
done In order to make those efforts more effective.

The only way to begin to attack a very large
problem, particularly the kind of dangerous and
growing problem that the Increase In racially
motivated violence presents, Is to break that
problem down Into pieces and attack It bit by bit.
As things begin to move, effective communica.
lion between those involved In the many small
assaults can coordinate them Into a large frontal
attack with every chance for success.

When you pick up your morning paper or turn on
your radio to read, to hear of attacks on Black
citizens, and you begin to perceive a trend
towards this type of lawlessness, you probably go

down a mental checklist of entities from which
you expect a response. As you run down your list,
sooner or later you determine that a Congres.
aonal response is necessary and appropriate.
Indeed, It Is.

Over a 12.month period beginning In December,
1980, as Chairman of, first, the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on Crime, and then the Subcom.
mittee on Criminal Justice, I held four hearings on
the subject of Increasing violence against
minorities. The purpose of these hearings was to
examine the nature, causes, and extent of racial
violence, the adequacy of local, state and federal
law enforcement aftforts, and the steps that could
be taken to prevent further violence In the future,
These hearings were not designed as an Inquiry
Into activities engaged in as a part of an exercise
of constitutional rights protected by the First
Amendment, but were an exploration of those
activities that tall outside the parameters of the
law.

A number of distinguished citizens from across
the nation appeared before the Subcommittee to
present testimony and have statements entered
Into the record. Indeed, many of today's panel
came forward to share their knowledge and
experience with us.

There are currently as a part of our nation's
laws four federal criminal provisions under which
vlolations of civil rights can be punished. These
criminal provisions entitle the United States
Government to seek fines and jail terms for
violators, Federal Civil provisions permit a victim
or the victim's survivors to sue In Federal court for
money or injunctive relief, that Is a court order
prohibiting the wrongful conduct In the future,

The operative federal criminal provisions are
found In Title 18 of the United States Code, Sec.
lions 241, 242 and 245, and Ir6 Title 42 of the Code,
Section 3631. We can go through each of these
very briefly,

Section 242 makes It a crime for a person (who
for the sake of clarity we'll call the "wrongdoer")
who acts under "Color of Law" (That Is, acts by
virtue of power or authority conferred by law), to
deprive another (who we'll call the "victim") of the
opportunity to exercise a right which Is secured or
protected by the Constitution or laws of the
United States, For the crime to be established, the
wrongdoer must Intend to violate a specific and
definite right of the victim.
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Let me illustrate this by using the fact alleged
in a case recently brought by Federal authorities.
On May 3, 1980 one Ricky Earl Simerly (the victim)
was arrested In Knoxville, Tennessee, and held In
the Blount County Jail In the custody of Officer
James W. Hall (The wrongdoer). During the period
of custody, the wrongdoer assaulted the victim
Inflicting upon the victim a broken jaw and caus.
ing the victim to be hospitalized for nine days.
Now It has been established that a person who Is
In official custody has a constitutional right to be
free from assault, and It Is also established that a
law enforcement officer who has custody of a
prisoner Is acting under "color of law." There.
fore, a Federal Grand Jury was able to allege that
the wrongdoer violated Section 242 of rutle iS of
the United States Code, If convicted, the wrong.
doer could receive a maximum penalty of one year
In Jlal and a $1,000 fine.

Section 241 of Title 18 of the United States
Code makes it a crime for two or more wrong.
doers to conspire to Injure, oppress, threaten or
Intimidate a victim in the free exercise or enjoy.
ment of, or because of the free enjoyment of,
rights or privileges secured or protected by the
Constitution or laws of the United States. Section
241 also makes It a crime for two or more wrong.
doers to go In disguise on the highway onto a
victim's premises In order to prevent or hinder a
victim's free exercise or enjoyment of a secured
right or privilege. It's easy to see why this Is con.
sidered a "KuKlux Klan Statute." An Illustration:
In the famous case of United States v. Guest
which, Incidentally, was argued for the govern.
ment by Thurgood Marshall, who was then the
Solicitor General of the United States, six persons
were Indicted for conspiring to Interfere with
rights guaranteed to Black citizens under the Con.
stitution's Equal Protection Clause by various
violent means. The violent means alleged Included
cross burnings, threatening with guns, beating
and shooting people, and killing people. Section
241 carries a maximum penalty of 10 years Impris.
onment and a $10,000 fine unless death results, In
which case the maximum Imprisonment Is for life
or any term of years.

Sections 245 and 3631 make it a crime to use
force or threats to Interfere with the exercise of
certain rights. Keeping In mind that this Is a very
loose description of the provisions, Sections 245
and 3831 protect voters, candidates, jurors and
participants In programs and activities admin.
Istered by the United States or receiving Federal
Financial assistance. When an attack Is racially
motivated, Sections 245 and 3831 protect public
school students, jurors, travellers, participants in
federal activities, programs or employment, those
who would seek to enjoy lunch counters, Inns,
ports, arenas or other facilities which serve the
public, and finally, sellers, buyers, renters and
occupants of dwellings. An Illustration: On March

17th of this year Federal Grand Jury Indictments
came down against four white men charged with
firebombing a home of a Black family that had
moved Into a predominantly white neighborhood
In Cleveland, Ohio. The fair housing right violation
Is obvious. Also obvious Is the conspiracy which
makes an additional charge under Section 241
possible. Both Section 245 and 3631 have the
same punishment scheme, A "basic" violation
carries a maximum penalty of one year Imprison.
ment and a $1,000 fine, If bodily Injury results,
however, the maximum penalty Is 10 years ImprIs.
onment and a $10,000 fine. And If death results
the maximum Imprisonment Is for life for any term
of years.

No one who has ever worked with the Federal
Criminal Provisions punishing violators of civil
rights would be heard to say that they are perfectly
satisfied with them, The point, however, Is that
these provisions are on the books, available for
enforcement by a willing Department of Justice,
MySubcommlttee's hearings on racially motivated
violence were In part begun, then, to emphasize
the need to make full use of existing laws, The
hearings, however, served other, equally Impor.
tent purposes,

The hearings served to clarify the context In
which Incidents of racially motivated violence
should be examined. The hearings created a
record which proves very useful In dealing with
Justice Department Officials and examining
administration decisions. The hearing drew much
needed attention to the problem, Its scope, and
the range of persons and organizations that are
concerned and Involved, and they underscore our
refusal to tolerate an Intolerable situation.

America of the 80's Is a very crime conscious
nation. Daily discussion of rising crime rates and
expressed concern that our children must grow
up In a society Into which violence Is tightly
woven, Is almost a national pastime, A nation that
deplores crime must feplore racially motivated
violence. Simple but true: Racially motivated
violence Is crime; It comprises a portion of that
violent atmosphere that all citizens, whether
black, white, brown or yellow, claim to hate.

The hearing testimonies helped take us from
the comfortable position assumed by too many
Americans that racially motivated Is the
Innocuous expression of some kind of Ideological
disagreement to the painful reality that cross
burnings, sniper attacks and the stalking and
shooting of civil rights leaders constitutes a
flaunting of the laws of the land.

Also simple but true: We reap the fruit of the
seeds we have sown. In condoning racially moti.
vated violence, we condone crime, and In the con.
donning crime of the planting of bombs, the violent
disruption of marches and random firings through
the windows of homes, we are left with a society
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in which no one, Black or white, can feel truly
safe: This is the context In which Incidents of
racially motivated violence should be examined.

The convening of a Congressional hearing
often marks a historical moment, for In the space
of a few hours you can find knowledge and expert.
ence ranging from Dr. Mary F. Berry of the U,,
Commission of Civil Rights, to Professor Arthur
KInoy of Rutgers Law School, to Dr. Kenneth B.
Clark, to Professor William Alstyne of Duke
University Law School, to Steven Winter of the
NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund all
present In one room, We heard from political
officials like the Governor of Maryland and the
County Executive of Montgomery County, Mary.
land, and from organizations like the National
Conference of Black Lawyers, the International
Association of Official Human Rights Agencies,
the Police Foundation, the National Alliance
Against Racist and Political Repression, the Anti.
Defamation League of B'Nal Brith, and the Center
for Constitutlonal Rights. We received testimony
from Drew Days, the Assistant -Attorney General
In charge of the Civil Rights Division of the United
States Department of Justice under the Carter
Administration, and from William Bradford
Reynolds who holds that same position In the
Reagan Administration, The experts come, make
their oral presentations, respond to the questions
and submit written statements, All of this
becomes part of the hearing record,

Obviously, then, a hearing Is a tremendously
valuable resource tool, Through it, the Subcom.
mlttes can educate itself and others, A specific
example Is appropriate here, On November 12,
1981, Professor William Van Alstyne presented
testimony which detailed the ways In which
members of the Ku Klux Klan and the Nazi party
coulbpe for the slaying of live Com.
munist Workers Party members In Greensboro,
North Carolina In 1979, under the Federal Civil
Rights provisions discussed earlier, Professor
Van Alstyne discussed each of Sections 241, 242
and 245, explaining their application to the case.
This statement, and the points contained therein,
were forwarded to the Civil Rights Division, which
was Investigating the incident, and was discussed
at a meeting with Assistant Attorney General
William B. Reynolds when the Justice Department

• Greensboro Investigation appeared to bog down.
The hearing record enabled us to refute sugges.
tlions that there was no basis for Federal prosecu.
lion In the Greensboro incident. A Federal Grand
Jury Investigation was finally convened In
Greensboro on March 22nd of this year.

The hearing record also Includes several sug.
gestlons for changes In Sections 241 and 242 In
order to make It easier to prosecute and obtain
convictions under those provisions. This test.
mony will be Invaluable, for example, In ensuring
that any criminal code revision legislation

reported out of my Subcommittee will Include
necessary and appropriate changes in those laws.

Many hearing statements pointed out that the
presumed connection between our declining
economy and the rise of racially motivated
violence Is genuine. Professor M. Harvey Brenner
of the Johns Hopkins University testified at our
hearings that the national and regional economic
situations, especially the unemployment rates,
represent the dominant Influence on violence
against minorities, as well as on violence In the
United States In general. In his report, entitled,
"Violence Against Minorities, and Criminal
Agresson, as Related to National Economic
Distress and High Unemployment Rates," Pro.
fessor Brenner states that "during periods of a
generally depressed and anxiety ridden economic
climate there Is a tendency toward national con.
servatism and a powerful desire among many In
the population to embrace older values, and older
prejudices associated with those values. Some
Individuals who are especially distraught under
conditions of economic stress are prone to great
hatred and violence directed toward others-
especially those minorities which are traditional
scapegoats and subjects of pejorative stereo.
typing," The hearing record thus confirms and
documents our suspicions, and, In this case, the
hearings provide an additional basis for alarm at
the administration's economic policies which
serve to press the marginal and the oppressed
more and more tightly to the wall.

Our hearings served another function beyond
pointing out racially motivated violence as a facet
of the rising crime problem we cJ~lm to deplore
and providing a record from which facts and
advice can be drawn, The very examination of this
problem constitutes resistance, and resistance Is
of the utmost Importance. Witness after witness
compared these times to comparable periods of
our nation's history when racially motivated
violence rose as the economy and national
humanitarian standards sank. Prompt and firm
resistance to the frightening and destructive
trend towards racially motivated violence Is
required If that trend Is to be slowed and turned,

The establishment of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People 70 years
ago was, In part, a response to a similar period of
deteriorating race relations and rising racially
motivated crime, This time we are fortunate In
that we already perceive the means and have
established the organizations through which we
can make ourselves heard.

I am glad to have had this opportunity to get
together with you and bring you up-to-date on the
piece of the problem I have under attack. What I
do, what you do, what each of the distinguished
panelists gathered today does, constitutes those
many bit by bit attacks necessary for the solution
of our large problem. This conference Is vital In
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that our coming here gives an opportunity to set
up all-important communication between our
small, separate assaults. The Conference will

Indeed have been a great success If we are able to
establish such lines of communication.
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RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE IN AMERICA

OPENING STATEMENTS

Dean Simmons:
Thank you Oliver. Mr. OuInn Is not only an alum.

nus of this school, he's a former member of the
administration. When I looked over the program,
as I sat up In my office this morning, I thought
what a dreadful way to have to spend a Saturday
morning, but It would be Irresponsible and In fact I
believe we have no choice, but to spend this
Saturday morning discussing this topic because
In light of the facts that confront us, not to
attempt to do something about racially motivated
violence In the United States would be Irrespon.
sible. Last night someone commented that it
appeared curious that a State University Law
School and a religious institution would join
together In sponsoring this conference. I see
nothing unusual about that, the wall of separation

between the church and the state does not eug.
geat that there are not shared concerns that the
church and state, expressed through Its educe.
tlonal Institutions, are not equally concerned.
What we do today, I hope will be adequate
testimony to the common Interests of the two
groups. There are many panels that have been
planned for you, I'm not going to intrude upon the
Important substance of this conference much fur.
other. I do want to recognize the efforts of one col.
league In the audience who Is too modest and I
believe too shy to take a bow unless someone
pointed the spotlight upon him. In order to run a
conference of this sort, it requires not just the
Intellectual talent that goes Into selecting
speakers and presenting papers, It also requires a
great deal of organizational effort, a great deal of
midnight effort, a great deal of arm twisting, and
Imagination. Professor Charles Jones Is the lynch
pin that's held this operation together from my
perspective at Rutgers, I'm sure that Dr, Cobb will
be able to Identify others from the United Church
of Christ who have served as well, The one short
coming of. the program with us Is a reflection of
the harsh reality of the world in which we live. The
time Is probably our most valuable resource,
unfortunately there are 8 competing programs
each from my perspective of equal importance
and equal merit and I would like to be at all of
them, and I'm sure you would like to be. To cover
All the important topics, it is necessary that
simultaneous workshops be run, That in part Is
the function of the closing plenary session, I hope
that you all stay until the very last hour, so that we
can compare notes and take advantage of the
discussion and the proposals which have come
forth In sessions that each of us may not have
been able to attend, because there are competing
sessions. Rutgers Law School has a long tradition
of commitment to social justice and racial justice,
and I think that this conference Is simply another
step in what I hope is a path to effectuating those
goals to make our society less violent, and most •
certainly less racist. Thank you for allowing us to
serve as the host in the physical sense, for this
conference. I'll let Or, Cobb speak about the
spiritual hopes of the conference now, thank you.
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Dr, Cobb:
Thank you Brother Oliver, Dean Simmons, my

brothers and sisters, The Commission for Racial
Justice welcomes you here this morning to begin
what I believe to be one of the most serious
discussions that could possibly take place at this
point In time. A lot of effort has gone into the
preparation as Is always the case, when you
attempt to put on a happening such as this, and I
am pleased with my staff, Travis Francis and Fred
Brooks, graduates of this school. On behalf of the
United Church of Christ, I welcome you. The Black
brothers and sisters all over this country who are
experiencing racially motivated violence perpe.
rated upon and within the Black community
welcome you.

It was In 1963 that the Commission began. In
1963, there was little need to be concerned about
the violence we perpetrated upon ourselves, for at
that time most of the violence came from outside
by those persons who felt that justice, equality of
opportunity In employment, housing, education,
politics, etc. were meant only for them, and not for
the Black community. Medgar Evers was ruth.
lessly cut down as he returned to his home one
night. Five children were blasted Into the arms of
their creator, while attending Sunday School, In
Birmingham Alabama, Bull Connors had loosed
his dogs and turned his fire hoses against those
of us who would march for freedom, justice and
dignity. Now, In more recent years, we are faced
with a new phenomena wherein within our com.

munity we are wreaking violence upon ourselves.
The extended family concept handed down from
our African heritage, when we took care of, and
protected one another, has faded, almost to the
point of non-exiatence. Now I'm of the notion that
this fact must be faced squarely by this con.
ference and that strategies to deal with it must be
developed. Not by any stretch of the Imagination,
however, must this be the focal point of this
% gathering, for the theme of this conference Is

scially Motlivated Violence In America.
Everywhere one turns there is growing evidence

of Its escalation, sustaining a pattern that was ust
many years ago, by those whose perception of the
Black community was just a minute degree above
that of animals. The problem now Is that the
violence spreads across so much more than the
physical. It Includes economic, political,
unemployment violence, educational, psycho.
logical violence, and emotional violence. The
tragedy Is that at this very point In time, covert
and sometimes overt the perpetrator of this
violence Is the Federal government itself and its
many departments and agencies including the
present occupant of the White House, The only
thing that can be said Is that the overtness Is now
exposed, while In previous administrations, we
were lulled into the false belief that there was
empathy, and that there was commitment in the
Oval office. Reflections have brought me to return
to an earlier belief of mine, which Is, that often.
times the worst enemy of our struggle for justice,
equality and freedom has been the so-called
liberal. They have been our biggest problem.

This conference has not been called to bemoan
or spend time and energies in just recounting, but
to get down to the real business oft analyzing,
delineating, formalizing and strategizing on ways
In which Black communities can themselves be
instruments of ridding forever this escalation of
violence within and upon It, This will and has
taken some doing, for the perpetrators are many
and they are formidable. They are to be found
everywhere: Madison Ave., Wall Street, Capitol
Hill, Twin Towers, Governor's Mansions, State
Legislatures, City Councils and Main Street US.A.
They sit as leaders of this nation, hoads of the
Justice Department, Mayors, Governors, City
Councilors, magnates of Industrial and corporate
America, they are also godfathers of criminal
America, that ply our communities with mind
altering drugs. Make no mistake about it, the
enemy is not a 97 pound weakling, but a many ten.
tacled giant that Is slowly but surely strangling
the Black community out of existence, Be that as
it may, we are not without resources: We have
resources of mind, body and spirit. We are not
impoverished and ell of the much that we have,
must be employed In this undertaking, not the
least of which Is comirng together like this to
apply our capable minds in solving the problem.
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We're not short on body; we're not short on spirit.
So not the least of which, Is coming together like
this to apply our minds to the situation. Next Is
the pooling of our resources. It's absolutely
foolish to say that the enemy of our people Is
going to make available the resources for his own
destruction, absovitely foolish. We are going to
have to provide the necessary resources
ourselves, We have It, 140 + billion dollars is the
gross national earnings of the Black community
every year, We need to apply some of these
resources in addressing the problems that con.
front our communities. We have thirty million
Black people in this country and I tell you thirty
million people who are organized and can be
mobilized, have the ability to confront and to
destroy those that would destroy them, Let's not
talk about being short on people. The enemy
knows this, that's what this feverish effort Is
about, to remind us that In another decade the
greatest minority in the national community will
be Hispanic. What do they think we're going to be
doing? They try to remind us, that we won't be the
predominant minority in this country alter 1990,
That's a lot of hoping and so what? Let's put
together a kind of coalition that the monster
would not dare confront.

I know that with thirty million people there isn't
a product producing industry In this country, that
we could not bring to Its knees with just one week
of boycotting. Just choose where you are going to
spend some portion of that 140+ billion dollars,
Coca Cola just signed an agreement with Jesse
Jackson, We don't need Jesse to come and start
that kind of thinking and doing In the com.
munities where we live, We can do It ourselves, he
has shown us how, Thirty million people can
make a difference, There are many congressional
districts whose elections we could determine,
with a collective use of the ballot, The enemy Is
big, and strong but he can be had.

I have been allied with Rutgers Law School for a
number of years. One of my staff persons Irv
Joyner, established the relationship some years
ago, when he prevailed the Commission to fund
the Southern Summer Law Project, Irv subse.
quently went on to attend and graduate from this
school, He established an intern program In the
Commission using seniors. Larry Rand was one of
them, Fred Brooks was another. Inspired, Travis
Francis already on the staff at the Commission
attended and graduated from this school. My
brother was a lawyer, his son Is a lawyer, and his
son, my grand nephew Is a lawyer. Even after I
finished and had gone Into a career In the
ministry, But I just couldn't swing it, because I
was too involved, This was not really a bad idea,
for at the time, we were of the notion and actually
there was some evidence that the law could be
responsive to the struggle for justice, if we just
knew how to use it. Subsequent years have proven

this to be a limited notion because there Is no
question that the application of the law by courts
and by judges have a diminished concern for
justice, and a mounting determination to protect
the system. I know because I fought almost ten
long years to free Ben Chavis and nine other
persons known at the Wilmington 10, while the
courts In North Carolina conspired. Judges even
twisted evidence to protect the system. Actually,
the law honestly and morally interpreted and
applied Is really not far from the goals of our
Christian faith, because both should be foremost
concerned with dignity, justice opportunity and
the maximum fulfillment of God's crown of
creation-human persons. That's what both
should be concerned with, but you know, and I
know, that both have fallen short, the law and the
church, Therefore, this effort to bring together the
church and legal minds In a law school setting Is
a step In the rig ht direction, a step that pleases
God Himself, That's why we're over here. We
could have had this In the First Congregational
Church, or we could have had it even at 105
Madison Ave., or the Prince George Hotel. We
could have had It anywhere, but we're here. I
believe what we're doing Is a step In the right
direction we're bringing the church, legal and
social minds together, to talk about a difficult
problem that the Black and other minority com-
munities are facing today. Therefore, let our think.
Ing together in these hours have as Its bottom
line, that which God loves most, men, women and
children of this earth. If that Is not our bottom line,
then this has been an exercise In futility and our
being together has been in vain,

Oliver QuInn:
As Or. Cobb indicated, there exists In America

today serious threats of violence, harassment and
infringement on legal and personal rights, As
citizens we've come today to develop specific
strategies for addressing this problem, The
problem primarily comes from three sources,
individuals, some of whom act randomly and
some of whom act systematically, from hate
groups, whose presence and level of activities
seem to be Increasing over recent years, and from
law enforcement personnel, who appear more fre.
quently to be victimizing those who they are duty
bound to protect. The purpose of this conference
is not merely to try to Identify the causes of the
problems, What we're here to do and what we
need your assistance in, Is the development of
realistic, practical and sound strategies for
addressing the problem. The problem Is multi,
faceted, and there Is no one solution. In that
context, we've structured this conference,
through a series of plenary sessions and
workshops. The first plenary session will define
the types of actions that we're categorizing as
racially motivated violence, We will discuss their
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causes, from an historical perspective, an
economic perspective, and a political perspec.
tlive. Two sets of workshops will be conducted.
Each workshop will consist of brief comments by
panelists, followed by open discussions of Issues
raised. It's critical to the success of this con.
ference that there be open and free dialogue In
these discussions. We cannot allow our end to
make us ignore an analysis of-the means that we
decline. Criticism Is key to this conference, and
parlicipanls must feel free to openly participate

and to be critical where they feel It's necessary.
Respolises to those criticisms should be con.
structlive, and not merely rhetorical Issues such
as the constitutionality of certain strategies, the
cost factor, the overall prospects for effective
Implementation, Following workshops there will
be a closing plenary session followed by closing
remarks, by a nationally renowned constitutional
lawyer and professor of Rutgers Law School,
Arthur Kinoy.
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R acially Motivated Vtolence 3 n America
Opening Plenary

Cau6es and flatur.e
MODERATOR
Dr. Charles E. Cobb is the Executive Director of
the United Church of Christ Commission for
Racial Justice, Prior to assuming the executive
responsibilities of the Commission, he was pastor
of St. John's Congregational Church In 8prlng.
field, Massachusetts, Dr. Cobb received h?;

Bachelor of Divinity from Howard University and
his Master of Sacred Theology from Boston
University. Dr, Cobb Is the former manaTng editor
for the Charlotte Edition of the Caroli Times
and airs a weekly radio and newspaper common.
tary entitled, 'Civil Rights Journal."

PANELISTS

Dr. John Anthony Scott Is a member of the
National Humanities Faculty and Secretary of the
Committee on History In the Classroom and
presently teaches at Rutgers University. He
received his Bachelors and his Masters Degrees
from Oxford University In England. He has written
biographies on Harriet Beecher Stowe and Anne
Francis Kendall,

Dr. Jonathan Rubensteln Is the author of "City
Police" published In 1973, He received his Ph.D.
from Harvard University. He formerly worked as a
reporter with the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin.
Dr. Rubenstein served as Research Director for
the Center on Research on Institutions and Social
Policy.

Dr. Elsie Scott is a former staff person of the Com
mission for Racial Justice, She received her
Bachelors Degree from the University of Iowa, and
her doctorate from Atlanta University. She Is the
president of the National Congress of Black
Political Scientists. Currently she Is a research
associate end assistant professor at Howard
University In the Dept, of Urban Studies. Dr. Scott
published a paper on "Violence Against Blacks In
America, a preliminary study,"
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Dr. Harvey Brenner Is a professor at Johns
Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public
Health. He has served as a consultant for the
World Health Organization's office of Mental
Health In Geneva, the National Institute of Mental
Health and the House Judiciary Committee.

Dr. Mary Prances Berry Is a Commissioner and
Vice.Chair of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
She Is the former U.S, Assistant Secretary for
Education In the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. She has published "Block Resist.
ance, White Law", History of Constitutional
Racism in America, and "Military Necessity and
Civil Rights Policy." She Is now Professor of
History and Law and a Senior Fellow in the
Institute for the Study of Educational Policy atHoward University In Washington, D,C, , dill rA
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RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE CONFERENCE

PLENARY SESSION

CAUSES AND NATURE

Dr. Charles E. Cobb:
We come now to the first of our plenary panel

discussions on the causes and nature of racially
motivated violence, We are fortunate to have with
us today such able persons to discuss this topic
and to share with us the thinking for the rest of the
afternoon. Dr. Anthony Scott Is presently leaching
at Rutgers University and Is the author of Hard
Trials on My Way. He received his Bachelors and
Masters Degrees from Oxford University in
England. Dr. Scott has written biographies on Her.
rlet Beecher Stowe and Anne Francis Kendall, He
has done research for the Center for Constitu.
lionel Rights; and has organized for the A. Phillip
Randolph Institute.

Dr. Jonathan Rubenstein, the second of our
panelists, Is the author of City Police published in
1973, He has been a member of the History
Department at Harvard University where he
received his Ph,D. He's also a former reporter with
the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. Dr, Rubenstein
has been the recipient of grants and fellowships
from the Guggenheim Foundation, Ford Found.
lion and the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin.
Istratlon, Dr. Rubenstein has also served as
Research Director for the Center for Reseairch on
Institutions and Social Policy.

Dr. Elsie Scott is a former member of the Corn.
mission for Racial Justice Staff, and a very close
and dear friend, She received her Bachelors
Degree from the University of Iowa, and her doc.
torte from Atlanta University. Dr, Scott Is cur.
rently a research associate and assistant pro.
lessor at Howard University In the Department of
Urban Studies, She Is the president of the
National Congress of Black Political Scientists.
She has taught at Rutgers graduate school of
Criminal Justice, and has published a paper on
Violence Against Blacks, A Preliminary Study, In
the Urban Research Review. She has also worked
with various community groups around the issue

of comrhunity crime prevention, and Is the former
editor of Crimlnal Justice Issues.

Dr, Harvey Brenner is a professor at Johns
Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public
Health. Dr, Brenner Is also the coordinator for
Health Policy Studies at the University's Center
for Metropolitan Planning and Research. He has
worked as a consultant for, the World Health
Organization's office of Mental Health In Geneva,
the National Institute of Mental Health and the
House Judiciary Committee, Dr, Brenner has
advanced several theories pa to the problems of
Increased racially motivated violence against
minorities and suggested a direct relationship
between racially motivated violence and
economics, some of which he will share with us
today.

Dr, Mary Francis Berry Is the former U.S. Assis.
tent Secretary for Education in the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, She Is now pro.
fessor of History and law and a Senior Fellow In
the Institute for Study of Educational Policy at
Howard University. She also serves as a Commie.
ainer and Vice.Chsir of the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights. As Assistant Secretary for Educa.
lion, Dr. Berry administered an annual budget of
nearly 13 billion dollars and gave general super.
vision to the National Institute of Education and
Post Secondary Education, the Institute of
Museum Services and the National Center for
Education. She received her Masters Degree at
Howard University, a doctorate In History and law
degree from the University of Michigan Law
School. Dr. Berry has published Black Resistance
White Law, History of Constitutional Racism In
America, and Military Necessity and Civil Rights
Policy, Dr. Berry has been outstanding in the
struggle that we have been in for so many years,

These are the folks who are going to share their
vast knowledge and experience, and we are
Indeed fortunate to have them. So let us begin,

REMARKS BY JOHN ANTHONY SCOTT
NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE

The points which I wish to make this morning
are developed in greater detail In my article, "The
Origins and Development of the KKK as a Badge
of Slavery, which Is available from the Center for
Constitutional Rights, for whom It was prepared
In connection with current anti.Klan litigation,

1. We may learn something about the signif.
Icance of racially motivated violence, and ways to
cope with this, from a study of the origins of the
Klan and of similar racist groups.
2. The Klan had its origins In the county and city
patrols of slavery days which were the masters'
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primary resource for the enforcement both of
slave labor and of segregation.

It Is Important to stress that segregation was
not merely a badge of slavery, but its very
essence, There is no way to compel labor from a
person unless you can isolate him from the sur.
rounding society and pin him down, both day and
night, in the place where his forced labor Is to be
performed.

There Is no way that you can control flight and
check rebelliousness, unless you can pin the
slave down at all times In the fields and the
quarters where his every activity may be super.
vised.

We are saying, therefore, not that slavery Is the
same as segregation, but that segregation was an
aspect of slavery as Inseparable from this Instiltu.
lion as the image of Jefferson on one side of a
nickel and the Image of Monticello on the other.
To have one side of a nickel, you also have to have
the other side, too. You cannot separate them.
3, These county and city patrols were part of the
south's state militia system, They were organized
upon a permanent footing; this meant' that the
South, Insofar as slavery was concerned, was In a
permanent stele of war; It was an armed camp,
The use of force In this way to compel segrega.
lion and to control the slaves was regarded by the
slave owners as a top priority:

On the whole, the courts refused to go behind or
to examine the atrocious acts of violence which
the patrols committed against slaves, both on
and off the plantations.
The reasoning of the courts was that stale
security overrode the private ownership interest
In intact properly. Patrols, in other words, might
kill or maim slaves with impunity because this
was part of the system of organized terror and
violence which security demanded,

But we note-which is important for under.
standing racism today-this meant that the courts
gave unlimited license for the commission of acts
of violence against slaves based simply and solely
upon the color of the skin, It Is this license to
maim end kill based upon skin color that has
become a deep-rooted racist tradition in this
country, and that has Its origins in slavery times
and in the requirements of the slavery system,
4. This was both arbitrary violence and organized
terror-the two concepts, when you think about it,
are in actuality closely related. If we ask why there
were no large-scale slave uprisings in the South in
the century before emancipation, the existence of
the county and city patrols would have to be one
of the important ingredients of an answer. And we
know too, that an awareness of this system of
organized terror was a factor in John Brown's
reasoning: for large scale revolts to occur in the
South, In his view, organization and weapons
must come from the outside.

5. Defeat In 1865 and the policy of Andrew
Johnson to restore the slaveholders to power as
completely and as rapidly as possible (April to
December 1865) heightened the determination of
slaveowners to thrust the Black people back into
a state of subordination resembling that which
had existed before,

The patrol system had been shattered by the
military crises of 1884.1865. Now, In the last-
months of 1865 and In 1866, the system was
reconstituted, This spelled the unleashing of a
reign of terror without precedent In this country's
history-a reign of terror that was both organized
and arbitrary.
8. The purpose of the reign of terror (1885.1868)

was
(a) to freeze the Blacks to the plantations by

inculcating fear that movement wotld
mean death;

(b) to compel them, again by fear of mutilation
or death, to accept whatever labor terms or
contracts the employer offered;

(c) by Intimidation and assassination to
destroy the new political Initiatives that
Black people were taking after 1865 In
terms of equal rights, land ownership and
voting rights;

(d) to utilize poor whites and veterans as
agents of arbitrary and vengeful violence
against blacks and thereby to heighten the
political reality of a reign of terror.

7. All of this is a central reason for Congress'
revulsion from Presidential reconstruction and for
Congress' Insistence upon making a fresh start
with a program which If It did nothing else, would
provide for Black people the minimal essential
guarantees of personal security. But because
after 1867 the Army was back In the South, and
Black militias were also organizing, the county
patrols changed their form, but not their purpose,
18681871 was the heyday of the counterrevolu.
tionary Klan type groups:

They were now secret and conspiratorial-the
cowards could no longer murder in the open
without fear of arrest and retribution (though In
some places where the opposition was not
organized, they continued to do just that).
They rode at night, and they covered their faces
with masks.
They add new objectives to the old ones-to
assassinate Black political leaders, to undercut
the right to vote, to overthrow the Reconstruc.
lion governments themselves.

Thus from 1868 on, we note a second wave of
unprecedented racial violence, linked with, and
part of, an overall plan to reestablish slavery,
8, As the Klan was successful in state after state
in securing its objectives, it went out of existence.
The period of effective operation was 1868. 1877;
and we must grant It major responsibility for the
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success of counterrevolution In the South and for
the destruction of the Interracial Republican
regimes. Most historians have been reluctant to
deal with the full political role and function of the
Klan during these years. Thereby, they have con.
tributed to the myth that slavery ended In 1865
and what came afterward had no connection with
It. The key function was terror-to eliminate
Blacks at the polls, to bury political gains, to
paralyze political organization, to checkmate and
annihilate a federal role In the South.
Dr, Jonathan Rubenstein

Following on the comments that Dr. Scott made
at the opening of his remarks, if segregation is the
essence of slavery In a system that existed In this
country, then segregation is today the essence of
racism, We have an urban society, composed of
highly segmented communities, segmented on
the basis of law and custom Illegal law and
custom concealed by newspapers and television.
We have rent law, the real estate laws, manip,
ulated in order to assure that this segregation
persists, In that framework, with that reality, we
have to accept the fact that we have an organize.
lion of police and courts designed to maintain
order not to protect people. We have the police
system which was not created to oppress Blacks
In particular, yet happens to oppress Blacks In
particular, Hispanics, certain kinds of young
people in particular, certain kinds of motorists in
particular. It was designed to maintain order.

In the 16th century, there was a great concern
about controlling the expansion of London,
because It was believed that the city would col
lapse. The earth's crust could not sustain the
weight of people spreading out, The notion of the
city, with Its density, was an awesome thing, The
police were created one hundred and fifty years
ago, to control potential, what we now call,
Industrial violence, A series of laws, created long
before Black people came to represent a signifi.
cant presence In our cities, now operate to
oppress them.

I will now talk about laws that receive very little
attention, such as gambling laws, I thought of
talking about the violence, particularly of police
pressing individuals on corners, or breaking Into
houses, that Is the substance of police violence
against communities, But violence operates in a
much deeper and more fundamental way around
laws and customs that are often not talked about,
Let me tall' a little bit about gambling laws to
illustrate what I think Is a much more fundamental
kind of violence that has to be dealt with.

In the old states of the northeast during the lat.
tar part of the 19th century, newer Immigrant
groups began to replace earlier Immigrant groups
as a politically dominant element, State legs.
lalures passed all kinds of laws designed basic.
ally to control urban political organizations;

police, In particular, and city councils. Among
those laws were anti-gambllng laws designed to
assure, In my opinion, that the police would
always be corrupt, which they are, In the petty
sense, and that they will always be vulnerable.

This had nothing to do with white people, In
general. It had to do with the anti urban attitude,
expressed by dominant widely controlled state
legislatures after the first World War,

As the composition of cities began to change,
these laws continued on the books and continued
to be enforced, Lottery, policy, numbers became a
kind of symbol and came to represent the charac.
teristic gambling games of the Black community.
In some quarters It was viewed as an activity that
was taken away from Black people by white
oppressors, to some extent that was true,
although I think an exaggeration, More critical Is
the reality, for example, in Mew York City,
between 1930, roughly, and 1965, that the New
York City police department made thirty-five
thousand arrests a year, for what Is called petty
gambling, I would say, after 1945, 80% of the
people arrested were Black,

They were arrested to establish and to meet
certain quotas the bureaucratic needs of police to
cover the realities of their activities which were
that they couldn't suppress gambling even If they
wished to do so. I don't think that they ever had
any desire to suppress gambling, but even If they
had wished to do so, they could not have, The
tends of thousands of people who were arrested
Illegally were brought before petty gambling
courts,

Young assistant district attorneys, I'm sure
many of them trained i'h this law school, learned
to Introduce perjured testimony Into courts,
Within two or three weeks of doing this work, they
knew that the officers were lying, that they were
giving the same rote testimony over and over
again, Thousands of persons were arrested count.
less numbers of times, who were acting as stand.
ins for more important local people In these
gambling organizations.

The consequence of all of this, aside from the
terrible consequences of obscene perjury, routine
arrests and the illegality trivialized, made obvious
a much deeper problem, a much more serious
matter. It connected with the whole question of
violence and control, The extensive police opera.
tion against gambling, particularly In the Black
community, but other communities as well,
created the opportunity for the police to have
thousands of Informants,

There Is no urban community In the United
States more thoroughly penetrated by police at all
times than the Black community and largely as a
consequence, Initially, of antigambling laws.
This kind of control and penetration was extended
and has been extended by very traditional control
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over liquor licensing and other kinds of licensing
ordinances that regulate the places where people
gather. This texture of routine illegality and of
Informants Is presumably designed to assist the
police to maintain order. Th,',t being their purpose,
this order has at its base legal violence of police
organized to be violent. They are given guns, not
for the purpose of impressing people, but to kill
people. This kind of violence, In the context in
which we have lived, provides no security, no
sense of comfort.

From the police perspective, it's not intended
to. From the perspective of citizens and tax.
payers, It Is only presumed to do so.

There is only one way, In my opinion, that we
can break out of what has become a terribly
vicious cycle of violence, and successfully pro.
test against police who kill young men In the
street. We have tried through the 60's, and I think
failed, to view this problem as one needing profes.
slonalization. By the injecting of the new and
higher values, by sending policemen to college,
we have hoped they will come out better people,
and they will treat people better. It's true on an
Individual basis perhaps, but in the deeper sense,
In the organizational sense, It's Irrelevant. I think
that the experience of the last twenty years, the
half-hearted efforts of LEAA and other organize.
lions to inject money and programs Into urban
police agencies to try to create models to limit
violence, limit deadly force, create criteria under
which deadly force might be used, to create
civilian review boards, external review boards, all
of this has failed. I think it has failed for the one
very fundamental reason that it has not dealt with
the issue of security. There Is no group of
Americans who like the police. If you question
people carefully, their antagonism towards the
police is very widespread. But everyone calls the
police, and no one calls the police more frequently
than Black people. Despite all of the complexities
of those contacts, the most horrible, sad
moments when households are In uproar, and
people are anguished, they call the police. It really
doesn't matter whether the policeman is a white
person or a black person. The people who have
called him don't care what that policeman has In
his mind when he walks into that house. They
want the police to stop something. That Is the
essence of the dilemma and we have not really
confronted. I think the solution to the problem is
both simple and elusive. That is, if segregation
has got to be turned into a source of strength,
literally to be ceased, we need a new system of
policing in our cities, or we are going to have the
kind of racism in my opinion that will dwarf
things, worse than anything we have ever seen in
this country since the Civil War.

In New York City surveys showing that 85% of
the police polled support the death penalty.

Regardless of one's position on the death penalty
as a philosophical matter, the fact that people
support It Is, I think, symbolic of a rage of anger
that Is very close to going out of control. The only
opportunity we have to diffuse this kind of racism
and antagonism is to try and begin to create a
new form of police.

First of all, police and violence go together.
Police are violent, they are supposed to be violent.
The question Is to what purpose, under what cir.
cumstances and conditions will we tolerate
police violence?

The police who have done nothing but super.
vise the destruction of our cities for the last three
or four decades, they are not sent into East New
York, parts of Newark, or other cities to watch
them burn down or watch heroin dealers deal.
That wasn't planned that way. The reason It has
happened that way, Is that these police are not
capable of doing anything else,

it may well be that the people who control them,
dominate them and who determine what the state
of the police force should be, and what Its func-
lion ought to be and how they should patrol, are
Indifferent to the larger concern. But, they don't
have any means available to them to bring us
safety except by being more visible and therefore
more vicious. The police, as they are currently
organized, must operate on sight, which means a
lot of hostile contacts. I don't believe that hostile
contact is restricted mainly to Black com-
munities. It's very common in many white com-
munities, Much police violence never gets into the
press. The only other way the police can operate
is by information, by Informants, and that Is a
system that is undermining political development
in the community.

Now what kinds of things can we do? Enormous
amounts of energy have gone into the creation of
Civil Rights commissions, and Civilian Review
Boards. It would be ridiculous to say that that is
misplaced energy. It is not. If we have another way
of dealing with this problem, we should not waste
time dealing with it in this particular way. We
don't, but we must also consciously deal with the
realities of racism, illegality, and start recognizing
that there is a need to direct energies toward com-
munity development, specifically regarding law
enforcement.

I think we have to begin thinking in a very hard
way about the realtering of local option laws,
regarding gambling, liquor, and drugs. Our
politics, particularly in New York and New Jersey,
have become so polluted by heroin that there is
no hope at this point for reform. It's been going on
for fifty years now.

After all, the first heroin addicts were Civil War
veterans, morphine addicts. It resembled con.
spiracy, but came about by accident after the first
World War. Because of segregation, because
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Black communities were places where white peo-
ple could go to play, where whorehouses were
allowed to Iourish, where speakeasys were
allowed to flourish, drugs became imbedded in
these communities.

It's not a simple problem. It's the worst kind of
violence. Not simply the violence spawned by
heroin dealing, but the violence of the heroin deal-
ing Itself. The illicit use and the absolute lack of
control, the absolute disregard for the human
community. The total enforcement of heroin laws
whether by federal, state or by local police, is
inspired by the use of undercover informants, by
techniques and tactics that are so undermining of
all human values. These techniques themselves
spawn violence that constantly creates new
violence. Until we deal very directly with these
violence generating matters, I don't believe we
can ever have any hope of success In reducing
street crime. or the deeper kind of social and
cultural violence which undermine the possi.
bilities for community development.
Dr. Elsie Scott:

I will speak briefly on what I call the new wave
of violence against Blacks, focusing on the period
from 1979 to 1981. I prepared a paper on that topic
last month. I will try to supplement that paper with
more data collected since I prepared that paper.

For the past year I have been trying to docu.
ment incidents of racially motivated violence that
have been perpetrated by white civilians against
Blacks in this country. It has been a difficult task,
to say the least, because I have been trying to
chase down incidents around the country and I
have been doing that through newspapers,
through human relations commissions, through
civil rights organizations and through trying to
establish a network of people who feed me infor-
mation. Therefore, I know I don't have all the
incidents. I call this a preliminary finding because
I'm still involved in the research.

As I mentioned, my study is limited to the area
of civilian violence. I have not dealt with police
violence. Jan Douglas, who is from Atlanta, is
also trying to document civilian and police
violence. We plan to do some cooperative things
but hopefully, this type of group will be supportive
of various projects going on. I've been looking at
five types of incidents; homicides, assaults,
arson, vandalism and cross burnings.

When we talk about racially motivated violence,
we see that even some of the Black on Black
crimes in the community can be labeled racially
motivated.

I have documented more incidents in the year
1980. than in '79 and '81. There is only a slight
increase in 1980 over 1979 and it is perhaps
because I have better data from 1980, and that
there is a large increase from '79 to '80 to '81. In
1980, most of the difference I have found has beer,

In the number of homicides, with an Increase of
homicides In 1980. That difference can perhaps
be accounted for totally by the fact that during
1980 the police have Implicated two persons In a
number of cases-Joseph Christopher, In New
York, and Joseph Paul Franklin travelling around
the country. If we count the number of homicides
and assaults In which they have been Implicated,
they account for the difference between the
number of homicides in 1980 and the number In
1981.

I have found more cross burnings In 1979 than
in any of the succeeding years. It may be that the
country Is moving from cross burnings, an Inci.
dent some people do not consider violent, into the
more violent Incidents of arson, vandalism, etc.

There were more assaults and vandalism In
1981 than In the previous years. There were more
incidents of racial violence In the Northeast than
in any of the other regions.

I expected to find more incidents In the South.
But I really don't want to draw any conclusions at
this point, because I have better reporting
systems In the Northeast and more people tied
into my network. The other thing that I found Is
that in the Northeastern states we have more
human relations commissions that are actively
collecting data. So It is possible that the North.
eastern region has not experienced more racial
violence than the other regions but that the North-
east has better reporting systems.

The South and the Northeast have more
reported incidents according to my study than the
other regions. We know that there are more Black
people living In the South than any other region,
Approximately 50% of the Black population still
lives in the South. So we would think that there
are probably a lot more incidents in the South that
we have not documented, f found in the South that
more Southern cities, counties, and states really
don't have active human relations commissions
and even the states that have human relations
commissions, don't document Incidents of racial
violence. They don't consider this to be Important
whereas, on the east coast, I found that the states
and the cities and the counties are even tied into
trying to document some of these incidents. Now,
in some places they don't document Incidents of
assaults; they only document vandalism and
arson. They are looking at violence connected
with Blacks moving into white neighborhoods.
They are focused upon the housing problem but
some efforts are made to document the number of
cases on the east coast. One major exception Is
Massachusetts. The City of Boston probably has
had more incidents than any other city and it has
been the city that has cooperated the least with
me. They refused to give me anything. Im not
going to give up. I've now tied Into Senator Ken-
nedy's office and if I have to go up there, I think
I'm going to go and try to go through their files. I
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will explore Boston thoroughly.
Now, in terms of the states that I have reported

and documented the most incidents are in Call.
fornia, New York, Maryland and Massachusetts. I
have good cooperation from people In the state of
Maryland and I've had good cooperation from
California and that may account for the fact that
these states have more reported incidents. But
since Massachusetts has not cooperated at all I
know Massachusetts is one of those states with a
larger number of incidents.

In terms of who's being attacked, I found young
people are the major victims of racial violence
and these are persons nineteen or younger.
Twenty-one percent were fourteen or younger, and
over twenty-six percent were between the ages of
fifteen and nineteen, So it appears to be an attack
on our youth. Some people said that there is a
conspiracy to kill our young people In this coun.
try. If you look at the homicide statistics, you'll
see that there has been an increase In the number
of young people being killed. I won't speculate on
why this Is happening. Also if you look at the sex,
you'll see that attacks are mainly aimed at males
and that Black males have a high victimization
rate in terms of both assaults and homicide.

As to weapons, in 60% of the homicide cases
and 32% of the assaults, guns were used. In 

2
1%

of the homicides and 12% of the assaults, knives
were used, In the rest of the cases, there was an
assortment of weapons from fists, bricks and ax
handles to bow and arrows.

I've been trying to determine whether there is
mo O 6rfl" 5rf"ed in these cases. I found that in
over h Rf of the cases of homicides and assaults,
there was more than one perpetrator. That-has led
me to conclude that In many of the cases there is
an element of mob action involved. But I have not
yet been able to determine whether organizations
are carrying out these Incidents or whether these
are just groups of whites who attack Blacks.

I've been looking at the Klan involvement with
the assistance of some of the organizations
involved in Klan watching. I have developed a
scheme to determine whether the Klan Is involved
In a particular Incident and I've come up with four
things to look for, although they are not foolproof:
(1) whether Klan persons have been arrested,
there haven't been any Klans-women arrested; (2)
whether the offenders Identified themselves as
Klansmen; (3) whether the offenders were wearing
Klan type attire; and (4) whether there was any use
of the KKK Insignia.

This has some weaknesses because lome peo-
pIe dressing up In robes are only pretending to be
Klanspersons. There are other Incidents where
the Klan Is Involved and they don't want you to
know they are involved. So the Klan often attack
without wearing robes and without leaving the
KKK mark. So It Is Impossible to determine In all

cases whether there is or is not Klan involvement.
That's not really all that important. It's more
important to look at whether we have mob action
involved, whether it's Klan or Nazis or a local
group.

I have found that in at least 20% of the cross
burnings, there seems to be some Klan Involve.
ment. In at least 27.7% of the vandalism cases,
there seemed to be some Klan involvement. I have
found more Klan involvement in the South than In
any of the other regions. Forty-two percent of the
cases I have documented in the South seem to be
Klan related. There is less Involvement in the
West, Northeast and North central regions than in
the South. I have found Klan Involvement in every
region in various types of incidents.

It's also hard to get at motive. It seems that in
most cases the attacks were prompted solely by
the fact that the victim happened to be Black.
There are cases like the Jimmy Campbell case in
California where some whites had gone deer hunt.
Ing and when they could not find a deer they
decided to "kill a nigger" instead. I found that in
the majority of the cases, especially the
homicides and the assaults, it seems as though a
Black person just happened to be passing along
while whites were out and decided they would get
this person, or this person happened along at the
wrong time, random violence.

As for other reasons, one important one is
whether Blacks had moved into, or lived in a
predominantly white neighborhood. Other
reasons were interracial relationships and what I
call political reasons, I found that political
reasons were more likely to be Involved in the
cross burning incidents, whore the victim was
involved in political activity. There were a number
of cross.burnIngs on the lawns of people actively
involved in police brutality cases, such as the
Tommy Lee Hines case in Alabama.

I found more homicides being perpetrated for
the reason that a Black man was married to, living
with, or associated with a white woman than any
single cause of any of the other five classes of
incidents,

Fifty percent of the arson cases seem to have
been prompted by the fact that a Black person
had moved Into a white community, and over 30%
of the vandalism cases, seem to have been
related to a Black person moving Into a white
community. So It seems that we still have prob-
lems years after the Supreme Court has ruled that
persons can marry persons of other races. Years
after restrictive covenants have been taken off the
books Blacks are still being attacked because
they are exercising their constitutional rights.

Who are the perpetrators of these Incidents?
The typical perpetrator seems to be the young
white male. When I say a young white male, I'm
not talking about juveniles. The Connecticut Com-
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mission on Human Rights found that there is a lot
of juvenile Involverent. I have not found that to be
the case. People are saying these are juveniles
performing childish pranks and therefore we don't
need to worry. This is not real racial violence,
these are just bored kids. They have gotten high
on marijuana and decided to go out and burn a
cross. I found more juvenile involvement In the
cross-burnings and the vandalism than in the
serious incidents of arson, assaults and
homicides. These are regularly perpetrated by
adults. These are young white males In their twen.
ties. I don't think we can dismiss this and say that
it's a lot of juveniles and this Is just childish play.
In the assaults, where I did find juvenile Involve.
ment, there had also been adult Involvement. They
were being led by the adults.

In Montgomery County, Maryland, I've been
working closely with the Police Departmeit. Most
of their arrests have been of juveniles, but their
theory is that the juveniles were perpetrating
these acts for adults. Adults know that they will
get a stiffer sentence and if a Juvenile is picked
up, the police are going to slap him on the wrist,
call the parents and send him home saying your
child has been out there burning crosses in the
Black community. It is now a felony to burn a
cross and therefore you don't have as many
adults burning crosses in Maryland. They just
send their kids out to do the work. I'm now trying
to look at what the criminal justice system has
done and I'm looking at the homicides. I found
that arrests have been made In only 50% of the
racially motivated homicides. I am now trying to
follow each of the homicide cases. I have written
to the District Attorneys In all of the jurisdictions
where I've documented homicide cases and I will
have the material ready later.
Dr. Harvey Brenner:

We have heard earlier from two historians on
the lengthy history. But the question arises why
should It be pertinent today? Indeed, why should
we be at a conference like this In the spring of
19827 What Is going on If anything that Is par-
ticularly unusual that brings us here to discuss
this topic? Indeed why in the first place should
these incidents be occurring now, and lately, in
much greater force than before? We shall get a
clue to this, I would suggest, when we look at
other things that are going on and reports in the
papers, rather steadily, of a substantial Increase
in the last two years, particularly in the last year,
In most American cities, in very violent crime
altogether. An increase in the homicide rate
which Is startling many criminologists. An
Increase in the suicide rate, an increase In the
rate of admissions to mental hospitals and the
use of mental health and out patient clinics and
mental health centers. There Is an increase in the
rate of Imprisonment, an Increase in the rate of

pathological use of alcohol and alcohol related
problems. So we don't simply have a singular
confined phenomenon concerning racially assoc.
iated violence. We have a very widespread
network of situations which we can observe in the
United States.

Is it confined to the United States? It Is not. If
we look across Europe today, we shall find in the
last few months, In countries as well known for
their racial tolerance and justice as Sweden,
Incidents of racial Intolerance against guest
workers. We shall find much the same, in a lot
nastier vein, In Germany today. In the last several
months rdported In the newspapers, all available
to us to examine, we shall find considerably
higher rates again of a variety of pathologies
throughout the industrialized world; Including
suicide, the destruction of one's self and a vast
gamut of mental health related problems. That,
ladies and gentlemen, is only the beginning. What
we have is not only a matter of racially motivated
violence, Indeed it Is not, I would argue, racially
motivated violence, at all, It Is racially targeted. It
is racially directed. What does that mean? It
means that It might be directed elsewhere, and
indeed It Is directed elsewhere also. It happens as
well to be directed in particular toward minorities,
especially toward Blacks in our country, and not
only in our country.

What on earth is going on here? Why the
recency of this? I shall suggest that it Is no coincl.
dence at all, that we are involved in the largest
recession in our country since the Second World
War. Professor Scott began the discussion this
morning with a narration of the origins of the KKK
and in particular, made a very important reference
to resurgence after the Civil War of the KKK based
largely on attitudes and feelings by many
southerners of the humiliation and defeat that
occasioned much of the destruction of their
political system.

I will suggest to you that It is precisely the issue
of humiliation and defeat that Is the essential
source of major societal stress that we see today.
That Is available to us to observe in many
different causes of death in many different
sources of social pathology and mental disorder,
criminal aggression and political aggression,

I shall suggest further that most of It is not
'deliberate. Most of It Is not political in the sense
that It is throughout. As Elsie Scott pointed out,
the vast majority of It Is random which means that
it Is not targeted with much deliberation. Again
what is going on here? What we have is aggres.
sion among many other responses to societal
stress, particular types of aggression that
manifest humiliation and defeat, and we shall talk
about that, aggression directed against people
who are symbolized as being historically out.
casts, particularly In our country. Certainly not
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confined to Blacks, but particularly Blacks are the
targets.

Who are these individuals who are so
humiliated and defeated? They are two kinds of
people. Two significant and unfortunately grow-
Ing populations in our country. They are the vic.
tims of recession.

What Is recession? It is a situation of economic
loss. For some it is loss of job, loss of livelihood,
loss of their dignity, loss of self-esteem, loss of
what their Identity has meant to them In terms of
functioning In the economy, The loss of the
respect of their friends and families which Is
among the most severe sources of human stress
known. For other people who have not lost, or lost
yet, it Is of situations of enormous threat of loss
as they see around them their fellow men and
women In their Industry, being lost if you will, to
recession, being reduced to lesser human beings
than they were.

For still others, recession means as it tradl.
tionally'means in the economy, the period of the
most intense competition that occurs In our
social system. It Is the competition to stay alive
economically. It Is the struggle for economic sur-
vival. This Is what Is going on in our country, and
in many other countries In the industrialized
world. Under these conditions people do not
behave normally. They behave in ways that we
sometimes excuse, especially If we're at a
distance and not victimized.

The sense of morality with which many of them
grew up is abandoned, at least it's temporarily
abandoned. Their sense of rage, their sense of
humiliation, their sense of defeat cries out, and
they go beyond themselves.

Do we have evidence for this? Very much. We
can recognize over the history at least of our
country In the last century, that with every reces.
slon, there occurs very predictable increases in
the homicide rates ranging to about four, five, or
six percent.

Predictable increases also occur in the suicide
rate, in-the rate of mental hospital admissions, in
the rate of large scale stress related illnesses.
Such as the cardlo-vascular illnesses. Cardio-
vascular illnesses, incidentally, kill more than half
of the population. Unemployment increases by
about two percent every recession, it Is very
predictable and very stable. Therefore, we can
predict, rather properly and simply, that as the
historical situation repeats itself, with massive
economic loss we'll also observe racially targeted
violence, hatred, and rage. Much of this rage inci-
dentally is not targeted towards minorities. It Is
targeted towards helpless members of one's fami.
ly, one's friends, the elderly, women, children. The
rate of child abuse increases astronomically
under such conditions, It Is part of the patchwork,
then part of a panorama of severe human stress.
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Now, who shall we blame for such activity?
Who is responsible for it? Let us look at when it
happens and where it happens. It happens when
there are heavy unemployment rates. Where does
it happen? It happens particularly in those
regions of a country, in parts of the world that are
subject to poverty, that are subject to economic
Instability. I don't know how many of you saw the
article in the New York Times of April 14, just a
few days ago, headlined: Mississippi Fears
United States Cuts Impairs its Fiscal and Racial
Gains. I'm going to read a paragraph to you.
Governor William Winter said In an interview, that
"progress and race relations In Mississippi, the
nation's poorest state, the state with the largest
percentage of Blacks could be wiped out, If the
economic disparity between Blacks and whites
worsened, Race relations and economic progress
have proceeded on parallel courses, each rein.
forcing and depending on the other." He Is
absolutely correct. All of those statements can be
quite easily documented statistically. The state
government which has an annual budget slightly
above one billion dollars has computed for its two
and a half million people a loss of 450 million
dollars In Federal aid, Four-hundred-and.fifty
million dollars In one state not counting the
effects of inflation since 1980, when the state,
and its residents received 5.5 billion dollars in aid
from Washington. No one in high authority here
has suggested that the state could ever make up
the loss, and the 1982 state legislature, which
adjourned this week, defeated Governor Winters'
proposals for a tax increase, as you might guess.

It is hard, however, for me as a private citizen to
believe that people in charge of these policies
really have a sense of the overall magnitude of
their impact. The first responsibility does not lie
with the poor people, the distressed people who
are in fact the identified perpetrators or the
actors. They are the victims themselves. They are
the victims often of destroying themselves. They
destroy much more readily than does the Black
population. They destroy those they love, they
destroy their children, they destroy their wives,
they destroy the people they care most about in
the world. Yes, they destroy Blacks as well.

The other source of responsibility lies with the
moral institutions In our country, since we're talk.
ing about our country. They are the political
system and the religious system and the tradi.
tlonal system. These are the institutions that
stand for the moral basis of this society in
general. When they are silent in face of these
occurrences, particularly racially targeted
violence, there seems In this society to be an
ascent or at least a lack of descent or at least a
lack of even pointing out what is going on. So we
as a society tend to accept it. These institutions,
which are the main sources of support for a
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stable, reasonable morality do not act. Much of
the conference today as I see looking at the pro-
gram will have to do with the law and what the law
can do or how the law can be helped to act so as
to minimize this kind of injury.

I would offer you a somewhat pessimistic view
and I hope a somewhat optimistic view but for dif.
ferent reasons, The pessimistic view Is that the
law hardly ever acts as a preventative to violence.
I only have to point out to you the experience of
the United States which you're all too familiar
with, but perhaps not so familiar with, until you
travel abroad and find that the rate of violence In
our cities Is so many orders of magnitude above
anything you would find In an industrialized coun.
try that you would hardly believe It. The law will
not prevent these kinds of things from occurring.
Is the law of any use at all? I would suggest that It
Is of enormous use but from another point entire.
ly, from a symbolic view because It Is essentially
the symbolic value of people who are helpless, a
symbolic value of people who are targets that
underlies the basis of aggression against them. It
Is the situation of understanding the persons as
outcasts, as less than human, as less than your
brother or sister, that makes it possible for a
person who feels rage to direct that tage against
the target. Make no mistake, the rage will be
directed against someone or something. The rage
must be. There is a physiological and psycho-
logical basis to It that relieves tremendous ten-
sion and even blood pressure. There are endless
clinical studies demonstrating that the question
Is not whether but how shall it be diffused under
these tremendous conditions of stress? One
thing, from a moral standpoint which our law
must do, I believe, Is make It impossible, at least
fundamentally Immoral and unethical, to direct
one's aggression toward persons symbolically
identified in particular ways. The law must
demonstrate that it will not take aggression
against them. Because this is our historical pat-
tern. It Is a very, very unfortunate cycle we have
come to when the only remedy for this aggression
is aggression, and that our only hope In the law in
that kind of activity is to make It clear that sym-
bolically, we as a nation do not tolerate that kind
of activity. It is wrong, It Is ethically illogical for
people under conditions of rage to focus their
anger against particular minorities. We in the
United Slates do not allow such behavior. This is
the position we must make clear.

Dr. Mary F. Berry:
As I sat here thinking, as I listened to Mr.

Scott's paper on the history of racially targeted
violence, and I agree with Dr. Brenner It should be
called racially targeted violence. I thought about
the persistence of it. In some research ttat I did
for a book called "Black ResistanceWhilte Law:
History of Constitutional Racism In America",
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published in 1971, I documented Instances of
racially targeted violence, from the beginning of
this government until about 1968. I documented
that, in part, by looking at the complalntq In the
Justice Department files from the beginning of
the Justice Department to about 1945. And then,
after that, in newspapers because the Justice
Department would not let me see the files after
that. It was during the Nixon administration. But,
In any case, I commend both Mr. Scott and Miss
Scott, who's been working on this, If they want to
look at that book, they will find some documents.
tion of the persistence of these incidents over
time, and I would also suggest to Miss Scott, that
if she wants documentation on what has hap.
pened since then she might look at the Justice
Department Files and also the complaints that are
filed with the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,

We get about 200 complaints a month, In the
criminal justice area. Many of those complaints
have to do with racially targeted violence. I
recognize that they would have to be verified, but
at least that would give some basis for operating.

The other thing I thought about as I listened to
Mr. Scott was that he described very well the
activities of the states and the state militia In
controlling Blacks and the violence that took
place. But there was another side of that. There
was the complicity of the Federal Government In
the violence that look place. We always talk about
the compromises in the constitution, the 3/5ths
compromise and all the racial compromises. But,
most people don't talk about Article 4 Section 4 of
the Constitution which provides that the national
government will come in to help the states sup.
press domestic violence. I maintain, as have
some other scholars, that the domestic violence
they were talking about, in part, was slave revolts,
and that it was the U.S. Army in addition to the
militia which helped to control the slaves.

When he, Mr. Scott, talked about the violence
continuing after the Civil War and during Recon.
struction, I pointed out in another book I wrote
called Military Necessity and Civil Rights Policy
1861.1868, which came out In 1977, that In fact
many of the Black soldiers recognized that there
was the possibility of this violence and tried to
keep their weapons to take home to protect
themselves and their families, but the army
issued on order that all Black soldiers must turn
in their weapons when they went home. This was
not the policy for white soldiers or for any soldiers
who were in the service before that time. They all
took their weapons home with them. Some of the
brothers took theirs home anyway. They said they
had lost them. The policy was clearly designed to
leave them in a position of not being able to pro-
tect themselves, as this reign of terror took place.
So, persistence is one thing that I noticed.

There Is persistence also in terms of who com-
mits the violence. As I listened to Miss Scott's
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paper, I recall that in most of the instances that I
reported the people who were attacked were
males, and they were young people. Blacks were
the victims of this violence. Most of the people
who perpetrated the violence were young white
males. This is historic, and Ie not something
that's just happening now.

As to what it means, I'm not sure. As I listened
to Mr. Rubenstein's paper on the police, which I
found quite Interesting, I remembered that In the
Commission on Civil Rights, we issued two
reports last year. One on police practices and
Civil Rights, right after the Miami riots which was
instigated in part by the acquittal in the McDuffy
case, a clear instance of police violence. The
other one, this year, is called "Who's Guarding
the Guardians?" which is about police practices. I
remember that in connection with the last report
especially, which talks about the usual reforms-
community review boards, the necessity for pro.
fessionalizatlon of the police, the necessity for
restrictions on the use of deadly force-the report
recognlzeo that historically many of the riots, at
least in this century have been set off, sparked by
incidents involving the police. i1 Is police violence
which has often been the conflagration point of
some of these disturbances. Not the underlying
cause but the precipitating, immediately precipi-
tating factor.

In any case, I was reminded of an ongoing cor.
respondence I had with a police officer In a city
that I will not name, As a result of these studies,
he kept reminding me over and over again to be
sure, and we have that in the report, to recognize
that the police officer is always faced with the
necessity for protecting himself, or herself, at the
same time that he or she worries about not unduly
or unnecessarily murdering or assaulting some.
one else. There is always that tension, the issue
of security that you talked about.

In fact, if they could be targeted toward anyone,
without more, they would not have been targeted
so frequently at Blacks. I mean there must be
something about the race of the person that
would make them the target. I think that the per.
sistence is because Blacks have been persis.
tently regarded as an outgroup in this society,

As I surveyed the reasons why all the people
that I had documented over this period since the
beginning of our history engaged in acts of
violence, to the extent that I could find out what
they said about why they did it and why they kill
people, it was clear that much of what's been said
up here was entirely accurate. From my findings,
a lot of it was about how Blacks were inferior and
It didn't matter whether you killed them or not.
That was always sort of an underlying theme, The
other part was to intimidate them and invoke the
kind of fear that some of tI~em felt was sort of
undefined. It did not have to be, Professor Bren.

ner, during hard times economically. I mean it
could be during flush times, economically, In
which people would kill people for other reasons.
For example, when you read the quote from
Governor Winter, I was reminded that In Missis.
sippi, in June of 1978, which was before the cur-
rent recession, some Ku Klux Klansmen clashed
with a white minister during a protest by Civil
Rights demonstrators and a Black male observer
of the Department of Justice was threatened with
a bicycle chain.

In the summer of 1978, in a little town, a group
of while males shot at a Black college president;
sixteen shots, as he sat In his car, and there were
other incidents like that. My only point is that I
found that this happens In good times, bad times,
It really doesn't matter what's happening with the
economy. It's the persistence about the Inferiorl.
ty, the need to maintain subordination, the need
to intimidate Black folks for whatever reason. I
have a hunch that this Is likely to continue as long
as there Is a feeling that Blacks must remain sub.
ordinated and that they are an outgroup in society.
I agree with Professor Brenner that you will find
this in any society as long as it relates to any
outgroup given similar circumstances.

On the issue of what the law can do or what we
should do about all these problems, some of the
things you do are in the area of attitudes. Two
kinds of things, attitudes and behaviors. In the
area of attitudes, what you do is to try to persuade
people somehow that the lives of Black people
are valuable. Whether it's productivity reasons,
moral reasons, or humanitarian reasons, whatever
reasons, appealing to their Christian or Judaic
traditions, or whatever tradition they have. The
other thing you do is to try and persuade them
that they will not be threatened if they consider
Black life inviolable. That, maybe, Blacks won't do
anything to them. I am reminded sometimes that
this is effective. I am reminded of the 1930's and
one of the reasons for 1he decline in lynchings. A
lot of it was caused by people claiming that Black
males had raped white women or had wanted to
rape them or something. What happened, white
southern women and Black women got together
and made a public issue of it and said that a
chance of them being raped by a Black man was
about the same chance of them being struck by
lightning. They said that all over and they were not
going to sit still for people claiming that someone
ought to be lynched because they wanted to rape
them or had tried to.rape them. That was very
effective.

I am reminded too of the influence of public
opinion and media because in the 1920's one very
influential and wealthy white woman influenced
the Justice Department, in a couple of cases, to
intervene. She was on a ship going across to
Europe on vacation. She had a newspaper with
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her and read a story about an attempted lynching
and a series of lynchings In Alabama. She wrote
to the President, whom she knew, saying that she
was upset because on the ship all the passengers
were asking her, those who weren't Americans,
about the barbarism in America, and would he
please call up whoever was responsible and tell
them to do something to make those people stop.
The President Immediately sent a note over to the
Justice Department that said, "Listen, I want you
to do something about this issue, because we
can't have people being upset like this, and Mrs. X
Is a very Influential person." Simple things like
that, sometimes publicity, media, persuading peo-
ple, all of this I think can work In the area of
attitudes.

I guess I'm concerned, in conferences like this,
about some of the activities that have taken place
around the country, with teaching more people in
schools and the like to change attitudes, but, I
guess I'm more Interested in behavior, What I
found in most of the cases was a virtual absence

of the belief that there would be any prosecution
or conviction If one killed somebody or assaulted
someone,

This Is historic, persistent, I don't mean it just
happened yesterday. In fact, the belief was well
founded because In most cases the state govern-
ments would not prosecute. In 1975, when I did a
paper on this subject for an historical meeting, I
looked through all the appellate court decisions
throughout the country from reconstruction to
1974 trying to find cases where a white person
had been convicted of killing someone who was
Black. I didn't find any of that then. There have
been some since then. I found some cases where
people were charged. One could argue that I
ought to go to the lower courts and see whether I
could find somebody who was convicted and
didn't appeal, that may have happened, but I
didn't have the time to do that all over the country.
In any case that was very telling. The history is
that state governments until very recently have
been reluctant to prosecute. The control of
crimes, as we know as lawyers, is mainly a state
responsibility. The federal government has had
statutes on the books, which I believe, and I think
that Professor Kinoy agrees with me, do provide a
basis for prosecution. In fact the law has been
very slow. I think that's the kindest thing I can say.
The law has been very slow in moving at the
Justice Department although many of us have
tried over the years on this issue to prosecute. We
heard at first, until 1968 when Hodges v. United
States was overturned, we heard the argument
that the law doesn't really mean what it says, and
the letters that all these people got who sent in
complaints to the Justice Department, eight to
twelve thousand complaints a year, Black folks
were sending In saying people were being

murdered or assaulted or something, either for
being uppity or for supposedly raping somebody.
The Justice Department sent back a standard
form letter which said Murder is not a Federal
crime, see your local police, Ignoring the fact that
most of the time the local police were Involved in
either not arresting anybody or some complicity.

They would cite a case called Hodges v. United
States, which was decided in 1906 In which the
Supreme Court said that the Civil Rights Act of
1866 did not mean what it said and could not be
used. That wasn't overturned until 1968. But, In
any case, since then, my understanding from
listening to Assistant Attorney Generals for Civil
Rights, and people from the Justice Department
In various forums Is that the reason why more
prosecutions are not brought when the states
refuse to act, and the violence Is racially targeted,
and there is an interference with civil rights, Is,
prosecution is very difficult, why waste time
bringing prosecutions? If you prosecute and peo.
ple are acquitted, then maybe they will do more of
it and that's just too bad. So it's not only a stan.
dard Hodges type response, see your local police,
it's we don't have enough staff, and prosecution
is very difficult in cases like this, why don't you try
a civil damage remedy and perhaps you'll be more
successful at that. I would maintain that prosecu.
tion even if an acquittal comes about is better
than no prosecution at all. At least folks under.
stand that everybody knows this is illegal, and
that the law Is slow, but if the law is interpreted
and can be made to move more expeditiously, we
might change behavior whether we change atti.
tudes or not. it's alright to change attitudes, but
we must change behavior if we are to maintain the
legitimacy of law.

One of the things I discovered is that in the
Black community, historically, among those who
commit crimes, there is a disdain for law. Part of
this disdain is because they know the law is selec.
tive. That is the law can't protect somebody who's
been beat up by the police or beat up by the Ku
Klux Klan, then how can one believe that the law
is fair? There is a question about the legitimacy of
government, and the legitimacy of law as it
related to them.

Justice Bushrod Washington, wrote an opinion
in a case called Corheld v. Cornell, in 1823, in
which he said that one of the things you had the
right to expect from the government was that it
would protect your life. The government, If it's
going to be legitimate, will protect your life. I think
that issue has been raised year after year, and
even today, if government does have any claim to
legitimacy, whatever the causes, whatever the
nature of this kind of violence is, it must respond
to Mr. Justice Washington's statement and make
sure that the non-judicial murder of Black folk and
other folk does not go unpunished, Thank you.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Dr. Charles E. Cobb:
We thank all members of the panel, they have

Indeed given us welcome and stimulating Infor.
mation. We have a few minutes in which we can
engage In a few questions.
QUESTION:

Dr. Brenner, I'm curious about your view
towards the 1930's. Was there an Increase In the
type of pathological behavior that you outlined?

Dr. Brenner:
If you look at lynchings that a Tuskegee Instl.

tute study collected from the 1880's and 1890's
through to the 1960's and early 70's you will
observe, statistically, It Is very closely related to
the recession. There Is a major difference
between periods that are relatively stable and
prosperous In American history and the history of
other countries, violence In general and racial
violence in particular. If you look at the Great
Depression, you will observe an unusual Increase
for that period well after the Civil War, In lynching
behavior and an enormous increase In homicide.
So large that It marks, just as the suicide rate
does, the highest peak In American history during
the 20th century. It Is nearly predictable, as a
function of changes In the economy, the single
most Important historical fact. Not that there
aren't other historical facts, but this one tends to
be the most powerful predictor. In the history of
our own country, well after the Civil War, the
factors that are most Important from a temporal
point of view have to do with major economic
Instability and especially the unemployment rate
as It affects lower middle class white people.
When one looks cross sectionally at the states of
the country one finds that the poorest states are
not necessarily those which have the highest pro.
portion of Blpck residents, but the poorest states,
at times when they happen to be the poorest
states, are in the worst situation, both for violence
In general and racial violence In particular. So the
pattern is very thorough and very, very well
established.
QUESTION:

We would like to ask the panel if their research
has Indicated anything about the financing of
these groups? So that it's not just an individual
matter or If it Is, It's being used by the very power-
ful conservative groups. The Klan is getting
money, and just as Professor Scott talked about
the Ku Klux Klan, there Is a political objective
highly financed In the rise of these organizations.
Dr. Anthony Scott:

Very briefly, in terms of the Klan, it was
extremely well financed in that first period. This is

well documented. l'd like to point out In relation to
the total discussion that there was with the Klan
an extremely close link, In Dr. Brenner's terms
between politics and pathology. I'd remind you
that In Germany, Hitler build his movement upon a
highly political movement based upon the scape.
goating of the Jews supported by the unemployed
who were pathologically unhappy by their unem.
ployment. So the Klan In Its first years was able to
exploit the connection between mass discontent
and the pathology of humiliation, and frustration,
and match this with their political objectives
which wero highly rationalized. Now I think that
today there Is precisely that connection between
finance organization, political direction and mass
pathology that constitutes the very essence of the'
problem that we have to deal with.
Dr. Mary Berry:

I don't want to get the discussion of the
economy as it relates to violence off track. I think
it would be misleading to have Black people
believe that If the economy rights Itself, they
won't have to worry about people killing them or
assaulting them or anything of that kind. My only
point was that I can document lots of instances of
racially targeted violence year after year after
year. I'm not saying that there's no relationship, I
think It's more likely that low Income whites or
unemployed whites will be attracted to violence
prone groups during times when there are
economic problems. I agree with that absolutely. I
think that's more likely. I just don't want Black
folk to think that s the answer. Unless you say
that there has been a recession every year since
the beginning of this country, and that's why it
happened. For example, In Mississippi, and
maybe Mississippi has been In constant reces.
sion, in the 1960's there was much more violence.
I mean church bombings and murders during the
Civil Rights Movement. It had to do with the Civil
Rights Movement, I maintain, and the struggle for
equality at the polls, and everywhere else, and not
just with the state of the economy In Mississippi.
I'm not discounting and I don't want this to
become a squabble among scholars, about which
variable Is more Important than what variable. I'm
willing to concede that the economy does have an
influence. I just don't want people to be unpro.
tected as they go about doing what they do,
because they think that's going to solve the prob-
lem, and we don't have to worry about it anymore.
That's the only point I'm making.

Dr. Brenner:
I don't want to perpetrate single causes either

or frighten anyone, but I can promise you that with
current policies as they are In the economy, there
is a good deal to be frightened of. It Is the case
that in no times is there a total absence of
violence against any group. But, In times when
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the economic policy is such, where the situation
is unstable and there is a high level of unemploy.
ment, the situation's order of magnitude is
greater and there Is considerably more of which to
be frightened. Nor do I want to Indicate that there
are single causes of these things. There are multi.
pie causes. One Is the stimulus to the rage that
provokes the violence, and the other Is the target.
We must look to both of these Issues if we want to
come to some solution, not only one.
COMMENT:

I want to make two brief comments and to raise
a question: First I think the key in the economy
question Is that the economy in the western world
rested on the backs of the people of color. I think
It's Incorrect to assume that you can have the
same situation in relationship to the economy
that white people have. Second, I've been collect-
ing cases as is Dr. Scott, and just wanted to
share three or four things from my research. We
have not cleared all our cases so she may have
different ones than I do. Mine have been for the
same period. I have found that in my cases approx-
Imately 40% of the Incidents of life threatening
violence have been directed toward women and
children, which I found to be most interesting. It's
also very clear, in most police cases, it's directed
toward black and brown men. I've also found that
whites tend not to know the people of color that
they murdered. They are totally anonymous. The
other thing that was very interesting which has
happened traditionally is that the cases that I
have looked at Included whites going Into the
Black community to commit murder and acts of
harassment. During this timb in history and con.
cerning the whole question of racial violence, no
one has hooked It up to the International situs.
tlion. Because of post World War II dismantling of
the whole colonial era, you find folks having to
deal with Africa, having to deal with new kinds of
independence, and another kind of enemy. It's
people of color from around the world. It's a new
kind of enemy that's emerging. Why was it allowed
to happen? Why has the Klan always been allowed
to have pars-military training centers here?
COMMENT:

I wanted also to comment about the relation-
ship between economic crisis and devices of
racial violence. The whole history of how this
country has been built, built on deep exploitation,
people of color and that always happens, but I
think the key point when you talk about what hap.
pens in a period of crisis is the word scape.
goating. Scapegoating is used as a way of divert.
Ing the attention from the real problems. At this
point, scapegoating would be saying that It is
welfare mothers that are the cause of your prob-
lems. It Is Blacks who are taking away your jobs, it
is the workers from Mexico, or whoever that they
are taking the resources away from you. The Klan

is saying they did it to whites. It is their welfare
mothers, and it's not just the Klan saying it's
welfare mothers, but that is part of the whole men.
tality that is going through the whole system. It
goes through the education, so that's what we
have to address, the scapegoating.
Dr. Berry:

I figure it's two sides of the same coin. On the
one hand you have the government not doing any.
thing when Black folks are attacked, but when
Black folks try to do something to liberate
themselves, the government can find all kinds of
reasons to Intervene. That's what the book Is
about. The other assumption Is that the law Is
capable of more than one Interpretation which
makes me a legal realist I guess, or a neo-realst
as I've been called by some. I happen to believe
that. As we look at the law, and what It can do, we
have to realize that It's judges and folks who are
Interpreting the law. If what we've been saying Is
correct, about some of the assumptions that peo-
pie have, some of the judges and some of the
lawyers are some of those people. So we can
assume that they have some of those assump.
lions too when they start making or enforcing the
law. I thought that needed to be said.
Dr. Berry

Dr. Cobb, I'd like to say one more thing. I don't
think it's a question of getting people not to sup.
port racially targeted violence. That's not the
issue really. I don't know any politicians who say,
"Let's have some more racially targeted vio-
lence." The problem is getting them to prosecute
people and arrest people and change behaviors
and do something about attitudes. You can do
that through the political process because most
politicians care mainly about being elected. I'm
reminded of a book somebody sent me to read. I
haven't reviewed it yet, by a sociologist, In which
her thesis was that you could end racially
targeted violence. Blacks could end It, the
violence that was targeted against them if they
were willing not to do things that were not so
offensive to whites. The thesis was that the Civil
Rights Struggle was fine, but that we kept
pushing for things like Affirmative Action and
school desegregation, and busing, and things like
that. Those things infuriated people, and that
what we were doing was opening ourselves up to
this kind of hostility. So, what we should do Is to
all come out and say from now on that we don't
care anymore about those issues, and what we
want Is whatever you people do, and then, at
least, we could save our lives.

COMMENTARY:
In view of the largeness of the situation, it

might sound absurd, but I'm calling for a return of
the feeling of power to each individual through
the church. I'm calling for the church to make a
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radical call to people who believe. It seems Ironic,
but the very people who are in "power" in our
country, are really truly powerless, because those
who hate, and who scapegoat through their
insecurities, are not in touch with their own
power, and with God's power and with faith, they
need a truly created abundance from all of us, and
I think that's the irony of the world, tQat those who
rule are truly deep down powerless, which calls

for a different slant but I wish that the church
would get in there and give the radical revolu.
tionary message of love and faith.

Dr. Charles E. Cobb:
Thank you, and I think that's a good note to call

this session to a halt, and also that's the meaning
of our sponsoring this step that we are taking
now. We want to thank our panelists, for excellent
presentations.
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CONFERENCE ON RACIALLY MOTIVATED
VIOLENCE IN AMERICA
STATE RESPONSIBILITY

Oliver Quinn:
My name Is Oliver Quinn, and I'm the moderator

for this workshop entitled State Role in Address.
Ing the Threat of Racially Motivated Violence. We
will discuss the various legislative initiatives,
both real and proposed, that have been developed
in states across the nation to address aspects of
racially motivated violence. Let me Introduce our
panel. To my far left Is Assemblyman Byron Baer
from Bergen County, New Jersey; to my Immed.
late left Is Assemblyman Eugene Thompson from
Essex County, New Jersey; and to my right Is
Jeffrey Fogel, Director of the New Jersey
American Civil Liberties Union. Each panelist will
give a ten to fifteen minute presentation, followed
by questions and comments from the group. We
will present you with some of the dynamics
Involved In drafting and Implementing state
legislation to address this problem and get your
comments and Input to perhaps further develop
some of the models presented.

The role of the state Is critical. The federal
government through the Justice Department has
taken the attitude, at least In their testimony
before the House Judiciary Committee Subcom.
mittees on Crime and Criminal Justice, chaired by
Congressman John Conyers, during Its hearings
on racially motivated violence, that they have a
very limited role because most of these acts are
state crimes and law enforcement In these
matters Is a state responsibility. To a large extent
the federal government has adopted a pattern of
"punting" to the state on these matters. When the
hearings then shifted their attention to what the
states were doing, they came to discover that
many states were doing nothing, and In fact,
many states did not within their record keeping
mechanisms, have a means of determining
whether or not they had a problem of racially
motivated violence, For example, It was found
that several states classified cross burnings as
general arson, and In determining how best to
utilize their law enforcement resources, law
enforcement agencies very often looked to the
degree of either physical or property harm that
was created by the act. Obviously, a cross burning
cannot be measured In terms of Its harm by the
amount of property damage or the amount of
physical harm, but rather by the psychological
harm that it causes. It makes people uncom.
fortable living In their own homes, walking down
their own streets, and through the hearings we
tried to encourage states to reform their record
keeping procedures so that they would at least be
in a position to know'whether or not they had a

problem In this area. We saw that as being the
first step.

Many states recently have begun to draft legis-
lation In this area, and this legislation has been
the subject of quite a bit of controversy and a lot
of that controversy has come from the sources
that have traditionally been very supportive of the
protection of civil and human rights, notably, the
American Civil Liberties Union, which sees In
some of these legislative initiatives an enfringe.
ment on their rights that have been hard fought
for and that need to be protected. What we want
to do here Is try to balance some of these conflict.
Ing interests since the objective Is common, and
see If we can develop some means to guide legis.
lators and legislatures In enacting realistic legal.
lation that Is politically feasible, economically
feasible and will be effective in terms of address.
Ing this problem of racially motivated violence.

For our first presentation, I'm going to turn it
over to Assemblyman Byron Baer from Bergen
County, New Jersey.
Byron Baer:

Thank you, I am the sponsor of the legislation
that's been adopted In New Jersey on so called
ethnic terrorism. This legislation was Initiated by
me about two and a half years ago when the rising
tide of violence and Incidents had already
become apparent, even though It had not gotten
to the point that Is has today. At that time there
was no legislation anywhere in the country that
focused on the central concept that Mr. Quinn has
just described, and that is an incident like
crossburning can't be measured In terms of the
amount of property damage it causes, and yet up
until then things of this sort, if covered In the
statutes at all, were only covered under vandalism
or arson, where it was a matter of property
damage. I'm talking about, In this case, not the
actual violence Itself which I know Is also a
subject of the conference, but crossburnings,
swastika daubing, many other types of actions
which were physically largely symbolic, have not
been regarded as what they really were-threats.
Crossburnings, swastika daubings historically
had significance where It was used as a threat
and many other types of things that were occurring
had symbolism In terms of threats.

There Is no reason why words are clearer in
their meaning than actions. It all depends: you
can have words that are very vague and unclear,
and actions that are very clear and vice-versa. The
law elsewhere deals very severely with threats,
whether one makes a bomb threat, whether one
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raises threats in terms of assault or pointing a
weapon, or many different forms of threats of
violence where there's actually no violence
perpetrated. The,3e are dealt with very severely by
the law. The law has the general view that people
should be protected from the trauma and the
terror that occurs from threats, In these, areas,
which were heavily racially or ethnically loaded,
the law did not seem to provide an adequate
means of dealing with and then recognizing those
threats, that's what this legislation did. I suspect
we may get into some back and forth, about some
of the civil liberties aspects of It. These were very
carefully examined, and the legislation was
changed greatly in the process. I believe that the
legislation really meets very high standards In
terms of civil liberties. I will read some of the
critical phraseology. What It basically says is that
a person is guilty of a crime in the third degree In
New Jersey. That's a severe level of sentencing
and can be up to five years in jail. It's, I guess
what in a lot of other states would be regarded as
a felony of knowingly, purposely or recklessly
puts, or attempts to put another In fear of bodily
violence-I might say by the way that'language,
putting another in fear of bodily violence,
although it has been objected to by some civil
libertarians, it has been in the robbery statutes for
generations, where you use a weapon in the
perpetration of a robbery. Placing on public or
private property a symbol, an object or a charac.
terization of graffiti that exposes another to
threats of violence, contempt or hatred on the
basis of race, color, creed, or religion, Including
but not limited to a burning cross or Nazi
swastika, but the critical language there Is putting
another in fear of bodily harm and that's what
we're trying to protect.

A person is guilty of a crime in the fourth degree
in what then goes on with somewhat similar
language where you are damaging peoples'
property, religious, educational, residential or
memorial used for assembly by persons of partic.
ular race, color, creed or religion. That Is the basic
thrust and it seems to me, vital, that we have this
protection. Not every case where a swastika or a
cross burning or something like that is used comes
within the standard necessarily. It does not cover
every instance or we would run into a constitu.
tonal problem. Someone wants to paint a
swastika out in the middle of the woods, even on
public property, nobody is being terrorized by it.
We're covering it, but on the other hand, it covers
these situations, even on a public road where you
might have a situation hypothetically somewhere
out by somebody's lonely farm doesn't'diminish
the aspect of the situation where somebody
being terrorized knowing that they are being
targeted, and It has that frightening and terrorz.
Ing aspect depending on what is happening.

People raise the question as to whether or not

kids know what they are doing. This law, like any
serious law, has the means of being short.
circuited by the juvenile offenders statutes and
It's appropriate that that be so. I disagree with
those who suggest that these incidents are only
perpetrated by juveniles and it's Important that for
serious cases we have a strong law standing
there to be used first of all as a deterrent, and
secondly where it's appropriate to be used, so
that you have that prosecutorial discretion. We
have strong laws but it's Important to protect the
rights of individuals, that it be there for those
types of cases and that it be a statement of policy
on behalf of the public. I've been looking through
some of these other bills here, that were in the
packets, some of them seem very excellent, I'm
excited by the success of these civil actions that
we heard about in the luncheon. I think most of us
knew about the case. It was a famous one. I'm
very intrigued with the civil statutes that were set
forth as proposed state legislation. I do want to
mention something that raises certain questions
now, because as I disagree with the opposition,
the ACLU, thAre was some basis of criticism
within its earliest form. We had to work the bugs
out of it like any legislation. I won't deal with it
from a constitutional point of view. I'm not an
attorney anyway, and haven't researched that, but
from a practical point of view, ask yourself If
something like this Is going to be decided by
juries. The perception of what is racial or ethnic Is
going to be decided by jurors, then we have
something, this sweeping disorderly persons, that
could cover somebody giving someone "the
finger" or making a slur to somebody passing in
the street, then you have these kinds of things.

In racially charged situations occurring both
from Whites to Blacks, and from Blacks to Whites,
there Is a subjective perception on the part of
people that differs across racial lines as to how
threatening something is, as to whether some.
thing is intended In this case for racial purposes,
and given that Blacks are in the minority in this
country, they're likely to be a minority on those
juries. Do you want something like this which can
be used repressively in a racially charged situa.
tion? I wonder how it would have been used In '67
where you had those types of situations through.
out various cities. I wonder how It would have
been used in the South, in the early 60's in the
civil rights movement and many other situations.
So it's a question of targeting what the key
problem Is and having effective legislation. How
broad do you want thlb sweep of legislation?

Oliver Oulnn:
Thank you, Assemblyman Baer.

Assemblyman Thompson:
First of all, a case that Byron just referred to as

the Texas case, and I think he's correct, that it's
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too broad and too sweeping and in many
Instances, when empanelling a jury, you'll get
very few Blacks to serve on the jury, and you'll
probably find that the Texas statutes reek of
unfairness. I think this is important because of
some of the questions that were raised earlier in
reference to the Reagan administration and-the
conservative attitude that they've taken in the
Justice Department In reference to what constl.
tutes a course of action. That's what they're really
saying. I think that the type of conservative atti.
tude has shown us in a surrogate type of way In
the state of New Jersey with Keen being the
governor at this particular time.

What I would like to do is apprise you of a sltua.
tion which recently occurred in New Jersey, and
which I have written to our new governor, Torn
Keen about. This Involved the arbitrary stopping
of a car driven by a Black male In this case, a
member of the diplomatic corp representing an
African nation, on one of our state highways. The
diplomat has charged that he was subjected trn
abusive language and treatment by the state
policeman who stopped him, and I have asked the
Governor for a full investigation of this Incident.

That's just another form, and the state police
probably are one of the most racist outfits we

,have In this state. It took court action and Affirms.
live Action programs to get Blacks and women to
even become involved. Now I understand that
since I've written this letter and I'm talking to
other people, there has been a systematic thing,
the state police now stop Black males on high.
ways in the state of New Jersey for any reason.
What does this do? This serves two purposes:
Number one, it can arrest them, but the other
thing is that it serves to incorporate a very
negative attitude towards state police in Black
communities so we don't have any young Black
men who want to join anymore. I intend to follow
up on this, and get a commitment out of the
governor. As far as the African Diplomat is con.
cerned, certainly they won't have any jurisdiction
over him. The problem is we've got to get a
hearing from an impartial tribunal dealing with
those state troopers.

Thank you.
Oliver Quinn:

That problem goes beyond state police to
municipal police. The point, I think, that the
Assemblyman raises is: Can the police police
themselves? There Is an increase at least in
reported incidents of excessive use of force by
police against citizens aimed at people who have
been arrested by police, or under police custody,
or just general citizenry who are seeking the
assistance of the police, and wind up being
victimized. You have a situation where you have
the prosecutors who are a team with the police,
who have to function as a team in their law

enforcement responsibilities all of a sudden put
in a situation where they are adversaries. Can the
public really have faith in that kind of temporary
divorce between the police and a prosecutor, or Is
there a need to structure new remedies, be they
blue ribbon panels or one of the legislative
initiatives of Congressman Conyers, to try to
make every act of police violence a federal
offense, under Section 242 under the criminal
code. That section governs acts under "color of
law." Congressman Conyers' theory was that any
action by a policeman would automatically be a
federal offense,

Our next presenter is Jeffrey Fogel from the
New Jersey American Civil Liberties Union.
Jeff Fogel:

Let me start off by saying that 1, in particular,
and the ACLU in general, share not only the
concern for the question of racially motivated
violence, not that it not only is a concern, but that
it Is something that wo must join in doing
something about. We must join that fight on a
number of other levels. One other level we were
speaking about today has to do with state legisla.
lion, A more important level may have to do with
public education, and yet a more important level
may have to do with enforcement of existing
criminal laws that are not being enforced today.
Vic McTyre alluded to this question in his
address, at lunch that the primary problem with
the federal government has been, not the absence
of statutory authority to enforce the mandate of
the Civil War Amendments but of the lack of an
inclination, for political and other reasons, to
enforce those precise statutes. We are talking
about statutes that exist on a federal level and
have existed for nearly a century. I know as an
attorney that the federal government has not
utilized those statutes for any serious enforce.
ment mechanism. Vic alluded to the anti.Klan
injunction that was issued at the request of the
Justice Department in 1965, and yes, he was
correct that it only came about because a number
of community groups and a number of civil rights
organizations had already initiated that litigation,
had essentially forced the Justice Department
into joining with them.

The courts, interestingly enough, the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals, was prepared to make
that action, and as Vic mentioned had even sug.
gested to the Justice Department that it do so'
We're now talking about 1965, a year when the
federal government, at least in terms of its expres.
sion, had indicated that it was prepared to fulfill a
mandate to secure civil rights in this country. We
are now talking in the United States today, about
an administration who at least vocally in terms of
its enforcement mechanism, has demonstrated
just the opposite. The primary concern seems to
be from our perspective, the enforcement of
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existing mechanisms which we feel if enforced,
well, could not only be an example of the public
policy, but of the federal laws that were passed
because there was a valid assumption that the
states were not going to enforce their own
criminal laws in this area. So when we see
prosecutions under the Federal Criminal Statutes,
that Is the Federal Civil Rights Criminal Statutes,
we have seen people convicted, and receive 10
years In jall, for what under the state law would be
a potential life sentence.

Now why Is It that the federal government had
to come In? Because the states not only did not
secure convictions, but In many Instances did not
even bring prosecution, If the states were enforc.
Ing their laws, there wouldn't have been the need
for the federal government to come in In those
Instances, and when the federal government did
come In, It should have the authority to come In
where necessary, in as strong a manner as the
state could have, If the states were fulfilling their
own obligations to enforce their own criminal law.
I'll ask this question rhetorically, to Assemblyman
Baer, because I think on one hand we share a

-common concern, and where we part ways Is In
the Implementation of that concern. Let me aug.
gest to him a question which I think goes to the
thrust of some of my concerns, This Is a hypo-
thetical scenario, we are talking about a Black
community in which we might have a white
businessman who is notoriously racist In his or
her employment practices, In services to the
public, and various other ways. There was a reac.
lion to that person, so that one night someone
put, and I'll use the language of the statute, an
appellation, or graffiti, on the side of that building
that said, "Whitey, leave the neighborhood"

is that subject to prosecution under this
statute? Yes. Subject to conviction under this
statute? Possibly, depending on the discretion of
the prosecutor which Is not under the control
of this statute. Depending on the nature of the
jurors, which we all on this panel agree are not
necessarily those that are going to enforce the
civil rights of Black people In particular, In this or
any other state, I asked the question rhetorically,
and I think that goes to the source of some of our

-oiicern. I take another example of graffiti that
says, "Whitey, go home, Whitey leave the Neigh.
borhood, or else." Okay, some of what Is covered
under Assemblyman -Baer's statute Is already
covered by our criminal laws. That Is, an offer or
threat to do violence to somebody else Individual.
ly, or In a conspiracy, is against our criminal laws
today. If It Is not being enforced then the respon.
sibility of the legislature at Its Initial stages is to
make sure It's enforced. I was very happy to hear
of Assemblyman Thompson's letter to the gov.
ernor. I am aware as a citizen of this state for
twenty years, that the practice of the state police
on our highways has been notoriously atrocious

as it applies to Black people In particular. We
have the most heavily traveled road In the United
States, the New Jersey Turnpike, and everybody
virtually entering New York City, either from the
south or the west, which the bulk of the popula-
tion of the country, Is entering through the New
Jersey Turnpike. If you on your travels as to the
New Jersey Turnpike were to look and to see and
to make a guess as to the proportional number,
based on race-of people, stopped by the police,
there will be no question In your mind, when you
finish your trip along the New Jersey Turnpike,
that the New Jersey State Police are racists,

Now If that Is a serious concern, and If our
primary law enforcement mechanism In the state
of New Jersey Is racist, why are we spending time
passing legislation?
Assemblyman Baen

The text to the bill, is basically whether some.
one purposely, knowingly or recklessly, which as
you know means with conscious disregard of the
basic value of a particular thing, threatens or
attempts to put another In fear of bodily violence
by doing this kind of thing. I will submit to you
that those kinds of things are the kinds of things
that we want to cover. We can theorize about all
types of hypothetical things happening, but the
reality Is that there are homes where people are
getting crosses burned on their lawns. Those
people are terrorized, they are worried that
somebody Is going to come back and set fire to
the house. Are kids safe, what's going to happen
next, maybe it's just a prank, but can I afford to
take a chance? Can I leave the home alone, what
If somebody really does it? That's what I think that
people are entitled to be protected against. Those
people have rights and when we, as we inevitably
must, balance peoples' rights one against
another, I think we have to view what's happening
out there. Now when it comes to kids and
swastikas in a synagogue, that kind of thing can
go either way. Primarily it wasn't Intended that
something with this severity would normally be
used against kids, because you have the juvenile
offender statutes, as offensive as those. things
are, but five years Is a long time.
Comment:

The other thing Is that the juvenile, they still
look at the juvenile judge. He can either waive, I
think they calt a waiver, over to an adult court, or
he can try it as a juvenile case?
Beer.

Absolutely. That's the way the juvenile offenders
statute works and should work. I see no reason to
deal differently here, if you have a serious crime.
Are you going to not enact It because occasionally
a juvenile might be caught In the net and therefore
you won't have an effective Instrument to use
against a typical situation which Isn't a juvenile
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and likewise which is a totally different Issue.
There has been feeling on the part of the legs.
lature that sometimes there are special circum.
stances with a juvenile, where the context and
everything In committing a murder, or something
else, is so severe, they waive that thing. Okay, but
that happens rarely, It's the exception and it has
to be done according to the particular situation.
We ought to have something that Is strong and
effective for use In the situations that are likely to
occur,
Quinn:

Isn't It true that the Individual's reaction to
actions under these statutes and under most civil
rights statutes like this, is not sufficient to make
the act Illegal. I mean all of these statutes require
that a certain intent be proven. That's the classic
problem with all civil rights statutes. The fact that
the harm was created, be it fears brought on by
somebody burning a crobs, or painting a swastika;
or be it employment discrimination-the reality is
that Black people are not being hired for par.
ticular positions by particular employers: be It the
Voting Rights Act, where the reality Is that a
certain move made by a legislature has the effect
of diluting the voting strength of the Blacks. That,
itself, is not enough to make the act Illegal.

Are you suggesting that this requirement of
proving intent should be waived when it comes to
this type of activity, or are your comments saying
that in general you are recognizing that in matters
of civil rights, the harmful effect has to be what
triggers the illegality if the statute Is going to have
usefulness at all?

Baer:
It can trigger either from Intent or from the

reality of the action. But, intent of course, is a very
difficult thing to prove. Intent puts a very difficult
burden on the prosecutor and normally you can.
not prove somebody's Intent when they are doing
something like that because that's what is in their
head. Unless as a matter of fact, there has been a
conspiracy, other people are involved, somebody
testifies we are planning to do this because we
wanted to do thus and so. Somebody has a
witness as part of the group to establish that so
that it can occur primarily from the effect but It
has to be not a random effect. In other words, if
your action puts another in fear of bodily violence,
now you say normally, these Incidents don't do
that. Well, I can't accept that as a generalization.
It depends upon the particular incident, some
incidents do, some do not. How do you different.
tiae between robbery and other forms of theft? Is
that putting somebody In fear of violence? Juries
and prosecutors have been able to deal with that
for generations, and Is effective whether in fact
you use a gun to put someone in fear, whether you
use or have a knife at somebody's throat, or

whether it's one of a number of other circum.
stances, and you come up behind someone and
still the circumstances are enough to put them In
that kind of fear.
Quinn:

I didn't say that these acts don't put people in
fear, just the opposite. I said that these acts do
put people In fear, but the mere fact that these
people were put In fear doesn't render whatever
act put them In fear Illegal unless you can prove
that when the perpetrator committed that act, he
had the Intention of putting people In fear, and
that Is my criticism.
Comment:

That's the way they are being prosecuted.
That's the way the courts are interpreting this.
Beer:

This one hasn't been Interpreted yet, It's a new
bill. That key to what you are talking about deals
with language that's In other statutes, and maybe
I'll agree In part with what you are saying.
QUESTION:

Isn't that what purposely, knowingly, or
recklessly means?
Baer:

That's not what recklessly means, and reck.
lessly is In there even though I'm surs my good
friend would rather not have It there.
Comment:

Well, I shouldn't presume, but your predecessor
didn't precisely for that reason, because reck.
lessly means If you knew that normally let's say,
burning a cross on someone's lawn at midnight,
standing around In a lot of hoods and white
sheets, is going to put a Black family In some
degree of fear, or if you should have known.
Baer:

Even if the people who were doing it, say they
were doing it for a prank, you've got to prove that
they weren't. Well, you don't have to prove Intent,
if you can prove that that's the kind of thing that
can put someone In fear, that's no secret, that's
well known. They were recklessly disregarding the
risk of the likelihood that that would put someone
in fear, you've got them on the basis of that and
that's why it's there so that this would be usable.
Jefl Fogel:

A couple of quick reactions, If I might. One Is
I'm not prepared to rely on Assemblyman Beer's
good heart in how this statute Is going to be
enforced, and that's what he's asking us to do. He
said it will depend on the circumstances, well
okay, once we get to that point, we're talking
about the discretion of the prosecutor. A
prosecutor recognizes that he or she Is in a post.
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lion for political reasons, We don't go around
looking for the best lawyers to make them
prosecutors. Every prosecutor in this state Is in
their position for political reasons, not because of
merit or good heart. Beyond that then, not only do
we have a prosecutor who is going to exercise
discretion whether or not to bring prosecution,
how to bring prosecution, and what to say In the
course of that prosecution. Then we have another
problem which is the jury system. We all believe in
It, and yet we have a racist jury. We are not going
to get the kind of results that Assemblyman Baer
may have Intended by this statute, so It is not
sufficient to say, to utilize Assemblyman Baer's
analysis of what should happen under this
statute? Another point is that In a question, say of
vandalism, I have no problem with saying right
now our vandalism statute will say it's a fourth
degree offense. If It's under 500 dollars, It's a third
degree offense. If It's over a thousand dollars, I
would have no problem enhancing that penalty if
it was done with the intent of Intimidating or
harassing somebody, To me there's nothing
sacrosanct about the amount of money involved,
we can have other factors that are utilized to
enhance penalties and much of the concern that
Assemblyman Baer has expressed today, that
would be covered by the statute and could be
covered under our vandalism statute by making
certain that you can pass the penalty when it's
done for the purpose of harassing somebody
because of their race, or because of their exercise
of constitutional rights. Section 241, of 18 U.S.C.
briefly reads as follows:

Any two or more persons who conspire
to oppress, threaten or Intimidate any
citizen in the free exercise or enjoyment
of any right or privilege secured to him
by the constitution or laws of the United
States, Is guilty of a crime,

Is that what Assemblyman Baer is going after?
Yes, In many respects, Can I live with this? Yes.
Have we lived with it? Yes. What's the problem
with It? It's not being enforced. What's the priori.
ty? Not to pass more legislation, but to do
something, We've got a situation that we were
confronted with a racially mixed couple in the
Morris County area who were the subject of
extreme threats and bodily violence. These were
the kind of threats of violence, and actual
violence, throwing stones through the window, a
small pipebomb on the front yard, and soon.

Are these criminal? Yes. What can we do about
them? Well, we had many conversations with the
city that was Involved and with the county prose,
cutor for this family. Is it being provided? No. Can

we force them to provide it? No. Can the Assem.
bly, can the legislature, help us with this problem?
Yes. Why aren't they addressing this problem?
Another rhetorical question back to the Assem.
blyman, instead of the problem that I say Is
already addressed, I say there are higher priorities
to be dealt with in this whole area, than the ques.
tion of passing the law that makes It a bigger
crime to put a swastika on the side of a wall, than
it makes it to put some other kind of appellation
on the side of the wall. I'm concerned about the
problem, I think we should prioritize and go after
it. What I'm saying Is, let's pass a law like this on
the state level, but If we do and Attorney General
Kimmelman doesn't want to enforce It, what do
you do about It? There Is still nothing you can do
about It, neither you nor I, that's why I say we
might want to find some private means to either
force him to do something, or allow me to bring a
criminal action. Now the Georgia NAACP, I don't
think this has passed, has introduced what they
called the Anti.Terrorism Act, but It's not to make
more criminal penalties, but to put resources Into
the enforcement of current laws against the kinds
of ethnic and racial terrorism that was being seen.
The legislature would do well to look at this and to
direct our law enforcement agencies from the
Attorney General all the way down to put more
resources into this area so that when we have a
couple in Morris Plains area being harassed and
intimidated because of their race, because It's a
racially mixed couple, that there are statutes on
the books that will say to that police chief, that
will say to that county prosecutor, that will say to
the Attorney General in New Jersey, you have got
to put resources into this problem. That is a
higher priority, and nothing is being done about
that,
QUESTION:

I'm real concerned about what we talked about,
what you were speaking about earlier, that Is the
State Troopers in New Jersey, It has gotten
increasingly worse in the last two years. I recall
when Joanne Chesimard was arrested and when
the breakout occurred, I was riding the New
Jersey Turnpike, and I had an afro then. I had an
accident and he asked me for my license and
registration, and I went to get it out of my glove
compartment where I usually keep my registra.
tlion, and by the time I had reached this far, (she
indicates) towards my glove compartment, he was
on one knee; he was trembling. I mean he was as
afraid of me as I was of him and If I hadn't froze, I
really believe that I would have been shot. I think
the situation on the New Jersey Turnpike is
extremely dangerous and I am hopeful,
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CONFERENCE ON
RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE

FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY
Arthur KInoy:

We have a very exciting and wonderful collec-
tion of people to participate In this discussion.
What we have worked out among ourselves is that
each member of the panel Is going to open up
with her or his presentation about the fund.
mental nature of the question that we are facing
in this workshop, for a short period of time (five to
ten minutes). After we hear from the five members
of the panel, we are opening up to full and com-
plete discussion. Not only questions, but Ideas,
concepts, from everybody, And we will try very
hard-and I tell you, I rarely have the opportunity
of acting like Warren Burger with a gavel, you
know, to keep people quiet. I'm always on the
other side of the table, being told, "Keep quiet,
your time is gone." So I will try very hard to remind
the members of the panel when the time Is gone.

Now the first member of the panel who Is going
to open up with her views of this question Is Dr.
Mary Berry who has been Introduced to all of us,
and all of us know, that she is not only a professor
of history and law at Howard Law School, but until
very recently was the Vice.Chairperson of the
United States Commission for Civil Rights, and is
now a commissioner of that Commission. And let
me say one thing very personally, I just cannot
recommend more strongly to every one of you the
books that Dr. Berry has written, and It's a tragedy
In a certain sense that those books aren't required
reading In every school in the country, One of the
strategies I'd like to see us work out is how we get
books like hers spread all over the country now,
and not buried, ar, they are by publishers and by
the failure of the universities and schools to use
them. Now Dr. Berry is going to open up.
Or. Berry:

Thank you very much, Professor Kinoy. First of
all, let me say something about the comment I
made this morning about the unemployment rate
aid its relationship to racially targeted violence,
In case there was some misunderstanding on the
part of some people, I did not mean to say that
unemployment was not a significant social prob.
lem. And I think we'd all probably agree with that.

Specifically, I will not talk about 241, 242, 245,
and what they mean. You have heard that today. I
will say that the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
believes that there Is a sufficient statutory base at
present on the books, for the Justice Department
to prosecute more vigorously cases In which
there are alleged perpetrators of racially targeted
or motivated violence. We recognize that the
Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Division had
about twenty one people; it might have more than

that now. We've been demanding that more peo.
pie be assigned there, because we think that the
right to be free of racially motivated murder is of
the highest priority, and that with racially
motivated murder, a person can enjoy no other
civil right at all. In other words, If you're dead you
can't seek equal opportunity to housing, or educa.
tlion or anything else, so that should be a major
priority of the Justice Department, We have
recognized and made recommendations to the
Congress and to the President on changes that
should be made In these statutes to strengthen
them, but we have reiterated time and time again,
that we think the basis Is there, and In particular,
we have called attention to section 245 of the
code. Section 245 resulted In part from recom.
mendations that the Commission made to the
Congress, and It does not require the same stan.
dards that are required In 241, 242, and we think it
should be easier to get prosecutions there, The
Commission urged President Carter and has urged
President Reagan to designate a member of the
cabinet to lead a strong united Federal response
to activities of hate groups. In other words, we
believe that there should be one person In the

'Federal government, who is designated by the
President formally, and with his support, to take
leadership on focusing on a united Federal
response whether it's programs or Justice Depart.
ment activities. The President himself needs to
make It emphatically clear that he regards this as
a matter of critical Importance, and that racial
violence will not be condoned. So that's what
we've done on the Commission, and we think that
the law It there and the prosecution should go
forward. Thank you very much, Professor Kinoy.
Arthur Klnoy:

Thank you Dr. Berry. And now our next panelist,
who is also going to put forward his thoughts. It
was very, very exciting to the organizers of the
conference when we received word that Mr. Rinzel,
Daniel Rinzel had agreed to come to participate
with us In this discussion. Mr. Rinzel is the Chief
of the Criminal Section of the Civil Rights Division
of the U.S. Department of Justice. And Mr. Rinzel
Is here to participate with us fully In respect to the
problems that we're facing In this round table.
Mr. Rinzel.
Daniel Rlnzel:

Thank you, Professor Kinoy, It's certainly a
privilege for me to be here and to be at the table
with the very distinguished and very learned
people who are here. I have some hesitancy In
some of my remarks because I may be taking
Issue with some of the things they have to say and
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I would hesitate to do that, based simply on the
fact that I know the reputations of the people who
are here and the activities that they have been
engaged in over many years, In the cause of civil
rights. I'm not here as a spokesman for the
Reagan Administration. I have been In the Civil
Rights Division during that entire time, and I've
been there through several administrations. I am
here to talk to you about something that I know
about and about my responsibility which Is, to
some degree at least, the enforcement of criminal
civil rights statutes, as they pertain to racial
violence situations. I want to tell you, we were
challenged, by our luncheon speaker, In a very
dramatic and Impressive speech to tell you what
we're doing, That's one of the things I want to do.
So I'll start off with some numbers,

During the past year, the first year of the current
administration, we indicted 51 separate criminal
civil rights violations in many places around the
country. That compares to, during the first year of
the previous administration, 28 cases that were
Indicted. I think those numbers alone should put,
at least to some extent, aside the concern that
some people have expressed or iniplied that
nothing Is being done on the Federal level In the
criminal enforcement of civil rights. This is simply
not fact,

During the past month, for example, the first
year of the current administration, In January,
during the past month or month and a half we
have indicted four racial violence cases Involving
seven defendants In four different states:
Maryland, Washington State, Ohio and Tennessee,
All of those cases Involved Interference with
housing rights. There were fire bombings, cross
burnings, etc., directed against Black families
who had moved or were trying to move Into White
neighborhoods. We currently have planned 4 to 5
federal grand jury Investigations Involving
Incidents of racially motivated violence. I mention
these numbers to you because the facts are that
we are doing some things. It may not be enough,
there certainly is more that can be done but I don't
want to leave you with the impression that almost
nothing has happened In this areR, or almost
nothing does happen at all. It does happen. In
addition to the cases that we have brought
ourselves, we have cooperated In numerous
Instances, with local prosecutors, and local
police departments, who are Investigating or have
Investigated or brought charges in racial violence
cases. An example Is the Christopher case, In
Buffalo, New York, where we did a substantial
amount of investigation. Substantial InvestIga.
tlion was made available to local prosecutors, of
course, of the local Investigation. Unfortunately, It
resulted In acquittal.

We are In fact committed and I can tell you this
as someone who's been there and my career has
been In the Department of Justice and that's
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where I'm working now, that there Is no effort to
stop cases. The only word that I get from my
superiors is to make more cases. The only
question that they have Is whether there Is
enough evidence to justify that. Obviously there
are many incidents of racially motivated violence
which go unprosecuted. And the primary reason
for that from our standpoint Is the Inability to
identify, at least by criminal standards, proof
beyond a reasonable doubt of the perpetrators;
that is, who done it? People who burn crosses,
people who engage In sniper attacks, normally
don't leave their calling cards. In most situations,
It Is difficult to Identify, at least by proof beyond a
reasonable doubt, who the perpetrators are.
Secondly, there are frequently, or sometimes at
least, jurisdictional difficulties. I think It Is very
clear that under current law, not all acts of racially
motivated violence violate federal law. This Is
unfortunate, but It Is true. I maybe taking Issue
with Dr. Berry, I'm not sure on this point, but while
we certainly are open to and Interested In any
additional theories, and I think the work that
Professor KInoy particularly has done on the
Thirteenth Amendment theory, In the conspiracy
context under 241, Is valuable, and helpful. I'm not
sure that I agree entirely with It, but I think that's
the kind of research, the kind of Ideas, that I'm
particularly interested In learning about at this
conference, and exchanging Ideas. We don't have
the final word. We don't claim to have the final
knowledge In this particular area.

241 Is a statute which has a lot of complexities
to It, although It's quite deceptively simple on Its
face. 242 has somewhat similar complexities, but
I think it ia very clear that not all acts of racially
motivated v;"lence violate federal law. I'll give you
an example. The .22 caliber killing case in Buffalo,
a white person walks up to a black person on the
street, .22 caliber gun concealed In a brown paper
bag, and for no reason, without saying anything,
no apparent motive, walks up to him and places a
gun to his head and kills him. Assuming that we
could show racial motivation, and I think that's
certainly arguable, the question I would ask
anyone here and anyone at this table Is, tell me
what federal statute that particular action
violated. I don't think there Is any. Even If we
accept Professor Kinoy's theory of the Thirteenth
Amendment badge of slavery, and we could
arguably say you could prosecute under 241,
that's a conspiracy statute. It only applies to
conspiracies, and Is not applied to the Individual
action. 245 does not 'apply because walking down
the street Is not one of the federally protected
activities under 245. Consequently, I see no basis
for an allegation or for claiming that In that
particular factual circumstance there Is federal
jurisdiction. I think Congress clearly has the
authority under Section 2 of the Thirteenth
Amendment, to pass leslglatlon that would make
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all acts of racially motivated violence federal
crimes. Congress has not, however, done so.
Now, I think I'm going to go into the description of
241, 242, and 248, because I think you may be
awae that there are some vagueness problems
associated with those statutes. As you may be
aware in criminal prosecutions, one of the ways to
challenge a criminal statute Is to claim the
statute is void for vagueness. The statute has to
specifically give notice at least li some kind of
terms, to the defendant of what the crime is that
he's supposed to have committed, what action
he's supposed to have violated, and what action
Is taken that supposedly violates the statute.

241 and 242 are both rather vaguely written and
the Supreme Court has read Into those statutes a
requirement, of specific Intent, In order to over.
come the vagueness problem. That means that we
have to show on .the federal level beyond a
reasonable doubt that the person acted with
specific intent which Is something beyond the
normal criminal intent. S;milarly, because these
statutes, both 241 and 242, protect all rights under
the Constitution or federal laws, rather than
specifying the rights as 245 does, that means the
right has to have been one made under U.S. vs.
Guess, the Supreme Court decision, made certain
by a court interpretation or otherwise. What that
means is that It's difficult, very difficult, to
develop new theories of law for the first time in
criminal prosecutions, under 241 or 242.

Law Is made under section 1983 of Title 42,
under the Civil context by private litigants,
establishing new rights, and then we use those
rights to prosecute under 241, and to do it initially
under 241, because of the vagueness problems in
criminal prosecutions, Is quite difficult, if there
isn't some established law and that's one of my
problems with the Thirteenth Amendment, badge
of Slavery theory. I think that just about covers my
remarks. I am interested In hearing from other
panel members, and from members of the audi.
ence, and prepared to answer and discuss.
Arthur Klnoy:

Thank you Mr. RInzel. The next participant in
the panel is Mr. Wade Henderson. Mr. Henderson
Is presently the Legislative Counsel In
Washington of the American Civil Liberties Union,
and formerly the director for a number of years of
CLEO, and very Important for us to mention here,
a graduate of the Rutgers Law School,

Wade Henderson:
I think that was the kindest comment of all so I

accept that rather warm welcome. Let me just
make several observations, After the presentation
this morning, and the luncheon presentation,
there's very little room for additional substantive
comment and since we are trying to get input from
the audience, let's just highlight several points,
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and then hopefully we will have some kind of
good dialogue.

First, the ACLU subscribes to the policy that
criminal violence directed to Identifiable racial
groups, Is, in and of itself, an inherent violation of
personal freedoms. So we feel therefore, that civil
rights, civil liberties organizations, the nation as a
whole, need to view this Issue as a top priority.
Based on our conversations this morning, there
seems to be a consensus around at least three
points.

First, there is general acceptance that the
genesis of racially motivated and racially targeted
violence can be traced to efforts to disenfran.
chise blacks politically and economically and to
frustrate efforts to overcome the status of
inferiority associated with slavery. We therefore
subscribe to the policies as enunciated by
Professor Kinoy, Professor Scott, and others, in
the excellent paper which Is included In your
package detailing the constitutional and statutory
basis for federal action in this area, The emphasis
on the Thirteenth Amendment Is crucial to any
analysis and understanding of the development of
an overall federal response In this area. Secondly,
It Is vitally Important to note that we believe the
Constitution provides sufficient support for full
federal Involvement to resolve issues related to
racially targeted, or racially motivated violence,
We do not accept the theory that inaction can be
attributable to the need for additional statutory
protection. Therefore, inaction on the part of
government officials In this area can only be seen
as a root for a larger concern, that has to be taken
into account which we will discuss momentarily.
Third, we subscribe to the Idea that the role of
federal enforcement in protecting rights Is critical
in framing issues in the protection of constitu.
tional interests to be preserved and, ultimately, in
the development of rules for meaningful deter.
rents. Now we believe those three points proved a
reasonable framework for the development of a
larger matrix of consideration of a solution In this
area. Once you analyze those three points,
ultimately you come to the conclusion that the
federal role as defined by the Executive Branch in
its operation becomes very key in this area. The
Justice Department is the executive agency for
enforcement responsibility In charge.

The Leadership Conference for Civil Rights,
which is a coalition organization of one hundred
sixty three groups, Issued a report In February of
this year entitled, "Without Justice", a report on
the conduct of the Justice Department in 1982. It
was a survey of Justice Department activities In
the first year of the Reagan administration, com-
missioned by the executive leadership of the
Leadership Conference, out of a general concern
that civil rights enforcement under the new
administration was arguably weaker than it has
been In previous administrations. While that
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statement perhaps is not justifiable on its face,
the report did highlight several areas I'd like to
bring to your attention.

First, the report so far as its major findings are
concerned, adopted these points: That the
Justice Department through the highest officials,
the Attorney General as well as the head of the
Civil Rights Division, have In fact begun to
repudiate the Supreme Court's definitive Interpre.
station of the Constitution and laws; and that the
Justice Department has abruptly switched sides
in cases pending before the Supreme Court, and
announced that It would seek the overturning of
Supreme Court decisions, of very recent vintage,
In disregard of certainty and continuity In the law;
that it sought (meaning the Department) to under.
mine confidence In the judiciary, by launching a
sweeping attack on the Federal courts for per.
forming their constitutional role In protecting the
rights of minorities from Intrusion of majority will.
Further, that the department established Itself as
a locus of anti.civli rights activity In the federal
government, reaching into other agencies, to try
to curb policies deemed overly protective of civil
rights. And lastly, that the department cooperated
In the corruption of the legal process, by allowing
its decisions to be shaped by appeals from politi.
clans, not based on the law. Now these are the
major findings of the report that assessed the
Justice Department's activity In the first year of
the administration. While I don't take issue at all,
with anything that Mr. Rinzel has said about the
number of cases currently being pursued in the
area by the Justice Department, the larger issue, I
think, becomes clear In that the department sets
the symbolic tone for the manner In which the
government as reflected through its administra.
tlion Is committed to rights and principles of
constitutional protection. So, while we may be
able to Identify specific instances of very- solid
performance In various components of the
Department In the way in which it has carried out
its enforcement responsibilities, the broader
context In which this has to be viewed, points to
the over-riding political nature of the development
of any solution in this area, and I think that's
really what we are here to talk about.

Mr. Rinzel mentioned earlier that Congress
under Section 2 of the Thirteenth. Amendment
does have the power to enact additional statutory
protection In this area to extend the general
protections of 241 and 242. Of course, that's true.
The point remains that Congress is unlikely to act
and it's unlikely to act for very specific reasons.
First of all, the legislative process, as you know, Is
extremely cumbersome. Congress at this point Is
highly divided and highly charged in a political
atmosphere wrestling with a broad number of
issues that are highly charged and highly politi.
cized. Currently, there Is an attempt to reinstitute
an omnibus criminal code-provisions of 241 and
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242, that would be generally applied, updated,
streamlined and made generally more efficient as
statutory law. Congress Is unlikely to enact a
criminal code this year, and may not enact one
next year, because there Is division on this issue.
To my knowledge, the Department has not seen f it
to come forward and to recommend legislation
affirmatively. If It believes that it has no basis for
action under current law, that is generally the way
that the Justice Department or other executive
branch agencies initiate action In Congress, to
correct disparities in existing law. This Is the kind
of role that we need to encourage the Department
to take. Now, obviously that Is a very political.
judgement, political decision, and unless the
communities that are most directly affected by
this current onslaught begin to analyze the
manner In which the political process can be
affected through their Input, then we are not likely
to see, In the short term at least, any major solu.
tlion coming out of a federal role In this area. Now
one thing we've obviously got to do Is to begin
organizing around this Issue, and to begin raising
It to priority status, even within our own organize.
tons. The hearings that were held under Con.
gressman Conyers, and this conference being the
first, I believe, of Its kind to be held nationwide, is
the beginning of an overall effort toward public
education. The next step then begins with poll.
Ical organizing and ultimately translating that
concern to the agendas of organizations that we
are all a part of nationwide. Thank you.
Arthur KInoy:

Thank you, Mr. Henderson. Our next participant
is going to be Ms. Betty Biley who is a staff
attorney for the Center for Constitutional Rights,
and is one of the members of the team of lawyers
that Victor McTyre spoke of at lunch, who just
achieved that, and I think all of us would agree,
fantastic victory in Chattanooga. And I have to
say this also, Ms. Bailey is also a graduate of the
Rutgers Law School.
Betty Bailey:

Mr. Rinzel said earlier, that one of the reasons
that the Justice Department is not able tb pros.
acute some of the racial violence cases Is that
there Isn't enough evidence, or there Isn't jurls.
diction. He also said something which I found a
little odd, that Is, that there is no right to walk
down the street. It's not a federally protected
right. What I'd like to do Is go over a few facts
about Chattanooga.

On April 19, 1980, three white men went to a Ku
Klux Klan meeting, they drank a few beers, after
the meeting they proceeded to collect wood and
gasoline, and then they proceeded to one of the
defendants by the name of Thrash. They pro.
ceeded to his house, where they picked up a gun
and ammunition which they placed in the back of
a red car. After that they went Into the heart of the
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black community In Chattanooga, Tennessee and
they burned a cross. That wasn't sufficient for
them. After that they rode around the block and
they came back two blocks from where they had
burned the cross, they emptied their shotgun
pellets Into the bodies of four Black women. Then
they proceeded a couple of blocks further, and
they emptied another set of rounds, Into the car
near the home of Fannie Crumsey, who was then
tending her garden, and she was struck by flying
glass from the pellets of the car. There was a
criminal trial In the state criminal court after that,
and two of the men were acquitted, one was
convicted on the lesser charge and spent approx.
Imately three months In prison.

The community of Chattanooga erupted after
that and there were riots. The people decided that
they were not going to take that kind of action
anymore. They wanted justice so they came to us
along with the NAACP dnd we filed suit on behalf
of the women. We presented evidence that this
group was akin to the historical Klan whose main
purpose was to perpetuate white supremacy and
this was done by using violence to Intimidate
black people. By using methods of Intimidation,
such as croseburnings and the shooting of these
black women, these men were carrying out the
purposes of the Klan, which was much like the
historical Klan. Well In that case, on February 28,
1982, a jury after only two and a half hours of
deliberation returned a verdict against all of the
defendants and in favor of all the plaintiffs. They
were awarded $535,000 In punitive and compen.
satory damages. Three days later Federal Judge
Frank Wilson Issued an Injunction enjoining the
defendants, their agents, employees, officers,
members, successors, and all persons In acts of
concert or participation with them from
assaulting, threatening, harassing, interfering
with, Intimidating, attempting to intimidate any
Black person from exercising what he found was
a constitutional right. That constitutional right
was simply the right to peacefully and lawfully
assemble and use travel upon the public side.
walk, and streets and highways. Here the federal
court and jury found a violation where state
criminal courts failed and where the Justice
Department has yet to conclude its investigation.
On the contrary, the Department has Indicated In
the past, that It has no jurisdiction. We won a
legal victory in Chattanooga, but Chattanooga
also provided an example of how the failure on
the part of the Justice Department to prosecute or
delay the prosecution of racially motivated
violence can hamper a civil prosecution. For
example, our efforts to find out the full extent of
the conspiracy that culminated In the April 19,
shooting was constantly frustrated by Defendant
William Church who was the head of the Ku Klux
Klan In Chattanooga, Tennessee. Church con.
sistently used his Fifth Amendment privilege to

prevent us from getting needed Information.
Example: There were additional Klan members In
another car that followed the red car from which
the shots were fired and he refused to identify
those people as well as laying out exactly what
happened on that day. He was able to do that
because of the continuing Investigation by the
Justice Department. In addition to using the law
on the books, the Justice Department needs to
move a little swifter. The role of the Federal
government has always been Important In fully
protecting federally guaranteed rights, such as
the right to be free from racial violence.
Chattanooga shows that the role of the private bar
is Important In securing protection for constitu.
tlional rights. However, the federally guaranteed
right to freedom and equality which we have on
paper In the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments and the statutes discussed today
are next to meaningless If our own federal govern.
ment, the Justice Department, does not rigorously
enforce these protections by using the power to
prosecute perpetrators of racially motivated
violence.
Arthur KInoy:

Thank you. Our last participant from the panel
Is Bill Kaplan, who Is an associate of the Institute
for Policy Studies In Washington and for a number
of years has been a consultant to Representative
Conyers, In respect to the preparation of the hear.
Ings on racial violence which we had reported to
us this afternoon. Bill.
Bill Kaplan:

I am pleased to hear Mr. Rinzel's comments on
the Increased number of new cases In the criminal
section of the Civil Rights Division. I wouldn't
quarrel with those numbers, but I want to give you
some other numbers so that you get an entire
picture of what's going on In the civil rights divi.
slon. It Is quite true that from the period of
January 20, 1981 to January 1982, fifty one cases
were filed regarding criminal prosecutions. In
1977 and 1978, In the same comparable period
only twenty-eight were filed. But let's look at a
couple of other figures and the figures I quoted to
you today are from the testimony that Mr.
Reynolds delivered on April 5, 1982 before the
Congress. On housing and credit from 1981 to
1982, there were no new cases flied. 1977 to 1978
there were twelve In education, there were two In
the same period. In special litigation there were
none, 18 In '82, '77 to '78 there were five. In the
voting section there were three filed from '81.82,
from 977-'78 there were 10. I think that's Important.
Excuse me, I skipped federal enforcement, '8182
six cases were filed. In '77-'78 seven cases were
filed. I think that's important because the prob.
lems of getting the attention of the Civil Rights
Division on the question of racially motivated
violence cannot be Isolated from other problems
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in the Civil Rights Division. In fact, the Civil Rights
Division may be the first division of the govern.
ment that may secede from the government.

There are many fine individuals In the Civil
Rights Division. It is a division that can be
characterized as In mutiny against the policies of
the Reagan administration. It Is a division that on
a number of occasions has now made It crystal
clear to the Reagan administration that they do
not accept the basic racist policies of this
administration, Example: When the president
decided to redefine the constitution, when the
president decided to unilaterally Ignore court
decisions, and the regulations of several admin.
Istrations, and mind you not liberal admlnlstra.
lions, the Nixon administration, hardly a liberal
administration, the Ford administration, hardly a
liberal administration. The Reagan administration
decided to unilaterally repeal the regulations and
the laws on the books concerning tax exemptions
for schools that discriminate. The Reagan admin.
Istration decided to unilaterally repeal the regula.
tons and laws under the Nixon administration,
under the Ford administration and Under the
Carter administration.

In response to that type of conduct over one
hundred attorneys in the Civil Rights Division
signed a petition, had a meeting with Mr.
Reynolds, and make It crystal clear to him that
they were In vigorous disagreement with that
policy. In fact, the meeting was so extraordinary
that the press was physically excluded from the
meeting so that the comments of the staff
attorneys could not be recorded. Example: Mr.
Reynolds hired an assistant who wrote a memo
that the associate In the Justice Department
wrote used phrases such as he disagreed with the
ultimate goal of the Justice Department which
seems to be racial mixing. In response to an
allegation in the Yonkers suit which alleges that
Black children are disproportionately placed In
classes for the errptlonally disturbed, this high
ranking official in the Civil Rights Division said,
"Well, disproportionate to what to their family
backgrounds, to their cultural background, to
their economic background? Again, scores of
attorneys In the Civil Rights Division signed
petitions, had a secret interview with the press,
leaked the memo to the press, so that we could all
see who it Is, what It is, that high officials In the
Reagan administration are really saying about
Black Americans, so please understand the people
In the Civil Rights Division. The tragedy of this
administration Is that It has declared war against
all of the fine people In the government.bureauc.
racy. It intends to dismantle those bureaucracies,
and to remove those officials who really try to do
their jobs. Let me make two additional points. The
last generation has seen a pattern of government
officials behaving lawlessly, lawlessly In the
State Department, In the Pentagon, and In the
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Department of Justice, official lawlessness In the
present era, has Its roots back In the massive
resistance of the 1950's and the 1960's. Need I
point out that Congressmen and elected officials
and southern Judges oppose the Implementation
of decisions of the highest court In the land,
indeed signed petitions calling for massive
resistance to those court decisions.

The national government In the 1950's failed to
adhere to the decisions of the highest court in the
land, failed to Implement the laws of the national
government. As a consequence of that lawless.
ness, that official lawlessness, trust In the
government weakened. Obedience to laws weak.
ened, It is my belief that this official lawlessness
by the United States Government served as a
model and a protector for vigilantism and the
growth of anti-democratic forces In the 1960's. It
is clear that that type of official lawlessness Is
also exemplified by the war In Vietnam. When the
United States In violation of the Constitution and
the U.N. Charter, waged an Illegal and, I might
add, an Immoral war In South East Asia. Again, I
repeat the above statement, I might add, my point
Is, that obedience to criminal law depends not
only on enforcement of that law, It depends on the
willingness of the citizens to trust the government
that must enforce the laws. A lawless government
cannot secure the trust of the American people.
Need I point out that In the state of Florida, now
as we talk, paramilitary camps are training
Nicaraguan exiles for an Invasion of Nicaragua. I
can think of no clearer violation of the so-called
neutrality statute. The most Important thing Is a
government that obeys and adheres to its own
laws; a government that will serve as a model for
the citizens of this great nation. Let me make one
additional point that has been made already this
morning by Dr. Brenner. Law enforcement and
government leadership by themselves, however,
will not be adequate In my opinion In resolving the
current crisis that we face, it is my belief that this
crisis has Its roots In an economy at the edge of
collapse. There does appear In my mind to be a
relationship between rising unemployment and
recession, and Increasing levels of racially
motivated violence. Anger and frustration seem to
be displaced and projected onto minorities.
Minorities become almost a lightning rod for the
anger, frustration and hatred of American
citizens. In conclusion, let me point out that this
Is not a new problem. The Jim Crow Laws came
Into existence In the 1890's In a time of economic
crisis and It Is Important for all of us to learn the
lesson of history.
Arthur Klnoy:

The floor Is now opening up for full scale
discussion. Dr. Berry who thought that she had to
leave at 3:00 and now doesn't have to leave until
later, has one comment to make that she excluded
from her remarks.
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Dr. Berry:
I'll be brief, let me just say that we can't believe

the administration when any of the officials say to
us that they are Interested in prosecuting racially
motivated violence or racially targeted violence,
and that they are Interested In these issues like
we are, if as Wade Henderson stated, they don't
propose changes In the law and they keep saying
the law Is Interested in an Issue and wants to do
something and says that the law doesn't cover It,
Immediately they go on television and make a
speech about how they need the law to be
changed, You've seen that happen on a lot of
Issues, whether It's tax cuts or anything else. The
Attorney General can say he wants the law
changed so that certain cases can't be appealed
to the Supreme Court, he said that If he thought
there were some changes that needed to be made
In 241,242, and 245 he could push on that.
Daniel Rlnzel:

There have been changes, as you know, based
In part on what the Civil Rights Commission
recommended, proposed by the administration
and the Carter administration, for changes In 241,
242, and 245 which are encompassed In the
criminal code revision which Is now tied up on the
Hill.
Dr. Berry:

I'm talking about this administration, I'm not
talking about Jimmy Carter. I said that they could
be loud and vocal in support of these changes and
give them the emphasis that they give other
matters, whether It's tax cuts or changing the
appellate jurisdictions In the Supreme Court, you
would hear major speeches on national TV If this
were a matter of highest priority and they thought
these changes ought to be pushed. Rather thin
some kind of pro forms response, that was he
point I made. The second point that I would make
Is that all across the government in areas that
have nothing to do with Civil Rights, we are see.
Ing the same kind of reactionary Interpretation of
the Constitution. Whether It's In Issues related to
the environment you look at any agency of govern.
,ment, whether it's In the Labor Department which
has turned almost Into a Commerce Department,
or whether It's anywhere in the government. We
focus on civil rights, but the same principle of
Interpreting statutes In such a way that one can't
do anything, so that the law can't respond Is
happening everywhere. We are suffering from It
on civil rights Issues because the people who
happen to be holding the policy making positions
do not even see that the same problems that we
complain about exist. They're not even a priority
and so they don't make any difference In Inter-
pretatlon when It comes to civil rights. It's just
standard procedure all across the government.
What we are doing really Is legally trying to return

the nation to what it was under the Articles of
Confederation. I said that to an audience last
week at the University and somebody got up after.
wards and said, "Do you think the President
knows what the Articles of Confederation are?" I
said, I don't know, but In any case, the final thing
I'll say Is that I feel very sorry for professionals
who work in the Civil Rights Division, who work In
Justice. I feel sorry for lawyers who have to work
anywhere In the government nowadays. I agree
with Bill, that there are a number of dedicated
professionals there and that we ought to be as
supportive of them as we can, but you cannot
watch the Justice Department operations over the
years as I have and read all of their memos and
letters from lawyers, successive generations,
without realizing that when It comes to racially
targeted violence they have been excessively
conservative, administration in and out. Every
single memo is explaining why they can't pros.
ecute, why they can't use Arthur Kinoy's Badges
of Slavery theory, why they shouldn't bring more
cases, just to let the law develop and grow to
confront the courts with some of these issues, It's
always what we cannot do. I don't have any
sympathy for any of the lawyers In any administra.
lion who are In that division who have not been
aggressive about bringing these cases and while I
think it's great that you've got fifty, I'd like to ask
how many complaints you have had? How many
have you pursued? I do not know what the staff
problems are, but the law is just too slow on this
Issue.
Arthur Kinoy:

We've had a lot of exciting ideas put forward,
let's have as much discussion as we can. Let's try
to keep Ideas, remarks, questions, brief.
QUESTION:

My statement Is directed to Mr. Rinzel. There Is
currently a complaint that has been pending with
your office since 1976. The authority for bringing
the complaint to your office is under the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, 1968, 1860, 1866, 1871. The
branch office here in Essex County denies that it
has any responsibility and I would like to have
your consent to send them to you directly.
Rlnzeh:

You don't have to send them to me, you can
give them to me.
Response:

Mr. Rinzel, you made a statement that I want to
respond to. You listed the number of indictments
but not a single word have you mentioned about
how many convictions you have had.
Rlnzel:

Well, our conviction rate Is not nearly as high as
most U.S. attorneys have in run of the mill
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criminal cases, and that's because the cases are
difficult. It's particularly difficult to convince
juries to convict. It is particularly true in police
brutality cases, police misconduct cases. It is not
as true anymore In the racial violence cases, in
fact, there Is a dramatic difference between our
experience, particularly In the South now from
what it was fifteen years ago when it was almost
unheard of for a jury in the South to convict In a
racially motivated violence case. That is not the
case anymore. We routinely get convictions in
cases, even In Alabama, Mississippi, and other
places Involving racially motivated violence. I
would say, my estimate would be that our convic-
tion rate In racially motivated violence cases is far
higher than it Is In police cases, whether there's a
racial aspect to the police case or not. As you may
know, we can prosecute police brutality cases,
even if both parties are of the same race. There
doesn't have to be any racial aspect to the case.
Those cases tend to be very difficult, and I think
probably are getting more difficult because juries
find It very difficult to convict police officers of
anything.
QUESTION:

I would like to say that I stand before you as an
elected representative of poor people in the area
In prison who have been writing to me. I think I
hear things that I know will be very upsetting to
poor people. Death is very Imminent on the street
for them, and also for us because we look like
them. The white people in this country are
generally lawless, and I would say that the only
reason that those attorneys signed a petition was
because they thought they were going to lose
their jobs and that their agency would be closed
and defunct so they signed a petition. If they had
resigned their jobs, that would say to me, that
they're serious. They have been in those jobs, for
countless ages giving excuses as Dr. Berry
pointed out, and I thank her for pointing that out.
We have been dying In the streets while they give
their excuses and posturing and postulating and a
whole lot of other things that they do, trying to
Iodk like they're doing work. You can't be doing
work if you are only prosecuting fifty cases. I want
to tell you that regulations come out of Washing-
ton made by an all white group, no one gets upset.
They're all white males, running these different
departments and they are all getting paid.
Arthur Kinoy:

One word, I understand very clearly the depth of
feeling that everyone has on all kinds of issues
here. But what we mtst try to do, because we
have very little time left, is address ourselves as
much as possible not only to questions of people
here, but to remember the responsibility thrown
on us to begin to think through what our strategies
for strengthening and meeting the question of

federal role and federal responsibility will be.
Let's try to address ourselves to some of those
questions, also.

QUESTION:
I work with Anti-Klan Network. I feel that there

are many things that the Federal Government
isn't doing. So I do have a question. First, can
someone on the panel tell me what is In the new
revision of the new criminal code on 240 as it
appears as Section 241:242? Second question.
The second paragraph of 241 says It's against the
law to go on the premises of another In disguise.
Doesn't this mean that cross burning wiljl be
against federal law it done under those conditions?

ANSWER:
Cross burning is against the law.

QUESTION:
Then I do have a comment on that one point.

Reported to our office are thousands of cross
burning incidents where we believe that more
than one person was involved. We would be very
glad to share this information with the Justice
Department.
Rlnze:

I'd be very happy to receive It. Of course, the
cross burning has to be done with the intent to
interfere with one of the rights like housing.
Arthur Klnoy:

Here we have, I should say, a real disagree-
ment. And let's understand-it, because I and a
number of other people who have worked in the
civil rights movement have a very serious
disagreement with any hesitation to prosecute
because of cross burnings. Because If there's one
thing American history has proven, It's this:
what's the reason for cross burning? It's with the
intent to what? To intimidate black people and
third world people from what? Exercising their
constitutional rights. So we have a considerable
disagreement on that.
Response:

We will be glad to present the Justice Depart-
ment with plenty of evidence on cross burnings
and more than one person being Involved, we
think, In many different cases. The third thing is:
Have any Klansmen been Indicted In the last
year? If the thinking is that the federal govern.
ment doesn't have to protect the rights to life of
people, then we have a problem.
Rinzel:

Yes.

QUESTION:
Have any been convicted?
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Rinzel:
Four.

QUESTION:
Was this in Nashville?

Rinzel:
Yes, in Chattanooga, Alabama, Interstate

transportation. Oh yes, there have been some
cases that were brought that are not Included
here because they were not Civil Rights cases.
They were prosecuted under ATF, gun and
explosive statutes involving a conspiracy in North
Carolina to blow up some business and a con-
spiracy in Baltimore to blow up an NAACP head-
quarters.
QUESTION:

None of those are in your Department?
Rtnzel:

Yes, there was one.

QUESTION:
Four Klansmen?

Rtnzel:
Yes, for Civil Rights. There was interference

with the right to interstate travel, a black man,
white woman, husband and wife, traveling
together from Tennessee to Alabama and set
upon by four men and beaten.

QUESTION:
So out of the fifty-one cases, one case Involved

actual Klan activity where there were Klansmen
involved?

Rinzel:
Out of the fifty one cases, one involved

Klansmen, right. That's correct.
QUESTION:

The last question I have we'll have to come
back to 241 and it's revision. I understand that in
the charter, that if they are involved in investi-
gating and intervening and negotiations in a
situation, their findings cannot be used subse-
quently in criminal prosecutions. I raise this
because for community organizers and activists I
think the roles of the community relations Ser-
vice, which has been painted for some people as a
bright spot in the Civil Right Activity in the Justice
Department. I don't happen to think so because
people have been followed around by them and
have played a cointel type role, but I want to know
if it's true because we want to alert people about
this It people talk to CRS (Community Relations
Service). If there's a Klan shooting in the com-
munity and CAS goes in to cool things down as
they do, and people talk to them in the Black
community, which a lot of people still do, or in the
white community, Is it true that what they tell

cannot be used, that there can be no criminal pro-
ceedings following that? If they're involved In the
situation to reconcile? What is the exact status
there?

Rtnzel:
I think I can answer that. The Community Rela.

tions Service is not an investigative agency, and
Is careful to avoid that role because they are a
conciliation agency. If they're going to work with
both sides in a particular dispute they have to be
able to have some credibility that they're not there
trying to investigate either side. The fact is that
the Community Relations Service does and will
advise community people about where they can
make complaints and where they can take their
complaints and will, on occasion, alert us to the
fact that there are community people who want to
make complaints, They are not however, a conduit
for information. There is nothing whatsoever, to
prevent us from prosecuting events that may have
occurred to give rise to that situation. They are
not an investigative agency, they are a concilia.
tion group. They are very careful to try to maintain
that credibility. If it was felt that they were out
spying on people and providing information to law
enforcement authorities for purposes of criminal
prosecution, they do not believe that they would
make any progress.

Wade Henderson:
You asked earlier about the three criminal code

bills or rather the criminal codes in the division.
There are three bills currently pending in the
Congress, two are in the House of Represen.
tatives, both under the jurisdiction of the Subcom-
mittee of Congressman Conyers. One is currently
pending in the Senate. Now each of the bills takes
a different approach to Section 241 and 242 and
those approaches in the Senate bill, the
approaches with respect to actual offenses are
enumerated. The House bill under the authorship
of Congressman Conyers, at least from the ACLU
standpoint, is considered the best of three bills.
Now there seems to be some level of an implicit
repudiation of the notion that the Justice Depart.
ment is prepared to take the affirmed position
about the legislation and how it can be used
affirmatively. As I noted earlier, if in fact there are
criticisms with current law, the way most agen.
cies handle that is to bring forward their own
preferred approach as to how current law can be
brought up to standard through Congressional
action. And this has not yet been done.

QUESTION:
I'd like to ask a question, focusing on the

current administration on having directed Mr.
French that class actions are not economically
feasible, and in the matters of employee and sex
discrimination in employment be discontinued.
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Many people are aware that In the Justice Depart.
ment, Mr. French Is moving toward discontinuing
busing of which I don't approve because I don't
think it Is the answer.
Arthur Klnoy:

Dr. Berry wants to answer your question.
Mary Berry:

I think I understand the drift of what you're say.
Ing, The Commission on Civil Rights has made a
full blown criticism of the administration's posi-
tion on a number of issues you've raised. Let me
just say quickly in the Interest of time that the
administration, has another kind of pernicious bill
which Is on the hill, called the Wednesday Group
Bill. The Civil Rights of 1982, and all the positions
that Mr. Reynolds has been taking, and Mr.
William French Smith and the others on these
civil rights matters focus on such things as
finding individual violators when you claim that
there has been a civil rights violation In a sex or
race case, and punishing that individual violator if
they can determine that the Individual violator had
reason to believe that when he violated your
rights he was violating your rights, and you must
prove that. It ignores the whole doctrine of Institu.
tonal discrimination which that you may not be
able to say that X was the guy who did It to me,
because the whole system in which X is involved
did It to you. That's one problem and when you
start talking about reason to believe and intent
requirements, we all know how difficult that is to
prove.

On the issue of school desegregation and
busing, first of all polls show that while the
administration keeps saying that most blacks
don't support the idea of busing, that well over
65% of Black people still support the idea that
there is a constitutional right to use any remedy
that is ordered by a court, including busing in
school desegregation cases and to argue other.
wise flies in the face of the facts. Furthermore,
the administration says instead of supporting
busing as the answer which nobody has ever said
is the answer, we are going to support quality
education. At the same time that it does that, the
Commission has reported in a study on the
impact of budget cuts on civil rights, it has cut all
the federal budget that relates to quality educa-
tion. It's sort of a now you see it, now you don't
pea and shell game. When you look to find the
quality, you discover that quality is not there
either. No one has yet to tell us how we are going
to get this quality at the same time. I hope people
are not deceived and it's not just the a'dministra.
tion. There are many people in the Congress,
especially on the Senate side, who hold such
pernicious views in my opinion. We must be on
guard for this sort of insidious undermining and
sapping on the whole doctrine on which civil

rights progress had been based.
Shelly Wong:

I have a question for Mr. Kaplan who last night
expressed to me that he had questions about
whether there was federal conspiracy In the-
Greensboro murders. I wanted to relate the ques-
tion to a concern that I had around the Grand Jury
that is convening right now In North Carolina. The
concern Is that the Justice Department fully
prosecute and present evidence to the Grand Jury
of all those responsible for the murders on
November 3, all Ku Klux Klan, Nazis, and govern.
ment agents that were Involved, evidence has
emerged that implicates them at some level. The
concern is that the first witness with the Justice
Department introduced to the Grand Jury to orient
the Grand Jury as to the irresponsibility, is an FBI
agent who was in North Carolina during the time
of the investigation of the Communist Workers
Party just before the murders. Those records of
that Investigation have never been made public,
or available to our attorneys. My question to Mr.
Kaplan and to the panelists, but particularly Mr.
Kaplan, do you feel that there is a conflict of
interest Involved when the Justice Department,
which is convening the Grand Jury, is defending
in our Civil Rights suit some of the various parties
like the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
and the FBI team.

Bill Kaplan:
I'm very pleased, that the Civil Rights Division

has in fact empanelled the Grand Jury and that
the Grand Jury has been out now for several
weeks and I welcome that. I hope and I am sure
the Congressmen hope that the Grand Jury will be
thorough and will take a look at all aspects of this
case. It's very regrettable that it has taken several
years before we got a Grand Jury, and as Miss
Bowman pointed out at lunch through the vehicle
of hearings in the Congress, we did bring
Professor Van Alstyne from Duke University
before the Congress, to make crystal clear that
there were plenty of grounds for Federal jurisdic-
tion in this case. We did forward that to the
Justice Department. It Is my belief that that did
play a critical role In getting the Justice Depart-
ment to empanel the Grand Jury. In addition, we
had a meeting with Mr. Reynolds of the Civil
Rights Division and made clear to him our
concerns that this matter be looked into. As to the
specific question of other agencies Involved, I can
only say that on a personal level I haven't seen
any conclusive evidence which would convince
me that the Bureau of Alcohol and Tobacco and
Firearms was directly involved In the murder of
these people. But having said that, doesn't mean
that that shouldn't be looked Into by the Grand
Jury and I hope the Grand Jury will be thorough in
Its work. But I really think the question as to
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whether there was any involvement of the Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms really ought not
to be addressed to me for the simple reason that I
don't work for the Justice Department. Mr. Rinzel
does, and that may be kind of a dodge. I hope
people here don't see it like that, and I think Mr.
Rinzel should answer that question, not me.
Arthur Ktnoy:

I don't think that with our time situation, we're
going to be able to go further into this, but I would
suggest that we find a way after the end of the
workshop to continue this particular discussion
back and forth.

Comment:
I'm not a law student, but I'm Black. The

violence that has been discussed here today is
racial violence, that we can see. The racial
violence I'm talking about now is racial violence
that we can't see. I live In a 99% Bla-k complex in
Pierce Manor Elizabeth and I'm being forced out
of my home. I live in all white area. I'm a middle
income individual, but racial violence is perpe-
trated on me. This is a very bad time when Reagan
is cutting the budget, and we have the govern.
ment giving one hundred and seventy million
dollars to get me out of my home saying that I
make too much money to get rent subsidy.
Arthur Kinoy:

Let me say this. As a resident of New Jersey
and someone who has been very much involved in
New Jersey affairs in recent years, I know that the
crisis in the Pierce Manor situation is one of the
most serious facing the people of this state at this
moment, it is one of the most serious evidences,
yes, of sophisticated racially motivated violence
against three hundred families. I would like to
suggest that because of our time situation, we
obviously cannot discuss this altogether, but that
we take a concrete step. The step is that the
sisters and brothers representing the families
arrange right now, as soon as we break, a meeting
with the representatives of Congressman Conyers,
who are here, to have a discussion as to what

emergency aid they can suggest from a national
federal point of view, and with the representative
of the Justice Department here, and with the
representative of the U.S. Civil Rights Commis-
slon, who Is here, and we set up meetings and
discussions to consider this question and to help
this situation In every way. Can we ag.'ee to this?

Now, sisters and brothers, we have a serious
problem. Out of consideration to the other sisters
and brothers who have to meet In this room, we
have to conclude now. I just want to say one quick
thing at the end of this session. I think everybody
will admit that I have shown enormous discipline
In not speaking at a million different points. I have
one thing to say. I think we have shown that we
have barely begun to discuss this critical ques.
tion of the federal role, and one thing that must
emerge from this conference is a continued coor.
donation of our work so that we find the ways to
continue to discuss and act upon these questions
and certain things that have come up here that
just blow my mind, they're so amazing.

I have to share this with you. This Is the first
time in thirty years that I have ever heard a repre.
sentative of the Department of Justice say that
the theories that I and a number of other people
like Judge John Minor Wisdom have put forward
are worth studying. Therefore, I'd like to propose
that If the members of the Civil Rights Division of
the Justice Department want to come to a
seminar to be held at Rutgers Law School to study
the 13th Amendment, we'll be pleased to do that.

Secondly, we have to put our heads together on
a whole series of actions that we can see the
Department of Justice can take at this time If they
will do so, and we have to demand that they do
so-to show what? What everybody has been talk.
ing about all day today. To show the forces of
hatred throughout this country that the federal
government is committed to an opposition to their
plans. And If the Department of Justice refuses to
take these symbolic national actions, then we
have to figure out how to do it ourselves. And
that's what we must do.
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Racially Motivated Violence 9n America
poice 'Lofence

MODERATOR

Charles Jones is presently an Associate
Professor at Rutgers Law School. He received his
J,D. Degree from Depaul University In Illinois, and
his M.P.A. from Harvard University. Professor
Jones worked as Assistant Staff attorney with the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund. He
published two articles, "Negro Voting In the
South" and "SNCC Non-violence and Revolution."

PANELISTS
Martha Fleetwood attended Harvard Law School
and received her J.D. degree in 1977. From
1980.1982, she was the Project Director for the
NAACP. Ms. Fleetwood was a trial attorney for the
Special Litigation Section of the Civil Rights Divi-
sion, Department of Justice. She has handled
cases involving the constitutional rights of Incar.
cerated persons. Her list of publications includes
an organizing guide on Police-Citizen Violence,
which she did for the NAACP, and another work
entitled "A Minority Perspective on Policing".

Dr. James Fyfe is the Associate Professor of
Justice at American University. He is also a
Senior Fellow at the Police Foundation. Mr. Fyfe
was a member of the New York City Police Depart-
ment for 16 years. He left the Department in 1979
as Lieutenant. He received his Ph.D. in Criminal
Justice from the State University in Albany, New
York. He has published and lectured extensively
on Police-Citizen Violence.
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Hubert Williams is the Director of the Police
Department In Newark. He received his Bachelors
Degree from John Jay College of Criminal Justice,
and his J.D. degree from Rutgers Law School In
Newark. He Is a former member of the Board of
Directors for the National Association of Urban
Criminal Justice Planners. His list of publications
Include a book on "Police Chiefs Magazine
Minority Representation within Law Enforce-
ment," and the "National Criminal Justice
Reference Service Police Use of Deadly Force."
Director Williams received the Bronze Shield
Merit Award and has been listed In Who's Who In
Government, and Who's Who Among Black
Americans.

Dr. Jonathan Rubenstein, see panelists under
Causes and Nature

Steven Winter is presently Assistant Counselor
with the NAACP Legal Defense and Education
Fund. He is a graduate of Columbia Law School.
He clerked for Judge Hayes of the Second Circuit
Co
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CONFERENCE ON
RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE

POLICE VIOLENCE WORKSHOP

Charles Jones:
I want to set a framework for the discussion.

When I met with the panelists, they agreed that
the issues had to be rewritten completely. So,
what we have done Is to change, basically, the
discussion of the Issues together and have each
panelist address them briefly for three to four
minutes until we have discussed all Issues. The
issues we are concentrating on are: What is the
role of police In contemporary society, and what
Is racially motivated violence?

We have a very distinguished panel to discuss
these issues. The panel is composed of people
who bring us a variety of backgrounds. They are
both academics and police officers with theo-
retlcal and practical perspectives. For example,
Hubert Williams, who is now the Police Director of
the Police Department In the city of Newark, Is a
Rutgers Law School graduate, class of 1974, a
member of the New Jersey Bar, and has degrees
in Police Science and Criminal Justice. He has
been in his present job for eight years. So he's
bringing both a theoretical and practical perspec-
tive to the panel. Steven Winter Is a graduate of
Columbia Law School Class of 1977. He clerked
for Judge Hayes on the Second Circuit and is
presently Assistant Counsel for the NAACP Legal
Defense and Education Fund and has been for the
last three and a half years. While In that job he has
been Involved with both prisoners' rights litigation
and In police violence suits.

Martha Fleetwood is a 1977 graduate of Har.
vard Law School. She clerked with Judge Wade
McCree both when he was on the court as well as
being Special Assistant to him when he served as
Solicitor General for the United States. She now
works with the NAACP and has been Project
Director of the Police Citizens Violence Project.
Dr. James Fyfe is a 1978 graduate of the SUNY
Albany Criminal Justice Program from which he
received his Ph.D. He was a New York City
policeman for 16 years, became a Lieutenant, and
then went Into academia and is now an Associate
Professor at American University School of
Criminal Justice and Senior Fellow of the Police
Foundation in Washington.

He has written extensively in the area of deadly
force and has been a consultant to both Marty
Fleetwood and Steven Winter.

Dr. Jonathan Rubenstein is a 1968 graduate of
Harvard University receiving his Ph.D. in history.
Jonathan went to Philadelphia and became a
member of the police academy from which he
graduated and then did a study of the Phila-

delI.hla Police Department. The study now known
as "City Police" was written in 1973. Since then,
Jonathan has been a Director of the Center for
Research on Institutions and Social Policy In New
York and a very close friend of mine. That is our
panel. What I would like to do is take the Issues
up In turn as I describe them to you and ask each
panelist to address the Issue in the order that we
agreed upon.

The first issues, the role of police In contem-
porary society will be addressed by Dr. Ruben.
stein, Mr. Williams, Dr. Fyfe, Marty Fleetwood and
Steven Winter in that order.
Jonathan Rubenstein:

I have the luxury of taking the high road in
discussing the theoretical aspects of these prob.
lems. The question Is, what Is the role of the
police In maintaining order in contemporary
society? Order Is a neutral term and has no
political context In theory and it has no moral
context. It Is exactly what it says. Order If we
view it from that point of view, then many of the
explosive and real Issues regarding the police or
political Institutions fall away and the question
really becomes uninteresting. We live today
where the police system is totally Irrelevant to
much of the violence and much of the disorder
that we have to contend with. These panelists
have to litigate trying to salvage the lives of unfor.
tunate people who come under the brunt of
policemen with their nightsticks. The system that
we have inherited and embroiled and embroi-
dered, and to a substantial degree made the
object of contempt, was created in England.

Over a very long period of time it was opposed
in every step of the way throughout the 18th cen.
tury by very bright minded, great thinking people
usually great people with great Influence in socl.
Sty who viewed the creation of a centralized
uniformed urban police force as a direct threat to
traditional liberty. We now have such a system
that has been in place for a very long time. It is
used by those people who originally would have
opposed It as in the past, as in the protection and
preservation of order against forces of disorder,
when in fact we see all about us the evidence of
disorder and incapacity, of the police to deal with
order and the maintenance of order In a mean-
ingful human sense in this city and In New York
City and many other cities. We have watched the
police who have stood by and watched the cities
being burned to the ground, and what they have
done Is maintain order. Every effort that they
make under the current system of policing
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involves the profound Invasion of peoples' rights
of privacy, and It touches upon the nerves and
emotional concerns of people who are truly disad.
vantaged and who know the police have, even
with the best Intentions, broken Into people's
houses to save them from being ripped off or
murdered by their relatives. It Is very simple to sit
here and say that we need a new system of polic-
ing and there Is no question that we do. In my
mind it will take 50 or 75 years to create the
system of policing that has to be based on the
reality of a huge change in the distribution of
information, and a huge amount of awareness
that people have their differences with other
people and that the reactions vary In the different
communities within the city.
Hubert Williams:

One of the questions that was raised by
Jonathan was the irrelevancy of the policing
system with respect to its responsibility to main.
training order within the society. At least we
assume that is their role and we assume that
that's what they're supposed to do. But if all we
look at Is the police and what they do, and what
they fall to do, it will be impossible for us to get a
sense of the problems and the dilemma faced by
the society, with respect to crime and with
respect to decadence and disorder. I do not
believe that the question of order is discernable
when the whole social fabric has fallen.

Part of the police role in maintaining order In
the society is insuring that people can function at
a quality of life that Is essential for their survival.
Let me be more specific. Maybe there is a dif.
ference between the function of the police, to
enforce the law, which Is specific, and the func.
tlion of the police to maintain order, which Is
general.

Let's say for example, that you have in a tough
area of the city, a large concentration of people
and they are roving about. People are in front of
businesses and homes, the clientele can't go into
the businesses and the peace within the domicil-
iaries Is affected by the crowd that is moving
about. So you have conflicting values at play.
There Is no law necessarily being violated. The
police have a role to make people move on, to
change their habits or what they're doing to
Insure the peace and to Insure that business can
be conducted, that people as well as merchants
can go about their business In a regular fashion
that may be distinguishable from the question of
the police enforcement of the law.

If you were to ask the average citizen what they
were to expect the police do, they would be
general, they want to see the police eliminate the
crime problem that exists In the city. They want to
see the level of the quality of life improved In this
city, so that violence and fear do not threaten
their existence.

But what Is it that you want the police to do?
What is it that the police should do to make these
things happen? Well the police ought to arrest
those people that are creating the problem that
make this decadence within this system. They
ought to be arrested and taken out so that the rest
of us can function at some level of normality.
Well, police are arresting more people than they
ever have before and police traditionally complain
that it Is really the judiciary that falls to discharge
its responsibility. Five years ago, 250,000 Ameri-
cans were Incarcerated. Today It is 350,000. You
find for example, in this country, that we Incar.
cerate more of our citizens than any country
among the western democracies. There is no
country that incarcerates more people than we
do. So clearly It Is the police' responsibility, and a
police power, to effectuate an arrest to alleviate
the crime conditions. They are doing that. The
judiciary Is putting them In jail, and the conditions
continue to be exasperating. Obviously, there Is
more to the problem.

Order keeping is clearly a responsibility that
may or may not Involve a specific enforcement of
explicit laws. Police also have the responsibility
to enforce all the laws within the parameters of
their discretion which Is extremely broad and
often complained about. People expect police to
be about everything that you can imagine. I don't
think that the police have failed the system and I
don't think that the system is irrelevant. I think
that the volume has overwhelmed the system and
that we are asking the wrong questions. The ques.
tion should not be why crime is so bad or why the
police aren't doing something about it. The ques.
tlion should be how come Americans are commit-
ting so much crime today?
James Fyfe:

I probably fall somewhere between Director
Williams and Dr. Rubenstein. My feeling Is that
James T. Willson Is correct when he says that the
police function is maintaining order. And, I think
the enforcement of the delivery of services is not
the function of the police. There are tools by
which the police fulfill their roles so that the cops
are not out there to enforce the laws, or deliver
services per se, they do those things, there are
devices that the police use to maintain order. I
know that Dr. Rubenstein gets into a lot of
political definitions of whose order and whose
law, and I think that if we say that order in a
democracy should be defined as a quality of life,
the police are out there doing everything they can
to impact favorably on the quality of life for all
citizens.

When I was in New York City, for example, and
the city ran out of funds, Mayor Beame came
down with a "Management by Objectives"
system, He said that the primary objectives of all
executive agencies of New York City was to pro-
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tect the tax payers of the city and that Included
the police. And, the police protected the tax
payers by making the city a desirable place to live
by making sure that the city does not lose all of its
population and become a nonentity. So, the fire
department protects the tax payers by making
sure that the buildings are not burned down and
by putting fires out promptly, maintaining order
and protecting the tax payers and preserving the
quality of life for all citizens. These are Inter.
changeable terms and that's what the police are
all about.

Under maintaining order, we can list specific
obligations of the police, the one that is most
human, and the one by which all police operations
and every action of every police officer should be
measured, is the protection of life. Any police
action should be congruent with the cop's obliga-
tion under that broad heading of maintaining
order.

There are a couple of comments that I would
direct to Director Williams and Dr. Rubenstein.
One has to do with Hubert saying for example,
that the police have been singled out and are not
usually Identified as part of the criminal justice
system. I would take that a bit further and say that
the criminal justice system has been singled out
by what I call right thinking people because there
is no such thing as a criminal justice problem, and
there is no such thing as a police problem and
these are society's problems. The police and the
criminal justice system are just one institution
and by the time people come into contact with
that institution every other institution has failed
them or not addressed their needs.

So we trace history and we find that the police
are a recent invention, and that they were only
invented because of what Dr. Rubenstein points
out, greater organization in the 18th and 19th cen.
turies. Prior to that time, the problems of law and
order, and maintaining order and enforcing order
were societal obligations, so we go back to the
lue and cry.

I think that the police structure may be irrele-
vant in the sense that people have put unreas.
onable expectations on the police. They just can-
not do what they are expected to do. Another
thing that I think is irrelevant is the organization
of the police. I do not think the police function is
irrelevant at all, but if you look at the way police
organizations are structured, based on a military
model, everything is rigid and hierarchical. If you
think about the military model, you find that the
guy at the bottom has no discretion. He is a
soldier and his is not to wonder why, but his is to
do or die. The military model is highly centralized
and when the commander says "hit the beach",
everybody hits the beach. The only decision that
they can make is whether to duck or to fire two
shots or three shots, but if you think about the

police, Director Williams has very little discretion.
The model on which the police are based is one
that assumes great discretion at the top and very
little discretion at the bottom and that is not the
way police operate. Director Williams Is certainly
not a free agent and the people who work with him
out in the police cars exercise a whole lot more
discretion than he does. So I think that there Is
real relevance. We should start thinking about
reshaping police agencies, and redefining their
relationship with the rest of society.

Marty Fleetwood:
I have some comments to make about what

everyone has said. First of all, as for the history of
the police, I think largely Ignored Is the period that
has to do with slavery. 'The role of the police and
the interaction with the Black community didn't
begin back in England, it began with the patty
rollers, the patrollers, during slavery, the people
who maintained order and upheld slaveocracy. In
1690, the state legislature in South Carolina set
up the first official patrol system, They didn't have
police departments. They didn't have an urban
area. But they had a patrol system to keep the
slaves In their place. That was in 1690.

In Mississippi, the first poll tax (you all know
about poll taxes) was enacted to pay for a patrol
system, to monitor the slaves. That shouldn't be
ignored when we talk about the police role via a
via, the Black community? Black people are cer.
tainly among the greatest victims of police
violence, and racially motivated violence. So,
Director Williams, in his comment about what
people want from the police department and what
is the typical citizen's response, I think is very
accurate. I think what needs to happen and what
he has been very helpful to me in doing In the pro.
ject that I have directed, is going out and talking
to community groups, talking to citizens and
bringing their level of education and their level of
sophistication about the police department role
up to a level wherein they can articulate In a more
sophisticated fashion what they want from the
police department.

When we come to what Dr. Fyfe said about
what is the role and the abdication on the part of
the power structure, and turning to paid mer-
cenaries to maintain order, the Black community
voice is making a decision what the role cf the
police should be. It Is up to us to start focusing on
what we want from the police and making our
voices heard. That has got to happen city by city
and town by town. It Is going to take grassroots
organization, and it Is going to take people sitting
down in groups In homes and churches and
wherever else, and talking about what we want
from the police. Do we want maintenance of
order, do we want enforcement of the law, what
do we want? What does that come down to? How
many cops do we want patrolling our streets?
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Where do we want them to be assigned? Where
do we want the precinct stations to be? Citizen
participation is important in determining how the
society should function because the society is
not now functioning to our benefit.
Steven Winter:

Well, I think I have an unusual situation on this
panel. I have the position of going last, and it Is
going to change the total discussion.

It seems to me that starting at the beginning
with Dr. Rubenstein's point about order, a neutral
word, suggests what I think is a key issue in the
role of the police. In real life, order is a real term
and when Jim Fyfe mentioned that Mayor Beame
said a requisite role of the city police is to protect
the tax payers, I think he was articulating a
concept that was not related during the fiscal
crisis. It seems to me that the role of the police in
modern society is to maintain order and that sug.
gests a very precise order which is the order of the
powerful classes in this society. It strikes me as
no accident that police organization is based on a
military model, if you view their essential role,
their unspoken role, as maintaining order. Some.
thing that I found rather striking and that well
illustrates this perspective is a Public Broadcast:
Ing System (PBS) special, called "Police Station."
This is an exercise where a husband and a wife
team go around with New York Police at one of
the precincts. At one point in this hour long film
they interviewed the patrol manager who, by occu-
pation and role in the socio-economlc status one
would expect to be an extremely conservative
man; he said, "It is a shit can out there, and they
expect us to keep the lid on." I think that that
should be an important perspective when we look
at the role of police in society.

The question of racially motivated violence, or
any other violence on the part of the police
involves two issues that are somewhat conflicting.
That is the question of having a police force that
is going to be restrained from acting improperly
and at the same time having a police force that
would be significantly aggressive, to deal with
very aggressive people that are committing
crimes against society.

A number of crime devices can be instituted,
but I want to talk a little about control, in general;
first I think most people think about a set of writ-
ten regulations that will govern police in society,
and then we think of some sort of mechanism that
will provide for the enforcement of those regula-
tions. Many people argue that the police are not
capable of providing for their own discipline and
that they can never be objective by disciplining
themselves and what we need Is some sort of
outside civilian review. The notion of review Is in
fact a mechanism that will ensure that whatever
rules or regulations we have written they will be
properly enforced. We need to know, In the police
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department, appropriate written regulations that
will govern police conduct. Beyond the written
regulation is the question of the enforcement
mechanism. One of the problems that you face
when you start to analyze the nature of those
mechanisms is the fact that the Incidents that
Involve police misbehavior are basically invisible
incidents. That is they occur in areas that are
remote locations and In ways that the only
witnesses are the people themselves.

Generally, the police to some degree are a
fraternity and they tend to be supportive of each
other and because of that the notion of review Is
important. I think that you need to understand
that unless you can regulate and control the
conduct of the officers from the outside you will
never ensure that those cops are going to be
acting properly because the only ones that have
control of the structure are on the inside.

I am not arguing totally against review, which I
think is appropriate, but I am suggesting the
relative impotency of that approach with respect
to controlling what police do. Now, I have learned
that a number of things are necessary. One, that
In spite of what you may say you want in the writ-
ten directives of what police should do, cops have
more say than anybody else I have ever come in
contact with as a group. They can discern your
level of intent and commitment to the enforce-
ment of those rules and regulations even if It
means losing his Job. Unions in police depart.
ments are highly organized.

One of the things that I have learned in looking
at the question of the use of force, use of that gun,
which is the most legal form of police violence, is
that the control has to come from the leadership
in the police department and society must hold
that leadership accountable. Black communities
need to know something about that structure and
how it operates and have sufficient political
advocacy within the community to ensure that the
person on top is going to act properly, or not
remain in the job. That is essential if you are
going to deal with the issue of firearms use. The
question of who enforces at the top is crucial. If
you are going to get someone in control who is
accountable to the community, he has to establish
for himself mechanisms of control that will put
him on notice if something happens, because very
often, in a large bureaucratic organization, that Is
somewhat of a fraternity, he may be deemed an
outsider or clearly not a participant In supporting
the game plans. Therefore, there needs to be
established a sufficient investigative mechanism
that is going to have adequate integrity and that
will conduct Investigations properly and that will
bring civilian witnesses and not rely totally on
witnesses from the police department.

One of the things that you learn, as an Inves.
tigator, is that It is not what you Include, but what
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you exclude as well. If you do not include those
witnesses that may be there, If you don't exercise
diligence to find them and bring them Into the pro.
cess even though they may be somewhat reluc-
tant, you are never going to get the whole truth.
So, part of the process of control Is notice. It Is
having a sufficient investigative mechanism, it Is
having a person on top sufficiently committed to
ensure that the job is done properly, and for the
community to have mechanisms of accountability.
To me, that means knowledge.

James Fyfe:
People as a rule are very unknowledgeable

about what Is going on In the police department,
and don't really want to know. I think that If we are
going to deal with police violence In the minority
communities then we have to become educated
about the police department. If we fall to do that,
we will never deal with the problems of police
violence. Those of you who think that the problem
can be controlled from the outside are mistaken.
You must have a combination of forces with a
major force being on the inside with accounta-
bility. My area of study has been with 1he use of
deadly force.

When we talk about deadly force we have to
talk about the shootings of other people, whether
or not they kill the other person. The intent of the
officer is the same whenever he points his gun at
another human being and pulls the trigger. The
International Association of Chiefs of Police has
just completed a study which is in draft form.
There are 17,000 police departments In the United
States and when I finished my study, (I did my
doctoral dissertation on the police force in New
York City), the people that I worked with used their
guns in a very restrained way. If you look at the
IACP study, which surveys the 54 largest cities In
the United States, you will find that the rates of
fatal shootings vary almost 20-fold among those
54 largest cities.

Newark and New Orleans are two extremes. A
police officer in New Orleans is ten times more
likely to have shot and killed someone between
1975 and 1979 as a cop in Newark. One who lives
in Newark can say that although Newark Is ten
times as violent as New Orleans, the cops are not
responding to violence out there in the street ten
times as frequently In New Orleans as they are In
Newark. The rates among the cities vary tremen-
dously. The cities In which deadly force rules,
policies and enforcement procedures and public
recording procedures have been Instituted and
have experienced drops this year. Last, year, and
for tho five or six years before that, 350 or 400
officers fired their guns. Even though the crime
rate is increasing and the activity rate of New
York Is Increasing In terms of arrests and
aggressiveness, the number of shootings have
gone way down. The same thing has been expert.

enced in Kansas City, Missouri and in Atlanta.
The reverse Is true in other cities. For example, I
have a lot of shooting data in Philadelphia. In
1972, when Frank Rizzo became the mayor of
Philadelphia, the number of people shot by the
police increased 25%. When Flank Rizzo left his
office the number of people shot by the police
declined about 75%. It's not enough to know what
kind of and how many shootings there are, you
have to know what the people are doing. I like to
use numbers and although as Hubert said, we
can't know what happened In an event, you can
look at the patterns that come In the data. I did
some work comparing New York City and Phila.
delphia in two different studies. The one I can talk
about shows that the Philadelphia officer, In the
early seventies, was about twice as likely to
shoot, shoot and wound or kill someone, as a New
York City officer. Philly isn't twice as violent as
New York City. I could find that none of the crime
rates or victimization rates varied by more than
three percent.

If the police are in a non-elective situation, he's
got to shoot. So, in Philadelphia and in New York,
the rates at which officers reported shooting
people who were armed with guns are almost
identical. Philadelphia is slightly higher. They
were almost identical. But if you deduct from the
Philadelphia cases, the situations In which the
bad guy's gun was a starter pistol, or a shiny
object, you find that New York City cops were
shooting more people who had guns than the
Philadelphia police. Then If you get down to situa.
tons In which police reported shooting unarmed
people, those are situations In which the cop
doesn't have to make that life and death decision.
You find that the Philadelphia police reported
shooting people who were unarmed, but tried to
assault them, five times as often as the New York
City cops. They reported shooting people who
were unarmed and running away, who were not
trying to assault them, more than ten times as
often, those are situations which are not life and
death situations, in which a police chief and a
mayor can say, "You aint gonna do It. If you do,
I'm going to fire you."

This morning folks, one of the panelists men.
toned that the law doesn't really change that
much. Where deadly force Is concerned, it Is
someone Inside the agency at the top of the
agency who changes that around. But the expert.
ence In Philadelphia, I think Is a very dramatic
example of how much changes at the top means
to the levels of police violence.
Marty Fleetwood:

I'd like to get back to the question and then just
give three short clear answers. How effective are
attempts to control police misconduct by internal
rule making, disciplinary proceedings, atc? They
are very effective. There Is no doubt to anybody
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who is Interested in working In this area whether
you're litigating, community organizing, writing
as a law student, whatever your role and purpose
for being here is, yes internal rulemaking,
disciplinary proceedings, those changes have
demonstrably turned around the problem of
police violence in various cities. There Is no city
that is yet tree from police abuse, from racially
motivated violence to many other problems with
the police department. But there has been a
marked decrease In cities like Atlanta, Kansas
City, Seattle, Newark, Philadelphia, where you
have had combinations of Black administrators,
top Black police officials. So you have to look at
Affirmative Action. Then you have had a combina-
tion of community activity and community
pressure on the police department and on the city
structure to change the Internal policies, You
have also had litigation in some of those cities,
whatever means brought It about.

In those cities where violent shootings, deaths
and general misconduct towards Black people
have occurred, there has been a change in written
police directives governing how they interact with
citizens in general, governing the use of deadly
force, governing arrest procedures and the whole
gamut of police activity. There has also been a
change In disciplinary proceedings, and one of
the most critical things Is something that cannot
be Ignored. No amount of written policy change,
no amount of federal court orders, no amount of
community uproar Is going to change anything
within the police department, If you don't have a
police administrator who understands the need
for him to administer and discipline his officers
for their misbehavior or nothing will change.

Steven Winter.
I'm going to be very short and sweet because I

think this is one of the least controversial issues
on the agenda. I want to point out, In terms of the
effectiveness of focusing on internal procedures,
that it's a good gauge of what I have said earlier. I
think Martha's summary Is very accurate and true,
yet you just have to keep In mind that police are in
addition to everything else, a bureaucratic
organization and one of the very few governed
organizations whose work product as well as the
results of their work product is subject to
scrutiny. As long as it remains a bureaucracy of
this kind, without internal rulemaking and without
accountable administrators, and without political
pressure, we won't have the kinds of needed
restraints on the use of deadly force or increase of
deadly force, because there Is going to be a great
deal of pressure in this decade, for the police to
be much more violent, The pressure Is at hand all
around us, and we're going to see a lot of the work
started in the 60's to reduce police violence go
right out the window.

As Martha mentioned, without conscientious
administrators who understand that they are on
top of a large bureaucracy in which they have to
have internal control, you can't translate these
demands into reduction of violence.

Charles Jones:
I think what the panelists should attempt to do

now is to take questions from the audience and in
answering the questions, respond with some of
the thoughts that they have had on both com-
munity action and what is the nature of racially
motivated violence in this context?
QUESTION:

I've been listening to what everybody is saying
as far as the police department is concerned. I
would like to know if a study has been done on
why people become police officers.
ANSWER:

It varies with the quality of the job market. A lot
of studies have shown that people become police
officers because it's a very secure job, and more
recently It's a very secure job with a pension. I
know that when I became a cop, many of the
people I came Into the department with felt that
they never had to do anything again. I've got the
meal ticket. More recently than that In the early
70's when I was at the Police Academy in New
York City, a city university team came In and
surveyed about three thousand new officers on
why they came In. What surprised me was that the
results were never published. The results gen.
erally show that they were In It to help people, and
that they were a much more qualified group in
terms of other options, than the people with
whom I had come Into the department. They were
generally a lot lower on the violence scales that
psychologists use to measure people.
QUESTION:

So what you are saying is that most of them out
of the survey of the police came In in terms of
humanitarian services?

Dr. Fyfe:
I think so, and I think that's true based on my

experience. I also think that there is a percentage
of police officers, that Is very small, that you can
write off right on the spot, because they are
wackos. The cops have all kinds of names for
them, and the way you can best find them is to
know which officers other police officers don't
want to work with. If you're asking whether people
are drawn to It because they love power and they
want to wear guns on their hips, there is a percen-
tage who do. It's very difficult to predict human
behavior and It's very difficult to weed them out
after they have done something. If I might add to
that, a friend of mine, an expert that I've used In
another context Is a psychologist at the University
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of Alabama Medical School and does the selection
procedures and psychological testing for pro-
spective candidates for the police department In
Birmingham. He has assured me that he can't tell
the difference between any of the police officers
coming in. So the hope that people have put In the
past In selection procedures, psychological
testing, hasn't panned out in experience.
QUESTION:

Is there a relationship between crime rate and
police shootings?
Marty Fleetwood:

There has been an increase in crime, certainly,
everywhere. I will not tell you that I've gone and
compared statistics, but I saw a chart that showed
that crime increased in every one of the fifty-four
major cities in the last live years.
Hubert Williams:

There is no relationship between the shooting
rates and the crime rates. If you look, the cops in
the United States shoot almost a thousand people
a year and wound, and If you look, there are eleven
million nine hundred thousand property felonies
reported to the police every year. So, the number
of people shot Is much greater than the number of
people executed, but In terms of the crime rate In
all the cities that have been studied, the crime
rate has continued to Increase just like it has all
around the country, but the shooting rate has
gone to the bottom.
Panelist:

I'd like to respond to that coming from a slightly
different perspective, vis-a-vis the greater number
of Black police officers, and Black people in
police hierarchies and the crime rate. My office
helped defend the City of Detroit which was being
sued by a group of the PBA, the white police
union, to try and stop the Affirmative Action plan
In the police department. One of the defenses
which we were able to prove at trial, was that
since Detroit had Incorporated an Affirmative
Action plan, and Increased Black representation

on the force, their ability to solve crimes in Detroit
had risen significantly, because they had entered
Into the Black community where the Information
was, where the witnesses were. As a result of
having more Black officers, they were able to deal
with crimes more effectively.

Response:
If I can respond to that for one second again,

you really can't generalize about police depart.
ments, and I did work for Marty. I did work for
Marty on the Philadelphia Police Department
about shootings when she was with the Justice
Department, and I was really horrified at some of
the things I saw. They were foreign to my expert.
ence. I think things are going to get worse there
because, If I was a young Black man and I heard
Frank Rizzo say go out and bust their heads
before they bust yours, we got to keep this as the
safest city, and they're all animals, who would
become a cop In Philadelphia? You know, that's
the real question, who would? It's like a Jew
joining the S.S.

Steve Lattimen
My name Is Steve Lattimer. I just want to get

your statistics broken down as to shootings by
race, either white cop to Black, Black cop to
Black, that way, and do they reveal that Black
people get shot more?
Panelist:

It's very difficult to generalize, and I'm not try.
ing to cop out on you, to coin a phrase. The New

_.X" City Black officers, the, rate at which Black
officers shot people was much higher than the
rate at which white officers shot people, but that's
because half the Black cops were working In Inner
city areas, and in narcotics and in very dangerous
jobs. For example, there are no Black detectives
In Staten Island. Halt of the cops or half of the
detectives In the Bronx and In the South Bronx are
Black, so for a detective in the Bronx, he's much
more likely to get involved in a shooting than a
detective In Staten Island.
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CONFERENCE ON
RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE

COMMUNITY ACTION

Boyd Boama:
We ought to understand a little bit about force

field theory and specifically, as an observation,
both for teachers whom I represent and for
community folks with whom I work a great deal.
The greatest lack is usually that of setting both
long and short range goals so we know where
we're going and specific objectives which are
those steps which help us reach the goals. In
choosing what you need to do, we have to have
some criteria in what we choose to do. One of the
criteria has to be that what we're trying to do
ought to be worthwhile doing. It ought to show
some measurable progress. What we do ought to
relate to long-term plans, whether its revolution,
which is not what I'm talking about here, whether
it's achieving racial and social justice which is
what I'm talking about. The goal or the objective
you choose ought to be achievable and it ought to
be specific enough that you can measure that
achievement so you know that you've actually
made a differece and that you're at a point where
you can move to the next set of objectives. The
activity that you select ought to be something
that helps you build allies and support systems. If
polarization Is part of a strategy, you'll end up
making some enemies and that may be alright,
but that needs to be measured in the process so
that at the end, your support systems, what I call
allies, are going to be stronger than those forces I
call your enemies.

The whole theory of change involves starting
with a small circle of people who share a common
set of objectives and engaging in activities which
bring in other circles of people or, expand the
circle until eventually you can reach the whole
system. Identifying how those circles can operate
is how you magnify your power and your influence
and your ability to get things done.

I wanted to select two specific activities that
are current that relate to organizing in the
community and change making. As I go along,
there's one other principle, that is, as you set a
target for change the most effective change
process that I've learned out of those groups that I
deal with is the principle that you can make
almost any kind of change you want if you do it
through organizations. Individuals have power,
they can do what they want, but they do it through
the use of organizational techniques. The best
process for making change is to convince the
person you want to change that his or her self-
interest lies In the direction you want them to
move. You don't have to deal with it on the basis
of greed, but if they see a relationship to

themselves and some benefit they get, they're
more likely to do right than if you just ask them to
do something because It's right. Operating with
that principle, you can make a good deal of
change and my own experience bears that out
consistently.

Two specific examples I want to give of the
process: One of them is a document that we've
published in cooperation with the Connecticut
Education Association and the Council of Inter.
racial books for Children this year. The title Is:
Violence, the Ku Klux Klan and the Struggle for
Equality. To my knowledge, it's the first nationally
used comprehensive kit of Information and lesson
plans and curriculum guides on the Ku Klux Klan
ever. It has received some controversy, specif-
Ically from the Anti-Defamation League. I can talk
publicly or privately about that. They said the
"Klan" says that America Is a racist society and
that they object to the notion that the Klan Is more
than an aberration. I don't think their own literature
and history agrees with that position but there are
some disagreements they had with the content
and they did relate to this. My friends from Wilkes.
Barre have come up against that criticism already
and I don't want to take the whole speech on that
process but I think there needs to be some under-
standing that there are some political differences
between the National Education Association and
the American Federation of Teachers which had
an Interest in the process.

This has to do with the principles of change,
however, that we're talking about. The curriculum
was much more than just a piece of paper or the
kind of thing that teachers may have prepared to
use in the classroom. It's a political document.
The specific decision was made by us, at least
myself and Brad Chambers, the Director of Inter-
racial Books for Children, that we wanted to use
the curriculum as an organizing device to go
beyond the issue of the Klan and to look at the
problem of racism within our society. I don't think
we owe anybody any apologies. The curriculum is
specific, it does not say that America is a racist
society. It's reasonable to let people make up
their own minds, they are free to do that.

There are a series of lesson plans which I won't
go into detail on. The specific activity that led to
the development of this had to do in part with
coalition with other allies who were Involved with
us, specifically the National Anti-Klan network of
organizations that operate In cooperation with
Lynn Wells and the others who have been active
in that process.
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The curriculum allowed us to have sufficient
credibility with groups that we wanted to relate to
but which had somewhat different political agen-
das than we could translate to our membership.
In turn, we saw a developing problem around
the country and we had a specific need for our
teachers who ultimately would have to support
this and because this has never been done there
Is a good deal of risk in It. In Connecticut, In
September of 1980, the Klan held a rally In
Scotland, In Northern Connecticut. Sixty miles
away a little Black girl went to her teacher and
wanted to know from the teacher, "How can I
disguise myself so I won't be Black so when the
Klan comes for me they won't know that I'm a
Black. And another little boy went to the same
teacher, a little Black boy, and said "How can I
hide?" Now that kind of violence, emotional,
educational violence, happened sixty miles away,
far removed from the site of that cross burning
and It gave those kids scars that they're going to
carry for the rest of their lives. It gave white kids
scars too, because It opened the possibility for
hate, intolerance and misunderstanding. It's the
white interest in this that I'm particularly
Interested in because ultimately we need to
convince white America that we need to support
effective strategies to deal with the process.

The other Issue has to do with an event taking
place now in Alabama. I won't cover the whole
history because of the time. Essentially, we have
the teacher fighting racism in a community that is
42% Black. The last 8 or 10 years, Maggie
Bozeman has called me about once a week to
describe local problems adequately and
thoroughly and I feed back what she says over the
telephone into a letter to the Justice Department
or the Governor or the School Board or whatever.
Six or eight years ago there had never been a
public meeting of the School Board. After eight
months of one letter a month going to the dif-
ferent school district officials, we finally forced
them to comply with the Alabama Sunshine Law
and allow public meetings with announcements
In the papers that they meet on Monday at 7:30.
Black folks thought they'd be smart and arrive at
ten minutes to seven so they'd be there early. The
School Board was coming out the door. You
guessed it. They said, "How come? It said in the
paper 7:30." They said: "Well, we didn't have
much business, besides we hold the meetings on
daylight savings time."

The next letter, after 8 months of letters, went
directly to the Justice Department with copies of
all the other correspondence and delays. The last
three years, the School Board chairperson has
saved a seat next to him for Maggie and he won't
let anyone sit In it. There's never been a Black
elected official in that county. In the 1980 elec-
tion, we drove out the superintendent, last year
we drove out the County Judge who runs the

county. This year Maggie and a 69 year old woman
entered the state penitentiary on four and five
year sentences, essentially for their activities in
helping with voting registration of old folks In the
'78 election. There's not time to cover this except
that the power that these women generated
through using the system against itself.

Lynn Wells:
I work with the National Anti-Klan Network

which is headquartered In Atlanta, Georgia. I
missed part of the morning but I have the impres-
sion that the first part of what I was going to talk
about, which was the context for the resurgence
of the Klan which I'm going to specifically speak
on about Georgia today, has been fairly well
covered in this conference already. I'm not going
to discuss the government's official tolerance of
the increase of racist violence in the country, I'm
not going to speak about the Reagan administra-
tion's feeding of the climate in which the Klan
grows by talking about welfare cheaters and so
on, I think that many of the speakers this morning
already touched on these things.

I mentioned them because no local community
is really local. Everybody feels the effect of these
national politics on the local community. And
while I'm a firm believer in the fact that organizing
in different communities can be entirely different
depending on the particularities of those local
communities, there are some things that do stay
the same everywhere, unfortunately.

Since Christmas, there's been what we estimate
between a 400 and 500 percent increase in Klan
activity in the state of Georgia. The National Anti-
Klan Network has worked closely in the past with
people in Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee,
North Carolina, some people in Pennsylvania, in
Pittsburgh mostly, and now in Wilkes-Barre. We
have never concentrated ourjctivitles on Georgia
before. The Klan in Georgia never disappeared.
Klan activity at the end of the 1960's was reduced
to relative impotency, the Klaverns never went
away or the guys who meet at the gas stations or
whoever they are. I'm sure many of you are
oriented In the field of community organizing or
have done community work. You need leaflets and
leaders, you need contacts, you need people to
make speeches, you need people to work with the
press. That kind of structure was in relative
disarray at the end of the 1960's. Because of the
strides of the Freedom Movement, a better public
atmosphere, congressional hearings that
uncovered financial wrong doing and scandals
inside the Klan, they started fighting with each
other. There are a million reasons, there was
some law enforcement in cases where the Klan
murdered people, by the Federal government
under a statute they say they can't enforce now.
But the Klan in Georgia had not regrouped. It Is
now regrouping.
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I'm not one who believes that the Klan Is the
main problem In this country. But believe me,
unce the Klan starts working In your community, It
Is not easy to fight. It Is not as easy as one would
think. Because most white people don't support
the Klan. As many racist ideas as people have,
most white people do not overtly In their own
minds at least support lynching. But you try to get
people to start speaking out against the Klan
once they've moved in, It Is not easy.

I want to talk about some of the problems first
and then some of the strategies that we're plan.
ning in the campaign which really takes the best
o0 the organizing experience that the Anti-Klan
Network has been able to absorb so far from Pitts-
burgh, from North Carolina, from all the com-
munities with which we have been in touch. We've
Invited the best of all these experiences
because we are going to do this In a big way In
Georgia, hopefully utilizing a lot of different
tactics.

I'd say that the number one problem beyond the
context problems that I spoke of earlier is official
government tolerance in the white community.

The Ku Klux Klan last September went to a
School Board meeting in Griffin, Georgia, in
Spaulding County to be exact, and asked for the
use of the High School auditorium for a Klan rally.
It was unanimously approved by the School
Board. The head of the School Board in Griffin is
the kind of a fellow just to give a brief description,
who said that It was his understanding that the Ku
Klux Klan was no longer violent, that it simply
espoused Christian principles. When asked by the
news media about the statutes that say only
responsible community groups can use the
school facilities, he said, "Yes, the Klan is a
responsible community organization just like the
Kiwanis Club." He runs the schools in Spaulding
County.

Well, 'he NAACP decided that since they
couldn't turn it around, they were going to go
inside and monitor the meeting since it had to be
public. They announced that to the media. The
National Anti.Klan Network also announced a
peaceful picket line outside just to let people
know what we thought of the Klan, that this thing
could not pass without anybody saying anything.
Well, not only did the Griffin papers condemn the
Anti-Klan activity, but the Atlanta and Southeast
papers said that if any violence were to occur that
Saturday night, the onus would be on the NAACP
and the Anti-Klan Network.

The idea is being drilled into people that the
Klan is simply a small fringe extremist group, that
if it is Ignored It will go away, that it does a
number of childish, laughable pranks, cross burn-
Ings, wears weird costumes and so forth. It is this
kind of official tolerance and promotion of ignor-

ance among the gen' ral population, I would say
firs' and foremost rom the new media, even
though it also at the same time dramatizes Klan
rallies, that Is the worst enemy of the organizer in
organizing against the Klan. The minute you start
to say anything about the Klan, not only do you
have outright reactionary forces working against
you, but a lot of times you have the liberal news
media and the liberal officialdom saying, "You're
the ones who are causing the problems, not the
Klan, If you just ignore them, they'll go away."
That is important.

We are going to do a few things In Georgia.
We're going to conduct a campaign, hopefully it'll
last six to eight months. It may last 3 or 4 years.
But what we Intend to do In Georgia is unite the
people and I think It's very Important for our
perspective to be reliant on grass-roots people.
Grass roots people do not have an army, we do
not have bombs like they use in Vietnam, we don't
have a police force that usually takes up these
matters, but It Is the grass-roots people in the
various communities that we have to reach and
organize and unite in order to put pressure on and
ultimately force, because I think that's about the
only way it's going to happen. The state, Federal
and local officials in these little towns must act
against the Klan. We have to make It so bad on
their businesses, so bad on the tourist climate
going to Georgia, so bad that the only time the
Atlanta constitution in the last five years, decided
to expose the community to some of the vicious
things the Klan's been doing lately.

We've got to make it that they're afraid of race
war, so to speak, that the Black communities are
up in arms about this Klan business now. We've
got to make it so hot on them and keep up so
much pressure that they have no choice for their
businesses and not out of any lofty principles but
out of their own self-interest that they'll have to
act against the Klan, because they do have police
forces and armies.

I think it's very important to build a broad coali.
tion in Georgia and in any community and we
intend to unite everyone from labor unions to
religious organizations. We are working with the
Georgia Association of Educators, there are
various womens' organizations. I think that there
should be no principles involved In forming such
coalitions and projects other than that people
oppose the Klan. You've got all different views.
Some people think you should take up arms, some
people believe in philosophical non-violence. The
Anti-Klan Network, our common denominator is
non-violent because that's all we can agree on
that our activities should be. But If you develop a
community-wide response, you're going to have
all kinds of people. People have to agree on
certain things, though. They have to have certain
bases of unity. They have to agree on certain
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goals like getting the government to crack down
on the Klan. Our experience in the Anti-Klan
Network is that if people don't try to win different
Anti-Klan organizations over to everything under
the sun, to have to agree on everything, then you
can work out specific objectives along the way,
then a very diverse group of people can unite.

Many of the Anti-Klan groups rely on a very
impressive looking coalition on paper, which is
very important, it is important to look good on
paper and have prestigious organizations. One
problem is that groups like the International
Association of Machinists, whose president I
have a lot of respect for, while they go lobby in
Washington for civil rights laws, their interna.
tonal won't come to Georgia and talk to the folks
in Marietta. We've got to ask in grass-roots work
these organizations including the NEA to reach
their own constituencies. If a small group wants
to respond to the Klan, if they want to go out and
do the grass roots work all themselves you will
spend your whole time just reaching a small
portion of people.

We are passing specific pieces of legislation,
there's a bill that we have on a state level while
federal law is on the books that could be used.
There are deficiencies in most state laws. Klan
Watchers published a model Anti-Klan statute
pamphlet which you can get people in your state
to compare with your state laws to see how they.
shape up.

The last thing I want to say is, every weakness
of the Klan has to be exploited in this situation.
Yes, they are racist but the Klan is also a swindler
of poor white people, they are con artists, they are
neo-Nazis and a lot of people even who are for the
Klan don't like Nazis. Every one of the weak-
nesses in their positions we have to utilize and
exploit. In Georgia, we just had a press confer-
ence showing the similarities between the new
order Knights' head Ed Field, who is also editor
of the Thunderbolt newspaper, deny he's a Nazi to
the press. We've just documented four years of
Nazi propaganda in his newspaper, the Thunder-
bolt. That's important to people. You should never
overlook any of these weaknesses that the Klan
has. Even if they beat their wives, people don't
like wife beaters. We've got to cap all these kinds
of things that people won't like. Basically our
objective, as I've said is to bring enough public
pressure to force the state government and
Federal government officials to crack down on
the Klan in Georgia and secondly to take the Klan
and make them an isolated set among the white
people in Georgia so that those two things will
shut down their attacks on Black people.

Stan Hamilton:
Hi, glad to be here, we have ten minutes to get

right to it. And we can't do it in ten minutes, we

couldn't do It in ten years, we didn't do It In 100
years. 1865 started this Klan business. Well, let
me tell you what we're here for. We have the Klan
right at our back door in Wilkes-Barre in north-
eastern Pennsylvania. For the sake of geography,
we'll talk about Stroudsburg in the North and we'll
go on almost to State College in the south and all
areas in between.

It's very nice to be here and hear all about the
law, but what do you do when you are one thou-
sand persons, Black amongst some 200,000
persons, white and you talk about the Klan. That
doesn't mean anything. Everybody Is the Klan, if
you are Black. Get this clear right here this after-
noon. And that's why Don Sperly and I travel as a
twosome. He is in a highly white "don't like Stan
Hamilton" neighborhood. I can't even go there. So
when we decided to go to the church group and
talk about anti-Klan activity, if I was to do all the
talking I know I was going to get turned off, I've
been turned off for years there, so I figured I'll fix
you, we got a walking audio-visual aid, Don and
myself. I'll tell you what the Black folks suffer with
the Klan and he'll tell you why we're suffering.
Note what I said, not what we're suffering with the
Klan but why we're suffering it. Because we have
to bridge that gap first. I am not going to be
solicited by the Klan. Some of you out there will
be. Make no mistake! So it is you who I've got to
call on. What are you going to do to get this
monster off of me? They are not going to solicit
me but I am a natural, visible, up-front, by God
enemy. Shall I go to my public official? They are
the Klan! I'm not going to come here and further
intellectualize nothingness for Black people in
America. That's my ten minutes. Let's go to talk-
ing about what I can take back to a community
where there are little Black kids who understand,
who won't staod a snowball's chance in hell if I
come here and legalese, bills and laws and rules.
Give me something to work with. I've got the Klan
rally right there now, immediately. Don't tell me to
talk to my school teacher, she's the Klan person
or a supporter or a sympathizer. Something is
remiss, something is wrong. Don't ask me to
come here today, two and a half hours long, and
play games, word games. Please give me some.
thing to take back, to go back with. Don and I have
come here representing a group of well meaning
ministers who feel that "Well, we better not say
anything, they like the publicity." Give us some
help from Georgia.

I've got to stand up. We are not jiving, we are
arming. Yes, I said it.Blacks, I don't care if we are
100, we are not going to wait for words. We are
getting more guns. You understand? Make this-
perfectly clear. There will be no more games.
Because we don't have time for rhetoric. We are
but 100 or maybe a little more, we get up and get
out if we have to, but in the meantime we're not
going to sit back and wait for games and words
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and we're not going to be prayed over after we've
been shot down or hung up you understand? We
don't know who to turn to.
Panelist:

Unfortunately, no one will respond until the
guns start shooting. That's about where our good
meaning efforts have gone thus far in the social
concerns committee of the Anti-Klan Task Force.
It hasn't gone anywhere. We have a few things
we've talked about. NEA Curriculum, apparently
we're going to promote it on Tuesday to the local
Teacher's Association. Of all those that are going
to promote it, I'm the only one I know for a fact
has the book. And that doesn't make any sense at
all. I called them up and had it sent to me. You
can't go and promote something like this, which I
think is a good curriculum by the way. I read it and
It's excellent. But you can't promote it without
doing the homework before hand. No one's inter.
ested, that's what It gets down to.

One other side line, while I'm here. We have had
the Klan in the little community that I serve as
United Methodist Pastor, Oxen, Pennsylvania.
Five hundred people. The Klan was there, 9 or
more people in white robes and hoods etc., the
last Sunday In October of last year. The fear I saw
by white people that were calling me up and
asking if their kids should go out on the street, if
their little kids should go collect for UNICEF that
day. I'm going to lock my door and wait until it's
over with. Even that fear was gone In a week. No
one remembered and very few people wanted to
do anything. We did go to our community officials,
we did go to our supervisors In town and got their
endorsement on this and at least that's a start.
But It's so darn small. You in your community
don't get caught with your proverbial pants down,
as we were in Oxen and have the Klan on your
back door or front door without doing any prepara.
tlion. That's where the fear came in. The people
were just scared because they didn't know how to
react. They didn't even know what It was and they
were afraid of nine persons. If they would have
had some knowledge and some preparation,
maybe they could have walked out on the street
and done something at the time but as it was, we
all sat in our doorway, myself included. I didn't
even go out for 45 minutes after church.
Jean Dember

Thank you very much for this opportunity. I
consider this extremely important. I want you to
know that community action does work. I just
want to give you a little synopsis of the model that
we use because I think it Is !mportant. When you
go to somebody who is disinterested because
they know everything has failed, if you are acting
on a problem that they believe Is seriously a
problem, they will at least sign a petition, The
petitions that I've drafted as a chairperson of the
Black Independent Political Assembly in Suffolk

County. We had a half a dozen people who wert
members and they weren't too hot on collecting
these signatures but we just kept on getting these
signatures together. Alright, now I said what are
we going to do with the signatures? So I found out
about these meetings that John Conyers as a
chairman of the subcommittee on crime was
holding, I said I'll send it to him and I got the Idea
from other people on sending out petitions on
various other things so I said, this might work for
us, so that's what we started doing.

So we started generating these signatures. It
ended up that we sent two thousand signatures to
Mr. Conyers and I thought to follow up the signa.
tures by a personal appearance, saying, "I'm not
just a menopausal female with nothing to do, I
have 2,000 signatures here that say there is a
problem and we want you to come and hold a
public hearing on this." Now they were not talking
about police brutality In the Black Congressional
Caucus meeting, they were talking about Federal
judges. I said wait a minute, we're not worried
about Federal judges. You're telling us to go out
on the street and register people, I'm telling you
I've been out in the streets to register people that
don't want to register because of police brutality,
because they are gettir,g kicked in the balls. And
that's what they tell me when I go out there. Now,
I'm a housewife, I'm telling you when I went out
there to find out what was the problem they said
that we're being kicked, and they're not going to
register to vote. I said if you're going to do
something about being kicked, then you're going
to get their attention. So, Mr. Conyers said to me,
that the reason he didn't hold a hearing on police
brutality was because he couldn't get the Repub.
lican members of the committee to hold a hear-
ing. So I wrote to Mr. Hamilton Fish. I got a letter
from Mr. Hamilton Fish saying, "When does Mr.
Conyers ever ask me to hold hearings?" Well, that
was like a slap in the face. I was very furious
about that. I made copies of that letter and I sent
it all around everywhere because I felt that that
was a revelation.

Now we're always saying that It's white folks'
fault. Sometimes, we do not do what Is correct.
I'm saying that it's one thing when we do not do
what is correct but lives are lost on our not doing
what's correct. I said to people, somebody's going
to get killed out there in Suffolk County If you
don't do something. Sure enough, a nineteen year
old paid the cost. It was the first Black young man
killed on a suburban train. I went to his funeral.
I'm not going to forget that. Nineteen years old.
So, it's critical. We did get this hearing.
Mr. Conyers did not come. Mr. Conyers was not
sick at that time that I heard. When we had those
same two thousand signatures, you belong to a
national organization. You take your national
organization, take your local petitions to your
national organizations, say look, before we go to
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the party, pass me a resolution saying we support
a public hearing. Alright, now what happens is
they support public hearings in the quadrants
of the United States, northeast, southeast, nortih-
west, southwest. That was In the National Black
Catholic Caucus, I got one of them. Got one out of
the Black Independent Political Assembly. Now
here I had national resolutions, I got the national
president to write to Mr. Conyers. Now how was
he going to resist all this pressure, so Mr. Faunt.
roy agreed to come In his place to Albany for the
hearings. Now that generated three hundred
pages of testimony.
Moderator. Victor Goode

I want to thank all of the panelists for the
perspective and the information that they brought
to us this afternoon. But actually, the purpose of
any conference in addition to Imparting that Infor-
mation is to build a dialogue between all of the
participants so that both the panelists can benefit
from your Ideas as well as your benefiting from
their's. So in our remaining time, which is about
ten minutes, we'll take questions and dialogue
between the audience and the panel.

QUESTION:
I want to ask a question about the strategies

that you are using to project this NEA curriculum.
To a teacher, a board member, a superintendent.
Do you have some recommendations?
Bosma:

I'll give you an answer and Lynn Wells may
want to add to this. She's been able to do more
than I have lately on this. It's really the jurisdic-
tion of another division of the NEA and we've
been handicapped. The Klan curriculum, In my
mind, as I said before is an organizing device
aside from having value in itself. If you recognize
that and use it on that basis you can bring atten-
tion to the issues of racism in the community, the
educational system and so forth and provide a
kind of opportunity or challenge or confrontation
as you choose to get the system, the power struc-
ture, the teachers or whoever to at least engage in
some kind of dialogue or to make some decisions
that'll help them grow In how they deal with each
other and themselves and the kids. It was our
prediction that there would be a significant
number of teachers who were fired because they
chose Independently to use our curriculum. I
haven't heard of any yet but I suspect that they're
out there and that we'll be providing legal defense
money to protect them. We have a number of
teachers' associations that have made presonta-
tions of the Klan through channels to both the
curriculum committees or to school boards.

From our standpoint, because teachers are
good people, but they also tend to be represen-
tative of the total community and have faults on
that basis, It may be more comfortable for the

teachers If community organizations or other
organizations of various types carry the ball. In my
mind it's best to have a coalition in any case. You
provide cover and support for each other In that
process. The curriculum one of the major reasons
for the conflict with the Anti-Defamation League
and the Amerlr.ar Federation of Teachers had to
do with getting the curriculum with our name on it
In New York City schools. It's being used there,
and that's one of the big victories. It's been an
expensive one but the fact Is we've gotten that
into the city. It's possible to do that sort of thing.
Lynn, why don't you tell about NAKN and the
organizing effcrts you've seen this fall.
Lynn Wells:

I want to back up one second because the
dynamics that are brought through the statement
in your original plan is just the tip of the Iceberg. I
don't think we should be apologetic about that
statement for one minute.

I just wanted to say you know people don't go
with the implications of that statement which is
that America Is a racist society. So when you've
got white teachers ... what I'm suggesting here is
would it be helpful to have a dynamic workshop
with somebody who Is trained and gets people to
recognize what they're doing, what this prejudice
Is all about. Because I don't think they can keep to
it if they don't deal with their own Inner fight with
that statement.

Bosma:
I'll agree with you and let me respond further on

that If I can. I made a statement last year during
the press conference when I spoke at the National
Anti-Klan conference that I felt the Klan was the
tip of the iceberg of both racism and fascism In
America. I do not regard that statement as equal
to saying America's a racist society. Now I
happen to believe that It Is and I don't apologize
for that, but that Isn't what I was saying. We've
always had racism in this society just as we've
had democratic values at least as a goal. That
becomes a different kind of argument. I think the
statement was taken out of context. But I think
it's a defensible statement in its own right. People
can certainly have the right to do that and it's
unfair to attribute that to use that as an excuse to
say that justifies, as the ADL said in their press
release, the statement that America's racist,
because the curriculum does not say that.
Although you are certainly allowed to take that
impression In my opinion. The answer Is that you
will look for things that are comfortable. Randy
Williams of Klan Watch and I were discussing the
curriculum this morning. It's very difficult to use it
In Alabama and Georgia and these rural com-
munities. There may be other curriculums that
become available with variations that are useful
there, we'll have to just deal with that as we go
along. I think it's useful and I think it's fair.
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Everything that we do will always be controversial
and can always be better. This is the first, and I
think we've had a remarkable success. I want to
load praise particularly on the Council of Inter.
racial books for children which took the risk and
almost went under financially.

Lynn Wells:
Let me just say that I'm not satisfied at all with

the results on the curriculum campaign. I don't
think that many teachers in the country yet are
teaching It. Teachers can teach this curriculum
whether the school boards approve it or not. They
may get fired but In most cases, they won't.
Teachers have a fair amount of discretion. So I
think that to any community or church organiza.
tlion who want to see something done on the
curriculum can teach it to their own members, you
know you can self-instruct yourself about it and
take It to the teachers that you know. Getting it
into public schools is a long bureaucratic drawn
out process. I think it's good to undertake, in fact I
think it's essential. There are some people in the
community who will not come to an Anti-Klan
picket line or any other kind of visible thing but
who will try to work to get the curriculum in the
school system. So it's a good project to do, but it
takes ages. You know, they knit-pick it over, they'll
do alot of different things but I think that it can be
adopted at least as official resource material like
it's been done In Montgomery County. The NEA
affiliate In Montgomery County, Maryland, was
active on it but you also have a county admin.
Istratton that is relatively fighting the Klan,
relatively speaking compared to counties across

the country and doing more than most county
governments. They held forums on the Klan, they
instructed the police department to go get 'ea
and they're more active. But also, there's Anti.
Klan Network there. They figured they've spoken
personally In group meetings to something like
two or three thousand people at different func.
tions. So they've done a tremendous amount of
research. It got adopted there. Not that teachers
had to teach it, but that it was atright to teach it,
the school board said it was okay. So I think this
is going to be a long, drawn out process and
therefore people ought to start now.
Bosms:

If I may add, the Connecticut teachers when
they came out with their part of the package,
developed their own supplement on the history of
the Klan in Connecticut which nobody ever
realized existed. They documented a beautiful
book. There have been supplements developed
and proposed in school districts and any number
of places by associations and by the groups. As
an organizing technique, one of the things that's
generating involvement and support for getting
people into the issue Is getting them to develop
that kind of supplement in local activities that
really brings it home. It's terribly exciting.

Lynn Wells:
There's a program called "The Klan Youth

Corp" which you can get from CBS news and it's a
film or try to get It from the NEA or ADL in some
places. It's a ten minute short on the Klan Youth
Corps and their training camps. It wakes people
up at least a little bit.
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Racially Motivated Violence 3 n -America
flew Cega1 Theories:

Private cualicial keme/ied
MODERATOR
James Ferguson II, is a practicing criminal
attorney in Charlotte, N.C., and a partner in the
firm of Chambers Ferguson, Watt, Wallas, Adkins
and Fuller, P.A. He studied law at ColumbiaUniversity and was the chief counsel in the Wilm.
ington 10 case. Mr. Ferguson has received such
awards as the Outstanding Lawyer of the Year
Award presented by the North Carolina Associa-tion of Black Lawyers, and the Lawyer of the Year

Award from the National Conference of Black
Lawyers. He also received the Frank Porter
Graham Award from the North CarOlina Civil
Liberties Union in 1982. Recently Mr. Ferguson
conducted a trial advocacy program on behalf of
the American Bar Association, litigation section
in London, England.

PANELISTS

Frank Deale is a staff attorney for the Center for
Constitutional Rights. He graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania Law School. He
published a book review with the National
Lawyers Guild on "Police Misconduct Litigation."He was one of the lawyers working on the case in
Chattanooga in which five Black women were
awarded $535,000 in damages resulting from their
being the victims of racially motivated violence.

Shelly Wong is the Administrative Coordinator
for the Greensboro Justice Fund. She received her
Bachelors in Sociology from the University of
California. She lived in Hong Kong for three years
where she taught sociology and English while she
studied Chinese. She coauthored an Asian
American studies publication "Going Back"
which is an anthology about China.
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Charles Jones is presently an Associate
Professor at Rutgers Law School. He received his
J.D. degree from DePaul University in Illinois, and
his M.P.A. from Harvard University. Professor
Jones worked as assistant staff attorney with the
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund. He
published two articles, "Negro Voting in the
South" and "SNCC Non-violence and Revolution."

H. Randall Williams is the editor for the Southern
Poverty Law Center's Klanwatch Intelligejice
Reporter, He graduated from Stanford University.
He is a former reporter for the Birmingham News,
and editor for the Birmingham Reporter.

Steven Winter (See Police Violence Panelists)
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RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE
NEW LEGAL THEORIES

James Ferguson:
We have assembled before you today a very

distinguished panel who can share with you a
wealth of experience and knowledge in the area of
litigating violence with racial targets or racially
motivated violence. They will suggest to you
some new ways in which we hope we can bring
about some results in the court.

Beginning to my far right is Shelly Wong, who is
the Administrative Coordinator for the Greens-
boro Justice Fund. Shelly is a graduate of the
University of California in Santa Cruz with a major
in Sociology. She lived in Hong Kong for three
years, teaching Sociology and English and study-
ing Chinese. She has coauthored an Asian.
American studies publication called "Going
Back" which is a collection of reflections of the
third, fourth and fifth generations of Chinese
Americans returning to the village of their
ancestors in Southern China. She will share with
you some of the methods and techniques that
have been used to litigate and organize around
the Greensboro situation.

Our next panelist is Frank Deale. Frank is a
lawyer. He graduated from Antioch College,
Undergraduate School, and he has his law degree
J.D. from the University of Pennsylvania. He is
currently a staff attorney with the Center for
Constitutional Rights, in New York, where he has
been engaged heavily in litigation involving labor,
and constitutional rights.

To my immediate left is Professor Charles
Jones, who has a J.D. from the University of
Illinois and an M.P.A. from Harvard. Charles was a
staff attorney with the Legal Defense Fund from
1964 through 1968, where he litigated Civil Rights
Cases throughout the South. He is currently a
member of the Rutgers faculty, where he has
served, since 1970, teaching Criminal Law and
Procedure.

Next to Charles is H. Randall Williams, who is
currently the Director of the Klan-Watch Project of
the Southern Poverty Law Center in Alabama and
he is both a writer and an investigator. He will be
abie to share with us some experiences that he,
with the Southern Poverty Law Center, had in a
couple of cases that would be of great interest.

Last but not least, we have Steven Winter, who
is a graduate of Columbia Law School, class of
1977. Upon graduation, he clerked for Judge
Hays of the Second Circuit Court of Appeals. For
the past three and a half years, he served as
Assistant Counselor with the Legal Defense
Fund. He has been heavily involved in prison and
police violence litigation.

Shelly Wong:
I want to begin with the facts of the case of

November 3, 1979. The clippings that you saw,
from the video-tape showed, were of a demonstra-
lion that had not even begun. It was a demonstra.
tion against the Klan. Folks were planning to
meet, assemble and march to have a conference
on the growth of the Klan. That conference never
took place. Instead what happened was a caravan
of Ku Klux Klan and Nazi cars drove onto the site
of the demonstration. A man from the first car
shot a signal into the air which was a signal for
the Ku Klux Klan and Nazis to jump out of their
cars and beat the demonstrators with sticks. Then
there were shotgun blasts to scatter the crowd;
and you saw certain men getting out of their cars
opening up the trunks and pulling out semi.
automatic weapons. The marksmen shot five peo-
ple and murdered five people who were all shot In
the head, and in the heart. Nine people were
injured. A whole community was terrorized.
Following the muders, only fifteen out of the
thirty-five to forty Ku Klux Klan and Nazis were
ever arrested. Only six went to trial and they were
acquitted of all charges by November 17, 1980.
They were acquitted in the state court. They were
never charged with conspiracy to murder
although, they were planning meetings of the Ku
Klux Klan and Nazis prior to the murders. Since
the conspiracy charges were dropped, it was out-
side of the scope of inquiry to investigate the
planning meetings and find out who attended the
planning meetings or what the plans were. The
District Attorney in the state trial made public
statements to the press saying that most of the
people in Greensboro think that the communists
got what they deserved. He was supposed to be
prosecuting the Ku Klux Klan and Nazis.

The Greensboro Justice Fund was formed in
the Spring of 1980 to begin work on the legal
cases that came out of the Greensboro Massacre.
November 3, 1980, a Civil Rights suit was filed on
behalf of 16 plaintiffs, the widows and the
widowers of the five people that were slain, the
injured demonstrators and demonstrators wrong-
fully arrested and charged in conjunction with the
events. (Two of the six arrested were also injured.)
The plaintiffs are described in the complaint as
militant, anti-racist, labor organizers as in one or
more of the following categories: communists,
labor organizers and/or advocates of equal rights
for Black people.

There are 86 defendants in the civil rights suit.
Bernard Butcovich, Agent provacateur of the
Bureau of Alcohol, Firearms, and Tobacco; and Ed
Dawson, the Greensboro paid police informant,
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who organized and led the murder caravan, and
who also rode in the head car of the caravan was
never called to testify nor charged with a crime
although identified by the victims to the District
Attorney. According to a report by the Institute for
Southern Studies, Independent Investigation of
the Greensboro Massacre, Ed Dawson not only
did not testify, but the Chief of Police told him
when he didn't testify, "Good Boyl We expected
that you wouldn't testify." So there was an
intimate alliance alleged in the Institute for
Southern Studies Report, between the Police
Chief, the District Attorney and Ed Dawson, the
Klansmen who was being paid by the Greensboro
Police, Twenty Klan and Nazis who were known to
be present and involved in the attack and/or
involved in the planning of the attack are also
defendants in the suit.

There were approximately 30,40 persons
involved, not all of them known to the attorneys at
this point. There was a police car, unmarked, that
followed the murder caravan. The police took pic.
tures, but did not call for assistance. The police
knew that Ed Dawson had telephoned them that
morning; knew that the Ku Klux Klan and Nazis
were armed but did nothing to prevent the attack
or to warn the demonstrators. City, state and
federal agencies, the city of Greensboro, the
Greensboro Police Department, State of North
Carolina Department of Crime Control and Public
Safety, State Bureau of Investigation, the U.S.
Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, the Community Relations Service
and the Bureau of Alcohol, Firearms and Tobacco,
are also cited as defendants in the civil rights suit
as well as twenty present or past officials or
employees of the above government bodies, or
agencies.

I wanted to talk a little bit about what the rela-
tionship of this civil rights suit is to the fight for
justice. What we hope to get out of the civil rights
suit, why we have a civil rights suit, and what we
hope to accomplish by it. The Civil Rights Suit is a
way of getting into and investigating. Our
attorneys, the plaintiffs and the victims of the
Greensboro Massacre have a lot of questions as
to what was the role of the Bureau of Alcohol,
Firearms and Tobacco. What was the role of the
F.B.I.?

The F.B.I. at one time, made an investigation
under the Freedom of Information Act that could
lead to prosecution and damages. It has been
kept from the victims of the Greensboro Massacre.

It is a question of how much education, how
much organizing, how much public pressure can
be done in conjunction with working with victims,
attorneys, civil rights and civil liberties organiza-
tions and religious organizations. All this can
continue to put the pressure for justice in the
case. Our experience in working on this Greens-

boro case Is that we believe that the only reason
why this Grand Jury has been called now in the
Greensboro case is because of the many petitions
and letters of support and all of the work that has
been done in demonstrations, organizing, forums
and conferences like this one that have really
forced the issue of Greensboro Justice.

Frank Deale:
There is some common Information, which I

think we should start out with, since this is a
workshop which is to deal with various sorts of
theoretical legal concepts.

The way to begin is to talk about some of the
established principles and some of the historical
background to civil rights legislation in the United
States today. The questions that we have been
talking about and what sort of strategies, both
legal and political, can be used to combat those
forms of racial violence are not really new to us or
this country in general. I think that the first piece
of congressional action designed to deal with the
questions of the 13th amendment was, of course,
the first major reconstruction amendment which
was meant to eradicate racism in the United
States. It was followed immediately by a number
of other statutes as well as constitutional provi-
sions. I'd like to briefly talk about some of those
statutes.

Over the past 150 years of United States history
the whole question of racial violence and equality
for members of different minority groups in this
country has been a very pressing problem. After
the 13th Amendment, the reconstruction Congress
passed a Civil Rights Act of 1866, which Incor-
porates a number of the various provisions that
are presently on the statute books dealing with
racial violence. I did not find out until yesterday
that the First Civil Rights Act of 1866 was actually
vetoed by President Andrew Johnson, but was
passed over Johnson's veto because it was felt
that this was very important legislation and dealt
with real problems that were in the country at that
particular time. After the reenactment of the Civil
Rights Act of 1866, we had the 14th Amendment,
which is a very important part of the Constitution
and has served as the source for a lot of litigation,
particularly around racial issues in the United
States.

The 14th Amendment was carried out by the
states as well as by Federal Enforcement
officials. There was the Ku Klux Klan in 1871 still
putting the point across that the rights of blacks
were something which was a Federal responsi-
bility which had to be enforced through Federal
provisions and which had to be respected in all
parts of the country including the deep Sotth. The
Act of 1871 stated essentially the same thing.

Finally, at least in recent history, there was the
Civil Rights Act of 1968, which again dealt with
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the question of racial violence in the United
States and various forms of judicial remedies, for
ending that violence. I go through this possibly
redundant exercise because I think It's very
important to start out with the knowledge that the
federal enforcement responsibility for civil rights
legislation and constitutional provisions Is some-
thing which has a long history in this country. It's
important to keep that in mind as a starting point
because the question of the federal role in assur-
ing civil rights of Blacks and minorities is
something we have to be clear about.

It is not a situation where the federal govern.
meant can pass off its responsibilities to the states
and to state constitutions. It Is a federal role in
terms of eradicating racial violence. The primary
governmental agency which has the responsibility
for bringing prosecutions and assuring that Civil
Rights are Implemented is the Department of
Justice.

Now that I've talked about some of this
historical material, I should say something about
how the statutes presently exist. As the U.S. Code
presently stands, some of the statutes which have
been used frequently, in civil rights litigation, are
codified in 42 U.S.C. Sections 1, 1981, 1982, 1983,
essentially, 1985 and a number of other provisions
which are designed to provide back up responsi-
bilities for the Federal courts that are in fact
implementing those constitutional provisions.

1981: is designed to assure that blacks and
other minorities have the same rights to contract
and security of persons and property as white
citizens of the United States.

1982: is essentially designed to assure that
minority citizens have the same rights to rent
property and hold property and other non-discrim.
ination kinds of provisions which deal with the
transfer of property.

1983: was designed to outlaw forms of
discrimination conducted by state officers.

1985: was designed to outlaw forms of
discrimination conducted by private actors, and it
was directed primarily at the Ku Klux Klan.

There were a number of criminal provisions
which were designed to allow the Department of
Justice to bring criminal prosecutions to supple-
ment the civil remedies. To be very brief, there
was a Title 18, U.S.C. Section 241, a statute which
makes it unlawful for private citizens to engage in
acts which are designed to intimidate members of
the United States from engaging in their constitu-
tional rights.

18 U.S.C. Section 242: is designed towards
making it unlawful for people acting under
color of State Law, meaning state officials, to
engage in these same kinds of activities; and
those two Sections (241 & 242) were
supplemented in 1968 by the 90th Congress.

18 U.S.C. Section 245: which was designed
primarily to plug up some of the gaps In
U.S.C. 241 and 242.

There should be no doubt at this stage there are
various forms of civil and criminal remedies which
give private parties as well as governmental
authorities the ability and the responsibility to
eradicate various forms of racial violence in the
United States.

I think I should start off by saying a little bit
about the private remedies I've talked about, 42
U.S.C. Sections 1981, 1982 and other statutes. A
number of cases have been brought In the United
States by private parties seeking to receive
injunctive relief as well as damage actions
against various Klan and Nazi groups that are in
the business of Intimidating citizens who were
exercising constitutional rights.

I want to talk about a case that my organization
brought. We litigated the case ih Chattanooga,
Tennessee where five Black women were shot by
members of the Ku Klux Klan in the center of a
Black community. These women were coming
from a social event and were simply in the
process of walking home. The Klan's members
had been drinking, and went out to get some "nig-
gers". They went into the heart of the Black com-
munity and essentially shot these people down In
the street.

We brought a civil action after some Klan mem-
bers had been convicted and two acquitted in a
state action. We brought the civil action for the
purpose of hitting these people In their pockets
and we received a $500,000 damage award.

We also received injunctive relief preventing
various forms of similar Klan violence in the
future and are now in the process of trying to
actually get this money. The feeling we have is
that in the process of doing civil litigation you can
get injunctive relief and those injunctions can be
enforced to prevent recurring episodes of similar
types of harms. With people like the Klan, you
essentially have to hit them in their pocketbooks
to let them know that intimidation which they
carry out against Black and other minorities, is
going to cost them money.

The Klan gets money from a lot of different
sources. The money goes into a lot of different
parts of the country into different forms of activi.
ty. I can only say that in Chattanooga the people
who were ultimately held liable for the actions
against these Black women were people who
really had very few* resources of their own. I
suspect that around the country most of the
people who are at the bottom line of the Klan
hierarchies are people who are generally judg-
ment proof. However, I think there still is a contin-
uing need to bring civil actions of this sort even if
the money is not immediately available. There is a
need for getting the injunctive relief.
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I think that generally we all know that historic-
ally private citizens do not have the right or power
to bring a criminal prosecution in the United
States. That responsibility primarily lies with
state enforcement authorities when you are talk.
Ing about protecting constitutional rights and
federal statutory rights, the primary responsibility
resides with the Department of Justice. A number
of people at the Center, including myself, as well
as people gathered at this conference have
become convinced that the Justice Department is
not exercising its responsibilities in a way we
think they should be exercised. There has been
documented evidence of a rise in racial violence
and it Is not something that is confined to the
South. It is happening in various parts of the
country.

In earlier workshops, a representative from the
Department of Justice testified that there have
been some prosecutions and very few convic-
tlions. We don't know how many complaints they
have been hit with but the point of the matter is
that all of the evidence points to the conclusion
that there is a lot that can be done by way of
further federal enforcement.

I want to throw out the one thing that I think
we're going to have to talk about ultimately, and
that is, the whole question of prosecutorial
discretion. It essentially comes to the conclusion
that prosecutorial officials have this unreviewable
discretion to decide who to go after and who not
to go after. I think that the doctrine has aspects of
it which can be attacked. I know that in other
areas of law, like labor law and environmental
law, It's very possible to get judicial review over
prosecutors' decisions not to prosecute when you
can show that the failure to prosecute is an abuse
of discretion or contrary to law.
Professor Charles Jones:

I essentially want to address two basic ques.
tions and to attempt to compare, under this
discussion of new legal theories In dealing with
racially motivated violence, the experience of
lawyers working in the civil rights movement in
the 60's with what I see as problems likely to be
faced by lawyers representing victims of racially
motivated violence in the 80's.

I think there are two questions that lawyers and
community activist strategists have to face. What
is new about the statutes that we have to deal
with, that we utilize now in bringing private litiga-
tion? Secondly, what is the appropriate form of
litigation to address these kinds of problems. Are
state courts the most appropriate forum or are
federal courts still the best for us?

I think as the Greensboro clip demonstrates,
proving the relationship between organized
violent groups like the Klan and Nazi party and the
police Is going to be very difficult. It se3ms to me
that the strong remedies are probably going to be

those which rely mostly on private litigation
efforts. That Is where the victims themselves sue
for damages, or where community people sue for
injunctive remedies against repeated threats of
violence and actual violence by organized hostile
groups. Consequently, I think that there is some-
thing to be said about putting some attention on
statutes like 42 U.S.C. Section 1985, Sub 3, which
Frank Deale described to you just a moment ago.
That statute essentially gives federal courts the
jurisdiction to enjoin private conspiracies which
have the effect of depriving persons of their rights
protected under federal constitutional and
statutory provisions.

The important thing that's involved in GRIFFIN
V. BRECKINRIDGE, is that If it can be asserted in
the complaint, and proven in the trial, that what
we are dealing with in litigating against the Klan
and other similar racist groups is a pattern of
practice comparable to the kinds of activities
which were exhibited by the Klan back in the
Reconstruction era, then we begin to make out a
very strong claim, under Section 1985 (3) for both
damages and injunctive relief.

Now one thing I'd like to point out to those of
you who have the package of materials, is that
there is a copy of the Chattanooga decree. On
page 4 of that material is an article from the Chat-
tanooga Times. It gives the court a very real basis
for both enjoining the Klan In Chattanooga, and
also it gave the jury a very strong basis for impos.
ing damages. The court found, based on extensive
testimony, that the history and purposes of the
Klan traditionally, are that it's a violent group
and that when it acts, it's acting in a way that will
bring about a very high likelihood of damage and
Injury to the people it confronts. That kind of
allegation and that kind of proof lays the basis of
what Is really fundamental in this litigation. That
establishes a nexus between Section 1985 (3) and
the 13th Amendment; because part of the strategy,
and I think anything new in our legal theory now,
must be to show the connection between the
organizational activity of the Klan now and what it
was back in the 19th century. How the purposes of
the Klan are the same, the use of violence to main-
tain a status of inferiority of Black and minority
people.

Those purposes being demonstrated, a court is
given a very strong basis for providing relief under
that particular statute. So, it's something that I
think we're going to have to look at very closely.
H. Randall Williams:

I'm going to mention a couple of cases. Three
cases, specifically, because I think that there is
something about them that we can look at in
terms of trying to decide what other strategies we
might follow. The first case was a case previously
mentioned by a representative from the Justice
Department. This case took place in North
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Alabama about a year ago. It involved an inter-
racial couple that was attacked by four white
men. They were simply driving down the road and
four men saw them and chased them and attacked
them. The Justice Department attorney mentioned
this as he pointed out, It was the one instance in
which they had successfully prosecuted in
federal court four Klan members. Unfortunately,
for his statistics, they were not actually members
of the Ku Klux Klan and so as far as I know, judg-
ing from what he said, the Justice Department
still hasn't in recent time, prosecuted any
Klansmen.

They were admittedly racist, and so, maybe as a
practical matter, It didn't make any difference.
But I think it's significant that there was never any
state prosecution in this incident. There was a
federal prosecution, there were convictions; and
then there was a later private law suit brought by
the couple in which damages and attorneys were
awarded.

The second case happened in Decatur,
Alabama. On May 26, 1979, there was a march by
peaceful black demonstrators and they were
attacked by about 50 or 60 Klansmen armed with
sticks, ax handles and some firearms. In the riot
which followed, there were some shots fired and
several people were injured. State prosecution
was limited. One black man was prosecuted but
none of the Klansmen were prosecuted in state
court. Since then a massive private law suit was
brought by our organization on behalf of the Black
citizens of Decatur. I mention this because even
though the case has not yet been tried, I think it
shows the effect that private law suits can have.
They, (the law suits) and some other things that
have been happening as well, have put Bill Wilkin-
son, the head of the Invisible Empire of the KKK,
almost out of business. It cost him a tremendous
amount of money in legal fees and other expenses.
He had to sell the airplane that he used to go
around the country to organize racist rallies. He's
been unable to publish some issues of the news-
paper he circulated all over the country. In other
ways, it has had little impact on his activity.

The third case was in Texas against the Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan. The Klansmen were harass-
ing Vietnamese refugees. Again, over a period of
time, there were a number of overtly hostile acts
toward Vietnamese, on shrimp boats that were
burned and a third was damaged. Several Viet-
namese people had weapons pointed at them and
crosses were burned. There was no local prosecu-
tion, there were no federal criminal charges
brought, although there was some sort of an
Investigation. We never knew to what extent. In a
private lawsuit brought against the Klan there, a
federal judge granted an Injunction. There has
been no further Klan harassment of the Viet-
namese community.
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One thing that private lawyers need to do Is
develop some kind of injunction against Klan
activity. This is not a new idea. It's discussed all
thtc time. But, so far, we haven't really come up
with any concrete ideas on how to address it.
There Is really no difference between all the Klan
groups that are out there. 1hey operate the same
way and they believe the same things. They're in
quite frequent contact with each other, and we
believe that some further thinking toward this
nationwide injunction is much needed. We think
that we need more specific suits.

The two cases I mentioned to you, the one in
Decatur and the one in Texas, target two of the
largest and most active Klan groups. They have
had a significant impact on the activities of those
Klan groups. Secondly, some lawsuits that target
those are the lawsuits that prove where the finan.
cial support is coming from, and where the Nazis'
financial support is coming from to see whether
or not there are ways that you can attack the way
they actually go about conducting their business.
Third, to see whether or not there might be some
lawsuits that will be able to actually force the
government or prosecutors to take a more active
part in prosecutions themselves. Fourth, and this
is real risky, and in some ways I even hesitate to
bring it up. But, we monitor all of the Klan and
Nazi publications and there is literally a flood of
extremely rabid material produced by these
organizations. It Is so racist and anti-semitic that
you can hardly believe it unless you've seen it.
In the United States we produce, in Lincoln
Nebraska, for example, about 114 to 112 of all the
Nazi literature that's distributed today in
Germany. We don't have the laws in this country
that allow you to stop this sort of stuff whereas
some other countries do. I think it's extremely
risky strategy. I think we ought to consider some
sort of concept of class libel about how these
organizations and these newspapers that are very
careful not to libel individuals, libel the class of
Black people and the class of Jews all the time. I
don't know how, as a non-lawyer you would do
that, but it's something I think we ought to think
about. Fifth, I will suggest that we think about the
strategy for states where local prosecutors,
especially, are reluctant to get Into vigorous
prosecution of racists. I think we ought to look at
the concept that some states have of allowing
special prosecutors to be appointed to go after
cases. I know they allow it a lot of times in death
penalty cases. Lawyers who handle those on the
defense side are confronted with special
prosecutors hired by the family and I think that we
could look Into that for ourselves.
James Ferguson:

Thank you Randall. We'll go now to Steve.
Steven Winter:

I'd like to briefly conclude with a few observa-
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lions and some pessimistic thoughts about litiga-
tion. Professor Jones, I think, made a good point
that we're dealing with some new phase, new
problems in terms of violence against minorities,
In terms of its manifestations and that perhaps
the statutes of the past are not as useful as they
were in the past to deal with this Issue. I'd like to
pick up a few of those strands.

Focusing first on the more recent statutes that
were passed in the 60's as a result of the Civil
Rights era, the statutes are very carefully crafted
and reflect pretty much the kinds of behaviors and
activities that were happening in the 60's; the
harassment of Blacks who were attempting to
exercise their civil rights, and of civil rights
demonstrators. Those statutes are not of great
use today although they can be helpful from time
to time. It doesn't really help us all that much in
dealing with what seems to be a rising phenom-
enon in the last couple of years, of individualized
random violence against minorities that is racially
motivated.

I would suggest, that not to say that that cannot
be litigated by either federal prosecutors, or by
private plaintiffs, but that It represents unique
problems of proof. Statutes require proof of racial
motivation sometimes that's made easy by the
perpetrators who engage in the stylized behavior
such as burning of crosses or who belong to iden-
tified groups like the Klan, but that's not always
the case. If we were to extrapolate from what's
happening In the courts to other contexts, partic-
ularly in voting rights and Title Seven Cases, there
seems to be sort of a hostility on the part of the
courts to make findings of intent. I would suggest
that although not impossible, it's more difficult to
prove this sort of activity.

Finally, let me turn to a slightly different area,
and that is the problem of public officials' violence
against minorities. The statutes there do not
require Intent which has been called the work
horse of civil rights litigation. The vast majority of
civil rights litigation is brought under 1982 against
State and State actors and doesn't require any
proof of intent. But, when dealing with the
problem of public officials, conduct against
minorities, particularly problems of police
violence, the central problem there seems to be is
sort of a sub-culture within the police department
and a failure of bureaucratic safeguards and
controls. I think, in part, that It becomes increas-
ingly more Important that people who are con-
cerned about these problems, communities that
want to do something about these problems,
cannot rely solely on the lawyers who have tradi-
tionally handled these problems in the past,
sometimes with great success, but have to
increasingly get involved in community action,
political action, and exerting pressure directly on
police departments and exerting pressure on
prosecutors if we can't sue for prosecutorial

discretion. It Is possible not to re-elect
prosecutors who don't go after these kinds of
things.
James Ferguson:

Thank you Steve. We have 15 minutes for ques-
tions.
QUESTION:

I am a director for the Emergency Security
Institute. My name Is Ken Davenport. I have six
questions basically. What do you usually use to
determine Klan membership or Involvement? How
many Klan members were prosecuted, and how
many were convicted? I was just wondering what
type of criteria you use to determine who is a Klan
member as opposed to who is not. Also, in terms
of responsibility, how do they determine whether
it's a local Klan organization taking responsibility
as opposed to whether or not to try to sue the
national Klan organization? What about suits
against the U.S. government if acts are by military
personnel, or civilians who are Klan members?
The question of suits prohibiting joining or
organizing the Klan in the armed forces and based
on the fact that armed forces personnel don't
necessarily come under the Constitution, but they
also come under the Uniform Code of Military
Justice and under that they could probably be
written in as some type of preventative erasure
based on the fact that it interferes with-normal
military work?

The question is whether or not it would be
constitutional for the United States government
to infiltrate Klan organizations that are based on
the armed forces bases or property or personnel?

Ferguson:
Response from the panel, do you remember the

questions?
Shelly Wong:

I wanted to ;espond using the Greensboro case.
I wanted to talk a little more about the question of
the government and its relationship with the Klan,
particularly around the question of using National
Security Laws to go after the Klan. What you have
in the Greensboro case is Ku Klux Klan members
and Nazi members who have identified them-
selves that way. There was a meeting of the
various Ku Klux Klan factions and the Nazi party
which formally formed the United Racist Front.
That was their name. Bernard Butkovich, Bureau
of Alcohol, Firearms, and Tobacco agent, attended
those planning sessions that planned the
murders. So the question in the civil suit that
we're pursuing Is, what is the relationship to the
government, why do we have a federal agent in
there and the relationship to the federal govern.
ment in acting as an agent provacateur to encour-
age the Klan and Nazis? So the whole fight with
the Justice Department In the civil rights suit is to
see whether the Justice Department will really
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seriously look at the question of monitoring.
We're talking about a cointel type of an operation
working hand in hand with the Klan and Nazis.

Frank Deals:
I can address myself to one small part of your

questions about the military and the Klan. I don't
know just what the policy of the United States
military is towards having Klan and Nazis. I do
know, however, that on a particular college
campus that has an ROTC program, an officers
training program, there was a white student who
was an avowed Klan member and an avowed seg-
regationist and white supremacist who tried to
get into the ROTC program and was denied
admission by the army. He went into federal court
claiming that his first amendment rights were
violated because of the army's refusal to take him
as an ROTC student and the army was upheld by
the federal court. The Court of Appeals said
essentially that the army has the right to keep out
Klan and Nazi members as well as people who
believe in white supremacy. That might address
some parts of the military discussion.
QUESTION:

There'.; always a problem and I would like to
know from the lawyers on the panel, if there's any
corroboration on the rules of government opera-
tions that assist you in getting these cases into
the federal courts. That is rule #1 which says that
you must moveexpeditiouslyand rule #2and soon?
Ferguson:

Do I understand the question to be whether or

not the rules help you in court?
Steven Winter:

I think the problem Is not getting into court. I
mean the statutes are there, the laws are there. I
think now Is a time that is hostile to. the rights
which have traditionally been effectively asserted
in federal courts and one finds that the courts on
the merits are being less considerate of the posi-
tions that we are bringing to them. It's not a ques-
tion of what the rules are, and whether they help,
lawyers all make use of the rules on both sides of
any case. The basic sympathy of the courts Is not
where It once was.

Ferguson:
I took your question to mean that given the

rules that you have, can lawyers expect to effec-
tively litigate; is the question we're talking about
In court, is that really what you are asking?

Response:
That's exactly, precisely my question. When

you think of the oath that the lawyers and judges
take, they are taking a rather p'ecarlous position
when they do this In violation of those codes, their
professional responsibility?

James Ferguson:
They are the ones who not only take the oath,

but enforce the oath, and if they don't do that
themselves, then the question becomes where do
you go, how do you get a court to enforce a court
to do something?
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CLOSING REMARKS
BY

PROFESSOR ARTHUR KINOY

that I can remember in many years. There's just
no question about that. You came here from all
over the country, from the organizations of people
deeply committed to the struggle not just against
the rise of racial violence, but committed to libera-
tion, committed to Black liberation, committed to
the changes that, as Dr. Chavis told us in his
opening remarks, are the heart of everything we
must confront In the struggle for the transforma-
tlion of our society. We came here together and we
talked with each other, and I cannot tell you how
much I feel I have learned from the talking, the
discussions-and not just the formal presenta-
tions of the panel people. Some of the most
valuable things I came away with were the discus-
sions out there In the hallways, the discussions
on the walk to the luncheon, the discussions last
night and early this morning.

What is happening? We are getting together
again. We are beginning to pool with each other
our experiences, our thinking. About what? Let us
remember what Reverend Cobb said about the
most difficult, critical problems that this country
has been faced with in many, many years.
Remember how he warned us that this discus-
sion, this conference of ours, was going to be just
a bare beginning. That we would just start to

Sisters and brothers, there's one thing I've got
to mention before I even get started. Brother
Oliver just mentioned that I was to give a closing
address, and that sent shivers up my spine
because if there's one thing we have been taught
during this conference by so many people, by
Reverend Chavis at the very beginning, by
Reverend Cobb, by all the people talking to us, it's
that the strategies that we are attempting to work
out here must be measured and shaped by prac-
tical reality, and not by some preconceived
theoretical plan.

Well that speaks to the moment we're at right
now. The preconceived theoretical plan was that I
was to give a long closing address, The practical
reality Is that we are all very tired. Therefore, I am
going to hold this down.

I think the words Reverend Chavis opened this
gathering with last night have proven to be so
true. Remember what he said to us? That the folks
who decided tc come together to hold this confer-
ence were very bold to have planned this type of
gathering, and I think what has happened Is the
living proof of his words. I can't tell you how many
hundreds of conferences I've attended over the
years, and this has been, speaking very honestly,
one of the most exciting gatherings I've been at,
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discuss with each other what? The strategy for
what? To halt the Klan? The strategy to stop
racially targeted violence? (See, we've all learned
something. Now we talk about racially targeted
violence.) No, this is the struggle to save
everything, every single one of us. The Black peo-
ple in this country, the Puerto Fican people in this
country, the Mexican people in this country, the
women of this country, the working people of this
country, have put before themselves as their goal
a decent life, a life we can live without being
blown up, a life we can live, in which all of our
energies and activities can begin to create for
ourselves, for our children, for the future, the kind
of society where the exploitation of each of us by
the powerful structure Is eliminated.

We stand on the edge now of what? I want to
say out loud and clear, and I don't care If there are
people anywhere who are going to disagree with
me on this, the word that just shook me and went
through me when Reverend Chavis said it. We are
on the edge in this country of what? Incipient
fascism. The word that no American ever wants to
face. The way that, for a hundred years, no
American ever wanted to face another fact. I have
one disagreement with my dear colleague and
friend on the earlier panel who used the phrase,
"The Compromise of 1877", I'm never caught
dead using that phrase anymore. The Betrayal of
1877.

And what do we face now? We face the same
crisis. Only, as people used to teach us in the old
days, history does not repeat itself in the same
way.

1877 was disaster. But the new 1877 that we
face Is not only going to be disaster, but death
and catastrophe. Because the aim is to destroy
not just the struggles of Black people, but to
destroy every single elementary constitutional
right of freedom which the power structure itself
created many years ago.

They're afraid we're going to use them. They're
afraid we're going to get together, all of us, and
move forward, as Ben Chavis said, to the new
world and new society, and they're so scared to
death that they have unleashed all of their
forces-to what? To move in the direction of
what? Yes, Fascism. The struggle against racial
violence Is just a part of this struggle.

I'll say It very bluntly. Alright, It is perfectly clear
for Black people and to the Black liberation move-
ment why they must be In the center of this fight,
but it's equally clear for white people why we
must be in the center of this fight. Why, because
we like Black people? Yes, we like a lot of Black
people, Black people like a lot of us, but as the
reason for action that's nonsense. Why? Because
our lives are on the line. The entire future of the
basic form of our society, the form that means we
can meet here, Is on the line. Let's be blunt about

it. In the society some of them have In mind for us,
not so long from now, we won't be meeting In this
room, we'll all be In a concentration camp
together, and that will be a little too late to stand
and fight, so the strategies we must work out now
are critical to all of us. We cannot be arrogant
about this. We cannot expect that we are going to
solve these strategies In one day's meeting.
We've just barely started. The question is how do
we here, working together now, how do we move
forward?

Now, this Is not a big meeting that's going to
plan out all the details of what's going to be done
tomorrow morning, to fight the Klan. That would
be arrogant, that would be to say we supersede all
of the community organizations, everybody else
that's working and struggling in this country. How
do we begin to work together to plan out the kinds
of strategies that will be effective on a local, a
community, a regional, a national level?

Why was there a victory in Chattanooga?
Because they were doing what the people of Chat-
tanooga wanted them to do, and told them to do.
Who made all the basic decisions In that Chat-
tanooga case? The organizations, the city of Chat-
tanooga. I tell you that speech that Vic gave us
this luncheon, just like Ben Chavis' speech, and
Reverend Cobb's speech, and the other speeches,
have to be distributed massively all over this
country. We have to get them to every organiza-
tion of people who are Involved In any way In this
struggle.
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We have to have the planning of similar confer-
ences on a regional basis. It's a very big country.
One of the strengths and weaknesses of our
movement and our work is the size of this country.
But we've got to have regional conferences of this
nature from ore end of the country to the other,
and the Rutgers Law School, and the United
Church of Christ, have got to take the responsibill.
ty, and all of us in different organizations, the INC
Fund and everyone else who's here, the NAACP,
have got to get together and help these organiza-
tions.

This grouping that got themselves together-
the Commission, the Law School and whatever
other national or regional organizations are
represented here-have got to start to meet as a
coordinating committee, to read through very
carefully what was discussed at these work-
shops. There were practical proposals made.
There were proposals made In our workshop on
the role of the Federal government, of the most
specific nature, to put that Justice Department on
the spot. It just about blew my mind, sitting here
listening to what the representative had to say, as
I said to everybody at that workshop, when the
representative of the Department of Justice said
very directly, for the first time I'd heard them say it
in thirty years, that the theories that I and a
number of other people have been putting forward
for years as to the power and strengths of the 13th
Amendment to the Constitution and what It
demands from the point of view of national
action-you know what he said? He said, "I think
it may be valid." We haven't heard that In years!

We've got to confront them now with demands
for action. And If they won't act, then national
organizations, community organizations of peo-
ple, have got to act in the vacuum. If they won't
take leadership, then who has to take leadership?
The people, and the people's organizations. And
this coordinating committee that can begin 1c,
develop can make suggestions to all of us on :ow
we move and what we do, and that will be . oegin-
ning of moving. It's a great mailing list, everybody
here now.

And then, as a real goal, I'll just throw this out, I
would like to see us reconvene. Let's take a hard
look at where we stand, and what we have won,
and instead of one Chattanooga victory, let there
be twenty victories that we're reporting to each
other. We've done it before in this country, and we
can do It again.

I will never forget, and I just have to say that I
am moved at this moment to tell you. I remember
the words that burned through me at the end of a
meeting like this. It was In Sunflower County,
Mississippi in 1964, and representatives from all
over the state of Mississippi had been convened
together by the leaders of an organization which
the whole country then came to know because for
a moment they shook the country, the Mississippi
Freedom Democratic Party. And oh, then there
were just loads of discussions, and you think we
had differences of opinion here today? You
should have been down there. All kinds of differ-
ences and discussions and everything else, and
people were just exhausted after a day and a half
of that conference-and I'll never forget what at
the end, the convener of the conference, Fannie
Lou Hamer, said to all of us, "We've talked
enough, let's go out and do It."

On those words, I'll end here, let's go out and
dolt.
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THE FIRST NATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON RACIALLY MOTIVATED

VIOLENCE IN AMERICA

By: Phyllis Reed
Criminal Justice Coordinator

Suffolk Association United Church of Christ

The first National Conference on Racially
Motivated Violence In America was held April
16th and 17th 1982 on the Rutgers Law School
campus In Newark, New Jersey. Sponsored by the
Commission for Racial Justice, United Church of
Christ and Rutgers Law School, it drew a racially
Integrated attendance from around the nation and
from all walks of life, Including the media,
Congress, the legal profession, the police, the
church and national networks concerned with this
problem.

The conference, generated by an acute
awareness of the increasing number of attacks
directed at Black Americans In recent years,
opened with the ABC "News Close-up: Wounds
From Within" and keynote speaker, The Rev. Dr.
Benjamin F. Chavis Jr., Deputy Director of the
United Church of Christ Commission for Racial
Justice. Dr. Chavis sounded a clear call for
organized building of the Black community
geared to winning and keeping Its rights rather
than waiting for an Increasingly unresponsive
administration to ensure them.

Dr. Chavis emphasized the constructiveness of
Blacks and whites uniting and the positive effect
that could have In eliminating Klan activities.

Throughout the U.S., the Klan Is extremely
destructive but its membership is small; all that is
needed to squelch this tiny group Is an out-
spoken, organized coalition. (There appeared to
be an unspoken agreement throughout the con-
ference that, out of personal experience, the
technique of ignoring the Klan does not succeed
in stopping It).

Dr. Chavis met concerns for Black safety head
on. He emphasized that our "best self-defense"
lies in working together for our rights. "Those who
want to carry a gun for self-protection had better
first consider the political implications of such a
decision," he warned.

The Saturday morning session was opened by
Dean Peter Simmons of Rutgers Law School who
introduced Dr. Charles E. Cobb, Executive Direc-
tor of the Commission for Racial Justice. Dr. Cobb
spoke movingly of the effects of daily psycho-
logical, social and spiritual violence in addition to
physical acts against Blacks, and set the tone for
a panel presentation of a historical and current
analysis of the Causes and Nature of Racially
Motivated Violence.

Dr. Anthony Scott, historian at Rutgers, held the
audience with his factual and analytical revela-
tions of the origin of our present police force in
the early slave patrols when efforts of southern
slave owners to keep Blacks isolated and unable
to organize a rebellion instituted a virtual state of
martial law throughout the South. Segregation
was their key to the success of slavery.

Jonathan Rubenstein, of the Center for
Research on Institutions and Social Policy,
detailed the effect of current anti-gambling laws
on Blacks. Black communities have the largest
saturation of police and this fact coupled with the
practice of using police Informants plus the
widespread petty corruption of police spawned by
these laws have resulted in Blacks constituting
the highest percentage of gambling arrests.

Elsie Scott, of the Institute of Urban Studies,
Howard University, counteracted the popular
myth that most racial Incidents against Blacks
were "childish pranks" committed by young
whites under twenty. Her studies show that most
crimes against Blacks were committed by young
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adult white males in their early twenties. She
spoke of the reality of Black-on-Black crime but
noted the category of response to society's
repression In which Blacks turn on each other, a
kind of Inversion of racially motivated violence.

Dr. Harvey Brenner, of Johns Hopkins Universi-
ty, analyzed the current rise of crime against
Blacks as rooted in the recession with the
humiliation and defeat felt by jobless whites
finding an outlet In aggression and the need for a
scapegoat. FHe believes this Is the reason for the
current tendency to blame those on welfare, etc.
for our current problems, budgetary and other-
wise. (During some private discussions following
the plenary session, the writer found others who
shared her dissatisfaction with this conclusion;
as one participant said, "How come Blacks, a
high percentage of whom are continually
unemployed, don't go after whites?"

Dr. Brenner extended the phrase "Racially-
Motivated" to "Racially Targeted" violence-a
wording that sharpened conference thinking and
was adopted throughout the day. He feels respon-
sibility for this violence lies with both destructive
Individuals and in the failure of "moral institu-
tions" to set standards and to condemn such
behavior. He stated that therefore, the law does
not prevent the occurrence of racial incidents. It
is up to whites to do those things which will
diffuse the tremendous rage pouring out towards
Blacks. Meanwhile, he charged that the law must
demonstrate that It will take action against those
who engage in focusing their anger on other
groups.

The final speaker on the panel, Dr. Mary Berry of
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, warned that,
while economic downturns tend to exacerbate
racially targeted crimes and harassment, we
should not expect racially motivated crimes to
disappear when the economy returns to a
healthier state. She reminded us that these
attacks have continued throughout our history
regardless of the economic condition.

Many at the conference were able to recount,
sometimes with the aid of newspaper clippings,
stories of attacks, harassment and brutality
against Blacks that defy recent civil rights efforts,
creating a disbelief that this is 1982, and a wonder
at the persistence of events duplicating the horror
and injustice of those prior to 1965. Only after
concerted, vocal protest does the U.S. Justice
Department move on these violations and even
then, the effort Is often weak. Dr. Berry stated the
persistent belief that there would be no prosecu-
tion of whites.who killed Blacks. She said that,
until recently, states have been very reluctant to
prosecute. She described U.S. Justice response
as first a complaint of "lack of staff" and later a
claim that "these cases are difficult to prosecute"
and will probably only lead to acquittal and subse.
quent further crime.
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There didn't appear to be much need to con-
stantly repeat that racism still permeates our
system. Life experiences spoke for themselves
and the obvious was there for all to see. One of
the more notable examples of that which hinders
the protection of Blacks and prevents their full
acceptance in our society is the insidious percep-
tion that results in terming violence against
Blacks "a racial incident" whereas the same acts,
if committed against whites, would be dealt with
seriously and called a crime.

This view has historical roots in the notion of
slaves as chattel, of Negroes as worthless, to be
disposed of at whim and without concern.

Dr. Berry raised the crucial issue: What Is
government's main function-to protect life or to
keep order?

All of the above background served as a
preparation for the second half of Saturday's
program. Following the luncheon, the conference
was addressed by Victor McTyre, graduate of
Rutgers Law School. The audience was moved by
his account of the legal victory last February In
Chattanooga when he won a civil case against the
Klan. As a result-the judge awarded $535,000
damages to five Black women who were shot at
by Klansmen In Chattanooga In 1980. These same
Klansmen still walk the streets as criminal
charges have not yet been brought.

Due to illness, John Conyers sent his Congres.
slonal Assistant, Gall Bowman, to give a legal
report on existing laws that should be used to
protect Blacks.

Afternoon workshops were equally as vital as
the morning session and there was difficulty
containing them within the necessary time limits.
In the first session, registrants chose between the
following titles: "New Legal Theories: Private
Judicial Remedies", moderated by the Attorney
for the Wilmington Ten, James Ferguson, KKK;
"Police Violence", moderated by Professor
Charles Jones of Rutgers Law School, and "The
Federal Role in Meeting the Threat of Racially
Motivated Violence", moderated by Professor
Arthur Kinoy, Rutgers Law School.

In the second session, participants chose
between "Community Action Against Racial
Violence", moderated by Victor Goode of the
National Conference of Black Lawyers; and "The
State Role In Meeting the Threat of Racially
Motivated Violence", moderated by Oliver Quinn,
former legislative aide to John Conyers.

This writer attended the Workshops on "Police
Violence" and "Community Action." In the
former, panelists made several observations
which were just the beginning of what could be
some very fruitful and illuminating discussions,
first, with respect to the role of the police In main-
taining order. Jonathan Rubenstein is of the
definite opinion that our police system, which
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began in the 1870'., with the advent of Industrial-
ization and Urbanization, Is "irrelevant" to today's
needs. He stated that, prior to the 1870's, socie-
ty's institutions carried out the police function of
keeping order.

Newark's Police Commissioner, Hubert
Williams, disagreed and felt that the police are
relevant to the functioning order. The basic ques-
tion, he feels is why are so many people commit-
ting crimes?

James Fyfe of the Police Foundation, Washing-
ton, D.C. stated the number one obligation of the
police should be to protect life. Fyfe believes that
it is the structure of the police system that is
irrelevant. Presently based on the military model
with its Implication of freedom of choice and
decision making emanating from the top and
therefore, complete obedience and no latitude at
the lower levels, this model defies current reality.
For example, the Newark Police Commissioner is
accountable to a number of city groups and
officials and not free to choose, while the cop on
the beat, often alone, is free to exercise a number
of choices.

Fyfe feels that it is society's institutions which
have failed-not the police-or the person in-
volved would not come in contact with the
"Criminal Justice System" (a phrase that was
questioned by someone's statement to the effect
that we really do not have a system).

Martha Fleetwood, lawyer for the NAACP,
underscored historian Tony Scott's morning
report by explaining that police violence
originated with the slave patrols started by South
Carolina in 1690. Not long after, the poll tax was
Instituted to pay for the Slave Patrols. Patrols
harassed and killed slaves without compunction
or accountability.

With respect to the effectiveness of internal
controls in curbing police violence, Commis-
sioner Williams felt that they are effective and he
does not bell, -e that control should be exercised
by an external mechanism. He feels control
should come mainly from within with some
monitoring from an outside structure.

James Fyfe noted the direct effect that
attitudes of top city leadership have on rates of
police violence. When Frank Rizzo became mayor
of Philadelphia in 1973, police shootings increased
by 25%. After his term ended, police shootings
decreased by 75%.

In the second workshop attended by this writer,
"Community Action Against Racial Violence", we
were addressed by the following panelists: Lyn
Wells of the National Anti-Klan Network; Boyd
Bosma, National Education Association, Stan
Hamilton and the Rev. Sperling of Shepherd of the
Streets Mission, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, and
Jean Dember, member of the National Board of
the Catholic Black Lay Caucus.

They demonstrated several strategies and
approaches to community involvement. Repre-
senting the educational approach and using our
schools, Boyd Bosma presented the first instruc-
tional aid of its kind, just published in 1981 and
entitled, "Violence, the Ku Klux Klan and the
struggle for Equality." People are encouraged to
purchase a copy for each person on their com-
munity action committee so that with adequate
study and preparation, they can make an intel-
ligent presentation to individual teachers, school
officials and the school board. Referring to
boards and getting official approval for inclusion
in the curriculum, Lyn Wells described it as a long
process and so prefers approaching individual
teachers. She said teachers could possibly lose
their jobs but she hasn't heard of any yet. (The
teaching aid can be purchased for $4.95 from: The
Council on Interracial Books for Children.

1841 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10023

The writer suggested that the teaching of any
curriculum on racism needs to be preceded by
some evaluation of white teachers with respect to
their own Inherent racism under a person trained
to lead in these discovery techniques (some of
which may elicit a painful experience),

The National Anti-Klanwatch, operating with
one staff member, Lyn Wells and a number of
volunteers, is seeking records of racially targeted
incidents nationwide and appreciates receiving
notification of such. She also spoke of a need for
a computer to keep track of all information.
Presently, she is promoting the instruction book
and also is circulating petitions on behalf of the
five Black women in Chattanooga in order to
secure a criminal trial of their Klan attackers.

Amid all the spadework, education, and hope
for legal remedy, Stan Hamilton and Rev. Sperling
gave a startling presentation that left many at a
loss for words. For Stan, the need is immediate
action and solutions are a must as the Klan is not
only meeting near Wilkes-Barre, but it has issued
threats to such an extent that some Black
children have asked their parents how to hide
their Blackness, if not actually how to hide. Adults
and children were afraid to go on the streets
during a recent Klan visit to town.

In their work with the community of Wilkes-
Barre, Stan Hamilton and Rev. Sperling are them.
selves the technique and the strategy. Stan who is
Black and Rev. Sperling, a white United Methodist
minister, attend community action board
meetings together. Those who would be inclined
to dismiss the testimony or feelings of one, tend
to listen to the other and vice versa. They make a
powerful witness as a united integrated team.

Jean Dember uses the strategy of attending as
many meetings of different church and political
groups/caucuses as she .an, speaking about
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critical issues and carrying petitions for signing
on these occasions. After mailing 2,000 signa-
tures she and other volunteers had gathered
requesting a Congressional hearing on Police
brutality, she personally followed up by visiting
John Conyers herself. Meanwhile, her efforts
caught the attention of the Black/Puerto Rican
Caucus in New York State which resulted in a
hearing on this Issue in Albany.

Some audience participants were anxious for
the how-to steps for Community organization. (It
seemed to this writer, that there is less need for
explicit instructions and more need to be inspired
to use one's own gifts, in short, oneself in a
creative way right where one is and reaching out
to the nearest sympathetic person to make plans
and carry them out. Brainstorming, personal con.
tacts, constant education and communication are
the beginning, involvement will come from there.)

Following the second session, all participants
were privileged to hear Professor Arthur Kinoy,
Constitutional lawyer, Rutgers Law School, issue
the challenge. He begged us not to let this con-
ference be "a one shot deal" and called for the
Commission for Racial Justice and Rutgers Law
School to set up regional conferences, followed
by another national conference. There was no
mistaking the effect of this man's dynamism on
the audience as he proclaimed "Go and Do!"

The idea of holding this first National Confer-
ence originated with Travis L. Francis, Director of
Research, Information and Education for the
Commission for Racial Justice, United Church of

Christ and himself a graduate of Rutgers Law
School. The joint planning done by him, Ruth
Banner, and Fred Brooks of the Commission, and
by Professor Charles Jones and Janice Mitchell of
Rutgers and their hard-working staff people
created a truly powerful, information-packed
beginning. The literature was extensive and
excellent as well.

If I am representative of other whites at the
conference, then I would say most white partic-
ipants left the conference with a greater
understanding and awareness, not the least of
which was the new knowledge of the origins of
our police force. That provided a context (lacking
before) for understanding even more deeply the
tensions between police and the Black communi-
ty. If more people were instructed in the historical
roots of current situations, we might yield ,re
productive solutions. Sometimes lust understai,d-
ing dissolves the tension.

It is time to condemn all forms of hatred, subtle
and direct, whether physical, psychological or
spiritual and for whites to demonstrate the love of
the Gospel and their abhorrence of destructive
actions focused on any group.

Phyllis L. Reed
Criminal Justice
Coordinator

Suffolk Association
United Church of Christ
April 18, 1982
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RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE CONFERENCE

Statement by Jean Wilkins Dember

In Suffolk as the Chairperson of the Suffolk
County Black Assembly (Now Party), since we had
such a pressing p oblem with police violence,
which had been written up in the National Law
Review, and other reports; such as the Suffolk Bar
Association-I proposed to the membership a
petition demanding Congressional Hearings by
Congressman John Conyers in his role as Chair-
man of the Subcommittee on Crime. The Idea was
accepted, and as the petition filled, it was for-
warded to Mr. Conyers, with copies to Mr. Robbie
L. Robinson, Director of the National Black Lay
Catholic Caucus. I retained a copy. After a year of
this, I had the opportunity to speak to Mr. Conyers
directly, about the hearings at the Criminal
Justice Braintrust meeting, one of which was in
Washington, and one which was in Philly, in con-
cert with the Blacks in Criminal Justice. In Philly,
Mr. Conyers said he would come to Suffolk for a
hearing, further, that he would Invite the suburban
caucus to attend, and demand their presence. The
third time I had the opportunity to speak to Mr.
Conyers it was again in Washington, D.C. during
the Criminal Justice Workshop of the Black
Caucus I was advised to speak to an aide to make
arrangements. I found out that a hearing had been
held in Los Angeles. I protested that New York
had been petitioning for just such a Itearing. I was
assured that New York's turn would come.

Subsequently, I became chairperson of the New
York Assembly, and widened the scope of the
petition to Include the state. Mr. Conyers
indicated that the Republicans would not support
a hearing in New York State. I obtained letters
from Mr. Hamilton Fisch, a member of the sub-
committee. Mr. Fisch said he thought that the
hearing was a good idea, and wondered when did
Mr. Conyers ever ask him to hold such a hearing.
Naturally, we felt betrayed. Several more youths
had been shot down by police, in Nassau and In
Suffolk. More killings had taken place In New York
City as well. As a result, I was able to get resolu-
tions of support from the Black United Front, and
Rev. Herbert Daughtry also held some hearings,
Later, both the National Conventions of the Black
Lay Catholic Caucus and the Black Independent
Political Party had supporting resolutions which
demanded hearings be held in the four quadrants
of the United States. The N.Y.S. hearing was held
in Albany, May 19, 1981. The report was 300
pages. It Is being summarized in Assemblyman Al
Vann's office, through Assemblyman Arthur Eve's
Staff. Mr. Vann, and Congressman Walter Faun-
troy were hearers, as well as other members of the
caucus there. I testified that Mr. Conyers had
promised to attend.

The behavior of police in Suffolk County Is
notorious. Most recently a youth of 19 years old
was arrested and held for 9 112 hours, while the
young woman with him was held for 10 112 hours.
Injustices like this mount and we are terrorized.

The Genocide Treaty is in committee of the U.S.
Senate. It states that if members of a group are
killed, or caused extreme mental anguish that is
genocide. Also if the children of a race are
removed that is genocide, in New York City the
social services staff is 93% white, and the
children are 98% Black and Hispanic, obviously
they are removed from our control.

Surely, we can see that this applies to the
Native American population as well. The F.B.I.
has broken into several homes in New York City,
violating the rights of the citizens and also
recently stormed the Black Acupuncture Center
of North America. Dr. Kamu Middleton was
treated outrageously causing him extreme grief
and threatening patient confidentiality.

Ms. Ruth Fletcher has worked closely with me
In coordination of the petition drive, in the state,
and obtained the support of Congressman Rangel.

It is imperative that we force the Genocide
Treaty out of committee. The fact that the consti-
tutional rights have not protected us thus far, and
in fact are still under question and debate while
we die in the street, and while our men are subject
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to homosexual rape while guards who "have a
right to belong to the KKK turn their backs and
ignore brutality and violence makes it clear that it
is only through the Genocide Treaty and the
United Nations that we will receive justice and
protection. The attitudes of Jean Kirkpatrick
clearly shows that the U.S. government does not
have the skills to work with the predominating
nations of color because of the white supremacy
racism which reigns.

It is imperative that we communicate our
support of passage of the GenocidA Treaty. I have
indicated my support to Mr. Patrick Moynihan.
Further, in order to help white people work on this
critical problem, we have constructed a white
racism mental health committee, which works
within the framework of the Suffolk County
Mental Health Commission. We train mental
health clinicians to deal with their own attitudes

so that they can deal with both white and black
patients and help to diffuse the volatile racial
situation.

Time precluded my making a summation state-
ment, although I was the only Black woman on the
panel, the young white woman was allowed her
closing statement. I feel It is important that
people seek out the anti-poverty programs and get
involved with them in seeking political empower-
ment so thbt these objectives can be achieved.

The New York State Alliance is one such
organization. It is the state wide lobby for the
rights of poor people, disproportionately of color
in this nation. There are white people working
with us who see that we must work together
broadly to solve these problems. White
supremacy racist violence can be stifled by
healthy intergroup action.
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RACIAL VIOLENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
by Dr. Elsie L. Scott

Institute for Urban Affairs and Research
Howard University

Data were collected from police departments,
district attorneys, newspapers, organizations,
and human relations commissions in various
cities, counties and states throughout the coun-
try, The following variables were used to analyze
the cases: (1) year of occurrence; (2) region of
occurrence; (3) age of victims and offenders; (4)
sex of victim; (5) number of victims and offenders;
(6) weapons used; (7) motive for the attack; and (8)
age of perpetrators. Only cases involving attacks
by white civilians have been included.

This study is limited by several factors. First, it
only addresses one aspect of the crime problem
in the United States. Second, a number of inci.
dents are not reported to the police, human rela-
tions commissions or othor organizations or
agencies. Third, all racially motivated incidents
are not readily identifiable. Fourth, data are still
being collected that may increase the numbers
reported in this paper.

Findings and Discussion
Forty-two racially motivated homicides and 92

assaults/attempted assaults were documented
(Tables 1 and 2). There was an increase in the
number of incidents reported from 1979 to 1980,
but there was a decrease in the number of attacks
reported in 1981. The decrease in the number of
homicides can be accounted for almost totally by
the arrests of Joseph Paul Franklin and Joseph
Christopher. Franklin has been convicted,
indicted or implicated in seven of the 1980
murders, Christopher has been indicted or is the
chief suspect in another twelve murders. Addi-
tionally, they are the chief suspects in a total of
six 1980 assault cases.

Table 1
Homicides by Year and Region

Region
South
North Central
West
Northwest
Total

1979 1980 1981 N
1
2
0
0

6
6
4

16

6

3

9
9
5

19

3 32 7 42

21.4
21.4
11.9
45.2

99.9

Table 2
Assaults by Year and Region

Region
South
North Central
West
Northeast

Total

1979 1980 1981 N

8
3
0

13

14
6
2

17

4
9
6

10

26
18
8

40

28.3
19.6
8.7

43.5

24 39 29 92 100.0

The South has had a long history of oppressive
act., t;ommitted against Black people; therefore, it
was expected that the South would have the
largest number of incidents. Nevertheless, the
Northeast region reported close to half of the
cases in each category. The South had the second
largest number, and the West had the smallest
number of incidents reported in this study. Some
of the differences between the regions may be
accounted for by differences in the reporting
systems. The Northeast has more human rela-
tions commissions and police departments that
are systematically collecting data on such
incidents. City and human relations commissions
which are quite common in the Northeast are
practically non-existent in the South.

The homicides and assaults covered in this
study were spread across 23 states-ten in the
South, five each in the Northeast and the North
Central, and three in the West. New York had the
largest number of incidents -35-followed by
Massachusetts with 15 and California with nine.

Males were much more likely to be victims of
homicide than females, Males made up over 90
percent of the homicide victims. This finding is
consistent with FBI statistics which show that
males have a much greater murder victimization
then females. Yet, the findings of this study show
a higher percentage of male victimization than the
FBI statistics and other studies. In 1980, only
about 77 percent of the homicide victims were
male (FBI, 1980). Similarly, Pokorny (1975) found
that males made up 76 percent of the victims. The
large percentage found in this study may be due
to the fact that all the victims were Black, and that
Black males tend to have the highest victimiza.
tion of any race/sex group. The difference may
also be explained by the nature of the crimes
studied. White males have traditionally been more
likely to physically attack a Black male than a
Black female.
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Males also dominated the assault statistics but
differences were not as great. One-fourth of the
assault victims were female.

Young people were the major targets of the
attacks. Close to 50 percent of the homicide
victims were younger than 20 years old; less than
10 percent were over 40. This finding is not consis-
tent with the findings of previous studies and
surveys. Only 13 percent of the 1980 murder
victims in the United States were 19 years or less
(FBI, 1981). In Wolfgang's (1958) Philadelphia
study, the homicide victims were most concen-
trated between the ages of 25 and 34. Similarly,
Voss and Hepburn (1968) found that the victims in
their study were concentrated between the ages
of 25 and 29.

Some, who have alleged that there is a con-
spiracy to kill Black children, may interpret this
finding as support for their thesis. However, this
study is not comprehensive enough to draw such
a conclusion.

Over half of the homicides and over one-fourth
of the assaults were carried out with guns. Knives
and other cutting instruments were the second
most popular attack weapons.

Because so many of the assaults involved the
use of guns, it can be argued that many of the
assaults were really attempted murder. "The dif-
ference between fatal and nonfatal (but serious)
attacks with a firearm is in most cases a matter of
chance-where the bullet happened to hit" (Cook
and Nagin, 1979).

The majority of the cases involved multiple
offenders-56.0 percent (Table 3). When the cases
were categorized into homicides and assaults, it
was found that close to three-fourths of the
homicide cases involved single offenders, while
close to three fourths of the assault cases involved
multiple offenders. In 1979 less than one half, 48.9
percent, of the incidents were perpetrated by
more than one offender; in 1980 and 1981 multiple
offenders were present in over 60 percent of the
cases.

The fact that over half of the cases involved
multiple offenders indicates that there is an
element of mob activity involved. However, it is
difficult to determine if organizations are involved
in specific incidents if the organization does not
claim responsibility or if known members are not
interested

Klansmen were involved in two of the
homicides and 21 of the assaults reported in this
study. In these 23 cases, either a Klansman was
arrested for the attack or the persons carrying out
the attack identified themselves as members of
the Ku Klux Klan or they wore Klan type hoods
and robes. Thus the Klan involvement may be
greater than what is reported here.

Most of the 1979 incidents with Klan involve-
ment took place in the South. The 1980 and 1981

incidents that the KKK was associated with
occurred in states located in every region of the
country-California, Georgia, Indiana, Michigan,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Washington. The
various factions of the Klan have been engaged in
recruitment drives throughout the country. The
fact that a number of incidents of hate activity
have taken place outside the South seems to pro-
vide evidence of the effectiveness of the recruit-
ment. Nevertheless, there are several factors that
may serve as checks against the future effec-
tiveness of the Klan: (1) internal power struggles,
(2) opposition activity by Anti-Klan groups, and (3)
tough actions by local executives and legislative
bodies (Klan watch, 1981).

Table 3

Number of Victims and Offenders

Homicides Assaults Total

N % N % N %

Single victim/
single offender
single victim/
multiple offenders
Multiple victims/
single offender
Multiple victims/
multiple offenders
Unknown

21 50.0 14 15.2 34 26.1

9 21.4 23 25.0 32 23.9

10 23.8 5 5.4 15 11.1

0 0 43 46.7 43 32.1
2 4.8 7 7.6 9 6.7

Total 42 100.0 92 99.9 134 99.9

In most of the cases, no specific motive,
besides the fact that the victim was Black, could
be determined (Table 4). Only a small number
involved interracial relationships or Black
families moving into a predominantly white
neighborhood, and even fewer cases involved
political conflict.

These recent incidents differ from the acts of
racial violence that were perpetrated during the
Civil Rights Era in that during that era attacks
were mainly aimed at persons who were attempt-
ing to or who they feared may attempt to exercise
their political or civil rights or at males accused of
having contact with white women. Victims in this
study seem to have been selected at random
because of their race and vulnerability. All of the
political attacks were recorded in the South where
there has been more activity in support of civil
rights and justice causes.

This study shows that despite the Supreme
Court ruling that legalized interracial marriages
and the removal of restrictive covenant ordin-
ances from the books, Black men are not free to
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openly live with or t
white women, and Bla
the neighborhood of
of persons killed/at
predominantly whit
associating with a wh
significant because
physical and emoti
inflicted.

Most of the hearing
found that juveniles a
this type of activity.
major perpetrators of
ings, but this study s
acts are being commit

Apparent R

Reason H

No apparent reason
besides victims'
race
Interracial
relationships
Living in white
neighborhood
Political reasons
Other
Unknown
Total

Charges have been
made In 24 of the 42 h
or Christopher is the
cases. Of the 24 case
only five involved juv
major perpetrators in
which a perpetrator ha

Many jurisdictions
tions of increasing h
because some official
"childish pranks." Thi

e seen In the company of What Is Being Done
acks are not free to reside in A number of activities have been undertaken to
their choosing. The number try to prevent and reduce the number of violent
tacked for moving into a acts that are6 motivated by racial hatred. Some
e neighborhood or for Blacks are fighting back when they are assaulted
lIte woman is small, but it is or threatened by white individuals or groups. For
lives have been lost and example, Annie Small, a Black Cincinnati woman,
onal damage have been shot and killed her white neighbor after he came

to her house calling her a "nigger" and threaten-
panels on hate activity have ing to kill her. She had previously filed five com-
re the major perpetrators of plaints with the authorities. In St. Louis, two Black
Juveniles are probably the men killed a white man during a fight with three
vandalism and cross burn- white men who had shouted racial epithets at the

hows that the more serious Black men.
tted by adults. Some communities have come together in a

"united front" to not only reduce incidents, but to
offer support and assistance to racial violence
victims. In Montgomery County, Maryland, the

Table Network of Neighbors was organized in 1977 to
easons for Attack offer support to victims, the police and the Human

Relations Commission. In Los Angeles, neighbors
omlicdes Assaults Total of a Black family whose house was vandalized,

leaving most of their furniture and clothing
N % N % N % destroyed, gave a party to raise money for the

family and to show support. In Oklahoma,
Mississippi, Blacks were forced to organize

27 58% 6.30 85 63.4 patrols to protect Black families.
City councils and other city, county and state

6 6 6.5 12 9.0 agencies have become involved in the anti-hate
activity effort. In Los Angeles, a fund has been

0 12 13.0 12 9.0 established to pay for Information leading to the
0 6 6.5 6 4.5 arrest and conviction of persons committing hate

activity. The District Attorney of Nassau County,
1 5 5.4 6 4.5 New York, created a special unit to investigate
8 5 5.4 13 9.7 racially motivated Incidents. The Connecticut

42 92 99.8 134 100.1 state legislature censured one of its members for
answering a questionnaire on legislative Issues
with a racial epithet.

Several civil suits have been filed by victimsfiled or arrests have been with the support of anti-Klan groups. Danny
homicide cases, and Franklin Adams sued his four attackers after he suffered a
prime suspect in 11 other head gash requiring 24 stitches in a 1980 attack

s where arrests were made, that took place in Alabama. The most publicized
eniles. Adults were also the civil suit was the Chattanooga, Tennessee case in
most of the assault cases in which five Black women were shot. The women
is been Identified, won $535,000 In damages.
have not taken the allega- Anti-Klan legislation has been passed by

iate activity very seriously several states. Most of the legislation has been
Is feel that it is the result of aimed at either outlawing paramilitary training or
s study's findings show that banning he wearing of masks.

are being perpetrated by adults who are fully
aware of what they are engaged In.

The courts have treated some of the defendants
as if they were juveniles. They have been allowed
to plead guilty to a lesser offense, they have been
found not guilty, and one of the major offenders
was found incompetent to stand trial. The defen-
dant received a life sentence in only two cases
(one other defendant received 15 years-life).

Conclusion
In this investigation, we have shown that racial

violence is a continuing problem that is not just
isolated in the southern region. Some jurisdic-
tions are taking the incidents very seriously, but
others are trying to ignore the problem in hopes
that it will go away.

This paper has only reported on the most
serious offenses-murders and assaults. There
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are many more incidents of vandalism, arson/fire-
bombings, cross burnings, and threats/harass-
ment that have not been included. Additionally,
data on murders and assaults are not complete.
The additional data on other incidents and other
forms of violence will be reported on in future
papers.

6. Other Writings;
Violence Against Blacks in the United States

1979- 1981
Occasional paper #20

published by
Institute of Urban Affairs & Research

Howard University
Washington, D.C. 20008
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STATEMENT OF PROF. ARTHUR KINOY BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON CRIME OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

SUBMITTED DECEMBER 9, 1980

My name is Arthur Kinoy. I am a professor of
Constitutional Law at Rutgers University School
of Law, Vice-President of the Center for Constitu-
tional Rights, and a member of the legal task
force of the National Anti-Klan Network. I have
practiced for many years as an attorney in the
field of constitutional and civil rights law. I have
been asked to testify before this Subcommittee
on Crime of the House Committee on the Judiciary
concerning the serious questions of law enforce-
ment arising out of the nationwide upsurge of
violence and threats of "race war" against Black,
third world, and minority peoples.

The frightening rise in violence against Black
and minority peoples and the rapid escalation of
activities of organizations openly committed to
the incitement and perpetration of this violence
has become a country-wide phenomena. Only two
weeks ago, on December 1, 1980, the New York
Times reported on its front page that there is a
"growing perception" among Black people that
the "series of violent incidents against Blacks is a
result of a national conspiracy to terrorize and kill
them". As the Times reported, "In such cities as
Atlanta, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Indianapolis. Port-
land, Oregon, and Salt Lake City, violent and
highly publicized attacks on Blacks and increas-
ing activity by the Ku Klux Klan and other white
extremist groups have created or heightened the
perception of conspiracy."

The media reports almost daily on cross burn-
ings, bombings, racist assaults, mutilations, and
murders inflicted upon Black people. Time permits
the mention of only a few of these incidents illus-
trating the intensity of those developments
throughout the country.

1. In Decatur, Alabama in May, 1979. the
Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC) was holding a demonstration in
support of Tommy Lee Hines, a mentally
retarded Black youth convicted of rape,
when suddenly robed Klansmen opened fire
on the defenseless demonstrators severely
wounding and almost killing Mrs. Lowery,
wife of the President of SCLC.

2 In April of 1980, a group of Klansmen burned
a cross at a prominent location in the Black
community of Chattanooga, Tennessee, and
then drove through the community armed
with shotguns with which they shot five
elderly Black women.

3. On November, 1979 in Greensboro, N.C., a
motor vehicle caravan of admitted Klans-
men and Nazis arrived a' an anti-Klan
demonstration on that day, and persons in

that caravan proceeded to coldly, method-
ically, in plainview of television cameras,
and In broad daylight remove weapons from
the trunks of their vehicles and open fire on
the assembling demonstrators. Five anti-
Klan demonstrators were brutally slain in
the barrage of Klan-Nazi bullets and many
more we.e injured.

4. Only two days ago an official survey of 12
U.S. Armi bases reported that "recent anti-
Black and anti-Jewish activity on United
States mil tary bases in Germany has deeply
divided American troops along racial lines
and is threatening combat readiness."
According to the Oecember 7, 1980 Bergen
Record, the author of the study, Sgt. First
Class James Tarver of Philadelphia, said
"the incidents showed a sharp rise of
extremist and racist activities at the bases
in the past 18 months."

5. in September four Blacks were killed in
Buffalo by sniper fire within 36 hours by an
assailant who witnesses said was white.
The next week, two Black taxi drivers were
murdered and !heir hearts were cut out.
Later, animal hearts were left in a locker
room used mostly by Black workers at the
Bethlehem Steel Co. and in a bathroom
used mostly by Blacks at a downtown public
library.

These are but a few of the many episodes of
violence and terror against Blacks and minority
people which have been publicized from one end
of the country to the other during the past
months. The New York Times article of two weeks
ago set forth as examples frightening recent
incidents of such violence in Cincinnati, Atlanta,
Chattanooga, Salt Lake City, Buftalo, Florida,
Detroit and Youngstown, Ohio.

As this Committee knows, these are just a
handful of the developments erupting all over the
country. And certainly the most alarming revela-
tion is that this studied wave of violence is now
being consciously planned in Klan-run para-rnili-
tary training camps all over the country. On
October 6, 1980, Newsweek, ;n an article entitled
"The KKK Goes Military", reported that on the
mountainside north of Birmingham, Alabama,
each month Klansmen "wearing camouflage and
military fatigues, prowl the remote ravines with
M-16 rifles practicing search-and-destroy mis-
sion". Newsweek said these secret soldiers of the
KKK study guerilla war tactics and "talk openly of
fighting Blacks in the coming 'race war' ". The
report stated that a Klan member said there were
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similar units training In Mississippi, Georgia, Ten.
nessee, and two unnamed northern states. The
New York Times on September 28,1980, In an arti-
cle by Wendell Rawls, Jr., entitled "Klan Group In
Alabama Training for 'Race War', also reported on
the development of Klan para-military training.
See also, a report entitled "Ku Klux Klan
Paramilitary Activities" prepared by the Anti-
Defamation League of B'Nal Brith on October
23.26,1980.

This exploding pattern of violence directed
against Black and other minority peoples unless
checked and repudiated, threatens the nation
with the disaster warned against so forcefully
over a decade ago in the Kerner Commission
Report of 1968. We are on the edge of a national
crisis of untold dimension if this spreading
pattern of violence is not halted firmly and
decisively. The problem posed is as serious and
grave as the country has faced in many years. It is
a national, country-wide development and requires
national, country-wide remedies of a swift and
compelling nature.

Such remedies are available for immediate use.
They were first fashioned by the Republican
Congress in the yeais immediately following the
Civil War to meet the threat of wholesale violence
and terror designed to undermine and destroy the
solemn commitments of the nation to freedom
and equality for the emancipated Black people.
What must be recognized is that the federal
statutes shaped first in the Reconstruction period
for this very purpose, and then strengthened in
the 1960's, offer the opportunity for the immediate
development of a powerful two-pronged strategy
to avert the disaster which otherwise faces the
nation.

The first prong of such a strategy lies in the
immediate full scale and sweeping enforcement
of the federal criminal civil rights statutes. These
criminal statutes, 18 USC Sections 241, 242, and
245, were first enacted by the post-Civil War
Congress, and then strengthened and amplified in
the 1960's to meet precisely the dangers presently
being generated by the Kian and similar group-
ings throughout the country. Known historically
as the "KKK Statutes", these laws provide an
immediate criminal remedy against conspiracies
to use violence and threats of violence against
citizens exercising their elementary constitu-
tional rights. Federal grand julles should be
swiftly used wherever these acts of violence have
occurred to hear evidence upon which indict-
ments for violation of the KKK Statutes can be
returned. This was precisely the approach which
was taken in the early 1960's after the brutal
murders of the three civil rights workers, Michael
Schwerner, Andrew Goodman, and James Chaney,
in Philadelphia, Mississippi in 1964. There were
loud and insistent demands from the civil rights

movements all over the country, and the Institu-
tion of private citizen actions seeking court
protection for elementary constitutional rights in
the absence of effective federal Intervention. See
complaint In Council of Federated Organizations
at al., v. L. C. Rainey and Cecil Price, individually
and as Sheriff and Deputy Sheriff of Neshoba
County, Mississippi et al., attached hereto as
Appendix B.

Finally, the Department of Justice invoked the
federal criminal anti-Klan statutes, 18 USC
Sections 241 and 242 and obtained Indictments
and convictions of the Klan murderers. These
were ultimately sustained by the Supreme Court
of the United States as absolutely proper exer-
cises of the legislative and judicial power to
enforce the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments to
the United States Constitution. United States v.
Price (Rainey), 383 U.S. 787 (1966).

There is a pressing urgent need for the immedl-
ate sweeping enforcement of these federal
criminal anti-Klan statutes. As in the Reconstruc-
tion Days, and In the period of the 1960's, local
and state criminal procedures are proving to be
utterly useless in punishing or deterring the wave
of violence against Black and minority peoples.
The recent acquittal of the Klansmen and Nazis
charged with the killings In Greensboro, N.C., as
well as the acquittals in Chattanooga and the
collapse of the state criminal proceedings in
Miami, Florida, are but a few examples of the total
failure of local and state attempts at the protec-
tion of the elementary civil rights of citizens. This
is precisely the situation the federal criminal anti-
Klan statutes were designed to meet. The Depart-
ment of Justice has in fact turned to the utiliza-
tion of these statutes in certain limited situations
in the past year but what is now required is full-
scale, immediate, and sweeping enforcement of
the federal statutes wherever and whenever such
violence occurs.

An emergency national task force of the Depart-
ment of Justice needs to be established immedi-
ately. There must be appropriation of emergency
funds permitting the enlistment of the talents of
the most skillful and experienced women and
men throughout the country to form emergency
teams to enforce the statutes. They should be
sent immediately Into any community where acts
of Intimidation and violence against Black and
minority peoples occur. A national atmosphere of
emergency federal response to such violence or
threatened violence must be created. This could
serve as a critically needed deterrent to the
encouragement and stimulation of such violence.
Such emergency federal enforcement teams
should be dispatched immediately into Greens-
boro, Wrightsville, Chattanooga, Atlanta, Buffalo,
and wherever the signs of such violence and
intimidation break out.
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Such a national plan for Immediate federal
response to acts of violence and intimidation
against Black and minority peoples is essential to
meet the national crisis which flows from the
almost universal widespread lack of knowledge of
even the existence of these federal criminal
statutes. Virtually no one knows about these laws
making it a federal crime to plan and conspire to
use violence and threats of violence to undermine
the elementary equal constitutional rights of
citizens, Black and white. Even lawyers, judges,
and legislators are hardly aware of their
existence. This is no accident. Since 1877 when
the Infamous Hayes-Tilden "compromise"
resulted in the abandonment of federal enforce-
ment of the wartime promises of equality and
freedom for the supposedly emancipated Black
people, there has been a conscious "burial" of the
criminal and civil federal Anti-Klan statutes. This
"burial" resulted in a climate which allowed the
Klan to lynch, murder, castrate, burn, bomb, and
terrorize Black people back into virtual slavery.
For a brief period in the 1960's, these statutes
were momentarily "unburied". Once again, the
moment has come when there is a crying need for
a massive national campaign which utilizes every
conceivable avenue of approach to educate the
nation. Everyone in the country must be made
aware that it is a serious federal crime to par.
ticipate In acts of violence or intimidation against
Black and minority people, and that such crimes
will be vigorously prosecuted. Such a "resurrec-
tion" of the federal criminal Anti-Klan statutes
could serve as a massive and effective deterrent
to the spreading of these acts of violence and
harassment.

The second prong of the strategy also
developed In the early 1960's would be the immed-
iate seeking of national federal Injunctions by the
federal government itself against the developing
conspiracies to violate the civil provisions of the
federal Anti-Klan and civil rights statutes 42 USC
Sections 1971, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1986, 1988,
and 1989. These statutes, first passed after the
Civil War and then amplified and strengthened in
the 1960's, prohibit any action or conspiracy to
use violence or Intimidation to interfere in any
way with the exercise of constitutionally pro-
tected rights of citizens. They provide for the
issuance of federal injunctions against any
activities designed to interfere with the exercise
of these constitutional rights. Such an injunction
was obtained by the Justice Department in 1965
In an action entitled, "The United States Against
the Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan". United
States v. Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 250
F. Supp. 330 (E.D. La. 1965, 3 judge court). In a
historic opinion written by Circuit Judge John
Minor Wisdom of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, the federal court
held that the United States government had the

power and the duty to seek federal injunctive
relief to restrain and stop Ku Klux Klan activities
designed to harass and intimidate the Black
people who were demanding enforcement of their
most elementary constitutional rights of equality,
as well as white people in the South and through-
out the country who were supporting their
demands. The opinion of Judge Wisdom, one of
the most respected members of the federal
judiciary, goes directly to the heart of the grave
problem which was then erupting in the early
1960's and which has now re-emerged in such
serious dimensions. Judge Wisdom described the
action instituted by the Department of Justice in
those terms, "This is an action by the Nation
against a Klan. The United States of America asks
for an injunction to protect Negro citizens in
Washington Parish, Louisiana, seeking to assert
their civil rights. The defendants are the Original
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. an unincorporated
association; the "Anti-Communist Christian
Association, a Louisiana Corporation; and certain
individual Klansmen ... " And then in sweeping
terms, Judge Wisdom sets forth the heart of the
Court's conclusions as to why the injunction
requested by the Department of Justice had to be
issued

"In deciding to grant the injunction prayed
for, we rest our conclusions on the finding of
fact that, within the meaning of the Civil
Rights Acts of 1957 and 1964, the defendants
have adopted a pattern and practice of intim-
idating, threatening, and coercing Negro
citizens in Washington Parish for the
purpose of interfering with the civil rights of
the Negro citizens. The compulsion within
the Klan to engage in this unlawful conduct
is inherent in the nature of the Klan. This is
its ineradicable evil.

We find that to attain its ends, the Klan
exploits the forces of hate, prejudice, and
ignorance. We find that the Klan relies on
systematic economic coercion, varieties of
intimidation, and physical violence in
attempting to frustrate the national policy
expressed in civil rights legislation. We find
that the Klansmen, whether cloaked and
hooded as members of the Original Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan, or skulking in anonymity
as members of a sham organization, 'The
Anti-Communist Christian Association', or
brazenly resorting to violence and the open
streets of Bogalusa, are a 'fearful conspiracy
against society * ( * [holding) men silent by
the terror of [their acts) and [their] power for
evil'" (Wisdom opinion supra at p. 334)
(emphasis added)

Based upon these fundamental conclusions,
the federal three-judge court composed of Judges
Wisdom, Christenberry, and Ainsworth, issued a
sweeping injunction against "assaulting, threat-
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ending, harassing, Interfering with or Intimidating,
or attempting to assault, threaten, harass, inter.
fetre with or intimidate . . . Negro citizens from
exercising their equal rights under the laws and
Constitution of the United States."

Under the powerful principles set down by
Judge Wisdom and the other judges of the Fifth
Circuit in 1965, injunctive actions should be
immediately brought by the Department of
Justice nationally, regionally, and locally. No
such actions have been Instituted by the Depart-
ment of Justice as of the present time. It is essen-
lial to emphasize the lesson of the 1960's as to the
central importance of such injunctive actions as a
principal deterrent to Klan and other violent activ-
ities and threats against. Black and minority
peoples. Such injunctions dealing with prospec-
tive conduct have the potential of performing an
Invaluable service in the first instance in
educating and teaching entire communities about
the federal mandate against the perpetration of
such violence and harassment. Judge Wisdom's
original Injunction contained a mandate that a
copy of the injunction be posted "conspicuously"
at all meeting places of the enjoined organiza-
tions. The order was to' be posted at all times and
during all meetings".

Such orders are available to be publicly
distributed in the hundreds of thousands of
copies all over a town, a city, a state. They can
become the basis for public meetings in schools,
colleges, and every community organization. They
will say loudly and clearly what needs to be heard
from one end of this land to the other-that the
wave of rising violence and intimidation against
Black and minority peoples is in total violation of
the Constitution and laws of the United States
and will be rejected and repudiated by every
American committed to the deepest principles
and promises of this country.

Moreover, the issuance of these injunctive
orders permits an immediate and swift federal
legal response to any eruption whatsoever of
such violence or harassment. Using the federal
contempt power and instituting immediate pro-
ceedings enforced by federal marshalls and the
federal subpoena power offers a tremendously
Important opportunity to assert a federal
presence into every situation developing any-
where In the country in which such violence or
harassment occurs. Once again this would
accomplish the desperately needed deterrent
Impact of a forceful, widespread public recogril-
tion of the fact that there will be federal interven-
tion to protect the equal rights of all Americans.

The apparent hesitation of the Department of
Justice to follow the clear mandate of the Anti-
Klan and civil rights statutes and Institute
widespread civil injunctive actions, which would
have sweeping deterrent and educational Impact,
must be Immediately overcome. In the 1960's, the

Department was similarly reluctant to invoke the
federal authority available In the Anti-Klan and
civil rights statutes. Only after the greatest
pressure from civil rights organizations In the
South national civil rights and civil liberties
organizations throughout the country, and from
national religious, labor, and civic organizations,
did the Department resort to the power mandated
to it in federal law to Institute either criminal
actions or civil Injunctive proceedings against
Klan and other organizations and Individuals
engaged In violence against Black and minority
peoples.

Once again we are at a crucial turning point.
Faced with federal government Inaction (and
state or local Inaction or even sometimes com-
pllcity in such actions and harassment, In certain
localities where this violence has erupted most
openly), private citizens and their organizations,
using private attorneys, have brought actions In
federal courts seeking injunctive protection and
relief. A few examples are the federal actions
recently initiated In Chattanooga, Tenn.; Decatur,
Ala.; Greensboro, N.C.; and Wrightsville, Ga. (For
the use of the Committee, I have attached Appen-
dix D, describing these actions.) The Center for
Constitutional Rights and the Southern Poverty
Law Center have been deer,'y Involved as private
counsel In bringing these actions which seek to
invoke the federal power created In the anti-Klan
and civil rights statutes. In the early 1960's,
actions brought by the Council of Federated
Organizations of Mississippi, the Student Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee, the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference, the Congress
for Racial Equality,.and the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People, began
the process of resurrecting the powerful civil
rights remedies. In the same way these new
actions presently being pressed In Chattanooga,
Decatur, Greensboro, and Wrightsville, and in
other localities must be the occasion for
demanding that the national government meet its
responsibilities under the Constitution and
statutes of the Congress to invoke Immediately
the federal power present In this two-pronged
strategy based upon the existing anti-Klan and
civil rights statutes.

The Rowe Task Force Report dramatizes the
seriousness of the reluctance of the executive
branch of government to move swiftly and
decisively to utilize the existing criminal and civil
remedies against the rising tide of violence and
harassment against Black and minority people.
That reluctance Is especially dangerous when It Is
juxtaposed to the frightening Information con.
tained In the Rowe Task Force Report revealed In
articles appearing In the New York Times on
February 18, of this year. These articles reveal
grave government complicity and misconduct In
connection with episodes of Klan violence and
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misconduct in the past. These articles reported
that four attorneys assigned by the Attorney
General to investigate charges involving one Gary
Thomas Rowe Jr., a paid informant working for
the FBI, filed a report with the Department of
Justice. The 302 page report reveals that the FBI
knew about, condoned, and covered up its own
informers' role Inside the Ku Klux Klan in the early
60's and participated and Incited violent attacks
upon Black people and civil rights activists.
Despite the extraordinary fact that the Depart-
ment has refused to release this report for public
consideration, the New York Times reported the
following conclusions from the Rowe Task Force
Report.:

"J. Edgar Hoover blocked prosecution of four Ku
Klux Klansmen identified by agents of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation as the bombers
who killed four black children at the 16th Street
Baptist Church here In 1963 .. "
"Mr. Hoover's office had also been Informed
that Mr. Hall ((an FBI Klan Informant)) had once
volunteered (to] kill the Rev. Fred L. Shuttles-
worth, [Birmingham's) leading Black civil rights
leader, as part of a Klan assassination plot
exposed by Mr. Rowe..."
"The report also criticized the bureau for falling
to protect the Freedom Riders after its Director,
J. Edgar Hoover, was Informed in advance about
the ambush and.., that Mr. Rowe armed with a
leadweighted baseball bat, would lead one of
the Klan attack squads." "Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation knew about and appar-
ently covered up involvement in violent attacks
on Blacks, civil rights activists and journalists
by its chief paid Informer inside the Ku Klux
Klan in the early 1960's..."
"The report is more conclusive as to Mr. Rowe's
Involvement In nonfatal Klan attacks. In general,
the investigative force supports Mr. Rowe's con-
tention that bureau agents Initially warned him
not to become involved in violence but later
ignored or accepted his participation . . . as
essential to maintaining his cover. Field agents
apparently covered up Mr. Rowe's violence, by
failing to report it to their superiors and by
disregarding Indications of illegal conduct."
"Field agents told ihe task force that violence
against Blacks was essential, if regrettable, to
maintaining an Informer's cover as a militant
segregationist..."

The Rowe Task Force Report apparently reveals
many facts which raise grave questions concern-
ing possible federal governmental misconduct
and complicity with respect to the Klan-Instigated
violence In the 1960's, Including: (1) deliberate
blocking of prosecution of the perpetrators of
serious racial violence, (2) deliberate use of
informants with knowledge that such informants
had a history of violence and continued to engage
In violence, (3) failure to protect against and/or
warn about violence against civil rights demon-
strators which the FBI knew would occur, and (4)

cover up of the violent and criminal acts of FBI
informants.

In the face of the revelation of the existence
and contents of the Rowe Task Force Report, the
recent announcement on December 4th by the
Department of Justice that under guidelines just
issued, government informers may participate in
"some crimes" while assisting in federal
investigations, assumes potentially frightening
proportions. The guidelines purport to bar
informers from actually engaging in "acts of
violence". However, in light of the Rowe Task
Force Report, it is important to determine whether
the new "guidelines" sanction participation by
informers, like Rowe, in the crimes of planning
and instigating acts of violence in violation of the
anti-Klan and civil rights statutes. And in light of
these startling revelations, what are the conclu-
sions to be drawn concerning the recent indication
that an agent of the Federal Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms, as well as a Greensboro
police informant, participated in the planning and
carrying through of the recent shootings and
murders of the anti-Klan demonstrators in
Greensboro at the November 3,1979 rally?

These indications of governmental misconduct
and complicity in the instigation and perpetration
of violence and harassment against Black and
minority peoples are especially serious within the
framework of governmental failure and reluctance
to fully enforce the federal remedies in the anti-
Klan and civil rights statutes. The inference
begins to emerge that the federal government is
committed to "looking thd other way", If not
actually "quietly" approving this course of
conduct, when the violence against Black and
minority peoples occurs. It is essential that this
dangerous illusion be erased at once. There is the
urgent necessity for an Immediate full-scale
investigation into and public exposure of any
governmental misconduct in respect to such
violence, Including failure to prosecute under
federal statutes any such participation in or
toleration of conduct condemned under the anti-
Klan and civil rights statutes.

This Committee should institute such an
investigation at once and demand the immediate
production of the Rowe Task Force Report. The
Committee should inquire into whether there Is
any intention to prosecute those In the govern-
ment responsible for allowing participation of
government agents and informers in the instiga-
tion and perpetration of crimes of violence
against Black and minority peoples. Only such a
full-scale public disclosure, prosecution of past
crimes that are revealed, and prohibition of any
such future misconduct, will restore any con.
fidence that the federal government is in fact
committed to the enforcement of the federal laws
guaranteeing the equality and freedom promised
by the Constitution.
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The problem being examined here today
highlights the critical Importance of the role of
this Committee. There Is an urgent need at this
moment In the nation's history to unearth the
remedies first fashioned by the Reconstruction
Congress to meet the threat of planned con-
spiracies to undermine the constitutional
guarantees of equality and freedom to all people
In this country. There Is a pressing need to
educate the Nation and all Its peoples that these
remedies do exist and will be enforced. Most
fundamental of all is the need to alert the Nation
to the danger of a new 1877, the danger of another
attempt to bury the elementary promises of
freedom and equality set forth In the 13th, 14th,
and 15th Amendments.

I would urge that this be but the first of an
extended series of hearings. The Committee
should hold hearings In areas of the country
where the conspiracies to violate the anti-Klan
and civil rights statutes have been most overt.
Further hearings should be held In Washington,
D.C. to explore fully the serious questions which
will be raised at the regional hearings.

Just as the historic hearings of the Congress
after the Civil War Into the rise and impact of the
organized efforts to use massive violence against
the newly emancipated Black people led to the
enactment of the Anti-Klan and civil rights
statutes, so these hearings over a hundred years
later must lead to a deep and full consideration of
methods of massive and effective enforcement of
tha remedies for the protection of the constitu-
tlonal guarantees of freedom and equality con-
tained In these statutes.

CRIMINAL STATUTES
18 U.S.C.
Section 241. Conspiracy against rights of

citizens
If two or more persons conspire to injure,

oppress, threaten, or Intimidate any citizen in
the free exercise of any right or privilege
secured to him by the Constitution or laws of
the United States, or because of his having so
exercised the same; or

If two or more persons go In disguise on the
highway, or on the premises of another, with
intent to prevent or hinder his free exercise or
enjoyment of any right or privilege sosecured-

They shall be fined not more than $10,000 or
Imprisoned not more than ten years, or both;
and If death results, they shall be subject to
imprisonment for any term of years or for life.

As amended Apr. 11, 1968, Pub.L. 90-284,
Title I, Sections 103(a), 82 Stat. 75.

Section 242. Deprivation of rights under color
of law

Whoever, under color of any law, statute,
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ordinance, regulation, or custom, willfully
subjects any Inhabitant of any State, Territory,
or District to the deprivation of any rights,
privileges, or Immunities secured or protected
by the Constitution or laws of the United
States, or to different punishments, pains, or
penalties, on account of such Inhabitant
being an alien, or by reason of his color, or
race, than are prescribed for the punishment
of citizens, shall be fined not more than $1,000
or imprisoned not more than one year, or both;
and if death results shall be subject to Impris.
onment for any term of years or for life.

As amended Apr. ft, 1968, Pub.L. 90-284,
Title 1, Sections 103(b), 82 Stat. 75.

Section 245. Federally protected activities
(a) (1) Nothing in this section shall be construed

as indicating an intent on the part of Congress
to prevent any State, any possession or Com-
monwealth of the United States, or the District
of Columbia, from exercising jurisdiction over
any offense over which it would have jurlsdIc-
lion In the absence of this section, nor shall
anything In this section be construed as
depriving State and local law enforcement
authorities of responsibility for prosecuting
acts that may be violations of this section and
that are violations of State and local law. No
prosecution of any offense described In this
section shall be undertaken by the United
States except upon the certification in writing
of the Attorney General or the Deputy Attorney
General that In his judgment a prosecution by
the United States Is in the public interest and
necessary to secure substantial justice, which
function of certification may not be delegated.
(2) Nothing In this subsection shall be con-
strued to limit the authority of Federal of-
ficers, or a Federal grand jury, to Investigate
possible violations of this section.

(b) Whoever, whether or not acting under color of
law, by force or threat of force willfully Injures,
Intimidates or Interferes with, or attempts to
Injure, intimidate or interfere with-
(1) Any person because tie Is or has been, or
in order to intimidate such person or any class
of persons from-

(A) voting or qualifying to vote, qualifying
or campaigning as a candidate for elective
office qualifying or acting as a poll watcher, or
any legally authorized election official, In any
primary special or general election;

(B) participating In or enjoying any benefit,
service, privilege, program, facility, or activity
provided or administered by the United States;

(C) applying for or enjoying employment, or
any perquisite thereof, by any agency of the
United States;
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(D) serving, or attending upon any court in
connection with possible service, as a grand
or petit juror in any court of the United States;

(E) participating in or enjoying the benefits
of any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance;
(2) any person because of his race, color,
religion, or national origin and because he is
or has been-

(A) enrolling or attending any public school
or public college;

(B) participating in or enjoying any benefit,
service, privilege, facility or activity provided
or administered by any State or subdivision
thereof;

(C) applying for, enjoying employment or
any perquisite thereof, by any private
employer or any agency of any state or subdiv-
ision thereof, or joining or using the services
or advantages of any labor organization, hiring
hall, or employment agency;

(D) serving, or attending upon any court of
state in connection with possible service, as a
grand or petit juror,

(E) traveling in or using any facility of
interstate commerce, or using any vehicle, or
facility of any common carrier by motor, rail,
water, or air;

(F) enjoying the goods, services, facilities,
privileges, advantages, or accommodations of
any Inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment
which provides lodging to transient guests, or
of any restaurant, cafeteria, lunchroom, lunch
counter, soda foUntaln, or other facility which
serves the public and which is principally
engaged in selling food or beverages for con-
sumption on the premises, or of any gasoline
station, or of any motion picture house,
theater concert hall, sports arena, stadium, or
any other place of exhibition or entertainment
which serves the public, or of any other
establishment which serves the public and (I)
which is located within the premises of any of
the aforesaid establishments, and (11) which
holds itself out as serving patrons of such
establishments;
or
(3) during or Incident to a riot or civil disorder,
any person engaged in a business in coin-
merce or affecting commerce, Including, but
not limited to, any person engaged In a
business which sells or offers for sale to inter-
state travelers a substantial portion of the
articles, commodities, or services which it
sells or where a substantial portion of the
articles or commodities which sells or offers
for sale have moved In commerce; or
(4) any person because he Is or has been, or In
order to intimidate such person or any other

person or any class of persons from-
(A) participating, without discrimination on

account of race, color, religion or natural
origin, religion or national origin, in any of the
benefits or activities described In sub-
paragraphs (1) (E) or subparagraphs (2) (Al
through (2) (F); or

(B) affording another person or class of
persons opportunity or protection to so par-
ticipate; or
(5) any citizen because he is or has been, or In
order to Intimidate such citizen or any other
citizen from lawfully aiding or encouraing
other persons to participate, without discrim-
ination on account of race, color, religion or
national origin, in any of the benefits or
activities described in subparagraphs (1) (A)
through (1) (E) or subparagraphs (2) (A)
through (2) (F), or participating lawfully In
speech or peaceful assembly opposing any
denial of the opportunity to so participate-
shall be fined not more than $1,000, or
Imprisoned not more than one year, or both;
and if bodily injury results shall be fined not
more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more
than ten years, or both;

and if death results shall be subject to
imprisonment for any term of years or for life.
As used in this section, the term "participat-
ing lawfully in speech or peaceful assembly"
shall not mean the aiding, abetting, or inciting
of other persons to riot or to commit any act of
physical violence upon any Individual or
against any real or personal property In fur-
therance of a riot. Nothing in subparagraph
(2) (F) or (4) (A) of this subsection shall apply
to the proprietor of any establishment which
provides lodging to transient guests, or to any
employee acting on behalf of such proprietor,
with respect to the enjoyment of the goods,
services, facilities, privileges, advantages, or
accommodations of such establishment If
such establishment is located within a
building which contains not more than five
rooms for rent or hire and which Is actually
occupied by the proprietor as his residence.

(c) Nothing In this section shall be construed so
as to deter any law enforcement officer from
lawfully enforcing ordinances and laws of the
United States, the District of Columbia, any of
the several States, or any political subdivision
of a State. For purposes of the preceding
sentence, the term "law enforcement officer"
means any officer of the United States, the
District of Columbia, a State, or political sub-
division of a State, who Is empowered by law
to conduct Investigations of, or make arrests
because of, offenses against the United
States, the District of Columbia, a State, or a
political subdivision of a State.
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Added Pubi.L. 90-284, Title I, Section 101 (a),
Apr. 11, 1968, 82 Stat. 73.

CIVIL STATUTES
42 U.S.C.
Section 1971. Voting Rihts-Race, color, or

previous condition not to affect
right to vote; uniform standards
for voting qualification; errors or
omissions from papers; literacy
tests; agreements between Attor.
ney General and State or local
authorities; definitions

(a) (1) All citizens of the United States who are
otherwise qualified by law to vote at any elec-
tion by the people In any State, Territory,
district, county, parish, township, school
district, municipality, or other territorial sub-
division, shall be entitled and allowed to vote
at all such elections, without distinction of
race, color, or previous condition of servitude;
any constitution, law, custom, usage, or
regulation of any State or Territory, or by or
under its authority, to the contrary not-
withstanding.
(2) No person acting under color of law shall-

(A) in determining whether any Individual Is
qualified under State law or laws to vote in any
election, apply any standard, practice, or pro-
cedure different from the standards, prac-
tices, or procedures applied under such law or
laws to other individuals within the same
county, parish, or similar political subdivision
who have been found by State officials to be
qualified to vote;

(B) deny the right of any individual to vote
In any election because of an error or omis
sion on any record or paper relating to any
application, registration, or other act requisite
to voting, if such error or omission is not
material in determining whether such indiv-
idual is qualified under State law to vote In
such election; or

(C) employ any literacy test as a qualifica.
tlion for voting in any election unless (i) such
test is administered to each individual and is
conducted wholly in writing, and (11) a certified
copy of the test and of the answers given by
the individual Is furnished to him within
twenty-five days of the submission of his
request made within the period of timeduring
which records and papers are required to be
retained and preserved pursuant to sections
1974 to 1974c of this title: Provided, however,
that the Attorney General may enter Into
agreements with appropriate State or local
authorities that preparation, conduct, and
maintenance of such tests in accordance with
the provisions of applicable State or local law,

Including such special provisions as are
necessary in the preparation, conduct, and
maintenance of such tests for persons who
are blind or otherwise physically handicapped,
meet the purposes of this subparagraph and
constitute compliance therewith.
(3) For purposes of this subsection-

(A) the term "vote" shall have the same
meaning as in subsection (e) of this section;

(B) tie phrase "literacy test" Includes any
test of the ability to read, write, understand, or
interpret any matter.

intimidation, threats, or coercion
(b) No person, whether acting under color of law

or shall intimidate, threaten, coerce, or
attempt to intimidate, threaten or coerce any
other person for the purpose of interfering
with the right of such other person to vote for,
or to vote as he may choose, or of causing
such other person to vote for, or not to vote
for, any candidate for the office of President,
Vice President, presidential elector, Member
of the Senate, or Member of the House of
Representatives, Delegates or commissioners
from the Territories or possessions, at any
general, special, or primary election held
solely or in part for the purpose of selecting or
electing any such candidate.
Preventive relief; Injunction, rebuttable
literacy presumption; liability of United States
for costs; State as party defendant

(c) Whenever any person has engaged or there
are reasonable grounds to believe that any
person Is about to engage In any act or prac-
tice which would deprive any other person of
any right or privilege secured by subsection
(a) or (b) of this section, the Attorney General
may institute for the United States, or in the
name of the United States a civil action or
other proper proceeding for preventive relief
including an application for a permanent or
temporary Injunction, restraining order, or
other order. If in any such proceeding literacy
is a relevant fact there shall be a rebuttable
presumption that any person who has not
been adjudged an Incompetent and who has
completed the sixth grade in a public school
or In a private school accredited by, any State
or territory, the District of Columbia or the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico where instruc-
tion is carried on predominantly In the English
language, possesses sufficient literacy, com-
prehension and Intelligence to vote In any
election. In any proceeding hereunder the
United Stats shall be liable for costs the
same as a private person. Whenever, in a pro-
ceeding Instituted under this subsection any
official of a State or subdivision thereof Is
alleged to have committed any act or practice
constituting a deprivation of any right or
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privilege secured by subsection (a) of this
section, the act or practice shall also be
deemed that of the State and the State may be
joined as a party defendant and, if, prior to the
institution of such proceeding, such official
has resigned or has been relieved of his office
and no successor has assumed office, the
proceeding may be instituted against the
State.

Jurisdiction; exhaustion of other remedies
(d) The district courts of the United States shall

have jurisdiction of proceedings instituted
pursuant to this section and shall exorcise the
same without regard to whether the party
aggrieved shall have exhausted any admin-
istrative or other remedies that may be pro-
vided by law.
Order qualifying person to vote; application;
hearing; voting referees; transmittal of report
and order; certificate of qualification; defini-
tions

(e) In any proceeding instituted pursuant to
subsection (c) of this section in the event the
court finds that any person has been deprived
on account of race or color of any right or
privilege secured by subsection (a) of this
section, the court shall upon request of the
Attorney General and after each party has
been given notice and the opportunity to be
heard make a finding whether such depriva-
tion was or is pursuant to a pattern or prac-
tice. If the court finds such pattern or practice,
any person of such race or color resident
within the affected area shall, for one year and
thereafter until the court subsequently finds
that such pattern or practice has ceased, be
entitled, upon his application therefore, to an
order declaring him qualified to vote, upon
proof that at any election or elections (1) he is
qualified under State law to vote, and (2) he
has since such finding by the court been (a)
deprived of or denied under color of law the
opportunity to register to vote or otherwise to
qualify to vote, or (b) found not qualified to
vote by any person acting under color of law.
Such order shall be effective as to any elec-
tion held within the longest period for which
such applicant could have been registered or
otherwise qualified under State law at which
the applicant's qualifications would under
State law entitle him to vote.

Notwithstanding any inconsistent provision
of State law or the action of any State officer
or court, an applicant so declared qualified to
vote shall be permitted to vote in any such
election. The Attorney General shall cause to
be transmitted certified copies of such order
to the appropriate election officers. The
refusal by any such officer with notice of such
order to permit any person so declared

qualified to vote to vote an appropriate elec-
tion shall constitute contempt of court.

An application for an order pursuant to this
subsection shall be heard within ten days, and
the execution of any order disposing of such
application shall not be stayed if the effect of
such stray would be to delay the effectiveness
of the order beyond the date of any election at
which the applicant would otherwise be
enabled to vote.

The court may appoint one or more persons
who are qualified voters in the judicial district,
to be known as voting referees who shall sub.
scribe to the oath of office required by Revised
Statutes, section 1757; to serve for such
period as the court shall determine to receive
such applications and to take evidence and
report to the court findings as to whether or
not at any election or elections (1) any such
applicant is qualified under State Law to vote,
and (2) he has since the finding by the court
heretofore specified been (a) deprived of or
denied under color of law the opportunity to
register to vote or otherwise to qualify to vote,
or (b) found not qualified to vote by any person
acting under color of law. In a proceeding
before a voting referee, the applicant shall be
heard ex parte at such times and places as the
court shall direct. His statement under oath
shall be prima face evidence as to his age,
residence, and his prior efforts to register or
otherwise qualify to vote. Where proof of
literacy or an understanding of other subjects
is required by valid provisions of state law, the
answer of the applicant, if written, shall be
included In such report to the court; if oral, it
shall be taken down stenographically and a
transcription included in such report to the
court.

Upon receipt of such report, the court shall
cause the Attorney General to transmit a copy
thereof to the State attorney general and to
each party to such proceeding together with
an order to show cause within ten days, or
such shorter time as the court may f ix, why an
order of the court should not be entered In
accordance with such report. Upon the expire.
tion of such period such order shall be entered
unless prior to that time there has been filed
with the court and served upon all parties a
statement of exceptions to such report.
Exceptions as to matters of fact shall be con-
sidered only if supported by a duly verified
copy of a public record or by affidavit of
persons having personal knowledge of such
facts or by statements or matters contained in
such report; those relating to matters of law
shall be supported by an appropriate memo-
randum of law. The issues of fact and law
raised by such exceptions shall be deter.
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mined by the court or, if the due and speedy
administration of justice requires, they may
be referred to the voting referee to determine
In accordance with procedures prescribed by
the court. A hearing as to an issue of fact shall
be held only in the event that the proof of the
exception disclose the existence of a genuine
Issue of material fact. The applicant's literacy
and understanding of uther subjects shall be
determined solely on the basis of answers
included in the report of the voting referee.

The court, or at its direction the voting
referee, shall issue to each applicant so
declared qualified a certificate identifying the
holder thereof as a person so qualified.

Any voting referee appointed by the court
pursuant to this subsection shall to the extent
not inconsistent herewith have all the powers
conferred upon a master by rule 53 (c) of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The compen-
sation to be allowed to any persons appointed
by the court pursuant to this subsection shall
be fixed by the court and shall be payable by
the United States.

Applications pursuant to this subsection
shall be determined expeditiously. In the case
of any application filed twenty or more days
prior to an election which is undetermined by
the time of such election, the court shall issue
an order authorizing the applicant to vote pro-
visionally: Provided, however, that such appli-
cant shall be qualified to vote under State law.
In the case of an application filed within
twenty days prior to an election, the court, in
its discretion, may make such an order. In
either case the order shall make appropriate
provision for the impounding of the appli-
cant's ballot pending determination of the
application. The court may take any other
action, and may authorize such referee or
such other persons as it may designate to
take any ot-er action, appropriate or neces-
sary to carry out the provisions of this subsec-
tion and to enforce its decrees. This subsec-
tion shall In no way be construed as a limita-
tion upon the existing powers of the court.

When used in the subsection, the word
"vote" includes all action necessary to make
a vote effective Including, but not limited to,
registration or other action required by State
law prerequisite to voting, casting a ballot,
and having such ballot counted and included
in the appropriate totals of votes cast with
respect to candidates for public office and
propositions for which votes are received in
an election; the words "affected area" shall
mean any subdivision of the State In which
the laws of the State relating to voting are or
have been to any extent administered by a
person found in the proceeding to have
violated subsection (a) of this action: and the

words "qualified under State law" shall mean
qualified according to the laws, ctstoms, or
usages of the State, and shall not in any event,
imply qualifications more stringent than those
used by the persons found in the proceeding
to have violated subsection (a) of this section
In qualifying persons other than those of the
race or color against which the pattern of
practice of discrimination was found to exist.

Contempt; assignment of counsel; wit-
nesses

(f) Any person cited for an alleged contempt
under this Act ;hall be allowed to make his
full defense by counsel learned In the law; and
the court before which he Is cited or tried, or
some judge thereof shall immediately, upon
his request assign to him such counsel, not
exceeding two, as he may desire, who shall
have free access to him at all reasonable
hours. He shall be allowed, in his defense to
make any proof that he can produce by lawful
witnesses, and shall have the like process of
the court to compel his witnesses to appear at
his trial or hearing, as is usually granted to
compel witnesses to appear on behalf of the
prosecution. If such person shall be found by
the court to be financially unable to provide
for such counsel, it shall be the duty of the
court to provide such counsel.
Three-judge district court; hearing, determina-
tion, expedition of action, review by Supreme
Court; single-judge district court; hearing,
determination, expedition of action

(g) In any proceeding instituted by the United
States in any district court of the United
States under this section in which the
Attorney General requests a finding of a pat-
tern of practice of discrimination pursuant to
subsection (e) of this section the Attorney
General, at the time he files the complaint, or
any defendant In the proceeding, within twenty
days after service upon him of the complaint,
may file with the clerk of such court a request
that a court of three judges be convened to
hear and determine the entire case. A copy of
the request for a three judge court shall be
immediately furnished by such clerk to the
chief judge of the circuit (or in his absence,
the presiding circuit judge of the circuit) in
which the case is pending. Upon receipt of the
copy of such request it shall be the duty of the
chief judge of the circuit or the presiding
circuit judge, as the case may be, to designate
immediately three judges in such circuit, of
whom at least one shall be a circuit judge and
another of whom shall be a district judge of
the court in which the proceeding was insti-
tuted, to hear and determine such case, and it
shall be the duty of the judges so designated
to assign the case for hearing at the earliest
practicable date, to participate In the hearing
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and determination thereof, and to cause the
case to be in every way expedited. An appeal
from the final judgment of such court will lie
to the Supreme Court.

In any proceeding brought under subsec-
tion (c) of this section to enforce subsection
(b) of this section, or In the event neither the
Attorney General nor any defendant files a
request for a three-judge court In any pro-
ceeding authorized by this subsection, it shall
be the duty of the chief judge of the district (or
in his absence, the acting chief judge) in
which the case is pending Immediately to
designate a judge in such district to hear and
determine the case. in the event that no judge
In the district Is available to hear and deter-
mine the case, the chief judge of the district,
or the acting chief judge, as the case may be,
shall certify this fact to the chief judge of the
circuit (or In his absence, the acting chief
judge) who shall then designate a district or
circuit judge of the circuit to hear and deter-
mine the case.

It shall be the duty of the judge designated
pursuant this section to assign the case for
hearing at the earliest practicable date and to
cause the case to be In every way expedited.
R S. Section 2004; Pub.L. 85-315, Pt. IV, Sec-
tion 131, Sept. 9, 1957, 71 Stat. 637; Pub.L.
86-449, Title VI, Section 601, May 6, 1960, 74
Stat. 90; Pub.L. 88-352, Title I, Section 101,
July 2, 1964, 78 Stat 241 Pub.L. 89-110, Section
15, Aug. 6, 1965, 79 Stat. 445

Section 1981. Equal rights under the law
All person's within the jurisdiction of the

United States shall have the same right in
every State and Territory to make and enforce
contracts, to sue, be parties, give evidence,
and to the full and equal benefit of all laws
and proceedings for the security of persons
and property as is enjoyed by white citizens,
and shall be subject to like punishment,
pains, penalties, taxes, licenses, and exac-
tions of every kind, and to no other.

R.S. Section 1977
Section 1982. Property Rights of Citizens

All citizens of the United States shall have
the same right, in every State and Territory, as
is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit,
purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real
and personal property.

R.S. Section 1978
Section 1983. Civil action for deprivation of

rights.
Every person who under color of any

statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or
usage, of any State or Territory, subjects, or

causes to be subjected any citizen of the
United States or other person within the
jurisdictio,. thereof to the deprivation of any
rights, privileges, or Immunities secured by
the Constitution and laws, shall be liabl6 to
the party injured In an action at law, suit in
equity, or other proper proceeding for redress.

R.S. Section 1979
Section 1985. Conspiracy to Interfere with civil

rights-Preventing officer from
performing duties

(1) If two or more persons in any State or
Territory conspire to prevent, by force, Intimi-
dation, or threat, any person from accepting or
holding any office, trust, or place of con-
fidence under the United States, or from
discharging any duties, thereof; or to induce
by the like mean. any officer of the United
States to leave any State, district, or place,
where his duties as an officer are required to
be performed, or to injure him In his person or
property on account of his lawful discharge of
the duties of his office, or while engaged in
the lawful discharge thereof, or to injure his
property so as to molest, interrupt, hinder, or
impede him In the discharge of his official
duties;
Obstructing justice; intimidating party,
witness, or juror

(2) If two or more persons in any State or
Territory conspire to deter, by force, intimida.
tion, or threat, any party or witness in any
court of the United States from attending such
court, or from testifying to any matter pending
therein, freely, fully, and truthfully, or to injure
such party or witness in his person or property
on account of his having attended or testified,
or to influence the verdict, presentment, or
indictment of any grand or petit juror in any
such court, or to injure such juror in his
person or property on account of any verdict,
presentment, or indictment lawfully assented
to by him or of his being or having been such
juror; or if two or more persons conspire for
the purpose of impeding, hindering, obstruct-
ing, or defeating, in any manner, the due
course of justice in any State or Territory, with
intent to deny to any citizen the equal protec-
tion of the laws, or to injure him or his property
for lawfully enforcing, or attempting to
enforce, the right of any person, or class of
persons, to the equal protection of the laws;

Depriving persons of rights or privileges
(3) If two or more persons in any State or

Territory conspire or go in disguise on the
highway or on the premises of another, for the
purpose of depriving either directly or indirect-
ly, any person or class of persons of the equal
protection of the laws, or of equal privileges
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and immunities under the laws; or for the
purpose of preventing or hindering the con-
stituted authorities of any State or Territory
from giving or securing to all persons within
such State or Territory the equal protection of
the laws or if two or more persons conspire to
prevent by force, intimidation, or threat, any
citizen who is lawfully entitled to vote, from
giving his support or advocacy in a legal man-
ner, toward or In favor of the election of any
lawfully qualified person as an elector for
President or Vice President or as a Member of
Congress of the United States; or to injure any
citizen in person or property on account of
such support of advocacy; in any case of con-
spiracy set forth in this section if one or more
persons engaged therein do, or cause to be
done, any act in furtherance of the object of
such conspiracy whereby another is injured in
his person or property, or deprived of having
and exercising any right or privilege of a
citizen of the United States, the party so
injured or deprived may have an action for the
recovery of damages, occasioned by such
injury or deprivation, against any one or more
of the conspirators.

R.S. Section 1980.
Section 1986. Same; action lor neglect to

prevent
Every person who, having knowledge that

any of the wrongs conspired to be done, and
mentioned In section 1985 of this title, are
about to be committed, and having power to
prevent or aid in preventing the commission of
the same, neglects or refuses so to do, if such
wrongful act be committed, shall be liable to
the party injured, or his legal representatives,
for all damages caused by such wrongful act,
which such person by reasonable diligence
could have prevented; and such damages may
be recovered in an action on the case; and any
number of persons guilty of such wrongful
neglect or refusal may be joined as defen-
dants in the action; and if the death of any
party be caused by any such wrongful act and
neglect, the legal representatives of the
deceased shall have such action therefore,
and may recover not exceeding $5,000
damages therein, for the benefit of the widow
of the deceased if there be one, and if there be
no widow, then for the benefit of the next of
kin of the deceased. But no action under the
provisions of this section shall be sustained
which is not commenced within one year after
the cause of action has accrued.

R.S. Section 1981.
Section 1988. Proceedings In vindication of

civil rights
T;le jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters

conferred on the district courts by the provi-
sions of this chapter and Title 18, for the pro-
tection of all persons In the United States in
their civil rights, and for their vindication,
shall be exercised and enforced in conformity
with the laws of the United States, so far as
such laws are suitable to carry the same into
effect; but in all cases where they are not
adapted to the object or are deficient in the
provisions necessary to furnish suitable
remedies bnd punish offenses against law,
the common law, as modified and changed by
the constitution and statutes of the State
wherein the court having jurisdiction of such
civil or criminal cause is held, so far as the
same is not inconsistent with the Constitution
and laws of the United States, shall be
extended to and govern the said courts in the
trial and disposition of the cause, and, if it is
of a criminal nature, In the infliction of punish-
ment on the party found guilty.

R.S. Section 722.
Section 1989. United States magistrates;

appointment of persons to
execute warrants

The district courts of the United States and
the district courts of the Territories, from time
to time, shall increase the number of United
States magistrates so as to afford a speedy
and convenient means for the arrest and
examination of persons charged with the
crimes referred to in section 1987 of this title;
and such magistrates are authorized and
required to exercise all the powers and duties
conferred on them herein with regard to such
offenses in like manner as they are authorized
by law to exercise with regard to other
offenses against the laws of the United
States. Said magistrates are empowered
within their respective counties, to appoint, in
writing, under their hands, one or more
suitable persons, from time to time, who shall
execute all such warrants or other process as
the magistrates may issue in the lawful per-
formance of their duties and the persons so
appointed shall have authority to summon
and call to their aid the bystanders or posse
comitatus of the proper county, or such por-
tion of the land or naval forces of the United
States, or of the militia, as may be necessary
to the performance of the duty with which they
are charged; and such warrants shall run and
be executed anywhere in the State or Territory
within which they are Issued.

R.S. Sections 1983, 1984; Mar. 3, 1911, c.
231, 291, 36 Stat. 1167; Oct. 17, 1968, Pub.L.
90-578 1 Itle IV, Section 402, 82 Stat. 1118
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CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS

AMENDMENT XIII-SLAVERY ABOLISHED
Section 1. Neither slavery nor Involuntary servi.

tude, except as a punishment for crime whereof
the party shall have been duly convicted, shall
exist within the United States, or any place
subject to their jurisdiction.

Section 2. Congress shall have the power to
enforce this article by appropriate legislation.

AMENDMENT XIV-CITIZENSHIP: PRIVILEGES
AND IMMUNITIES: DUE PROCESS

EQUAL PROTECTION; APPORTIONMENT
OF REPRESENTATION; DISQUALIFICATION OF

OFFICERS; PUBLIC DEBT; ENFORCEMENT
Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in

the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction
thereof are citizens of the United States and of the
State wherein they reside. No state shall make or
enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or Immunities of citizens of the United States; nor
shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty,
or property without due process of law; nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction the equal
protection of the laws.

Section 2. Representatives shall be appor.
toned among the. several States according to
their respective numbers, counting the whole
number of persons in each State, excluding
Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at
any election for the choice of electors for Presi.
dent and Vice President of the United States,
Representatives In Congress, the Executive and
Judicial officers of a State, or the members of the
Legislative thereof, is denied to any of the male
Inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years
of age, and citizens of the United States, or In any
way abridged, except for participation in rebellion,
or other crime, the basis of representation therein

shall be reduced In the proportion which the
number of such male citizens shall bear to the
whole number of male citizens twenty-one years
of age in such State.

Section 3. No person shall be a Senator or
Representative in Congress, or elector of Presi.
dent and Vice President, or hold any office, civil or
military, under the United States, or under any
State, who having previously taken an oath as a
member of Congress, or as an office of the United
States, or as a member of any State legislature, or
as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to
support the Constitution of the United States,
shall have engaged in insurrection or rebellion
against the same, or given aid or comfort to the
enemies thereof. But Congress may by a vote of
two-thirds of each House remove such disability.

Section 4. The validity of the public debt of the
United States authorized by law, Including debts
Incurred for payment of pensions and bounties for
services In suppressing insurrection or rebellion,
shall not be questioned. But neither the United
States nor any State shall assume or pay any debt
or obligation Incurred In aid or Insurrection or
rebellion against the United States, or any claim
for the loss or emancipation of any slave: but all
such debts, obligations and claims shall be held
illegal and void.

Section 6. The Congress shall have power to
enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions
of this article.

AMENDMENT XV-
UNIVERSAL MALE SUFFRAGE

Section 1. The right of citizens of the United
States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any State on account of
race, color, or previous condition of servitude.

Section 2. The Congress shall have power to
enforce this article by appropriate legislation.
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL AND STATUTORY BASES FOR
FEDERAL ACTION TO MEET THE RISING TIDE OF
RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE AGAINST BLACK

AND MINORITY PEOPLES

by
Charles H. Jones, Jr.

Arthur Klnoy
John Anthony Scott

Travis Francis, Esq.
Frank Deals, Esq.

Doris Peterson, Esq.

April, 1981

General Statement of Proposition Advanced
Incidents of racially motivated violence have

escalated to the level of an Impending national
crisis. The exploding pattern of violence directed
against Black and other minority peoples
threatens the nation once again with the disaster
warned against over a decade ago In the Kerner
Commission Report of 1968. Historically In this
country, racially motivated violence has been one
of the principal means employed to frustrate
efforts by Black and other minority people to over.
come the status of inferiority Imposed upon them.
Such acts of violence, whether random in nature
or engaged In by organizations established for
such purposes such as the Ku Klux Klan, are
wholly condemned by the Wartime Amendments
to the Constitution of the United States-the
13th, 14th and 15th Amendments, and the federal
statutes enacted over the years pursuant to their
authority.

A rationalization has recently been advanced
by the Department of Justice to justify the
absence of any effective federal action against
this rising tide of racially motivated violence. The
department asserts that no federal constitutional
or statutory authority exists for national Interven.
tlion against obvious acts of racially motivated
violence unless such acts are shown to have
occurred at the actual moment of the victim's
being engaged in a specific federally protected
activity such as voting or attending a desegre.
gated school. This attempted justification for the
obvious failure of the federal government to move
decisively against the rising national wave of
racially motivated violence flies In the face of the
clear command of the Constitution and the
statutes enacted pursuant to its mandate pro.
hibIting any activity which has the effect of con.

tlnulng or reinforcing the status of Inferiority
which the nation abolished in the universal
charter of liberty enacted In the 13th Amendment
to the Constitution. Accordingly, the full force of
federal power must be asserted to reach racially
motivated violence wherever and in whatever form
It occurs, since such violence has been historical.
ly, and continues to be, a central weapon In the
efforts to maintain or reinstitute the Inferior
political, economic and social status In American
society of Black and other minority peoples.
National Upsurge of Racially Motivated Violence

Incidents of racially motivated violence have
escalated, within the last few years, to a crisis of
epidemic proportions. Today, as in the past,
whenever Blacks have sought to acquire new
rights or to exercise existing rights, either after
the Civil War, during the 1960s or In the 1970s,
racially motivated violence Is being used to thwart
efforts to eradicate the vestiges and remains of
inferior status embedded in American society.

These rapidly increasing Incidents of racially
motivated violence may be characterized as tak.
Ing three distinct forms. The first form Is Incidents
involving random attacks by individuals acting,
appartently, independently. These random racially
motivated attacks are typified by the following
incidents:

1. During the period December 29, 1980,
through January 5, 1981, In Buffalo, New
York, one Black male was fatally stabbed by
a white male. Four other Black males were
attacked by a knife-wielding white male
assailant. (Source: New York Times, January
3, 1981, and January 8, 1981),

2. During the period December 22 through 24,
1980, in New York City, three Black males and
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an Hispanic male were fatally stabbed by a
white assailant. Three other Black males
were also attacked by a knife.wielding white
male assailant. (Source: Jew York Times,
December 24,25,26,1980).

3. A Black teenager In Mobile, Alabama, was
beaten, strangled and hung froin a tree. Three
white males have been arrested and charged
with murder. (Source: New York Times, March
26,1981).

4. Perhaps the most highly publicized of these
incidents was the assassination attempt on
the life of civil rights leader Vernon Jordan,
Executive Director of the National Urban
League.

The second form of racially motivated violence
.. Includes assaults perpetrated directly by

organizations such as the Ku Klux Klan and the
American Nazi Party. The following incidents are
illustrative of the emerging patterns:

1. On July 8, 1978, three Klansmen were
arrested on charges stemming from a plot to
bomb the home of Congressman Parren
Mitchell and a synagogue In Baltimore, Mary.
land (Source: Washington Star, July, 1978).

2. In May, 1979, while the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference was holding a demon.
stratlon in Decatur, Alabama, in support of a
Black mentally retarded youth convicted of
rape, more than 100 heavily armed, club
swinging, robed Ku Klux Klansmen clashed
with civil rights demonstrators and riot police
(Source: New York Times, May 27, 1979, May
29,1979 and May 30,1979).

3. In April 1980,'a group of Klansmen burned a
cross at a prominent location in the Chat.
tanooga, Tennessee Black community, drove
through the community armed with shotguns
and shot five elderly Black women. (Source:
Washington Post, July 23,1980).

The third form of racially motivated violence
Involves both the disproportionately high rate of
killings of Black and Hispanic youths by police
officers and wanton police assaults on innocent
Black adults. Perhaps the most egregious exam.
pie of the latter was the fatal beating of Arthur
McDuffle by Miami police officers for allegedly
making a right turn on a red light, without stop-
ping, while on a motorcycle.

This last category of racially motivated
violence, while distinguishable from the first two
In many Important respects, must be considered
for two important reasons. First, as reported by
Dr. Kenneth B. Clark, In a seven-year follow-up
report to a study conducted in 1974 by the
Metropolitan Applied Research Center (MARC),
there has been an increase In the use of deadly
and excessive force by police officers with an
attendant rise in community awareness. Although
the McDuffle killing was the latest in a series of

incidents of police brutality against citizens
charged with minor offenses in Miami, that Inci.
dent received an extraordinary amount of atten-
lion because of the enraged reaction of the Miami
Black community who had seen Blacks brutalized
by police on other occasions.

In an address delivered on November 10, 1979,
then Assistant Attorney General Drew S. Days, III,
mentioned the Kerner Commission's remarks
"that police brutality and abuse were not viewed
in a vacuum. Instead, lawless behavior on the part
of police was identified as an overwhelmingly
Important factor In exacerbating racial tensions
in urban centers ... Police abuse... reinforces in
the minds of minorities the symbolism of the
police as an occupying army, as representative of
the segregated racist society which they feel
exists..." '

Second, as Dr. Clark testified before the
Criminal Justice Subcommittee of the House
Judiciary Committee on March 4, 1981, young
people growing up In urban centers like Harlem
view law enforcement officers asas much a factor
in crime as criminals. Their lawlessness teaches
a total disrespect for the law and perpetuates an
environment where criminality does not receive
serious social disapproval.

These incidents exploding throughout the
nation manifest few common characteristics
other than that Black people or other minority
group members are victims and that the violence
is racially motivated. They take a variety of forms:
Random shootings and sniper attacks, assaults,
attacks on civil rights leaders, fire.bombings,
armed confrontations at political demonstrations
and intimidations and threats of violence. The
incidents are not confined to any one geograph.
Ical area of the nation. The crisis generated Is
national in every respect.

The reasons for the sudden acceleration of
these acts of racially motivated violence are
varied, complex, and sometimes not fully visible.
The New York Times reported on December 1,
1980 that many members of the Black community
believe the "series of violent incidents against
Blacks Is a result of a national conspiracy to
terrorize and kill them." As the Times reported: "In
such cities as Atlanta, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Indian.
polls, Portland, and Salt Lake City, violent and
highly publicized attacks on Blacks and Increas.
Ing activity by the Ku Klux Klan and other white
extremist groups have created or heightened the
perception of conspiracy."

'u.s. Commission on Civil Rights. Police.Community Rele.
lions in the City of Wichits and Sedgwick County. U.S. Com.
mission on Civil Rights, July. IM80, p. ia as quoted in Kenneth
S. Clar, "Race and Police Killings: A Summary of Findings,"
March 4, 1961 (unpublished mimeo).
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Other Insights Include the recognition that
because of the country's preoccupation with the
current economic slowdown, groups such as the
Ku Klux Klan and Individuals predisposed to
racial violence may be led to think that these acts
will go unnoticed and the laws prohibiting such
violence will be unenforced. Thus, the emerging
pattern of federal Inaction may be strengthening
the white backlash of racial violence,

Further analyzing the relationship of violence to
the current economic decline, Dr. M. Harvey Bren.
ner of the Johns Hopkins University, In a report
entitled Violence Against Minorities, and Criminal
Aggression In General, as Related to National
Economic Distress and High Unemployment
Rights, stated: "The national and regional
economic situations, and especially the rates of
unemployment, represent the dominant Influence
on violence against minorities, as well as on
violence In the United States In general." Dr. Bren.
ner further stated, "During periods of a generally
depressed and anxiety ridden economic climate
there is a tendency toward national conservatism
and a powerful desire among many In the popular.
tlion to embrace older values, and older prejudices
associated with those values. Some Individuals
who are especially distraught under conditions of
economic stress are prone to mental disorder and
even suicide. Others, however, become prone to
great hatredand violence directed toward others-
especially those minorities which are traditional
scapegoats and subjects of pejorative stereo.
typing."

Whether or not Dr. Brenner's thesis adds a
deepened dimension to the growing concern
within the Black community that the acceleration
of racially motivated violence Is a conscious part
of a national conspiracy to undermine the civil
rights gains of the sixties and to strengthen the
patterns of inferiority so deeply embedded In
American society, It Is frighteningly obvious that
the proliferation of such incidents within the con.
text of the unfolding economic crisis, has created
a national atmosphere of fear and hatred from
which increased racially motivated violence will
emerge unless drastic steps of national Interven.
lion are immediately undertaken by the federal
government.
Necessity for Immediate Massive Federal Action

It is now clear that the amount of racially
motivated violence against Blacks and other
minority peoples has reached the point where
there Is a driving urgent need for massive federal
presence In the areas where recurring racially
motivated violence is taking place. The current
situation In the United States has distressing
parallels to the level of random and organized
violence which victimized Black citizens who
attempted to exercise their rights during the
Reconstruction period after the Civil War, and the

random and organized violence perpetrated
against civil rights activists who were attacked In
the South during the early 19808. -

In both the Reconstruction years, roughly
1865-1877, and during the 1980s and 19708, the
role played by the federal government In counter.
acting the rise of racial violence was crucial In
containing the levels of violence attained.' It
takes no great Imagination to draw the lesson of
history thit the absence of effective federal
governmental action to halt the escalation of
racial violence contributes significantly to Its
growth, It Is for this crucially Important reason
that It Is necessary to face and reject any legal
rationalization which would cover up or excuse
the failure of the federal government to provide
for Immediate and massive action to deter the rise
of racially motivated violence.

Unfortunately, the willingness of the U.S.
Department of Justice to act decisively against
racially motivated violence has been wholly
Inadequate. The reason for reticence on the part
of the federal government was addressed by Mr,
Drew Days, former head of the Justice Depart.
ment's Civil Rights Division, testifying on
December 9, 1980, before the Subcommittee on
Crime of the House Judiciary Committee. Mr.
Days Indicated on that occasion that he did not
believe federal law reached racially motivated
attacks by whites on Blacks where the Blacks
were not engaged In specifically protected federal
activities.

This proposition, advanced by a representative
of the Justice Departmrnt, that there Is no constl.
tutlonal or statutory authority for federal action
against acts of racially motivated violence unless
such acts are committed at the moment the vic.
tims are engaged In specific federally protected
activities such as voting, flies In the face of the
letter, the spirit, and the legislative history of the
Thirteenth, Fourteenthand Fifteenth Amendments
to the Constitution and the statutes enacted by
the Congress pursuant to their authority.

Constltulonal and Statutory Basesfor Federal Action
The Thirteenth Amendment, the foundation

stone upon which all of the subsequent national
commitments to freedom and equality for all
peoples rests, enacted in the words of the entire
Court in the historic Civil Rights Cases of 1883,
109 U.S. 3, 20, a "universal charter of freedom
which had the effect not only of abolishing the
institution of slavery but of rejecting all of Its
'badges and incidents'." A principal "badge and
Incident" of slavery was the thesis of the Inferl.

* See generally Kenneth M, Slampp, The Era of Reconstruc.
rion, 1885.1877 (N.Y.: Random, 1967); John Hope Franklin,
Reconslructlion after the Civil War, Chicago; University of
Chicago Press, 1Q61.
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orlty of Black people so frankly advanced In the
pre-CIvIl War decision of Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60
U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1856) as the justifIcation for the
Institution of slavery Itself. This recognition of the
sweeping commands of the Thirteenth Amend.
ment was reaffirmed In 1968 by the Supreme
Court In Jones v, Alfred H. Mayer Company, 392
U.S. 409. The Thirteenth Amendment not only
rejected slavery, but the doctrine of white
superiority which had been generated to
rationalize the subordination of an entire group of
people. See "The Constitutional Right of Negro
Freedom," 21 Rutgers L. Rev. 387 (1967). The
American slaves were Identified by only one
criterion-the color of their skin. This color was
the badge and stamp of the Inferior social status.
Prior to the passage of the Thirteenth Amend-
ment, legal and moral standards which whites felt
bound to observe In their relations with each other
could be disregarded in the treatment of Blacks.
The Wartime Amendments Imposed an affIrma-
live duty on the national government to abolish
and eradicate all forms of action operating to
preserve the badges and Indicia of slavery and
racial inferiority.

At the very heart of the experience of those who
wrote the Thirteenth Amendment and those who
enacted the statutes immediately designed to
enforce Its thrust, was the recognition that racially
motivated violence against Black people was a
central Instrument In the bitter attempts to
frustrate the constitutional command to eliminate
the status of Inferiority of Black people from every
aspect of American fife.' Any honest appraisal of
American history leads to the conclusion that
racially motivated violence was the principal
means employed to preserve the status of Inferl.
ority prohibited by the Thirteenth Amendment,
and accordingly falls directly within the sweep of
Its affirmative mandate upon the national govern.
ment fordirect and meaningful action.'

The end of the Civil War witnessed throughout
the South the Instant rise of a wave of terror which
engulfed the supposedly emancipated Black peo-
ple from the Ohio River to the Gulf of Mexico, from
the Atlantic to the Mississippi Valley,

"How many Black men and women," writes a
noted author, "were beaten, flogged, mutilated
and murdered in the first years of emancipation
will never be known. Nor could any accurate body
count or statistical breakdown reve'a the barbaric
'The Reconstruction Amendments debates, the legislative
history and contemporary debates In Cong. on the 13th, 14th
and 16th Amendments (Richmond, Virginia, Virginia Commis.
sion on Constitutional Government, 1967); 39th Cong., Joint
Committee on Reconstruction, Report, (Washington, D.C.
1866; reissued N.Y., 1870), Part Ii,

* John Anthony Scott, The Origin and Development of the KKK
as a Badge of Slavery (unpublished mlmeo, available upon
request from Center for Constitutional Rights, (853
Broadway, 14th Floor), New York, N.Y. 10003.

savagery and depravity that so frequently charac.
terized the assaults made on freed men." Leon
Litwack, Been In the Storm So Long, The After.
math of Slavery (New York, 1979), 277.78. One of
the most terrible aspects of this violence was the
torture and murder of Black children. When new
schools were set up both the schools and the
pupils In them became easy targets for arsonists
and assassins. Children were lashed and driven
from the plantations. In countless cases they
were the targets of random violence when white
bullies cut their throats and dumped the bodies In
the rivers or swamps,

This reign of terror, both organized and random
In nature, was part of the Instant reaction of the
defeated white slave owners' power structure,
encouraged by the vacillations of the new Presi.
dent, Andrew Johnson, replacing the assassin.
ated Lincoln, to totally frustrate the mandates of
the 13th Amendment and reinstate the essence of
the slave society, resting on the "Inferior status"
of Black people.' Racially motivated violence,
instigated by newly formed organizations such as
the Ku Klux Klan, and occurring both as system.
atic organized acts of terror as well as widespread
random acts of violence, was clearly a principal
means of attempting to Intimidate the newly
emancipated people from taking any step whatso.
ever towards the promised constitutional goals of
freedom and equality.

The response of the Radical Republican
Congress was Immediate, At hearings of the Joint
Congressional Committee on Reconstruction,
convened In December, 1965, hundreds of
witnesses testified to the reign of terror emerging
throughout the South. Out of these hearings
emerged both the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments, and a battery of federal civil and
criminal statutes designed to provide massive
federal protection to Black people against the
wholesale attempts underway to wholly frustrate
the purposes and mandates of emancipation and
the universal charter of freedom enacted In the
13th Amendment. At the very heart and center of
these hearings was the recognition of the driving
need to provide physical protection for the Black
people of the south, to counteract the terror, to
require the southern states either to give effective
guarantees for the maintenance of law or to
accept direct federal Intervention as a result of
their failure to provide for the physical security of
Black people.'

The statutes enacted as a result of these hear-
Ings, 18 U.S,C. 241, 242, 42 U.S.C. 1981 through
1989, and subsequently extended and strength.
ened during the upsurge of civil rights activities In

John Anthony Scott, The Origin and Development of the KKK

as a Badge of Slavery, supra.

39th Cong., Joint Committee on Reconstruction, supra, f.n.3.
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the 1960s, 18 U.S.C. 245, and 42 U.S.C. 1971, pro-
vide the fullest repudiation of the rationalizations
of the representatives of the Justice Department
seeking to excuse federal inaction against the ris.
Ing tide of racially motivated violence.
A. Bases for Federal Criminal Actions

18 U.S.C. Section 241, the present statement of
the original anti-Ku Klux Klan criminal statute
passed by the Reconstruction Congress, was
designed to make it a federal crime for two or
more persons to conspire to "injure, oppress,
threaten or Intimidate any citizen in the free exer.
ese or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured
. . by the Constitution or laws of the United

States".
There can be no question of the legitimacy of

federal action under 241 when there are allege.
tons of the deprivation of the rights guaranteed
by the Thirteenth Amendment. In United States v.
Price, 383 U.S. 787 (1966), Justice Abe Fortas con.
cluded for a unanimous Supreme Court that the
language of Section 241:

embraces al of the rights and privileges
secured to citizens by all of the Constitution
and all of the laws of the United States. (Em.
phases in original text.)

We cannot doubt that the purpose and effect of
Section 241 was to reach assaults upon rights
under the entire Constitution, including the
Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amend.
ments, and not merely under part of It. (383 U.S.
at 800, 805).
Nothing could be clearer than the recognition

that Section 241 authorizes full scale federal Inter.
vention when acts of racially motivated violence
occur representing, as they have throughout the
entire history of this country, an "assault" upon
the constitutional right of Black people and other
minority people to be freed from any status of
Inferiority, as created by the 13th Amendment.

The thrust of Section 241 was further
strengthened by 18 U.S.C. 242, This Section
makes It a federal crime for anyone acting under
"color of law" to deprive anyone of rights pro.
tected by the Constitution or laws of the United
States. In seeking prosecution under this statute
the Justice Department need not prove that the
actual crimes were committed by officers of the
state. It Is more than sufficient If the accused Is a
willful participant In joint activity with the state
agents or state officials. As the Court held in
United States v. Price, supra, the "under color of
law requirement does not necessitate that the
accused be an officer of the state. It Is enough if
he Is a willful participant In joint activity with the
state or Its agents."

In the late 1960s, the 90th Congress enacted
further legislation, 18 U.S.C. 245, which con-

clusively determined the proposition that federal
action Is authorized not only where one Is victim.
Sized while engaging In a federally protected actlvl.
ty, but also when the victim Is not engaged In
such activity but Is victimized for the purpose of
discouraging a person or class of persons from
taking part in a protected activity. This statute
was passed by the 90th Congress and was
designed to deal with the rise of organized and
randomly motivated violence having the Impact of
deterring civil rights activists from exercising
their constitutional rights during the 1960s. I This
statute was written to accomplish several major
purposes: first, to eliminate any doubts about
congressional power to punish overtly private
actions which Interfere with Fourteenth Amend.
meant rights; second, to remedy a deficiency In
Section 241 by allowing the federal government to
prosecute individuals who were not acting jointly
with others, but acted alone, to deprive citizens of
their constitutional rights.

This statute specifically addresses the problem
Involved in the rationalization the Justice Depart.
ment advanced to avoid exercising federal power
over random violence against Blacks, In that it
contains no jurisdictional prerequisite for its
Invocation that victims of racial violence be
actually engaged In conduct that Is specifically
delineated as protected in the statute. The
legislative history of Section 245 mandates the
conclusion that this statute was Intended to cover
victims who are not directly engaged In civil rights
activities If they are victimized for the purpose of
discouraging them or any class of persons from
taking part In the protected activities. Senate
Report No. 721, published In 2 U.S. Code Congres-
sional and Administrative News, p, 1837 (1968)
lays out the problem faced by Congress:

Such acts of violence have occurred In
retaliation against Negroes who have exer.
cised or sought to exercise their civil rights.
In some cases, violence has been used
against Negroes who have not engaged In
civil rights activities in order generally to
Intimidate and deter all Negroes In the exer.
clse of their rights.

The Senate Report's conclusion as to the reach
of the statute's protection Is unequivocal:

The statute would punish Interference or
attempts to Interfere, by force or threat of
force, with any person because of his race,
color, religion, or national origin and because
such person Is or has been engaging or seek.
Ing to engage, while acting lawfully, In any of
the enumerated activities .. Also punishable
would be violence directed against persons
not Involved in civil rights activity where such

'Senate Report No. 721, published In 2 U.S. Code Congres.
sional and Admlnlstratlve News, 90th Congress 2nd Session
1968, p. 1837(1968)at pp. 1S40,1841.
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persons are selected as victims in order to
intimidate others. (Emphasis added.)

The House Report Indicates that the decision to
Include within the reach of the statute people not
engaged In civil rights activity was prompted by a
report of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights,
entitled Law Enforcement, A Report on Equal Pro.
section In the South, published In 1965. The head
of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights testified
as to the conclusions reached In the Commission
Report at hearings that were held on the bill, In his
testimony, William L. Taylor, Director of the Com.
mission, vividly described the conclusions of the
Commission and its recommendations:

The Commission's Investigations In
Mississippi In 1984 and 1965 revealed that
much of the violence that occurred was
directed at persons selected at random, and
that such violence Intimidated the Negro
community as effectively as If it were
directed at persons actually engaged In civil
rights activities. This kind of attack to ter-
rori7e the Negro community would be dealt
with expressly by 501(b) (18 U.S.C. 245(bXl)).
This section will strengthen existing laws by
covering random acts of violence against
persons who have not attempted to exercise
any of the rights enumerated In Section
501(a), when such violence Is Intended to
discourage other persons from exercising
these rights.

The legislative intent of the framers of the
legislation thus clearly indicates that Section 245
can be used to prosecute perpetrators of violent
activity which Is racially motivated and designed
to Intimidate Black and minority peoples from
exercising certain federally protected rights,
although the victims of the violence may not
themselves have been engaged In any of the
activities specifically mentioned In the statute at
the time of the assaults.
B. Bases for Federal Civil Actions.

It Is more than amply clear that there exists full
scale authority for massive federal action through
the invocation of the criminal justice process to
counter the development of racially motivated
acts of violence against Black and other minority
peoples. There is also authority for massive
federal civil action in the form of Injunctive
actions against the upsurge of racially motivated
violence, particularly where such acts are
encouraged and stimulated by organizations such
as the Ku Klux Klan and sometimes covertly
encouraged by state officials. A striking example
was the Invocation of 42 U.S.C. 1971, as well as 42
U.S.C. 1983 and 1985, to obtain a sweeping federal
injunction In 1965 in an action entitled The United
States Against the Original Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, 250 F. Supp. 330 (ED. La. 1965, 3 judge
court). In a historic opinion written by Circuit
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Judge John Minor Wisdom of the United States
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, the federal
court held that the United States government had
the power and the duty to seek federal Injunctive
relief to restrain and stop Ku Klux Klan activities
designed to harass and Intimidate the Black peo.
ple who were demanding enforcement of their
most elementary constitutional rights of equality,
as well as white people In the South and through.
out the country who were supporting their
demands. The opinion of Judge Wisdom, one of
the most respected members of the federal
judiciary, goes directly to the heart of the grave
problem which was then erupting In the early
1960s and which has now re-emerged In such
serious dimensions. Judge Wisdom described the
action Instituted by the Department of Justice In
these terms: "This Is an action by the Nation
against a Klan, The United States of America asks
for an Injunction to protect Negro citizens In
Washington Parish, Louisiana, seeking to assert
their civil rights. The defendants are the Original
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, an unincorporated
association; the Anti-Communist Christian
Association, a Louisiana Corporation; and certain
Individual Klansmen . . ." And then In sweeping
terms, Judge Wisdom sets forth the heart of the
Court's conclusion as to why the Injunction
requested by the Department of Justice had to be
issued:

In deciding to grant the Injunction prayed for,
we rest our conclusions on the finding of fact
that, within the meaning of the Civil Rights
Acts of 1957 and 1964, the defendants have
adopted a pattern and practice of intim.
Dating, threatening, and coercing Negro
citizens in Washington Parish for the pur.
pose of Interfering with the civil rights of the
Negro citizens. The compulsion within the
Klan to engage in this unlawful conduct is
inherent in the nature of the Klan. This is Its
ineradicable evil. We find that to attain Its
ends, the Klan exploits the forces of hate,
prejudice, and ignorance. We find that the
Klan relies on systematic economic coercion,
varieties of intimidation, and physical
violence In attempting to frustrate the
national policy expressed in civil rights
legislation. We find that the Klansmen,
whether cloaked and hooded as members of
the Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, or
skulkingly in anonymity as members of a
sham organization, 'The Anti-Communist
Christian Association,' or brazenly resorting
to violence on the open streets of Bogalusa,
are a "fearful conspiracy against society I * I
(holding) men silent by the terror of [their
acts) and [their) power for evil." (Wisdom
opinion supra, at 334). (Emphasis added.)

Based upon these fundamental conclusions,
the federal three-judge court composed of Judges
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Wisdom, Christenberry, and Ainsworth, issued a
sweeping injunction against "assaulting, threat.
ening, harassing, interfering with or intimidating,
or attempting to assault, threaten, harass, Inter.
fere with or intimidate . . . Negro citizens from
exercising their equal rights under the laws and
Constitution of the United States."

Conclusion
This discussion of the array of federal leglsla

lion enacted primarily in the aftermath of the Civil
War and reinforced during the 1960s Indicates
that federal power fully exists to justify action on
the part of the federal executive and Judicial
branches to protect the rights of minority citizens
faced with the rising wave of violence that is
directed at them by organized forces of hatred
and those who act individually and randomly.

The random violence against Black and minority
people which permeated the atmosphere of this
country after the Reconstruction period and again
in the early days of the Civil Rights movement in
the 1960s has returned with a vengeance. This
time, Blacks and minority peoples can read in the
pages of newspapers across the land, in plain
language that can be understood by adults and
children, that violent bands of hate-filled racist
Individuals are arming themselves, and engaging
In training for a "race war."

The Republican Reconstruction Congress and
the 90th Congress were closely attuned to this
wave of racially motivated violence and the pur.
poses for which this violence was perpetrated.
The legislative history of Sections 245, 241 and
242 indicates that Congress, both in the nine.
teenth and in the twentieth centuries, was well
aware of the Intimidating effect of violence
against people for no other reason than the fact

that they are not white. They knew that random,
racist violence of this sort sends out a clear
message: Blacks and minority peoples are not
citizens of these United States, they have no
rights, and they should not exist,

This is the very message that was decisively
rejected by the adoption of the Thirteenth, Four.
teenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the Con.
stltutlon. Those Amendments declared In simple
terminology that Blacks and minority peoples are
to be protected by the enormous powers of the
federal government in the exercise of every right
that extends to white citizens of the United
States, These Amendments provided Congress
with the authority to legislate to assure that the
Amendments accomplished their objective. Sec.
Ilons 245, 241 and 242 are direct products of con.
gressional exercise of that power. The Depart.
ment of Justice has the authority to bring criminal
prosecutions for the concrete enforcement of
those rights, and sweeping injunctive actions
under Sections 1971,1981 through 1989 of Title 42.

Any suggestion that violence, even murder,
directed against Black or minority peoples solely
because they are Black or minority peoples
presents no basis for federal Intervention, totally
Ignores the most sweeping commands of the War.
time Amendments. This misreading of the pur.
pose and sweep of the civil rights statutes not
only results in an abandonment of the tools
designed by the Congress for the protection of the
life and liberty of Black and minority citizens. It
lays the basis for the burial once again In our
history as a nation of the fundamental promises
of freedom and equality contained In the universal
charter of freedom set forth In the Thirteenth
Amendment and strengthened and protected In
the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments.
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"The People Have Spoken" By: Dr. Charles E. Cobb

The abuse of the rights of citizens under the color of law is the

first stage of tyranny. The most heinous form of this official mis-

conduct is racially motivated police brutality. When society becomes

prey to its so-called protectors we are witnessing the seeds of in-

surrection. The poor and Black communities have historically been

the primary victims of this brutal form of racially motivated vio-

lence.

In New York City where police brutality has reached epidemic pro-

portions, we have even seen Black ministers pummeled by groups of

police. Requests for relief from the city administration and speci-

fically Mayor Edward Koch have fallen on deaf ears. In light of this

characteristic insensitive response on the par: of the Mayor and

Chief of Police, Black community leaders took their grievances to

Washington. Having investigated the national increase in racially

motivated violence, Congressman John Conyeri, Chairman of the House

Subcommittee on Criminal Justice, welcomed the community representa-

tives and immediately scheduled congressional l hearings to be held

in Naw York.

(MORE)
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This action was immediately followed by accusations of a "witch

hunt" and "unfair" by the Mayor and police officials. On the day

of the scheduled hearings to be held in Harlem, the nation's largest

Black community and the scene of repeated incidents of police bru-

tality, an unexpected 1,000 people appeared to hear testimony. This

enormous turn out should have clearly demonstrated the severity of

the problem. It was at this point, for some unknown reason that

the Congressmen unilaterally decided to cancel the so-called official

hearings. This was no less than an insult to the community who had

placed their hopes for relief in the congressional hearings.

The Mayor of New York has consistently demonstrated disdain and

unconcern regarding the needs of the city's minority community.

Thus, the crowd's negative reaction to his presence should have been

expected even by the most casual observer. During the singing of

the Black National Anthem the Mayor remained seated while all others

stood, just one more indication of the arrogance that has been the

mark of the Koch-administration.

At the urging of Black leaders unofficial hearings were held and

contrary to media accounts, did proceed in an orderly fashion. Over

50 witnesses testified to the brutality they suffered from New York

police. Those Congressmen, State Assemblymen, religious and commu-

nity leaders who remained to hear the more than 7 hours of testimony

should be highly commended, for they recognized that the needs of

the people surpassed political backscratching and backroom deals.'

The events surrounding the hearings should demonstrate the need for

political accountability of our elected officials. Some have said

that the hearings were designed to fail and that they were sabotaged.

We may never know who deserves the blame. We can be sure however,

that it does not lie with the community. The hearings were a success

and most importantly, the people have spoken.

Thii is Charles E. Cobb of the United Church of Christ for Civil

Rights Journal. Thank you.
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Reverend CHAVIS. Thank you.
I submit this testimony on behalf of the United Church of Christ

Commission for Racial Justice. Dr. Charles E. Cobb, executive di-
rector, the United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice
has been challenging the problem of racially motivated violence for
the last several years. The unmitigated occurrence of racially moti-
vated violence in the city of New York is one of the most crucial
problems facing the city.

While the incidence of racially motivated violence is certainly an
historic national problem, the city of New York continues to distin-
guish itself as the place where vicious police brutality against Afri-
can Americans and other racially oppressed peoples routinely
occurs with the defense and sanction of municipal officials.

The location of this hearing is in the heart of Harlem, N.Y. This
African community in particular has become literally an armed en-
campment where racist police officers, acting under the color of the
law, have subjugated the indigenous residents to a state of fear, in-
timidation, and violence that can no longer be tolerated. Thus, the
importance of this hearing is not only to lay before the committee
testimony and evidence about police brutality in the black commu-
nity, but also to serve notice that the situation has reached a crisis
stage and that unless there is corrective and concrete action taken
by the Federal, State, and local governments to stop this violence
then the community at large, in order to survive, will be left no
other alternative than to exercise its inalienable right to develop
self-defense mechanisms that will insure that the termination of
the grievous assaults on the community.

We speak in the interest of the victims of racially motivated
police violence in Harlem, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens-all across

ew York City. We must not only remove the man in the mayor's
house, we must remove the man in the White House. But not only
that, we must organize block by block and street by street and mo-
bilize our people.

Mr. Chairman, you heard today from many organizations repre-
senting our community. Our task is to unite these organizations
into a broad based coalition. This issue of police brutality has
brought us together like no issue before. In fact, I wish to report to
the committee that there are many past victims of racially moti-
vated police brutality in New York City who would like to be here
today to testify in person but they are simply afraid to come to the
hearing because of fear of retaliation by the police. In such an at-
mosphere of pervasive and permissive police abuse, citizens' civil
and human rights are severely violated.

We understand the real danger that the many victims who are
now testifying before this committee will face as a result of their
testimony. We encourage this committee to take every possible
action to prevent them from experiencing undue hardship or retal-
iation as a consequence of their appearance at this hearing. For ex-
ample, there were many black police officers that we are aware of
that in fact themselves have been victims of police brutality, who
want to come and testify, but have been threatened by fellow white
officers and have been threatened by the city, that prevented them
from coming forward.
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We believe that the church as a whole must speak to the State
when the abuse of citizens rights continues to be perpetrated to sat-
isfy the madness of racial prejudice and bigotry. We wish to point
out that we believe that the marked increase in the occurrence of
racially motivated violence by the police and others across the
United States is directly related to the racially assaultive policies
of the Reagan administration. The extent to which the Government
of the United States supports racially motivated violence in Latin
America, the Caribbean, southern Africa and other parts of the
world is the extent to which this Government will allow racially
motivated violence to be committed on its own citizens.

For the purposes of this hearing, I would like to enter into the
record a copy of a book that we have just published entitled, "Ra-
cially Motivated Violence in America." Attorney Steven Winter
stated:

Generally, the police to some degree are a fraternity and they tend to be support-
ive of each other and because of that, the notion of review is important. I think that
you need to understand that unless you can regulate and control the conduct of the
officers from the outside you will never insure that those cops are going to be acting
properly, because the only ones that have control of the structure are on the inside.

Therefore, the issue of the control of the police, not just the mon-
itoring of their activities, but the control of the police by the com-
munity at large, by the people that the police purport to serve and
protect, is extremely important.

However, Mr. Chairman, what we have heard here today already
substantiates that in New York City, within the criminal justice
system, it is in point of fact the actions of racist police officers sup-
ported by public officials that causes the criminal assaults on our
community.

Mayor Koch is responsible for the explosive situation in New
York City around this issue. Specifically, Mr. Koch's unqualified
defense of the police department in the Lee Johnson case and the
city's reluctance to discipline the officers who continue to commit
these crimes only adds more and more names of victims to the
present expanding list. We therefore call upon this committee to do
all in its power to rectify legislatively and to expose the contradic-
tions here in New York City concerning racially motivated police
violence.

Mr. Chairman, some of the victims that we have heard about
could not be here today because they are dead. The latest incident
that we have had reported to us happened just 4 days ago. On
i'lursday, September 15, 1983, our office received a call from Attor-
, Michael Warren and Attorney Clayton Jones in reference to

yet another brutal attack. Attorneys Warren and Jones were call-
ing from the Bellevue Hospital here in Manhattan to report that
Michael Stewart, 25 years old, was beaten by New York City Tran-
sit Police into a state of coma for allegedly writing graffiti on the
subway wall. At this very moment Michael Stewart is listed in crit-
ical condition at Bellevue Hospital.

Our staff just checked with the hospital a few moments ago and
they are expecting Michael Stewart to die'as a result of being bru-
tally beaten by New York Transit Police. When will it stop? When
will it stop? How long must we endure these atrocities?
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Not only must the answer come from city hall, not only must the
answer come from the Congress of the United States, but the
answer must come from those of us who live in Harlem, who live in
Brooklyn, who live in the Queens, who live in the Bronx. The
bottom line is what we intend to do around this issue of-self-deter-
mination for our people. We must stop these brutal attacks on our
community.

We don t have all the answers, Mr. Chairman but we pledge to
you to work with the Ad Hoc Committee Against Racially Motivat-
ed Violence, that we intend to use this hearing as a means to fur-
ther an end. After this hearing and after the records are submit-
ted, one strategy that we have come up with, that we intend to
make public today, we know the officers' names, we know their
badge numbers, we know their addresses, the officers who commit
violence on our community. We are putting up wanted posters in
our community. We want them out of this community. If we catch
them in the community they will be dealt with accordingly.

I would like to yield the remainder of my time to Attorney Clay-
ton Jones, who will give the specifics of the latest incident of ra-
cially motivated police brutality in New York City, in the case of
Michael Stewart.

[Prepared statement of Rev. Ben Chavis follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN: I SUBMIT THIS TESTIMONY ON BEHALF OF THE UNITED

CHURCH OF CHRIST COMMISSION FOR RACIAL JUSTICE, DR. CHARLES E.

COBB, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. THE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

COMMISSION FOR RACIAL JUSTICE HAS BEEN CHALLENGING THE PROBLEM

OF RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE FOR THE LAST SEVERAL YEARS. THE

UNMITIGATED OCCURRENCE OF RACIALLY MOTIVATED POLICE VIOLENCE IN

THE CITY OF NEW YORK IS ONE OF THE MOST CRUCIAL PROBLEMS FACING

THE CITY.

WHILE THE INCIDENCE OF RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE IS CERTAINLY

AN HISTORIC NATIONAL PROBLEM, THE CITY OF NEW YORK CONTINUES TO

DISTINGUISH ITSELF AS THE PLACE WHERE VICIOUS POLICE BRUTALITY

AGAINST AFRICAN AMERICANS AND OTHER RACIALLY OPPRESSED PEOPLES

ROUTINELY OCCURS WITH TIHE DEFENSE AND SANCTION OF MUNICIPAL

OFFICIALS. THE LOCATION OF THIS HEARING IS IN THE HEART OF

HARLEM, NEW YORK. THIS AFRICAN C011MUNITY IN PARTICULAR HAS

BECOME A LITERAL ARMED ENCAMPMENT WHERE RACIST POLICE OFFICERS

ACTING UNDER THE COLOR OF LAW HAVE SUBJUGATED THE INDIGENOUS

RESIDENT TO A STATE OF FEAR, INTIMIDATION AND VIOLENCE THAT CAN

NO LONGER BE TOLERATED. THUS. THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS HEARING

IS NOT ONLY TO LAY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE

ABOUT POLICE BRUTALITY IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY. BUT ALSO TO

SERVE NOTICE THAT THE SITUATION HAS REACHED A CRISIS STAGE AND

THAT UNLESS THERE IS CORRECTIVE AND CONCRETE ACTION TAKEN BY

THE FEDERAL. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO STOP THIS VIOLENCE
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THEN THE COMMUNITY AT LARGE IN ORDER TO SURVIVE WILL BE LEFT NO

OTIIER ALTERNATIVE THAN TO EXERCISE ITS INALIENABLE RIGHT TO

DEVELOP SELF DEFENSE MECHANISMS THAT WILL ENSURE THE

TERMINATION OF THESE GRIEVOUS ASSAULTS ON THE COMMUNITY.

WE SPEAK IN THE INTEREST OF THE VICTIMS OF RACIALLY MOTIVATED

POLICE VIOLENCE. IN HARLEM. BROOKLYN. BRONX, QUEENS---ALL

ACROSS NEW YORK CITY, THE VICTIMIZATION OF BLACK, HISPANIC AND

OTHER RACIAL-ETHNIC COMMUNITIES BY THE POLICE IS WIDESPREAD.

IN FACT, I WISH TO REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE THAT THERE ARE MANY

PAST VICTIMS OF RACIALLY MOTIVATED POLICE BRUTALITY IN NEW YORK

CITY WHO WOULD LIKE TO BE HERE TODAY TO TESTIFY IN PERSON BUT

THEY ARE SIMPLY AFRAID TO COME TO THE HEARING BECAUSE OF FEAR

OF RETALIATION BY THE POLICE. IN SUCH AN ATMOSPHERE OF

PERVASIVE AND PERMISSIVE POLICE ABUSE, CITIZENS' CIVIL AND

HUMAN RIGHTS ARE SEVERELY VIOLATED. WE UNDERSTAND THE REAL

DANGER THAT THE REVEREND LEE JOHNSON AND OTHER VICTIMS WHO WILL

TESTIFY BEFORE THIS COMMITTEE WILL FACE AS A RESULT OF THEIR

TESTIMONY. WE ENCOURAGE THIS COMMITTEE TO TAKE EVERY POSSIBLE

ACTION TO PREVENT THEM FROM EXPERIENCING UNDUE HARDSHIP AS A

CONSEQUENCE OF THEIR APPEARANCE AT THIS HEARING.

WE BELIEVE THAT THE CHURCH AS A WHOLE MUST SPEAK TO THE STATE

WHEN THE ABUSE OF CITIZENS RIGHTS CONTINUES TO THE PERPETRATED
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TO SATISFY THE MADNESS OF RACIAL PREJUDICE AND BIGOTRY. WE WISH

TO POINT 01T THAT WE BELIEVE THAT TIE MARKED INCREASE IN THE

OCCURRANCE OF RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE BY THE POLICE AND

OTHERS ACROSS THE UNITED STATES IS DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE

RACIALLY ASSAULTIVE POLICIES OF THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION. THE

EXTENT TO WHICH THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES SUPPORTS

RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE IN LATIN AMERICA. THE CARIBBEAN,

SOUTHERN AFRICA AND OTHER PARTS OF THE WORLD IS THE EXTENT TO

WHICH THIS GOVERNMENT WILL ALLOW RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE TO

BE COMMITTED ON ITS OWN CITIZENS.

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS HEARING, I WOULD LIKE TO ENTER INTO

THE RECORD A COPY OF A BOOK THAT WE HAVE JUST PUBLISHED

ENTITLED RACIALLY MOTIVATED VIOLENCE IN AMERICA . I CALL

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO PAGES 53 TIRU 61 WHICH IS A SECTION ON

RACIALLY MOTIVATED POLICE VIOLENCE.

MAYOR KOCH IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE POTENTIALLY EXPLOSIVE

SITUATION IN NEW YORK CITY AROUND THIS ISSUE. SPECIFICALLY MR.

KOCH'S UNQUALIFIED DEFENSE OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT IN THE LEE

JOHNSON CASE AND THE CITY'S RELUCTANCE TO DISCIPLINE OR

CRITICIZE THE POLICE INVOLVED IN THE WILLIE TURKS MURDER IN

BROOKLYN ONLY ADDS INJURY TO INSULT.

WE THEREFORE CALL UPON THIS COMMITTEE TO DO ALL IN ITS POWER TO

RECTIFY AND TO EXPOSE THE CONTRADICTIONS HERE IN NEW YORK CITY

CONCERNING RACIALLY MOTIVATED POLICE VIOLENCE. WE FURTHER CALL

UPON ALL CHURCH AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS TO JOIN TOGETHER IN

THE STRUGGLE TO ORGANIZE AND MOBILIZE OUR COMMUNITY FOR

SELF-DETERMINATION, JUSTICE AND FREEDOM. THANK YOU.
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Mr. CONYERS. Welcome, Attorney Jones. We are fast running out
of time. We may have to put some of the witnesses over, but I
know that everybody will be sensitive to the time constraints from
this point on.

Welcome to our hearing again.

TESTIMONY OF CLAYTON JONES
Mr. JONES. Thank you, Congressman Rangel. I should like to

thank the Rev. Ben Chavis for his extension of courtesy to this
speaker and to the family of Michael Stewart in ceding a portion of
his time to a consideration of the most recent police atrocity in the
city of New York. I shall also take this opportunity to apologize to
this committee on behalf of rational New Yorkers for the infantile
conduct of certain of its public officials in boycotting this hearing
and to commend you for your efforts in assuring a fair and con-
structive climate in which the hearing shall take place.

I am aware of the constraints of time in this matter and shall
attempt to be as succinct, precise, and specific as I possibly can. In
that connection, I offer for your consideration the following state-
ment of facts:

At or about 1:15 a.m., last Thursday, a 25-year-old black male
artist, weighing approximately 135 pounds, entered the subway sta-
tion at 14th Street and First Avenue in the Borough of Manhattan.
Before he could board the LL train to return to his home in the
Clinton Hill section of Brooklyn where he lived with his mother, a
retired school teacher and presently nursing home administrator,
and his father, a retired employee of the New York City Transit
Authority, he was arrested by Transit Patrolman John Kostick. It
is alleged that he was defacing the subway platform walls with
graffiti and that a substantial quantity of cocaine was found on his
person. At around 11 p.m., Wednesday, he borrowed $2 from an
artist friend to finance his trip from the Lower East Side to Clinton
Hill.

Between the hours of 1:15 a.m. and 3 a.m., Thursday, something
happened. A promising young black artist, the child of a black
middle class family, living in a middle class neighborhood in the
Borough of Brooklyn was admitted to Belleviie Hospital as an un-
known white male with his wrists in handcuffs, his feet in shackles
and his legs in chains. His heart had stopped beating, he was in
coma, one of his lungs had collapsed, his eyes were blackened, his
neck was probably broken, internally he was bleeding profusely,
his lower skull was probably fractured, his body was covered with
scars and bruises, and his brain was massively damaged. In the
emergency room at Bellevue, he was resuscitated and taken to the
intensive care unit and later transferred to the 16th floor where he
now lies in a comatose state, neither dead nor alive.

The family physician, Dr. Robert Wolf, a senior physician at
Mount Sinai Hospital, has informed the family that its son and sib-
ling will soon be dead and that, in the highly unlikely event of his
survival, he will spend the balance of his days on this planet as
little more than a vegetable.

At the time of arrest, Officer Kostick was aided by six additional
officers and, we are informed, other so-called backup personnel. It
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is alleged that the heretofore retiring and almost docile 135-pound
young artist who had a history of avoiding confrontation, resisted
the arrest so violently that six officers and their backup were re-
quired and that, according to a spokesman for the transit author-
ity, it was necessary to beat him to death to effectuate the arrest.
One would think that the handcuffs, shackles and legirons should
have provided sufficient restraints to the young man's resistance.
On the other hand, if he were shackled, bound, and cuffed subse-
quent to the coma, brain damage, collapsed lung, scars, bruises,
blackened eyes, and cardiac arrest, serious questions arise concern-
ing the allocation of resources within the transit authority.

It has been said in certain places that police brutality in New
York City is not systemic. If the mayor is asserting that there is no
written policy that prescribes brutality against black New Yorkers
by its law enforcement agencies, there exists, at least, the possibili-
ty that he is correct. If, however, in this Orwellian age in which
words have been stripped of their meanings and common usage is
no longer a guide to rational discourse, one nevertheless relies as a
last resort, on common usage as a reasonable tool in understanding
the meanings of words, the mayor is incorrect.

If I may, for the next few minutes, I should like to point out to
this distinguished committee a specific example of the manner in
which the power structure both private and public, of this city ac-
tively cooperates in the maintenance and perpetuation of police
brutality. The tragedy of young Michael Stewart is a case in point.

The battered body of an obviously black young man whose hair
was styled in a modified version of the currently popular dread-
locks was admitted to the emergency ward of Bellevue Hospital, a
municipal hospital controlled by the mayor's office, accompanied
by an array of arresting officers, believed to be dead on arrival,
and immediately classified as a white male by the admissions
office.

Later in the day, when an eminent pathologist on the staff of
Mount Sinai Hospital was called in at the request of the parents,
my associate and I were informed that Dr. Wolf would be permit-
ted to see the patient upon compliance with Bellevue's procedure.
We were told, in the presence of several witnesses that the proce-
dure involved the paging of Dr. Bill Cole upon the arrival of Dr.
Wolf. Dr. Cole would then escort Dr. Wolf to the patient and medi-
cal records of the patient would be shown to Dr. Wolf. He could
make transcriptions, confer with the attending physicians, but he
could make no copies.

When Dr. Wolf arrived, however, he was told to wait in the hall
while certain telephone calls were made. He was then informed
that he could not see the patient because he had not brought his
framed and laminated license to practice medicine with him. After
a 40-minute attempt at rationality and commonsense and calls to
certain unnamed hospital authorities, and offers of other proof of
credentials, Dr. Wolf was told that he must produce the license,
whereupon he returned to his Madison Avenue office, collected his
license, and was then, 2 hours after being deliberately misled by
the administrative officer, permitted to see his patient.

Throughout the day the parents had received no word concerning
the condition of their son except an assurance that he had no brain
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damage, but was in critical condition. Sitting with the family were
many friends offering assurance throughout the day that, even
though in critical condition, Michael would pull through. It was
only after Dr. Wolf examined her son that Mrs. Stewart confronted
the stark choices of death or human vegetation facing her second
son.

Meanwhile, the New York Post and the Daily News sent report-
ers to interview the parents and to learn the condition of the pris-
oner. A brilliant young reporter of African descent was assigned by
the Daily News. Upon the realization that he had been assigned to
a classic study in police brutality, he called for a photographer. The
photographer never arrived and, within the hour, the story was re-
assigned to the city hall desk where it died.

Likewise, the reporter for the New York Post prepared a major
story commensurate with the enormity of the crime perpetrated on
the body of Michael Stewart. The entire manuscript was scrapped
by his editors and replaced with the official line of the transit au-
thority. The New York Times, of course, as the establishment
newspaper, had no interest in the story except to bury it in a story
on today's hearings.

Ironically, however, it is these hearings which will force the citi-
zens of this city to come to grips with the calumny of a mayor who
would trivialize numerous and monstrous instances of police bru-
tality with the disingenuous assertion that such cases are
nonsystemic. I say to you that police brutality in the city of New
York is systemic. It is condoned and covered up on a systematic
basis by the agencies of city government and the racist press. It is
ignored and, at best, poorly covered by a pusillanimous and cow-
ardly black press that, except in the case of WLIB and WWRL is
unworthy of the name press.

If I may, in order to complete my case for the proposition that
the system itself promotes and condones police brutality in the city
of New York, I would invite your attention to the case of Robert
Torsney who murdered 14-year-old Randy Evans in cold blood, was
tried before a judge by a jury of his peers and acquitted on the
grounds that at the precise moment of pulling the trigger he was
undergoing a rare form of epilepsy that passed immediately after
releasing the trigger.

Again, I say to you, the system, from the time of the arrest and
murder of the alleged criminal to the trial and acquittal of the
murdering policeman, the system, I suggest, has targeted the young
black male New Yorker as an animal who may be exterminated
with the same impunity as one would employ in the extermination
of a family of rodents. To assert, in the face of so long a history of
unjustified police murders of young black males in New York City,
that the practice is not systemic, is to utter in the last analysis, an
obscenity.

In closing, may I suggest to this distinguished committee that the
subject to which you address your attention today will not go away.
The cities of this Nation are giant powder kegs. They are inhabited
by hundreds of thousands of Michael Stewarts who have observed
the blue suited murderers of their friends set free in the finest tra-
ditions of American law-due process in every instance has been
meticulously observed. They have seen their friends-the lucky
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ones-escape death only to fill the prisons of this Nation. They
have understood that to be black in America is to be a defenseless
prisoner in a concentration camp surrounded by mad dog killers
who take their orders from a ruling class consisting of a bizarre as-
sortment of racists and bigots who are prepared to see the planet
vanish in a puff of smoke before acknowledging the humanity of
one whose skin is not white.

I would ask this committee as it pursues its purposes to ponder
the following question and its implications for what might have
been, but for the question of race, a great nation:

What is the appropriate response of an intelligent and sensitive
human being, born in a concentration camp, surrounded by killer
guards, compromised by Negro trustees, unable to rely upon an
appeal to reason and commonsense in the negotiation of his re-
lease, and powerless in the mere assertion of his own humanity?

I would suggest that, in your quest for an answer, you read the
histories of Chile, Ireland, Lebanon, Nicaragua, Cuba, the Philip-
pines, the Soviet Union, France, China, the United States of Amer-
ica and of every nation on the face of this Earth where the will to
be free is systematically stifled under the jackboot of official tyran-
ny and corruption of the kind that permeates the city of New York.

I thank you for your indulgence.
Mr. CONYERS. I thank you, Attorney Jones. That response indi-

cates fully how this subcommittee feels about the insights that you
have delivered into this record. We are grateful again for your par-
ticipation in this struggle and we are stonger knowing that you are
going to be organizing and leading the much more important activ-
ity that must follow this hearing, because without that this will
become another incident in the pages of history.

Thank you very much.
Reverend CHAVIS. Mr. Chairman, Ibeg the indulgence of the

Chair. We have one more witness, a young lady who walked in
before 7 o'clock this morning, filled out a complaint form. She
promises to be brief. Her name is Lorna Early, who was a victim of
police brutality.

TESTIMONY OF LORNA EARLY
Mrs. EARLY. Congressman, and councilmen, and staff and every-

one, I greet you. I am a Moslem in the American Moslem Mission,
my name is Lorna Early and this is my husband, and I am a victim
also, and I had an incident that happened to me September 21,
1981, where I was sleeping one morning, and I was awakened by a
great deal of banging. It seemed like the door was going to come
down. I went to the door and asked who it was. It was three police
officers and I asked what they wanted. They said they wanted my
husband for a child support warrant. That is what they said, and
they told me to open the door.

I told them I wasn't dressed, and the fact that the hinges were
coming off the door, the paint was coming off the door, I said that I
didn't feel comfortable opening the door. So they said they were
coming in anyway. So I moved away from the door because I heard
them as if they were together bouncing the door in. I moved away
from the door and ran to the phone. As the door broke down, my
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door was broken in, they came tumbling through and they grabbed
me and started searching all through my apartment, all my draw-
ers.

I don't know what had to be in my drawers. They were in my
drawers, you know, going through everything. So while they were
busy searching, I ran to the phone and called and asked for help.
The three police officers-I was on the phone talking-I said,
"Please, police officers broke into my apartment, and I know this is
wrong." Before I could finish what I was saying, one officer from
the 44th precinct in the Bronx-all of them are from the 44th pre-
cinct in the Bronx-grabbed the phone-the phone went up the
wall-and said, "Who are you calling?" And I said, "The police."
So they replied, "I am the police."

So that was when they commenced to punching me in the face,
blackened my eye, kicked me as I fell to the floor, and what made
me semiconscious when they punched me in the rib cage, around
my stomach and my rib cage, and I fell to the ground and the wind
was taken out of me. So I was what you call semiconscious, know-
ing something had happened.

At the time I fell to the ground, my negligee I had on, I was not
dressed-my daughter was in the house, the youngest daughter, 5
years old at the time--my negligee went up, the door was broken
into, people had seen my negligee go up and they were lookirig at
me. I covered my body, I am a Moslem. This is my husband here.
He is insulted, humiliated, embarrassed and I am, too.

So they see my body and they start making snarling remarks
against my body, what they would like to do. So I am trying to
remain conscious. They see me coming to, and he starts to beat me
up. He says, "Well, listen, get dressed."

I said, "I can't get dressed in front of you." So he beats me more.
He punches me in the back, kicks me in the back, punched me in
the face. Then he tells me I am under arrest. So I am dragged out,
I wasn't dressed, in my negligee through the streets, handcuffed,
went to jail. Handcuffed, left my door open. They took my child,
put her with somebody, I don't know who.

What I am trying to say-this is embarrassing to me, my doors
were left open. They waited 3 hours, I would like to stay in the
house, to see if my husband would come up to the house, which I
told them in the beginning. I didn't say that my husband wasn't
living with me at the time and that I resided at this apartment.
They were actually looking for him and his child and they waited
in the apartment about a good 2 to 3 hours after this whole inci-
dent while I was handcuffed waiting to see if he come through the
door so they could put a bullet through his head.

Eventually they didn't see him come so they left. They trumped
up four charges against me, which a jury trial acquitted-I was ac-
quitted of all charges-I told the truth and they believed me.
Through the trial, which aggravated me a lot-was one officer,
actual officer that did all the brutality-he said the reason why
her negligee went up is because I pulled it over my head. Now, I
am a Moslem. I don't stand for that, I dress. I don t even have to
explain my-all I know, it hurt a lot when they said I pulled my
own negligee over my head.

35-408 0 - 84 - 51
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So we were acquitted of minor charges, and my family-but I
was acquitted. So it was an embarrassment for me and my family
and my husband here is humiliated.

Mr. CONYERS. We share your feelings. We can understand how
deeply this offended you, not only as a human being but as a
Moslem, and we will incorporate your testimony into the record.

Would your husband like to add anything before we conclude
this part of our testimony?

TESTIMONY OF JEROME EARLY
Mr. EARLY. I would like to see justice done. I would like all of us

to get together to see that they don't disrespect our families.
I know I am going to die. If I came up there I was going to die.

My whole family would have known I die. I am still here carrying
on a fight to make sure this doesn't happen to other black families.
You know, they didn't have a warrant. I want you to understand
they did not have any warrants on me at all. They directly busted
down the door and beat my wife up. We have to get together. That
is hard to do. That is all I have to say.

Mr. CONYERS. We appreciate that very much. Thank you so
much.

I would like now to call Mr. Lawrence O'Donnell, Jr., the author
of a book entitled "Deadly Force: The True Story of How a Badge
Can Become a License to Kill." He has researched the deadly force
question nationally, and we are very pleased that he would have
come from Boston, Mass., to participate in this hearing today. We
apologize for your very long wait, but you can appreciate that all of
the witnesses' testimony was crucial to the subject matter that
brings us here.

So I am very pleased on behalf of myself and my colleague, Con-
gressman Rangel, to welcome you before the subcommittee at this
time.

TESTIMONY OF LAWRENCE O'DONNELL, JR., AUTHOR OF
"DEADLY FORCE: THE TRUE STORY OF HOW A BADGE CAN
BECOME A LICENSE TO KILL"
Mr. O'DONNELL. Thank you very much, Chairman Conyers, Con-

gressman Rangel.
I am in no way put out by having waited all day to testify. I

admire and indeed am jealous of your physical stamina and pa-
tience and the judicious manner in which you have chaired the
hearing today, and I thank you for inviting me to be here.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you.
Mr. O'DONNELL. I intend to depart from my prepared testimony

in the interest of brevity, because I think it is important that the
other New Yorkers here be heard by you and Congressman Rangel.
I intend to limit my comments only to police use of deadly force. It
is the subject matter of my book and it is something that I have
been researching now for over 6 years.

I would simply like to point out that abuse of deadly force can be
the ultimate police brutality. There are approximately 600 people
killed in the United States by police bullets every year. This is not
a problem that is unique to New York. Indeed, there are cities in
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other parts of the country with much higher shooting rates in their
police departments than in the New York City Police Department.

I am here today because this is not only New York's Congression-
al Hearing on Police Brutality and Abuse of Deadly Force, this is
America's hearing, and this is also why Rev. Jesse Jackson came
here today and why other people from other parts of the country
are here today.

I am not optimistic that we are going to be able to prevent police
use and abuse of deadly force. I think the 600 people killed per
year represents a stubborn statistic and there is very little that we
can do in preventive measures to reduce that. I think we must be
very much concerned with the aftermath of police killings and this
is where the Congress and Federal Government can have a role.

I think that even with sensible deadly force rules in cities like
New York, Boston, and Los Angeles, there will still be accidental,
negligent, reckless, malicious, and indeed sometimes insane killings
by the police. I refer, for example, to insane the killing by former
patrolman Robert Torsney in New York City.

I think we have to open up avenues for citizens to proceed
against the police. I favor citizen review boards and also recognize
their impracticality as something that cannot be implemented
throughout the country.

Congress, though, can take a specific action in civil rights law:
change it so that citizens pursuing lawsuits against the police have
a serious remedy at their disposal.

A few years ago, the Congress added a provision that allows at-
torneys to collect attorneys' fees when successful in a civil rights
lawsuit under title 42; section 1983, of the United States Code. The
Congress did that because it considers attorneys in those matters to
be acting as "private attorneys general." They are carrying out the
highest role an attorney can carry out in the private bar in the
United States, and that is representing people whose civil rights
have been violated. That is why attorneys' fees have been added
into the Federal civil rights litigation system.

The problem with that is that it now represents a hollow remedy
in jurisdictions throughout this country, because cities under title
42, section 1983, cannot be sued and added as parties in litigation
that involves police brutality or abuse of deadly force. I suggest
that the Congress investigate the chances of amending title 42, sec-
tion 1983, to include a provision that allows plaintiffs to plead
cities as defendants in those civil rights lawsuits.

That is presently impossible in most cities around the country
and, therefore, even if a plaintiff is successful in winning one of
these suits, it is impossible to collect money from the city. We have
two egregious judgments outstanding in this country, one in the
city of Boston in the amount of $750,000 which the city of Boston
refuses to pay to a black widow who lost her husband in a burst of
police gunfire in 1975. The city of Boston has defended the police in
that action, has exhausted every appeal, and now faces a $750,000
judgment which it is ignoring.

The city of Houston has a judgment of $2 million against two
Houston patrolmen who killed a white teenage boy and were found
to have planted a gun at the scene. The policemen were criminally
prosecuted. The Webster family was successful in the civil rights
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lawsuit but was unable to collect any money because of this hole in
section 1983.

I would also suggest that civil rights prosecutions should be pur-
sued honestly and energetically by U.S. attorneys. Every police use
of deadly force that results in a fatality in America-all 600 of
those-should be automatically investigated by the Justice Depart-
ment, that is by the local U.S. attorney in the jurisdiction involved.

There are approximately 600 such killings every year. There are
approximately 90 U.S. attorneys. The burden shared on average
throughout the country is not significant. Each U.S. attorney on
average would have no more than two or three controversial such
killings to investigate in the course of the year. It would not be an
undue call on their resources to do that.

There are many other suggestions that have been made to this
committee today, many of them I support,. but many of them are
not going to be politically palatable in many jurisdictions around
the country. The two that I have suggested, I think, are politically
palatable, adding cities to section 1983 actions is something that
police unions in fact support universally in this country because it
removes the liability from policemen themselves.

I am in extremely conservative company when I suggest to you
that the U.S. attorneys in this country should investigate every one
of these killings. It is not an idea that originates with me. It origi-
nated with President Richard Nixon's Attorney General, John
Mitchell, who proposed it after the killing of black students at'
Jackson State University approximately 10 years ago.

It was, like many promises of the Nixon Justice Department, one
that was never carried out, but it was the stated intention of Attor-
ney General John Mitchell that his Justice Department would in-
vestigate every fatal police use of deadly force. The Justice Depart-
ment has never done that. It should finally get around to doing it.

Thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. You have made some rec-

ommendations that Congressman Rangel and I will follow up on.
We do have also a new model provision for the civil rights law in
my own model criminal code that I would like you to examine and
then I think we could move forward for special subcommittee hear-
ings on the constitutional remedy exclusively, and I would be look-
ing forward to your participation.

Mr. O'DONNELL. I am very much aware of the initiatives that
you have taken, Congressman Conyers, and I think people in this
room should know that Representative Conyers is not new to this
roblem. I first met him in 1979 at a conference that was sponsored
y the U.S. Justice Department on the matter of police abuse of

deadly force. He has been attentive to this problem throughout the
country, not just in New York, but in Michigan and across this
land, for several years. He is not new to it. He is an authority on it
and should be recognized as such.

Mr. CONYERS. We will be working together on this point. It is
good to see you.

Mr. RANGEL. Let me thank you for making this trip and appear-
ing as a witness. It is my understanding that you have some very
close friends of the Speaker, and I am certain with our combined
effort, we can bring about some change. Thank you.
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Mr. O'DONNELL. Thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS. Ladies and gentlemen, we are going to have to

excuse my colleague, Charles Rangel, who must appear at a univer-
sity engagement for which he is very late. He has been here all
day. He has worked with me from the beginning on these hearings
and pledges to continue. Will you give your member from Harlem,
Charlie Rangel, a very large hand for his unstinting activity and
the work of his staff with my staff that was very helpful. [Ap-
plause.]

The chairman of the New York Police Department Guardians,
Mr. Jacques Maurice, the organization of black police officers of
New York, who is also the Assistant Chief of Security for Roosevelt
Island, would like to come forward for a brief statement with Mr.
John Cousar, Past President of the N.Y.P.D. Guardians. He is also
Special Assistant for Criminal Justice to New York Assemblyman
Roger Green.

Now, ladies and gentlemen, these are the black police officers
who have done so much, who are now the heroes of Black America.
They have done an incredible job of trying to keep the peace, fight
the fight inside the law enforcement system who know so much,
who work so hard and who have given so unstintingly of them-
selves and frequently jeopardized themselves in ways that many of
us will never know.

I might also add, as Congressman Rangel reminds me, that they
have been very helpful in organizing today's hearings. So, Jacques
Maurice and John Cousar, colleagues, and associates, welcome to
the witness table for whatever observations you may wish to make.
Thank you very much for all that you have done.

TESTIMONY OF JACQUES MAURICE, CHAIRMAN, GRAND COUNCIL
OF GUARDIANS, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN COUSAR, PAST PRESI-
DENT OF THE N.Y.P.D. GUARDIANS AND SPECIAL ASSISTANT
FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE TO ASSEMBLYMAN ROGER GREEN;
WILLIAM JOHNSON, JR.; RICHARD WOODBURY; AND VERNON
GASSAWAY

TESTIMONY OF JACQUES MAURICE
Mr. MAURICE. Congressman Conyers, thank you very much.

Needless to say, we are all grateful that you are here. My name is
Jacques Maurice. I am the President of the Grand Council of
Guardians. [Applause.]

The Grand Council is an umbrella organization that represents
the four guardian associations here in New York City: No. 1, the
Correction Guardians who have the toughest job in the whole city;
No. 2, the NYPD Guardians, the largest black police organization
in the country; No. 3, the Transit Guardians and, No. 4, the Hous-
ing Guardians.

This is an organization that represents all black police officers
here in the city of New York. And we are here, and I am here
along with John Cousar, who is the former President of the NYPD
Guardians who has done a tremendous amount of research.

We won't be able to tell you everything that we have and every-
thing that we would like to say, but we need you to understand
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that black police officers suffer the same indignities and injustices
that black citizens suffer. [Applause.]

We need you to understand and be aware that when we take off
those uniforms, we are just another black citizen.

I need you to know that we are not just talking through the air.
We want you to know Detective Francis Phillips is a black police
officer. In August 1982, he was beaten by white police officers. A
transit police officer, Tom Walker, he was shot at nine times. He
apprehended a felon. He was standing over the felon and the white
police officers pulled up in their cars, and they opened up on him.
Fortunately, they just didn't shoot too good, and Tom didn't get
hurt.

Detective Boswell was shot on duty. Irving Wright, brother of the
famed Assemblyman, Sam Wright, was shot and killed.

Police officer John White was shot in the back. We have a hous-
ing police officer, Howard Buckler, who was beaten. Detective Wil-
liam Jones was shot in the abdomen. Everyone knows about Detec-
tive Capers. Detective Capers was killed on duty, shot in the back
of the head by a white police officer.

Edward Singleton, Lamuel Booker was shot in the back of the
head. Lamuel Booker was shot by a drunken police officer. We
have a detective who did some research on that, and on the night
in question, white police officers were putting candy bars in the
mouth of the white officer who shot Booker.

Nothing was done. Officer Malone was shot in the arm. Irving
Gilmore was beaten. To this day, he has a speech impediment and
brain damage. We could go on and on. This list is not complete. We
could tell you things forever.

We are talking as fellows who are on the inside. We have been
aware of these things and we have been waiting for something like
this hearing to take place.

I was appointed a police officer in 1960, and I am glad you are
here with us. I would like to introduce you to John Cousar. I will
let John speak for himself. He is right here.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN COUSAR
Mr. COUSAR. Congressman Conyers and other distinguished mem-

bers of the committee, I will be very brief.
Let me just start off by saying that we came here today with at

least five active police members of the New York City Police De-
partment. We worked until the last minute to try to get immunity
for them to testify. We did not get that immunity but we still could
not keep them out of the building.

Therefore, we must ask this distinguished committee to help us
to get that immunity.

Mr. CONYERS. I want to guarantee you that Congressman Rangel
and I will do everything we can starting tomorrow to secure you
total immunity for any testimony that you want to present to this
subcommittee or any evidence with reference to racially motivated
police violence.

Mr. COUSAR. Thank you very much.
Additionally, it is critical for us to bring probably what will be

the only testimony completely void of rhetoric and completely from
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inside the New York City Police Department to this committee as
quickly as possible.

Therefore, we would request that you bring us before the com-
mittee when you come to take testimony from the mayor and the
police commissioner. It will be critical for you to compare our sta-
tistics to those of the police -commissioner and the mayor.

Mr. CONYERS. We accept your offer and your continued coopera-
tion. It goes without saying that many of your members are in
plain clothes here today providing us with the protection and secu-
rity that has made this hearing a model in decorum and coopera-
tion for everybody to see from morning through night.

We have had one of the most orderly and peaceful and difficult
hearings that I have ever presided over, and I want to thank all of
the members of the Guardians who have provided their time. Some
of you came down to Washington with Rev. Calvin Butts, when we
first determined with Congressmen Rodino, Rangel, and Owens
that we had to come to New York and it had to be as soon as possi-
ble.

Thank you all and we will be working together as we have for
the last several months.

I would like now to call Mr. Bill Chong from the Asian-American
community who has been working with the Asian-Americans for
Equality for 2 years.

It is not just blacks fighting violence. We have Mr. Bill Chong
and representatives of Chinatown in a nonpolitical organization
which works to increase voter participation in the Chinese-Ameri-
can community. The group has become involved in police miscon-
duct matters as a result of incidents brought to them from the Chi-
nese-American community.

You have waited a long time, nly friends and gentlemen. Please
come forward to know that your tesitmony is valuable and impor-
tant to this subcommittee. We appreciate your patience.

You may proceed in your own way.

TESTIMONY OF BILL CHONG, ASIAN-AMERICANS FOR EQUALITY
Mr. CHONG. Thank you, Congressman Conyers.
My name is Bill Chong and I represent the New York City Chap-

ter of the Asian-Americans for Equality, a national Asian-Ameri-
can organization active in civil rights issues.

During the last few years, recent incidents of police brutality
against Chinatown residents have concerned many of us. In re-
sponse to this growing problem, my group has organized communi-
ty meetings, petition drives, letter writing campaigns, demonstra-
tions, and other activities. We therefore welcome these hearings as
an important step to finally helping to bring this problem under
public scrutiny.

I want to speak briefly about two major pieces of police brutality.
I do want to point out that these are not isolated cases. In fact,
many incidents of police harassment go either unreported, or if
they are reported, are not pursued because of the reluctance of
many victims to put up with the bureaucratic difficulties involved.
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The first incident involved Peter Yu, a 27-year-old architectural
engineer who was grabbed, arrested, and beaten by police officers
of the fifth precinct of Chinatown during a traffic incident on April
26, 1975.

The incident began innocently enough that afternoon at the
corner of Elizabeth and Bayard Streets when two motorists, a Chi-
nese man who was parking his car and a white man whose car was
arked, got into an argument. As the argument became more
eated and a crowd began to gather, the white motorist backed out

his car onto the sidewalk, hitting several bystanders. The white
motorist eventually sought refuge in the fifth precinct, which was
half a block away. Outside the station, police officers began push-
ing the crowd back.

When a 15-year-old youth was pushed to the ground, Peter Yu
was standing in the crowd and protested loudly. A policeman then
grabbed Mr. Yu by the throat, pushed him against the railing, and
dragged him to the police station, where he was beaten by three
other police officers. He was then cuffed, stripped, and further
beaten.

At 11 p.m., he was brought down to night court and charged with
resisting arrest and asault on an officer. As a result of that attack,
Mr. Yu suffered several injuries, including punctured eardrums.

In response to this unprovoked attack, my group initiated a
broad coalition of community organizations. Within several weeks,
we organized a rally of more than 7,000 people outside of city hall
on May 12. A week later, on May 19, an even larger protest with
nearly 20,000 people-and by the way, that demonstration was the
largest demonstration of Asian-Americans in this country in histo-

-was held so that the charges against Mr. Yu be dropped and
at disciplinary action be taken against those officers involved.
Throughout the entire incident, the police department clearly

demonstrated their total insensitivity to our concerns. At that
point, Capt. Edmond McCabe, commanding officer of the 25th pre-
cinct, attributed our protests to "resentment in the community be-
cause of gambling arrests," and completely ignored our grievances.

After months of publicity and community pressure, charges
against Mr. Yu were eventually dropped, and in a token gesture to
us, Captain McCabe was transferred. In the words of one police de-
partment spokesperson, "The Chinese community has lost confi-
dence in Captain McCabe."

To this day, not one single officer has been disciplined or pun-
ished for the assault against Mr. Yu.

On the evening of June 30 that same year, in an act of retalia-
tion against the community, police officers surrounded, drew their
weapons and searched four young men while they were sitting in
their car outside our offices at East Broadway and Chatham
Square. As a crowd of several hundred people gathered at the site
and began to march to the precinct to protest the unnecessary use
of weapons, a contingent of 12 officers marched out of the station-
house and proceeded to attack the demonstrators. Ten people were
injured in the melee and no one was ever punished for that attack.

More than 2 years later, after pressure from my group and
others, the police department awarded financial compensation to
pay for the medical bills of those injured.
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The second incident of police brutality occurred on September 17,
1977 when a Mrs. Wai Chin Chang, a 47-year-old nurse's aid, was
beaten by police officer Thomas Petty while she was being issued a
traffic violation for double parking. Mrs. Chang, who complained to
Officer Petty for taking too long to write the ticket, was grabbed in
a choke hold, knocked to the ground and handcuffed. Mrs. Chang is
only 5 feet tall and just weighs 100 pounds and defended herself
against a 6-foot-tall officer by biting his hand.

During the scuffle, Mr. Chang went to the aid of his wife. When
he left his car to pull the officer away, Policeman Petty drew his
pistol. Mrs. Chang suffered several head injuries during the attack,
and was rushed to downtown Beekman Hospital for treatment.

Later that day, she was booked at the Manhattan South Precinct
for assaulting an officer and resisting arrest and disorderly con-
duct. After spending the night in jail, she was released and read-
mitted to a New Jersey hospital for a 21/2-week stay.

When word of the incident reached other Chinatown residents,
the community was once again mobilized. Several protest rallies in-
volving thousands of people in Chinatown were held in ensuing
months.

Despite several attempts by the Manhattan district attorney's
office to bring a case against Mrs. Chang before a grand jury,
felony charges against her were eventually dropped because of lack
of evidence in the spring of 1978.

More than a year later, as part of a settlement in the lawsuit
against the police department, Mrs. Chang and her husband were
awarded $30,000 as financial compensation. But again, no police of-
ficer was ever disciplined for the attack.

Since the incident involving Mrs. Chang, other cases of police
harassment occurred in the community, and in most of these in-
stances, an all too familiar pattern was followed. First, these vic-
tims of police harassment are charged with assault and other viola-
tions. They are automatically labeled criminals.

From the outset, they are put in the position of proving their in-
nocence before any serious moves are made to investigate the
charges of unnecessary violence. It often takes many months before
these charges are dropped, and by that time, most victims are too
exhausted to pursue their cases any further.

Second, the civilian complaint review board has proven to be to-
tally unresponsive to complaints of brutality unless community and
political pressure is brought to bear against it.

Ironically, some of our strongest political support in the incident
involving Mrs. Chang in 1977 came from a Congressman from the
West Village by the name of Edward I. Koch, who at the time was
running for mayor of New York City.

For this reason, major changes need to be made in the civilian
complaint review board to make a truly independent civilian board
be responsive and sensitive to community complaints of harass-
ment and brutality. This will not solve the problem completely but
at least it is a step in the right direction.

But even before this initial step can be taken, city hall and the
police department must first face up to their responsibilities on
this issue and acknowledge the problem.

Thank you.
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Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chong.
[Prepared statement of Bill Chong follows:]
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TESTIMONY BY THE ASIAN AMERICANS FOR EQUALITY (AAFE) AT THE
THE CONGRESSIONAL SUBCOMMITTEE HEARING ON POLICE BRUTALITY
IN NEW YORK CITY

September 19, 1983

Presented by Bill Chong

My name is Bill Chong and I represent the New York City Chapter
of the Asian Americans For Equality, a national Asian American org-
anization active in civil rights issues. During the last few years,
increased incidents of police harrassment and brutality against
Chinatown residents have concerned many of us in the community. To
draw attention to this growing problem, my group has organized
community meetings, petition drives, letter-writing campaigns, demo-
strations and other activities. We therefore, welcome these hearings
as an important step in helping to finally bring this problem under
public scrutiny.

Because of time constraints, I just want to speak briefly about
two major cases of police brutality. I do want to point out that these
are not isolated cases. In fact, most incidents of police
harrassment go either unreported or if they are reported are not
pursued because of reluctance on the part of many victims to put up
with the bureaucratic difficulties involved.

The first incident involved Peter Yew, a 27 year-old architechural
engineer, who was grabbed, arrested and beaten by police officers
of the Fifth Precinct in Chinatown during a traffic dispute on April
26, 1975. The incident began innocently enough that afternoon at the
corner of Elizabeth and Bayard Streets when two motorists, a Chinese
man who was parking his car and a white man whose car was parked, got
into an argument.

As the argument became more heated and a crowd began to gather,
the white motorist backed out his car on to the sidewalk, almost hitting
several bystanders. The white motorist eventually sought refuge in
the Fifth Precinct Station which was half a block away.

Outside the station, police officers began pushing the crowd back.
When a 15 year-old youth was pushed to the ground, Peter Yew who was
standing in the crowd, protested loudly. A policeman then grabbed Mr.
Yew by the throat, pushed him against the railing and dragged him into
the police station where he was beaten by three other officers. He
was then handcuffed, stripped and further beaten. At 11 pm, he was
brought down to night court and charged with resisting arrest and assault
of an officer. As a result of the attack, Mr. Yew suffered several
injuries, including punctured ear drums.

In response to this unprovoked attack, my group initiated a broad
coalition of community organizations. Within several weeks, we organ-
ized a rally of more than 7000 people outside of City Hall on may 12.
A week later, on May 19, an even larger protest of nearly 20,000 people
was held to demand that charges against Mr. Yew be dropped and dis-
ciplinary actions be taken against the officers involved.

Throughout the entire incident, the Police Department clearly
demonstrated its insensitivity to our community. At one point, Captain
Edward McCabe, the commanding officer of the Fifth Precinct, attributed
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our protests to "resentment in the community because of gambling
arrests" and completely ignored our grievances.

After months of publicity and community pressure, charges against
Mr. Yew were eventually dropped and in a token gesture to us, Captain
McCabe was transfered. In words of a police Department spokesperson,
"the Chinese community had lost confidence in Captain McCabe."

To this day not one single officer has been disciplined or punished
for the assault against Mr. Yew.

On the evening of June 30 that same year, in a clear act of
retaliation against the community, police officers surrounded, drew
their weapons on and searched four young men while they were sitting
in their car outside our offices at East Broadway and Chatham Square.
As a crowd of several hundred people gathered at the site and began
to march to the police precinct to protest the unnecessary use of
weapons, a contingent of twenty club-wielding officers marched out
of the station house and attacked the unarmed demonstrators. Ten
people were injured in the melee. No officers were ever identified
and punished for the attack.

More than two years later, after pressure from my group and others
in the community, the Police Department awarded financial compensations
to pay for the medicals bills of t~ose injured.

The second incident of police brutality occurred on September 17,
1977 when a Mrs. Wei Ching Chang, a 47 year-old nurse's aid, was beaten
by police officer Thomas Pennie while she was being issued a traffic
ticket for double-parking at the corner of Canal and Mott Streets.
Mrs, Chang who complained to officer Pennie for taking too long to
write the ticket was grabbed in a choke-hold, knocked to the ground
and handcuffed. Mrs. Chang who is only five feet tall and weighed a
little more than a hundred pounds, defended herself against the six
foot tall officer by biting his hand.

During the scuffle, Mr. Chang went to aid his wife. When he left
his car to pull the officer away, Policeman Pennie drew his pistol.

Mrs. Chang suffered several head injuries during the attack and
was rushed to Downtown Beekman Hospital for treatment. Later that
day, she was booked at the Manhattan South Precinct Station for
assaulting an officer, resisting arrest and disorderly conduct. After
spending the night in jail, she was released and readmitted to a
New Jersey Hospital for a 2 week stay.

When word of the incident reached other Chinatown residents, the
community was once again mobilized. Several protest allies involving
thousands of people in Chinatown were held in the ensuing months.

Despite several attempts by the Manhattan District Attorney's
office to bring the case against Mrs. Chang before a grand jury,
felony charges against her were eventually dropped because of lack
of evidence in the spring of 1978.
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More than a year later, as part of a settlement of a lawsuit
against the Police Department, Mrs. Chang and her husband were
awarded $30,000 as financial compensation. But again, no police
officer was disciplined for the attack.

Since the incident involving Mrs, Chang, other cases of police
harrassment have occurred in the community. In most of these
incidents, an all too familar pattern is followed.

First, these victims of police harassment are charged with
assault and other violations, and are automatically labeled criminals.
From the outset, they are put in the position of proving their
innocence before any serious moves are made to investigate their
charges of unnecessary violence. It often takes many months before
these charges are dropped and by that time, most victims are too
exhausted to pursue their cases any further.

Secondly, the Civil Complaint Review Board has proven in many
instances to be totally unresponsive to complaints of brutality,
unless community and political pressure is brought to bear against
it. Ironically, some of our strongest political support in the
incident involving Mrs. Chang came from Congressman Edward Koch who
at the time was running for Mayor of this city.

For this reason, major changes need to be made in the Civilian
Complaint Review Board to make it a truly independent, civilian
board which will be responsive and sensitive to community complaints
of harassment and brutality. This will not solve the problem
completely, but it is at least a step in the right direction.

But even before this initial step can be taken, City Hall and
the Police OMpartment must face up to their responsibilities on this
issue and acknowledge this problem.

Thank you.
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EDWARO I. KOCH NEW YORK OFTIC:
I&n DISTRICT, NOOR YOR Ro. 30e

26 FE01III.. P-UE
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS NEW YOMKNIWlwy 1001O

IOREI NOPERATIONS Congreog of tit Initeb Otte WiASHIlZ.84.ON
TRANSPORTATION WASHINTON OF- ICtixboote ot iApretentatibes .............

pORNO=. 0ZOR.-U36

Maobinalon, O.C. 20515

October 6, 1977

Carolyn if. Jung
Chang Defense Committee
C/O 1 East Broadway - 2nd Floor
New York, New York 10038

Dear Ms. Jung:

Thank you for your letter of October 3rd and your telegram,
received in my New York office on September 26th.

I have written to the Commissioner of the Police Departmeut,
asking his office to look into the entire matter you have raised
in both your telegram and your letter. hlen I have received
a response, I will be in touch with you again.

Sincerely,

Edward I. Koch

ElK:ndr
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Msc 24 (Rev 8 CO8-).#461/77

CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD
POLICE DEPARTMENr, CITY OF NEW YORK

200 PARK AVENUE SOUTH at 17th STREET
NEW YORK. N Y 10003 * TELEPHONE 477 75,)o

Ml.Mifi V-1 0" Tilt BOARD

A BERNARD KELIAN). chairmanan WILLIAM T I()|N.I)N
PAMEIA D DEIANEV. lce Chasrperson B*e tl ,, lh1)," to'
NE SON ALMONTE EIIWARDU ' (IP FON'.
MICIAEI. AMAROSA October 5, 1977 o,, o,,,
ROOSEVELT IUNNIN(;
AlIAN .1 GRAIAM
FRANCIS B LOONEY .A.CT 2.5R

Hon. Edward I. Koch
memberr of Congress
26 Federal Plaza
Now York, i. Y. Re: C.C.R.B.,12561/77

Asian Americans for
Equality Committee

Dear Congressman hoch:

Your letter addressed to Police Commissioner, ;iichael J.
Codd has been referred to the Civilian Complaint Review Board
for investigation.

Please be advised that an investigation has been initiated
and will be conducted by the investigative staff of this office.

Uoon the conclusion of this investigation, we shall notify
you of the final determination of the Board.

Sincerely,

William T. Joh son
Executive Director
Civilian Comulaint
Review Board

WTJ:jhb
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Congress of tMe a- niteb states
A)ouge of Atproentautbts

Masbington, A.C. 20515

NEft YORK (OIPICE[,
R * JIMl

24 FEDERAL PLAZA

NEI Yo0N, NM ,Y0O 10007

WASHINGTONI OP lCL
I ;=- OT. OII~t tALCIN

t, t-t.&S-1436

October 25, 1977

Carolyn H, Jung
Chang Defense Committee
c/o 1 East Broadway - 2nd Floor
New York, New York 10038

Dear Ms. Jung:

With the thought that it will be of interest, I am sending
on to you a copy of a letter which I received in response to
my letter of inquiry addressed to Commissioner Michael Codd.

I trust that the information is helpful.

Sincerely,

Edward I. Koch

EIK:ndr
encl

- EDWARD 1. KOCH

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

FO RE)GN OIPRATiONS
TRANSF"RTATION
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COMU1.#461/77

CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD
POLICE DEPARTMENT, CITY OF NEW YORK

200 PARK AVENUE SOUTH at 17th STREET
NEW YORK, N Y 10003 * TELEI'HONE 477.75,0

MfMOLM OF T1. SOAIW
A BERNARD KEILAND, Chairman
PAMELA 1) DELANEY, Vice Chairperson

NELSON ALMONTE
MICIHAL. AMAROSA
ROOSEVELT DUNNING
ALLAN I GRAIIAM
FRANLiS P LOONEY

October 5, 1977

WILLIAM T JOHNSON
EAec"tsve D0r0or

EDWAR!D C CIION.
Deputy LL rtc

.O.CT 2 5.flap

'Ion. Edward I. Koch
iiember of Congress
26 Federal Plaza
New York, 14. Y.

Re: C.C.hRB.,2561/77
Asian Americans for
Equality Committee

Dear Congressman Koch:

Your letter addressed to Police Commissioner, 'ichael J.
Codd has been referred to the Civilian Complaint Review Board
for investigation.

Please be advised that an investigation has been initiated
and will be conducted by the investigative staff of this office.

Upon the conclusion of this investigation, we shall notify
you of the final determination of the Board.

Sincerely,

William T. Johnson
Executive Director
Civilian Complaint
Review Board

WTJ:jhb

35-408 0 - 84 - 52

M.c e4J*,Aev 8.77)
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EDWARD I. KOCH

COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

,usco". -11
IrORVIO N OPERATIONS

TRANSPORTATION
Congre g of tbe Mniteb Otate

joue ot 3tpreaentatibea

NEW YORK COlC.,
Room 1139

Z Gt... PLAIA
Nr YoEw. Ntw YW 100?

P.1Nc, 0 12-244-10

WASHINGTON OFR |C&

Po Wa.,. 0.-0 WALD

Ulnbington, D.C. 20515

December 13, 1977

Carolyn II. Jung
Chang Defense Committee
c/o 1 East Broadway - 2nd Floor
New York, New York 10038

Dear Ms. Jung:

Enclosed is a copy of a letter which I have received from
the Civilian Complaint Review Board in response to my follow
up letter of inquiry. I trust that the information is
helpful. I am certain that the Board will contact your
organization directly as soon as the investigation is completed.

All the best.

Sincerely,

Edward I. Koch

EIK:ndr
encl
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CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD
POLICE DEPARTMENT, CITY OF NEW YORK

200 PARK AVENUE SOUTH at 17th STREET
NEW YORK. N Y 10003 * TELEPHONE 741 9700

Mi MMKI i- it, HL AONDl

A BERNARD KEIIANI), ('hairan
PANEI.A 1) DELANEY, Vw Cha,perian

NEI.NS( N ALMONI E
MICHAEL. AMAROSA
CARILE A IBELK
R(R) SEVEIT INNING
ALIAN I GRAHlAM
FRANCIS B LOONEY

WIILIAM T JOItNSON'

RECO EIIWARI1) C CI~ P ON E
D.epul'. llreeore

November 22, 1977

Honorable Edward I. Koch
Member of Congress
26 Federal Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10007

Dear Congressman Koch:

Receipt of your letter of November 18, 1977 with its enclosures
from the Chang Defense Comnittee, is hereby acknowledged.

Pleaqo b assured that upon the conclusion of this investigation,
we shall notify you of the final determination of the Board.

Sincerely,

William T. Johnson
Executive Director
Civilian Complaint
Review Board

WTJ/cr

i.,¢ 111t- ' 9,51
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. By CLAIRE SPIEGEL
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Parking Ticket Arrest Stirs Chinatown

Charge Police Assault on Nurse.
On September 17, Mr. and Mrs. returned to the Midtown South Pre-

Wei Ching Chang of Jersey City-he cinct for an overnight stay, charged
is a dock worker and she, a nurse- with felonious assault and disorderly
did as hundreds of other Chinese in conduct.
the area do, they came to New York's The following day, some 80 per- I
Chinatown to shop for groceries. - sons from the Chinatown community

As do hundreds of other couples were in 'the courtroom where Mrs.
throughout the city any day of the .Chang was to be arraigned. Seeing
week, they double-parked in front of this show of support for the injured
a store, in this case on Canal Street, woman, someone remarked, "The
so that Mrs. Chang could dash inside police sure picked or, the wrong com-
for something that she had forgotten. unity to push around." -

Enter a police officer to tell Mr. Mrs. Chang was released without
Chang to move along. When the la*- bail, and since that time she has been
ter tried to explain that he ras ait- in Greenville Hospital in Jersey City,ing for his wife to emerge from the suffering from internal and otherstore, the officer asked to see his injuries. A neurologist and a bone
driver's license. Still explaining the specialist were called in to examine
circumstances, Mr. Chang handed her, and she remains swollen.
over his license as his wife returned to The foregoing incident,'as told by
the car. eyewitnesses, including Mr. Chang,

The officer proceeded to write a has precipitated an angry reaction
ticket for double parking, at the same from an increasingly militant China.
time engaging in a lengthy consersa- w . ....lion With a nearby woman. When he toncmuiy hc a o efinally a c oln o hen he -forgoiles a similar episoe, known asfinally completed filing out the tick-,,the Peter Yew case;" which two
et, instead of handing it to Mr. or years ago prompted up to 20,000 per-
Mrs. Chang, who were now in the sons to march-twice-upon the
car, he slipped it on the windshield Fifth Precinct and City Hall to de-
and returned-the license. mand redress for an unprovoked

Starting the car's engine, Mr. physical attack upon and subsequent
Chang attempted to retrieve the tick- arrest of a young passerby for merely
et from the windshield, when it was protesting the rough handling of a
blown to the ground by a wind. The' )oung boy by a police officer. The
officer ordered him to turn off the en- dates of those two massive, unprece.-
gine, and when Mr. Chang did.not dented demonstrations- May 12 and
respond quickly enough, pulled out 19-have been nased like a banner by
his gun. The officer then demanded the newl-formed Chang's Defense
that Mr. Chang hand oser his license Committee which is seeking to have
and registration card or face arrest, all charges against the Changs
When Mr. Chang complied, the offi- dropped.
cr began to write a second ticket, A press conference concerning the

this time for refusal to comply with a Chang arrest was called by the Com-
lawful order! Mrs. Chang then got mittee last Wednesday morning out-
out of the car to pick up the fallen side the headquarters of the China-
ticket, asking the officer why he must town Consolidated Bcne lent
make out another, having taken so Aswociation, 62 Mott St. he
long to w,,rite the first. Ascain 2Ml t hlon to%%rtethefirt.onference was conducted on the

The officer responded that if she csidewalk when it was learned thathad a complaint, she should go to the s ide when it w ead ati
space inside would not be made avail-Fifth precinct (on nearby Elizabeth able.

Street). When she said that she did Present were members of the Com-
not hase the time to do so, he said -reen re member o the Com-

mirree, Mir. Chaing, and the Changs'that he would take her himself, law,-yer, Harold Mayerson. After giv.-hereupon he pushed her against the ing his version of the incident, coun-trunk of the car, twisting her arm. tearing the officer's assertion that it wasWhen she protested and bit his hand, he who was assaulted, Mr. Chang
he pulled her by the hair and threw made the following demands-,
her to the ground, putting a knee I. Immediately drop all charges
against her back and continuing to against Mr. and Mrs, Chang.
twist her arm. When Mr. Chang tried 2. Compensation to the Changs
to pull the officer away, the latter put for all losses suffered by them.
his gun to Mr. Chang's chest. Mrs. 3. Dismiss the arresting officer and
Chang became unconscious, and Captain Ioehl of the Fifth Precinct.
other officers now at the scene put 4. An investigation by the Mayor
her into a patrol car and took her to into the facts of the case and a public
the Fifth precinct, where she was apo t o the caseplaced in a cell, apology so the Changs.

5. Immediate investigation of theSome considerable time later, Mrs. Fifth Precinct's past and present
Chang. badly bruised and her face cri ecinct t nese ntcrnmes against the Chinese comma-
swollen, was taken to Beekman nisy.
Downtown Hospital, which reported- Mr. Mayerson declared that he had
ly minimized her injuries. Still later, asked Capt. Hoeh] to reduce the
she was transferred to the Midtown charge to a simple misdemeanor, but
South Precinct and placed in a cell that the Captain had refused.
there without her husband's being It is the Defense Committee's con-
notified. When her attorney and a re- tention that not only should all of the
porter learned of the transfer, word charge- be dropped, the arresting of-
was spread, and Mr. Chang and a ficer should be charged with
representative of Asian Americans fo felonious assault.
Equality demanded that she be given "Is is important," sid a spokes-
proper medical attention. Taken to
efunud asinl ar r"h w , person n "that the community support

.,,.J'c~h,- e,.

Thursday, Sept. 29,1977

Chang-
(Continued from page 1)

the Changs, because if such a thing
could happen 'to them, it could
happen to anyone."

Community) Aroused
At a community meeting held last

Wednesday evening at P.S. 124 in
Confucius Plaza instead of at CCBA
headquarters, where a notice in-
formed those who had gathered there
that no such meeting was scheduled,
the Chang's Defense Committee
called for pins in the auditorium
to tell their own stories of mistreat-
ment by the police. Those who did so
included a 60-year-old factory work-
er, and restaurant, laundry and gar-
ment workers ranging in age from 75
to the 'teens.

Mr. Chang, also present, urged the
roomful of people not to let the inci-
dent go unchallenged, reminding
them that "it could happen to any
one of you."

March on Precinct
This past Sunday at noon, a steadi-

ly growing number of supporters of
the Changs' cause assembled in front
of Fifth Precinct headquarters on Eli-
zabeth Street to denounce the police I
handling of the case and, ultimately
to press their demands in a post-
demonstration session with Capt. I
Hoehl.

The original 200-odd demonstra-

tors added to their numbers during a
march through Chinatown in an
early-autumn drizzle, raisin# their
placards and shouting for a perma-
nent end to police harassment. Their
urgings to onlookers to join the
march resulted in at least a doubling
of the original group, and upon their
return to the precinct, the marchers
filled the street.

The Chang's Defense Committee is
seeking funds to help pay legal ex-

' penses, and will accept donations at
its headquarters, I E Broadway.

The 47-year-old Mrs. Chang,
mother of four, is scheduled to
appear at a hearing in Criminal Court
on Oct. 6, at which time it is expected
that an aroused community will be
well represented.

S refused admission. and she was then 4(Continued on page 2)
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7 Chang Defense Committee
c/o 1 FjAST BROADWAY - 2nd Fl. N1l YORK, NlEIP YORK 10038

(212) 233-0988

-- a 233-0938
:tI:J:: L . u--.2 ... 3 2 3 -o0 9 3 8

October I9, 1977

Dear Fr'iends:

Me Ch.w i'cfcnsc Cor-.::ittec -.as ford on Septer,ber 18, 1977, one
day after Police Officer hojas ennft of the Fifth Precinct brutally
as-t,..ted !Mrs. ! c!i:o Chaeep. irs. Chang, a 1s7 year old nurse, ers subse-
quently charfgeS with asrsatIting a P.O. I However, after her release she was
adbmtted to a io: Jersey hospital for 2. weces, as doctors there cxa:ined
and treated her e;ternal injuries. Aftcr her preliminary hearing on October
6, Mrs. Chc-ng tas re-adn:ittod for further testing. ',ie Defense Cossaittee
has been ;:orikuii to brain, the facts of the case to the public, in order to
di r eJ the false n-ora rotted by the r olice version of the story.

Ir. and :ss. Cbs n;, the S u.',: rt CoiJtte" and the conulity have
rood on the iollo;ing 5 demands .which havo been adopted:

1. icedi's.l; drop all chav,rc against !.:r. and M1rs. ChaiC.

2. Cc.: cii. tc no aLl loses suffered by the C .tigs.

3. Xs:.ts; th,' reconsible of f!cer t d Catain lioeil fro the police force.

7-hio Ea'og b owl "d-ately inve:tu::te tie facts of the c.ase, ece a
aublj c a: s!egy to the Oh6111 sn tme Ci. no cc:orunity and Caarantee

toot% s-, :htr . cities na t tie co-.;:unity euat n1ot recur.

;. io:.ed n tei, ii 'oi: ' i the 5th i ct ci rL's pact and pcreent crimes ogairot
-he Cc in co c'-unity.

s"l. ic:: Is bri.p yell up-to-date ca this cs, and
2.- , ,211:. s.,g .l:l',. w'th information on the co o, earlier

so.l. o ': o 's c"esoga Of she ca o, and states.ents free rem -
ha-r.,a of ocr c .- is t. 1, t s :u s !'. ad :ss. Clc-ng. On October 6 at hr Jre-

P' s' - oc" }{an P ether charge.; (cecsting forest and disorderly conduct)
nest r:'. 0. . rcco-n: zing her ina once, as well as precure

fs'c. ih' u: t .

care , olfore tihc )r- :u," on Mondayy, October 24, and the
t-'iz ".::. ise ii on Yo A ovr, bCt 7. 'Co 2.1z0 of 1he tit.e factor, it is i:"'Cra-
-:'a, :'h2

1
3. istercotod c.ine be-,in i:,."lately to involve th-nselv t; in helcsn"

.BES.ove fcr.A A A OJ.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Chang Defense Connittee Cctober 10, 1977
Page 2

Specifically, there are several things we are urgirC our friends to
do at this time:

1. Letters of support fro Mr. and Krs. Chang should be written and sent to
Mayor Beame (City Hall, New York, New York 10007), the District Attorney
(Robert MorGenthau, D.A. 155 Leonard Street, New York, New York 100J13),
and to the Chang Defense Committee.

2. Inquiries should be made at the D.A.'s office regarding this case.

3. To urge that the remaining charge still pending against Mrs. Chang be dropped,
and to call for an irirediate investigation into the case.

We also urge that our friends in local community organizations and in
the schools also help us in these ways:

1. Pass out our leaflets to inform more people of the case.

2. Participate in and help out with the petition drive.

3. Contribute financially to the Cang Defense Cor.inttee.

Someone from the Chang Defense Co.mLittee will be in touch with you
shortly to discuss further how we can work together to show our support for Mr.
and Mrs. Chang on this case.

If you have any questions or would like further information, please
contact the Chan,, Dcfcnze Co:uLi Ltee, c/o 1 k;ast Froadway, 2/F, Dew York, New
York IC038.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Nuey

ChanC Defense Ceroittee
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iChang ( a ,c Chronology (9,'77 to 3/78)

9 /1 7 New terseyrnurse's aide Pot hwo Chang went

hoppingg in (litowt .' h. was harrased by

the poliit while parking outside ot Golden
(ate t(ro-er. 'he -a t heno beaten to uncon-

iou-ne, and taken to the precinct. She
(!harged with assault, re~liLting arrest and

other crou, irtmt,. AAFE w., informed
about the incident .and it -rmdiately .obili-Id

thv - nlty tc attend the ourt bearing to
demonstrate -lppo.rt for Hr,. (hing.

!H 0-, rhd tyo pple packed the
, hurt -0mln, Mr,. Chang released without
bi/Al, 99 (hang Dfen e (omtittde w-i forit d
th tt nig tt.

9/20 Mt. Ch~mng wtnt to ((hA r ask for support.
I(OA ind 1,JM7 ambi-cdor e-pressed willingness
to upporttho (hangs on two condition-
1. fire the present lawyer Hlarold Meyer-on

2. do not the police

9/1 tr. ihang od ith tlyfyt'., e lmittee hi.hi a
joint pre- conferencee in front of (CBA and
annea-ned th, 5 d-r, nt
1, Immnd-ltv drop all thilg-s against the'

Chang,.
2. (oinpen .lt, tl,,{ a g for .11 Io, e- a nd

Injury , inllIttd hV th (hang% by th.
pollle.

I . tOiii- t t. officir .f8 the
asoult and Captain ll.ohl from the police
force.

4. The Mayor mu,t imtediately investigate
the f(tt of th.i te, make . public
Ipolojy tt the ih.g' od the ihitse
co.mnity; A guaranteed ,lt such atrocities
will not happen again in Chinatowrn.

5. I-eda/tely in-ttgat, the 5th Precinct's
past and pre-tnt rimtrl, against the Chinese

At night, a -ot.unity miss meeting was hyld.
The 5 demands be, a. the program of action of
the Dcen~e (oinnitree.

9/22 Pretinct captain Hoehl participated in the
Steering Cotittee meeting of CCMA to give a
report on the Chang Case. He defended the
police and mad. a statement to the community
1. the c ommunity should have confidence in the

precinct
2. the Police Headquarter's Civilian Complaint

Review Board will investgate the issue
3. During the period of Investigation by the

police department (CBA should not take any
action.

9/25 When 300/ people demonstrated in front of 5th
Pryinct, Captain Hoeh was forced to respond
to the tomutnity. He uttered, "This case ha
already been sent to the Civilian Complaint
Review Board."

9/30 Hamilton Maditson House issued statement to
support the Chang Case.

10/2 Asian Children Underground issued statement
to support the Chang Case.

10/5 second press conference. Facts of the
incident and photograph taken at the scene of

incident were presented.

10/6 There was . scheduled pre-hearing of the case
at 9.30a.m. The Judge tried to delay the
case by postponing the hearing.

Community people in the court rooy were dis-
satisfied with the delaying tactic of the
Judge. The hearing was resumed at 4pm.
Mr. Chang's charges were dropped. Mrs. Chang't
charges of resisting arrest and obstruc ting.

governmental advlnistratio ere drooped, but
the tot still chatg td with assault o tht ptlie

l0/2bOriginally scheduled Grand Jury hearing was
cancelled.

1117 Second court hearing of the case. The DA. said
due to adequate investigation, the case was
not presented to the Grand lury.

I7/.'i people of the Chang Defense Comnitt went to
- the 1) A with petition from 800 community

People. ib dei ygation asked the D A. to deal
with th( case as %oon -s possible. lhe D.A, had
already interviewed all the witnesyl and
inspected the dotor't report. Hoyver, the
D A. sid more invtig.ton ttll had t' be
done. There was no satlfactory Answer to the
demands raised by the delegation.

12ih3Court heating for the tthrd time. D.A. stated
gain the investigation had not been completed.
Tbe lawyer protested ind demanded the indge to
immediately dismiss the hargr against Mrs.
Ching. The Judge re-ed. The next court date
was scheduled for 1/30/17.

1/30 Judge announced the decision 4 the (/,nd Jurv.
About 30 people from the /Ilnt///ty shlted ,/p in
coor in , porto r Cno.leDA
shoed tp it the -i//tt -tv Ite . h'. (Irnd
Jury could not find rtngh evidence to dit

trs, (hang on the Ihargt of it onlou, a-ult
of the police officer . he Randd lury rd-(d
the ch.rge tto .is.yde-e .. lh tas till
then be, handled in the I-wr court. The r1.A,

proposed to Mrs. Chang tb at if she plead,
guilty, the case can be settledd by giving Mr-.
Chang i violationn of."disorderly endij~it".

Mt., Chang refused.

In the afternoon, one of thy higher officials
tf tht 1.A office called up the lowytr ind
d- ./d Eh pt.s/hlility of sttllnA the
with in A.( D). (Adjournmaent in Contempolation

of D, .oil In general, why.nn A 7.1, i
oiered, it shows that the D.A. 7th.
surf( lent evidence to prove the detyent

g,,/I it and i, not tll ln to take the totl/ih
to collect more evidence for the trial. Mr-.
(hing told the awer that bc wool. 1,,t
accept A C 3 if It it i offered. AIlthough b,
accepting A.C.D., she is not admitting to

an) gullt and tan pursue iit.ydlately With
the civil suit against ithe city and the police
oIiiest, it i, still .. fair tn Mrs . (harng, whol
tI/tt wait 1ot the adornments period before th.
Ihrge against her i dropped, and during thit
Period the. ,A. an seek moton to
Put the case back in the court.

2/h Court day. P.A. did not how up in court
court becau-e ot the heavy oow.

2/14 lhe National Astociation of Chinese-Americans
formally )oins the Defense Committee.

2/21 Court day. D.A. adjourned the case to March 13.

2/26 Delegation t t. the D A was formed. The d(-

legation will ask the D A. to distis, the
charges. Delegates include Dr. C.N. Yang,
Nobel Prize Winner; Hao Wang, Professor
of Logic; Sam hu, Psychiatric Coun lot of
the Board of Education and member of Association
of Chinese Teacher; Richard Chen, Industrial
SPetlalist and Representative of Chinese Amrican
Cultural and Welfare Foundation; and repretentat-
Ives from Asian Aterican Education .rid Legal
Defense Fund, Asian Amercn for Equality etc.

3/13 Court hearing. D.A. had not finished preparat.
ions for the trial. Postponement of the Chang
Case to April 10.

For further Information, please write
Chang Defense Committee
c/o Asian Aflueratns for Eqoality
I East Broadway, Ne York, N.Y. 10038

officer. Police teattisony was se=f, ..... ic....-
ory. There was a possibility that the officer
will be indicted. The case would be Investigated.

LPartial list of endorsements incl.de.
Dr. Chen Ning Yang, Nobel Pyte Wtnne in Physics/ Prof. Hao Wang, Prof. of Logic at Rockefeller University/

Richard L. Chen, Industrial Specialist for IBM, Program Direitor of Chinese Amrican Culture Welfare Foundation/

Sam Chu, Psychologist for Bureau of Child Guidance at the Board of Education/ onneth Chu, Attorney at Law at

Asian American Legal Defense & Education Fund/ Dr. Hichio gaku, Prof. of Physics at City College of New York/

Asian American Legal Defense & Education Fund/ Asian Americans for Equality/ National Association of Chinese

Americans/ Chinese American Culture & Welfare Foundation/ Asian Children Underground/ Revolutionary Youth League

League
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Chang Defense Committee
c/o 1 EAST BROADWAY - 2nd Fl. NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10038

(212) 233-0988

~~P~idi ~Z'~ ~233-0988

The Chang Defense Committee was formed on September 18, 1977, one
day after police officer Thomas Pennie of the Chinatown 5th Precinct
brutally assaulted Mrs. Pei Hwo Chang. Incredulously, Mrs. Chang,
a 47 year old nurses' aid, was subsequently charged with assaulting
the police officer.

After her release from the precinct, she was admitted to a New Jersey
hospital for three weeks, where she was examined and treated for
internal injuries. After her preliminary hearing in criminal court
on October 6, 1977, Mrs. Chang was readmitted to the hospital for
further treatment.

In order to dispel the rumors and allegations of the police's version
of this incident, the Defense Committee has been working to bring
the true facts of this case to the public. We want justice for Mrs.
Chang. Mr. and Mrs. Chang, the Defense Committee and the conmunity
have agreed upon the following five demands:

1] Immediately drop the charge against Mrs. Chang.
2] Compensate the Changs for all losses suffered.
3] Dismiss the officer responsible for the assault and Captain Hoehl

from the police force.
4] The Mayor must immediately investigate the facts of this case;

make a public apology to the Changs and the Chinese community;
and guarantee that such atrocities will not happen again in
Chinatown.

5] Immediately investigate the 5th Precinct's past and present
crimes against the Chinese community.

Presently, after recognizing Mrs. Chang's innocence as well as the
pressure asserted by the community, the district attorney has dropped
two of the three charges against Mrs. Chang. But the struggle is
hardly over. We need everyone's support and there are many taskes
which you can help with. You can support the Change by:

1] Contributing time, energy, and/or donations to the Chang Defense
Committee.

2] Joining and encouraging others to join the Chang Defense Committee.
3] Defraying the prohibitive cost of legal fees by sending checks

payable to the Chinese-American Culture and Welfare Foundation
(CACWF) in Memo to Chang Defense Committee. Their address is:
15 Buckingham Way, Freehold, New Jersey 07728. (All donations
are tax deductible.)

4] If you are interested in helping the Defense Committe in any
way possible, please detach this portion and mail it back to us:
Name
Address
Telephone

A partial list of endorsements include:

Dr. Chen Ning Yang
1964 Nobel Prize Winner in Physics
Professor of Physics at SUNY at Stony Brook

Dr. Hao Wang
Professor of Logic at Rockefeller University

Richard L. Chen
Industrial Specialist for IBM, Program Director of Chinese American
Culture & we fare Foundation
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Chang Defense
c/o I EAST BROADWAY - 2nd Fl. NEW

(212) 233-0988

Committee
YORK, NEW YORK 10038

2 33-0988
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Chlnat6w
The Age 
By EDMUND NEA'TON

"If you're Chinese, you
should yell on the streets."
the elderly man with spec-
tacles as thick as bottle glass
cald in Cantonese.

Some 10,000 Chinatown
residents, young and old, pro.
testing at City Hall yester-
day against alleged police
brutality, seemed to be niak-
ing a direct assault on the
myth that their community
was somehow "introverted."

Boisterous and at times
belligerent, they yelled until
they were hoarse and scuf-
fled briefly with police. Then,
2000 of them formed a hu-
man barricade on lower
Broadisay. disrupting after-
noon traffic for four hours

Four demonstrators and It
cops were slightly injured In
the scuffle Two demonstra-
tors were charged with dis-
orderly conduct.

"It's a new era," said one
youthful demonstrator, scan-
ning the crowd at City Hall
Many expressed similar sen-
timents, noting a new spirit
of militancy In Chinatosn

The protest, the second in
eight days, %as touched off
by alleged police brutality in
the arrest on April 26 of
Peter Yew, 27, an architec-
tural engineer.

Yew, a bystander at a traf-
fic accident dispute, was ar-
rested for allegedly attack-
ng a police officer. Witnesses

claimed that he was beaten
both outside the Elizabeth
Street stationhouse and In-
side it, Freed without ball, he
Is scheduled to go on trial
June 3 for assault and re-
ssting arrest.
Challenge to Tradll n

By late yesterday after-
noon, however, the demon-
stration ag-alnst police prac-
tices In the community had
developed Into an unusual
challenge to the traditional
leadership of Chinatown, as
some 2000 protesters re-
turned to Mott Street tohurl
chants at the headquarters of
the Chinese Consolidated
Benevolent Assn (CCSA)
and to pelt the building with
eggs.

Demonstrators claimed that
the CCBA leadershIp--hetads
of business and family
groups, the "establishment"
of ChInatown--had "sold out
the people" In negotiations
with Deputy Mayor Cava-
nagh and Police' Cormts-
tioner Codd,

The day had begun with
a peaceful march through
Chinatown, complete with a-
"moment of silence" in front
of the Elizabeth street ata-
tionhouse.

n Enters
f Protest

Feelings against the police,
and specificaly against Capt.
Edward McCabe. command-
ing officer of the precinct,
were fueled by a statement
McCabe had made during a
similar demonstration last
week. He told a reporter then
that "there may be some re-
sentment (In the Communilty]
because of gambling ar-
rests..."

His remarks "made It seem
as if the whole community is
Involved In crimlftsl activity."
said Robert Lee, chairman of
the Republican Club of China-
town "Chinatown citizens are
usually law-abiding citizens."

McCabe, reached by phone
at the stationhouse, said
that he had been speaking in
'a conjectural sense * . , I
said there might be resent-
ment becauseof Increased en-
forcement . . . that is. traffic
sunmonses and gambling
arrests I can't help what
they think. It was not meant
that way. I

But demonstrators - many
of whom were chanting,
"McCabe must go!" coun-
tered that there had been an
all-encompassing "get-tough"
policy in the community un-
der McCabe. "That means
illegal searches and roughing
up people." said Peter Chan,
a youth worker.

At City Hal, a delegation
led by CCBA president M. B.
Lee met with Cavanagh and
Codd. emphasizing the de-
mand for removal of McCabe
from the precinct. Codd was
said to have committed him-
self to a "review" of McCabe's
leadership and to a further
report to community repre-
sentatives within a week.

Many demonstrators par-
ticulrly" __O from Asia.

AMrericans for tamploy-
ment -AAFEEI. which d

sosrdyei y'.
Itt t, reacted ALul eng03ppgBA's~ Le tys offcral

"Mayor of China -Me
brief statement during

them to go home. '

tlatives who lad %2rkedout
list of nine swepig de.

lrticl pate fn1 the nexio iatory
in City HaILAAEE had led
the smaller demonstration

At noon mome. 2000 dem-J

onstrators a u r g e d onto
Broadway and refused to
move--despite furious pego-
Uiating "by police offacias -
unol. foyr hours later, when
Lower East Side Council-
wqaan Miriam Friedlander
reported to them on the City
Hall negotiations.
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The-Cae7hat Stir'red
Chinatown Is Dropped

By DEIRDRE CARODY
Charges were dismissed yes- -that he suffered atlegty as

terday against Peter Yew, #t.I.. u -Ft of the beating.
whose arrest during a small *Another incident occurred in

demonstration in April became Chinatown Monday esening
-raltyng point for when the police responded toI "an anonymous telephone call

of residents of Chinatown and reporting that four armed,
the focus of two major demon. youths were sitting m a car on!
strations at City Hall the corner of East Broadwas'

Mr. Yew, a 27-)earold ar- and Chatham Square The po-J
ichtectural engineer, had been ice searched the youths. butl' . .,, a --. ,o a. / ne, were unarmed Now-'
part of a crowd thai gathered Inn ere uaned Hw
in front lb' Fifth Precinci " h eter. drtionstrators immedate.

S b " ily gathered at the site, barr.i on on El 7abeth Street in digFs c ad wan with ' i
Chinato.n on April 26 after cading nt BrOdwun- wih bi-
a minm traffic accident iol cycles and garbage tjon,
of .a h n ... Is "Later, ahot 100 demonstratn and a torn gathered in front of the

Chin.et. noloris. the police ffth Pre init station as the,
were iryitg to "i1,perse the .ou.h a t tsri
crowd, Mr Yew, who was nut )hle s d their laiwer ion-
tntott ci in the traffic accident, Tee dwntnns pli nid
was ,leel eidby The enstrats Nelled oh iallegedlyd sed bhy the .......... and a few' minutes
polie drugged into be police after 20 polite officers marched
statoy and stopped and beaten oat of the station with their!

,thr . clubs in their hands and broke
%was originally charged up the demonstration At least

with feloniot assault, but this!1O noune demontratnrs were
was late r-rleiterd to LMjt3i4clubbed to the ground
wUnnr A grand tury w-as tin- A spokesman for Aniani
paneled to look tntu the case AuuiTrit ns for Eoitua toinlo,-,
and 'eterdas dismissed the ment a %o ng moititan 6idu
charges against Mr Yew The of Chinatlo tn residents, tor
Prand turn is till looking into t Qiti action in b~r
the aicunat.ons by Mr Yew tog up the d r and
of pt e .rilatv -c

Commander Shifted UuaLsitLko-lce in-fh-he-Yw

The Yew arrest triggered an p L tent

Outpouring of sentiment in wa hanpt necth

Chnaton and unleash ed an Prier Yew' acse and a onnmu-
en dent sense of frustration tiun of nohkehb-"ality " Don-i
Residents drew up lists of aI na snokcimiirn lot .be
protests, which Included char- roun- said "The droppninp of!
ges of police brutality and har- chPei gyst Peter Y ew-s
assent Groups called Ior dis. not a coniolee s ,tory "
missal of charges against Mr Howe er Man Bun Lec,
Yew and for the removal of piesidcnt of the Chinese Con-
Capt Edward M MtCabe, com- solidated Benemolent Associa-i
handing officer of the Fifth ion, said yesterda) that rela.
Precinct tions hetiecon the communty

Captain McCabe was trans- and the police had intprned
iferred to another command k, an eaipie of this, he said,
shortly thereafter The reason that capt John t'errola, the
given by the police was that new commanding officer of the!
the Chinese community had fifth Precinuct. had teleplioned
"lost confidence" in him him late Monday eenitg to in-,

Mr Yew's lawyer. Robert form him of the demonstration
Keshner, said yesterday that Comnienting on the dismissal,
Mr Yew would file an action of the charges against Nir Yew.,
against the city for injuries- Mr tee said that he had "re-
icluding punctured ear drums ce' ed just ce fair and square

~.f. vv~uI niiuLa~L%'~

Peter Yew, left, and his lawyer, Robert Keshner, after a misdemeanor charge against
Mr. Yew was dismissed yesterday by a grand jury.

"'oprv
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6
Chinatown Rally Protests Police 'Brutality'

IIAU V(^DV nre1rT 9Z /7A7=1By EDMUND NbEWTON

The arrest and alleged po-
lice beating of a )oung
architectural etngi eet in
Chinatovnn has become the
focus of an outpotiing of
community resentnien
against what is seen as dis
crimination, police brutality
and "leurth-class citizen-
ship" for the Chitse

Some 350 Chinatmn re.
sidents met last night at the
Chinese ('otntnunlty ('intei,
62 Mott St, to extile "sutp-
port for Petei Ytr. 27. a ho
was arrested a wick and a
half ago following an alit
cation between two motor-
lots

The part ipAnt In the
community ineeting. At ht'h
the Chinalt h hrade "hi',
joined Chinese garment work-
ers and the area's elderly In
protesting attitudes of police
officers from the Elizabeth
Street stationhoune, soted
almost unaniniously to de
monstiate at City Hall next
Monday.

Drawing the Line
"I don't numnA being calhI

a Chinaman, and I don't
mind being looked doiin
upon," said one of the few
participants who spoke in
English, addri'.sing himself
to the general plight of
Chinese in New Yoik 'But
we must draw a line ThaI
Is -when you put nour foot
on our foot, we'll fight back
with all our might "

Yew, a Brooklyn resident.
was arrested on April 26 af-
ter two motorists, one Chi.
nese and the other white.
argued after a minor accident
a half block away from the
Elizaheih Street station-
house, between Bayard and
Canal Sts.

When the white motorist,
who had allegedly swung his
car into i crowd of pedes-
trians, sought refuge in the
statonhouse, many onlookers
assumed he was a police of-
ficer.

It was a matter of "people
reacting to rumor more than
4o fact," precinct Capt Rich-
ard Nolan said yesterday
afternoon The story of the
white driver's police affitia-
tion was "Just not so," Nolan
added.

Vltstesses say that police.

35-408 0 - 84 - 53

trying to clear a path into
the stationhouse for the
motorist. jostled a youth
When Yew, standing near
the scene, protested loudly.
an officer allegedly grabbed
him by the throat and three
others beat him with night
stgks.

The witnesses, who did not
want to be identified rend-
ing a court hearing on the
matter san that Y'iri was
then dragged Into the sta-
tionhouse

The police contend that
Yi-, "etigaged an officer in
an alt-it(ation and Jumped
on his ithe officers back,"
Nolan said

Sone people felt that
more than nec i"',ary force
was used in thi' arrest,"
Nolan added The captain
would not content on the
charges, saying that the mat-
ter had been referred to the
Police Dept 's Civilian Com-
plaint Review Board

1t B Lee, president of tile
Chinese Consolidated Ben.
evolent Assn and a irch
the unofficial "Maoi at
Chinatown," claimed that
Yew had been suiseuitiently
beaten in the statronhouse.
ie reportedly suffered sen.

eral bi uie- a sprained elbow
and an car injury

Yew, who attended last
night's meeting, would not
comment on the Incident or
his alleged injuries on the
advice of his lawyer.

He is scheduled to stand
trial Tuesday in Crininal
Court on charges of assault
Rot resisting arrest

The arrest of Yea as their
most recent in a seriess of
incident.," Lee said "People
have suffered so long it's up
to the boiling point"

Among earlier Incidents
I.ee and other community
residents mnentionid wre the
..'.n ing of a bystander by1
a Fifth Precinct officer dur- 14
ing a right in a Worth Street
ie-taurant last December
and the arrest of dozens of
demonstrators p r o t e st i n g
employment practices at a
Chinatown construction site
last !all

Lee blamed the police
problems on "rookie cops."
recently transfeired to the
area. who "don't know the
situation here"

Capt. Nolan, who was not
present at the meeting, said
that "if thire was any Ira-

Ij .4 i
proper conduct by our of- traordinary because It It-
fleers- and I emphasize the - voted segments of the com-
'if'- it was a mlsake in judk- unity which for years have
mert on their part and not been at odds -- young and
the policy of this command" old, rich and poor. Some re-

.Many in the audience said aidents see a new wave of
last night's meeting was ex- militancy In the area.
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Ne s photo by Mel FinkalstemiPolice scuffle with residents from the Chinese community during demonstration outside City Hall yesterday afternoon.

15 Injured as 10,000 Chinese Protest at City Hall
By FRANK FASO and PAUL MESKIL

At least 15 persons were injured yesterday in clashes between cops and demon-
strators as more than 10,000 Chinatown residents surounded City Hall to protest al-
leged discrimination and po- t
lice brutality. there by a single ethnic group. about a half mile away, but

The injured included 1 lpoli -Jt was extremely well-organized some came from other Chinese
men and four demonstrators. Six and quite orderly, despite o communities as far away as Boa-
of the cops and all four demon- sional flareups of violence. There to and ,ashingto, D.C.
strators went to Beekman Down- was even a cleanup squad that Ranging in age from toddlers
town Hospital. but none was removed soda cans, saudwieh to senior citizens, they converged
seriously hurt. wrappers and other litter left by on City Hall Park in such num-

Veteran obsrevers of the City the rally participants. bers that cars couldn't get on or
Hall scene said' it was the big- Most of the protesters walked off the Brooklyn Bridge and

t..-.. /.e. - stag4do ' .t ,,,- fi,., C'iatoip. Aropdwy %traffic', . ",nred

from Chambers St. to the Bat-
tery.

City officials and the Police
Department had been notified
that the rally would be held, but
they did not anticipate such a
huge turnout. A similar rally
last Monday, drew an estimated
2,500 Chinatown residents. The
authorities figured yesterday's
crowd would not be much larger.
Consequently, there were only
100 cops around the hall when
e .vera. thoq"Od, Cbjhes "d,

Chinese-Americans showed up
around 9:30 a.m.

A hasty call for reenforce-
ments brought at least 400 addi-
tional bluecoats to the scene in
police buses and patrol cars. The
extra manpower came from
several Manhattan and Brooklyn
precincts and the Police Auade
my.

Many of the demonstrators
carried signs in Chinese and

I



15. Injured as Chinese Protest at
(Continued from page 3) following an altercation between and the New York Chinese Mar- c

two motorists in Chinaton. - ket Association took part.
English, demanding an immedi- We h etn rk p
ate end to alleged police harass- Chinatown groups also have When the meeting broke up, I
meant. Rally leaders chanted been protesting the shooting of community spokesman M.B. Lee (
slogans and Issued orders over two Chinese men, one of whom told e was very friut-loudspeakers set up all along the died, by a policeman last Dec. 3 fu,." wlinou earsh sin the Jade Chalet Restaurant, wOver the past year or two,
line of march. 199 Worth St. The officer claim- we ye been having many, many

As the demonstration gathered ed he fired because he and his problems in Chinatown concern-
momentum, several youths start- partner were under attack by ing police and the community,"
ed moving cars that were parked several members of the Ghost he said. That's what this demon-
along Chambers St. near Broad- Shadows youth gang. A Manhat- stration is all about. We will wait
way. They pushed two cars into tan grand jury investigated the and see what will happen. Some-
the middle of Chambers to block incident and declined to indict thing must be done. If we get no
traffic. Police rushed in - and the cops. satisfaction, therell be another
fists and nightsticks flew. The rally leaders demanded an demonstration."

Arrest of Engineer immediate meeting with Mayor Promises a Report
The rally was called to pro- Beame, then settled for Deputy Codd promised to look into the

test, among other things, the Mayor James Cavanagh. Police matter and report to the China-
April 26 arrest of Peter Yew, 27, Commissioner Michael Codd was town leaders by the end of the
an architectural engineer, on summoned from Police Head- week. He had no comment on
charges of resisting arrest and quarters to sit in on the City their denrand that Capt. Edward
assaulting a policeman. Hall conference, which lasted McCabe, commander of the

Leaders of the Chinese com- about 30 minutes. Representa- Elizabeth St. (Chinatown) sta-
munity say Yew was dragged ties of the Chinatown Chamber tion, be replaced.
into the Elizabeth St. police sta- of Commerce, the Chinese Con- The rally had been scheduled
tion and beaten by three cops solidsted Benevolent. Association to break up around noon but it

City Hall
ontinued until 4 p.m. Several
hundred young people, not satis-
fied 'with the outcome of the
City Hall meeting, staged a
raffic-stopping sitdown on
Broadway between Chambers
Lnd Worth Sts., directly in front
)f the.hall. Finally, rally leaders
Lnd police herded all the demon-
strators back to Chinatown.
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Confonta ion t Ciy HalBleeding f rom scalp wound, a demonstrator is taken into custody aftor saufflewith police at City Hall yesterday. Fifteen persons were injured, none seriously,during pro.Ut by 10,000 Chinese-American- who charged discriminition and police brutality. --Stor, y p. enterfed

krv I.)o, i c 7 S"
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Part of the crowd of 10,000 Jam street as demonstrators trudge the half mile
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ASIAN AMERICANS FOR EQU, L EMPLOYMENT
I East Broadway, New York City 10038
telephone no.: 233-0988

Dear Friends:

Enclosed is a media package with information on the Peter Yew
case and the community's response to another incident of police
brutality and harassment.

On April 26, 1975 Peter Yew was brutally beaten by police from
the Fifth Precinct following an incident between a White and
Chinese motorist. He was then charged with resisting arrest and
assault of an officer.

On May 6, 1975 the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association
called an open community meeting, where various sectors of the
community showed up overwhelmingly in support of this issue
of discrimination and police brutality. It was decided at this
meeting to have a demonstration the following Monday from
Chinatown to City Hall to make known the community's anger.
However, CCBA later decided it had not enough time for preparatory
work such as getting a permit and organizing a demonstration
and changed the date to 'rl 19, 1975.

Offl-I~

On May 12, 1975 taking the initiative and following the community
mandate established on the May 6th community meeting, Asian
Americans For Equal Employment organized a demonstration, where
3,000 community residents, workers, students marched down to
City Hall and presented 9 demands to the Mayor's Office.

On May 13, 1975 there was a court hearing at Criminal Court
with the support of 500 community people on a picket line
in the street, in the corridor outside the courtroom and in
the courtroom itself. Charges against Peter Yew were dropped
from the original two of: resisting arrest and assault of an
officer to a lesser charge of: misdemeanor. The community was
outraged at this, when in fact the charges against Peter Yew
should have been dropped all together A hearing on the charge
of misdemeanor has been set for the date of June 3, 1975, again
at Criminal Court.

On May 16, 1975 there was a community meeting in the Chinese
Community Center sponsored by the Basement Workshop in which
information of the case was to be heard and exchanged among
people in the community on the issue. Reaffirmed was the push
to have the Mayor's Office response to the 9 demands presented
on May 12, 1975.

On May 19,.1975 there will be a demonstration to City Hall
with an expected attendance of 10,000 to 20,000 people from
all over the East Coast Region. Further information at the
outcome of this event will be forwarded toyou as soon as
possible.Both CCBA and AFEE continue support of the 12th and 19th
rallies, and any action toward this cause in unit,'
We need your support. Spread word of this issue in your communities,
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in your organizations. Join us if you can. Monetary support
should be mailed in to continue the printing, publicity and
organizing costs that must be met somehow. Letters of support
from all over this country would also unitV our spirits in
struggle of this issue and the ones to come.

If you need more information, just call the following telephone
numbers: 233-0988, 966-1019, 964-6832 or 962-8620.

Keep in touch and in unity,

ASIAN AMERICANS FOR EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
May 18, 1975

P.S. Also letters of concern and/or support of this
incident and case should be sent in to the Mayor's Office(Beame)
of New York City, the Police Commissioner (Codd) 's Office for action,
and letters to WNBC-Tv for their biased coverage of the
May 12th Rally at City Hall.
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Asian Americans for Equal Employment I
1 East Broadway, New York City 10038

PRESS RELEASE

Contact: Linda/565-2i4O (May 19, 1975 only)
Patsy/964-6832

May 19, 1975

At 9:00 A.4., a contingent of 15,000-20,000 Chinatown community workers
and residents will rally on treet and march on to City Hall to
press the Mayor's office to39P!.:d to the demands presented last week
in light of the Peter Yew incident (see attachments). Supporters of
this cause which represents a call to the end of all oppression against
minorities (whether it be economic, social or political) have been
mobilized to attend the rally from as far away as Chinatown communities
in Boston and Washington, D.C. areas. For the third time within a
period of one week, garment and restaurant workers will take another
day off from work to join students and professionals in this demonstra-
tion.which will climax an entire week of community anger and protest
against the brutal beating of Peter Yew by police on April 26th.

The nine demands which were presented to the Mayor's office on May 12th
when 3,000 community supporters demonstrated for 11 hours outside City
Hall are:

(1) Imredlately dismiss all 'charges' against Peter Yew.
(2) Irediately suspend the officers who beat up Peter Yew and file

charges against them.
(3) Immediately compensate Peter Yew for damages.
(4) Order the Fifth Precinct captain to give an immediate public

apology (especially concerning the recent statement he made on
NBC TV)a,,,1 ,- jl 1w 1 Y)
The Government should guarantee there will be no more police
brutality.

(5) Recognize the right of any Chinese who suffered from police
brutality to immediately open his/her case to the community so
that justice can be done.

(6) Provide security to the Chinese community. No more harassment
of the community and the Chinese people.

(7) End police brutality to all minorities and working people. (Stop
using the excuse of searching for 'illegal aliens' to harrass
the Chilnee cuillurnity).

(8) End all discrimination and oppression against minorities and
working people.

(9) End all discrimination in employment, education, health, housing,
and all other social services to the minorities and working
people. (no budget cuts at Gouverneur Hospital, allocation
of funds to build a new JH 65, Implementation of Chinese bilingual
and bicultural programs and hiring of more Chinese teachers.)

The Chinese community is demanding an immediate response to the above
demands.
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BACKGROUND OF THE DEMOSTRATIOS

On April 26, 1975 Peter Yew, a Brooklyn resident was grabbed by
the throat by police and dragged into the Fifth Precinct Station
and beaten. Peter Yew was subsequently charged with resisting arrest
and assault of police officer. If convicted, Yew could face up
to 7 years in prison.

WHAT HAPPENED ?

- Earlier on the same afternoon at 3 p.m. on the corner of Elizabeth
& Bayard Sts., 2 motorists (a Chinese who was parking his oar and
a white whose car was parked) got into an argument. The white
motorist kicked and broke the rear lights of the Chinese's car.
The latter got out of his car to jot down the licence plate #
of the white's,who retaliated by ramming twice the rear bumper
of the Chinese's cart the Chinese retaliated and did the same.
Meanwhile a crowd had gathered. The white motorist backed out his
car and veered towards the sidewalk and into the crowd nearly
hitting two onlookers. The white motorist then sought refuge in the
5th precinct station half a block away form the scene of the argument,

Outside the Precinct station, police pushed people around jostling
a 15 yr. old youth to the ground. Peter Yew standing in the crowd
protested loudly. A policemen grabbed Peter by the throat, pushed
him against the railing, dragged him into the police station and
was beaten by three other policemen. He was then handcuffed ana
further beaten. At 11 p.m. Peter was brought down to Night Court
and charged with resisting arrest and assault of an officer.

Concerned people are urged to attend and support Peter Yew at the
hearing scheduled for Tuesday, May 13, 1975 at Criminal Court,
100 Centre Street at 9,00 a.m..

COMMUNITY MEETING MAY 6TH 1975, CCBA AT 8P.M.

Three hundred fifty community residents rallied in support of
Feter Yew and agreed unanimously to demonstrate on May 12th
1975 Monday at City Hall against the harassment by police of
the Fifth Precinct. Represented at this meeting were such
community organizations as the Garment Industry Union - whose
members would close down Chinatown garment factories and
mobilise factory workers to the demonstration, the Chinatewn
Republican Club, the Democratic Party, Asians For Equal
Employment, The latter stressed unity of all minorities, whether
Chinese, Blacks, or Puerto Ricans, in fighting oppression of
not enly police harassment. but in all phases of health; Aducation
and employment. The Community Meeting showed the unity of the
different sectors - young, old, rich, poor - of the community
behind this issue. Community leaders such as the CCBA president
M.B. Leo and Councilwoman Miriam Freelander were also present at
this meeting.

IS THIS AN ISOLATED INCIDENT ?

On December 3rd 1974, two police officers (according to the police
version) followed a group of youths into the Jade Chalet Restaurant
in Chinatown . In the restaurant, the officers claimed they were
attacked by the youths, whereupon one of the officers fired two
shots that killed one customer while seriously wounding another.
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It took the District Attorney's office three months to
investigate this case which was finally brought before a grand
jury . After three days of hearing the Grand Jury dismissed the
case because of 'conflicting testimonies'.

It is inconceivable and unacceptable that a case which took
one person's life and seriously injured another would be
so casually dismissed. There arfany unanswered questions s
What were the officers doing in the restaurant ? Did they
provoke the fight? Were they under the influence of alcohol?
Did the youths at any time attack the officers ? Were the
officers' lives sufficiently in danger to warrant the use of
guns ? Why were the two customers shot?

According to the testimonies of Mr. Johnny Lee, owner of the
restaurant, and Mr. Jimmy Leong, who was wounded by the police,
the officers did not follow the youths into the restaurants
their entries were 30-40 minutes apart. The officers appeared
to be drunk when they entered the restaurant. They challenged
the youths to a fight and made racist remarks against the
Chinese, When an unidentified customer started to fight with
one of the officers (Louis Cupo), the other officer (1seineman)
opened fire. Both Mr. Lee and Mr. Leong maintain that none of
the youths ever joined the fight. Four of the youths were
subsequently charged with assault.

The Chinese community is outraged by the Grand Jury's decision
to dismiss the case people are feeling an utter sense of
despair for the criminal system. To reaffirm our respect for
the law, we strongly urge a review of the 'Jade Chalet' case
and, if necessary, to reconvene a grand jury to look into this
case.

Other incidents indudes A thirteen year old Chinese boy was
beaten up by a policeman in the backroom of the family laundry
last october 1974, A Brooklyn Black youngster was shot to
death in his own home and a Puerto Rican handicapped man was
shot to death in a wheelchair with 8 bullets. Minorities face
racial descrimination and must fight for democratic rights as
working class members and taxpayers of this city.

What Can YOU Do?
demonstrates mon. 5/12/75. Meet 50 Bayard Street. 9 a.m.

also ... n. /19/75. meet at 62 Mott Street. 9 a.m.
hearings Peter Yew needs your support, come. to 100 Center at.

courtroom #jPart AP3. 5/13/75 at am

Continued advocacy for this case and others must be supported
by you and friends. Co~.e to tire demonstrations and rallies,
come to the hearing, contribute what you can and tell other people
about this case. Thank you.
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On Monday mornin:, May 12, over :,000 Chinton residents and supporters
marched to City ll1 to express communityy outrage at the police beating
on April 26 of Peter Yew, a Chin se architectural engineer.

Address ; tn,; the rally were speakers representing garment workers, Asian-
Americans for Equal Employment (AAFEE), the organizers of the rally,
Blac<cmcnomic Survival and Councilwoman Miriam Flotedlandor.

The delegates of the demonstration presented Mr. Joseph Eraze of the
ayor's office a list of 9 demands:

WE PE'MAND THAT THE NEW 'YOUr CITY POLICE DEPT.,
teydi smins all 'chares' g-ainst Peter Yew.

(2) Immediately suspend the officers who beat up Peter Yew and file
charges against them.

(3) Immediately compensate Peter Yew for damags.
(4) Order the Fifth Precinct captain to rive an in.mliate public

apology (especially concerning the recent statement he made on
NBC T11)
The Government should guarantee there will be no rore police
brutality.

(5) Hecognize the right of any Chinose who suffered from police
brutality to irmediately open his/her ca,, to the community so
that Justice can be done.

(6Y Provide secur ity to the Chilse cor,,u inity. Ho more harrassment
of the community and the Chinese people.

1.WE FUPRTHIIFR DEMAND TiIAT TilE GOrERN,:!YH:
( -Eynd ti iritles and ,orklng people. (stop

using the excuse of searching for 'illegal aliens' to harrass
the Chinese community).

(8) End all discrimination and oppression against minorities and
working people,

(9) End all discrimination In employment, educate ton, health, housing,
and all other social services to the minoriltles and working
people. (no budget cuts at Gouverneur Hospital, allocation
of funds to build a now JII 65, Implementation of Chinese bilingual
and bicultural programs and hiring of more Chinese teachers.)

Mr. Erazo proposed for a response within 48 hours (which was rejected
by the demonstrators) or a phone call by 5 pm. However, by noon,
there was still no response from the Mayor's office. Their evasion
from presenting immediate concrete action intensified the anger
of the demonstrators and strengthened their determination to be
heard. Over 300 people continued to demonstrate past the 5:00 pm
deadline proposed by Mr. Erazo, chanting, "Fight to the End", "Fight
to Win" in both Chinese and English. As a result, at 7:15 pin,
Manhattan South Assistant Police Inspector addressed the agitated
crowd expressing surprise that there could be such "suspicion" between
the police department and the Chinese community. This attitude further
depicts the police force's lack of sensitivity in understanding the
sentiments of the Chinatown community.

The demonstration was an indication of the growing awareness, militancy
and determination of the community to organize and fight against police
brutality, racial discrimination and all oppressive acts against Asian
Americans and other minorities.
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14013C'S (TV CHANNEL 4) COVERAGE 0:' THE CIIINATOWN DEMONSTRATIONS

There was wide coverage by the media of the May 12 demonstration
by Chinatown residents and supporters against police brutality and
racial discrimination. In WNBC's coverage of the demonstration
on I-lay 12th during the 5 o'clock evening news, on-duty, but unidentified,
policemen when interviewed, falsely stated that the demonstration
was organized by 'leftist youth groups', and contradictorily linked
'leftist youth groups' with the gambling business. Captain McCabe,
police captain of the 5th Precinct Station of Chinatown, publicly
supported such wilful distortion and mis-interpretation of the
purposes of the demonstration by stating, when interviewed: "We've
been hitting parking summonses, we've been working against the gambling
houses; and there may be some resentment because they don't understand
why the enforcement is there".

The Chinese community (over 3,000 strong) demonstrated on May 12th
to protest police brutality and all forms of racial discrimination.
We fully support the police cracking down on the gambling houses.
Captain McCabe's public statement has a much more serious impact
than the particular policeman's crime against Peter Yew, because it
is a racist statement insulting to every Chinese person in America.

Asian Americans for Equal Employment (AAFEE) has since incorporated
into the original nine demands the demand that Captain McCabe make
a public apology and resign from his post. Letters of protest have
been presented to the Mayor requesting that City Hall implement the
Chinese community's demand that Captain McCabe publicly apologize
and resign. Furthermore, the Chinese community has demanded that
WNBC take immediate remedial action and give a representative from
the Chinese community equal rebuttal time to correct Captain McCabe's
public slander against every Chinese person in America.
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.500 SUPPORTERS TURN OUT FOR PETEI' YEW HEARING

In still another 4euionstratinn or the colyqniIty's support for the
cause of Peter Yew, close to 500 Chinatown workers and residents took
another day off from work to rally at 100 Centre Street where Peter
Yew's hearing was held on Tuesday, May 13, 1975. The courtroom was
jammed from wall to wall with approximately 250 supporters of Peter
Yew, while outside the building another crowd of 150-200 persons
rallied and wanted for a chance to enter the building and witness
the proceedings. The courtroom guards tried to use many tactics that
day to force as many of the spectators as possible to leave the
courtroom but community people persisted In vocalizing their support
for Peter Yew's case against police brutality and other forms of racist
oppression by obstinately maintaining their physical presence in the
room. The high energy and tension which filtered throughout the
courtroom that day was clearly evident and surprising to the
courtroom officials who had not expected such a large turnout for the
hearing.

'At the hearing, the testimony of the police officer who brought charges

against Mr. Yew for second degree assault and resisting arrest was
heard. The officer denied all charges that he had physically abused
Mr. Yew on April 26th when a crowd had gathered on a street in Chinatown
as police investigated a car accident between a Chinese and a white
driver that day. Almost 200 Chinatown residents witnessed the police
officer brutally attack Mr. Yew on the street and carry him into the
police station. According to the officer's testimony, it was Mr. Yew
who had instigated the altercation between the two of them. The defense
for Mr. Yew in questioning the officer was able to expose the following
points:

-that two other officers, one weighing 170 lbs. and the other weighing
160 lbs. assisted him in "directing" Mr. Yew to the police station
after the hearing. (Mr. Yew is small-built in comparison).
-that inside the police station, Mr. Yew wan told of his legal rights
only after he was physically "handled" and requested to disrobe himself.

The evident disregard of Mr. Yew's habeas corpus rights as elucidated
by these facts came as no surprise to the crowd of supporters who were
addressed quite condescendingly by the judge throughout the entire
hearing.

Because of a substantial lac. 9f evidence, the charges of second degree
assault and resist to arrestketer Yew, were reduced to a misdemeanor
which carries a maximum sentence of one year imprisonment If he is
convicted. Corxsiunity representatives feel that this action was taken as
a measure to placate the anger of the Chinatown community and to mitigate
the militancy of the community which has become strongly unified as a
result of this incident.

After the hearing, the crowd of community supporters which included
both old and young people, workers and students alike, converged at the
site of Columbus Park in Chinatown to hear speakers report on the results
of the hearing and also to plan for further action when Peter Yew's
arraignment hearing takes place on June3nd.
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Mr. Morganthau
Manhattan District Attorney
155 Leonard St.
New York, N.Y.

Dear Sir:

We are writing to you about a traffic accident which resulted in
the tragic beating of a New York University graduate student Mr.
Tzong-Huey Lin and his friend Mr. T.C. Chen by two former housing
policemen. The incident occured at Seventh Avenue and West 10th
Street on November 2, 1980. As a result of the beating, Mr. Lin
had to be hospitalised in the intensive care unit at St. Vincent
Hospital. He was pronounced dead on November 14,1980. His friend,
Mr. Chen was injured, too.

When the police arrived at the scene, they did not charge the two
former policemeK who initiated and did the actual assault,
but instead, without proper and sufficient investigation, they
arrested Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen. Obviously, the arrestinq officers
took the "words" of their former peers as sufficient "evidence".
Neither of the two former housing policemen was arrested or charged,
instead Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen were charged. This was upside down
justice.

After Mr. Chen was arrested, the police at the 6th Precinct violated
his constitutional rights. He was not allowed to make a phone call.
He was not permitted to contact his lawyer. He was denied proper
medical treatment for his injury. When he went to the hospital to
visit his dying friend, Mr. Lin, he was turned away by the guards.
He then returned to the 6th Precinct to ask for permission to do
so, but the officers there forced him to write a statement of the
incident. After he did that, he was still not allowed to see his
friend. This was blackmail of the worst kind.

The Chinese Community and other concerned people are outraged and
agitated over the beating and the illegal actions of the police
departemnt and the arresting officers. We are following the
development very closely to ensure that proper justice be done.
A defense committee composed of distinguish individuals and
community organizations has been formed to both monitor the
development and organize the community to take appropriate actions
to fight for justice for the victims.

We want you to handle this case properly to see that no wrongdoings
are whitewashed. We demand justice for Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen.
We demand

1) All charges against Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen be dropped immediately,
2) The arresting officers who violated the victims' rights be

disciplinced and charged for their bias, improper treatment and
handling of the case,

3) The two former housing policemen involved in the beating be
charged and brought to the Grand Jury for indictment.

4) The Captain of the 6th Precinct be accounted and be responsible
for the mistreatment of Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen. He should be
disciplined.

5) We hold the Police Department responsible and that an open apology
to the public be made by the Department.

6) Compensation for Mr. Lin's family and Mr. Chen.
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V] f I IA 1, 1 1,1 Julw

The cornunity people and all concerned citizens are very angry over
the murder of Mr. Tzong-Muey Lin and the beating of Mr. T.C. Chen.
We demand justice for them from the judicial system. We demand

1) All charges against Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen be dropped immediately.
2) The arresting officers who violated the victims' rights be

disciplined and charged for their bias, improper treatment and
handling of the case.

3) The two former housing policemen involved in the beating be charged
and brought to the Grand Jury for indictment.

4) The Captain of the 6th Precinct be accounted and be resnonsible for
the mistreatment of Mr. Lin and Mr. Chen. He shuold be disciplined.

5) We hold the Police Department responsible and that ai. 'nen apology
to the public be made by the Department.

6) Compensation to Mr. Lin's family and Mr. T.C. Chen.

lAME ~. I ADDRESS T L Y',4

35-403 1591
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100 CENTER STCCORNER OFLEO a)

/2t 3 3f A

9 4 -27 43 Ave. Elmhurst, N.Y., N.Y. 11373
Iti0 :4 7 6 - 8 6 3 1

35-408 0 - 84 - 54
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Mr. CONYERS. Are there any further statements?
Mr. Hsu. I am an attorney in the Chinatown community. Mr.

Lau and Mr. Tam, on behalf of our organization, CHINA, will testi-
fy. Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Tell me your name, sir.

TESTIMONY OF WEI TAM OF CHINESE HELP IN NATIONAL AF-
FAIRS, (CHINA), ACCOMPANIED BY HWA MIN HSU, KWAN FEE
LING, AND PAUL LAU
Mr. Hsu. My name is H-w-a M-i-n H-s-u.
Mr. TAM. Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, dear people of

New York, I am a citizen, social worker in the Chinese community
in the last 10 years.

Today I represent an organization named CHINA, an acronym
for Chinese Help in National Affairs. It is a nonpolitical organiza-
tion interested in increasing voter registration among Chinese
Americans, nationwide. I am here to testify that, unfortunately,
there exists brutality, improper conduct and an abuse of power
practiced by the police in the city of New York against the people
in the Chinese community. In today's testimony I will give but two
examples.

On July 19, 1983, a Queens College student named Francis Chu
was riding in a car in Queens along with his girlfriend. He was
stopped by police from the 108th precinct for a minor traffic viola-
tion. The behavior of the police was irrational, however. Mr. Chu
and his girfriend were handcuffed and beaten by two police officers
who charged him with reckless endangerment and resisting arrest.

Mr. Chu did not resist arrest. He is 5" tall and weight 120
pounds. Nevertheless, he was immediately handcuffed and beated
by police. Two hours after the beating, he was taken to Elmhurst
Hospital, where one of the officers told an official that Mr. Chu's
wounds, which resulted in 20 stitches, were from a car accident.
Yet there was no blood stain in Mr. Chu's car, nor was there any
damage to the car's windshield. The wounds in fact were caused by
the policemen's beatings.

After leaving the hospital, both Mr. Chu and his girlfriend were
locked up in the 108th precinct and later transferred to the 112th
precinct, where he was again beaten and kicked. His girlfriend was
detained until 2:30 a.m. the next day. Mr. Chu was transferred to
the 109th precinct and taken to court, where the case is still pend-
ing.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I wish to now hand up to you a written
statement by Mr. Chu.

[The information follows:]
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To: The Eayor of City of New York,
TLe Commissioner of Police,

Re: For leoyles' Rirhts I ajplyfor your help and Justice.

On 7/19/E3 I, Francis Chu, with my friend :iss Lin was driving a car

car late No. b7
4
6-aoD) on kueen's 1.:idtown Exzresshay near 44th St.~~~~V. he Ydsc/ re

and 43rd St. at queens, New York, around 7:40 pm.h/1 discovered a

police car behind my car and siren, then I slowed down the speed from

30 M.P.H. going to stop, because of the road was full of water and

slippery, my car hit to the wall under the bridge of the Long Island
Exjressay, my car had a little damage, the wall had no damage, and

no body %as hurt. At the same time the following police car stopped
next to my car and hit the support of a ro~d sign, but both cars had
no contact.

The the two police officers rushed don to my car witbout saying

anything took me down out of my car and locked me imediately by hand
cuff-links on my back, and then pushed me uron the trunk of ry car,

and used their steel hand cuffs as weapon to hit my head in many places,

until my head bled Irofusely. Then these two police officers pushed

me to ground, used their lees to kick me my body everywhere about one

or two minutes. At th.t time the another three police cars came, then

some of another policee officers came to kick me my body again.

Then these police officers took me to tneir car and also locked my

friend kiss Lin up to another police car to the 108th Precinct. At that

time I was still continuously bleeding from my head and whole body in

in pain due to the police officers assault and torture cruelly, that is

about 8:10 pm. me/

Then the police officers charged/both the criminal case and the traffic

offenders, Tne criminal contains two charges: (1) R~ckless Endangerment,

and (2) Resisting arrest. It is fully noncense, from the beginning

I didnot resist arrest, because the police took me from my car they had

locked me at the same time by the hand cuffs behind my back, how can I

resist to arrest. As to the charge of "Reckless Endangerment ",it also

cannot be applied to my case, because, my car was not running over speed,

at that time of raining, cater coming to the brake drum of my c.r or

other reason halleded, I felt my car lost its brake at that moment

ter.Ierar~ly, also I was slo: down the speed, yet the car still hit the

wall. The w~ll has no damage, my car had a damage, but nobody was hurt.

On about 10:00 pm the police officers of 108th Precinct took me to the

Elmhurst Hospital, the Doctor stitched and wrapped my wounded head about
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I tc 3_ _ i e5 at 4 to r different $aces of my bleeding head, but

tne Doctor dcdot yerlcrm any X-raE examirnations and checking to brain

Enoki:. and th.er boiiy lair. The Tolice officers told the Elmhurst

-ocrital thy I vas t2eedin- because of car accident. It is Lie, actually

=y head liceding and snole body lair arnd wounded did by police officers

cruel assault and trpture.

After left the Elnhurat liostital it sas around 11:10 pm then the police

took re back to iG0th ;recinct . From 8:00 pm uy to 11:30 pm the police

tas not atlcted me to rzke a phone call to my yarent-z, until 11: 4 5 pm(about

I called my parents , my parents came to 1Oth Precinct and saw my head ,

teine L.-idcd, nd talked to me about one minute, at Liat time my parents

riot yet learned the whole story of this case, the police were hurrying

to take me and also my friend Miss Lin to another Precinct for kept in

jail. 1.:y parents asked the police officers what is the charge to Miss

Lin, tne police replied that Miss Lin was in the same car of this matter,

so she will have the same charge. Ny father said that Miss Lin was only

as the passenger of the car, she had no control of the car anyway, but

tie police dddnot care about this comlaint. Y father asked the police

officers, how did my head became wounded, the police officerb'spoke lie

again to my father that my head was injured by car accident, at that

time mj father didnot know of the police officers made cruel assault and

torture to me.

About L;tQ am 7/20/83 the police officers of 108th Precinct took me and

Miss lit to 112th precinct for jail processing. In the jail custody,

the police of 2%3th Prtcinct made another cruel assault to me hitting my

abdomen and otter part of my body.

My friend lass Lin was released at 2:30 am of 7/20183 at Precinct 112th,

as to me the police took me from Precirct 112th to 109th Precinct and then

took me to the Court on 10:30 to 12:30 noon time. My parent made

bail for me from the Court.

All of these above mentioned are true, nothing but the truth, that I can

sy.ear.

I realize that rost of lew York City Police Officers are helpful, kindful

and re. ctiful persons/officers, but in my case, these wicked and brutal

'olice ui' s 7 Zi d 1d cruelly asn;.utt and torture to me I will accuse
them, scene of them I learned their naies, and some I kno% their faces
but didn't know their naues, I wish the police Commissioner or authority
to help me to find out these names. Vhy they told lie to the Hospital,
and my parents, because they want to deny their cruel assault and severely

'hurt and injured to Ln inocent people.

I appeal nerewith to the Mayor of City of New York, and Commissioner of
Police to give me justice. Yours Truly;, . /

P.S. The names of Police Officers did FRANCIS C*WY -,
Cruel assault to me are:David Sergio,& Eganoand some others,
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Mr. TAM. But Mr. Chu's case is not an isolated one within the
Chinese community. Last February, the newspapers reported that
Jean Sung was maliciously beaten by police after he refused to
move his double-parked van in Chinatown. I will make available to
you, Mr. Chairman, a copy of one newspaper report of the incident.

[The newspaper report follows:]
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Joseph P.C. Met (lef). pfelitdeat of Chinese Consolidaled SBewolant
Association, with Francis Chu, who says he was beaten by police Off"".

Chinatown leader
hits 'cop

By JOHN RANDAZZO
and THOMAS IIANRAIAN

A prominent Chinatown organia-
tion charged yesterday that city police
are brutalizig Chinese Anericans be-
cause of their minority status

"Over the taut two years, there have
been more than a dozen cases of police
brutalty--hey're discriminating
against us because were a nnority."
said Joseph PC. Mel. president of the
94 year old Chinese Consolidated Be-
nevolent Assocition. which repre-
65nt 58 organizations In the city.

At a press conference. Mel also said
him group will conduct a voter regitra.
tlion drive "to prove to Mayor Koch
that wk Jon't have just a few thousand
voles-as he has said in the past."

TOLD OF TIfE PLANNED drive,
Koch said "I have the highest regard
for the Asian community If there are
instances of police brutality, they
shoulJ call them to my attention An
investigation will be made. due process
will be follourd, and if an officer is
found guilty, he will be punished.

"I want everyone to register to
vote." the mayor added

%%tth Sei at the conference was
2),ear-u!d Queens College freshman
Francis Chu of Long Island City,
Queen%. who said he was beaten by
several officers after he was involved
In a minor traffic accident on the Long
Island Expressway on July 111.

Chu said he and his girlfriend were

brutality'
on the Exprcsway. nar 44th St, when
he heard a siren behind him lie said he
slowed down to 10 mph and struck an
embankment before the police car
pulled alongside him

"The cops rushed out and beat me
with their handcuffs," aid Chu. who
alleged that when additional police
arrived, they also beat him

CIII, CHARGED WITH assaulting
an officer and resisting arrest, said 20
stitches were required to close five
head wounds lie also said he wan
denied a phone call to his father.

Mel referred to an incident Feb 16.
when a Chinatown deliveryman. Jean
Sung, 27, allegedly was beaten after he
refused to move his double parked van
on Division St

Sung was charged ith assault, mis
conduct and resisting arrest. CapL
Robert Beatty, commander of the Elit.
abeth SL slalionhoue in Chinatown,
said that "loo cops were injured in that
case, one who was about to istie a
aummins to Sung. Passersby sided
with Sung and assulted the cops."

Beatty said he referred the case to
the Police Department's Civilian Con
plaint Reve Board. "which sent an
official to speak to the Chinese com-
munity about in

Officials still are waiting for Sung
to appear before the board to give his
side of the story, according to Polce
Capt Arthur Ury Ury said he thought
the number of alleged butality cases
Mei mentioned was "high."
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Mr. Chairman, the Chinese community in New York City har-
bors a genuine fear of the police, who are supposed to protect them.
Unfortunately, the history of discrimination against individuals of
Chinese descent is as old as the Republic itself. The perception of
police abuse within our community must be seen against the histo-
ry of discriminatory laws and official sanctions under which Chi-
nese-Americans have been burdened for generations.

We demand drastic measures be taken, legislation be made, to
stop police brutality in our great city.

Any activity to eliminate the abuses shown by the police toward
Chinese-Americans today-such as this hearing, which is certainly
a healthy start-is much needed by the minority Chinese within
our city.

Thank you for your kindness.
Mr. CONYERS. You are more than welcome. It is important that

we know that there are other minorities that are suffering from
the same kind of racially motivated violence that brings us all
here. We welcome you in that struggle. We need to form coalitions,
because until you are safe from that same violence, it is impossible
for blacks to feel safe, and as long as you are subject to it, we know
that black people will also be subject to it.

Thank you. We join you in an alliance.
Mr. TAM. We should not forget that New York City in itself is a

United Nations. If we don't have a future here, the United Nations
will not have a future.

STATEMENT OF PAUL LAU
Mr. LAU. Due to the lateness of the hour-we have sat through

the whole hearings-we notice not only police brutality happens in
black communities, it does exist, unfortunately also to our Chinese,
and our only objective is to fully participate in this kind of hearing.
We would like to see justice and something done, and hopefully
this will prevent any future incidents occurring. I know it is not
going to eliminate everything but we hope something can be done
to protect especially minority citizens in this city.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you for coming forward, gentlemen.
[Prepared statement of Wei Tam and Paul Lau follows:]
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Mr Chairman:

I represent an organization named CHINA ( an acronym

for Chinese Help in National Affairs). It is a non-political

organization interested in increasing voter registration among

Chinese-Americans, nation-wide. I am here to testify that,

unfortunately, there exists brutality, improper conduct and

an abuse of power practiced by the police in the City of New

York against the people in the Chinese community. In today's

testimony I will give but two examples.

On July 19, 1983, a Queens College student named

Francis Chu was riding in a car in Queens along with his girl

friend. He was stopped by police from the 108th precinct for

a minor traffic violation. The behavior of the police was

irrational, hovever. Mr. Chu and his girl friend were handcuffed

and beaten by two police officers who charged him with reckless

endangernment and resisting arrest.

Mr. Chu did not resist arrest. He is 5'4" tall and

weighs 120 pounds. Nevertheless, he was immediately handcuffed

and beaten by police. Two hours after the beating, he was taken

to Elmhurst Hospital, where one of the officers told an official

that Mr. Chu's wounds, which resulted in 20 stitches, were from

a car accident. Yet there was no blood stain in Mr. Chu's car;

244 c a 1St ew S- N1 Ir 1qi,
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nor was there any damage to the car's windshield. The wounds

in fact were caused by the policemen's beatings.

After leaving the hospital, both Mr. Chu and his

girl friend were locked in the 108th precinct and later trans-

ferred to the 112th precinct, where he was again beaten and,

kicked. His girl friend was detained until 2:30 A.M. the

next day; Mr. Chu was transfered to the 109th precinct and taken

to court, where the case is still pending. If I may, Mr.

Chairman, I wish to now hand up to you a written statement by

Mr. Chu.

But Mr. Chu's case is not an isolated one within the

Chinese community. Last February, the newspapers reported that

Jean Sung was maliciously beaten by police after he refused to

move his double-parked van in Chinatown. I will make available

to you, Mr. Chairman, a copy of one newspaper report of the

incident.

Mr. Chairman, the Chinese community in New York City

harbor a genuine fear of the police, who are supposed to protect

them. Unfortunately, the history of discrimination

against individuals of Chinese descent is as old as the Republic

itself; the perception of police abuse within our community must

be seen against the history of discriminatory laws and official

sanctions under which Chinese-Americans have been burdened for

generations.

Any activity to eliminate the abuses shown by the

police towards Chinese-Americans today - such as this hearing,

which is certainly a healthy start - is much needed by the

minority Chinese within our city.

Thank you.
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Mr. Hsu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHONG. Asians are docile, peaceful persons. We can be vic-

tims of police brutality. Our only recourse has been to fight and
demonstrate and to raise our voices along with our black brothers
and sisters. I support your comments wholly.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Bill Chong. It sounds like a new day
here in New York City.

I would like to call Prof. Douglas Colbert, a professor at Hofstra
Law School, former adjunct law professor at John Jay Criminal
Justice, who has been practicing criminal law for 11 years, and he
has been working with a number of his colleagues, both professors
and lawyers, on this very interesting subject. He has been called on
very short notice. I talked with him yesterday and he has cooperat-
ed magnificently. He has been here quite a long time after a long
day.

Professor Colbert, it may be late in the day, but we are very anx-
ious to hear from you. Welcome to our witness table.

TESTIMONY OF DOUGLAS COLBERT, PROFESSOR, HOFSTRA LAW
SCHOOL

Mr. COLBERT. Thank you very much, Congressman Conyers. It is
my privilege to be here. I will try to make my remarks as brief as
possible.

I have been asked by the Congressman to comment upon the
statements that have been issued by both Mayor Koch and by
Police Commissioner McGuire, on July 18, 1983.

After having carefully read the statement, I must take strong op-
position to the major points and ideas expressed in the remarks of
both public officials.

In summarizing the positions taken by the Mayor and his police
commissioner, I find three major ideas, each of which are refuted
by both the facts and by people's own life experiences. The first is
the false notion that New York City's record on police killings is
lower than that of other major cities and, therefore, not as serious
a problem in New York City as it is elsewhere.

The second is the equally untrue suggestion that where police
killings or brutality exists, the offender is punished or disciplined
with severity by the authorities.

Last, is the fallacy that an objective, factfinding body exists to
provide every citizen with public access to air their grievances.

I would suggest that each of these opinions goes directly against
what the reality has been and continues to be for many people in
this city who have regular encounters and experiences with the
police establishment.

Let me speak first to what I consider some disturbing trends in
the statistics relevant to police violence against the civilian popula-
tion during the present administration of Mayor Koch.

The mayor and police commissioner each claim that New York
City's record is superior to that of every other city in its restraint
in the use of firearms, with Commissioner McGuire stating that
New York has the lowest incidence of police shootings of any major
American city. This is absolutely untrue.
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A study of the International Association of Chiefs of Police cited
by the police commissioner, places New York City 25th of 54 cities
and the author of that study was recently quoted as saying that the
figures used by the police commissioner, "must have been made
up."

More disturbing is the fact that unlike every other major city,
but one, which shows a downward trend in police killings-includ-
ing the cities of Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Hous-
ton, Baltimore, and Washington, D.C.-more civilians are being
killed by the New York City police in recent years than were killed
in the early seventies. It is a sad and tragic fact that police killings
are up almost 25 percent during the Koch administration.

Second, the figures demonstrate that the independent police offi-
cers responsibile for killings or brutality against the civilian popu-
lation are rarely punished or disciplined for their behavior. The
close relationship between the prosecutors' office and local police
result in the rarity of a police officer ever being charged or indict-
ed for any offenses against the public.

In the extremely unusual case when this occurs, the police offi-
cer is generally absolved of any wrongdoing. Recently, more police
officers are waiving their right to a jury trial by the public and in-
stead, insisting upon being tried by a single judge, who has fre-
quently been agreed upon beforehand by both sides-the prosecu-
tion and the defense.

Finally, it would be the longest of odds for any police officer to
be even sentenced to a term of imprisonment, even if convicted, if
any other alternative could be reached by the court.

In the usual case of gunfiring no action is frequently taken
either by a local prosecutor or by the police department. In 1976
and 1977, less than 5 percent of all gunfirings resulted in any disci-
plinary action being instituted against a police officer; yet in com-
paring this incredibly low figure with the statistics during the
Koch years in office, we find an even more disturbing trend in the
Koch years. In situations involving a gunfiring, a lower figure of
3.9 percent exists, in which departmental charges were brought
against the police officer. In the last year alone, the number of
such charges brought was one-third that of the total brought in
1976, which was prior to the Koch administration. Of this number,
only 52 police officers were even disciplined by command and the
overwhelming majority were simply warned and admonished not to
do it again.

In effect, the clear message and perception to every police officer
is to understand that the firing of his gun against a civilian will
result in little, if any, adverse consequences to himself by the es-
tablishment authorities.

The final point to be addressed is understanding the nature of
the civilian complaint review board. It is not in the mayor's words,
a fair, objective independent fact-finding process, nor does it even
provide the appearance of one, since it is merely an arm of the
police department and staffed not by civilians, but by employees of
the police department.

Its role can best be understood by the fact that 98 percent of the
more than 43,000 complaints filed by citizens during the Koch ad-
ministration, have resulted in no disciplinary response against any
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police officer. Where a disciplinary action is brought, the result is
usually a verbal reprimand by a commanding officer. The reality of
nonfairness is understood by most who have subjected themselves
to this process as a total farce. Members of the police department
cannot investigate other members of the same department with
any degree of objectivity or fairness, or with any due process to the
victim of an act of police brutality.

For the mayor to believe there is less police brutality today than
5, 10, or 15 years ago is an impression which reflects a limited re-
ality of how prevalent is the practice, particularly in poorer, non-
white communities. Anyone representing the accused in the ar-
raignment courts of the city will see the evidence of the number of
people who have been physically beaten and abused by officers
during the course of an arrest.

In conclusion, I would suggest three remedial measures in this
area of police misconduct:

One, the composition of the civilian complaint review board must
be reformed to allow community members to have a power to
decide complaints of police brutality within their own neighbor-
hoods. Only in this way will police be held accountable for their ac-
tions and a democratic, fair investigatory process be assured.

Two, a special prosecutor must be appointed to review and initi-
ate criminal proceedings in any case where sufficient evidence
exists to charge any police officer with misconduct or physical bru-
tality against any citizen.

Three, police appointments must reflect their overall racial com-
position within this city if the balance against nonwhite persons is
to be dramatically reduced.

In addition, a full review of all police officers who have demon-
strated any history of violence against the community would be in-
stituted, and any officer found unfit for duty would be removed
once and for all from the police force.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity.
Mr. CONYERS. Professor Colbert, you have done such a very good

job in analyzing the rather shocking discrepancies between the
statements and the facts elicited in the prepared testimony of
Mayor Koch and Police Chief McGuire. I am going to ask that their
testimony be entered into the record without objection at this
point, and I would like you to continue to study any statistical di-
vergences that may occur in their testimony as you continue to ex-
amine it.

I think it is very important that we try to understarnd-if it is
possible-how the head of the police force and mayor of the city
could come to such conclusions that are so patently divergent from
all the other testimony that has been gathered, and to have sub-
mitted it to a congressional committee.

[The information follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF EDWARD I. KOCH, MAYOR
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE OF
THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

NEW YORK CITY
JULY 18, 1983

I WANT TO SPEAK TO YOU CANDIDLY ABOUT THE RELATIONS OF

THE POLICE AND THE MINORITY COMMUNITIES OF THIS CITY. I

WANT TO TELL YOU FLATLY THAT EVEN ONE INCIDENT OF POLICE

BRUTALITY IS UTTERLY INTOLERABLE. I ALSO WANT TO SHARE WITH

YOU MY PRIDE IN WHAT NEW YORK CITY HAS DONE AND IS DOING

INSTITUTIONALLY TO KEEP OUR STANDARDS OF POLICE BEHAVIOR

HIGH--AND TELL YOU FURTHER THAT WE ARE DOING BETTER THAN IS

THE REST OF THE NATION. I WANT TO ASSURE OUR MINORITY

CITIZENS THAT I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE REASONS FOR THEIR

SPECIAL CONCERN WITH POLICE POWER. FINALLY, I HOPE THIS

HEARING TODAY WILL BE USED NOT TO INFLAME, BUT TO HEAL. I

BELIEVE THAT THE RECORD WILL DEMONSTRATE THAT WE ARE DOING

WELL, BUT ALSO THAT WE CAN ALWAYS DO BETTER. FOR OUR FUTURE

AS A CITY WE MUST BUILD UPON THE GOOD, AND I FOR ONE INTEND

TO DO PRECISELY THAT.

IN MY COMMENTS TODAY I INTEND TO PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW OF

THIS ADMINISTRATION'S POLICY. THE POLICE OFFICIALS WHO

FOLLOW ME WILL ADDRESS THE STATISTICS AND THE FACTUAL RECORD

AT GREATER LENGTH.

LET ME BEGIN BY SAYING MINORITY COMMUNITIES HAVE HAD A

CENTRAL PLACE IN MY CONSTITUENCY AS A MEMBER OF THE CITY

COUNCIL, A CONGRESSMAN AND MAYOR. CITIZENS IN THESE

COMMUNITIES ARE AMONG THE MOST COURAGEOUS, RESILIENT AND

CIVIC-MINDED IN NEW YORK. DISPROPORTIONATELY PLAGUED BY

CRIME kND POVERTY, THESE ARE CITIZENS WHO, OFTEN IN THE FACE

OF DEPRESSING AND DESTABILIZING CONDITIONS, RESOLUTELY

AFFIRM RELIGIOUS FAITH, DEVOTION OF FAMILY, AND NEIGHBORHOOD

PRIDE.
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IN TURN, THE NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT IS WIDELY

ADMIRED AS ONE OF THE FINEST LAW ENFORCEMENT INSTITUTIONS IN

TH'E WORLD. BOB MCGUIRE, WHO IS A SYMBOL OF MY COMMITMENT TO

EXCELLENCE, HAS ESTABLISHED A NATIONAL REPUTATION FOR

INTEGRITY, INTELLIGENCE AND DECENCY THAT IS A SOURCE OF

PRIDE FOR ME AND I TRUST FOR ALL NEW YORKERS. THE

DEPARTMENT'S CURRENT PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP IS WITHOUT PEER

IN AMERICA, AND MANY OF ITS FORMER MEMBERS HAVE BECOME

OUTSTANDING COMMISSIONERS AND CHIEFS IN CITIES AND TOWNS ALL

ACROSS THE NATION. THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF THE RANK

AND FILE MEN AND WOMEN OF OUR POLICE FORCE ARE CONSISTENTLY

BRAVE AND HUMANE, OFTEN IN THE FACE OF THE MOST AWFUL AND

DISTRESSING CONDITIONS OF LIFE.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN OUR POLICE AND OUR MINORITY

COMMUNITIES IS IN GENERAL SOUND. THIS IS NOT TO SAY THAT

THERE IS NO FRICTION, NO RESENTMENT OR NO ABUSES

THAT--CUMING FROM EITHER DIRECTION--NECESSARILY AFFECT THE

.EALTIONSHIP. SUCH A POSITION WOULD BE NAIVE, GIVEN THF

COMPLEXITY AND DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEMS WITH WHICH BOTH

MUST CONTEND. BUT I REPEAT:-THIS IS A PRODUCTIVE AND

MUTUALLY DEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP WHICH IS VITAL TO THE CITY'S

HARMONY, SAFETY AND GROWTH.

THE REASONS FOR THIS BASICALLY SOUND RELATIONSHIP ARE

NOT HARD TO DISCOVER. TO START, ALL CITIZENS OF WHATEVER

RACE OR RELIGION WELCOME THE POLICE IN TIMES OF TROUBLE, AND

ALL LAW-ABIDING CITIZENS WANT FREEDOM FROM THE CURSE OF

CRIME. IN ADDITION, THE DEPARTMENT HAS FOCUSED SPECIFICALLY
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ON IMPROVING ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH MINORITIES AND SEEKS TO

CONFRONT BOTH REAL DIFFICULTIES, AND THE PERCEPTION OF .

DIFFICULTIES. EFFORTS HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN TO MAKE PRECINCT

HOUSES PLACES OF DIALOGUE AND COOPERATION IN OUR

COMMUNITIES. THE DEPARTMENT HAS THE LARGEST, MOST

COMPREHENSIVE AND BEST FUNDED COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM IN

THL COUNTRY. THE DEPARTMENT HAS INCREASED ITS

REPRESENTATION OF BLACKS AND HISPANICS. THE DEPARTMENT'S

RESTRAINT IN THE USE OF FIREARMS IS SUPERIOR TO THAT OF

EVERY MAJOR AMERICAN CITY. CASES OF" EXCESSIVE FORCE'

INVOLVING NIGHTSTICKS, FISTS OR OTHER WEAPONS, THOUGH SMALL

IN NUMBER, ARE PUNISHED WITH SEVERITY.

THE DEPARTMENT'S CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD,

ALTHOUGH UNABLE, SINCE IT WAS CREATED IN THE 1960'S, TO

SATISFY EVERYBODY'S CONCEPTION OF WHAT ITS STRUCTURE AND

FUNCTIONS SHOULD BE, NONTHELESS PROVIDES DIRECT PUBLIC

ACCESS TO AN INVESTIGATIVE PROCESS SUPERVISED BY CIVILIANS.

FEW CITIES PROVIDE EVEN THIS TYPE OF RECOURSE. THIS'

ADMINISTRATION HAS DEVISED MANY OTHER AUXILIARY PRECAUTIONS.

THUS, THE POLICE ACADEMY NOW DEVOTES ALMOST HALF OF ITS

CURRICULUM TO COURSES IN HUMAN RELATIONS AND LEGAL RIGHTS,

WHICH INCLUDE SPECIAL ATTENTION TO RACIAL AND ETHNIC

SENSITIVITY. UNDER BOB MCGUIRE, THE POLICE DEPARTMENT NOW

HAS PSYCHOLOGICAL SCREENING PROCEDURES FOR RECRUITS, AND

VIULENCE-PRONE IDENFIFICATION MECHANISMS FOR THOSE ALREADY

ON .THE FORCE. BOTH ARE CRITICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR ENHANCING

PUBLIC CONFIDENCE. AND THE BIAS INCIDENT INVESTIGATION

UNIT, CREATED IN 1980 AS THE FIRST PERMANENT POLICE
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COMMAND OF ITS TYPE IN THE NATION, DEMONTRATES THE ENERGETIC

CONCERN"OF THIS ADMINISTRATION, THAT EVERY CRIMINAL ACT

BAS-E-UPON RACIAL PREJUDICE OR RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY BE

VIGOROUSLY INVESTIGATED AND PROSECUTED.

THE POLICE HAVE ALSO SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED VIOLENT CRIME

IN THE MINORITY NEIGHBORHOODS OF THE CITY. WE ARE REBIILDIIG

THE POLICE FORCE, AFTER THE HARD TIMES OF FISCAL AUSTERITY

AND THE SERIOUS EROSION OF POLICE PRESENCE IN THE STREETS,

THE PARKS AND PUBLIC PLACES OF OUR NEIGHBORHOODS. WE HAVE

SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF COPS BACK ON THE BEAT IN THIS CITY,

AND DRAMATIC INCREASES IN QUALITY-OF-LIFE ENFORCEMENT IN

EVEHWTi'-flG FROM STREET PUSHERS OF MARIJUANA TO RED LIGHT

RUNNERS. DIRECT CONTACT OF YOUNGER AND MORE ENERGETIC

POLICE OFFICERS WITH THE PUBLIC IS EXPANDING ENORMOUSLY.

TURNING NOW TO THE SPECIFIC QUESTIONS OF POLICE

MISCONDUCT, LET ME SAY AT THE OUTSET THAT I HAVE BEEN

DISTRESSED TO SEE AN INCREASE IN COMPLAINTS ABOUT LACK OF

COURTESY AND OFFENSIVE LANGUAGE FROM OUR POLICE OFFICERS.

SOME OF THESE COMPLAINTS RELATE TO RACIALLY OFFENSIVE

REMARKS. THERE MAY BE EXPLANATIONS FOR THIS, BUT NO

EXPLANATION IS SATISFACTORY. I PERSONALLY KNOW THAI' WORDS

DO STING AND WORDS OF PREJUDICE STING WORST OF ALL. ANY

RACIAL REMARK BY AN OFFICER OF THE LAW IS INTOLERABLE. I

KNOW BOB MCGUIRE SHARES THIS VIEW, AND ACCORDINGLY tHE MOST

VIGOROUS ADMINISTRATIVE, SUPERVISORY AND DISCIPLINARY

MEASURES MUST BE IMPLEMENTED TO SEE TO IT THAT THIS PROBLEM

IS ROOTED OUT.
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LET ME TURN NOW TO THE .SUBJECT OF THE USE OF EXCESSIVE

FORCE BY THE POLICE. BOB MCGUIRE WILL DEAL WITH THE

STATISTICS. FOR MY PART, I WANT TO MAKE CLEAR THAT --

WHATEVER THE STATISTICS -- EVEN ONE INCIDENT IS TOO MANY.

LET IT PLAINLY BE SAID THAT INEVITABLY SOME POLICEMEN

WILL ABUSE THEIR POWERS. 'SUCH DEEDS ARE THE DEEDS OF

INDIVIDUAL MEN OR WOMEN, WHICH MUST BE ROOTED OUT,

CONDEMNED, AND PUNISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT. I HAVE

REPEATEDLY EXPRESSED THE VIEW THAT SUCH DEVIATIONS FROM

DECENT, PROFESSIONAL, AND LAW-ABIDING BEHAVIOR WILL NOT BE

TOLERATED. AS MAYOR OF THE CITY IT IS MY RESPONSIBILTY TO

ENSURE THAT ABUSIVE, BRUTAL OR CORRUPT ACTS OF POLICE :

UFFICRS BE INVESTIGATED, EXPOSED AND SEVERELY PUNISHED. AS

LUNG AS I AM MAYOR, THE LAW WILL BE RIGOROUSLY OBSERVED AND

ENFORCED IN NEW YORK CITY WITH RESPECT TO OFFICERS AND

CITIZENS ALIKE. I KNOW THAT THE CITY OFFICIALS WHO ARE WITH

ME HERE TODAY CARE DEEPLY ABOUT THIS.

CRITICAL TO PUBLIC CONFIDENCE THAT JUSTICE WILL BE nONE

IN CASES OF QUESTIONABLE SHOOTINGS OR OTHER USE OF EXCESSIVE

FORCE BY POLICE, IS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PROCEDURES THAT

ENSURE INDEPENDENT AND OBJECTIVE FACT-FINDING. OF EQUAL

IMPORTANCE IS THE APPEARANCE OF FAIRNESS AND OBJECTIVITY IN

SUCH INVESTIGATIONS. AS MADISON TAUGHT US, OUR WHOLE THEORY

OF GOVERNMENT-IS BUILT UPON THE RECOGNITION THAT MEN ARE NOT

ANGELS. AND BECAUSE THEY ARE NOT, WE MUST DEVISE AND DAILY

NURTURE PROCEDURAL PROTECTIONS. THE HISTORY OF LIBERTY IS

THE HISTORY OF PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS, AND THE INTEGRITY OF

PkOCEDURE IS AT THE VITAL CENTER OF THE LAWFUL EXCERCISE OF

35-408 0 - 84 - 56
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THE POLICE POWER IN ANY ENLIGHTENED STATE.

IN NEW YORK CITY, THE INTERNAL PROCEDURES OF THE POLICE

DEPARTMENT, THE OFFICES OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEYS AND THE

SPECIAL PROSECUTOR, THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS AND THE

CRIMINAL UNIT OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION OF THE UNITED

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, CONSTITUTE A THREE-TIERED,

MUTUALLY INDEPENDENT, AND BROADLY RESPECTED JUDICIAL

PROCESS. IN ADDITION, INDIVIDUAL CITIZENS HAVE FULL ACCESS

TO THE COURTS THROUGH CIVIL LAW SUITS.

OVER THE YEARS INDICTMENTS HAVE BEEN RETURNED FOR THE

EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE BY SOME POLICE OFFICERS. INCERTAIN

OF THESE CASES, OFFICERS WERE CONVICTED, AND IN OTHER CASES

OFFICERS WERE EXONERATED. IN SOME CASES WHERE THERE WERE

EXONERATIONS IN THE COURTS, THE POLICE DEPARTMENT, UNDER A

LESS STRINGENT BURDEN OF PROOF, HAS FIRED OFFICERS FOR ACTS

OF MISCONDUCT.

ALTHOUGH-I HAVE GENERALLY DEFERRED REFERENCE TO SPECIFIC

FACTS TO THE TESTIMONY OF THE POLICE COMMISSIONER, I RELIEVE

THAT THE DEPARTMENT'S RECORD HERE IS SUFFICIENTLY IMPORTANT

TU WARRANT SOME SPECIFICS. IN FOUR CASES IN MY

AIMINSTRATION, POLICE OFFICERS HAVE BEEN INDICTED FOR

HOMICIDE BUT THEN EXONERATED BY THE COURT BUT, NEVERTHELESS,

THE DEPARTMENT PURSUED DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDINGS AND

DISMISSED THE OFFICER IN QUESTION.

-WHAT IS CRITICAL IN A CONTROVERSIAL CASE IS FOR THOSE

WHO HAVE A COMPLAINT TO TAKE PART IN THE PROCESS AND NOT Tn
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AVOID IT. MERELY TO ACCUSE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE. TO REFUSE

TO PARTICIPATE IS TO CONSCIOUSLY INJURE THE FRAGILE

EQUILIBRIUM SO VITAL TO MUNICIPAL HARMONY. WHAT IS CALLED

FUR IS NOT GENERALIZED RHETORIC DESIGNED TO CONVINCE A

COMMUNITY THAT IT HAS BEEN BETRAYED BY ITS INSTITUTIONS OF

JUSTICE. BUT A SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS THOUGHTFULLY CARRIED OulT

OF THE FACTS OF EVERY CONTROVERSY, AND -- MOST FUNDAMENTALLY

-- OF THE INSTITUTIONS IN PLACE TO DEAL WITH THE PROBLEM.

WHEN DEALING WITH A PROBLEM AS COMPLEX AND CRITICAL AS

THAT BEFORE US, WE MUST PROCEED BEYOND THE REALITY, WHICH I

BELIEVE IS BEING HONESTLY AND COMPREHENSIVELY ADDRESSED, AND

CONFRONT THE PERCEPTION. I KNOW THAT THERE ARE

UNDERSTANDABLE AND HONESTLY HELD FEARS IN THE MINORITY

COMMUNITY ABOUT POLICE POLICY AND THE EXERCISE OF POLICE

POWER. SOME OF THIS IS ROOTED IN EXPERIENCES IN OTHER

PLACES WHERE THE POLICE ARE NOT SERVANTS OF THE PEOPLE BUT

OF OPPRESSIVE OR DISCRIMINATORY GOVERNMENTS. AND SOME OF

THIS IS AN ECHO OF THE UGLY HISTORY. OF RACISM IN OUR OWN

COUNTRY. NEITHER OUR COUNTRY, NOR OUR CITY, HAS YET

OVERCOME THIS HISTORY. BUT WE ARE GOING TO KEEP ON MOVING

TO DO SO.

SO TO THOSE WHO SHARE THIS PERCEPTION, I SAY, LET'S FIND

WAYS TO DEAL WITH THIS TOGETHER, FIRST, BY ACQUAINTING

EVERYONE WITH THE FACTS, AND THEN THROUGH THE LABORIOUS

PROCESS OF BUILDING CONFIDENCE AND CIVIC PRIDE THROUGH

MUTUAL RESPECT AND UNDERSTANDING. THE POLICEMAN ON THE BEAT

AND THE CITIZEN ON THE STREFT CANNOT BE SAFE WITHOUT EACH
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OTHER. THE ONE CANNOT SECURE JUSTICE WITHOUT THE OTHER. TO

SOW DIVISION AND TO SUBVERT THIS CRUCIAL ALLIANCE IS WRONG,

IT IS DANGEROUS, IT CAN LEVY A TERRIBLE COST UPON THE

COMMUNITY.

I BELIEVE, AND I BELIEVE MOST NEW YORKERS BELIEVE, THAT

THERE IS LESS POLICE BRUTALITY HERE NOW THAN THERE WAS 5

YEARS AGO, OR 10 YEARS AGO, OR 50 OR A HUNDRED YEARS AGO. I
WELCOME THIS IMPROVEMENT AS I WELCOME OUR SUBSTANTIAL RECENT

IMPROVEMENT IN FIGHTING ROBBERY AND OTHER VIOLENT CRIMES.

BUT WE MUST CONSTANTLY RAISE OUR STANDARDS, CONSTANTLY RAISE

OUR EXPECTATIONS.

NOW TO CONCLUDE. I AM 58 YEARS OLD AND GOD HAS BLESSED

ME WITH OPPORTUNITIES THAT FEW WI6L RECEIVE DURING THEIR

LIFETIME, THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE OF WHICH IS BEIIG THE MAYOR

OF THIS EXTRAORDINARY CITY.

I HAVE ONLY ONE GOAL, AND THAT IS TO STRIVE TO BE THE

BEST MAYOR THIS CITY HAS EVER HAD. HOW CLOSE I COME-TO THAT

GOAL IS A JUDGMENT FOR FUTURE HISTORIANS. BUT IN SEEKING

THAT GOAL, I HAVE ALWAYS BELIEVED THAT PUBLIC SERVICE IS THE

NOBLEST OF PROFESSIONS IF IT IS DONE HONESTLY AND IF IT IS

DUNE WELL. MY HONESTY IS NOT UNDER ATTACK, AND EVEN MY

BITTEREST OPPONENTS CONCEDE ME'THAT. SO LET ME TALK ABO11T

DOING THE JOB WELL.

THERE IS NO OTHER JOB THAT BRINGS YOU SO CLOSE TO PEOPLE

EACH AND EVERY DAY. IN THE COURSE OF A YEAR, I TOUCH HANDS

WITH EVERY SEGMENT OF OUR POPULATION -- WHITES AND BLACKS,

HISPANICS AND ASIANS. I HAVE AS MY CREDO THAT ETHIC OF MY
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FATHERS WHICH IS: "JUSTICE., JUSTICE SHALT THOU RENDER."

JUSTICE FOR ME, IN THE WORDS OF A UNITED STATES SUPREME

COURT JUSTICE, MUST BE COLOR-BLIND. AND THAT IS HOW I

MANAGE MY PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE.

I BELIEVE THAT ALL CITIZENS HAVE A RIGHT TO BE SAFE IN

THEIR HOMES AND ON THE STREETS. AND I ALSO BELIEVE THAT

THEY HAVE EVERY RIGHT TO LOOK AT A POLICE OFFICER AND EXPECT

NUT ONLY PROTECTION BUT RESTRAINT, PROFESSIONALISM AND

COURTESY. I HAVE SAID TO THE POLICE OFFICERS GRADUATING

FRUM THE ACADEMY, "I WILL STAND UP AND SUPPORT YOU WHEN YOU

ARE RIGHT AND I WILL DENOUNCE YOU WHEN YOU ARE WRONG." I

HAVE ALSO SAID TO THOSE GRADUATING, "THERE ARE SOMEoROTTEN

APPLES AMONGST YOU NOW WHO WILL DISGRACE US WITH CORRUPTION

OR BRUTALITY." AND I HAVE SAID TO THEM, "WHEN WE DISCOVER

THAT BAD APPLE AND HE OR SHE AFTER DUE PROCESS IS FOUND

GUILTY, WE WILL DISCIPLINE YOU, SUSPEND YOU, AND FIRE YOU."

IF THAT MESSAGE FOR WHATEVER REASON HAS NOT BEEN

SUFFICIENTLY KNOWN TO CITIZENS, THEN LET ME ASSURE YOU THAT

I WILL EMPHASIZE IT ON EVERY OCCASION.

THIS IS A REMARKABLE CITY. THERE IS NONE LIKE IT IN THE

WORLD. AND ITS UNIQUENESS STEMS FROM THE DIVERSITY OF ITS

PEOPLE -- THE RACES, THE RELIGIONS, THE ETHNIC BACKGROUNDS

AND THE NATIONALITIES, ALL OF WHICH MAKE UP THE MOSAIC OF

THIS*CITY AND ALL OF WHICH MUST BE RESPECTED. THERE ARE

UNDOUBTEDLY SOME WHO BELIEVE THAt I HAVE NOT SUFFICIENTLY

ARTICULATED THIS PHILOSOPHY. IF I HAVE OFFENDED THEM I AM

TRULY SORRY. I HAVE TRIED TO HAVE THAT MESSAGE RING LOUD

AND CLEAR THROUGHOUT THIS CITY AND WILL CONTINUE TO DO SO.
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TESTIMONY OF
ROBERT J. McGUIRE,
POLICE COMMISSIONER

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE
OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

New York City
July 18, 1983

When I became New York City's Police Commissioner in

1978, I accepted charge of one of the world's great law

enforcement institutions. It had achieved international eminence.

because of the excellence of its professional work. Its facility

for dealing with and resolving problems of vast scale, had given

it a primacy in the work of policing. But more than anything

else, its public policy, its philosophy of policing, its attitude

toward police power, marked it as a progressive institution worthy

of the people of New York City.

There are three fundamental components of this public

policy: restraint in the use of force because of a respect for

human life; the treatment of all citizens on an even-handed basis;

and the imposition of uncompromising standards of probity and

discipline upon officers of the law, because abuse of authority is

repugnant to the social order.

Given the size and scope of our Department, there will

always be officers who might not live up to their oaths. I have

repeatedly asserted, in the most unambiguous and uncompromising

terms, my intolerance of any deviation from the high standards of

conduct and fairness required of a New York City police officer.

With reference to the use of excessive force or

brutality, I regard it as the most egregious violation of a police

officer's oath.
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Let me share with you some of the results of our efforts

to prevent misconduct. Since the adoption of stringent control

mechanisms in 1973, the total number of yearly shootings by police

officers has dropped by 39.2%. In 1982, the number of complaints

to the Police Department of excessive force involving injury

dropped by 31.4%. Studies of police shootings across the country

reveal that New York City has the lowest incidence of police

shootings of any major American city. At the same time, the number

of arrests is up, while the incidence of violent crimes is

significantly down.

I believe that these positive figures are largely the

result of an institutional commitment by the Police Department to

actively promote racial understanding, community outreach and a

police force representative of New York's diverse population. This

direction is evident in the current composition of the Police

Force and the measures which we have taken to train all officers

in the proper, use of force.

HIRING AND COMPOSITION OF THE POLICE FORCE

Over 8,000 new, young officers have been hired by this

Administration. Since 1978, minority membership in New York's

police force has risen by almost 50%, from 2729 to 4077. As a

percentage of the force, we have increased minority participation

from 11.1% to 17.6%. In part, this increase is due to court-order-

ed quotas imposed in 1979. More recent hirings, however, have not

been pursuant to any quota and have still reflected increased

minority hiring. I believe part of the reason lies in the changed
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perception of the Police Department as a good place for blacks and

Hispanics to be employed. We have actively encouraged this

perception through an aggressive affirmative action program.

The Department conducted extensive publicity campaigns

in minority areas and expended almost a quarter-of-a-million

dollars to set up and conduct tutorial classes at decentralized

lo.oations across the City in connection with civil service

examinations in 1979, 81 and 82. This enabled us to assist over

18,000 minority candidates in preparing for the qualifying

examinations. Partly as a result of these efforts, the most recent

examination, conducted last year, has resulted in a passing "pool"

including over 30% black and Hispanic candidates.

I have also appointed during my administration three

minority Deputy Commissioners, one minority Bureau Chief, one

minority borough chief, three minority deputy chiefs, and seven

minority inspectors and deputy inspectors. I also appointed a

minority as the Department's Chief Surgeon. These appointments

represent a welcome increase of influence for blacks and Hispanics

in the command structure of the Department. I believe that this

increased representation of minorities in all ranks will and

should continue. Meanwhile, our Civilianization Program has placed

more than 3,000 black and Hispanic civilians in stationhouses and

other police facilities throughout the City.

SCREENING OF POLICE OFFICERS

The training and selection of these new officers has

been rigorously designed to insure that we have the most capable,
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racially sensitive and professional officers on the street. When

the Department resumed large scale recruiting in 1977 after the

City's hard times of fiscal austerity, it became one of the few

police agencies in the nation to screen recruits not only for

physical and intellectual fitness, but for psychological fitness

to exercise the sensitive public authority inherent in police

power. A Candidate Fitness Review Board, was established to

carefully review the overall fitness of new applicants. Our

procedures, which have withstood repeated court challenges, have

since 1979 identified and weeded out unqualified recruits. We

regard this screening process as a responsible step to insulate

the public from the potential hazards of police power in the hands

of persons fundamentally unsuitable to be trusted with it.

I have also instituted an ongoing review of the fitness

of our present force. In October 1981, I established the Violence

Prone Officer Review Committee, thereby placing directly upon the

Department's First Deputy Commissioner the responsibility for

removing from public contact officers with personality difficul-

ties that might give rise to violent behavior, even though no

established or provable violent conduct had occurred. Many of the

officers identified by this program have been referred to our

respected Psychological Services Counseling Unit.

ACADEMY AND ONGOING TRAINING

The recruit training program in our Department is an-

other example of the importance accorded to human relations

sensitivity in policing. Almost half of the five-month training
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curriculum in the Police Academy is devoted to courses in

psychology and human rights. Every recruit receives instruction

on the evils of racial and religious bigotry. All recruits also

receive thorough training in the proper use of firearms and

non-lethal force. Special emphasis is also given to the Depart-

ment's strong intolerance of police abuse of any kind, including

discourtesy and verbal abuse.

One area of police procedural reform of particular

relevance to this hearing is in the method with which officers

deal with emotionally disturbed persons, who often figure in

violent or potentially violent situations.

Field procedures for dealing with emotionally disturbed

persons were broadly revised in April of 1981 to ensure safe and

humane treatment of such persons. First units arriving on the

scene are required to send for and await a superior officer before

attempting any physical contact with the individual in question.

The use of mace, tear gas, restraining instruments, baton and all

alternatives to deadly force must be pursued. Only where there is

imminent danger of death to the officer or others in the vicinity

is deadly force authorized.

In 1982 police officers removed 10,678 emotionally

disturbed persons to hospitals, without loss of life either to

those aided or to police officers.

POLICY AND RESTRAINT :N THE USE OF FIREARMS AND OTHER DEADLY FORCE

The most relevant measure of respect for human life in

the New York City Police Department is, I believe, its record and
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procedures regarding restraint in the use of firearms. In 1973,

the Police Department adopted an exhaustive series of "Guidelines"

for the discharge of weapons. These Guidelines, which went far

beyond the Penal Code of New York State, provide that an officer

may fire his weapon only to defend his own life, or the life of

another. He may not fire at a fleeing suspect or automobile.

Indeed, even warning shots are prohibited.

In 1973, the Department created its Firearms Discharge

Review Board, a three-tiered investigative, assessment and disci-

plinary process under which every shot fired by a New York City

police officer, is formally investigated be it accidental or

intentional, whether a bullet hits someone or not. The investiga-

tion begins at the precinct or squad level, then by a Borough

Board comprised of both senior and junior officers, and finally by

a Headquarters Board of the most senior and responsible service

and civilian officials of the Department. This procedure

administers the formal firearms discharge gu:*delines of the

Department, and determines whether each firing was acceptable

undef the guidelines. In the case of violators, it orders

retraining of the officer or the filing of formal disciplinary

charges against him. As I indicated earlier, since the creation of

the Firearms guidelines and the Review Board in 1973, shooting

incidents involving New York City Police have declined by 39.2%.

The firearms discharge, control and disciplinary mecha-

nism of the Department has been the subject of wide commentary in

the professional journals. Professor James Fyfe of American
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University has done extensive research in this area. The primary

conclusion of his study of New York police shooting patterns,

which was concurred in by Professor James Q. Wilson of Harvard in

a 1981 article, was that racial antagonism plays no part in the

record of police shooting incidents in New York City. The

geographical distribution of shootings across the City was found

to be directly related to those areas in which there is a high

incidence of violent crime. In addition, Fyfe also concluded that

the guidelines have resulted in a significant reduction in overall

police shootings.

In 1980, a nationally televised documentary highlighted

the conclusions of a study commissioned by the United States

Department of Justice. That documentary, which compared police

shootings of unarmed persons who had not assaulted officers and

were fleeing, concluded that Philadelphia police shot at a rate 34

times higher than New York police. In overall shootings, their

rate was 50% higher.

Consistent with these findings, a study commissioned by

the International Association of Chiefs of Police and released in

1982 found that New York City was a leader in firearms restraint

among 54 major metropolitan police departments. Among its

conclusions are the following, some of which are graphically

illustrated on a set of charts to which I direct your attention.

The rate of police homicide per

100,000 population is at least 50%

lower in New York than in Chicago,
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Los Angeles and Philadelphia, 100%

lower in New York than in Cleveland,

Washington, Baltimore and Houston,

150% lower in New York than in Detroit,

and 200% lower in New York than in

New Orleans.

The rate of police homicide per

number of violent crimes, demon-

strated that police in Los Angeles,

Chicago, Philadelphia and Detroit

fire their weapons at least 2h times

the frequency of New York police.

In Houston the rate is six times higher.

The rate of homicide per 100 police

officers further showed that the individual

Los Angeles officer is 2 times, the

individual Detroit officer three

times and the individual New Orleans

officer five times as likely to have

killed a citizen as an individual New

York officer.

As measured by these indicators, therefore, it is

apparent that the number of deaths resulting from police shootings

within the City of New York is substantially less than that of
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other comparable major American Cities.

Finally, it must be noted that the absolute as well as

the comparative number of police shooting incidents has dramati-

cally declined in recent years. The Firearms Discharge Review

Board's annual report for 1982 shows a 23.2% reduction in shooting

incidents over 1981, a 32% reduction in violations of the

Guidelines, and a 19.4% decrease in the number of members involved

in shooting incidents. These results were achieved in spite of a

significant increase in injuries to officers and weapons recovered

from offenders involved in these incidents. The reductions have

further occurred despite the fact that, during my service as

Police Commissioner, 27 officers have been killed and 113 wounded

by offenders in the course of commission of crimes.

CIVILIAN COMPLAINT REVIEW BOARD

Another valuable institutional innovation for the re-

straint and- inhibition of improper police conduct is the Depart-

ment's Civilian Complaint Review Board, which provides our

citizens with complaint access to an investigative process

supervised by civilians. Many American cities provide their

citizens with no such machinery of this type. The Board's

Director, Assistant Commissioner Charles Adams, is here with us

today. Let me say that this Board is not in all respects

satisfactory to all those with differing and understandable

interests in its function and operation. There are many people who

believe that the Board's disciplinary authority should be

independent of the Police Department. That is a political
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judgment, however, which has previously been passed upon by the

voters of New York City. The seven member Board includes three

minority persons. All members are civilian employees of the

Department entirely outside the membership and command structure

of the police force, and as long as I have been Police

Commissioner, I have not heard or received any complaint

questioning their integrity, diligence or objectivity. The Board

has been increasingly utilized by citizens over the past several

years, in part, I believe, as the result of our distribution in

1981 of 300,000 pamphlets describing its location and function.

In functional and practical terms, this is what the

Board does: it receives complaints directly from the public and

initiates investigations of police misconduct. In many cases, the

Board is able to conciliate complaints in an informal manner.

The Board also serves as a vital identifier of problem officers

who may have difficulties in dealing with the public. It provides

pertinent information where patterns of questionable behavior

suggest that social or psychological counseling may be necessary.

I want to emphasize that this may occur even in cases where

complaints against an officer may be unsubstantiated because of

lack of evidence, or failure of complainants to press their

complaints.

A critical role of the Civilian Complaint Review Board

is thus to provide yet another layer of control, monitoring and

investigation of alleged police misconduct. Like other measure-

ments I have referred to, the number and analysis of cases
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prosecuted by the Board indicates that the Department has been

generally successful in this area, although some problems remain.

The 1982 statistics, for example, show A disturbing

overall increase of 33% in complaints filed. The increase, has

come predominantly in the category of discourtesy and offensive

ethnic, racial or obscene language of these there were 115 ethnic

or racial slur complaints. However, allegations of force where

some injury is claimed have dropped by 31.4% from 1296 to 869.

Of course, 869 incidents of excessive force, if proven,

are far too many. But it must be borne in mind that 664 of these

cases, or 80%, involved cases where there was no documented

injury. Furthermore, of the 869 cases filed, 393 of the

complainants did not choose to follow through, or formally

withdrew their complaints. Another 125 cases were conciliated by

the parties.

The primary mechanism for maintaining discipline in the

Department in these and other similar cases in the Advocates

Office, which brings charges and specifications before Trial

Commissioners against any officer who is found to have violated

the Rules and Procedures of the Department. Final disciplinary and

penalty authority rests with me. I have made it unmistakeably

clear to all members of the Department that excessive force will

be met with severe punishment.

Indeed, during the past 5 years, 54 police officers

were arrested for a variety of assault-related crimes, including

homicide, assault and reckless endangerment. Nine of these
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officers were convicted in the criminal courts and dismissed from

the police service by the Department. Four other police officers

who were acquitted in the criminal courts were nonetheless

dismissed from the Department. Six of these cases are still

pending in the criminal courts. Furthermore, in 64 other cases

involving allegations of unnecessary force, but no criminal

proceedings, five officers were fired and 59 officers were

disciplined with penalties including suspensions or fines.

Beyond the internal, investigative and disciplinary

mechanisms of the Police Department, there are numerous external

governmental entities that monitor and punish police misconduct.

The five District Attorneys Offices, Grand Juries, the United

States Attorneys offices, and the United States Justice Department

play critical roles in this area.

However, no mechanism, internal or external, can

effectively serve the public if those who have complaints refuse

to submit to lawful and systematic procedures designed to assess

such complaints. In one recently celebrated case, the Reverend Lee

Johnson refused to submit himself to the formal processes of the

Civilian Complaint Review Board, the District Attorney, or the

FBI. While the Department has instituted its own complaint and

investigation in this case, our efforts have been stymied by Rev.

Johnson's failure to cooperate.

THE INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS OF POLICE ACTIVITY

As Police Commissioner, I believe that any complaints of

police misconduct are cause for concern. However, in evaluating

35-408 0 - 84 - 57
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the number of complaints, it must be borne in mind that the 24,000

New York City Police Officers have many millions of documented

contacts with the public. Indeed, if one compares the total number

of complaints of police misconduct against the approximately one

million arrests made and summonses issued, the approximately one

million moving violations in traffic incidents, the approximately

three million responses to 911 calls, and the many millions of

daily contacts, the rate of complaint is placed in some

perspective. The increase in some of our activities in these areas

is illustrated on another chart to which I direct your attention.

Beyond the sheer size of the police effort in 1982, the

central point is that at the same time that force complaints and

shooting incidents were down, violent crime in this city was

vigorously attacked and substantially reduced. This reduction has

been accomplished with a minimum of force. In 1982, for example,

the police seized 9,864 handguns from individuals without shots

being fired by anyone. This reflects the professional restraint of

New York City officers even when they are at risk.

While these results against violent crime were being

achieved, a broad-based campaign was undertaken to win back the

streets, the parks and the public areas of our neighborhoods for

their residents. As Harvard Professor James Q. Wilson noted in the

March, 1982 issue of The Atlantic, when visible police street

presence and patrols disappear from the public life of the City,

the whole range of petty offenders from red light runners and

marijuana pushers, to prostitutes, derelicts and disorderly youths
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will seize the streets. No one can deny this happened to the

quality of life in many sections of our City as the Police Force

dwindled, by 30%, in the lean years of the late 1970's. New

Yorkers became accustomed to ignoring quality of life laws because

there was so little enforcement. That long ordeal, for the

Department and for the City, has come to an end. The rebuilding

of the Force is underway. Overall, the number of arrests for

narcotics, prostitution, disorderly conduct and gambling has

increased by over 50% during the past two years.

This substantial effort was not made without a clash of

wills between police officers and- the loiterers, disorderly

teenagers and traffic offenders. I believe that this increased

activity with respect to both major and minor offenses, when

combined with the relative youth-and unquestionable zeal of our

new officers, is at least one of the causes for the increase in

"discourtesy" complaints at the Civilian Complaint Review Board.

This is a problem which we can and must address through additional

training, close supervision and, where necessary, appropriate

discipline.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Finally, I would like to describe the specific community

outreach programs which we have created to directly improve the

Department's relationship with the public.

The comprehensive community relations program maintained
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by the Department reinforces the strong policy encouraging racial

sensitivity and community understanding. In sheer size and scope,

the community outreach program of this Department has no equal in

the country. Our community relations operations have an annual

budget of $16.9 million. The full-time staff involved in these

efforts is 399 persons. New York City's budget and staff

commitment are larger than those of Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit,

Baltimore and Houston combined. We have a Deputy Commissioner,

William Perry, whose responsibilities are exclusively devoted to

hearing and assisting the communities and neighborhoods of the

City as they struggle to deal with crime and its consequences. Hip

direct contacts with almost all major community organizations in

the City, through visits, telephone conversations and letters,

number in the thousands each year.

Parenthetically, it has been suggested that I have

personally been unavailable to community groups and leaders. This

is not true. Since assuming office, I have had over 200 formal

meetings with such groups, and my door remains open.

We have during the past five years doubled the size of

the Auxiliary Police, to the imposing number of 8,000 members, over

50% of whom are minority citizens. The participation of these

officers has brought enormous mutual benefits to all City

neighborhoods and the members of the regular police force.

Our community youth programs are large and diverse.

Eight hundred eighty-five disadvantaged youths have been provided

with jobs in the Police Department this summer. Our Youth
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Dialogue Program, which seeks to put concerned officers and

minority boys and girls together for constructive discussion about

self-improvement, the value of education and the importance of

community service, involves approximately 4,000 young people and

350 police officers. The Summer Youth Recreation Program has

ongoing sports, crafts and day trips for over 43,000 youngsters,

three-quarters of whom are from minority families.

Our Model Block Program in the minority neighborhoods of

northern Brooklyn is a joint police-community program to reduce

crime and eliminate destabilizing features of inner city life..

In every precinct of our City we foster dialogue and

involvement with the police through our community councils. Our

files are full of letters from neighborhood merchants, busi-

nessmen, parents, teachers and young people praising our command-

ers and our patrol officers for their bravery, their courtesy and

their concern for the neighborhoods they protect. These

expressions of support come no less from minority communities than

from other neighborhoods.

One of the most innovative programs which we have cre-

ated to preserve good community relations and effective law en-

forcement is the Bias Incident Investigation Unit established in

1980. To my knowledge, it is the first permanently staffed,

single mission command of its type in the nation. Since its

creation it has successfully investigated numerous incidents of

racial, ethnic or religiously biased criminal behavior. The BIAS

Unit is a concrete manifestation of this Administration's
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commitment to racial, ethnic and religious harmony in this city.

This has been a long statement on a very serious

subject. I would like to close with a quotation from a speech I

gave this Spring to over 1,600 new police recruits in a graduation

ceremony held at Madison Square Garden:

You are members of the finest

police department in the world,

which provides key services in

the most complicated city in

the world, with the most diverse

population of any city in the

history of the world. As such,

you are the personal represen-

tative of your department in

your everyday relationship

with our citizens and with

visitors to our city. It is

essential that you always

remember, whether you are on

or off duty, that you are a

police officer. You have taken

an oath to enforce the law,

Equally important and implicit

in your oath is the obligation

to obey the law in your own

lives. You will be held to a
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higher standard of conduct

than your fellow citizens, and

by the Department, and this is

how it must be. For you alone

have been given the legal

authority backed up by a shield

and a gun to enforce the law,

to arrest people and, if

necessary to take a life in

the performance of your

duties. No other group in our

society has that power and it

is an awesome responsibility.

Thus it is perfectly appropriate

for your fellow citizens to

demand that their police

officers demonstrate, both in

their public and private lives,

good judgment, restraint in

the use of force, the highest

level of integrity, and

respect for the law and for

legal process. How can we ask

the public to place its

confidence in a police officer

who is either unwilling or
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urable to live up to these

high standards. How can we

ask our fellow citizens to

support a police officer who

violates the narcotics laws or

the vehicle and traffic laws,

or uses excessive or unnec-

essary force in the execution

of his or her duties; who is

unable to control the use of

alcohol, or is rude and vulgar,

or engages in the use of

ethnic or racial slurs. Make

no mistake about it, you will

be held to very high standards,

and the reason for this is

clear. You are the law enfor-

cers and the peace keepers in

our society and your fellow

citizens are willing to trust

you with that power only so

long as you demonstrate that

you are capable of handling

it properly and with profes-

sional restraint.

Thank you for your attention.
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Exhibit to the testimony of Robert J. McGuire, House Committee
on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Criminal'Ustice _ulv 18, 1983

TOTAL FIREARM DISCHARGES BY POLICE

PERIOD 1970 - 1973

1970 - .634

1971 - 810

1972 - 994

1973 - 665

3103. 776 annual average

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974 - 526

1975 - 454

1976 - 378

.1977 - 434

1792 448 annual average

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978 - 418

1979 - 394

1980 - 425

1981 - 452

1982 - 375

1983 -

2064 413 annual average

* decline of 46.8% from 1970 - 1973 average

decline of 7.8% from 1974 - 1978

1983 statistics unavailable

Source: Now York City Police Department



SHOOTING HOMICIDES

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974

1975

1976

1977

900

OF MINORITIES (Blacks & Hispanics) *

40

37

22

23

122

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

(to date) , 1983

* Statistics on race of shooting
prior to 1974.

Annual average 30.5

30

32

24

27

30

15
158 Annual average 28.72

5.8% decrease from 1974-78

opponents unavailable
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SHOOTING HOMICIDES BY POLICE:

PERIOD 1970 - 1973

1970 - 50

1971' - 93

1972 - 66

1973 - 58

267 66.7 annual average

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974 - 43

1975 - 42

1976 - 27

1977 - 30

142 35.5 annual average

PERIOD 1978*- Present

1978 - 40

1979 - 36

1980 - 28

1981 - 36

1982" - 39

late) 1983 - 18

197 35.8 annual average

46.3% decrease from 1970 - 73 average

0.8% increase from 1974 - 78 average
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SHOOTING HOMICIDE OF BLACKS BY POLICE (Hispanics excluded)

PERIOD 1974 - 1978

1974

1975

1976

1977

- 26

- 25

- 14

- 14

79

PERIOD 1978 - Present

1978

1979

1980

1981

1982

(to date) 1983

18

18

.19

13

10

10
88

18.9%

Annual average 19.75

Annual average 16.0

decrease from 1974-78

* Statistics on race of shooting opponents unavailable
prior to 1974.
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RATE OF HOMICIDE BY POLICE

.35

/11

.40

.17

L.A. Phila. Chic. N.Y.

Matulia, Kenneth J. "A Balance of Forces" IACP, 1982

.21

0.5 -

0.4 -

0.3 -

per
100
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0.1
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RATE OF HOMICIDE BY POLICE

1.63

.94

r4i/
.89

Det. Phila. L.A. Chic.

Matulia, Kenneth J. "A Balance of Forces"; IACP, 1982

2.0 -

1.6-

1.2-

per
100,000
Population

0.8

0.4

0.0
N.Y.
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N.Y.P.D. ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITY

Change from 1981 to 1982

20 19.3

13.4

12

8.6

Percent S0 nrc Inc iens R
Arrests Summ'onses Traffic

-4

-8

-12

-16

-20

-17.4

Violent
Crime
eduction

-9.3



AVERAGE ANNUAl RATE"
HOMICIDES BY POLICE

ALl MINORITlES* BLACKS*

,19.8
~ ________

~ BLACKS*

iz
197O-l9r 1974-1978 1978 ro DAT 1970 -19T3 •8T "AT 1970-19'M 1974-198 I978 TO DATE

PRIOR TO 1974. DATA ON RACE OF PERSONS KILLED BY POLICE NOT AVAILABLE..

SOURCE: NEW YORK POLICE DEPARTMENT

ig'4 - I9M/'
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t)NION THIOlOCICAI STUINARY )041 JROADWAI AT IIINHOIO NIITUIITI PIACI. NiW YORK CITY 10)7 * IIt#PTIONT .10-..

FOR RELEASE May 5, 1983'

For further information: Barbara Chalsma
Public Information Officer (212) 662-7100

Mary Cox
Vice President for Development (212) 662-7100

STATEMENT BY THE REVEREND DONALD W. SHRIVER, JR., PRESIDENT,
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, NEW YORJ

I am Donald Shriver, the President of Union Theological

Seminary in the City of New York.

I am speaking to you today as head of UnionSeminary, an

institution of higher learning whose life and history have

been intertwined with those of New York City for nearly 150

years. I am speaking also as a teacher and pastor. In all

three of these ways I have very central responsibilities toward

Union's students. And I am-speaking, too, as a citizen of this

city.

Early last Saturday evening, a first-yeat graduate student

at Union Theological Seminary, the Reverend Lee Johnson, was

stopped by two New York City police officers as he, accompanied

by two friends, was driving his car on Lenox Avenue.

One of the police officers approached the Reverend Mr.

Johnson's stopped car and requested his driver's license, re$ig-

tration, and insurance card. Mr. Johnson asked to be allowed

tQ get out of the car in order to get at the documents; the

request was denied and the officer locked the car door. Mr.

Johnson asked why he had been stopped; his question received

only profanity in response.' Mr. Johnson identified himself as

a clergyman and remarked that the officer must h' Jn,xperIL-riced

if he addressed any cltzten in that way.

35-408 0 - 84 - 58
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The officer unlocked and opened the car door, attempted to

strike Mr. Johnson in the face, then struck hi, repeatedly on

the leg with a flashlight, and ultimately pulled him from the

car.

A second officer joined the first. Mr. Johnson was hand-

cuffed and, while handcuffed, was repeatedly struck with a

nightstick and thrown against the car.

He was'put into the front seat of a police van and told

that he was under arrest. He was not told his offense.

At the 28th Precinct Mr. Johnson was attacked verbally,

both with explicit racial epithets such as "nigger" and with

disparaging remarks about his religious beliefs and affiliations

("I don't believe in that shit anyway, Reverend" and "You don't

pay no taxes- anyway").

He was removed to a stairwell and then taken upstairs to a

room containing a cell; in both places, while handcuffed, he

was again beaten, choked, and kicked by the same two officers

who had arrested him. He was told, "I am going to teach you a

lesson, nigger" and "When you open your mouth, nigger, you had

better say Sir."

Hr. Johnson was released by the police at about 9:30 that

evening. As far as he knows, he is not charged with any crine.

He was, however, given three summonses for motor vehicle violations.

Hr. Johnson was then able to return to h is apartment at Union

Seminary and to his wife and baby daughter. Accompanied by a

Seminary security guard, he then sought and received treatment of

his injuries at the emergency room at St. Luke's Hospital.

I hardly know how to express to you the degree of outrage,

shame and despair that I feel as I recount these events..

I feel outrage that this young man was threatened, insulted,

humiliated and beaten.by the police of this city.

I feel shame that my institution, which had invited this young

man.to join its community, is unable to assure him of protection by

the police, protection of life and limb and of dignity. Shame, too,
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that I. cannot assure ou ocher students, who are from all over

this country and from 18 countries around t-he-world, of this

same protection.

And I fekl despair that yet again, yet again, a black person

in this city has been subjected to unlawful violence, carried

out by those appointed to uphold the law.

There is no question but that because'Lee Johnson is black

it was assumed that he was a troublemaker, a public danger, that

he was not worthy of respect, that his civil and human rights

could be denied him, and that he could be physically trjured

with impunity. +L, L

Nothing in the 4, e jith which he was ultimatelyy charged

could in any way justify the treatment accorded him by New York City

police officers. Such physical and emotional abuse is unprofessional;

it is unmoral; i't is inexcusable.

I cannot restore to Lee Johnson what has been taken away

from him by this police attack. I cannot alleviate his rage,

his frustration, his despair.

I can only state that Union Theological Seminary will bend

every effort, will use whatever influence and resources it has

available to help ensure that this kind of event wi~l not

be tolerated and will not recur. In tbis effort, we will, at

the start, do all-we can to make sure that the two arresting

officers, who have demonstrated such hatred, contempt, and fear

in their. attack on Lee Johnson, do not continue to serve on the

police force of the City of New York. END

See also LEE JOHNSON BIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT
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COMPARISON OF THE NAACP'S MODEL POLICY ON USE OF
DEADLY FORCE WITH NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

GUIDELINES

On page 36 of its manual on policy citizen violence,

the Association lists 20 features that ought to characterize

a governing policy of a police agency with respect to the

use of deadly force and the use of firearms.

Of these 20 characteristics, 18 are incorporated in

the New York City Police Department's pioneering procedures in

this area. Indeed, the Department's leadership in this' regard

is acknowledged by the manual on pages 65-66.

The Association's 2 characteristics that are not

incorporated in the Department's procedures:

(a) Require all officers who discharge firearms

to attend post-shooting psychological counselling.

New York procedures include such counselling

as one of a range of possible measures in cases

where officers have been found to have violated

the guidelines; and

(b) Require the Police Chief or Commissioner to act

upon the recommendations of the Firearms Dis-

charge Review Board. In New York, the City Charter

places sole disciplinary authority upon the Police

Commissioner, who may not legally share it with the

Firearms Board, or indeed any other component of

the Department. However, the present Police

Commissioner cannot recall a single instance

where he rejected a recommendation of the

Department's Firearms Control Board.
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.EXHIBIT TO TESTIMONY OF ROBERT J. McGUIRE, House Comittee on
the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Criminal JusteiteJuly* 18, 1983

RE: NAACP COMMENTS ON POLICE MISCONDUCT

'On Thursday, July 14 United Press International reported

that the NAACP General Counsel Thomas I. Atkins had given a

speech to the NAACP Convention in New Orleans decrying an in-

crease in police brutality. Mr. Atkins reportedly singled out New

York and Milwaukee "particular problems" and stated that Mayor

Koch had exacerbated the problem by "shooting off his mouth

without the facts."

The actual NAACP report on which Mr. Atkins reportedly based

his speech contradicts his statements with regard to New York.

Rather than reporting on incidents of police violence, the NAACP

project was merely and "organizing guide for community leaders"

which, (1) in fact, contains no criticism whatsoever of New York

City, and (2) indicates that New York City's procedures for the

dealing with misconduct are in accordance with what NAACP would

recommend. In particular:'

1. The report implicitly recognizes the validity of New

York City model by stating that "it is significant that

data shows that a more restrictive deadly force policy

does not lead to increased injuries to police officers.

In New York City, average monthly injuries dropped 43%

after the more restrictive deadly force policy was

adopted." (p. 8 ) The report further notes at a later

point that shootings by New York City police officers

dropped "dramatically" after the adoption of Firearms
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Discharge Guidelines. (NAACP Report, p.66)

2. The report specifically chronicles three instances of

effective changes in firearms policy. The first such

example cited is New York City. (NAACP Report,p. 65)

The two other examples of changes of policy were Kansas

City and Seattle, both of which were headed by police

commissioners who had gained their experience as

veterans of the New York City Police Department.

3. The organizing guide sets forth 20 specific recommenda-

tions for a "model police department policy on use of

deadly* force and firearms." (NAACP Report, p.14)

Eighteen of the 20 suggestions describe the existing

policy utilized by the New York City Police Department

and its firearms discharge control board.

Finally, it should be noted that the report gives instruc-

tions to NAACP officers on how to handle specific incidents of

police misconduct.which indicate that the comments made by Union

Theological Seminary President Donald Shriver in response to the

alleged beating of Reverend Johnson are precisely what should not

be done. As it is stated in the report: "do not make declarative

statements such as'police officer John Doe murdered this

boy'...for example you may say 'if it is shown that the incident

was a deliberate action on the part of the police officer or if

this is to be found an unnecessary shooting or crime that we

insist that disciplinary action be taken'." The report emphasizes

that anyone making statements should seek to "dispel rumors and
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'cause the legal rights of all parties to be respected." (NAACP

Report, p. 16). The Rev. Shriver's categorical statements that

Rev. Johnson was repeatedly struck, that he was verbally abused,

and that "while handcuffed, he was again beaten, choked and

kicked" in the 28th Precinct stationhouse unfortunately violated

these precepts at every turn.

ATTACHMENTS:

(1) NAACP Report, "Police-Citizen Violence: An Organizing

Guide for Community Leaders," July, 1982.

(2) Comparison of NAACP Model Policy with New York City

Guidelines.

(3) United Press International Wire story regarding Speech

by Thomas Atkins, Esq., NAACP General Counsel, dated

July 14, 1983.

(4) Press Release by Rev. Donald W. Shriver, Jr. , May 5,

1983.

Mr. CONYERS. I am very glad that we were not under oath, by the
way, and I would like to have this matter pursued as far as you
can. I want to commend you on the examination and analysis that
you have made that makes our record much clearer and much
more understandable in reference to those two statements pre-
pared by the mayor and the police chief.

Thank you again, Prof. Douglas Colbert.
Mr. COLBERT. Thank you very much.
Mr. CONYERS. We have one witness before we close, but I would

like to thank, on behalf of the committee, the Emergency Medical
Services Bloc, Latino Guardians Association that provided any free
medical services or first aid for anybody that may have needed
them during this day. We appreciate the work of that organization.

We are very pleased to welcome, to close today's hearings, the
president of the New York Americans for Democratic Action, Mr.
Allen Roskoff, who has been working very assiduously on this
matter. We welcome you before this committee, sir. We apologize,
as we have to all the witnesses that have ended up on the last part
of the program, but be assured that your testimony will be report-
ed and recorded and will be as important as all the other testimo-
ny, and we again express our thanks for your patience and we
would look forward to any remarks that you would care to make at
this time.

Welcome to the subcommittee hearing.
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TESTIMONY OF ALLEN ROSKOFF, PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK
CHAPTER, AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION

Mr. ROSKOFF. Thank you, Congressman.
My name is Allen Poskoff. I am president of the New York chap-

ter of the Americans for Democratic Action. ADA, the largest and
oldest progressive organization in the country, in keeping with its
long tradition of opposing any infringement of human rights and
civil liberties, expresses today its deepest and most urgent concern
over the issue before us, that of police brutality.

I come here today to speak on behalf of our State board of direc-
tors, which at a meeting last Thursday listened to a panel of three
spokespeople knowledgeable of the undue violence, particularly vio-
lence which is racially motivated, committed by the New York
Police Department against the citizens of this city.

Most of us listened in shock and horror to the cases of vicious
and unprovoked abuse on the part of the police. I expect that the
entire community, indeed nearly everyone gathered in this room is
experiencing the same revulsion, the same sickening gut reaction,
to the acts described in today's testimony.

The incidents of police brutality is indisputably on the rise. Each
day, in this city, who knows how many men, women and children
are verbally abused, hit, kicked, beaten, or worse, by members of
New York's finest?

Police Commissioner McGuire claims that police brutality is nei-
ther a citywide problem nor is it condoned or instituted by his com-
mission and yet as we sit here and listen to so many tales of vio-
lence and brutality; if we consider the more than 43,000 complaints
lodged against the police department during the Koch administra-
tion; when we consider that neither the mayor nor any State
agency has come to testify, that is an appalling and inexcusable
action.

Must not we ask ourselves one fundamental question: What are
Police Commissioner McGuire and Mayor Koch-hopefully soon to
be former Mayor Koch-trying to hide? What horrible, unreported
deeds do they not wish to reveal to us?

Members of the committee, we are dealing here with anger, fear,
and a feeling of hopelessness. The mayor refused to come here
today, claiming these hearings would be nothing short of a circus. I
believe what is going on at city hall is nothing short of a circus.

What Mr. Koch was actually afraid of, we believe, was the angry
reaction of thousands of people, frustrated by the fact that they
have no effective legal recourse to the heinous treatment of the
NYPD.

People have come here today from all over the city. The commis-
sioner and the mayor are wrong, the problem is citywide. Police
brutality is rampant, and its frequency is growing at an insidious
and alarming rate, and the problem is not going to go away of its
own volition. Hopefully in 2 years the mayor will be removed and
that will help alleviate some of the problems.

Allow me to cite just one incident of blatant, unabashed violent
racist behavior on the part of the police. I am referring to the two
raids on a bar called the Blues Bar, a predominately black gay bar.
Twice last year, in September and October, police entered the bar
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and completely unprovoked, began to beat, kick, and even rob its
patrons. Through both of these incidents the police used racist epi-
thets while beating their victims.

The first incident sent approximately 12 people to the hospital.
The second incident took place less than 1 week later, and accord-
ing to some of the officers involved, they came back because of the
extensive coverage in the first incident, in the Village Voice and
other newspapers.

This incident also sent people to the hospital.
The lesbian and gay communities, under the leadership of black

and other third world gay people, organized a very successful mul-
tiracial demonstration against police brutality in the gay, black,
and other communities.

At a recent forum on police violence, several black lesbians de-
scribed being beaten by the police in and around Washington
Square Park. No explanation for this horrifying incident was ever
released, and to this day, the district attorney, Mayor Koch's
friend, has still not completed a full investigation on the raid.

The effects of racial police brutality of the minority community
is staggering. When one considers the poor record of the current
administration, the Koch administration, in regards to minority
hiring, health care, and housing, and a basic attitude of indiffer-
ence and negligence and racist condemnation, when one sees Koch
blatantly mocking the elty's blacks by donning an African wig and
sauntering around the Inner Circle press dinner, how can one
expect anything more?

And then, as if it were the final most literal slap in the face,
New York's predominantly white police force has embarked on a
brutal, malicious campaign to terrorize and harass minorities
through the city.

It is clear then that the occurrence of police brutality is simply
another tactic of the Koch administration to maintain its wrench-
ing control over the potential problem sectors of this city.

It must also be pointed out, of course, that police brutality has
increased outside the black, Hispanic communities. Today in New
York, women, gays, whites, Asians, also fall prey to the brutal
swing of the police club. I ask you, is no one safe? Are we plunging
headlong into an Orwellian intimidation, subordination and com-
plete control? Are you, honorable Members of Congress, going to sit
idly by while the citizens of this country become more and more
fearful of the very person they employed to protect them in times
of danger?

The fundamental question then is one of redress and resolution.
How are we collectively going to bring about an end to this horrify-
ing, repugnant issue? New York Americans for Democratic Action
joins with other individuals and organizations in this room and
across the city in demanding the establishment of an impartial, in-
dependent police review board to effectively investigate, monitor,
and bring to justice the thousands of cases of police brutality com-
mitted annually in New York City.

Such a panel should have few or no police personnel among its
members. The panel should represent every sector of this city and
should exemplify the dynamics of good government by its integrity,
impartiality, and rapid and insistent penalization of undue police
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violence. The creation of such a review board is not a difficult task,
nor is it an unreasonable or politically motivated demand, it is
rather a rational and needed response to the problem which we all
face today.

The blood of New York that is spilled by the police belongs on
the steps of city hall and Gracie Mansion. If there was no problem,
as Mayor Koch and Commissioner McGuire would have us believe,
there would be no congressional hearing and the thousands of
people packed into this room today would not be here.

Distinguished members of the committee, look around you. I im-
plore you to listen very carefully to the testimony delivered here
today, consider the frustration and anger of people in this room.
They have no where to turn in New York. They are turning to you,
members of the highest legislative body in the land, in a desperate
plea for equal justice under the law and guaranteed by the Consti-
tution of the United States. Please hear our cry, listen to our de-
mands, help us to rectify a problem which threatens the most fun-
damental principles upon which this Nation of ours was created.

To everybody here, I would like to say that ADA stands firm in
its commitment to erase any police brutality and we will work with
you in 1985 for a new mayor for the city of New York. Thank you.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much. Your closing remarks are
appropriate for the end of a long day of hearings. I want to thank
you very much as the final witness, and I should also like to extend
my appreciation to those who worked the sound system, which was
provided by the Coalition of Black Trade Unions.

I would like to thank the Organization of Afro-American Clergy,
Rev. Sharon Williams, for providing the chairs and tables.

I would like to thank my own staff, who worked so hard here
today.

But most of all, I think our appreciation goes out to the people of
Harlem, whose determination to change things have brought this
congressional committee here for the beginning of what is going to
be a long struggle to turn around the police violence that has been
uncovered here in the first of I don't know how many hearings it
will take.

Thank you all for your cooperation, and as chairman of this sub-
committee, I declare the meeting to be officially adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 5:30 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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